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The photographs have been selected to illustrate the dramatic change in hydrological conditions over the 1996-2000
period. The exceptionally hot and dry summer of 1995 and the following very dry winter established widespread
drought conditions, which in some parts of southern Britain extended well into 1997. Thereafter, a sequence of wet
seasons generated a prolonged recovery in river flows and aquifer recharge rates. This recovery culminated in the
remarkably extensive and persistent flooding which began in October 2000 and, in some areas, continued through the
spring of 2001.
Details of the individual photographs are given below:
Top left:
Top right:
Cover Photographs
River Pang at Bucklebury Ford. Although the river is not perennial at this site, the absence of Row
across Bucklebury Ford is an indicator of significantly low groundwater levels. This shot from the
bridge at the ford, shows the river bed still moist from the groundwater recession in May 1997.
Photo: Martin Lees
River Findhorn at Forres, Highland Region, 12 km east of Nairn. This gauging station is notable
for ,recording one of the highest gauged flMv in the UK; however, this picture shows the
Findho- rn in more tranquil mood on 22/05/1998. It was the start of a sequence of low flows from
May to September; accumulated runoff over this period was the second lowest on record in a
series from 1958.  Photo: Patricia Sheffield
Middle lefr: River Avon at Evesham. This famous picture, at the junction of Port Street and Waterside
immediately by the bridge over the-Av`on in the centre-of Eveshim, illustrate-s graphically the severe
character of the flood of 9/04/1998. The flood was notable from Northampton, along the
Warwickshire Avon through -to Wales and south down the Cherwell. It prompted a significant
review of flood warning and alleviation measures throughout England and Wales.
Photo: Courtesy of the Evesharn Journal (http://www.journalffieuk.corn/contact.html)
Middle right: River Ouse at York. York is known to be susceptible to flOoding whenever the whole of the Ouse
catchment contributes high ffinoff. the protracted rainfall through the autumn and early winter of
2000 was no exception and the river recorded its highest level at"the Viking Hotel in York in a series
from 1885.  Photo: Courtesy of the Ridings Area of the North East Region of the Environment Agency
Bottom left: River Culm at Stoke Canon, looking south towards Exeter, about 10kni distant. This was the
morning of 8112/2000. The Culm normally flows in two channels at this point, but they are barely
discernible given the widespread floodplain inundation. The road crossing in the middle ground is
the A396 and the main SW railway link is to the top right.  Photo: Marc Hill, courtesy of Apex
News and Pictures (http://www.apex-photos.co.uk)
PottOm right: Watery Lane, Skirmett, Oxfordshire in December 2000. This is an aptly named road for this
example of clear water flooding (resulting from aquifer discharge from unusually high groundwater
levels). Many areas of the Chalk aquifer in southern Britain were affected by this phenomenon.
Unlike fluvial flooding, some such flows were maintained for Months on end.
Photo: Ter°, Marsh
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FOREWORD
Hydrometric data provide the foundation for both the science of hydrology and for water management generally.
Skilful management and manipulation of hydrometric data underpins the development of improved engineering
design procedures and more effective strategies to reconcile the often competing water demands of man and the
aquatic environment. Drought and flood episodes during the period reviewed in this publication have underlined our
continuing vulnerability to extreme weather conditions. In many areas the range of recorded river flows and
groundwater levels were extended over the five years beginning with 1996. Hydrometric data assume an increased
importance in circumstances where hydrological change is underway or anticipated. Their strategic value will be well
demonstrated  as,  through time, they contribute to reducing the current uncertainty regarding the impact of global
warming on hydrological conditions across the UK.
River flows and groundwater levels in the United Kingdom reflect more than just the intensity and distribution of
rainfall and the magnitude of evaporation losses. Geology and land use influence river runoff and aquifer recharge
patterns, and the natural variations of each are often substantially disturbed by the complex and evolving pattern of
water utilisation. Careful stewardship is therefore required to maximise the utility of the substantial volume of
nationally archived hydrometric data.
The primary objectives of the Hydrometric Register and Statistics 1996-2000 publication are to document recent
water resource variations, to set them in a historical context and to serve as a primal); reference source for a rapidly
expanding community of data users. Information is structured and presented to allow the selection of appropriate
datasets for particular projects, and to assist in the interpretation of analyses based on the basic river flow and
groundwater level data.
This report has been assembled with the active cooperation of measuring authorities — principally the environment
agencies — across the UK. It stands as a testament to the expertise and commitment of hydrometric field and office
personnel in maintaining the continuity and integrity of the featured river flow and groundwater level data.
The work of the National River Flow and Groundwater Level Archives is overseen by a steering committee that
includes representatives of Government departments, the environment agencies and the water industry from England,
Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. Their support for, and contribution to, this publication is gratefully
acknowledged.
Professor J. S. Wallace
Director, CEH Wallingford
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The Hydrometric Register and Statistics 1996-2000
report is the fourth such five-year volunie in the
Hydrological data UK series. It provides a comprehensive
range of hydrometric statistics relating to the featured
period, and serves as a reference source for hydrometric
information that does not change materially from year to
year. Details of the gauging stations, the catchMents they
command and observation boreholes in the national
hydrometric networks are presented together with
summary statistical data to allow an examination of the
variation in surface and groundwater resmirces both
within the period 1996-2000 and by comparisbn with
the long term average conditions. Information in the
Surface Water — Register and Statistics section is grouped
according to.the major hydrological divisions in:the UK
(see below): — these may not correspond :to the
administrative regional divisions of the princilial measur-
ing authorities (see Frontispiece I and page 201). In all,
details are giiien of more than 1500 gauging siations and
160 observation boreholes.
The National River Flow Archive (NRFA) is
maintained by the Centre for Ecology and Hydrology
Wallingfordlormerly the Institute of Hydrology) and
the National Groundwater Level Archive is maintained —
also at Wallingford — by the British Geologie'al Survey.
Both CEH Wallingford and BGS are component bodies
of the Natural Environment Research Council.
A description is given of the National River Flow
and National Groundwater Level Archives together with
details of the: associated data retrieval facilitiei.
Constraints of space have required a number of
abbreviation's and acronyms to be used, particularly in
the descriptive material in the Surface Water section.
These, together with selected technical terms, Me defined
in the GIMslary. •
A majbr proportion of the hydrological data
previously j:Mblished in Yearbooks in the Hydrological
data UK series — together with substantial additional
informationT — is now published electronically on the
National River Flow Archive website. Page .203 gives
details of alt.publications in the Hydrological data UK
series, together with an outline of the data and other
informationaccessible via the website.
Sources of Information
The hydrometric data presented in this volume have
been - abstraeted primarily from the NatiOnal River
Flow Archive and National Groundwater Level
Archives. In England and Wales responsibility .for the
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collection and initial processing of the data rests
principally with the Environment Agency. Responsi-
bilfty for  a  small proportion of the featured monitoring
sites — including a number with lengthy records — rests
with the water services companies and a number of
public and private organisations. In Scotland, the
acquisition and processing of hydrometric data rests
principally with the Scottish Environment Protection
Agency (SEPA). On 1st April 2001 SEPA's regional
structure was replaced by a national structure with the
regions replaced by areas with the same geographic
borders (see page 201); the hydrometric functions are
co-ordinated by the National Hydrology Manager. In
Northern Ireland primary responsibility rests with the
Rivers Agency (Department of Agriculture and Rural
Development). Additional data have been provided by
the Geological Survey of Northern Ireland, the Borders
Regional Council, Water Supply COmpanies and by
various research bodies and public undertakings
(see page 201).
River flows in the United Kingdom are often
difficult to measure precisely — particularly in flood or
drought conditions — and can be substantially affected
by artificial influences. These influences range from a
large diminution in flows caused by a major abstraction
immediately upstream of the gauging station to the
often subtle impact of land use change on river flow
patterns. Groundwater levels may also be heavily
influenced by man's activities — abstraction rates in
particular. An appreciation of these effects is necessary to
exploit the archived data most effectively. For this
publication important material relating to the impact of
changing patterns of water utilisation on river flow
regimes and groundwater level behaviour was supplied
by the UK environment agencies.
Apart from the figures for CEH Wallingford's
own experimental basins, the great majority of the
areal rainfall data presented in this volume is derived
from validated rainfall data provided by the Met
Office.
Some slight variations from contributors' figures
may occur; theSe may be due to different methods of
computation or the need for uniformity in presen-
tation.
The Natural Environment Research Council
acknowledge and extend their appreciation to all who
have assisted in the collection and provision of
information for this publication; the community at
large gains considerably from the efforts of those who
take the initial field observations and those who process
them in hydrometric offices.
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SURFACE WATER
The UK Gauging Station Network
The national gauging station network — currently
comprising over 1300 stations — is very dense in global
terms; a necrssary response to the dense drainage
network and the diversity of the UK in terms of its
climate, geology, land use and patterns of water
utilisation. A distinguishing characteristic of the net-
work is the variety of flow measurement techniques
deployed'. The modest size of UK rivers is reflected in
the widespread use of flow measurement structures
(of many different designs and configurations). Many
stations are 'hybrid' (exploiting different flow mea-
surement techniques for different flow ranges) and a
significant minority are multi-site (e.g. where high and
low flow measurement is undertaken at separate sites).
Such gauging arrangements normally require more
complex data processing procedures to derive flows for
archiving purposes.
The Acquisition, Computation and
Accuracy of Gauged Flows
Gauged flows are generally calculated by the conversion
of the record of stage, or water level, using a stage-
discharge relation, often referred to as the rating or
calibration. Stage is measured and recorded against
time by instruments usually actuated by a float in a
stilling well. The instrument records the level either
digitally — solid state loggers are deployed at over
95% of the operational gauging stations featured in
this volume — or continuously by pen and chart. At
the majority of the gauging stations in the United
Kingdom provision is made for the routine transmis-
sion of river levels directly to the processing centre, by
telephone line or, less generally, by radio; on occasions
satellites have been used to receive and re-transmit the
radio signal. The rapid growth in the use of the public
telephone network for the transmission of river level
and flow data is enabling hydrometric data acquisition
to proceed on a near real-time basis in most areas.
Typically, levels are recorded at 15-minute intervals
and stored 'on-site for overnight transmission to allow
the initial processing to be completed on the following
day. Normally, both digital and analogue recording
devices are deployed at gauging stations to provide a
measure of security against loss of record caused by
instrument malfunction.
The stage-discharge relation is obtained either by
installing a gauging structure, usually a weir or flume
with known hydraulic characteristics, or by measuring
the stream velocity and cross-sectional area at points
throughout the range of flow at a site characterised by its
ability to maintain the relationship.
REGISTER AND
STATISTICS
The accuracy of the processed gauged flows there-
fore depends upon several factors:
i. accuracy and reliability in measuring and recording
water levels,
ii. accuracy and reliability of the derived stage-
discharge relation, and
concurrency of revised ratings and the stage record
with respect to changes in the station control.
Flow data from ultrasonic gauging stations are
computed on-site where the times are measured for
acoustic pulses to traverse a river section along an
oblique path in both directions. The mean river velocity
is related to the difference in the two timings and the
flow is then assessed using the river's cross-sectional area.
Accurate computed flows can be expected for stable river
sections and within a range in stage that permits good
estimates of mean channel velocity to be derived from a
velocity traverse set at a series of fixed depths.
Flow data from electromagnetic gauging stations
may also be computed on-site. The technique requires
the measurement of the electromotive force (emf) in-
duced in flowing water as it cuts a vertical magnetic field
generated by means of a large coil buried beneath the
river bed or constructed above it. This emf is sensed by
electrodes at each side of the river and is directly
proportional to the average velocity in the cross-section.
British and International Standards are followed
as far as possible in the design, installation and operation
of gauging stations. Most of these Standards include a
section devoted to accuracy and many include recom-
mendations for reducing uncertainties in discharge
measurements and for estimating the extent of the
uncertainties which do arise.
The National River Flow Archive (NRFA) exists to
provide not only a central database and retrieval service
but also an extra level of hydrological validation. To
further this aim, project staff at.CEH Wallingford liaise
with their counterparts in the measuring authorities and,
by visiting gauging stations and data processing centres,
endeavour to maintain the necessary knowledge of local
conditions and problems which is essential to help
identify and rectify anomalous flow data.
The NRFA is principally a database of daily and
monthly flows. Monthly peak values are archived to
provide a guide to overall flow variability but their
accuracy can vary widely. The primary source of nation-
ally archive flood data are the UK Flood Event Archive
and the Flood Estimation Handbook2 (see page 204).
River Flows 1996-2000
The 1996-2000 period was characterised by very large
spatial and temporal variations in river flows. Over wide
areas the range of recorded variation in runoff rates was
extended as the focus of hydrological concern switched
from the persistent drought conditions of the mid-1990s
to the remarkably-widespread flooding-in the autumn
and early winter of 2000 — the most severe flooding in
England and Wales since the snowmelt-generated
flooding of March 1947. 3Daily river flow variations
for 1996-2000 are illustrated on pages 6 and 7 for a
representative set of 12 catchments across the.UK; the
location of the featured gauging stations is given on the
respective regional maps — see below. The daily flow
hydrographs are shown together with the pre-1996 daily
maxima and minima (the shaded envelopes) and the 10-
day running mean (broken trace).
Scope of the Register and the Statistical
Tabulations
Hydrometricjand hydrological information is presented
for the majoi hydrological regions in Britain, and for
Northern Ireland (where soine catchments extend into
the Irish Republic). The regional divisidns follow
catchment boundaries and are shown in Frontispiece Il
(the administrative boundaries of the EA, SEPA and the
Rivers Agency are featured on Frontispiece I). Details of
those few gauging stations operated by other organi-
sations are included in the relevant hydrological regions.
For each of the major hydrological regions data are
presented in ihree parts:
A Gauging Station Location Ma/3'; the scale varies
between maps in order to make the most effective
use of the available space. 100 km grid squares are
identified by standard letter and numeric codes (see
Frontispiece I). Hydrometric Areas (see below) are
referenced by large green numerals. In England and
Wales, the administrative boundaries of the EA
regions are shown is a grey trace; in some areas
these correspond with national boundaries. To
improve clarity, a few stations are shown slightly
displaced from their true national grid location.
Concentric open circles are used to identifr gauging
stations 'for which no post-1998 Mata are held on
the NRFA; a few decommissioned gauging seations
with limited record lengths have been omitted.
Map inserts have been provided for additional
clarity in areas where the local network is especially
dense.
ii. A Gauging Station Register. Stations are tabulated
4n Hydrometric Area sequence. Within each Hydro-
metric Area stations are listed according to their
position in the drainage network — downstream
from headwaters to the tidal limits — this allows for
easy comparisons between stations in the same
catchment or sub-catchment. A list of stations
ordered according to their NRFA number
* For the EA Midlands Region separate maps have been provided for
the Severn and Trent basins — this allows several clusters of gauging
stations to be shown with greater clarity.
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(sde below) is given in the Concise Register of
Gauging Stations (pages 159 to 164).
iii. A tabulation of Hydrometric Statistics together
wijih reference information relating to thcgauging -
station, its flow record and the catchment it com-
mands. The stations are featured in the same order as
they are listed in the Gauging Station Register.
In addition a 'Summary of Archived Data' details
the river flow and catchment rainfall data held on the
NRFA for individual gauging stations and catchments
(see pages 165 to 173).
The following explanatory notes are provided to
agsist in the interpretation of particular items in the
tabular' material.
Data Presentation
Some Might variations from contributors' figures may
occur; these may be due to different methdds of
computation, differing record lengths or completeness
of datasets, or the need for uniformity in presentation.
For some gauging stations estimated daily mean flows
(but not monthly peak flows) have been included,
particularly over the 1996-2000 period, to create more
complete datasets — such data are labeled as estimates on
the National River Flow Archive.
THE GAUGING STATION REGISTER
Flow measurement stations are normally featured in the
Register when they have at least two complete years of
river flow data held on the NRFA up to and including
2000. The organisation with operational responsibilitY
fOr each gauging station is given in the Hydrometric
Statistics table.
  The quality and completeness of the flow data for
individual stations may have changed through time, for
histance where a station has been upgraded 'to primary
status. The status of a few featured stations is currently
under review; refer to the individual station 'Comment'
(see page 11) for firther details.
Station Number (NRFA)
The gauging station number is a unique six digit
reference number which serves as the primary identifier
of the station record on the NRFA. The fir.st digit is a
regional identifier being 0 for mainland Britain, 1 for
the islands around Britain and 2 for Ireland. This is
followed by the Hydrometric Area number given in
the second and third digits. Hydrometric Areas are
either integral river catchment's having one or more
outlets to the sea or tidal estuary, or, for convenience,
they may include several contiguous river catchments
having topographical similarity with separate tidal
outlets. In mainland Britain they are numbered from 1
to 97 in clockwise order around the coast commencing
in northeast Scotland — see Frontispiece II. Ireland has
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a unified numbering system from 1 to 40 commencing
with the River Foyle catchment and circulating
clockwise; not all Irish Hydrometric Areas, however,
have an outlet to the coast. The numbers and
boundaries of the UK Hydrometric Areas are shown
on Frontispiece I and appear on the regional maps.
The fourth, fifth and sixth digits comprise the
number, usually allocated chronologically, of the
gauging station within the Hydrometric Area. An
asterisk following the station number identifies those
gauging stations for which no data are held on the
NRFA after 1998 — in the majority of cases the stations
have been closed or are no longer of primary status. For
some, however, flow data have been combined with
those for a more recently commissioned — but not
necessarily coincident — gauging station.
River Name / Station Name
The river and station name assigned by the appropriate
measuring authority. Space constraints require that
abbreviations be used for a number of gauging stations;
for the majdrity of monitoring sites the full river and
station names are given in the table of Hydrometric
Statistics.
Grid Reference
Standard rwo-letter and six figure map (100 m) refer-
ence using the National Grid in Great Britain and the
Irish Grid in Northern Ireland. (The Irish Grid has only
one prefix letter but it is common practice to precede it
with the letter I to make identification clear.)
Catchment Area
The surface catchment area, projected onto a horizontal
plane, *draining to the gauging station in square
kilometres. Most of the quoted areas have been derived
using the Institute of Hydrology's Digital Terrain
Model (IHDTM)4 the remainder derive from a variety*
of Sources and are not of uniform precision. Delinea-
tion of catchnient boundaries can be especially difficult
in areas of very subdued relief. The IHDTM utilises
information on drainage directions supplied by the
measuring agencies to construct catchment boundaries.
Errors in the assessment of the areas of small catchments
can substantially affect runoff values. There are a
substantial number of gauging stations where, because
of geological considerations, or as a result of water
transfers (for instance, the use of catchwaters to increase
reservoir 'yield), the actual contributing area may differ
appreciably from that defined by the topographical
boundary. In consequence, the river flows, whether
augmented or diminished, may cause the runoff values
(as a depth in millimetres) to appear anomalous.
Stat on Type
The gauging station type is coded by the list of
abbreviations given below — two abbreviations may be
applied to each station relating to the measurement of
low or high flows.
Broad-crested weir
Crump profile (triangular, 1:2 upstream P5
downstream slopes) single-crest weir
CB Compound broad-crested weir. The compound-
ing may include a mixture of types such as
rectangular profiles, flumes and Flat Vs and with
or without divide walls
CC Compound Crump weir
EM Electromagnetic gauging station
EW Essex weir (single Crump weir modified with
angled, sloping, triangular profile flanking crests)
in trapezoidal channel
FL Flume
FV Flat V triangular profile weir (variety of cross
slopes I:101:40)
MIS Miscellaneous
TP Rectangular thin-plate weir
US Ultrasonic gauging station
VA Velocity-area gauging station
VN Triangular (V notch) thin-plate weir
Period of Record
The first and last year for which daily river flow data are
held on the NRFA up to and including 2000. Where the
flow record is sensibly continuous (fewer than six
missing days occurring in any one year) the first and
last years are separated by a dash; otherwise dots are
substituted. A detailed breakdown of the data available
for each gauging station is given in the Summary of
Archived Data (see page 165). Earlier data, often of a
sporadic nature or of poorer quality, may occasionally be
available from the measuring authority or other sources
(see the corresponding station 'Comment'). Areal rain-
fall data and, particularly, monthly peak flows may not
be available for the full period of record.
An 'n' following the period of record indicates that
the flow and runoff entries have been derived using
naturalised flows.
Emboldening
Where the pre-1996 period of record equals, or exceeds,
five complete years, emboldening is used to highlight
new maximum and minimum annual and monthly
runoff totals or river flows established during the
1996-2000 period.
Mean Annual Rainfall
The average annual rainfall over the catchment in
millimetres. Generally the mean relates to the period
of record given in the previous column (rainfall data
preceding the start of the corresponding river flow
record are ignored); the mean rainfall is shown in italics
where monthly catchment rainfall totals are available for
less than 80 per cent of the corresponding runoff record.
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The mean annual rainfall is derived from the
monthly catchment rainfall totals held on the NRFA.
Beginning with January 1986 these totals have been
derived- from a one kilometre square- grid- of Tainfall-
values generated from all daily and monthly rainfall data
available from the Met Office. The method used con-
forms with that recommended in the British Standard's
Institution's Guide to the Acquisition and Management
of Meteorological Precipitation Data5. Validation pro-
cedures allow for the rejection of obviously erroneous
raingauge observations prior to the gridding exercise.
A computer program then calculates catchment rainfall
by averaging the values (either iri millimetres or as
percentages of the 1961-90 average) at the grid points
lying within the digitised ca4chment boundary*.
lip to and including 1985, rnonthly catchment
areal rainfall totals wcre normally computed by, firstly,
obtaining the long pefiod (1941-70) average: anniial
rainfall for e*ach catehment — this was derived' by the
Met Office based on isohyets mapped at a scale of
1:250,000. Then, for each of a selected number of rain-
gauges chosen to represent the catchment, the monthly
rainfall was expressed as a percentage of its . annual
average rainfall. The percentage values of rainfall for each
raingauge were summed and their mean obtained to give
a catchment percentage value for the month, which was
then converted to monthly mean rainfall.
The mean annual rainfall is computed from the
monthly mean rainfalls using data only for years where
the rainfall record is complete. Accuracy depends largely
on the reliability of the assessment of the areal annual
average and on the adequacy of the network of rain-
gauges used to represent an area. Where, as for instance
in some mountainous catchments, raingauges are few,
their siting and exposure is not ideal, and particularly
where snowfall is common, great precision in the areal
rainfall assessments cannot be expected. Under such
circumstances rainfall can often be significantly under-
estimated. More generally, some underestimation of
mean rainfall may occur — the catch of standard
raingauges is known to be systematically lower than that
for co-located ground-level raingauges.
Changes in the raingauge network can affect the
accuracy of the monthly catchrnent rainfall totals and
the homogeneity of the time series.
Mean Annual Runoff
The notional depth of water in millimetres over the
catchment equivalent to the mean annual flow as mea-
sured at the gauging station. It is computed using the
relationship:
Runoff in mm =
Mean Flow in cubic metres er second x 86.4 x 365
Catchment Area (km1)
The total runoff is rounded to the nearest millimetre
*  blOte: This  method has also been used to fill gapes in the earlier
catchment rainfall record.
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As a consequence of missing data there will not be
full equivalence between the mean annual rainfall and
the mean annual runoff for some catchments. Runoff
statistics and the corresponding mean flow are com-
puted on the basis of naturalised flows for the minority
of catchments where sensibly continuous daily, or
monthly, naturalised data are held on the NRFA.
Naturalised flows are derived from the corresponding
gauged discharges by taking account of the net affect of
upstream abstractions and discharges. The uncertainty
in the magnitude of the necessary adjustment may be
considerably greater than the uncertainty associated with
the gauged flow.
The net impact of abstiactions and discharges may
result in unrepresentative mean annual runoff figures.
More commonly, a lack of coincidence between the
topographical catchment divide and the true extent of
the contributing area (which may be substantially differ-
ent for permeable catchments) can produce anomalous
mean annual runoff totals. Note also that measurement
limitations — especially precipitation assessments in very
wet upland catchments — may give rise to runoff which
approaches, or even exceeds, the corresponding catch-
ment rainfall. Guidance as to how represe6tative the
mean annual runoff is of the natural flow regime may
be found in the Factors Affecting Runoff (F.A.R.) codes
(see page 10) and the 'Comment' section in the Hydro-
metric Statistics tables (see page 11).
Mean Annual Loss
The difference between ffie mean annual catchment
rainfall and the mean antifial catchment runoff. Entries
are confined to catchnients where there is good
*agreement between the periods for which rainfall and
runoff are held on the National River Flow Archive. The
mean annual loss provides a guide to average annual
evaporative losses but linhited precision in the rainfall
and runoff figures, the net effect of artificial influences
on the mean run*off and, particularly, a lack of con-
gruency between the topographic and the true catch-
ment areas (see above) may all combine to produce
unrepresentative mean losses. For those few catchments
where computed mean runoff exceeds computed mean
rainfall no mean annual loss is given. The F.A.R. codes
(see page 10) and the relevant 'Comment' section in the
Hydrometric Statistics tables should be consulted to
assess the credibility of the featured mean annual losses.
Maximum Annual Runoff / Year of Occurrence
The maximum calendar year runoff in the period of
record. The selection is based only on those years with
complete flow records on the NRFA.
Minimum Annual Runoff / Year of Occurrence
The minimum calendar year runoff in the period of
record. The 'selection is based only on those years with
complete flow records on the NRFA.
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Mean Flow
The average, weighted to account for the different
number of days per month, of the mean monthly flows
for the period of record.
Minimum Monthly Flow / Month and Year of
Occurrence
The minimum monthly mean flow in the period of
record; where the minimum recurs, the latest occurrence
is featured.•Minimum monthly flows greater than zero
but less than 0.005 m3s-1 appear as >0.0'. It should
be emphasised that river flow measurement ends to
become more imprecise at very low discharges. Very low
velocities, heavy weed growth and the insensitivity of
stage-discharge relations combine with the difficulty of
accurately measuring limited water depths to increase
the uncertainty associated with the computed flows.
Median Annual Flood (QMED)
The median of the annual peak discharges in the period
of record. Generally, QMED has been coffiputed using
a dataset compiled originally as part of the Flood
Studies projett6 and updated during the Flood
Estitnation Handbook project2; significant further
updating remains to be done. QMED values have
been computed only when at least five water-year
(October—September) peaks have been recorded. In the
FSR (and previous Hydrometric Register and Statistics
volumes), the mean annual flood (QBAR) was used as
the index flood. QMED is now preferred because it is
unaffected by the size of an exceptionally large flood
event and can be directly interpreted as the two-year
return period. For a few stations (indicated by an
asterisk following the QMED value) the QMED has
been determined on the basis of the highest daily mean
flows. The QMED has been omitted for some stations
where catchment changes — normally the construction
of a major reservoir — make the computed QMED
unrepresentative of current conditions.
Accurate high flow measurement can present severe
logistical and hydrometric difficulties and flood dis-
charges may often be based on substantial extrapolations
of the stage-discharge relation. The precision may vary
greatly from station to station; some relevant additional
information may be found in the station 'Comment'
section (see page 11).
Base Flow Index'
The Base Flow Index (BFI) was developed at the
Institute of Hydrology (now CEH Wallingford)
during the Low Flow Study to help assess the low
flow characteristics of rivers in the United Kingdom
(for details of the procedures used to compute the
BFI, see Custard et al, 19927). In this volume, the BFI
has been computed using the archived record of
gauged 'daily mean flows and may be thought of as a
measure of the proportion of the river runoff that derives
from stored sources; the more permeable the rock, drift
and soil material of a catchment the higher the baseflow
and the more sustained the river's.flow during periods of
dry weather. Thus, the BFI is an effective means of
indexing catchment geology. For instance, rivers drain-
ing impervious clay catchments (with Minimal lake or
reservoir storage) typically have baseflow indices in the
range 0.15 to 0.35, whereas a Chalk stream may well
have a BFI greater than 0.9 as a consequence of the high
groundwater component in the river discharge.
10  Percentile
The flow in cubic metres per second which was equalled
or exceeded for 10 per cent of the specified term — a high
flow parameter which, when compared with the mean,
may give a measure of the variability, or 'flashiness', of
the flow regime. The 10 percentile is* computed using
daily flow data only for those years with five days, or less,
missing on the NRFA.
95 Percentile
The flow in cubic metres per second which was equalled
or exceeded for 95 per cent of the specified term; a
significant low flow parameter particularly relevant in
the assessment of river water quality consent conditions.
The same ,conditions for completeness of the annual
records apply as for the 10 percentile flow. Ninety-five
percentile flows greater than zero but Jess than
0.005 IT135-1 appear as '>0.0'.
The reliability of the 95 percentile flows — as with
the minimum mOnthly mean — must be considered
carefully as representative measures of low flow. The
values should be used with caution in view of the
problems associated with both the measurement of very
low discharges and the increasing proportional varia-,
bility between the natural flow and the artificial
influences, such as abstractions, discharges and storage
changes as the river flow diminishes.
HYDROMETRIC STATISTICS
Flow measurement stations are, generally, featured in
this section where at least three comPlete years.of data
are available on the NRFA over the period 1996-2000.
A significant minority of the stations which appear in
the Gauging Station Register have been omitted from
the Hydrometric Statistics section. These include
stations decommissioned prior to 1996, those where
the hydrometric data are of poor quality, or because of
the limited value to the national network of a particular
gauging site; e.g. a gauging station immediately below a
reservoir.
Certain key reference details are repeated from the
Register of Gauging Stations. See page 5 for details of
the Station Number, Station Name and Catchment
Area.
Measuring Authority — M.A.
An abbreviation referencing the organisation responsible
for the operation of the gauging_ station. A list of
measuring authority codes together with the full name
and address of the organisation is given in the Directory
of Measuring Authorities (page 201).
Local Number.
The station reference mimber adopted by the measuring
authority, for a few areas truncation has been necessary
due to space constraints. For some regions the local
number is identical to the NRFA station number.
Station Sensitivity — Sens.
The percentage change in flow associated with a 10 mm
increase in stage at the 95% exceedance flow; the higher
the sensitivity, the greater the error in computed flow
associated with systematic errors in flow measurement.
The lififited depth of many UK rivers, especially during
periods of low flow, places a premium on the accurate
measurement of water levels. Systematic errors in the
measurement of stage — resulting, for instance, from
imprecise datum settings, algal growth on weir crests or
ice on natural controls — are the major factor influencing
discharge uncertainty. The sensitivity index provides a
guide to the susceptibility of low flows at individual
stations to errors arising from imprecise stage measure-
ment; commonly these produce an overestimation of
flows.
(Bank-fiill) / (Structure-fiell)
The flow in cubic metres per second at which the river
begins to overlap the banks, or the wingwalls of a
structure, at a gauging station. The discharges have
been obtained from stage-discharge relations and since
they are at the upper limit of the in-bank flow they
may be derived by extrapolation. At a few weirs and
flumes, the upstream channel capaciry may be less than
the capacity of the structure. Under such circumstan-
ces bypassing will commence before structurefull is
reached.
This item is unavailable for a substantial number
of gauging stations and may be omitted where the
bankfull and structurefull discharges •are considered
unreliable.
Factors Affecting Runoff — F.A.R.
An indication of the various types of abstractions from,
and discharges to, the river operating within the
catchment which alter the natural flow is given by a
standard set of code letters. For some areas the
allocation of F.A.R. codes is incomplete and for all
catchments the codes are subject to continuing review.
The absence of F.A.R. codes does not imply a natural
flow regime. An explanation of the code letters is given
below. With the exception of the induced loss in surface
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flow resulting from underlying groundwater abstrac-
tion, these codes and descriptions refer to quantifiable
variations and do .not include the progressive, and
difficult to measure, modifications in the regime related
to land-use changes.
Except for a small set of gauging stations for which
the net variation, i.e. the sum of abstractions and
discharges, is assessed in order to derive the 'naturalised'
flow from the gauged flow (see page 8), the record of
individual abstractions, discharges and changes in
storage as indicated in the code above is not held
centrally.
CODE EXPLANATION
Natural, i.e. there are no abstractions and
discharges or the variation due to them is so
limited that the gauged flow is considered to be
within 10% of the natural flow at, or in excess
of, the 95 percentile flow.
Storage or impounding reservoir. Natural river
flows will be affected by. water stored in a
reservoir situated in, and supplied from, . the
catchment above the gauging station.
Regulated river. Under certain flow conditions
the river will be augmented from surface water
and/or groundwater storage upstream of the
gauging station.
Public water supplies. Natural river flows are
reduced by the quantity abstracted from a reser-
voir or by a river intake if the water is conveyed
outside the gauging station's catchment area.
Groundwater abstraction. Natural river flow
may be reduced or augmented by groundwater
abstraction or recharge. This category; includes
catchments where mine-water discharges influ-
ence the flow regime.
Effluent return. Outflows from sewage treat-
ment works will augment the river flow if the
effluents originate from outside the catchment.
Industrial and agricultural abstractions. Direct
industrial and agricultural abstractions from
surface water and from groundwater may reduce
the natural river flow.
Hydro-electric power. The river flow is regu-
lated to suit the need for power generation;
catchment to catchment diversions may also
significantly affect average runoff.
Level
The level of the station: generally, the level of the gauge
zero in metres above Ordnance Datum, or above
Malin Head Datum for stations in Northern Ireland.
Although gauge zero is usually closely related to zero
discharge, it is the practice in some areas for an
arbitrary height, typically one metre, to be added to the
level of the lowest crest of a measuring structure to
avoid the possibility of false recording of negative
values by some digital recorders.
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Urban Extent — LIE
A measure of the extent of urban and suburban land
cover in each catchment derived from the Centre of
Ecology and Hydrology's Land Cover Maps. The Urban
Extent index lies between 0 and 1 and is a composite of
the urban and suburban fractions (the latter being
weighted by 0.5). It corresponds to the URBEXT index
developed for the Flood Estimation Handbook2.
Flood Attentuation Index — FAI
All lakes and reservoirs in a catchment affect flood
response to some degree. This index take's account of
each on-line lake or reservoir, and its position in the
catchment (those in the headwaters having a lesser effect
than those close to the gauging station), to provide a
measure of their overall attenuation effect. The index
lies in the range 0 to 1, with the attenuation effect
diminishing as the value aPproaches unity. In some
cases, the algorithm used to calculate the index treats
water bodies close to the river (e.g. floodplain gravel
pits) as on-line. In all cases the values derive from water
bodies shown on the 1:50,000 Ordnance Survey maps.
The FAI corresponds to the index of flood attenuation
by reservoirs and lakes (FARL) developed for the Flood
Estimation Handbook2 — reference to which should be
made for further details of its derivation.
Comment
A short commentary providing a guide to the
characteristics of the station, its flow record and the
catchment it commands; the catchment description is
normally separated from the rest of the material by a
symbol. The objectives of this summary information are
to assist data.users in the selection of gauging station
records appropriate to their needs and to assist in the
interpretation of flow data for individual gauging
stations particularly where the natural flow pattern is
significantly disturbed by artificial influences.
The 'Comment' is under continuing review —
reflecting the availability of more information and in
response to. changing hydrometric conditions at the
measuring site, and changing water use and land use
within the catchment (date of last revisions: August
2002).
Reference to the Glossary should be made for an
explanation of technical terms, abbreviations and
acronyms used in the Comment section.
1996-2000 Hydrometric Statistics
Hydrometric statistics are presented both for the period
of record, up to and including, 1995* and for each
calendar year 1996 to 2000. Rainfall and runoff data for
individual years are featured only where a sensibly
* Underlining is used to identifr those flow records commencing
before 1900.
complete annual record is held on the NRFA (see
below). Period of record statistics are given only if at
least five years of pre-1996 data are held on the NRFA_
Peak or minimum flow data may be featured for incom-
plete years provided the featured extreme flows may
reasonably be expected not to have been eclipsed over
the period for which directly measured flows are not
available. In a few cases — indicated by an I' flag — the
pre-1996 peak flow has been taken from the Flood
Estimation Handbook (see pages 9 and 12).
When comparing period of record values with
those given in the Gauging Station Register it should
be noted that the figures given in the latter table relate
to the full period of record up to and including 2000.
This allows the impact of the 1996-2000 rainfall and
runoff patterns on the long term averages to be
examined.
Emboldening
The period of record statistics are shown emboldened
where they are based on five or more complete years
of data. Emboldening is also used to highlight new
maximum or minimum flows established over the
1996-2000 period.
Period
The range of years on which the period of record
statistics are based. Normally the end year is 1995 but
for some recently decommissioned gauging stations an
earlier year may be given. Where the flow record is
sensibly continuous (less than six missing days occurring
in any single year) the first and last years are separated by
a dash; otherwise dots are substituted.
Rainfall
The rainfall over the catchment for each year and for
the period of record (see page 5 for the method of
derivation). '% of pre-I996' expresses the individual
yearly totals as a percentage of the period of record
average. The period of record rainfall is italicised where
data cover a significantly different period to that for the
runoff data.
Runoff
The catchment runoff for each year and for the period of
record. `% of pre-1996' expresses the individual yearly
totals as a percentage of the period of record average.
Generally gauged flows have been used to compute
runoff totals but for a few gauging stations — those
flagged in the Gauging Station Register — runoff has
been computed using naturalised flows. Runoff totals
for individual years are featured only where there are
five, or fewer, missing days in the year; the annual totals
for incomplete years are italicised (and are based on the
average flow on the days for which data are available on
the NRFA).
Mean Flow
The POR mean flow is based on all available pre-1996
daily mean gauged flows; for the method of computa-
tion see page 9. The same conditions for completeness
apply to the individual annual mean flows as for runoff.
Peak Flow / Date of Peak
The peak flow in cubic metres per second during the
term indicated together with the date of occuirence,
normally the waier-day (which: commences at 09.00
hours). Where 'the:peak flow recurs, the date normally
corresponds to ihe last occurrence. Generally, the peak
flows are derived from the record of monthly instanta-
neous maximum fffiws stored on the NRFA. Some peak
flows for years' •with 'incomplete flow data have been
included (where; for example, they exceed the pre-1996
peak flow); such entries appear in italics. Where
instantaneous fffiws are not recorded or where the
peak value in ari incomplete series is exceeded by the
highest daily mean flow, the latter is substituted; such
substitutions are indicated by a 'd' flag. A similar
approach may be 'used where the peaks are considered to
be especially unffiliable (for example where local
processing procedures provide for peak flows to be
truncated at the maximum value of the stage-discharge
relationship). As a result of particular flow measurement
difficulties in the' flood range, the peak flow series (on
the NRFA) is often incomplete and the reCorded
discharges may be of limited accuracy. Reviews of high
flow data in Many parts of the United Kingdoni are
currently being undertaken. Some revised peak flows
resulting from these reviews are featured in the
Hydrometric Statistics Tables.
Reference ro: the reprint of Volume IV of the
Floods Study Report6 or the Flood Estimation Hand-
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book2 should be made to check for historical flood
events which 'inlay exceed the peak falling within the
gauged flow record. An excellent source of additional
historical- river-flow (and- groundwater)-information is
the British Hydrology Society's Chronology of British
HydrologicalEvents website:
http://www.diffidee.ac.uk/geography/cbhe/
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expected at individual monitoring sites. They are not
subject to:the degree of quality !Control applied to the
daily flow values and' the precision of the peak flows is
very variable. Caution should therefore be exercised in
interpreting the featured values — particularly those
associated with the widespread flooding in late-2000;
some of the peak flows remain provisional, most should
be regarded as estimates.
Minimum Daily Flow / Date of Minimum-
The value and date of occurrence of the lowest daily
(normally, a Water-day) mean flow in cubic metres per
second during the term indicated. In a record in which
the value recurs, the date is that of the last occasion.
Estimated flow values are identified by a question
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HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1996-2000
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37.0 1.22
6.5 0.19
13.1 0.27
20.6 0.58
4.4 0.15
001001 Wick at Tarroul CA: 161.9km'
M.A: SEPA-N Local No: Sens.:
FAR: Level: m UE: FAI:
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway in relatively straight (formalised)section. Rarely by-
passed' MAF probably contained_ Natural Saw regime. e Relatively dry and flat catchment given
over largely to agriculture (arable and pasture).
002001 Helmsdale at KlIptiedIr CA: 551.4 km2
MA: SEPA-N Local No: 108 Sens.: 9.1
FAR: R Level: 17in UE: G.01 FAI: 0.880
Comment: 40m wideriver section with flows outflankingCableway on rb at extreme stages.
Adequately gauged to bankfull. Loch Badanloch and An-Ruathair used for river regulation (to benefit
fisheries) utilising 30% of catchment, reducedto 24% in Nov 1986 following reMoval of control
structure on Loch An-Ruathair. Data available on storage changes in both lochs. # Typcal Scottish
upland mix of hill pasture and moorland with some 20 sq.km of surface storage distributed over
several medium size lochs.
002002 Brora at Bruachrobis DA: 434.4 lan2
MA: SEPA-N Local No: Sens.:
FAR: Laval: m UE: FM:
Comment: Velccity-area station with relatively stable cobble control at the end of the measuring
reach. Natural regime apan from a small headwater diversion into the Shin catchrhent.
003003 Oykel at Easter Turnalg C.A: 330.7662
MA: SEPA-N Local No: 113 Sens.: 12.0
FAR: N Level: 16m UE: <.01 CAI( 0.919
Comment:40m wide iver section. Flows fully contained except in extreme circurnitances (e.g Oct
1978). Rock armouring of the bed immediately d/s (Feb 1986) has rendered the loW flow rating more
stable. 100% natural flow regime with litre loch storage. if Catchment is typical,Highland mix of
rough grazing and moorland with some afforestation in middle reaches.
003004 Cassley at Roserhall CA 187.5 km'
M.A: SEPA-N Local No: 116 Sens.: 12.8 ,
FAR: H Level: 3m L1E: FAI:
Comment: Cableway at 35m wide river section located 400m cgs of stage measUring site. Stable
gabion groyne control adequate)/ gauged to bankfull. Runoff (apart from compensatMn lows and
spillage) from 14% of upper catchment diverted to Shin hydro scheme. No sidnificant surface
storage. # Typical Highland mix of rough grazing and moorland with some afforestation.
003002 Carron et Sgodachail CA: 241.1 km2
MA: SEPA-N Local No: 107 Sens.: 13.4
FAR: H Level: n In UE: G.01 FAI: 0.978
Comment: River section. well gauged to bankfull. Gravel bed with problems of stability in low flow
control necessitating revised rating from time to time Computed low flows are natural in relation to
about BO% of catchment; remainder of headwaters am diverted at low and medium flows to Conon
Valley hydro scheme. # Much of this remote Highland catchment is above 600m with a few hilltop
tarns but no significant storage.
004003 Meese et Alness CA: 201.0 1cm'
MA: SEPA-N Local NO: 106 Sens.: 10.1
FAL 0.908FAR: SR Level: 12m UE: <.01
Comment: 2Orn wide fuOy contained river section with stable boulder control. Difficulties in crrn low
flows. Adequately gauged to MAF but upgrading of high flow rating anticipated. Barrage on Loch
Mode, thrOupti which 45% of catchment drains, was constructed in 1979 for river regulation (to
benefit nehelleN: 11Most of the catchment is typically Highland and rough grazini
004006 Bran at Dosmucheran C.A:116.1 km'
MA, SEPA-N LOOM No: Sens.:
FAR: N Level: 119m UE: FAI:
Comment: Velocity-area station with gravel control. Cableway capacity considerably exceeds
bankfutl. Substantial storage in Loch Croisg (commands 45% of catchment) , lochans also common
between 300-400 m, but flow regime is responsive and natural. e Very wet, rugged. Highland
catchment developed mainly on Moinian metamomhics. moorland and roughgrazing predominate.
little afforestation: Achnasheen is the only significant settlement.
95.95 21.8 27/11
1995
1.23 18/12
1995
1996 898 524 2.68 39.6 04/11 0.04 28/09 7.6 1.00 0.06
1997 933 480 2.47 35.3 16/03 0.07 02/10 6.4 1.11 0.10
1998 1173 764 3.92 36.3 16/10 0.13 05/05 9.1 2.76 0.22
1999 1003 660 3.39 24.5 25/12 0.19 11/08 8.6 2.13 0.33
2000 954 631 3.23 26.6 27/04 0.11 08/08 7.7 2.12 0.13
'
75-95 1102 732 12.80 286.9 06/10 0.81 06/09 28.0 7.87 3.05
1993 1976
1996 980 69 616 84 10.75 176.1 10/02 1.76 27/09 24,3 5,29 2.60
1997 1109 101 614 84 10.74 104.2 27/11 2.11 03/10 23,2 6,40 2.85
1998 1374 125 958 131 16.76 164.2 20/10 2.69 07/10 37.0 11.03 3.51
1999 1325 120 901 123 15.75 197.2 06/12 3.20 05/09 36.3 9.82 3.43
2000 1310 119 928 127 16.18 202.4 10/10 3.00 07/08 35.2 9.83 3.30
93.95 1299 980 13.50 174.6 29/09 0.36 18/08 35.7 6.44 0.58
1994 1995
1996 1057 81 662 68 9.09 123.9 02/12 0.53 17/08 23.8 4.40 0.65
1997 1219 94 715 73 9.85 85.3 01/03 0.84 25/08 26.2 4.31 1.14
1998 1485 114 1103 113 15.20 125.3 13/03 0.87 05/06 40.1 8.98 1.43
1999 1458 112 1087 111 14.97 205.5 06/12 0.84 12/08 35.9 8.72 1.18
2000 1386 107 1022 104 14.04 176.7 07/03 0.68 26/07 32.8 7.45 1.01
77.95 2022 1594 15.72 847.5 06/10 0.35 21/08 404 8.34 1.02
1978 1995
1996 1523 75 1088 68 11.38 309.0 15/02 0.80 24/06 27.8 5.02 1.00
1997 1813 90 1260 79 13.21 359.7 04/04 0,72 10/06 31.7 6.15 1.39
1998 2329 115 1811 114 18.99 290.8 12/02 0.96 08/10 03.6 11.63 1.48
1999 2356 117 1721 108 18.05 657.7 05/12 0.67 11/08 44.0 9.69 1.16
2000 2077 103 1620 102 16.95 340.4 29/10 0.80 16/05 41.8 8.59 1.11
79.95 2213 1223 7.27 261.3 29/09 0.17 13/06 17.1 3.11 0.72
1994 1992
1996 1766 80 849 69 5.03 113.6 15/02 0.44 24/06 11.6 2.29 0.56
1997 2096 95 1057 86 6.29 174.9 04/04 0.29 10)06 14.7 2.63 0.74
1998 2543 115 1358 Ill 8.08 150.0 15/09 0.68 22/05 20.4 4.27 0.93
1999 2698 122 1384 113 823 314.2 05/12 0.36 11/08 18.3 3.97 0.69
2000 2457 1 11 1308 107 7.75 160.8 29/10 0.69 27/07 19.8 3.00 0.92
74-95 1964 1189 9.09 340.3 20/09 0.35 22/08 20.8 4.61 0.91
1981 1995
1996 1405 72 789 66 6.02 152.6 15/02 0.73 19/08 12.4 3.34 0.91
1997 1665 85 903 76 6.90 165.3 01/07 0.96 10/06 15.6 3.32 1.22
1998 2246 114 1404 118 10.73 147.4 16/10 1.24 08/10 25.4 5.86 1.65
1999 2197 112 1402 118 10.72 203.1 29/11 0.64 11/08 25.0 5.99 0.87
2000 1979 101 1458 122 11.12 215.5 06/03 0.91 24/07 27.5 5.45 1.29
7495 1445 956 6.09 248.8 06/10 0.32 05/09 13.2 3.82 0.77
1993 1976
1996 1058 73 680 71 4.32 52.1 06/11 0.38 24/09 9.1 2.56 0.91
1997 1312 91 806 84 5.14 109.1 01/07 0.91 03/11 11.7 2.73 1.19
1998 1776 123 1304 136 8.31 102.7 16/10 0.97 10/07 179 5.05 1.43
1999 1678 116 1179 123 7.51 85.6 30/11 0.94 04/09 17.5 5.09 1.25
2000 1607 Ill 1288 135 8.18 78.7 07/01 1.16 27/07 18.3 4.82 1.45
89.95 2436 2033 7.48 117.6 01/01 0.10 18/08 18.5 3.82 0.43
1992 1995
1996 1518 62 1256 62 4.61 76.8 03/11 0.32 23/09 10.9 2.28 0.64
1997 1983 81 1572 77 5.79 86.0 01/03 0.41 10/06 13.9 2.72 0,55
1998 2808 107 2144 105 7.89 77.6 12/02 0.44 07/10 18.0 4.89 0.95
1999 2938 121 2286 112 8.42 111.4 05/12 0.29 11/08 20.1 5.41 0.69
2000 2435 100 1873 92 6.88 86.4 01/01 0.35 27/07 18.9 3.22 0.45
SURFACE WATER- REGISTER AND STATISTICS
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007001 FIndhom at Shenaeltte CA: 415.6 km2
MA SEPA-N Local No: 102 Sens.: 15.3
FAR N Level: 252m UE: <.01 FAL 0.992
Comment: 50m wide river section adequately gauged to bankfull. Flow contained under cableway up
to 39m. Liable to extremely rapid rises in level. Prior to Jan 1978, station located 700m u/s and
cableway 500m d/s of present site. 100% natural runoff with minimal surface storage.  {1 Extensive
blanket peat over long. narrow. steep-sided catchment which is nested within that of station 7002.
007005 Dixie at Donohoe C.A: 165.0 km'
KA: SEPA-N Local No: 122 Sens.: 13.3
FAR: N Level: 117m UE: FAL
Comment: 15m wide fully contained river section. Unstable gravel control requires recalibration of  low
nCIVIS following flood events. Calibrated to 60 res71. Computed flows 100% natural. 20%of catchment
drains through Lochindorb (surface area: 2.3 sq.km) the only significant storage. # Catchment is
mainly peat moorland.
-
• 1
004005 Meig  at Glenmeannie CA 120_5 /or?
MA SEPA-N Local No: 124  Elilut 150.0{1A-1
FAR N Level: 121m UE: FM:
Comment: 25m wide river sectco Mich eve/lops the lb during extreme floods (rb is eroding).
Adequately gauged to bankfull.Leveis may drop below tapping pipe in extreme drot0hts. No artificial
influences thereby providing a useful indicabon of rarasral runoff. Only sigriecant sulace storage in
Lech Beannacharain through which 70% of cola  t drains. # Typical Scottish upland catchment.
004004 Ellackwatar at Contln CA 336.7 km'
MA SEPA-N Local No: 120 Sens - 113
FAft H Level: 20m UE: FM:
Comment: 50m wide river sectico with unstable gravel control requidng regular recabrabon at low
lbws. Runoff from 50% of natural catchment, along with interbasin yank mafrom rivers Broom and
Canon amounting to 20%of natural catchment. bypass station for power generabon and discharge to
Loch Luichart. Storages in Loch Vaich and Loch Glascarnoch controlled fix termer generation.
# Typical Fix/Nand nix of rough grazing and moorland with some afforestation in niddle reaches.
004001 Conon at Boy Bridge CA 951.8 krri2
MA SEPA-N Local No: 110 Sens.: 5.1
FAR: H Level: 10m UE: <.01 FM: 0.764
Comment: 80m wide aver secbon. Bypassing, via right fttrodbank, during extreme flows. Station
resited 20m u/s in Jan 1976. early flows less resable. Gauged to bankfire. Catchment enhanced by
20% by transfers horn the Orrin, Ewe, Broom and Carron catchments for power generation.
Extensive volumes of surface storage controlled for power generation (but no further development
after 1960). Hydrograph dominated by influence of Ton Adilty power station. # Typical Highland
catchrnent. -
17
005003 Glass at Sorrow Wood CA: 481.8 lini2
KA: SEPAR Local No: Sens.:
FAR: H Level: 53rn UE: FAI:
Comment: Velocity-area stabon, 50rn wide, with gravel control. Flows >200 Os' inundate
extensive ficodplain on lb. Very complex flow regime: substantia/ loch storage exploited for HEP
generation ffitation d/s of Fasnaklye Power Station), compensation flows from Loch Mullardoch and
transfers via two tunnels. But no net import or export of water. # Rugged, Highland catchment
developed mostly on Manion Series metamorphics. Predominately moorland and rough gratting but
substantial afforestation below 400m.
005002 Farrar at Struy CA: 311.3 km'
MA: SEPA-N Local No: 127 Sens.:
FAR: Level: 5Irn UE: FM:
Comment: Velccifir-area station. Flows well contained at all stages. Low flows reflect compensation
releases from Loch Eleannacharain and flow regime is heavily influenced by operation of HEP
station <1.5km u/s. Substantial HEP storage in Loch Monar but no importtexport of water to/from
the catchment. Ai Typical Scottish upland catchment with some afforestation in lower reaches.
006008 Enrick at Mill of Tore CA: 105.9 km
KA: SEPA-Ni Local No: 117 Sens.:
FAR: N Level: 109m UE: <01 FAL 0.852
Comment: 15m wide river section. Prior to 1991, bypassing on rb at extreme flows. Well
established, stable rating up to bankfull. Computed flows 100% natural but whole catchment drains
through Loch Meiklie (1 sq.km). Flows recede to unexpected low levels possibly due to sub-surface
flows below station. 0 Typical upland catchment (rough grazing and moodand) with increasing
afforestabon (approx. 25% of catchment) especially around Loch Meiklie.
006007 Ness at Ness-side CA: 1839.1 1011'
KA: SEPA-N Local No: 105 Sens.: 6.3
Level: 7m UE: <.01 FAL 0.871
Comment: 80m wide fully contained nver section. Frequent recalibration of low flow rating due to
alteration of stop-log configuration on weir which forms control. Fully calibrated to maximum
recorded flow. HEP schemes on Cony, Moriston and Foyers tributaries utilise runoff from 56% of
catchment. Caledonian Canal lockages bypass station but, overall, small net impact. Hydrograph
damped by influence of Loch Ness. # Large SW/NE trending Highland catchment.
007004  Nairnal Firhall CA: 313.0 km2
MA: SEPA-N Local No: 114 Sens.: 9.3
F.A.R: PN Level: 7m UE: FAL .
Comment: 20m wide river section with overbank flow at extreme levels. Adequately gauged to
bankfull and a rock pmtection to a d/s pipeline provides a stable low flow control. Sensibly natural
regime; only net abstracbon is PWS Kr Inverness from Loch Ountelchaig through which only 7% of
upper catchment drains. No other significant surface storage. Daily level Obeeryations from Apr 1974
to Jan 1976.4 Catchment comprises hill pastures and peat moorland except for 20% of dffi reach
which is cultivated.
007002 Findhom at Forres C.A: 781.9 km'
MA: SEPA-N Local No: 101 Sens.: 5.7
FAR: N i Level: 7m UE: <.01 FAL 0.981
Comment: 50m wide river section in mobile gravel reach which necessitates frequent recalibration
of low flow rating. Flows contained under cableway up to 3.8m. Adequately gauged to bankfull.
High flow gauging is difficult - high velocities and substantial rating extrapolation needed for rare
floods, sig. overestimation likely; magnitude of the August 1970 flood is under review. 100% natural
catchment with minimal surface storage. # Other than a narrow agricultural coastal plain the
Monadhliath extensive peat cover. li
SEPA NORTH
18 HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1996-2000
007006 Lossie at Torwinny C.A: 20.0 km2
MA SEPA-N Local No: Sens.: 15.2
FAR: N Level: 199m UE: FAI:
Comment: Velocity-area station with gabion control (sloping). Curved approach but good low flow
calibration. Natural regime, no abstractions. 4 Small, heavily forested (1989: about 75%) upland
catchment, some rough moorland remains in headwaters; developed on metamorphics with some
superfidal cover. •
007003  " Lossie at Sheriffmills CA: 216.0 km2
M.A: SEPA-N Local No: Sens.: 106 13/full: 35.7m's''
F.A.R: P Level: 18m UE: <01 FAI; 0.989
Comment: Cableway rated. The main control is a long and insensitive stone weir 350m d/s. Site
moved 150m u/s in Sep 1978- Levels recorded from 20/06/58, flows from 01/10/63. Flood waming
station. Glenlafterach Res. provides supply for Elgin. Abstraclion has moderate impact on flows
(approx. 20% of the 95% exceedance flow). # Schists, gneisses and valley gravels with some ORS.
Moorland, substantial afforestation in headwaters and arable in valley bottoms
008013 Feshie at Feshie Bridge C.A: 231.0 lull
MA: SEPA-N Local No: Sens.: 8.9
FAR: N Level: 232m UE: FAI:
Comment: Velocity-area station with a boulder control, reasonably stable but liable to considerable
movement in extreme spates. All flows contained. Cableway rated. Natural flow regime. Old station
operated between 1951-1975 (no fiow data published) 0.5km u/s. # Geology: Moinian metamorphics
of Grampian Mountains overlain with glacial material and granite of Cairngorms. Mountainous
moorland catchment, pastoral with some forestry in lower reaches.
008002 Spey at Kinrara C.A: 1011.7 km2
MA: SEPA-N Local No' Sens.: 7.3 Bftull: 161.2m's'l
FAR: H Level: 210m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.938
Comment: Cableway rated to bankfull, natural control; frequent rating changes. Station is 5km dre
of confluence with R. Feshie Well inlet pipes fractured in early 19805 (giving some data problems),
re-laid Mar 1987. 380 sq km developed for hydro-power with diversions and storage; substantial net
export # Moinian metamorphic and granites. High mountain and moorland, some forestry and valley
grazing. "
008005 Spay at Boat of Garton C.A: 1267.8 km2
MA: SEPA-N Local No: Sens.: 6.0 8/full. 402.0m'sT1
FAR: H Level: 197m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.929
Comment: Cableway rated with natural control, relatively frequent rabng changes. 380 sq.km
developed for hydro-power with diversions and storage; substantial net export 4 Granites and
Moinian metamorphics.-High mountain, moorland, some forestry, pastoral and some arable farming.
008009 Dulnain at Balnaan Bridge CA: 272.2 km'
MA: SEPA-N Local No: Sens.: 8.8 13/full: 100.0m'C'
EAR: N Level: 224m UE: <01 FAI: 0.997
Comment: Cableway rated with natural control, subject to relatively frequent change but generally
good low flow calibration. Natural regime, not affected by diversions ar storages. 4 Granites and
Moinian metamorphic. Highland, moorland and pastoral.
008010 Spey at Grantown CA: 1748.8 km2
MA: SEPA-N Local No: Sens.: 5.9 Eftfull: 520.0m'sf 1
FAR: H Level: 193m UE: <.01 Fit 0.947
Comment: Cableway rated with natural control. Improved data quality following move of recorder
and cableway to a united arte (NJ033268) in mid-1987. 22% of catchment developed for hydro-
power with diversions and storage; significant net export. # Granites and Moinian metamorphic.
Mountain, high moorland, forestry, pastoral and arable in valley bottoms.
008011 Livet at Minmore C.A: 104.0 km2
MA: SEPA-N Local No: Sens.: 9.5 B/full: 45.0m's1
FAR: N Level: 215m UE: <.01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Velodly-area station with boulder/rubble control (mmnant of an old weir); good low flow
calibration. Tapping pipe shortened in 1986 to avoid velocity drawdown. Natural regime. no
significant abstractions. 4 Upland catchment: Moorland with some afforestation developed on
complex basement geology - metamorphics and igneous; some superficial cover.
008004 Avon at Delnashaugh C.A: 542.8 km'
MA: SEPA-N Local No: Sens.: 4.9 Bffull: 364.5m'C'
F.A.R: N Level: 150m UP <01 FAI: 0.990
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. natural control; unstable rating. Lowest levels not
recorded 1981-84 (fell below inlet pipe). Rating liable ta change after major Iloods. Improved
hydrometric performance following station reconstruction (1985). Catchment rainfall is probably
underestimated. # Gneisies and metamorphosed rst with some igneous, same s'st. Mountain
catchment draining N side of highest Cairngorm peaks with moorland and rough grazing; a little
amble farming in valley bottom.
008015 Fiddich at AuChindoun C.A: 44.5 km2
MA: SEPA-N Local No: Sens.: 10.6
FAR: N Level: 180m UE: FAI:
Comment: Velocity-area station on deep, wide pool. Rock bar provides control but is interfered with
by children building gravel dams. A new d/s bndge provides high flow gauging opportunities,
otheiwise by wading. Well is erected in channel behind a tree and rests on bedrock. Former post
gauge 700m cgs records from Feb 1974 - Jun 1990. 4 The Fiddich rises in hills to NE of Caimgorm
plateau and draHs an area of mixed metamorphic geology. Mixed farming and forestry.
008006 Spey at Boat o Brig C.A: 2661.2 km'
MA: SEPA-N Local No: Sens.: 3.9 Bftull: 730.8m5s''
F.A.R: H Level: 43m UE: <01 FAI: 0.965
Comment: Lowest station currently operating on the Spey. Cableway rated 65m wide section with
natural control, extreme floods bypass station on lb. 380 sq.km developed for hydro-power with
diversions and storage; limited net impact on annual runoff (small loss). # Mainly granites and Moinian
metamorphics. Geology: Dalradian with a little Old Red Sandstone. Land use: mountain (includes all
northern slopes of Cairngorms), moorland, hill grazing, arableand forestry.
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87-95 892 580 0.37 26.4 28/10 0.07 21108 0.7 0.20 0.10
1990 1995
1996 809 91 399 69 015 6.9 04/12 008 21/07 0.5 0.16 0.09
1997 928 104 503 87 0.32 31.7 01/07 0.11 27/04 0.5 0.16 0.12
1998 1109 124 658 113 0.42 8.6 13/07 0.12 02/04 0.7 0.26 0.13
1999 1025 115 593 102 0.38 8.1 06/06 0.11 03/08 0.7 0.24 0.12
2000 1189 133 731 126 0.46 15.0 08/11 0.11 22/07 0.8 0.25 0.13
63..95 822 376 2.58 89.8 17/08 0.36 26/08 4.9 1.60 0.69
1970 1976
1996 684 83 277 74 189 46.1 04/12 0.62 19/08 3.5 1.31 068
1997 859 105 393 105 2.69 102.4 02/07 0.89 09/10 4.4 1.63 0.95
1998 983 120 507 135 347 36.9 14/11 1.16 09/07 61 2.41 1.29
1999 887 108 428 114 2.93 51,2 06/06 0,78 05/09 5.4 1,92 0.89
2000 1020 124 571 152 190 78.4 26/04 1.02 22/07 7.1 2.33 1.15
92.95 1391 1165 8.54 173.6  ' 16/01 0.88 21/08 17.5 653 142
1993  ' 1995
1996 1090 78 792 68 5.79 110.3 08/01 1.30 06/08 12.5 3.69 1.45
1997 1298 93 996 85 7.29 195.6 17/02- 1.80 03/01 15.2 3.67 1.94
1998 1499 108 1137 98 8.33 109.7 30/12 2.21 08/10 15.7 6.07 3.04
1999 1511 109 1164 100 8.53 222.5 23/12 1.59 04/09 17.1 5.40 1.88
2000
51_95
1450
1332
104 '
688 22.08 317.0 18/12 2.427 22(08
-,
43.5 15.59 5.82
1966 1984
1996 1025 77 529 77 16.92 109.7 06/11  -  3.86 24/09 36.7 11.44 4.47
1997 1289 97 708 103 22.70 217.5 02/03 4.76 26/08 45.8 13.20 5.79
1998 1537 .115 837 122 26.85 125.2 30/12 7.19 08/10 53.1 21.09 8.66
1999 1620 122 916 133 29.39 213.6 30/11 5.89 05/09 59.8 19.58 6.21
2000 1500 113 923 134 29.53 201.3 '  07/03 5.12 25/07 67.9 17.12 6.45
51-95 1276 722 29.02 373.6 18/12 4.08 016/706954.7 21.80 8.65
1966
9
1996 1012 79 533 74 21.38 126.1 06/11 5.40 24/09 44.1 15.67 6.2r
1997 1256 '  98 671 93 26.98 257.3 02/03 7.50 12/08 50.1 16.16 8.24
1998 1500 118 805 111 32.38 127.1 14/11 8.39 25/05 64.8 25.39 11.58
1999 1564 123 885 123 35.57 229.5 01/12 7.94 11/08 70.6 24.78 9.20
2000 1460 114 966 134 38.74 210.2 08/03 7.35 06/07 89.5 24.92 9.36
52..95 1008 686 5.92 230.0 .17/08 0.60 21/08 12.8 3.69 1.09
1970 1995
1996 756 75 453 66 3.90 81.5 06/11 0.65 19/08 8.4 2.34 0.77
1997 919 91 599 87 5.17 128.1 01/03 1.06 04/10 10.5 2.67 1.19
1998 1164 115 813 119 7.01 92.0 17/10 1.55 10/07 14.9 4.62 1.75
1999 1197 119 879 128 7.59 135.9 30/11 1.15 05/09 17.0 4.63 1.26
2000 1199 119 933 136 8.03 149.2 08/11 1.00 23/07 17.8 4.39 1.21
53-95 1183 675 37.44 527.6 06/02 6.01 07/09 71.9 28.31 10.59
1990 1976
.
1996 944 80 478 71 26.45 182.1 06/11 7.05 24/09 53.6 19.40 7.84
1997 1157 98 603 -  89 33 45 302.1 02/03 9.43 26/08 64.5 20.58 10.24
1998 1396 118 747 111 41 42 186 2 17/10 12.66 08/10 82.0 33.43 14.89
1999 1448 122 830 123 46.04 297.7 30/11 10.40 05/09 89.2 33.83 11.64
2000 1379 117 883 131 48.84 319.9 08/11 10.73 07/07 105.1 33.02 12.89
78..95 999 649 2.14 60.2  ' 13/10 0.53 14/12 3.9 1.62 0.74
1982 1989
1996 874 87 607 94 2.00 26.4 04/12 0.67 18/08 3.6 1.62 0.72
1997 952 95 586 90 1.93 42.7 01/07 0.78 05/10 1.43 0.81
1998 1165 117 847' 131 2.79 29.5 04/04  -  1.02 06/03 4.9 2.05 1.30
1999 1063 106 668 103 2.20 25.1- 20/09 0.75 05/09 3.9 1.75 0.86
2000 1252 125 891 137 2.93 43.2 08/11 0.76 08/08 5.1 2.10 0.88
52..95 1072 840 14.45 525.0 17/08 2.13 27/08 27.1 10.42 4.02
1970 1976
1996 967 90 718 85 12.32 142.7 08/01 2.95 18/08 22.9 9.56 3.50
1997 1048 98 772 92 13.29 300.6 01/07 4.26 05/10 23.8 9.38 4.62
1998 1236 115 1032 123 17.76 185.3 14/11 7.51 24/05 31.2 13.32 8.45
1999 1163 108 ,853 102 14.68 211.5 28/11 3.84 05/09 28.0 10.66 4.52
2000 1343 125 1120 133 19.22 231.5 26/04 4.46 06/08 38.4 13.17 5.30
91..95 1009 627 0.88 30.1 09/09 0.23 20/07 1.7 0.66 0.26
1995 1992
1996 929 92 5E13 93 0.82 15.8 04/12 0.27 18/08 1.4 0.60 0.29
1997 987 98 33.4 01/07 0.29 08/10
1998 1283 127 882 141 1.25 22.9 04/04 0.47 25/02 2.2 0.89 055
1999 1136 113 668 107 0.94 16.0 26/11 0.31 05/09 1.9 0.69 0.34
2000 1302 129 0.34 06/08
52.85 1116 712 64.58 1675.0 17/08 9.31 16/08 121.1 50.01 18.94
1970 1955
'
1996 908 81 562 79 50.83 325.8 04/12 13.84 26/09 98.4 39.21 15.73
1997 1072 96 635 89 57.61 704.9 01/07 16.22 05/10 108.8 38.32 18.76
1998 1298 116 812 114 73.70 363.2 14/11 25.25 25/05 133.3 60.34 30.32
1999 1296 116 853 120 77.39 474.4 28/11 19.01 05/09 148.5 61.83 21.76
2000 1321 118 949 133 85.86 680.2 08/11 22.36 26/07 166.2 64.14 26.40
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009005 AM Deveron at Cabrach C.A: 67.0 tar?
MA SEPA-N Local No: Sens.: 44 BAR: 18.0rn3s-'
FAR N Levet 288m UE: FM:
Comment: Compound tmackaested weir (no dvide piers). Lim retry from 1984. easier read is
of iraerateetent guratY - faulty Anorder aeration. Overspill cc= rte flea:Plain dulMg high flows.
Na•raral rwrive. #  Rugged topography. Mostly mcortand developed on complex basement geology -
principally metarrorptica.
009004 Bogle at Recicraig C.A.: 179.0 km2
MA SEPA-N Local No: Sens.: 7.2 Eyfult 50.0rnIs-I
FAR N Level: 120m UE: <.01 FM: 0_998
Comment: Velodry-area stabon with broken rubble weir control; stable. Cablevmy rated. Good low
flow Gaibratal, Gaugeboard read record for cfis ate, 1973-81. Natural regime, no abstractions.
it Geology. Dalradian metarnorptics but large areas of ORS. Some high rroodand, pastoral and
arable in valleys.
009001 Deveron at Avochle CA 441.6 kr9
MA: SEPA-N Local No: Sens.: 9.0  13#50: 350.0m3r1
FAR: N Level: 82m UE: <.01 FM: 0.998
Comment: Cableway rated with stable rubble weir, rather insensibve_ Inlet pipes, periodically silted
in early 1980s. extended in Mar 1985. No artificial influences on  flow.  it Complex granites and basic
intrusives with Dalradian metamorpNcs. Moorland, pastoral and arable in valley. Hunt/y is the onry
substantial settlement.
009003 Isla at Grange GA: 176.1 krn2
MA: SEPA-N Local No: Sens.: 8.4 Bffull: 35.0es-'
FAR: N Level: 92m UE: <.01 FAL 0.994
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. Problems with weed growth prior to 1969. Former
NERPB operated the station since 1978. Sensibly natural regime. # Compact, upland catchment.
Mainly MoiNan metamorphic, small amounts of intrusive basic. Some forestry, mainly pastoral and
arable.
009002 Deveron at WINO CA: 954.9 lin#
KA: SEPA-N Local No: Sene: 6.6 6/full: 261.9m2s-'
FAR:19 Level: 25m UE: <.01 FAL 0.998
Comment: Cableway rated, natural control, water abstraction point immediately d/s. No visible
effect on level records. Floodplain flows have been measured at this site. # Complex granite and
older basic intmsives with Dalradian metamorphics. Same ORS. Some high moorland. mainly
pastoral and arable.
010002 Ugle at Inverugle C.A: 325.0 km2
KA: SEPA-N Local No: Sens.: 11.4 6/full: 73.0m2s- i
FAR: N Level: 9m UE: <.01 FAL 0.990
Comment: Cableway rated. Previously controlled by long and bmken weir, unstable and insensitive,
severe weedgrowth also, hence complicated history of rating changes, but weir rebuilt in Sep 1996.
Very minor export from headwater reservoir but sensibry natural regime. # Grantles and older basic
intrusives surmunded by Dalradian metamorphics. A  little  moorland, but mostly lowland in character
with arable amiculture and relatively high population density.
010003 Ythan at Ellon CA 523.0  km2
MA: SEPA-N Local No: Sens.: 7.1 B/futl: 80.0m1s-1
Level: Om UE: < 01 FAI: 0.994
Comment: Velodry-area station with natural control, replacement for 10001 (2.51imuls, 1965-1983
with chart records back to 1939). Some bypassing on lb during extreme flows. Catleway rated. fairly
stable S-D relationship. # Atypical Scottish catchment (very high I3F1). Gently undulating, relatively
low lying, developed on impermeable metamorphic Lower Dalradian formations overlain with
Boulder Clay and morainic drift. Intrusion of ORS in  NW .  95% of catchment given over to agriculture
(Pastoral and arable).
011003 Don at Bridge of Alford CA: 499.0 kre
MA: SERAN Local No: Sens.: 6.0 13/full: 240.0m1r'
FAR: N Level: 133m UE: <01 FM: 0.997
Comment: Most u/s primary station on the Don. Cableway rated. Stable natural control with few
changes in rang since flow records began in 1973. Natural regime. # Mainly Dairadan
metamorphics, some older basic intrusives and a small pocket of ORS. High rnoodand, forestry,
hill grazing and some arable in the valley bottom.
011002 Don at Naughton CA: 787.0 km'
MA: SEPAN Local No: Sens.: 4.7 B/full: 200.0m's-'
FAR: N Level: 55m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.997
Comment: Cableway rated, natural control. Flow records from 1/07/69. Continuous recording since
1971. Transferred from Grampian Regional Council in 1984. Levels can be affected by ice. High
flows 1969-83 reprocessed in 1986. Natural regime. # Mainly Dalmdian metamorphics with large
amounts of basic intrusives and a small poc9et of ORS. High rnoodand, forestry, pastoral and arable
in lower valleys.
011004 Uric at Pitcaple C.A: 198.0 lim2
MA: SEPA-N Local No: Sens.: 12.2 Bflull: 30.0m3s-'
FAR: N Level: 67m UE: <.01 FM: 0.996
Comment: Veloaty-area station with natural control and cableway, replaced 11801. All flows
contained. Good low flow performance. Natural regime, no abstractions.  #  Moorland headwaters,
substantial areas of mixed and arable farming below. GeoOgy: dominaten metamorphic.
011001 Don at Parkhill CA: 1273.0 km2
MA: SEPA-N Local No: Sens.: 6.8 Bflull: 460.0mls'
FAR: N Level: 32m LIE: <.01 FAL 0.998
Comment: Lowest of three gauging stations on the Don. Cableway rated with natural control.
Complex rating history. Weed growth a problem during summer half-year. Flow records for 1969-86
reprocessed in 1987: significant revisions in high and low flow range. Natural regime.  #  Mainly
Dalradian metamorphics with large amounts of basic intiusives and a small pocket of Old Red
Sandstone. High moorland, forestry, pastoral and arable in lower valleys.
SEPA NORTH
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012007 Dee at Mar Lodge CA: 289.0 km2
MA: SEPA-N Local No: Sens.: 12.5 B/full: 250.0rn1/4-1
FAR: N Level: 332m UP: <01 FAL 0.990
Comment: .Highest gauging station on the Dee. Cableway rated, unstable natural control.
Catchment rainfall totals may be significantly underestmated. # Deradian and Moinian
metamorphic and granite mountains. Mountain, moorland, some forestry.
012004 Girnock Burn at LittlemIll CA: 30.3 km°
MA. SEPA-N Local No: Sena.: 21 7 B/full: 40.0m2s-'
FAR: N Level: 245m • UE: < 01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Velodtvarea statwn rated by wading. Recalibrated in 1994. Natural flow regime. # High
moorland. pastoral. Dalradian and older basic intrusive rocks.
012003 Dee M Polhollick CA: 690.0 km2
MA: SEPA-N Local No. Sens.: 7.3 B/full: 250.0m's-'
FAR: N Level: 217m UE: <.01 FA1: 0.990
Comment: Velocity-area station, cableway rated with natural control. Natural flow regime.
# Dalradian and Moinian Metamorphics with basic intrusions. Mountain, moodand and pastoral.
012006 Bairn at Invergatm CA: 150.0 km2
MA: SEPA-N Local No: Sens.: 8.9 B/full: 40.0m3s-1
FAR: N Level: 218m UE. <01 • FA1: 0.997
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway, natural control includes rubble from eady gabion
construction (broken up by spate of Nov 1978). Good site for low flow measurement. Sensibly
natural regime. Catchment rainfall may be underestiniated. # Some Dalradian metamorphics,
mainly granite intrusive. Pastoral and mountain moodand.
012005 Muick at Invermuick C.A: 110.0 km0
KA: SEPA-N Local No: Sens.: 9.0 Wfull: 60.0m1/4-1
FAR: N . Level: 201m UE: <.01 FAL 0.961
Comment: Cableway rated, natural control. Problems with silting in well (until 1980) and ice in cold
winters (flows may be estimated). Natural regime - no abstractions. # Dalradian intrusive basics.
Pastoral and mountain moorland. -
012001 Dee at Woodend CA: 1370.0 km2
MA: SEPA-N Local No: Sens.: 5.1 WEIL 1000.0m2s-t
Levet 71m UE: <.01 FAL 0.985
Comment: Cableway rated, fairly stable natural control. Present station (built in 1972) replaced
eadier station (flow records from 1929, chart records from 1934) on same reach. C/m
measurements at Woodend established by Capt. McClean. Earlier staff gauge record dates from
1911. No regulation, little natural storage, minor abstractions. # Dalradian and Moinian
metamorphics along most of valley, flanked by igneoueintrusives. Mountain, moorland, forestry.
pastoral and some arable in valley bottom.
012009 Water of Dye at Chao CA: 41.7 km2
M.A: SEPA-N Local No: Sens.: 8.2 13/full: 30.finffis-1
FAR: P Level: nri UE: FAL
Comment: Compound critical-depth flUme.(constructed by Grampian Regional Council, repaired in
1983). Large capadly; flows >30 m's-1 estimated. Mixed flow series comprising lengthy runs of
naturalised and gauged flows. Very responsive regime - natural apart from PWS abstraction (for
Stonehaven) - export of approx. 0.05 m3s-' (around 5% of mean runoff), significant at low flows.
Peak flows from Aug 1990 only. Incomplete chart records from 1963. ti A rugged moorland(exclusively) catchment developed prindpally on granite.
012008 Feugh at Neagh Head CA: 229.0 km2
MA: SEPAW Local No: Sens.' 6.6 B/full: 250.0m1/4
-1
FAR: PN Level: 69m UP: <.01 FAL 0.999
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. Good site for low flow measurement. Abstraction (at
Charr, PWS for Stonehaven) accounts for <5% of 095 flow: # Rugged topography, mostly
moorland and upland pasture (some afforestation in Glen Dye) developed largely on granites and
rnetamorphics.
012002 Dee at Park CA: 1844.0 km'
MA: SEPA-N Local No: Sens.: 5.5 B/full: 500.0m55-1
FAR: PN . Level: 23m - UE: <.01 FAI: 0.987
Comment: Cableway rated, unstable natural control causing frequent changes in rating. Abstraction
for PWS of approximately 0.7 rins-' between Woodend (12001) and Park (accounts for almost 10%
of 095 flow). # Dalradian and Merman metamorphics along most of valley. flanked by igneous
intrusives. Mountain. moorland. forestry, pastoral and some arable in valley bottom.
,
013001 Bervie at Inverbervie CA: 123.0 km2
KA: SEPA-N Local No: Sens.: 15.1 Bflreull: 44.0s-I
Level: 70m UE: <.01 FA1: 0.999
Comment: Cableway rated. De-stabilised artificial control replaced by gabions in 1989. Extreme
floods bypass the station (via the rb floodplain). Natural flow regime. # Arable in valley, pastoral on
hills and some forestry. ORS.
090003 Nevis at Claggan CA: 76.8 Kri2
Mk SEPA-N Local No: 121 Sens.: 9.2
Level: 4m UE: FAI:
Comment: 20m wide river section with boulder control. All flows contained. Difficulty a gauging low
flows results in a scattered low flow rating. Computed flows very largely natural (runoff from 6.7
sq.km of the headwaters diverted to Loch Trieg and, further d/s, around 5% of 095 is abstracted for
PWS). # Wet, steep-sided. high altitude catchment draining southem slopes of Den Nevis with no
storage. Prolonged winter snow cover.
82..95 1461 1356 12.43 307.8 04/02 0.64 22108 25.3 8.54 1.96
1990 1994
1996 1126 77 1035 76 9.46 177.7 08/01 0.91 23/09 22.7 5.83 1.35
1997 1344 92 1239 91 11.36 216.6 01/03 1.34 26/08 23.1 6.86 1.96
1998 1494 102 1402 103 12.85 138.6 22/04 3.02 09/07 26.7 9.12 3.68
1999 1482 101 1405 104 12.88 199.7 23/12 1.48 04/09 25.5 8.86 1.92
2000 1490 102 1707 126 15.60 194.3 30/01 2.13 27/07 34.0 10.69 3.13
69-95 996 529 0.51 100.1 09/09 0.01 22/06 1.0 0.28 0.04
1995 1992
1996 850 85 576 109 0.55 55.3 08/01 0.04 21/07 1.0 0.25 0.05
1997 976 98 550 104 0.53 28.7 19/02 0.08 26/08 1.1 0.21 0.09
1998 '1090 109 639 121 0.61 181 05/04 0.09 24/09 1.2 0.34 0.11
1999 940 94 529 100 0.51 21.2 22/12 0.03 03/09 1.0 0.25 0.03
2000 1228 123 842 159 081 19.8 10/10 0.06 22/07 1.6 0.48 0.09
75.95 1311 1063 23.25 469.2 04/02 2.10 01/09 48.1 16.32 4.52
1990 1983
1996 1058 81 926 87 20.20 313.4 08/01 3.07 19/08 45.8 13.28 3.70
1997 1238 94 1037 98 22.70 354.5 01/03 4.03 26/08 49.8 13.21 4.98
1998 1375 105 1174 110 25.69 213.1 22/04 636 09/07 52.1 19.45 7.97
1999 1333 102 1142 107 24.98 334.0 22/12 354 04/09 45.3 18.39 4.36
2000 1449 111 1416 133 30.89 263.7 10/10 4.45 27/07 65.1 21.25 5.79
78_95 1005 810 3.85 95.1 02/10 0.45 04/08 7.5 2.78 0.82
1981 1982.
1996 920 92 648 80 3.08 39.9 08/01 0.58  ' 18/08 5.9 2.25 0.66
1997 1001 100 692 85 3.29 31.6 01/07 0.77 05/10 6.6 2.10 0.86
1998 1153 115 934 115 4.44 57.8 04/04 1.15 09/07 7.6 3.35 1.50
1999 1103 110 843 104 4.01 58.3 20/09 0.63 04/09 7.3 3.21 0.80
2000 1289 128 1132 140 5.37 71.8 08/08 0.82 26/07 9.7 3.83 1.05
76..95 1326 1052 3.67 470.6 02/10 0.30 21/08 7.2 2.50 0.60
1981 1995
1996 1170 88 1066 101 3.71 96.4 08/01 0.43 19/08 8.4 2.54 0.48
1997 1320 100 1138 108 3.97 99.3 18/11 0.59 05/10 8.7 2.09 0.71
1998 1473 111 1158 110 4.04 49.7 24/10 0.83 31/08 7.5 3.07 1.14
1999 1244 94 1033 98 3.60 119.4 20/09 0.37 04/09 6.7 251 0.51
2000 1601 121 1486 141 5.17 92.6 19/09 0.65 27/07 11.3 3.46 0.98
29-95 1121 840 36.49 1133.0 24/01 3.54 27/08 72.8 25.81 8.24
1937 1976
1996 990 88 809 96 35.03 473.4 08/01 4.96 19/08 78.7 25.97 5.97
1997 1124 100 843 100 36.62 456.2 18/11 7.27 04/10 79.2 20.67 8.12
1998 1259 112 1004 120 43.63 392.2 04/04 11.42 09/07 81.2 33.42 14.57
1999 1178 105 922 110 40.05 470.8 20/09 6.20 05/09 72.0 31.04 8.00
2000 1355 121 1210 144 52.42 469.4 10/10 7.73 26/07 108.8 36.43 9.90
57..95 1251 979 1.29 42.7 09/11 0.09 20/08 2.6 0.61 0.17
1994 1994
1996 1284 103 1067 109 1.41 33.3 04/02 0.15 18/08 3.4 0.73 0.17
1997 1310 105 935 96 1.24 37.0 18/11 0.20 02/05 2.3 0.50 0.23
1998 1494 119 1141 117 1.51 35.2 04/04 0.23 09/07 3.1 0.76 0.31
1999 1198 96 832 85 1.10 37.0 20/04 0.13 03/09 2.1 0.61 0.18
2000 1615 129 1215 124 1.60 31.7 30/07 0.16 27/07 3.7 0.81 0.22
85-95 1106 734 5.33 271.5 310/81810.43 20/08 10.7 3.08 0.819
1994 -
1996 1136 103 911 124 6.60 167.8 10/02 0.75 19/08 13.4 3.88 0.88
1997 1179 107 801 109 5.82 159.6  • 18/11 0.93 08/10 121 2.52 1.02
1998 1356 123 1001 136 7.27 193.4 04/04 1.25 09/07 13.8 4.35 1.68
1999 1105 100 701 96 5.09 138.4 24/12 0.78 05/09 9.2 3.20 1.03
2000 1459 132 1066 145 7.72 200.9 26/04 0.74 27/07 15.2 4.24 1.04
72_95 786 45.96 922.4 13/10 3.66 2179/90894.4 33.29 8.43_1101
1982
6
1996 995 90 761 97 44.37 576.3 08/01 5.47 24/09 95.1 32.44 6.67
1997 1108 101 767 96 44.85 623.7 18/11 7.67 05/10 101.0 23.99 9.17
1998 1247 113 954 121 55.79 612.0 04/04 13.81 10/07 105.1 42.39 17 92
1999 1132 103 819 104 47.88 552.9 22/12 6.64 05/09 87.6 37.67 907
2000 1339 122 1073 137 62.59 662.0 10/10 8.40 27/07 123.7 42.81 11.17
79..95 894 521 2.03 61.0 13/10 0.24 3119/08 4.2 1.23 0.33
1982
83
1996 845 95 548 105 2.13 41.7 10/02 0.28 23/09 4.9 '1.33 0.31
1997 919 103 490 94 1.91 36.8 27/11 0.46 13/10 3.9 1.03 0.50
1998 1051 118 720 138 2.81 34.7 04/04 0.61 10/07 4.9 2.01 0.78
1999 835 93 475 91 1.85 32.8 24/12 0.39 12/08 3.5 1.43 0.45
2000 1065 119 681 131 2.65 52.0 26/04 0.40 07/08 5.3 1.53 0.46
82..95 3173 2751 6.72 219.0 18/09 0.13 12106 16.4 3.39 0.62
1990 1992
1996 2276 72 1838 67 4.46 89.4 02/11 0.33 23/09 11.1 2.29 0.60
1997 2852  -  90 2366 86 5.76 101.6 05/12 0.50 04/06 15.8 2.45 0.70
1998 3430 108 2840 103 •  6.92 141.1 11/02 0.31 05/06 17.1 .  4.01 0.62
1999 3490 110 3093 112 7.53 162.4 05/12 0.32 12/08 18.2 3.98 0.95
2000 3074 01 2847 103 6.91 110.4 29/11 0.45 27/07 18.3 3.26 0.74
SURFACE WATER- REGISTER AND STATISTICS
3
c-t
092001 SINN at Shleltoot CA 256.0 krn2
MA SEPA-N LCCal No: Sens.:
FAR: Level: m UE: FAI:
Comment: VebtiN-area =EMI with ableway. cgs of Loch Shei. Gravel bed and some seasonal
weedgrowth. Ph rekatively stable rating and sensibly a ful range station. Nabral flow regime- 5 Wet.
rnourdairous catdvnent War some afforestatto in the glens_
21
093001 Canon at New Kelso CA: 137.8 Ian'
MA SEPA-N Local No: 115 SerK.: 15.4
F.A.12: N Level: 6rn UE: <81 FAT 0.884
Comment: 40rn wide river section with fbodbank on right. Any bypaiSing in extreme ftods sall be
over 3Orn wide foodplain on left bank. Unstable gravel control requires /envier cattration of law flow
range. Adequately gauged to bankfoll. Computed Saws are 100% natural. 70% of catdvnent drains
through loch Clughall hith Effie additional surface storage. 4 Typical mix of rough grazing and
moorland. One of the wetter Highland catctunents currently gauged.
..
094001 Ewe at Poolewe CA: 441.1 km'
MA: SEPA-N Local No: 103 Sens.: 34
FAR: N Level: 5m UE: <01  . N  FAI: 0.670
Comment: 50m hide river section WM stable (rock amoured) control Midi has been modified
infrequently reading in recalibrabon of low flows. No overbank flow. Rating improved Wowing
instaffation of cableway in 1970. In excess of 95% of the catchment drains through Loch Maree with
a surface area 0130km which dominates the flow regime. Low to medium flows from 3% of the upper
catchment diverted to Coron hydro scheme. it Catchment is typical HighLand uplands.
095002 Broom at Inver-broom C.A: 141.4 Ifin2
MA: SEPA-N Local No: 123 Sens.: 18.2
FAR: H Level: 5m UE: FAI:
Comment: 25m wide river secton. Floodbank on lb protects a wide cultivated floodplain. UnstaNe
gravel control, significant low flow gaugings scatter. Slightly skew velodty in high flows. Adequately
calibrated to banbull (150 nits-'). 20% of natural catchment diverted (except overflows) via Loch
Moms to Conon HEP scheme. 25% of upper catchment drains through the only additional surface
storage in Loch M Bhraoin. 4 Catchment typcally Scottish uptand except for a very narrow cultivated
band on the tower valley floor.
095001 Inver at Little Assynt C.A: 137.5 km2
MA: SEPA-N Local No: 111 Sens.: 6.3
FAR: N . Level: 60m UE: FAI:
Comment: 30m wide completely contained river section with adequately gauged Stable calibration
in excess of MAF. Fbw regime completely natural except for occasional operation of gates for
fisheries purposes. The gates are immediately u/s at outlet to Loch Assynt (surface area: 7.9 sq.km)
and can result in very low flows (see, for example. May/June 1998). fl Catchment is rOugh grazing
and moorland with many lochans.
096004 Strathmore at Allnabad CA. 105.0 km2
KA: SEPAR Local No: 128 Sens.:
FAR: N Level: 87m UE: FAI:
Comment:Velocity-area station with degraded gabion control. Extreme low flows measured 2 km d/
s (CA. increase: 7 sq km). Natural and very msponsive flow regime; moderate storage in headwater
lochans. 4 Wet, rugged, upland catchment developed penopally on metamorphics of the Moinian
Series. Moorland and rough grazing dominate land use.
096002 Never at Apffilll CA: 477.0 km2
KA: SEPA-N Local No: 112 Sens.: 10.9
FAR: N Level: 5m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.843
Comment: 4Orn wide river section with short 6m fl000lplain on rb but otherwise cOmpletely
contained. Gravel control - regular need to reassess low flow rating. Calibrated to bankfull.
Computed flows 98% natural with small interbasin transfer to the Shin hydro-electric scheme.
Several small high level lochs in addhon to the total surface area of Lochs Coire, Meadie and Naver
of 13 sq. km. 50% of the catchment drains through the latter. 4 Catchment is typical Highland mix of
rough grazing and moorland. Relatively little loch storage.
096003 Strathy at Strathy Bridge C.A: 111.8 km2
MA: SEPA-N LOCalNo: 125 Sens.: Bffull: 30.0052'
F AR: N Level: 5m UE: FAI:
Comment: 15m wide river section with bypassing on the rb during extreme flood events in excess of
50 m's-'. Stable pitchednver bed control with gabion mattress constriction to increase sensitivity.
Adequately gauged to bankfull. Computed flows 100% natural. 4No significant surface storage but
several small hill lochs on a low altitude, gently sloping peat-covered catchment extensively
afforested from the late 1970s.
096001 Halladale at Halladale C.A: 204.6 km°
MA: SEPA-N Local No: 109 Sens.: 21.3
FAR: N Level: 23m UE: <.01 FM: 0.969
Comment: 20rn wide river section adequately gauged to bankfull. Computed flows-100% natural.
ti catchment is largely moorland with a peat based cover. Extensive afforestation from late 19704.
097002 Thurso at Halkirk C.A: 412.8 km2
MA: SEPA-N Local No: 104 Sens.: 19.1
FAR: RP Level: 30m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.872
Comment: 30m wide river section with full containment and a completely stable rock bar ountroi.
Adequately rated to bankfull but difficulty in c/m low flows. 50% of catchment drains through Loch
More which is used for river regulation. Average net abstraction from Loch Calder of some 5% of the
computed long-term average runoff. # Catchment characterised by small lochs on predominantly
blanket peat cover. Extensive afforestation of upper catchment from late 1970s. •
106001 Creed at Creed Bridge CA: 43.4 km'
KA: SEPA-N Local No: Sens.:
FAR: IN Level: 37m UE: FAI:
Comment: Asymmetrical compound Crump weir - 8.6m main crest with 0.6m low flow crest on lhs -
immediately d/s of sham di bend. Theoretical rating. Structure capacity: 415 m'slt, overtopped by
flood peaks. Levels monitored by pressure transduCer - monthly offsets applied, based on dip-flash
readings. Small fish-hatchery abstraction immediately u/s - can influence low flows - otherwise an
entirely natural regime. 0 Gently-sloping peat-covered catchment near Stomaway. Heather
moorland developed on ancient metamorphics mostly Lewisian gneiss. Many lochansin S of the
catchment. Some future afforestation likely, current land-use mostly sheep-grazing.
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SURFACE WATER- REGISTER AND STATISTICS
013017 Coniston Burn at Coniston CA: 8.4 km'
KA: SEPA-E Local No: Sens.:
FAR: Level: ni UE: FAL
Comment: Velocity area station installed in Oct 1993 as part of flood warning scheme for Arbroath.
Tipping bucket raingauage installed at site in Oct 1994. 4 Geology: Old Red Sandstone - locally
important aquifer, with Boulder Clay cover. Low lying catchment of subdued relief supporting
agriculture. Entirely rural.
013010 Brothock Water at Arbroath C.A: 50.0 km'
M.A: SEPA-E Local No: Sens.:
FAR: I Level: rn L/E) FAL
Comment: Station opened as part of Arbroath flood waming scheme, launched winter 1993/94.
Station is located on straight reach, immediately u/s of road bridge. Bed is a vegetated mix of sand
and gravel, with high flows controlled by bridge. Debris thrown from bridge causes rating problems.
# A gently-sbping, low-lying catchment, with fertile soils supporting a variety of crops and some
forestry. Minor agricultural abstractions. Geology: mosfy ORS soth some lavas and tuffs.
25
013097 Notb Eta at Log* WM CA 732.0 bid
KA: SEPA-E Local Plo: 48 Sod.: 100
FAFI SP! Level: Ilrn UE: FAL
Comment: Comprond Snapp protle fibreglass weir. *CI 41nt Cableway - current meter
cafibraton used. Daly flaws of ignited predsbn (based on single stage merinos) from 1(76 to 4/83
denved fiom two nearby sites, high flaws overestmated. Usually has significant spring snowmen.
Afinor abstraclions for PWS and irrigation. Naturalised monthly Own available 1976-87. ff Drains
00Teast flank of Grazzazna SteePlYdosingaPart from loin( 30% 8bich is  madly  Old Red
Sandstone.re% 0 irecos and metanKrPhic. Rough grazing On open froward: caneand arable at
lover levels.
013012 South Es* at Bella Bridge art 130.0 krn2
MA SEPA-E Lccal No: Sens.: 13.9
FAR: N Level: m UE: FAI:
Comment: Velocity-area station located on straight teach between bridges. Bed and control am
rrixture of large boulders. sand  and  bedrock_ Natural flows. Opened in 12/90 as part of South Esk
Flood Waning Scherne. Usually experiences significant spring snawrnea # Geology: ixedorri-
nanny Dairadian rnetainorphics. Long, narrow valiey supporting rough grazing.
013004 PrOsan Water at Prosen Bridge C.A. 104.0 km'
MA: SEPA-E Local No: 37 Sens.: 13.1
FAR: N Level: 109m IJE: FAL
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. lfirn wide. Fatly stable nick and boulder control.
Usually has significant spring snowmen. # Metamorphic. Mostly rough grazing with about 20%
forest cover.
013008 South Esk at Brechin C.A: 488.0 km2
MA: SEPA-E Local No: 47 ' Sens.: 9.4
FAR: I Level: 18m UE: FAL
Comment: Velocity-area station KM cableway. 20m wide. High flows can cut off access to the
cableway. Summer flows can be affected by agricultural abstractions. Supersedes 13003,
Stanrochy Bridge (1979-82), 31cm u/s. Usually has significant spring snowmen. # A long narrow
catchment draining ihe SE flank of the Grampians. The upper 2/3 are steeply sloping. Land use: a
mix of rough grazing on open moorland, forestry and, at lower levels, arable. The lower half lies on
ORS, the mst is metamorphic.
013005 Lunan Water at Klrkton MIll CA: 124.0 km2
KA: SEPA-E Local No: 39 Sens.: 12.9
FAR: I Level: gin UE: FA1:
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. 6m wide. Control at low and medium flows is
unstable gravel beck # A moderately Sloping catchment typically rising to 250m. divided in almost
equal proportions between ORS and igneous rocks. Land use: pasture and amble.
014007 Craigmill Burn at Craigmill CA: 29.0 br?
MA: SEPA-E Local No: Sens.: 55.0
FAR: SI Level: 11m UE: FAL
Comment: Velocity-area station. 5m wide. No cableway. Calibrated to 0.7m (medium flow). Kerb
weir control constructed Oct 1996 to attempt to make mom sensitive at low flows. Previously
unstable silt and gravel control. Faidy slow flows Weed growth is a problem. Abstractions for
irrigation. Recreational reservoim (formerly PWS) affect flows when being cleaned out. # Low
undulating catchment on ORS. Mainly used for arable taming.
014002 Dighty Water at Balmossie Mill CA: 126.9 km'
MA: SEPA-E Local No: Sens.: 13.3 B/full: 55.0m3s-'
FAR: SI . Level: lfim UE: EA!:
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. 8m wide. Summer weed growth necessitates
frequent revisions to the stage-discharge relation. Very flashy. # Gently sloping catchment except
for the far N and  W  edges which drain S flank of Sidlaw Hills (up to 450m). The lower 10% is urban
(Dundee), the rest mainly arable. Geology: predominantly Devonian S'st.
014010 Motray Water at Kilmany C.A: 33.0 km2
KA: SEPA-E Local No: Sens.:
EAR: I Level: ni UE: FAI:
Comment: Station established to monitor spray irrigation abstractions in fertile area of NE Fife.
Banks to 1.5m will contain all flows; cobble bed is rather uneven but stable. A wooden footbridge u/s
allows measurement of high flows >2.1 m's?'. Abstractions for irrigation are mainly at a single
point and produce marked steps in the hydrograph. # Geology of intermediatebasic extrusives of
Devonian/ORS age, with fertile soils supporting a variety of crops at lower levels.
014005 Motray Water at St Michaels CA: KO km'
MA: SEPA-E LOLEII No: 3 Sens.: 18.7
FAR: I Level: m UE: FAI:
Comment: Velocity-area station Om wide. No cableway: gauged from bridge. Controls: kerbstones
at low flow, channel at medium flow, bridge at high flow. Kerb wen- rebuilt in Nov 1995, station
recalibrated. Abstractions for irrigation. Also abstractions and discharges from sand and gravel
workings though these have little net effect on daily means. // Geology: ORS and igneous. Low
undulating hills to about 250m. Arable and rough grazing.
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014009 Eden at Strattmdglo CA 26.0 Mr?
MA SEPAÆ Loral No:
FAR: N Levet 48m UE: FM:
Comment: Ve Iccilyanka stabon. AI tut *hest ecroscontained;  by-pasting is vay it. Sand/
cabbie bed .611 grassy Sand awaking contro6 groer9 of vegetation 110Cessitates seasonal
recaltoatan Stralnodglo SIIVeAlefg 011100  byPEISSI3S stein Increasing spray irrigation as (but
only Max atove stahxd. # Welk Pt catchnent is quite flat. with gentleMrs risinvo N andsteeper
Lam:acts to S. kissed geologyof ORS and various igneous types. Arable apiculture at lower lends,
NM geming (sane improved laid).
014001 Eden at Komback CA 307.4 km2
MA SEPAE Local No: Sens.: 8.4 8/911:47.90s-'
FAR: SGEI Level:  Eon UE:  <.01 FM: 0.989
Comment: Velohty-area station with cableway. 15m wide. Abstractions for inigabon:ow
abstractions and effluent returns. Summer weed grown,necessitates frequent resions to Ow
stage-discharge retation.4 A gentlysloping basin lying benieenthe Tay and Forth estuades. Land
use is mainly arabte. Very mixed go:toy: Old Red Sandstone abng the central valley: igneous to
wag some Igneous Nus Carboniferous Limestone aid sandstone to Ova south.
015024  Dochast et 1(1111n CA 239.0 km2
MA SEPA-E Lovi WI: 40 Sens - 98
FAR I Levet 130m LIE: FM:
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. 35rn vAde. Stable bedrock control; sharp fall in bed
level as of stationtculminating ill the Dodson Falls. Some exportso the Loch Lyon system for
HEP. a A mountainous. mainly Steady NOON Catchment Land use: mainf? "kWh Waling on open
no-Mani with some forestry at Ihe head of the catchment and along the valley bottom. Geology:
predominantlymetarrorphic. Adjacent to ihe IH experimental Balquhidder catchments.
015016 Tay at Kenmore CA: 600.9 km2
MA SEPA-E Local No: Sens.: 6.4 Efffult 34.0mss-'
FAR: H Level: 100m UE: <01 FAL 0.989
Comment: Velccity-area station with cableway. 613m wide; no control on main channel. 120 &Hun
controlled for HEP. Water imported from Lyon catchnwnt - evident in water batance.Strong winds
over Loch Tay (2km u/s) can affect flows. Daily gaugetward readings 1959-74. Naturalised monthly
Sows available 1974-87. # The catchment is in the Grampians and is steeply sloping except for the
valley bottom. Almost al rnetarrorphic. Land use: rough grazing.
015011 Lyon at Comrle Bridge CA: 391.1 km2
MA SEPA-E Load No: Sens.: 5.4. BMA: 370.0m1/4-1
FAR: H Level: 92m UE: . FM:
Comment: Velodly-area station with cableway. Originally n dro-boardstation, upgraded from
pressure recorder (installed1972, stan of peak flows) to full network status in 1983. 40m wide.
Banks 3.2m high contain all flows. Trees on bankshinder flood gauging. 170 sq km controlled for
HEP (rne)or development 1951-59) storage in Lochs Lyon. An Daimnand Stronuich. Twice-daily
ramp readings: 6/37 to 9/12. Naturalised monthly flews available from 1973-87.  0  Steeply sloping
catchment (Grampian mountains). Land use: rough grazing and forestry. Geology: rnetamorphic
(schist, quartzite and marble).
015007 Tayat Pltnacree CA: 1149.4 lave
MA: SEPA-E Local No: Sens.: 44 Baulk 610.0m's-'
UE: <.01 FAL 0.960FAR: H Levet: 61m
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. 70m wide. Unstable gravel bed. 293 sokm (25% of
catchment) controlled for HEP but ro further developnwt post-1960. Naturalised montiffy flows
available from 1973 to 1987.4 Most of the catchment is steep. comprising mountains and moorland.
Land use: moiety rough grazing and forest/y. Geology: almost entirely metarrorptec.
015038 Geur at Bridge of Gaur CA: 247.0 km2
Sens.:MA: SEPA,E Local No:
FAR: S Level: 205m UE: FAL
Comment: Flood waming station with cableway in Tummel headwatem. Stable section on gentle
right,hand bend, with large bouldersprotruding from gravel bed. Large floods contained.Flow is
dominated by discharge from Gaur Power Station immediately u/s, however, no imports or exports
so runoff volumes unaffected by HEP. 0 Catchment covers Ranncch Moor (300m) and surrounding
mountains (>1000m); 10% of catchment afforested. Geology most/y granitic.
015039 TM at Marble Lodge CA: 165.0 km2
MA: SEPAE Local No: Sens.: 10.8
FAR: N Level: 238m UE: FM:
Comment: Velodly area staten,with cableway. ina straight reach, 17m Mde. Separate low and
high flow controls are Noels androck steps. respectively. Steep rb extends up a hillside; IbContains
gauge hut and access road.All  flows  contained. Natural catchment. Rainfall may be under-
estimated. # Geology: Moinian and Dalradian Metarnorphics. Land use: predominantry rough
grazing.
015012 Tummel at Pitlochry CA: 1670.0 km'
M.A: SEPA-E Local No: Sens.: 3.2
FM:F.A.R: H Level: 74m UE:
Comment: Original site 15804 Balinluig (1720 %tun) moved 81(rn u/s to 15012 Port-nacraig
(1649 sq.km) in 1978. Control so:luredby Jan 1993 %ed. low flow levels thellee below inlet pipe.
Data 9/9/93-11/4/95 est. from 15045. Superseded by Pitlochry  700  m d/s on 11/4/95. VA station,
with cableway, below Faskally Dam. Used for f l o o d warning. Entire catchment controlled for HEP;
major storage in Lochs Entity Rannoch, Tununel and Faskally. Flows maintained atove approx.
19 mks?'. Naturafwed rowdily have fiom 1973-87. # Most of catchment is steeply SloNng
(Grampians >1000m). Land use: mainty rough grazing and foresby. Geology; metamorphic.
015023 Breen at Hermitage C.A: 210.0 Iffn2
MA: SEPA-E Local No: 46 Sens.: 12.9
F.A R: N Level: 53m UE: . FAL
Comment: Velodty-area station with cableway. 30m vOde. The low flow control, a derelict stone
weir. is sometimes altered by children. Supersedes Ballinloan (15017)5km uls (197 sq.km). Flows
are natural. 0 Catchment is in the Grampians (> 800m) and has steep or moderate slopes. Mainly
open moorland with rough grazing: forestry is being developed (25% in 19921. Geology:
metapoiol)c with glacial Drift in lower catchment.
015003  Tayat Caputh CA: 3210.0 kro2
MA SEPAE Local No: Sens.: 3.3
EA!: 0.869FAR: SH Level: 36m UE: <.01
Comment: Velocity-area station with catleway. 95m wide. 62% of catchment controlled for HEP;
developed from 1930s to 1957. Substantial surface storage. Net water import. Twice dady stage
readings from 7p7, continuous from 10/51. Monthly naturalised data evadable 1973-87. Estimated
flood lbw lot 17/2/50 (1503 m1/2-1) is to be reesed.Recalibration underway, signif. changes to peak
1,7W3 °deeded. # Most of catchment steep; mountains and moorland. MaiNy rough grazing and
forestry. Geology: mostly metamorphics and granites. Numerous bchs, largest are Ericht
Rannoch, Tummel and Tay.
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015010 Isla at Wester Ceram CA 366_5 km'
MA SEPA-E Local No: SensT 8.2  El,lut  57A/1's
FAR PI teat en ue <.01 FAt 0.959
Comment: Velocity-area station we cableway. 25r11 wide. Upgraded to ke nehark status in 1984.
Elacking-up can effect the rating. Sgracandy influenza by Loch al LintraMen  arid  Mackerder
Faunas (supply for Dundee). Appreciable net export Natreased mangey flows amiable Ma
1973 to 87. # Catrarnent lea on S edge  al Grampians f>  1000n) and is mainly steeply sloping.
Land use: ragh grazing and forestry in uplands, code and grade Urbana_ Southern 35%is est.
rest is rnetarnorphe and i9000u.
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015008 Dean Water  et  Cookston c* 177.1 km'
MA SEPAE local No: Saa: 118 Bffill 52.0rn's-'
FAR El Level: 45m UE: .01 FM: 0.992
Comment: V e l o c i t y - m a s t a t i o n with c a b l e w a y lOrn wide. weed g r o w t h is a p r o b l e m . The t o w n of
Forfar discharges treated eflkient into Fodaz Loon in the upper catchment ids is ws imad  Porn  the
Ista. Naluraised monthly flows available 1973-87.  II  Gently siccing catchment except  for  S with
drake  N flank  of Sidlaw Hills (3504o). Land  use:  rasa arable. Predorrinantly ad. but urbarised
(Forfar) around head ol main channel Geology: needy al ORS.
015030 Dean Water at Dean Bridge CA: 230.0 km'
MA: SEPA-E Local No: Sens.:
FAR: Level: m UE: FAL
Comment: Velocity-area station 12m wide. Cableway. The town of Forfar discharges veated
effluent into Forfar Loch in the upper catchment this is an import from the Isla. # Geolow ORS.
Gently sloping catchment except for the S which drains N flank of Sidlaw Hils (35041). Land use is
mainty arable. Precioninantly rural, but urbanised (Forfar) around head of the main channel.
015014 Antic at Kindrogan CA: 103.0  km2
MA: SEPA-E Local No: 29 Sens.: 8.4
FAR: N Level: 248m UE: FM:
Comment: Vekaty-area station. 1 ern wide. Gauged frorn bridge: cableway planned. Boulder and
gravel control. Natural flows.  r1  Mountainous catchment on metamorphic rock wan some rot
outcrops. Steep slopes. Mainly rough grazing. Increasing forestry (10% of catchment in 1992).
015025 Erica at Cralghall CA: 432.0 km'
MA: SEPA-E Local No: 49 Sens.: 9.1
FAR  N  Level: 76rn UE: FAI:
Comment: Velodydrea station with cableway. 46m wide. Stable bedrock control. Fan are
natural. # Mountainous steeply sloping catchment on metamorphic rock. Used minty for rough
grazing with a small amount of forestry.
015021 Lunan Burn at MIll Bank CA: 94.0 km'
MA: SEPA-E Local No: 19 Sens.: 14.0
FAR: IN Level: m UE: FAI:
Conunent Varaty-area station. 7.5m ade. No cableway. Stable cobbled bed control (a ford)
under a bridge; bridge is Ngh lbw control. Not gauged at very Nett flows, HIF record patchy. Minor
abstractions for inigabon. # Undulating hay catchment to about 400m. Mixed arade taming and
rough grazing with some natural woodlands. Foe srnafl natural Ices in the catdeent.
015006 Tay et Ballathie CA: 4587.1 krn'
MA: SEPA.E Local No: Sens.: 1.8 B/ful, 620.0m's-1
FAR: SPIH Level: 26re UE: <.01 FAI: 0.890
Comment: Velordy-area station with cableway. 90m wide. The most d/s station on the Tay, records
highest mean flow in UK. Since end of 1957, 1980 sq.km (43%) centre/led for HEP; there was some
enta Prior to Mrs. 73 seam controlled for water suPPly. # Catchment is mostly steep, comprising
mountains and moorland; exceptions are lower valleys. Mainly rough grazing and forestry. Geology:
minty metamorphics and prorate, but lower 20% (Isla Valley) is Old Red Sandstone.
015027 Garry Elum at Loakmill CA: 20.0 km'
MA: SEPA-E Local No: Sens.: 35.3
FAR: I Level: rn LIE: FAL
Comment: Velocity-area station. 4m wide. No cableway; high flows gauged from bridge. Low Pa
control formed from sleepers in a Flat V configuration; bridge is high flow control. Fully gauped.
Significant abstractions lor irrigation.  4  Moderately sloping catchment rising to 400m. Geology:
metamorphic and ORS. Land is used for mixed farming.
015028 Ordle Bum at Luncarty CA: 54.0 km2
MA SEPAE Local No: 1 Sens.: 10.7
FAR: I Level: m UE: FAI:
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. 7m wide. Fully rated. Old mill  weir  1.5m high
provides a stable control at al flows; the weir offtake has been dosed olf. a Moderately sloping
catchment rising to 400m. Geology: metamorphic and ORS. Land is used for mixed farming.
015015 Almond at Newton Bridge CA: 64.0 km'
MA: SEPA-E Local No: 22 Sens.: 12.3
EAR: I Level: 211m UE: FAI:
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. 15rn wide. Stable control of gravel and small
stones. 30 sq.km controffed for HEP otherwise natural regime - very flashy. if Steep mountaineers
catchment on metamorphic rock. Rough grazing with hardly any. forestry.
015013 Almond at Almondbank CA: 174.8 km'
MA: SEPAE Local No: Sens.: 10.9 WWII: 195.0m's-'
FAR: PH Level: 20m US: <.01 FAL 0.996
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. 15m wide. Daily read gaugeboard from 1/55 to 1/
73. Very flashy. Lowest Tay tributary above tidal limit. 30 sq.km controlled for HEP. Minor
abstraction from Fended, Bum for water supply. Naturalised monthly fl o w s available from 1973.
8 Long narrow catchment draining Glen Almond in SE of Grampians (>900ni). Upper 2(3 is steeply
sloping. Rough grazing in upper parts. some cattle in the lower. 2/3 is metarrorphic; rest is s'st.
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016003 Rout% Water al Cultybraggan CA 99.5 Kr?
letk SEPAR Local No: .: Sens,: 15.2 Brfut 159.4m2s-'
FAR  N Lent E2rn UE: <01 FM: 1,CCO
Commett: Velocity-area Makin with cableway. 204s wide. Flakiness and remoteness tinier food
gauging. Flows we nark 4 A mountain% catchment *ST steep slopes. Lasis used rreinly br
roughgranng and army ranges. Rick peat on Me Rater hi tops. Main  channel  foamy s a major
geological Mk: sandstone (40%)10 Al stoat metemardis MVO? ifa 0441h-
016001 Earn a/ KInkell Bridge CA 590.5 km2
Local No: . Sens.: 7.6  Eillull:  147.7m'sC"
FAR: PH UE: <.01 FA/: 0.952
Continent: Velocity-area station with addlevray. 35rn wide. An askance is made for  arry  high lbws
wtidk  bypass  gauged sedan woadgrowth can be a koblem 189 so Ian con/mead for HER Lash
Turret used for PWS. Monthly naturals% Sows available 1953-87. # Drains S Grmnpians. Steep
slopes plus m/ensive later areas in lower parts. Mixed agricultural Lee in E; forestry and rough
grail% in  W.  Metamorptic in W; s'at eiewnere widi Drift in valley. Ram* 50% %Mars.
.
016007 -. RutSvsn Weber at Abenithven CA: 50.0km2
MA: SEPA-E Lo • .• . Sens.: 15.9
. •
FAR: E Level: 25rn . UE: FAI:
Comment: VeloOty.area station, Ilm wide, with cableway. Water imported through STW at
Gleneagles and Auchterarder. Large flOods bypass the station. 0 Geology: Lower ORS, Drains N
side of the Ocha His. Land use: eNsed grazing and arable.
•  ..  .
016004 . Earn a/ Fortinflot Bridge CA 782.2 km?
WA: SEPAR Local No: : :- Sens.: 6.1 Bay!: 130.041155
FAR: PH Level: 8in UE: <.01 FM: 0961
Comment: Velccityarea station. 50m wide. Rebuilt with cableway in 1991. Bridge forms control.
Cableway too dose to bridge. Big Roods (>70 year RP) bypass station. 189 sokm controlled for
HEP. Lodi Turret used for PWS. Naturalised monthly flova available from 1975 to 1987. # Drains
southern Grampians. Metamorphica dominant in west. sandstones in the east; substantial Drift in
the valley. Steep slopes plus extensive flatter areas in lower catchment. Mixed agricultural use in
lowland east; forestry and rough grazing in west.
017015 North Oueich at Lathro CA 23.1 lon2
MA SEPAR Local No: 61 - Sens.:
FAR: N Level: 114rn UE: FAI:
Comment: Velocity-area station. Fairly stable control dominated by sharp bend da of station. Not
gauged accurateh at high flows. Installed to assess inflows to Loch Leven. Rows are natural. # A
mainly arable catchment with some sheep fanning on the higher ground.
..
017008 ,South Ouelch at Kinross CA: 33.6 km'
MA: SEPA13/full: 104.9m1/4"' E Local No: 84 Sens.:
FAR: N Level: 108m UE: FAI:
Comment: Velocity-area station with stable control. UN of road bridge. MI recorded flows
ccotained. Not rated at high flow (typical high flows probably accurate to vAtNn 20%). Natural flows
(apart from effect of agricultural drainage); previously contained sand and gravel workings tkogh
these had a minor influence. 0 Rural catchment.
017018 Greens Bum a/ Damleys Cottage CA: 10.5 km'
KA: SEPA-E Local No: '.' Sens.:
FAR: Level: m UE: FAI:
Comment: Flat V wer. Upstream of large capacity culvert - allows weir to operate as control to high
level. Responsive regime. Research site : station monitors runoff into Loch Leven (objective is to
assess phosphorus and other nutrient loadings). # Relatively flat, Intensively farmed catchrnent
below headwaters in the Lomond Hills. _
017016 Leichly Burn at Wh1nnyhell CA: 14.0 km2
MA SEPAE Wail No: 54 Sens.:
FAR: GI Level: 76m UE: FM:
Comment: Concrete Flat V weir situated under a bridge which will contain all flows. Until 1991 the ,
control was a gabion weir 5m d/s of the fridge. The site is immediately d/s of the large Westfield
opencast coal mine; this has a significant influence on flows, particularly as a result of  gw  issuing
from breached faults. # Catchment is dominated by opencast coal mine u/s of the station.
017004 Ore at Balfour Mains C.A: 162.0 krn2
MA: SEPAR Local No: 42 Sens.: B/full: 26.3m's"'
FAR: El Level: 23m UE: FAI:
Comment: Open river SeCtiOn with stable rock bar low flow control, has shown instability at rb" A
raiNay embankment forms the rb, whilst Me lb is steep to the floodplain at 1.6m. Lcw flows
moderately affected by pumping from col/ides. May 1994 kiwiaffected by work at the Loch Fitly
outlet. # The catchment is in the coal mining area of  W  Fife and is composed of Carboniferous
rocks. Land use: arable farming.
017002 Leven at Leven C.A: 4240 km2
KA: SERVE Local No: 41 Sens.: 8.3 B/1 ull: 1360.0mas"'
FAR: SREI Level: 9m UE: .02 FAI: 0832 '
Comment: River section in a straight reach withartifically heightenerland steeped banks The control
was formerly a gravel bar, now stabilised with gabions to form an irregular broadkrested weir.
Possible movement In control. evident/Mow lbws. There are a number of small storage reservoirs in
the catchment plus Lodi Leven vAkose outfbw is controlled by sltke gates (these can produce
seerningly an:Maims flow hydrographs).  #  Geology: predominantly Carboniferous rocks. Land use:
lowland arable laming.
017001 Carton at Headswood CA: 122.3 1crn2
KA: SEPA-E Local No: 32 Sens.: 22.5 13/full: 151/Om's"'
FAR: SE Level: 18m UE: <01 FA/: 01348
Comment: Flat V weir installed in Oct 1988 in an artificial meander cutoff. Previously velocity-area
station:Instability in rating caused by cils deposition. Straight, uniform channel (concrete walls) lined
with gabions; banks are steep to 2.5m. Catchment contains Carron Valley Res . export of water and
operation can significantly influence flow pattems.# The upper partof the catclkent drains partof the
Campsie Fens. Geobgy: composed of igneous rocks in headwaters and Carboniferous rocks in the
valley.
70-95 2048 1595  ' 5.04 250.4 13/01 0.09 WM 12.7 2.18 0.34
.
..
19% 1763. 86 1496 93 4.68 144.8 11/03 0.22 20109 12.8 229 0.24
1997 1989 97 1566 98 4.94 229.4 19/22 0.38 lapa 11.7 2.07 046
1998 2284 112 1898 119 5.99 163.9 20/10 0.52 05816 12.7 3.37 069
1999 2343 114 1927 121 6.08 169.3 28111 0.38 24/08 15.7 2.96 0.62
2000 2176 106 1858 116 5.85 114.0 05/01 0.36 27/07 15.9 2.93 0.56
48-95  1517  1169 .. 21.89 157.7 15/01 0.72 05/08 48.4 14.86 2.93
MA SEPA-E
19% 1392 92 1133 97 21.16 152.9  28110  2.52 12/09 48.6 15.54 3.01
1997 1519 100 1146 98 21.45 257.9 19/02 2.98 19/08 50.9 11.75 3.38
1998 1757 116 1394 119 26.10 240.9 2000 3.39 04/06 51.8 21.76 4.07
1999 1831 121 1506 129 2820 230.4 28/11 3.02? 24/08 513.1 19.64 3.97
2000 1757 116 1461 125 27.27 211.9 05/01 3.17 25/07 586 20.45 3.74
90-95 1387 858 1.36 46.5 14/01 0.11 28/08 3.0 0.77 0.23
1993 1991
1998 1166 84 724 84 1.14 16.9 28/10 0.18 17/09 2.6 0.77 0.20
1997 1255 90 753 BB 1.19 30.4 19/02 0.24 26/08 2.7 0.62 0.27
1998 1606 116 987 115 1.56 25.9 24/10 0.33 30/08 3.1 1.07 0.39
1999 1522 110 960 112 1.52 34.5 24)12 0.25 03/09 15 0117 0.28
2000 1530 110 1109 129 125 27.4 26/04 0.27 25/07 3.7 1.23 0.32
72_95 1482 1140 28.27 415.0 15/01 2.12 26/07 64.9 18.29 3.45
1993 1984
.
.
1996 1300 88 1034 91 2558 1966 28/16 3.08 13109 59.0 18.70 1139
1997 1420 96 1075 94 2868 308.7 02/03 4.24 19/08 62.2 14.10 4.75
1998 1665 112 1345 118 33.37 253.4 21/10 504 08/07 87.9 25.61 582
1999 1707 115 1418 124 35.17 274.2 24/12 387 24/08 78.3 23.71 490
2000 1650 I I I 1371 120 3190 234.1 05/01 3.79 25/07 76.9 25.13 4.56
1975
1993 1955
1984
...
87.95 1283 1027 0.75 35,0 16/01 0.03 24/07 1.8 0.38 0.07
1993 1989
.
1996 1115 88 786 77 0.57 15.3 28/10 0.05 04108 1.3 0.32 0.05
0.0.151997 1202 95  921  90 0.67 1.2 34 
1998 1563 124 1182 115 087 6.04 25/10 0.13 20/06 1.7 0.55 0.17
1999 1417 112 1021 99 0.75 7.1d 28/02 0.08 03/09 1.8 0.44 0.09
2030 1511 120 1198 117 087 13.91 26/04 0.09 22/07 1.9 0.52 0.11
,
88-95 1249 946 1.01 128.8 16/01 0.09 019/8098 2.1 0.51 0.12
1993
9
1996 1078 136
1997 1175 90 818 86 087 20.0 20/02 0.15 26/08 1.9 0.41 0.17
1998 1525 122
1999 1414 113 11136 117 1.18 17.5d 28/02 0.12 15/09 2.9 0.61 0.15
209) 1479 118 1079.114 1.15 9.7d 26/04 0.11 30/07 2.5 0.65 0.13
1996
1997
1998 1212 605 0.20 1,7d 03/04 0.06 26/09 0.4 0.15 007
1999 1119 553 0.18 1.6d 28/02 004 10/08 0.4 0.14 0.00
2000 1251 633 0.21 1.7d 08/12 002 20/07 0.4 0.16 0.05
88.95 909 536 0.24 9.5 23/01 0.01 27/07 0.4 0.17 0.08
1993 1994
1996 778 86 388 72 017 3.0 03/12 0.01 02/10 0.3 0.13 005
1997 888 98 399 74 018 7.9 20/02 002 08/08 0.3 0.12 0.06
1998 1098 121 .
1999 ' 982 108 318 59 0.14 1.9d 28/02 0.01 03/09 03 0.08 0.02
2003 1147 126 445 83 0.20 4.1d 06/11. 0.01 29/07 0.4 0.12 0.01
72-95 883 404 2.08 52.8 10/02 0.09 21/08 4.5 1.36 0.28
1977 1973
1996 771 87 320 79 1.84 17.1 03/12 0.29 02/10 3.4 1.10 0.35
1997 891 101 379 94 1.95 22.4 20/02 0.44 03/10 4.2 125 052
1998 1107 125 575 142 2.95 22.04 03/04 0.77 30/08 5.6 2.27 088
1999 975 110 423 105 2.18 13.3d 03/12 0.41 22/08 4.5 1.44 0.55
2000 1132 128 543 134 2.78 20.0d 07/11 0.44 30/07 5.6 2.04 052
69..95 936 478 8.39 128.0 10/02 0.40 27/07 13.7 4.53 1.09
1977 1974
1996 861 92 367 ..77 4.92 25.1 03/12 0.78 13/09 10.1 3.42 0.87
1997 966 103
1998 1200 128 576 121 7.74 33.8 03/04 2.45 30/08 13.4 7.01 3.27
1999 1073 115 483 101 6.49 24.4d 05/01 1.09 23/08 140 5.19 1.40
2000 1213 130 649 138 8.70 44.8d 07/11 1.16 19/07 18.3 7.99 1.45
69..95 1589 873 3.38 179.7 11/12 0.18 01/09 8.4 1.48 0.55
1994 1988
. .
1996 1373 86 693 79 288 95.7 28/10 0.44 07/08 6.5 1.17 0.56
1997 1076 93
1998 2000 126 1270 145 493 131.1 20/10 0.57 11/07 11.4 2.54 097
1999 1822 115 1088 125 4.22 33.3d 24/12 0.55 15/07 10.6 2.10 0.81
2000 1811 114 1108 127 4.29 65.30 01/02 0.49 04/07 10.7 1.73 063
...
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017012 Rawl Bum at Castlecary' CA 22.01m?
MA SEPA-E Local No: 46 B/ful: 37.1m3s-'
F.A.R. E Level: 45r1 UE:
.
FM:
Comment: Velocity-area station. Low flow cooled is a gravel ter 20m OA. Large boulders probably
form high flow control. Ihe sett% val probably cc/vain al flows. At 95 percende am. SIVI
discharges accost/ for half of the flow. 4 A genay siccing catchmer4 Magi to 185m. Geology
entirely Carborifanus with each Boulder Pay cover. Land me:mixed agdmeture except for the
16% covered by Cumbernauld  New TO*TL There are two small lochs in saiffern headwaters.
017003 Bonny Water et BormybrIdge cA: 50.5Ian'
1_5 0.34 0.12
1.2 0.28 0.11
2.0 0.52 0.14
1.6 0.31 0.10
1.6 0.39 0.11
2.9 0.75 0.26
MA SEPA-E Local No: 31 Sens : FB/tzt: 18.0m1/4-1
FAR El Levet 29n tJE:
Comment: Open river section with mck bar law lbw corer%  PossiNe  Met in cord% Floodplain at
2.Im on Lb. Severe congestion by area% weeds hi summer necessitates large correcbon to
recorded stage. Low lbws affected by effluent discharge. //Catchment composed of Cartortferous
rocks wits igneous intanions. Land ltSe: peed:minim-1y  mral  will urban development a/
Cumbernauld in the bee/waters.
017005 Avon at PolmonthIll CA: 195 3 kmF
MA SEPAE Lccal No: 30 Sens.: Saul: 138.7m1/4-'
FAR: El Level: 4m UE: .02 FAL 0.979
Comment: Velocityarea station: the river takes a sharp left turn  ufs  at a site of flyer capture.
Unstable gravel control replaced by gabion %elf in 1990. There is a small island in mid-channel
immediately belcm the station which forms the high flow control. The banks have contained all
recorded %we. Low flows are moderately affected by effluent discharges. Extensive moorland
drainage schemes in headsatera. /I Gadogy: Carboniferous sedinientades. The catclvnent is
predominarity rural with a few WWI fanner coal-mining towns.
018008 Lary at Artie . CA: 190.0 limF
MA: SEPA-E Local No: 35 Sens.: 10.2 13/ful: 127.13m3s '1
FAR. N Level: 1201'. LIE: <.01 FAI: 0.785
Comment: Wea sited station on a natural seclim of an upland gravel bed river draining steep
slopes. As site b adjacent to a OCItiC area the gravel bar km flow control is susceptible to
rearrangement by children. Catchrnent response is damped by two large natural storage lochs.
It Catchment is undedain by metamorphic MCks  YAM igneous intrusions. Mostly open heather
nizorland; rugged topography.
018003 Telth at Bridge of Teith C.A.: 517.7 kmF
-MA: SEPAE Local No: 34 Sens.: 6.5 - 13/full: 163.0m5s'
FAR: SPI Level: 15m UE: <.01 . FA1: 0.834
Comment: Wen sited station on Straight, natural river section 70m vide. On 6/6/56 recorder was
moved d/s to its current position. No ratmg available for earlier period from 7/4/40. Steep banks of
3m have contained all recorded floods. Six large lochs in catchment - some supplying water to
Glasgcm. Abstractions for industry in Doone. Regulation for HEP affects Isourty, but not daily. flows.
5 Complex geology: predominantly metamorphic rocks. Die Teith drains from the Trossachs.
018020 Loch Ard Burn at Duchray CA: 0.9 kni2
MA: SEPA-E Local No: Sens.:
FAR: N Level: flOrn UE:  FM:
Comment:Flume affected try gravel sediment if Geology: impermeable Pre-Cambrian strata, Drift
free. Small catchment with max, altitude of approx. 22001. within Loch Ard Forest.
018021 Loch Ard Burn at ElrIg FACI:A: 1.5 km°
MA SEPA-E Local No: Sens.: Et/full; 4.3rn's-'
FAR: N Level: 80m UE:
Comment: Flume, requires constant maintenance to dear d/s gravels. I/ Geology; impermeable
Pre-Cambrian strata, Drift free. Small Catchment with max. altitude of approx. 2213m, within Lodi Ard
Forest. .
1.6 0.51 0.21
1.8 0.59 0.29
3.7 1.14 0.48
3.2 0.82 0.46
2.8 0.84 0.39
9.4 1.96 0.61
7.5 1.76 0.65
7.2 1.82 1.00
12.8 3.50 1.38
11.0 2.13 1.06
13.9 2.65 0.92
32.2 7.21 0.76
26.8 5.71 0.71
31.7 7.10 1.38
32.0 10.26 1.55
35.1 10.19 1.44
35.5 7.81 1.24
55.3 13.25 4.16
47.3 12.03 3.63
53.5 12.09 4.73
68.7 19.39 4.79
95.0 1094 5.72
79.0 15.79 4.60
0.1 0.02 >0.00
0.1 0.01
0.1 >0.00 >0.00
0.1 >0.00 >0.00
0.2 0.03 >0.00
0.2 >0.00 >0.00
0.2 >0.00 >0.00
0.2 .>0.00 >0.03
0.2 >0.00 >0.03
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018010 Forth at Gargunnock C.A: 397.0 km'
MA: SEPA-E Local No: 40 Sens.: 4.4 B/hel: 137.6m1/2-1
EAR: N Level: 4m UE: FAL
Comment: Velocity-area station with control at road bridge. Difficult to measure slow VellIdlies bye./
m at km stages. Rising air-bubble technique (RAFT) was used at low stages, but station has now
been successfully rated by din 5krn u/s. // UpPer catchment heavily forested highland. Lower
reaChes, where river meanders extensively. supports agriculture. T h r e e lochs influence the f l o w
regime.
018011 Forth at Cralgforth CA: 1036.0 km'
MA: SEPA-E Local No: 55 Sens.: 13/full: 190.1m's-'
FAR: N Level: 4m UE: d. FAL
Comment: Originally opened In 1972 - known es Drip Bridge. Rebuilt on same see in 1982. 70m
wide section . part of a large meander just above the tidal limit. Left bank floods at high stages. Low
flows measured d/s in tidal section. Large tides can influenCe levels for short periods; data
corrected. Flow velodties low, but stable control. A good rating exists over the whole range.
S Geology: Devonian and Carboniferous sedimentaries in lower datchinent; metamorphic rocks with
igneous intrus9ons above. Mostly heather moorland; rugged. I
018001 Allan Water at Klnbuck C.A: 161.0 km2
MA SEPA-E Local No: 37 Sens.: 7.1 BOWL 34.0rn's-'
FAR:  N  Level: 93m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.984
Comment: Vekcihrerea station; stage recorder sited 40rn u/s of tein-arch bridge which acts as
control at all stages. Gabions Installed in 1980 beneath one arch to stabilise control. Steep section
contains all floods. Stable rating, well defined throughout full range. Flows are broadly natural. River
level protested try SOAEFD. 5 River Ikevs through broad flat valley. Lateral tributaries drain steep
NILsides. Geology: predorrenantly ORS.
018005 Allan Water at Bridge of Allan; CA: 210.0 kmF
MA: SEPAE Local No: 36 Sens.: 8.7 1
UE: <01 '
WWII: 230.0m5s-'
Level: Ilm FAI: 0.983
Comment: velociryerea station; recorder sited in natural reach with vertical stone wall on rb. Lb
steep to 2.6m. Flood rating stable but large boulders make dm a problem at low flows.  As  site is
)9thin a caravan park the low flow control is susceptible to rearrangment by children. Station useful
for obtaining flood data, as fkoding frequently occurs in the town of Bridge of Allan. I The Allan
Water occupies a broad Ilat valley with steep lateral tributaries. Geology: predominantly Old Red
Sandstone.
42.5 7.64 1.02
36.4 5.93 0.71
34.2 5.53 1.38
11.30 1.93
45.2 8.86 1.41
43.9 8.25 1.12
125.7 28.00 5.36
86.1 20.93 439
93.4 20.73 366
113.5 31.71 393
123.2 31.73 7.12
120.2 28.12 4.81
.
11.5 3.05 0.83
10.4 2.72 0.64
10.4 2.44 0.139
13.3 4.07 1.36
14.6 3.78 1.26
13.8 4.01 1.09
15.5 4.01 0.89
13.9 3.52 0.79
13.8 3.18 1.08
19.0 5139 1.94
18.0 4.56 1.42
18.4 5.17 1.22
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Comment: Gabon  aver  mcdrol initially Mowed signs of instatity, but N now stable. Small
reservoirs in cattlteneni have sigh/ effect an othervAse natal flows. # Catchment is rosily
018002 Devon at Glenochil CA 181.0 lan2
MA: SEPA-E Local No: 38 Sens.: 4.3 Efiful: 59.0m2s-1
EAR SI Level: Orn 11E: <.01 FA!: 0_942
Comment:Natural section withsteep banksand good stabn floodralin9Lowfloweontrol is gravelbar
under road bridge 10Orn dffl. Severefseed growth in summer and very low velodbes make low  flow
measurement difficult. RAFT rising air-bubble tednique has been used unsuccessfuly. Low Sows
moderated by Castlehill Res, in headwaters. cormitsanned in 1977. River level protected.  #  Head-
waters are steep and composed of extnisive igneous rocks; after valley is broad and very flat_
018013 Black Devon at Fauld 1,11/1 CA 56.2 km'
MA: SEPA-E LOCall No: 44 Sens.: 19.8 B/fut 32.50113s-1
FAR: P Level: am UE: FAI:
Comment: Concrete weir contra/ which is stable, good full-range rating (but control subject to
interference by children damming with bricks in summer). Station corraissnned to replace
unsatisfactory flume station further u/s at Little Saline. Lade takeoff to Gartmore Darn for potable
water supplies for Nloa. Upstream rninevater pumping sustains higher than rnrrnal baseflows.
# Flows W hom Cleish Hills to Min Forth Estuary below Clachmannan.
019020 Almond at Whireurn CA: 30.3 krn2
MA: SEPA-E Local No: 24 B/M11: 27.7m35-1
FAR: EN Level: 156m UE: FA!:
Comment: Small concrete weir in fairly steeply banked channel which was realigned for an
agricultural drainage scheme.All flows are contained. U/s of Milburn STW and is the only natural
statian on the Almond. # Land use: mainly agricultural witli increasing amounts of forestryand land
drainage. Several opencast coal sites, but these have all been fi/led in.
019002 Almond at Almond Weir CA: 43.8 km2
MA: SEPA-E Local No: 14 Sens.: Sflull: 24.0m3s-'
FAR: E Level: 128m UE: 03 FAI: 0.998
Comment: The control is a broad-crested masonry weir of a former pumping station intake works.
The sluice is pemianently closed. The stnicture has been rated by c/m to 0.6m, there is no
cableway.Srenturefull: I Am has been exceeded several limes during the period of record. Land
use changes may have affected the flow regime. # Mainly plateau moorland (much artficialty
drained) - substantial afforestation in the headwaters. Predominantly roughpasture with small
mining communities in the valley.
019005 Almond at Almondell GA: 229.0 km2
MA: SEPA-E Local No: 5 Sens.: Mull, 700.005-1
FAR PEI Level: 74m UE: 03 FAI: 0.957
Comment: Infomial Flat V weir - installed at the site in Jun 1970. Structure aidened and a sluice
incorporated - Jun 1971. Previous control - natural bar with large boulders. Calibration isentirety by
elm.  Immediately above the station a measuredquantty of water is abstractedlo supply a canal.
Low flows - significantly increased by discharge fromEast Calder sewage works.  8  The catchment
is composed of mainly Carboniferous rocks. Land use: pmdominantlyrural. Livingston new town
and several small coal mining towns in catchment.
019017 Gogar Gum at Turnhouse C.A: 38.8 km'
MA: SEPA-E Local No: 29 B/full: 100.0m's-'
EAR: P Level: 32rn UE: FAI:
Comment: Rated sectionwith small low flow control and large masonry broad crested weir
controlling higherflows. The river tends to flood u/s of the station with consequent damping of its
hydrographs. Small net impact on runoff due to airport discharges. # Catchment includes partof
Edinburgh, and urban fraction is increasing.15km of the river has been culverted because of new
development. The rest is agricultural.
019001 Almond at Craiglehall C.A: 369.0 km'
MA: SEPA-E Local No: 3 Sens.: B/full: 215.0m2s-'
FAR: PEI Level: 23m UE: .03 FAI: 0.969
Comment: Recorder iswell sited on straight even reach with steep banks containing all recorded
floods Stable rating. Weed growth in summer - some adjustment to stage required. Low flows
substantially affected by sewage effluent esp. from Mid Calder and Newbridge STW and six smaller
STWs. Abstraction at Almondell to feed a canal. A number of storage reservoirs am situated in the
catchment. # Geology: predominantly Carboniferous rocks. Land use: rural, with extensive urban
developmentaround Livingston, esp. industrial estates, and several small mining towns.
019012 Water of Leith at Colinton C.A: 72.0 km'
MA: SEPA-E Local No: 23 Sens.: 199
FAR: SR "Level: 92m UE: FAI:
Comment: Flat V weir. Flows fully contained in vertical channel walls.Built to measure
compensation flows from reservoirs in the Lothian region; these dominate the summer hydrographs.
Uses theoretical rating (confirmed by gauging). slCatchment is almost entmly rural. The SW edge
of the catchment is steep (Pentand Hills) rising to over 500m; the rest has moderate slopes. There
is some forestry arid MO major reservoirs.
019006 Water of Leith at Murrayflold C.A: 107.0 km'
M.A: SEPA-E Local  No:  4 Sens.: 12.3 Bfiull: 86.0m1/4-1
FAR: SR Level: 38m UE: .10 FAI: 0.943
Comment: Velodty-ama station in a straight even reach 5Orn u/s of a road bridge. The rb is a
vertical wall and the lb is steep to 2.6re The high flow control is possibly the piers of a railway bridge
0.5km d/s. The catchment contains several storage reservoirs. # The headwaters of the catchment
are in the Pentland Hills. The lower part of  the  catchment has undergone urban development.
019010 Braid Bum at Llberton CA: 16.2 km2
MA: SEPA-E Local No: 16 Sens.: Sifull: 20.0mls-r
FAR: N Level: 50m  UE:  .15 FAI: 0953
Comment: Flows were originally measured by a Crump profile weir and trapezoidal flume in
parallel. Theflume suffered from choking by domestic refuse and childrens dams and so was
replaced in Oct1985 by a second Crump profile weir  at  a lower level than the first. 5 The headwater
tributaries are steep rising in the Pentland Hills, whilst the lower part of the catchment is umanised.
Several small reservoirs in headwaters. Complex geology - Silurian/Devonian sedimentaries and
igneous intrusions.
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019004 North Esk at Delmore Weir CA 81.6krn2 6095 957
KA SEPA-E Local No: 11 Sens.: 36.9 What 110.0rn's-'
FAR: SEI Levet 132m LIE: .02 FM: 0_978
Comment: The control is a dog-legged 254. vezle ogee section masonry weir rated entrely by a. 1996 789 82
There Ls no cableway and the gaugirg is correlated to a stage of 0 34m. Several smaI storage 1997 976 102
reservoirs in the headwaters. it The catchment drains the SE slopes of the Pent/a:010s. Geology: 1998 1294 135
Carbociferoos and Devonian sedmentaries vith igneous intrusions. Rural catchrnent- mostly mugh 1999 1074 112
grazing. 2030 1326 139
3.2 1.00 0.35
2.6 0.71 0.31
3.6 0.91 046
4.3 1.73 0.80
3.7 1.23 0.53
4.6 1.58 0.49
019011 North Esk at Dallrelth Palace CA 137.0 kn9 63-95 914
MA SEPA-E Local No: 18 Sens.: 9.0 Bflut 150.9413s-1
FAR GN Levet 29m UE: .02 FAI. 0.967
Comment: The moonier is reed on a bend in a natural river reach immelateM ure of a footbridge. 1996 752 82
Flow veloctes are faster near ihe right bank_ especiady in (beds. The water is stained red from 1997 946 104
effluent pumped from mine workings. The rb is a vertical stone wet whilst the lb slopes gently to the 1998 1223 134
hut at 2.5m. # Geology. Cartoniferous and Devonian searnentabes with igneous intrusions. The 1999 1008 110
headwaters drain the steep slopes of the Pentland Hills Mostly rough grazing. 2(03 1271 139
4.3 1.15 0.56
3.0 1.16 0.44
4.6 1.36 0.96
4.6 1.56 0.80
6.0 2.06 0.94
019007 Esk at Musselburgh CA 330.0 km2 62-95 852
MA SEPA-E Local No: 2 Sens.: 7.2 B/fult 200.005-'
EAR: SPEI Level: 3m 1TE: .02 FAI: 0.952
Comment: Vebaty-area station in a section with steep banks. High rating appears to oscillate with 1996 709 83
periodic dredging and accreban of a bar on the rb. Flows abstracted u/s of the main station along a 1997 890 104
rnill lade were monitored (until late 1980s)- summation needed to gne total basin rend,. Floods of 1998 1097 129
1891 and 1948 reached atout lm above bankfull at Inversesk Mill. it The catchment is 1999 904 . 106
predominantly exposed moorland Mn Carbonderous sediments) of Me Moor foothills with several 2000 1154 135
small forrner mining towns in Me valley.
8.4 2.48 0.95
6.6 220 0.91
10.1 2.81 1.41
12.5 4.47 1.81
11.7 2.98 1.20
12.3 3.90 1.63
020002 West Patter Bum at Luffness CA: 26.2 Ion' 66.95 619
MA: SEPAE Local No: 1 Sens.: 19.4 B/full: 78.0m3s-I
FAR: I Level: 4m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.995
Comment: The section is within steep banks on a straight ready of a small ditch with low gradient. 1996 461 74
Flows are measured by a trapezoidal flume and Crump profile weir in parallel. Low flows are 1997 639 103
severely reduced by abstraction for spray inigation during dry summers. # The catchment drains flat 1998 747 121
arable land. A mainly impervious catchment 'firth an extensive Boulder Clay cover. 1999 569 92
20130 767 124
0.3 0.06 0.01
0.1 >0.00 >0.00
0.2 0.06 0.02
0.4 0.09 0.05
0.2 0.06 0.02
0.4 0.10 0.03
020005 Blms Water at Saltoun Hall C.A: 93 0 km' 65..95 739
M.A: SEPA-E Local No: 9 Sens.: 8.2 13/1ult: 58.0m1/471
FAR: N Level: 71m UE: <Al FAI: 0.993
Comment: A natural secaon on a straight, well defined reach. The low flow control is a compound 1996 636 86
irregular broad-crested weir. Rating is entirely by c/m. Befare installation of the cableway the high 1997 810 110
flow rating was calculated by correlation with Spilmemford (20003) and c/m measurements from a 1998 920 124
bridge 100m u/s. There are a few small storage reservoirs in the catchment, otherwise flows are 1999 742 100
natural. 4 The catchment drains the upland moorland of the Lammermuir Hills. Geology: Silurian/ 2000 1003 136
Devonian sedimentaries.
1.9 0.52 0.17
1.5 0.40 0.15
2.1 0.53 0.25
2.7 0.74 0.37
1.6 0.48 0.23
1.9 0.69 0.23
020003 Tyne at Spilmereford C.A. 161.0 km2 65-95 728
KA: SEPAE Local No: 7 Sens.: 26.3 Btrull: 130.0m2s-'
FAR: I Level: 69m UE: <01 FAI: 0.993
Comment: The channel reach is within steep, high floodbanks which contain all floods. In Sep 1975 1996 664 83
an irregular broad-crested weir was installed. Before that date the low flow control was a gravel bar. 1997 788 108
The gauge board was lowered by 0.125m on 1/9/69. Rows from this station are used as part of Me 1998 884 121
Haddington flood warning system. 4 The headwatem drain exposed moorland. 1999 702 96
2000 961 132
2.8 0,76 027
2.3 039 0.22
3.4 0.79 025
3.9 1.28 0.60
2.6 0.78 0.33
3.3 1.17 0.44
020007 Gifford Water at Lennoaloye CA: 64.0 km° 73-95 782
M.A: SEPA-E Local No: 13 Sens.: 19.7
FAR: N Level: 51m UE: <01 FAI: 0.980
Comment: Velocity-area station. The mcorder is sited immediately d/s of a footbridge on a slight 1996 697 89
bend in a natural channel. The low flow c.ontrol is a stable rock bar. The flow regime is flashy. 1997 800 102
4 Geology: predominantly Silurian and Ordovidan beds. The catchment drains the steep moorland 1998 934 119
slopes of the Lammermuir Hills. 1999 706 90
2000 992 127
1.4 0.40 0.15
1.4 0.40 0.14
1.5 0.47 0.23
1.8 0.67 0.36
1.1 0.40 0.19
1 8 0.64 0.28
020001 Tyne at East Linton CA: 307.0 km2 61-95 725
KA: SEPA-E Local No: 6 Sens.: 8.4 B/full: 300.0m1/4-1
FAR: El Level: 17m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.991
Comment: The low flow control is a gravel bar some 100m d/s. In 1970 a pipe crossing was 1996 603 83
constructed but did not unduly influence the rating. During 1982 recorded stage was adjusted during 1997 764 105
rebuilding of the road bridge 200m d/s. This provides a stable high-flow control. Allowance is made 1998 858 118
for weed growth during the summer when abstraction for irrigation also takes place. # The 1999 673 93
catchment is characterised by steep headwaters in the Lammermurr Hills and broad flat arable 2000 923 127
valleys. Geology: Si/urian and Ordovidan sedimentary rocks.
5.5 1.58 0.56
4.1 1.31 0.51
7.0 2.57 1.32
4.4 1.58 0.80
6.1 2.23 0.93
021014 Tweed at Kingledores CA: 139.0 km2 61-95 1634
MA: SEPA-E Local No: - Sens.: 8.3 Bffull: 210.0m3s-'
FAR: SP Level: 214m UE: FAI:
Comment: Natural section on upper Tweed. Coarse gravel bed. Variable backwater effects from 1996 1439 88
Kng/edores Burn 10m below station. Exports from Fruid and Talla Reservoirs cause a significant 1997 1704 104
reduction in runoff - monthly naturalised flows available. # Impervious (mostly Silurian formations) 1998 1811 111
upland catchment given over mainly to hill grazing and forestry. 1999 2047 125
2000 2157 132
9.0 2.15 0.90
9.2 2.19 0.83
10.7 1.99 1.11
10.1 3.56 1.29
10.7 2.55 1.13
12.5 2.75 106
021018 Lyne Water at Lyne Station CA: 175.0 km° 68..95 958
MA: SEPAE Local No: Sens.: 7.7 BM!: 36.0m3s-'
FAR: SP Level: 168m UE: FAI:
Comment: Velocity-area station. Flow fully concentrated by arches of bridge below station. Storage 1996 807 84
in - and abstraction from - Baddingsgill and Watch Water Reservoirs influence the low regime; 1997 928 97
overall impact on annual runoff is limited - monthly naturalised flows available. # Mainly Silurian 1998 1206 126
shale with Old Red Sandstone and considerable surface deposits of sand and gravel in centre of 1999 1120 117
catchment. Mostly hill grazing and grassland. 2000 1254 131
6.4 1.97 0.69
4.9 1.23 0.58
5.7 1.71 0.75
7.7 3.18 1.27
8.0 2.05 0.89
8.6 2.74 0.79
021005 Tweed at Lyne Ford CA: 373.0 km2 61..95 1327
MA: SEPA-E Local No: Sens.: 9.0 Bffult 227.0m1/4-1
FAR: SP Level: 167m UE: <01 FA!, 0.965
Comment:Natural section on straight gravel bedded reach. Cableway. Left bank overtopped during 1996 1127 85
large floods. Slight seasonal weed growth effect on rating. Runoff diminished by abstractions from 1997 1319 99
Freid and Talla Reservoirs - compensation releases also influence flow regime. Monthly naturalised 1998 1474 111
flows available. # Upland catchment developed mainly on Silurian shale - with alluvial gravel in 1999 1598 120
valley bottoms. Land use: principally hill grazing. 2000 1665 125
19.5 5.85 2.02
18.4 4.77 1.71
21.0 5.20 2.57
22.5 9.32 3.21
25.6 6.90 2.42
28.4 8.39 2.21
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021019 Manor Water at Cademen CA 61.6 km2
MA SEPA-E Lccal No: Sens.: 14.5 13(fult 58.0rn's“
FAR: P Levet 197m UE: <.01 FAk 0.997
Comment: Velccity-area stab% with artificial csonhol - flat concrete bar MK stone pitched banks.
Site %rated at end of straight reach YAM bend just bars bar. Runoff is sighly diminished by an u/s
abstraction 0_3%11%0 IntakerAmendly rmturaised flows avaable, #Steep cannioentdevelcced
on Saurian shale. Land use: mosdy hil grazing.
-
.,
021003 Tweed atPeebles ak 694.0 km7
MA SEPA-E Local No: Sens.: 6.6 13/full 220.05n3s('
FAR: SP Level: 155m LIE: <.01 FAli 0.975
Comment:Natural section with stable gravel bed.Cableway.From 1939 to 1958 flows measured at
Pnorsford Bridge about 360m u/s; records correlated from 1950. Storage in Talla, Fried, Baddosgal
and Watch Water Reservoirs - overal runoff is diministed, monthly naturalised flows available.
# Upland catchment developed on impervious Pataeozoicand igneous formabons , with substantial
Drift cover in Me valleys. KO grazing predominates: some improved grassland to N.
021030 Megget Water at Nenderland CA 56.2 km'
MA: SEPA-E Local No: Sens.: 14.3 Bair,: 76.0m3s-1
FAR: S Level: 254rn UE: <.01 FAI: 0.817
Comment: Velceity-area station efith rock and gravel bar acting as control. DM of Megget
Reservoir: station was installed to piovide data for reservoir design - lbws are highly artificial since
impoundment began in 1982; monthly naturalised flows available. # A steep upland catchment
developed on impervious Silulian fomiations. Land use: mostly hill grazing. ;
021034  yarrowWater at Craig Douglas CA: 116.0 km2
MA: SEPAE Local No: Sens.: Bdull: 145.0m's('
FAR: S Level: 239m UE: <01 FAI: 0.769
Comment:Large trapezoidal flume. Sensibly natural runoffuntilmpounding for Megget Res. began
in 1982. St Mary's Loch 2km u/s attenuates floods significantly. Monthly naturalisedflows available.
# Silurian fommtions give impervious catchment supporting hill grazing and some forestry.
.
021020 Yarrow Water at Gordon Anne CA: 155.0 kmt
MA: SEPA-E Local No: Sens.: 9.0 Epfull: 90.0m2s-'
FAR: SP Level: 226m (JE: <.01 FAI: 0.821
Comment: Velonty-area statioh d/s of road bridge on section with rough gravel bed. Sensibly
natural runoff until impounding for Megget Res, began in 1982 but St Mary's Loch (few km u/s)
attenuates floods significantly. Especially low flow in August 1976 due to damming of gravel bar
prior to gravel extraction. Monthlynaturalised flows available. # An impervious (Silurian formations)
catchment given over to hill grazing with a little forestry. A
021011 Yarrow Water at Phillphaugh CA: 231.0 km2
MA: SEPA-E Local No: Sens.: 11.2 Bffull: 296.0m3s('
Level: 128m UE: <01 FAI: 0.952
Comment: Natural coarse gravel bedded straight section. Control unstable. Sensibly natural
regime before Megget Res, began impounding in 1982 (small overall impact on water balance), and
flood peaks are also attenuated by St Mary's Lock monthly naturalised flows available. # Upland
catchment developed mainly on Silurian shale (with alluoal gravel in the valleys). Hill grazing is the
principal land use.
021017 EttrIck Water at Brockhoperle C.A: 37.5 km°
MA: SEPAE Local No: Sens: 18A B/full: 200.0m2s(1
FAR: N Level: 259m UE: <01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Velocity-area station on straight reach with rocky bed. Control by series of rocky bars
and falls. Turbulent flow at higher stages. Heavy gravel load in floods. # Natural steep upland
catchment containing much moorland and some forestry. Very responsive (geology: principally
impervious Silurian formations(
021026 lima Water at Decode. C.A: 31.0 km2
KA: SEPAE Local No: Sens.: 29.5 Blfull: 80.0m2sT'
FAR: N Level: 232m UE: <01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Velocity-area station at natural river section. Control is gravel bed; unstabla- sensitive
to rearrangement of bed material (even in modest flows), frequent low flow gauging necessary to
define rating. Natural flow regime. # High rainfall, steep, upland catchment developed on Silurian
shale. Now mainly forested. fi,
021007 EttrIck Water at LInclean CA: 499.0 km°
KA: SEPA-E Local No: Sens.: 11.5 B/full: 300.0m2sTt
FAR: S Level: 99m UE: <01 FA1: 0.963
Comment: Natural section with cableway about 1km before confluence with Tweed. Low flow
control by d/s gravel riffle that is slowly accreting. St Mary's Loch and Megget Res, have a minor
impact on the flow regime. Monthly naturalised flows available. ii Relatively narrow impervious
(mostly Silurian formations) catchment : typical of the Southem Uplands; land use is mostly hill
grazing.
021006 Tweed atBoleelde CA: 1500.0 km2
MA: SEPA-E Local No: Sens.: 6.7 B/full: 808.0m2s(1
FAR: SP Level: 95m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.975
Comment: Velocihr-area station with cableway on straight section with stable gravel bed. Seasonal
weed growth affects rating. Reservoir storage modifies natural flow regime but overall impact is
minor; monthly naturalised flows available. # Gauging site is central in Tweed basin and maMs
divide between hilly uplands and lowland areas. Geology: mainly.impervious Silurian formations
with significant Drill cover. Hill grazing with some forestry and a little arableland.
021013 Gala Water at Galeehlels C.A: 207.0 km2
MA: SEPA-E Local Itio: Sens.: 19.0 B/full: 180.0m2s('
FAR: N Level: 120m UE: <01 FA1: 0.999
Comment: Concrete-lined readti in industrial part of Galashiels. Gravel bed with control formed by
concrete haunching over sewage pipe. # Natural upland catchment draining from the Moor-foot Hills.
The catchment is mainly impervious (Silurian) and given over to hill grazing with some arable land.
1.60 40.2 30/10 0.16 27/08 3.4 1.07 0,30
1977 1984
1.45 187 08/01 0.22 23/09 3.4 0,95 0.25
1.69 28,4 19/02 0.32 30108 4.0 O.% 0.36
1.54 150 25/12 0.57 11/07 31 1.49 0.69
1.89 29.0 28/11 0.23 05109 42 1.25 0.31
2,20 28.5 19/09 0.33 27/07 4.5 1.73 0.43
15.37 481.1 15/01 1.93 07/10 33.0 9.87 3.26
1962 1959
12.88 103.3 08101 2.17 23/09 33.4 7.41 2.67
15.28 208.3 19/02 3.33 05/10 33.8 8.87 3.94
19.57 •  132.0 03/11 4.59 26105 36.6 15.68 5.54
18.77 202.2 28/11 3.61 11/09 42.5 11.44 3.81
21.67 169.1 25/10 3.36 24107 45.1 15.13 312
1.90 104.4 11/12 0.11 09/07 4.3 1.11 0.31
1972 1977
0.98 13.0 08/01 0.25 30/03 2.0 0.69 0.32
1.76 34.0 01/03 0.44 05/10 4.2 1.09 0.49
2.37 11.3 16/08 0.31 02/02 5.4 1.56 0.43
1.01 24.2 27/11 0.20 14/07 1.8 0.64 0.28
2.06 32.5 27/02 0.34 26/01 5.2 0.87 0.47
3.81 113.3 31/10 0.13 28/08 8.6 2.36 0.65
1977 1976
3.02 20.2 16/02 0.69 18/09 6.6 1.95 0.82
4.16 58.7 01/03 0.86 05/10 8.0 2.82 1.18
4.98 21.2 26/12 0.89 29/09 8.5 4.62 1.23
3.45 65.8 28/11 0.62 03/08 7.0 2.33 0.80
4.58 48.5 05/12 0.99 25/07 10.1 2.43 1.08
5.11 166.0 30/10 0.15 28/08 11.6 3.09 0.81
1977 1976
3.73 30.2 08/01 0.73 18/09 8.7 2.15 0.84
5.23 75.5 19/02 0.87 05/10 10.1 3.78 1.30
6.53 31.9 26/12 0.99 26/05 11.0 6.37 1.61
4.48 110.9 28/11 0.91 03/08 9.7 2.92 1.11
5.89 66.7 05/12 0.93 25/07 13.4 3.31 1.07
6.73 272.5 31/10 0.39 05/09 15.2 4.08 1.08
1977 1976
5.20 41.6 12/02 0.97 19/09 12.2 3.03 1.09
6.65 107.6 19/02 1.04 05/10 13.7 4.69 1.56
8.09 57.5 02/11 1.28 26/05 13.9 7.49 1.95
6.28 128.4 28/11 0.75 10/08 14.9 3.73 1 20
7.33 80.8 11/09 1 06 22/07 16.9 4.27 1 23
1.86 145.2 30/10 0.07 26/08 4.3 1.00 0.19
1977 1984
.
1.76 62.1 26/10 0.11 13/09 4.6 0.95 0.13
2.05 82.8 19/02 0.25 04/06 5.2 0.96 0.30
2.31 61.8 20/10 0.32 29/09 5.1 1.47 0.43
2.07 54.5 28/11 0.17 24/08 4.8 1.08 0.34
2.26 76.0 05/12 0.20 27/07 6.0 1.26 0.27
1.34 100.0 30/10 0.03 26/07 3.4 0.61 0.07
1977 1984
1.10 39.0 26/10 0.04 23/09 3.1 0.46 0.05
1.37 52.5 19/02 0.10 19/08 3.5 0.50 0.12
1.64 41.0 20/10 0.09 26/05 4.3 0.86 0.19
1.42 50.5 28/11 0.10 24/08 3.5 0.57 0.15
1.64 62.2 24/10 0.06 28/07 4.7 0.76 0.11
14.89 560.0 31/10 0.57 07/09 34.3 8.62 1.92
1977 1976
12.74 118.7 12/02 1.23 19/09 32.5 7.50 1.54
15.29 333.8 19/02 2.05 05/10 346 7.98 2.86
18.50 173.5 02/11 2.40 26/05 35.7 15.08 3.85
15.63 360.0 28/11 1.63 24/08 37.1 8.62 2.06
18.58 233.1 11/09 1.58 23/07 42.4 11.12 2.25
36.21 1019.0 31/10 3.46 27/08 79.2 23.43 6.86
1977 1976
31.85 270.1 12/02 4.45 24/09 78.9 18.76 5.26
36.63 554.3 19/02 7.27 05/10 79.0 21.51 9.27
46.63 408.3 02/11 10.74 26/05 83.1 38.34 13.81
41.21 579.2 28/11 6.53 06/09 91.2 25.16 8.64
48.99 407.2 25/10 6.37 23/07 102.8 34.09 7.82
3.59 171.2 03/11 0.24 22/08 8.0 3.28 0.51
1984 1995
3.26 36.7 12/02 0.36 18/09 8.1 1.71 0.39
3.44 52.0 20/02 0.47 08/10 8.3 1.88 0.55
4.93 64.0 02/11 1.12 25/05 10.1 3.39 1.52
3.52 45.0 05/11 0.52 15/09 8.0 2.17 0.63
4.90 96.2 08/11 0.73 08/08 8.8 3.47 0.88
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021015 Leader Water at Earlston CA:239.0 krt?
MA SEPA-E Local No: Sens.: 27.5 BAB: 120.0m1/4'
FAR N Levet 103m LIE: <.01 FM: 0.999
Comment: Velocity-ansa seams Gravel bed win ter giving low Vow contra Fairly insensftive at
low lbws. Naftral Pow regime. # Upland caktvnent chairing fl/X11 the Unnerve& His. Geology
Simian shale and ORS. Hill grazing win arable taming at loser levels
021012 - Teviot at Hawick C.A 323.0 km'
MA SEPA-E Local No: Sens.: 11.1 Efthd: 134.0rn's"'
FAR  N  Level: 90m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.994
Comment: Natural section. Low flow control by gravel shoal below gauge. Frequent rerating
required due to weed growth. # Natural upland catchment Geology comprises of (trendy) Silurian
shale_ HD grazing is the dominant land use but forestry is important in the headwaters. Havtick is the
only significent set/Semen.
_
021025 Ale Water at ATICRIT C.A: 174.0 km2
M.A: SEPAR Local No: Sens.: 16.6 Bp.: 52.0m3s-
FAR: SP Level: elm UE: <91 FAL 0.955
Comment: Velocity-area station at natural river section. Low flow control by solid rock bar very
close to gauge Runoff is marginally diminished by a small reservoir in the headwaters; monlhly
naturalised flows -available. # An upland catchrnent - mostly Silurian shale. Hill pasture
predominates. "
-
021024 - - Jed Water at Jedburgh CA: 139.0 lan2
MA: SEPA-E Local No: Sens.: 10.2 Bftull: 112.0m2s-'
FAI: 0.996FAR: N ') Level: 66m UE: <.01
Comment: Veloaty-area station on straight reach. A rock Hdge is Ilse control for very low flows;
under higher flow conditions control passes to d/s channel bar. Flows are largely natural and
uncontrolled. # An upland, mainly Old Red Sandstone catchment. Land use: hill grazing with some
021008 ---- - Tevlot at OrmIston Mill C.A: 1110.0 km2
M.A: SEPAR , . Local No: Sens.: 8.4 BAR: 411.0m2s-'
EAR: N )' Level: 43m UE: <.01 FA/: 0.989
Comment: Natural channel control. Rock and gravel section at gauge with d/s gravel riffle giving
low flow control. Rating subject to appreaable weed growth. Catchment contains two small storages
but runoff is sensibljr natural. # Mainly Silunan shale and ORS. Land use' chiefly moorland and hill
grazing imth some arable farming towards the confluence with the Tweed.
021021 Tweed at Sprouston C.A: 3330.0 lun2
1/4MA: SEPA-E Local No: Sens.: 6.6 B/full: 1600.0m"'
FA): 0.984F.A.R: SP Level: 25m UE: <.01
Comment: Wide section on gentle bend in river. Natural channel controls. Cableway. Significant
seasonal weed growth effects on rating. Reservoirs in the headwaters have a very minor impact
on the flow regime; monthly naturalised flows available. # The geology is dominated by impeivious
Siludan formations (with some Only Hill grazing predominates with improved grassland and
arable farming in the lower catchment.
021023 Lest Water at Coldstream CA: 113.0 km2
MA: SEPA-E Local No: Sens.: 11.9 S/full: 3.0m5s-'
FAR: N Level: 12m UE: <91 FA1: 0.999
Comment: Velocity-area station with artficial control containing trapezoidal flume for low flow
measurement. Backwater effects from bridge below station and R. Tweed. Natural flow regime. # A
relatively flat (for this region) catchment developed on Boulder Clay ovenying calciferous s'st..
Mainly arable farming.
.
021009 Tweed at Norham CA: 4390.0 km2
MA: SEPA-E Local No: Sens.: 3.9 B/full: 1300.0m2sLi
FA1: 0.986F.A.R: SP Level: 4m L/E: <.01
Comment:Lowest station on R. Tweed. Velocity-area staton at very wide natural section. Complex
control. Moderate seasonal weed growth effects on rating. Reservoim in headwaters have only a
small impact on the flow regime - monthly naturalised flows available. tt Geology: mixed but
mincipally impenrious Palaeozoic formations. Moorland and hill pasture predominates: improved
' grasslands and arable farming below Melrose.
.
021027 ..., Blackadder Water at Mouth Bridge CA: 159.0 km2
MA: SEPA-E ' . Local No: Sens.: 15.5 13/full: 21.0m5s")
FAL 0.996F.A.R: N , Level: 57m  LIE:  <.01
Comment: Velocity-area station. Natural river section with rock control. Moderate seasonal weed
growth effects ratng. Natural flow regime. # Natural catchment. Grazing on hills, arable on lower
land. Mostly Old Red S'st and calciferous s'st oyedain by Boulder Clay.
,
021022 Whiteadder Water at Hutton Castle r C.A: 503.0 km2
MA: SEPA-E ._ Local No: Sens.: 7.2 S/full: 175.0m3s-'
FAR: SP Level: 29m UE: <.01 FA1: 0.988
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir with theoretical rating. Catchment contains Whiteadder
and Watchwater Reservoirs which cart have substantial effects. Extremely low winter flows in 1973
M.g. MIN due to river icing over during freezing conditions. Monthly naturalised flows available.
# Mixed geology, mostly impervious Palaeozoic formations with significant Drift cover. Hill grazing at
high levels with arable farming below about 150m.
021016 Eye Water at Eyemouth Mill C.A: 119.0 km'
M.A: SEPA-E r Local No: Sens.: 23.8 B/fu/I: 92.0m2s-'
FAL 0.998FAR: N Level: 3m UE: <.01
Comment: Former mill weir converted to serve as informal control. Steep high banks on both sides.
600m u/s from Eyemouth harbour; high spnng tides can reach site.  2  Geology: Silurian shale and
ORS with tracts of Drift. Agriculture is the primary land use; hill grazing in the headwaters, arable
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Comment: Velocity-area station' on straight gravel bedded reach. Gravel shoal, gives low flow
contml. Cableway. Highest 'foods overtop right hand floodbank. Natural flow regime. 4 Geology:
Silurian shales,often with peat coVer, form the hills; Lower Cartåniferotis series overlain try Boulder
Clay in the valleys. Land use: dairy and hill farming with some forestry.
077002 Esk at Canonble CA: 495.0 km'
MA: SEPA-W Local No: 124 Sens.: 8.0 Wfull: 400.0m5s-I
FAR: SP Level: 22m UE: <01 FAI: 0.994
Comment: Velocity-area station located on straight reach with natural channel control. Cableway.
Steep bed, not high banks but all bar highestfloods contained. Gravel bed. Black Esk ReS. impounds
about1% of flows far export. # Natural upland catchrnent area around Eskdalemuir.
077004 Kirtle Water at Mossknowe CA: 72.0 km'
MA: SEPA-W LocalNo: 123 Sens.: 17.8 B/full: 50.0m3s-'
FAR: N Level: 21m UE: FAI:
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. Sited on straight.reach abovefall over rock bar
acting as control. Natural flow regime. 4 Silurian shales of the upper catchment give way briefly ta the
Carboniferous series, then to Triassic s'sts in the lower catchment, generally overlain by Boulder
Clay. Land use: mixed dairy and hill farming.
078006 Annan at Woodfoot CA: 217.0 km'
MA: SEPA-W Local No: 121 Sens.: 9.9 Bdull: 120.13res•I
FAR:  N  Level: 82m UE: FAI:
comment: Velocity area station. cahteway span52m. Good approach, sleeplb. Cableway spans
immediate rb and subsiduary flood bank. Responsive, natural catchment. f/ High relief upland
catchment draining Silurian slates, shalesand mudstones. Appredably Drift free; valleys with Boulder
Clay and alluvium, sands and gravels near the station.
078004 KInnel Water at Redhall C.A: 76.1 km'
MA: SEPA-W Local No: 119 Sens.: 31.2 B/full: 170.0m5s-'
FAR: N Level: 54m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.999
Comment: Velocity-area station located in straight gravel-beddedreach. Informal concrete low-flow
control installed in 1966 - good hydraulic performance. Downstream gravel had a short-term impact
on modularihr.4 Geology: Silurian shales in upper catchnient Triassic sandstone aquifer in lower
catchment.Predominantly hill pasture.
078005 Kinnal Water at Bridgemulr CA: 229.0 km2
MA: SEPA-W Local No: 120 Sens.: 12.4 BMA: 120.0m3s-'
FAI: 0.997FAR: N Level: 45m UE: <.01
Comment: Velocity-area station on small channel at well confined section. Large bend u/s but
straight at gauge. Natural channel (=no!. Cableway. 4 Silurian shales in upper catchment; Triassic
s'st aquifer in lower catchment. Natural catchment supporting hill pasture and forestry (Drains Forest
of Ae).
078003 Annan at Brydeltirk CA: 925.0 km2
MA: SEPA-W Lodal No: 122 Sens.: 7.3 9full: 420.0m1/41
FAR: N Level: IfInr UE: <.01 FAI: 0.992
Comment: Vebaty-area station with cableway located on straight sectionbelow bong and with
slightly curvrng channel below. 4 Silumin shalei in the north: Carboniferous series in the south.
Centre of catchment is dominated by Triassic sandstone aquifer of the Lochmaben basin, vdth a
smaller ribbon agurfer extending up the valley to Moffat. Natural agricultural catchment.
079007 LocherWater at Kirkblain Bridge CA: 125.0 km2
MA: SEPA-W Local No: Sens.: B/full: 20.0m3s-'
FAR: N Level: m UE: FAI:
Comment: VA station, natural channel control. Stort. straight mach below sharp bend and road
bridge. Flood flows contained by bridge used for gauging. Muddy bed. Summer flows badly affected
by weed growth. River management scheme and tides affect flow regime (river dredged to beyond
tidal limit, treat 1997 flows with extreme caution). HIF record dubious, frequent gaugings undertaken
to enable recalibration. 4 Natural low lying catchmentdraining Locher Moss, ovedying Permian OM
aquifer. Headwaters drain Silurian shales. Land use: mixed farming and pasture.
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079003 NM at HAI Brid9a CA 155.0 Ion'
MA SEPA-W Load No: 118 Sens.: 332 Whit 103.0m's-1
FAR SP !see 173m UE: <.01 FM: 0.986
Comment: Veloaty-area =bon AI foss =rained by bodge opening below sbtron whorl is  likely
high flow contra low foes controled by rites near bnclge. Straight and undorm approach. Lamaly
nasal with caracoled storage of Aflon Res, having occasional strict effect (i Geology: Sitrain
shales and Coal Meares. Uplisecl catchment support:9 pia> and MAP grazing.
079006 NM at Drmnlaring CA 471.0 kin'
MA SEPA-W Local No: 117 Sens.: 6.0 Batt 300.0m1/4-1
FAR:  SPN  Level: 52m UE: <.01 FM: 0.995
Comment: Ve1ooty-area statico on bng straight reach at panimdady wel confined site. Cableway.
Gravel and rock bed. Natural channe  control. Sensibly nabiral flow regime. Mon Reservoir has
small influence. # Geology: Saurian shales and muctstcoes. Mixed laming and posture in valey
bottom; rough graing, moorland and forestry in upland areas.
079004 Scar Water at Capenoch CA: 142.0 kni2
MA: SEPA-W Local No: 116 Sens.: 16.9 B/ftd: 187.0m1/4-1
FAR: N Level: 49m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.999
Comment: Velotity-area station with cableway. Control of pm-cast conaete sections installed
during winter of 19809 reptaang earlier 1981 gabion control. Fairly straight gravel bedded reach.
Wea confined fot al but extreme flows. /1 Geology: Saurian shales and mudstones. Natural
catdvnent supporting NO pasture.
079002 Illth at Friars Cars. CA: 799.0 13rn2
MA: SEPA-W Local No: 114 Sent: 7.6 Elflue: 590.0mls-'
FAR: SPN 'Level: 20m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.994
Comment: Vebaty-area stake with cableway. Straight approach with tends 150m below station
which probably control leaner flows. Shallow section with gravel bed. Mon Res, has a minor
influence on Me flow regime. # Geology: Silurian shales and rnodstones. Land use: hill pasture with
mixed farming in the valley bottom.
079005 Milan Water at Fiddlers Ford CA: 238.0 km2
MA SEPA-W local No: 115 Sens.: 13.8 Etrfull: 82.0405-1
FAR SP Level: 23m UE: <.01 • FAI: 0.991
Comment: Velooty-area station under natural channel control. Straight reach wit, gravel bed.
Cableway. Contains Glenkin Res. 1-2% of 'flows abstracted.  ti  Geology: Silurian shales and
mudstones in upper catchment Permian basal brecdas, tests and mudstones in Lower catchment.
Pasture giving way to rough grazing  on  higher ground, some forestry.
080001 Ur, at Dalbeattle CA: 199.0 km'
M.A: SEPA-W Local No: 112 Sens.: 9.6 Btfull: 95.0rn's-'
FAR: N Level; Om UE: <.01 FAI: 0.969
Comment: Velocity-area station located between two Sharp bends. Gravel and rock bar forrns low
flow control. Cableway. Occasional tidal peaks recorded. # Geology: Silurian shales and greywackes
with granite intrusion in Dalbeattie area. Extensively Boulder Clay covered. land use: pasture. hill
graong and some forestry. ,
080004 Green Burn at Loch Dee C.A: 2.6 km'
MA: SEPA-W Local No: 110 Sens.: 18.7 Bffull: 3.0rn 5s-'
FAR: N Level: 228m US: • FAI:
Comment: Velocity-area station with an informal tmber control. Natural low regime. # Moderate
relief moorland catchment draining granite; Boulder Clay and peat superficial cover on lower slopes.
Young coniferous plantations cover 60-70% of the catchment.
Comment: Velocity-area stalion. Infomml wooden assymetrical Flat V weir contras most flows.
Occasional backwater effects from Loch Dee alter prolonged wet periods. Gauge on long straight
section with gravel bed and low grassy banks.  fl  Geology: Lower catchment Loch Doon Grande; mid
catchment metamorphosed country nicks gning way to unaltered Ordovician and Silurian shales and
grenvactres to the S. 20% ot catchment covered by young forestry plantation, rest is rugged upland.
080005 Dingell Lane at Loch Oat GA: 2.1 kmf
MA SEPA-W Local No: 111 Sena.: 30.6 Bdull: 4.tka's-1
FAR: N Level: 259m UE: FA1:
Comment: Natural Jiver section with boulder control. Reasonable approach. gauged by wading.
Natural flow regime. # High relief moorland catdiment, draining granite: snallow peat and Boulder
Clay cover on lower slopes.
080002  Ds at Glanlochar CA: 809.0 km'
F
MA: SEPA-W Local No: 107 Sens.: 10.8
BMI: : 4“).Orn35-'FAR: H Level: 43m UE: A
Comment: VA station on gentle bend about 500m cts of Glenlochar Barrage. All flows contained at
section. Gravel bed with some large boulders. Cableway. Lowest gauge on highly regulated river
distributon of Sows controlled by GlenbChar Barrage leading Glenlec HEP station. # Geology:
Ordaviaan and Silurian shales and greywackes, with two major granitic intrusions. Glacial Mitt
deposits on lower ground. Scenic catchment with rugged peaks and extensive afforestation giving
way to rolling lowland pastures.
081007 Water of Float at Rusko CA: 77.0 km'
MA: SEPA-W Local No: 106 Sens.: 6.0 Blfull: 70.0m's-'
FAR: N Level: 8m UE: FAI:
Comment: Velocity-area station on short Straight reach with gravel bed and gravel shoal control.
Flows well contained with help from rti floodbank. # Geology: Silurian shales with granitic intrusion
which forms highest point in catchment at Caimsrnore of Fleet. Rugged moorland catchment with
some forestry.
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Comment: Vebcity-ama stabon on  str-404  read, tab gravel bed below deep mcky secticn• Rh lose
noodbanxoccasionally breached. Cableway spans across rts 133o:bank. a Geology. Ordovician
Maas and efernakes.Nat1441 caahment inokideS nfflged uplands. Extensive forestry (Gentrcd
Forest)
081002 Gres at Newton Stewart CA 368.0 Jun'
MA  SEPAW Local No: 1114 Sens.: 7.6  Blfull:  330.0'11's-I
F.4_13: N Level: 5m UE: <.01 FM: 0.944
Comment: Velocity-an:a station located  GA  long, reaSOnably straight.gravel bedded teach.
Cableway. Natural controls. gravel ale 50m below site controls lower flows. # Natural catchment
with a few small lochs. moorland and forest.
081004 Btadnoch at Low Mate C.Az 334.0 km°
MA SEPA-W Local No: 103 Sens.: 21.5  Bilull:  70.0rn's-'
FAR: N level: llrn UE: FAI:
Comment: Velocity-area station on straight reach in a meandering section of river situated in
pastures. Long cableway ensures flows over berms gauged. Weedy islands below gauge. Natural
control.  0  Geology: Silunan stbles and greywackes overlain  by BOulder Clay and substantial areas of
peat Natural catchment in lowland area.
081003 Luca at Alryhemming CA: 171.0 km'
MA SEPA-W Local No: 102 Sens.: 15.4 Egfult: 64.0mOs-1
FAR: SPN Level: 19m UE: <01 FAL 0.978
Comment: Velooty-area stabon on long straight and uniform reach with wooded banks. Natural
channel control. Cableway. Penwhim Reservoir abstractions constitute approx. 2% of lbws
. # Geology: Silurian shales and greywackes. Natural moorland catchment draining westerly end of
Southern Uplands.
081005 Plltanton Bum at Barsolus ak 34.2 km'
-MA: SEPA-W - Local No: 101 Sens.: 28.0 B/full: 19.0m's-1
FAR: N . Level: 6m UE: FAL
Comment: Artificial channel maintained by statutory drainage scheme. Station utilises check weir as
contro1 to low flows. Flood flows generally contained. Cableway. Major weed growth problems
requiring complicated rating (not yet applied to 1997 dmfs, treat with caubon). Good high flow rating.
# Geology: Ordovidan shales and grebvackes. Lowland agricultural catchment.
082003 StInchar at Balnowlart CA: 341.0 km'
MA: SEPA-W Local No: 145 Sens.: 13.0
FAR: Level: 3m UE: <01 FAI: 0.989
Comment: Velocity-area station in. long straight reach; riffle control. All but exceptional floods
contained. Hydrometric performance has been modestly affected by a leaking stilling well. PWS
abstractJons cause small reduction in ninoff. Very limited storage within the catchment. # Geology:
dominated by metamorphosedeatand shales (Ordovidan) with igneous outcrops in the headwaters,
overlain with Peat and Boulder Clay. Rural catchment with extensive forested upland areas in W
(Canick Forest); hill pasture elsewhere.
082001 Glrvan at Robatone CA: 245.5 km'
MA: SEPA-W Local No: 146 Sens.: 10.9 B/full: 90.0m's-'
FA R: S Level: 9rn .  UE:  <01 FAL 0.956
Comment: Velocity-area station with gravel bar control - subject to regrading in substantial floods.
Flood banks now contain all flows, previously inundated rb. Runoff diminished by abstractions from
Loch Bradan. Additional storage in a few high level lochs. # An upland catchment draining from Carrick
Forest. Complex geology: Ordovician/Carboniferous metamorphics and igneous formations: Drift and
peat also. Land use: mostly hill pasture with some mixed farming in the valley andafforestabon in the
headwaters.
082002 Doon at Auchendrane Crrt 323.8 km'
M.A: SEPA-W Local No: 147 ' Sens.: 6.2
FAR: P Level: 22m UE: FAI:
Comment: Vehdty-area station in straight section; riffle control at low flows, rock boulder control at
high discharges. Wide floodplain u/s but all flows Contained. Flow regime heavily influenced by
regulation releases from Loch Orion (129.5 sq.km) 1 large export of water reduces runoff
substantially. 4 Upland catchment developed on basement rocks - metamorphoseasediments
(Ordovidan and Carboniferous) and igneous formations; Drift also. Hill pasture is the principal land
use, some afforestation - mostly in headwaters.
083003 Ayr at Catrine CA: 166.3 km'
MA: SEPA-W Local No: 144 Sens.: 16.7 B/full: 500.0m's-'
FAR: H Level: 90m UE: <01 FAL 0.992
Comment: Velocity-area station in a long straight reach with a large pipe forming an infonhal broad-
crested control (somewhat insensitive).  All  flows contained. A responsive, natural catchment but the
flow pattem is modestly affected (esp. at low flows) by the operation of a small HEP scheme lkm u/s.
# A catchment of rugged topography draining W from Southern Uplands. Geology: complex with
Carboniferous Sediments and igneous outcrops predominatng; Drift and peat also. Hill grazing is the
main land use.
083004 Lugar Water at Langholm CA: 181.0 km'
MA: SEPA-W Local No: 148 Sens.: 10.0 Brfull: 153.3m1/4-1
level: 81m UE: <.01 FAL 0.993
Comment: Velocity-area station with rock/boulder control (may be subject to erosion/accretion) plus
a thin-plate weir in the mill lade (Langholm B. local no. 140, station level 84.17m0D). Comb;ned
flows are archved. Very responsive, natural catchment (minor effluent discharge dose to the
station). ii An upland catchment developed, mainly. on Carboniferous sediments (chiefly Coal
Measures) and igneous formations; Drift also. Hill grazing is the major land use; some forestry.
083006 Ayr at Mainholm . CA: 574.0 km'
MA: SEPA-W Local No: 149 Sens.: 8.1 B/full: 574.5m's
FAR: N Level: 3m UE: <01 FAL 0.994
Comment: Velocity-area station #i long straight section; channel control Very steep banks; most
flows contained - overspilling occurs on lb. Responsive, natural catchment. 0 Complex geology:"
Carboniferous sediments (chiefly Coal Measures) predominate, but some igneous formations and
Permian jets in upper reaches. Drift and peat cover also. Low lying rural catchment nb major urban
centres Hill grazing in headwaters. mixed farnfing at lower levels.
86_95 2276 1783 7.97 332.1 30103 0.07 30/96 19.1 4.22 0.40
1993 1992
•
1996 1936 85 1656 93 7.38 123.7 13110 0.23 22409 30.9 3.15 048
1997 1977 87 1473 83 6.59 138.4 03/09 0.31 22107 17.5 3.21 0.53
1998 2481 109 2032 114 9.09 236.2 20/10 0.38 0800 21.8 5.80 0.73
1999 2273 100 1745 98 7.80 218.0 22/12 0.33 12/08 18_7 420 0.69
2600 2617 115 2016 113 8.99 0 41 23_7 5_31 0.70
63-95 laoo 1137 15.60 347.2 30/03 0.14 01109 38.7 8.11 0.91
1993 1976
1996 1736 96 1297 97 15.09 192.3 12/10 0.35 22/09 40.9 5.95 0.89
1997 1710 95 1196 89 13.95 197.7 03/09 0.67 22/07 35.2 6.74 1.14
1998 2185 121 1650 123 19.26 307.6 20/10 0.83 28/05 48.8 11.74 1.31
1999 1983 110 1376 103 16.05 276.9 22/12 0.82 1408 39.0 8.08 1.50
2000 2283 127 1667 125 19.411 396.4 25/10 0.59 14/05 49.0 10.91 1.15
77_95 1399 961 10.18 144.4 02/10 0114 23/08 25.8 5.78 0.37
1981 1995
1996 1359 97 924 96 9.76 110.6 12/03 0.23 05/08 29.2 4.40 0.28
1997 1254 90 744 77 7.88 93.8 06/12 0.34 22/07 22.0 3.92 0.52
1998 1624 116 1160 121 12.29 118.8 21/10 0.45 28/05 31.2 7.03 0.84
1999 1424 102 934 97 9.90 73.6 03/12 0.46 12/08 28.1 4.99 0.62
2000 1666 119 1121 117 11.84 160.5 25/10 0.29 30/07 30.7 6.07 0.65
67-95 1485 1108 6.01 2826 13/08 0.09 26/07 16.0 2.50 0.28
1987 1984
1996 1522 102 1148 104 621 163.6 12/03 0.23 20/09 17.4 1.99 0.31
1997 1421 96 958 86 5.20 138.4 05/12 0.26 22/07 15.4 1.87 0.37
1998 1863 125 1460 132 7_92 175.0 01/01 0.37 27/05 20.3 3.74 0.48
1999 1571 106 1120 101 6.07 90.4 25/01 0.23 12/07 17.6 2.39 0.33
2000 1859 125 1437 130 7.77 198.9 25/10 0.17 30/07 20.8 3.34 0.31
85_95 1150 688 0.75 20.0 22/10 0.02 20/09 1.8 0.40 0.07
1994 1995
1996 1147 100 707 103 0.76 18.5 24/11 0.05 17/09 2.2 0.29 0.06
1997 1010 88 0.49 14.6 0.04
1998 1343 117 781 114 0.85 16.4 24/10 0.08 27/05 1.9 0.44 0.10
1999 1189 103 593 86 0.64 10.7 19/09 0.05 02/08 1.6 0.30 0.06
2000 1250 109 871 127 0.94 20.1 10/10 0.04 30/07 2.7 0.31 0.05
73-95 1642 1008 10.90 273.0 19/12 0.03 08/07 26.3 6.11 0.50
1982 1975
1996 1427 87 907 90 9.78 144.6 12/10 0.45 22/09 26.0 4.68 0.70
1997 1420 86 881 87 9.53 150.5 31/12 0.54 21/07 24.0 5.18 0.83
1998 1807 110 1184 117 12.80 220.4 0001 0.93 21/06 29.2 8.51 1.20
1999 1611 98 1040 103 11.24 209.9 22/12 0.78 12/08 27.9 6.40 1.18
-  2000 1880 114 1171 116 12.63 249.7 25110 0.42 30/07 30.2 7.05 0.70
63_95 1395 833 6.48 183.0 19/12 0.03 11/07 16.0 3.28 0.48
1982 1977
1996 1134 81 574 69 86.3 12/10 0.08 22/09 11.3 1.82 0.15
1997 1283 92 714 86 556 94.1 08/12 0.19 23/07 15.7 2.31 0.29
1998 1621 116 1149 138 8.95 104.0 01/01 0.42 04/07 22.7 4.79 059
1999 1595 114 1119 134 8.71 103.3 06/12 0.69 24/08 23.6 193 1.06
2000 1750 125 1053 126 8.17 84.4d 08/03 0.24 04/07 21.2 3.23 0.37
74..95 1678 728 7.47 121.5 31/10 2.00 19/06 15.4 4.98 2.68
1977 1989
1996 1365 81 577 79 5.91 37.2 10/02 2.59 31/08 12.7 3.79 2.80
1997 1571 94 620 85 6.36 46.8 06/12 2.31 30/06 13.3 4.10 2.55
1998 1935 115 843 116 8.65 60.4 11/02 2.73 28/05 17.9 6.15 3.11
1999 1946 116 852 117 8.75 78.8 06/12 3.17 23/08 19.5 5.55 3.38
2003 2138 127 849 117 8.70 94.3 08/03 2.75 27/07 18.3 5.75 2.91
70..95 133.4 967 5.10 201.0 10/12 0.21 26/05 13.1 2.28 0.53
1994 1974
1996 1076 81 678 70 3.57 56.7 18/02 0.46 15/08 10.8 1.30 0.52
1997 1272 95 801 83 4.22 90.1 05/05 0.51 26/08 10.6 1.68 0.58
1998 1718 129 1209 125 6.37 76.7 28/10 0.72 26/05 15.3 3.54 0.85
1999 1648 124 1192 123 6.25 142.7 06/12 0.70 24/08 17.1 2.74 0.85
2000 1598 120 1182 122 6.21 172.5 09/03 0.54 23/07 15.6 2.82 0.66
72.95 1327 1004 5.76 261.7 02/01 0.07 03/09 15.4 2.48 0.30
1981 1981
1996 1052 79 709 71 4.06 12.7 1.33 0.34
1997 1197 90 775 77 4.45 97.8 18/11 0.29 27/09 12.1 1.52 0.35
1998 1619 122 1149 114 6.59 115.7 24/10 0.37 27/05 16.8 3.48 0.46
199) 1585 119 1162 116 6.67 122.3 06/12 0.27 11/08 19.1 2.74 0.35
2000 1559 117 1100 110 6.30 103.20 08/03 0.33 23/07 15.7 2.81 0.42
76..95 1299 872 15.87 415.2 12/12 0.79 24/06 41.7 7.53 1.42
1994 1989
'  1996 996 77 564 65 10.23 143.8 18/12 0.92 22/09 28.3 3.40 1.13
1997 1151 89 636 73 11.57 214.1 06/12 1.30 14/08 30.2 4.36 1.45
1998 1576 121 990 114 18.02 231.3 11/02 1.66 27/05 43.5 9.26 2.07
1999 1524 117 1016 117 18.48 311.9 06/12 1.58 24/08 52.8 7.68 1.99
2000 1488 115 1092 425 19.82 324.3 25110 1.97 24/07 46.4 9.82 2.48
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083010 Irvine at Newmons cit 72.ekre 77..95 1495 1066
MA SEPA-W Local No: 139 Sens.: 19.2 Bpi& 126.Im's-'
FAR: N Levet 61m UE: FA):
Comment: Flat V weir eittin troad-crested flanks in a long straight reach. superseded (Sep 1976) 19% 1082 72 653 62
an unstable gravel ter control. Stage data cc6ected for this site dates back to 1959. Sensibly natural 1997 1203 80 779 73
flow mime. # Upland catchment developedtin tesafts arc, metamorphosed ...thus...4y tomatoes 1998 1714 115 1299 122
(costly Catoriferous and ORS); Drift also. Moorlancl and rough pasture predocninate. significarrt 1999 1655 111 1189 112
820.003500 in Me north nixed fanning in Me vale), - Greerewhn and Davel are the largest 2080 1616 108 1161 109
settlements
083013 Irvine at Glenfield C.A: 218.0 km2 82.95 1344 997
MA SEPA-W Local No: 164 Sens.: Bpi: 65.0mes-'
FAR. N , Level: 21m DE: FAt
Comment: Raw section with broad aested rnasonry weir acting as =Mgt. AI but very high Bova 1996 983 73 528 53
contained. Natural flow regime. # Predoninantly Carboriferous and igneous rocks, with Incased 1997 1089 81 631 63
ORS. Drift covers lower readies. Rural catchment with forested areas in NE and urbanisation along 1998 1574 117 1122 113
main valley (Darvel, Newealns, Galston and Ighnarriork). 1999 1497 111 1001 104
2000 1450 108 981 98
083005 twine at Shewatton CA 380.7 km' 72..95 1264 811
MA SEPA-W Local No: 142 Sens.: 8.3 BM: 431.3m's-'
FM: 0.982FAR: E Level: 5m OE: .02
Comment: Velocity-area station with rock bar/bridge debris control - channel control at high flows. 1996 994 79 524 65
AI flows contained. A responsive, sensibly natural flow regime (but affected by effluent from STW). 1997 1091 86 570 70
# Generally an upland catchment but topography more subdued below Greenhohn. Geology: rinstly 1998 1585 125 998 123
Carbonderous sediments with basalt tracts towards headwaters; Drift also. Land use: mixed teatime 1999 1504 119 906 112
and hill grazing; some forestry in the upper catchment.10Imamock (12lun u/s) is the only large urban 2000 1445 114 866 107
083008 Annick Water at Dreghorn CA 90.6 km2 86.95 1438 1255
MA: SEPA-W Local No: 159 Sens.. 17.5 BOull: 36.3es-I
FAR: N Level: m UE: FAI:
Comment: Velodly-area station with open channel section; same control hum a bridge 30m ills. 1996 1142 79 966 77
Various temporary oontrols have been Sited In the river following the removal of an earlier weir put 1997 1199 83 988 79
1982). Calibration checked regularly. Long Loch and Corsehouse Res, can affect the flow regime. 1998 1726 120 1762 140
11Geology: mainly Coal Measures overlain by Boulder Clay. with river terraces and raised beach 1999 1637 114
deposits along river channel. Land use: predominantly grazing with isolated forested areas. 2000 1560 109 1221 97
Urbanisation limited to Stewarton and Irvine.
083009 Garnock at KilwInning C.A: 183.8 km2 78.95 1658 1122
MA: SEPA-W Local No: 138 Sens.: 9.0 B/full. 379.4mes-4
FAR: Level: m UE: FAI:
Comment: River section with long round-crested masonry weir (with central rectangular notch) 1996 1442 87 971 87
acting as the control. All flows contained. Exceptionally high tides may influence water levels. Very 1997 1397 84 871 78
responsive catchment notwithstanding several reservoirs (including Muirhead and Camphill) in the 1998 1983 120 1478 132
headwaters - small net diminution in runoff. # Rugged upland headwaters (peat and Boulder Clay 1999 1886 114 1287 115
overlying igneous formations). mostly Carboniferous sediments covered by Drift in lower catchment. 2000 1745 105 1151 103
Mainly rural with urbanisation along main valley at Kilbirnie, Dairy and Kilwinning.
.., •
083007  ' 0r:: , Lugton Water at Eglinton Castle CA: 54.6 km2 77-95 1435 1006
MA: SEPAW •Local No: 137 Sens.: 55.2 B/full: 54.4m5s°1
FAR: Level: m UE: FAT
Comment: Velocity-area station with a bmad-crested masonry weir as control - insensitive at low 1996 1183 82 833 83
flows; algae can accumulate on crest. Cableway (in a straight reach) used for rating. Wde fi0Odpiain. 1997 1218 ' 85 773 77
Very responsive flow pattern. 4 A linear catchment of subdued relief, rural in character. Impervious 1998 1728 120 1303 130
basalts predominate in the headwaters, Carboniferous sediments below; significant spreads of Drift. 1999 .1639 114 1141 113
Loch Liba has litte affect on flows. 2000 .1543 108 1022 102
-
084022 , Duneaton at Maldencots C.A: 110.3 i0712 66..95 1397 801..
MA: SEPA-W Local No: 118 Sens.: 14.8 Blfull: 185.6m5s-'
FAR: N Level: 228m L/E: FAI:
Comment: Velocity-area station with a ragged rock bar control - considered to be stable and 1996 1157 83 716 81
sensitive. Bypassing is unlikely. No significant storages or (currently) abstractions. Some early flow 1997 1368 98 847 96
data available from 1965. 4 An upland catchment developed mainly on Drift overlying ORS (and 1998 1626 116 1072 122
older) formations. Some forestry. 1999 1624 116 1175 133
2000 1671 120 1200 136
084004 Clyde at Sills of Clyde CA: 741.8 km2 57_95 1258 784
MA: SEPA-W Local No: 122 Sens.: 5.9 13/full: 4113n-2s-'
F.A R: Level: 183m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.976
Comment: Sited on a 200m straight natural reach between two sharp opposing bends. Low flow 1996 1100 87 692 88
control is a riffle 30m d/s. Section rated by c/m to 2.9m. Flows are straight at cableway but there is 1997 1272 101 826 105
some turbulence. Station transferred from SOD to Clyde RPB in Jul 1969. # Drains part of Southern 1998 1490 118 1100 140
Uplands, with several small storage reservoim in headwaters. Geology: Silurian and Ordovician 1999 1524 121 1090 139
sedimentary rocks. Land use: rough grazing with increasing afforestation. 2000 1567 125 1168 149
084037 Douglas Water at Rappendon CA: 97.0 km° 89.919
MA: SEPA-W Local No: El/full: 27.7m5s-I
.95 1420
FAR: N Level: m
Sens.:
UE: . FAL ) #
Comment: Crump weir. All flows osntained. # Geology: Carboniferous rocks with local occurrences 1996 1060) ' 74 601 65
of Lower ORS, intruded by basaltic and doleritiC dykes. Rural catchment having undergone some 1997 1283 90 745 81
afforestation. Two small lochs in catchment but flow pattem remains responsive. - ' 1998 1584' 111 1051 114
1999 '1571 110 1072 117
2000 1573 110 1048 114
084018 Clyde at TullIford Mill . CA: 932.6 km2 69.95 1249 860
MA: SEPA-W . Local No: 125 Sens.: 16.3 Bflull: 587.5m2s-I
.
FAR: P Level: 174m UE: <.01 FAL 0.979
Comment: Velocity-area station with a natural control. Banks overtopped at flows in excess of MAF. 1996 1066 85 650 76
Catchment includes a number of PWS gatheiing grounds from which the yield is exported. Monthly 1997 1247 '100 798 93
naturalised flows available. # Mixed geology - ancient sedimentaries (ORS/Ordovidan) dominate the 1998 - 1478 118 1119 130'
headwaters; mostly igneous formations below. Substantial Drift coved The catchment ranges in 1999 1502 120 1174 137
height from 180-800m. About one third is cultivated, the remainder m hill grazing and moodand. " 2003 1532 123 1129 131
084009 Nathan at KIrkmulriall CA: 66.0 15012 66-95 1231 759
MA: SEPA-W Local No: 107 ' Sens.: 144 WWII: 92.4es'
FAR: PN Level: 122m UE: <.01 FAL 0.976
Comment: Compounb Crump profile weir (centre crest: 2.44m, flanks: 4.27m); significant accretion 1996 956 78 549 72
u/s of rh crest. Theoretical rating - confirmed by gaugings. Flows remain modular and am fully 1997 -1194 - 97 .683 90
contained; the channel is deeply Odsed into rock. Runoff is dtminished by PWS abstractions. # The 1998 1549 126 1099 105
Nether) drains from Nutberry Hill. Complex geology - mostly Old Red S'st and Carboniferous L'st with 1999 1532 120 992 131
large areas of Drift cover: a mainy impervious catchment. Afforestation in the headwatem, hill 2000 1493 - 121 997 131
pasture below.
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084003 Clyde at Hezetbank CA 1092_9 Ice
FAIR: H Levet 52rn 1.1E <91 FEir 980.1 11911'3s
IAA SEP A-W tecil  No: 123 Sens; 55
Coainient Velocity-area statlon in a straight section. Wel cafilreated. AI flows contained_ Vesy rho*
net impact of artificial influences (some naturalised data) tut Bow %item is affected by opera% of
uls  HEP stab% (SonenyresFats). 4 catchment drainsborn the Southern wands.Complex
eeniaerMetainon ticsA gnaddSiprift- MI Brining is laindliaanand use; thablicodated but Lanark is
5km uffi.
084029 Candor Water at Cane/more CA 24.5 Ion'
119.3m1/2-'No: Sens.: 34.3 %1St
FAR: Level: m UE: FM:
Comment Non-standard Flat V broad-aested weir. ro wing was; currentmeter caibration. Flood
flows soll onto banks. Koh flow  rating  under review foloang road works involving the rb.
ReSPOnsibe ass  cert. I/ Small. northward draining. rural catchment developed on productive Coal
Measures. with ORS (Greywacke Conglomerate) warp on scare tar Boulder Clay and terrace
Brava tion9 the Caraer Water- Quarrying ached, in s. of catchmaa
084014  ? Avon Water at -Fairholm CA 265.5 krI72
MA: SEPA-W Local No: 104 Sena: 15.3 Bflull: 397.0m3s-'
EAR: , . Level: 54m UE: 4.01 FAI: 0.989
Comment: Veloaty-area station in a very straight undomi reach. Rock *dorm below a bridge forms
the control. All flows contained. Some naturalised flows. Two %tat reservoirs in Me catchment but
flow  pattern remains reap:cave. q NI imperikus catchment - meaty ORS and Catiorafercus
formations. Hill grazing is the main land use.
084007 South Calder Wtr at Forgave.% . CA: 93.0 km'
FAR: El Level: 44m • Uer: .06.: 73
Whitt 87.9m3s-'MA: SEPA-W Local No: 105
S .,. FAL 0.989
Comment: Compound Creme profile weir (centre: 3.658m, flanks. 13.405m). Gradient sufficient to
avoid drowning. All Bows cOntained. Theoretical rating confirmed by gaugings. Flow pattern
influenced by industrial abstractions and discharges - net import of water from the Clyde. q Relatively
subdued topography developed on sedimentary formations of Carboniferous age (chiefly Coal
Measures); extensive Drift. Land use: arable and pasture plus significant woodland and > 15%
urban - the gauging station is located in Mothentrell.
084005 Clyde at Blairston CA: 1704.2 km2
MA: SEPA-W Load No: 108 Sens.: 6.9 Ebttil: 830.0m1/4-
FAR: H Level: 18m UE: .01 FAI: 0.968
Comment VelOcity profie slightly uneven due to iris bend. Control: piers of redundantrail bodge
30omdts.Steep grass and tree covered banks. Rated by c/m to 3.4m, just below max. wadedstage.
Several upland bibs impoundedfor PWS. River hydropower schemesu/s of  New  Lanark. Some
naturalised lbws availabie.Station burnt downFeb 1997. tempgauge installed,level data yet to be
processea 4 Geology: predorninan4 Ordovician ash and shales. Lowther Hills in S are Silunan Cat,
otherupland areas Carboniferous basalticlavas. Variable Drift cover. Land use. hill grazing and
moorland on high ground, some afforestation. miltfarming in valley. Rapid urbanisation in lower
catchment.
084024 North Calder Wtr at HIllend CA: 19.9 km'
MA; SEPA-W Local No: 128 Sens.:
FAR: Si Level: 168m UE: FAI:
Comment: Flat V fibre-glass Crump weir. Susceptible to minor weed growth in summer. Charmel
flooded out at extreme high flaws (very ram). Flow is totaty arbficial. teing controlled by releases
from Hillend Res. (but flood releases via second spillway bypass). q Geology: maiyly tipper and
Lower Coal Measures, with some quartz-dolerite intrusions.
084027 North Calder WU at Calderbank C.A: 90.6 kmt
MA: SEPA-W Local No: 117 Sens.:
FAR: $ Level: m UE: FAL
Comment: Fibre-glass flume tor low flows, broad-crested control for higher flows. Flume is
susceptible to blockage by vandals (but checkeddaily). High lbw calibration is poorly defined - fluffier
gauging blamed. Canal offtake ilia WS. 4 Urbanised catchment with rough grazing remaining on
uptands. Reservoired headwaters. Geology: principally Upper and Lower Coal Measures overlain by
Boulder Clay and Iccalisect rhea* deposits.
084019 North Calder Wiz at Calderpark CA: 129.8 krn2
MA: SEPA-W Local No: 102  Sens.:  8.5 13/full: 21.0m2s-'
FAR: RP Level: 13m LIE: .10 FAI: 0.930
Comment: Recorder sited on U-shaped bend so velocity profile is not symmetrical. Outer bank is a
steep cliff being undercut by river. The inner bank is quite steep. Rated by  elm  to 1.12m. Monkland
Canal drains through catchment. N Lies in Scottish central lowlands east of Glasgow. Contains
several small storage lochs. Geology: sedimentary rocks of Carboniferous age.
084008 Rotten Calder Wir at Realms C.A: 51.3 an'
MA: SEPA-W Local No: 103 Sens.: 11.9 Sault 72.00s-'
FAR: E Level: 17m UE: .06 FAI: 0.998
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir (central crest: 1.83m, flanks: 4.88m). Theocebcal rating
confirmed by gaugings. River gradient obviates drowning. All flows contained. Runoff augmented by
sewage and industrial effluent. q A mainly impervious catchment (Carboniferous dep3SitS
predominate; Drift cover). Moorland and hill pasture in the headwaters, some significant urban
growth in thelower Catchment (East Kilbride).
084013 Clyde at Daldowie G.A: 1903.1 krn2
MA: SEPA-W Local No: 101 Sens.: 4.7 13/fiill: 370.0m%-'
FAR: E Level: 8m UE: .02 FAI: 0.966
Comment; Velocity-area station: lowest on Me Clyde. Wet calibrated. Cableway. Some naturafised
flows available. if Large catchrnent deveioped on a mixed geology - Ordovician (in the south) to
Carboniferous with Dal cover below the headwaters. Hill pasture is the major land use: some razed
tarring and urbanisation in Me lower valley.
084016 Luggla Water at tenderest C.A: 339 km'
Mk SEPA.W Local No: 106 Sens.: 13.7 Baal: 32.0m1/4-'
FAR: N Level: 68m UE: .04 FAL 0.998
Comment: Compound broad-crested weir, central low flow notch. calibratedby current metering.
Data prior to Mardi 1968 is of poor quality. No cone-oiledstorages but significant local depressions
and boggy areas. gGeology: mostly Coal Measures with intrusive basalt and substanbal Dat. Much
of the catchment is agricultural in Character but urban develepnlent in the north haS been rapid
ICUmbernauld).
1994 1959
1977 1983
56-ss ina 785 27.20 606$ 12112 2_20 I1/10 60.6 1689 5.313
19% 1021 85 674 86 2328 158.8 06/11 2.33 23/99 58.1 1452 2.91
1997 1203 1CO 812 103 28.12 325.4 20102 5.39 12/08 59.4 15.19 6.60
1998 1435 120 1080 138 37.43 253.0 21/10 8.61 26/05 70.5 27.80 Ian
1999 1446 121 1088 139 37.71 352.6 05/11 6.09 MAP 87.4 22.36 7.81
29% 1479 123 1123 143 38.83 337.6 25/10 4.69 24,07 89.2 23.40 6.11
75-95 1083 741 0.58 60.9 31/10 0.01 13/08 1.5 0.22 0.04
MA SEPA.W Local 131
1936 791 73 445 60 0.35 11.5 06/11 0.03 20/09 0.8 0.13 0.03
1997 993 92 597 81 0.46 27.4 17,02 0.05 24/08 1.0 0.18 906
1998 1314 121 889 120 0.69 22.0 27/12 0.07 26/05 1.6 0.32 0_10
1999 1292 119 947 128 0.74 17.8 28/02 0.08 05/09 2.0 0.28 011
2000 1281 118 868 117 0.67 26.5 20009 0.04 30/06 1.8 0.23 0.05
64.95 1294 918 7.73 397.3 13/08 0.16 17/08 20.2 3.17 0.49
1966 1984
1996 981 76 584 64 4.90 92.2 19/12 0.22 19/09 12.7 1.62 0.27
1997 1189 92 731 80 6.15 162.8 17/02 0.46 27/08 16.1 2.46 0.60
1998 1618 125 1175 128 9.89 165.2 21/10 0.87 05/06 23.6 5.50 1.22
1999 1589 123 1130 123 9.51 197.2 06/12 0.67 24/08 26.0 3.95 0.96
2000 1553 120 1188 129 9.98 212.0 25/10 0.67 23/07 27.1 4.30 0.87
65-95 962 665 1.96 61.1 24/01 0.26 17/10 3.8 1.38 0.71
1993 1994
1996 730 76 444 67 1.31 11.9 18/12 0.45 29/08 2.3 0.92 0.51
1997 917 95 598 90 1.76 23.9 14/08 0.62 11/08 3.0 1.30 0.73
1998 1187 123 986 148 2.91 30.0 08/04 0.83 05/07 5.2 2.26 1.15
1999 1087 113 692 104 2.04 23.0 03/12 0.62 14/09 4.1 1.37 0.71
2000 1211 126 734 110 2.16 25.3 07/11 0.62 22/07 4.4 1.48 0.74
58_95 1169 778 42.05 830.9 12/12 3.37 23/08 99.0 24.01 7.72
1994 1984
1996 '962 82 610 78 32.89 293.3  19/12  4.60 20109 75.2 113.49 5.37
1997 1148 98
1998 1421 122 993 128 53.66 346.4 27/12 7.69 05/06 111.7 37.93 11.32
1999 1414 121 954 123 51.57  381.9 09/12  6.67 05/09 127.3 28.27 8.22
2000 1439 123 1015 130 54.70 390.0 25/10 6.41 24/07 133.3 30.20 7.60
72.85 Iwo 547 0.34 3.2 12/12 >0.00 06/03 0.8 0.19 0.10
1994 1988
1996 895 81 523 96 0.33 2.0 12/02 0.08 25/01 0.7 0.19 0.14
1997 1054 96 481 88 0.30 1.9 11/12 >0.00 04/06 0.6 0.22 0.10
1998 1397 127 796 146 0.50 2.4 17/10 0.18 08/07 1.0 0.33 0.18
1999 1229 112 622 114 0.39 2.5 03/12 0.16 04/11 0.9 0.25 0.16
2000 1397 127
68..95 1022 485 0.93 31.3 06/10 >0.00 01/07 1.4 0.35 0.01
. 1990 1987
•
.
1996 820 80 399 82 0.77 12.5 12/02 0.08 14/09 1.6 0.32 0.09
1997 976 95 467 96 0.90 11.6 11/12 0.14 19/07 1.9 0.37 0.16
1998 1301 127 876 181 1.68 17.2 138/04 0.22 21909 5.9 0.57 0.29
1999 1173 115 1063 219 2.04 27.5 03/12 0.22 29/07 7.7 0.45 0.26
2000 1307 128 838 173 1.61 18.2 07/11 0.27 16/05 5.4 054 0.34
83-95 1003 600 2.47 134.3 12/12 0.06 10/08 5.3 1.49 0.56
1994 1995
.
1996 782 78 405 60 1.66 24.3 12/02 03€ 30/08 3.9 0.81 0.39
1997 920 92 479 80 1.97 26.6 11/12 046 02/10 3.9 1.22 0.57
1998 1245 124 754 126 3.10 41.4 08/04 0.69 05/06 6.4 1.99 0.81
1999 1136 113 622 104 2.56 67.0 03/12 0.52 05/05 6.0 1.08 0.60
2000 1244 124 777 130 3.19 32.60 06/11 0.44 20/07 8.9 1.75 068
66.95 1224 958 1.56 60.8 13/01 0.07 11/08 4.0 0.68 0.17
1984 1968
1996 914 75 729 76 1.18 20.5 06/11 0.10 29/12 3.1 au 0.18
1997 1086 89 815 85 1.33 37.8 17/02 aos 26/08 3.3 050 0.13
1998 1524 125 1323 138 2.15 43.2 21)10 0.18 08/10 5.5 ass 0.26
1999 1532 125 1721 180 2.60 48.2 03/12 0.24 20/10 6.8 1.88 0.43
2000 1476 121 755 79 1.22 29.1 25)10 0.05 21/04 3.1 0.51 0.11
61.95 1158 785 47.37 1107.0 12/12 6.09 19/08 109.3 27.56 9.61
1994 1984
1996 945 82 631 80 38.00 339.8 19/12 6.86 20/09 91.4 20.88 8.05
1997 1128 97 769 98 46.38 408.6 20102 12.47 04/06 te6.6 25.86 13.64
1998 1409 122 1067 136 6436 430.9 11102 12.41 26p5 - 135.0 45.44 15.67
1999 1393 120 1110 141 68.99 515.4 03/12 15.15 24/08 157.9 37.82 17.79
2000 1423 123 1170 149 70.40 475.3 25/10 13.01 23/07 158.3 41.45 15.43
66-95 1103 820 0.88 51.3 11/12 0.06 08/08 2.0 0.48 0.14
1994 1967
1996 904 82 627 76 0.67 17.0 28/10 0.09 24/09 1.6 0.34 0.11
1997 1010 92 696 85 0.75 195 21/02 0.12 24(08 1.5 0.44 0.16
1998 1434 130 1132 138 1.22 27.6 22/10 0.23 07(07 2.5 0.74 0.29
1999 1256 114 926 113 1.00 44.9 03/12 0.15 03/09 2.2 0.47 0.19
21300 1331 121 1012 123 1.08 32.4 29/10 0.14 20/07 2.4 0.57 0.15
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084025 Luggie Water at %gang CA 87_7 Imin2
MA SEPA-W Local No: 130 Bffut 77.8m3s-'
FAR: E UE: .06 FM:0_999
Cormnent: Velocity-area slabon vift/infecoml Flat V contra Some signedweir undercutbrig in 1992,
rot thought to affect flows. Most flows comained but some spaage in Itted  cancikons. it  Gemology:
predominanly Coal Measures KM seine dolente and basalt intrusions_ Mixed laxl the, taming/
urban develcKneni-
084023 'Both% Bum at Auchengekh CA 35.7 km2
MA SEPA-W Local No: 127 '  BMA:  36.1m's-'
FAR: E Level: 57m "-. UE: .09 FM: 1.000
Comment: Crurre profile weir. Theoretically rated. Flow contained over the full range. Sensibly
natural regime but rhotosway (M73) hmoff and STN effluent may affluence flow pal/ern. # A smal
undulating catchment, ccotaining three old mining villages. developed on Scottish Carboniferous CM
(overlain with Drift).
084020 Glazer/ Water at Milton of Campele CA 51.9 kre2
KA: SEPA-W Local No: 126 Sens.: 13/1-uft 137.4ml5-1
FAR: E Level: 39rn UE: <01 FAI: 0.995
Comment: Velocity-area station: broad-crested weir with rectangular low flow notch acts as the
control (gaugings confimi the theoretical rating but significant structurd erosion evident - especially
following the 1990 spates; reconstruction Wheduled). NO Wary/maid lochs or storages. Sorne (1970s)
naturahsed flows available_ if Mr upland catchment draining the Carnpsie Fells. Geology:
Carboniferous series (principally the Scottish Carboniferous Lftt) predominate - overlain by Drift.
Very Minh %quieted. A small area is given over to forestry.
084015 Kelvin at Dryfield CA: 235.4 We
KA, SEPA-W Local No: 120 Sens.: 7.1 B/full: 189.5m3s-'
FAR: E Level: 31m UE: .05 FAI: 0.981
Comment: Recorder sited in straight even reach where erosion has made banks very steep. The
dyer was canalised during last war and floodbanks made on both banks from dredged material. The
secbon is affected by weed gmwth and requires constant attention. Rated by c/m measurements up
to 2.97m. Cableway installed in 1960 so no high measurements prior to this date. # Catchment in the
low lying central valley of Scotland. Geology: Millstone Grit and coal bearing rocks of Carboniferous
e9e.
084026 Allender Water at Mlingavle CA: 32.8 km'
KA: SEPA-W Local No: 129 Sens.: Bffull: 14.7m3s-'
FAR: S Level: 34m UE: .04 FAI: 0.935
Comment: Velocity-area station with Rat V low flow control (installed 1973). The catchment contains
a nurnber of natural and artificial storages but the flow regime remains responsive. N Hilly catchment
developed mostly on Carboniferous formations (basaltic lava and Scottish CarlDoniferous L'st
predominate); some Drift. Upland grazing is the main land use; some afforestation and also urban
development (Milngavie) near the outlet!.
084001  Kelvinat  Kftlermont CA: 335.1 km'
M A: SEPAW Local No: 121 Sens.: 6.6 Bflull: 31.4m5s-'
FAR: E Level: 27m UE: .06 FAI: 0.975
Comment: Velmitywrea station with channel control; vigorous seasonal weedgrowth. All flows
contained within steep banks. Station moved 300m u/s (from Killermont) in 1962. Forth and Clyde
canal drains through the catchment. Some monthly naturalised flows available. # The main channel
runs along the northern edge of the Central Lowlands taking tributaries from the faulted igneous
block to the north - remainder of catchment is chiefly Carbonifemus sediments and DM. mixed land
use: moorland to urban concentrations.
084036 Earn Water at Latham CA: 19.8  km2
MA: SEPAW Local No: Sens.:
FAR: N Level: m  UE:  FAI:
Comment: Velocity-area station with open channel section. Ouick, responsrve flow regime.
il Geology: estruswe igneous rocks ovenain with Boulder Clay, also local outcrops of Carboniferous
rocks of Upper Cst Group. Small, rural catchment. A number of small PINS reservoirs including
Lodicraig Res. and Bennen lochan are located in catchment.
084035 Meech Water at Waterside C.A: 16.8 km'
MA: SEPA-W Local No: Sens.:
FAR: N Level: m  UE:  FAI:
Comment: Velodlyftrea station with open channel section. Flood warning station. Very minor
impact from sewage works u/s of catchment. The urban drainage system produces misleading water
balance. if CarlDoniferous Coal Measures and outcrops of Basalt overlain by Drift deposits. Small,
rural catchment having undergone rapid land use change since the expansion of East Klbride in the
1960's.
084030 White Can Water at Overiee CA: 111.8 km'
KA: SEPA-W Local No: 160 Sens.:
FAR: S Level: 06m UE: FAI:
Comment: Rectangular thin-plate low flow notch in a broad-crested (V cross-section) weir.
Confirmatory gaugings not yet available for the full flow range. Good fall below weieflows remain
modular. Thin-plate damaged and removed in 1999. Frequent flooding rys of the gauge reflects
flashy nature of the river. There are several reservoirs and lochs within the catchment. # Geology:
mostly basaltic lava and Carboniferous L'st overlain with Boulder Clay and dwer gravels along main
river channel. Land use: predominantly grazing, however, Mere has been rapid urbanisation of lower
catchment and upper catchment is becoming forested.
084033 Whits Can Water at Mactluiaten Bridge CA: 120.0 km
MA: SEPAW Local  No:  Sens.:
FAR: Level: m UE: FAI:
Comment: Veloglyfirea station with well confined open channel. Very responsive, natural regime.
Catchment prone to frequent flooding. Flo% waming station. A number of small PWS reservoirs in
upper reaches but have insignificant effect at station. # Predominantly Drift covered with outcrops of
Carboniferous Coal Measures and basalts. Rural catchment undergoing land use changes:
afforestation in upper reaChes and rapid urban expansion of East Kilbride and Castlemilk.
084034 Auldhouse Bunt at Were Bridge C.A: 17.2 km2
MA: SEPA-W Local No: Sens.:
FAR: N Level: m UE: FM:
Comment:Velocity-area station with artificial control: broad crested weir. No significant abstractions
or discharges, however, proportion of runoff diverted out of catchment due to urban drainage.
9 Carboniferous Coal Measures and outcrops of Basalt, covered by Drift deposits. Significant
urbanisation.
SEPA WEST
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Cornmerrt:Velocity-area slabon in a %sight reach of undo% cross-section. Rock bar orb% but
weed grow% causes low flow rat% varmaons Complex water utiftsabom some nattraised flows
avalable. # Carboniferous rocks (basan in Me headwaters) predominate; Dr% and terrace deposits
also. Much of the %throe/41s opermasaffe (wial several smelt locrts)but the flatlets penis heavay
urbanised (Gasgow).
084017 Black Cart Water at 111111iken Park CA: 103_1 km2
MA SEPA-W Local No: Ill Sens.: 19.0 BAAL 47.043s-'
FAR S Level: 25m LIE: <.01 FM: 0.793
Comment: Velodty-area station wIth informal (dished) concrete Control. length: 26.52m. Stable
rating. Overtopping of rb can occur when stage exoaeds Irn. Several lochs and reservoirs (e.g.
Rofebanks) prosIde storage, flows signit affected by operatim of Castle Semple Loch and Barr Loch
(fed by Calder Wales),evident onthe hydrogra% trace. Mont* naturaSsed lbws avalable.# A wet,
pracipally Omen/ions catchment - Carboniferous basalt and igneous intrusions, overlain by Boulder
Clay. Peat in sorne upland areas, river gravel on (boo:gams.Rural land use, urhanisabon iri valey.
c't
085003 Falloch at Glen Falloch CA 80.3 km2
MA SEPA-W LocalNo: 124 Sens.:
FAR N Level: 10m UE: <01 FAI: 0.993
Comment: VeloCity-area stabon with long broad-crested weir (with rectangular notch) as low flow
control - installed Feb 1975. Damage to part ot main crest results in a small discharge bypassing the
central roritCh. AI but very high flows contained. No significant abstractions or discharges Very
responatve regime. 5 Very wet mountainous Catchment draining southern slopes of Benn Oss and
northern slopes of Beim a Chroina d Beinn Chabair. Developed on andent metamorphic formations
with isolated outcrops of igneous intrusions. Peat depositsin upland areas. Smail Icchans in some
headwaters, Put have fittle affect on flows.
085004 Lass Water at Lusa C.A: 35.3 krn2
KA: SEPA-W Local No: 132 Sens.: El/full, 57.2ints'
FAR: N Level: m UE: FAL
Comment: Veloiattarea station with artificial low bow control: broad-crested weir with low Row
. notch, slight damage to centre section repaired in autumn 1992. Very responsive, natural regime. # A
very wet, mountainous catchment developed mainty on Dalradian schist.% overlain by Peat in upland
areas and localisedgravels in valleys.
085002 Endrick Water at Galdrew CA: 219.9 km2
MA: SEPA-W Local No: 113 Sens.: 10.0 13/full: 133.8m5s-'
FAR: P Level: 10m ' UE: <01 FAt: 0.984
Comment: Velocity-area station with channel control. Low and medium flows considered reliable but
flcod discharges are of a lesser accuracy (due to overspill on to the lb floodplain and a curved
approach to the measudng reach). Runoff is diminished by the export of water from Carron Res. into
the Forth system. Some naturalised flows available.  4  An upland catchment. draining from the
Campsie Fells, developed on ORS overlain with Drift: large tracts of sand and gravel also.
085001 Leven at Linnbrane CA: 784.3 km2
KA: SEPA-W Local No: 112 Sens.: 3.9 13/full: 124.6rn1/4-1
FAR: S Level: 5m UE: <.01 FAL 0.689
Comment: Velocity-area station with channel control at outflow from Loch Lomond. Stable rating but
erosion caused by major floods in 1990 necessitated recalibration. Natural regime until loch outfall
control weir built in 1971, now substantialry regulated.Naturalised monthry flows Oct 1963 - Sept
1974. 4 Large, wet, upland catchment. Geology dominated by ancient metamorphic formations -
overlain by Drift in the west.
086001 Little Eachaig at Dalinlongart CA: 30.8 kin2
MA: SEPA-W Local No: 116 Sens.: 22.5 B/full: 83.1m3s-'
FAR: I Level: Ran UE: <.01 FAL 1.000
Comment: Velocity-area station with compound artificial control (low flow notch. broad-crested
flanks). Cableway on site. Flood flows contained. Natural flow regime but catchwaters divert a small
runoff volume to Loch Taman. Very responsive flow pattern. # A compact, steep. mountainous
catchment - very wet - developed an ancient metamorphic formations: some Drit
089002 Linos nam Beathach at Victoria Bridge C.A: 50$ km'
KA: SEPA-W Local No: Sens.:
FAR: N Level: m UE: FAI:
Comment: Velocity-area station with a spilbvay crested weir. Calibration good at low flows. Initially
installed as part of HEP programme. No artificial influences to the flow regime. # Rural, upland
catchment draining to Loch Tulle. Geology: Dalradian metamorphics with igneous extmsions. A
couple of small lochs in the catchment.
089003 Orchy at Glen Orchy C.A: 251.2 km2
MA: SEPA-W Local No: 150 Sens.:
FAR: N Level: m UE: : FAL
Comment: Velocity-area station with low flow control Mroad-crested weir). All but very high flows
contained. Initiallyinstalled aspart of HEP programme. Very responsive natural flow regime. # Steep,
rural, forested catchment. Geology: Predominantly metamorphic rocks with local occurrences of
Dalradian List
089005 Lochy at Inverlochy C.A: 47.7 km2
MA: SEPA4N Local No: 152 Sens.: 41.5
FAR: N Level: m UE: FAL
Comment: VeloPty-area stabon with low flow control (broad-crested weir). Dmfs unavailable June
1995 due to instrument failure. All but the very high flows contained. Initially installed as part of HEP
programme. # Linear catchment draining westward from Lochan na 131 Geology: predominantly
Dalradian metamorphics with local outcrops of Middle ORS. Rural catchment with forested slopes.
089004 Strae at Glen Strae C.A: 36.2 km°
M.A.: SEPA-W Local No: 151 Sens.:
FAR: N Level: m UE: FAT
Comment: Spillway crested weir. Initially installed as part of HEP programme. No significant artificial
effects on the flow regime during the early record High flow rating unconfirmed # A linear catchment
draining to Loch Awe. Geology: predominantly Dalradian metarnorphics with local occurrences of
Dalradian List Land use: rough grazing.
e1.95 1304 908 8.78 187.1 181120.15 17/08 17.3 3.25 087
1965 1995
1996 1079 83 616 68 4.57 82.0 12/10 0.26 espa 11.3 1.79 0.33
1997 1212 93 705 78 5.25 103_5 17/02 0.26 2610812.1 2.45 0.44
1998 1695 130 1160 128 884 124.1 11/02 0.69 05/126 20.7 5.28 1.1:0
1999 1703 131 1132 125 8.44 145_6 03/12 0.50 21/08 23.1 3.98 0.77
2C013 1583 121 1059 117 7.87 119_5 29/10 0.39 23/07 19.5 4.04 0.60
67..95 1787 1430 4.67 110.1 11/12 0.08 27/08 12.1 2.69 0.41
1994 1984
1996 1608 90 1247 87 4.07 31.4 28/10 0.24 25/09 11.9 1.78 0.43
1997 1599 89 1273 89 4.16 31.0 06(12 0.32 30/013 11.1 2.01 0.51
1998 J 124 1935 135 6.32 54.0 11/02 0.42 03/06 14.4 4.70 0.72
1999 2116 118 1888 132 6.17 42.7 03/12 0.48 20/08 15.2 3.91 0.54
2000 1999 112 1630 114 5.31 44.8 01/02 0.31 26/07 13.8 3.18 0.42
70-95 3003 2291 5.83 226.7 22/10 0.02 21/05 16.4 2.18 0.25
1971 1995
1996 2375 79 1960 86 4.98 149.1 04/11 0.03 20/09 15.3 1.65 0_10
1997 2858 95 2309 101 5.88 185.3 19/02 0.05 04/06 16.4 1.70 0.18
1998 3243 108 2934 128 7.47 176.9 11102 0.05 05/06 20.9 3.22 0.15
1999 3552 118 3364 147 8.57 203.4 08/09 0.05 09/08 27.2 3.43 0.25
2000 3051 102 2968 130 7.54 162.3 29/10 0.10 25/07 22.5 2.33 0.25
76..95 2507 2427 2.72 111.8 20/08 0.06 21/08 7.0 1.43 0.19
1987 1995
1996 2046 82 2109 87 2.35 34.0 04111 0.04 19/09 6.9 1.10 0.09
1997 2144 86 2075 85 2.32 54.0 16/09 0.11 25/07 5.6 1.05 0.17
1998 2683 107 2665 110 2.98 59.0 20/10 0.18 05/06 7_5 1.71 0.28
1999 2810 112 2764 114 3.09 54.7 30/11 0.18 24/08 8.4 1.74 0.37
2000 2722 109 2603 107 2.91 53.9 17/10 0.10 24/07 7.8 1.57 0.18
03_95 1498 1042 7.27 142.4 30/09 0.28 20/08 19.0 3.19 0.59
1985 1970
1996 1346 90 920 88 6.39 133.8 28/10 0.56 21/09 16.2 2.42 0.69
1997 1402 94 944 91 6.58 124.9 17/02 0.69 19/08 16.7 2.57 0.79
1998 1946 130 1379 132 9.61 135.1 21/10 0.98 05/06 23.3 5.08 1.17
1999 1800 120 1329 128 9.27 133.9 22/12 0.77 23/08 259 4.01 0.98
2000 1767 118 1273 122 8.85 128.7 29/10 0.69 24/07  ' 23.0 3.83 0.83
63..95 2112 1731 03.05 196.8 11/03 3.31 29/08 83.9 39.78 8.21
1990 1984
1996 1791 85 1607 93 39.84 143.0 06/11 8.81 25/06 72.1 37.62 9.51
1997 1965 93 1684 97 41.88 146.8 02/03 8.81 28/08 82.1 20.48 11.13
1998 2471 117 2175 126 54.09 125 5 16/02 8.09 09/06 96.7 53.98 -  9.45
1999 2484 118 2107 122 52.39 140.8 09/12 7.24 09/08 102.8 51.15 8.24
2000 2344 111 2029 117 50.33 126.5 08/01 7.05 09/05 101.4 55.44 7.56
08-95 2383 1750 1.71 91.2 03/11 0.01 14/07 4.6 0.75 0.08
1979 1977
1996 2272 95 1776 101 1.73 4.9 0.65 0.11
1997 2194 92. 1699 97 1.66 33.8 06/12 0.09 30/06 4.7 0.62 0.12
1998 2862 120 2394 137 2.34 84.9 20/10 0.10 05/06 5.7 1.21 0.15
1999 2978 125 2757 158 2.69 45.8 22/12 0.12 11/08 7.3 1.45 0.22
2000 2814 118 2057 118 2.00 15.0d 11/09 0.06 24/07 5.5 0.74 0.10
81-95 3141 3067 491 167.7 20/09 0.04 27/08 12.8 1.76 0.18
1989 1984
1996 2413 77 2045 67 3.27 9.6 1.02 0.10
1997 3042 97 2641 86 4.23 143.2 19/02 0.08 05/06 11.7 1.09 0.21
1998 3479 111 3176 104 5.09 138.1 11/02 0.09 05/06 12.1 2.18 0.16
1999 3544 113 3393 111 543 120.3 06/12 0.06 11/08 14.3 2.19 0.27
2000 3072 98 2993 98 4.78 93.9 30/01 0.07 25/07 13.9 1.68 0.18
77..95 2763 2831 22.55 607.9 02/03 0.06 30/11 57.2 8.51 1.26
1979 1977
1996 2180 79 2441 86 19.39 44.0 6.27 1.18
1997 2737 99 2624 93 20.91 395.0 02/03 0.94 05/06 58.2 7.28 1.71
1998 3153 114 3162 112 25.19 558.4 11/02 0.63 05/06 64.0 10.38 1.27
1999 3289 119 3308 117 26.35 66.6 11.50 2.02
2000 2929 106 3215 114 25.54 414.5 01/02 0.71 26/07 72.2 9.06 1.30
78.95 3095 2607 3.94 227.4 02/03 0.15 04/08 10.6 1.82 0.34
1979 1991
19% 2440 79 2108 81 3.18 9.2 1.27 0.33
1997 2777 90 2174 83 3.29 34.2 06/12 0.24 04/06 94 1.29 0.37
1998 3183 103 3216 123 4.86 37.1 12/02 0.25 05/06 12.4 2.95 0.36
1999 3575 116
2000 3045 98 3036 116 4.58 223.9 29/10 0.24 26/07 11.1 1.61 0.33
78_95 2936 2600 2.98 70.7 01/04 0.11 18/05 7.7 1.44 0.20
1991 1980
1996 2416 82
1997 2773 94 2278 88 2.61 60.1 15/09 0.14 03/06 7.2 0.94 0.22
1998 3257 111 2784 107 3.20 69.4 11/02 0.13 04/06 8.0 1.76 0.19
1999 3404 116
2000 2812 98 2496 98 2.86 56.0 31/01 an 04/07 7.2 1.41 0.22
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SURFACE WATER-REGISTER AND STATISTICS
Hydrometric Statistics
021032 Glen at Kirknewton CA 198.9 km'
MA EA Local No: Sens: 26.2 BOut 145.0ints-'
FAR  N  Levet 54m UE: <.01 FN: 0987
Comment: Velocity-area station via irdonnal Flat V profile  orctol  (about 1:100 cons-slope.
insensitive). Logger instated in 1991 (very triad data 1983-90 but charts available). Flows from
1989 reprocessed in 2032: law flows increased. scene peak bows decreased: 1994 minima tales
review. Natural flow regime, no abstractions. 4 Upland catchment. draining LODI lbe Chevl31,
develoPed mostly on igneous Pormatione
022001 Coquet at MonvIck CA: 569.8 kin'
MA: EA Local No: Sens: 6.6 WO: 175.0rn1/4-1
FAR: N Level: 5in UE: <01 FAI: 0.985
Comment:VA station with 34rn wide concrete informal Flat V weir (approx. 1:20 cross-slope) made
with pre-cast segments (instated 1973). Cableway. Fairly straight seam, with high banks- Replaced
earlier stabon at Guyzance. Dmf flow repetitions (realslic) poor to 1967. Responsive natural regime
except tor annual flush and drain of dam u/s of gauge on Duke of Northumberland estate.
4 Predominantly upland catchment draining from Cheviots with some afforestation. Largely
Carboniferous Limestone and Devonian Igneous senes.
022007 Wansbeck at Mitford CA: 287.3 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 7.6 Sifult 35.0rn1/4-1
FAR: S Level: 31m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.977
Comment: Velcaty-area station with Flat V weir and central flume for low flow measurement
(installed 1974). Replaced older broad-crested weir also with central flume. Recalibration of high
flow rating produced substantial reduction in Rod flows. Modest net effect of artifidal influences
(export from headwater reservoir); Mitford abstraction dosed by mid-1990s. # A mainly lowland
catchment located on Millstone Grit, Upper, Middle and Lower List.
022006 Blyth at Har/ford Bridge CA: 269.4 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 23.8 B/full: 190.0mss-'
FAR: PE Level: 25m UR .01 FAI: 0.989
Comment: Velocity-area station with Flat V weir for low flow control installed in 1968- Originally
24.4m wide, reduced in width in early 1980s and recalibrated. Small net export - runoff from about 20
sq.km of headwaters diverted to Whine Dean catchment(but a compensation flow has been
maintained into the Pont since 1996). 4 Mostly Millstone Grit and Coal Measures.
023008 Rede at Rede Bridge
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 13.8
FAR: S Level: 107m UE: <.01
Comment: Flat V weir constructed with pre-fabricated crest units.
(commands 40 sg.km) has an appreciable influence on flows;
Carboniferous rocks mossy covered by Boulder Clay and alluvium.
C.A: 343.8 km'
B/full: 65.0m3s-'
FAI: 0978
Width 24.3m. Catcleugh Res.
modest net export.  4  Lower
Forestry and grazing.
023003 North Tyne at Reaverhill CA: 1007.5 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 7.2 Bff di: 560.0m3s-'
FAR: S Level: 65m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.936
Comment: Velocity-area station with natural channel control. Replaced earlier station at Barrasford.
Predominantly natural regime but affected by Kielder releases (see 23023) - including pulsed
hydropower releases; overall impact most evident at low flows. Catdeugh and Colt Crag Reservoirs
in catchment (also intermittent abstraction at Barrasford) - net export of water. it Upland catchment
devekaped mainly on formations of the Carboniferous L'st Senes. Rugged moorland and upland
pasture, some afforestation.
023006 South Tyne at Featherstone CA: 321.9 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 12.1 Stfull: 500.0m3s-1
FAR: N Level: 132m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.995
Comment: Compound Crump profile wer. Lower crest 15.2m, upper crest 29.5m. Theoretical
rating. Structure contains all flows. Extreme peaks may be underestimated. Natural flow regime.
# Linear, north tending catchment in northern Pennines. Geology: mainly Carboniferous Limestone.
023004 South Tyne at Hayden Bridge CA: 751.1 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 7.9 B/full: 500.0m3s-1
FAR: N Level: 59m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.989
Comment: Velocity-area station with informal Flat V weir as  low  flow control installed in 1972 -
earlier low flows of limited accuracy; 1968 and 1969 minima estimated at 2 rn35-'. Cableway. Some
overspill onto lb during floods. Regatta-Won underway - expected to increase flows. Responsive
natural regime. # Upland catchment draining Northern Pennines. Geology: predominantly Carbon-
iferous (Garb. List and Millstone Grit).
022009 toque/ at Rothbury CA 346.0 km2
MA EA Local No: Sens.: 106
FAR  N  Level:  71rn  UE: FAt
Comment: Velooltarea stabon  NMI  cableway; infarrial mill weir below steam provides good
contra Well confined sed1311 eith straight approadt Calibration under review - a reduction in
computed high flows is anticipated. # Natural catchment located on Cheviot Igneous. Cementstone
and Fel S'st.
023011 Klelder Bum at Kielder CA: 58.8 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 19.3 Baba 46.0m3s-'
FAR: N Level: 214m US: <.01 FA: 1.000
Comment: Flat V weir 12m broad (1:2 u/s and d/s slopes; 1:20 cross-slope) with low wing walls
(0.61m). Cableway u/s (straight reach) - rating based on gaugings; possible overestimation of high
flows: overspill of banks in very high flows. 4 The catchment embraces Kielderhead Moor and - at
lower levels - Kielder Forest. Geology comprises mainly Carboniferous formations cut by numerous
faults and dykes; thick covering of Boulder Clay in the valley, peat on Me hills.
023022 North Tyne at Uglydub CA: 241.5 km°
MA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: SR Level: 135m UE: FAI:
Comment: Flat V weir. Owned by North East Water, operated by EA. Measures compensation flow,
prescnbed flows, abstractions and overspill from Kielder Res.; also releases to support hydropcmer -
max. release of 15.4 m3s-gives pulsed hydrograph but sub-daily pulses to 1992 concealed in
dmfs. # Geology: predominantly shales and s'sts of the Lower Carboniferous series. Extendvely
afforested with moorland headwaters.
NORTH EAST REGION
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023001 Tyne et Bywell C.A 2175.6 Ion'
MA EA Local No: Sens.: 11.8
FAR: 5 level: 14m LIE: <.131 . FM:0.961
Cornmeal: Velocity-area steam %iced gauging smtrori on the Tyne. In drought years, 14eMer
releases maintain low flows (4.2 m3s-' min) and support transfers to the Def1Velli, Wear and Tees.
Rirfing Wal abstractionKin/ is 500m u/S. EllOCK9K/0trmage to sang paxcaused problems in earty
1990s. Drill flow repeater's (reartstic) prior to 1967. Some ewer/ of water, and regime infeenced by
pulsed hydropower releases from Kreider, but firrited impact Of) annual mnoff. # M irmeMous
catchment (largely Cartoreferous Limestone) drairing from north Pennines Extensive moorland.
significant afforestation; arable taming confined to the lover valley.
023002 Derwent at Eddys Bridge CA: 118.0 tun'
MA EA Local No: Sens.: 7.3 Sffut 126.0mas'
FAR: SP Level: 181m DE: <91 FM: 0.835
Corrunent: Broad-crested weir vista central low flow flume. Model calibration.  From  1965 flows
controlled by Dement Reserver 21un u/s, stark contrast with previous natural regime. Substantal
net export of water. # Geolagy: mixture of Cartoniferous Limestone and Millstone Gnt parnalry
overlain by Boulder Clay and morainic drift Upland, morainic catchment used for rough grazing.
023007 Dement at Rowlands GIII C.A: 242.1 km7
MA: EA Local No: Sens: 11.9
EAR: P Level: 29m UE: .02 FAI: 0.910
Comment: Two Crump profile weirs with sfightly different crest levels beneath the two arches of a
bridge. Flow regime substantially influenced by Derwent Reservoir (started impounding in 1965);
significant net export # Carboryferous L'st (upper catchment), Millstone Grit and Coal Measures.
023018 Ouse Bum at WoolsIngton C.A: 90 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR:  N  Level: 63m tiE: FAL
Comment: Informal Flat V weir (3m broad). Structure drowns at moderate flows. Ultrasonic installed
in 2001 to calibrate high flows. Floods rarely overtop wingwalls. # Relatively low-Kng catchment.
Agricultural headwaters, substantially urbanised below.
023016 Ouse  Burn at Crag Hall C.A: 55.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: E Level: 36rn UE: FAL
Comment: Rectangular thin-plate weir with broad-crested flanks. Theoretical rating. Peak flow of
18.6 recorded on 28/2/79. # Agricultural headwaters but a largely urban (around 40%) catchment
developed on Carboniferous formations (Coal Measures).
023017 Team at Team Valley' CA: 61.9 km2
Mk EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: Level: 9rn UE: FM:
Comment: Velodty-area station in cutverted section below road bridge, low flow control exerdsed
by pre-existing weir. Temporary ultrasonic installation providing full calibration. Flows for period of
record reprocessed in 2002. Sewage effluent and pumped minewaters affect the very responsive
regime. # A primarily rural catchment on the SW edge of Newcastle.
024003 Wear at Stanhope CA: 171.9 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 14.8 Sffull: 180.009-1
FAR: SE Level: 202m UE: <.01 FAL 0.979
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir overall width 19.1m central low crest width 7.5m. Steep
rocky section. Wing walls raisedin 1967; no bypassing.Very flashy response. Burnhope Res.
(catchment area: 19 sg.km) has noticeable effect; net export. # Steep Pennine moorland catchment.
Mainly LowerCarboniferous est. Some arable  farm  land but mostly sheepgrazing.
.
024004 Bedburn Beck at Bedburn CA: 74.9 km2
MA EA Local No: Sens.: 13.6 5/full: 70.0m2s-1
FAR: N Lever: 109m UE: <.01 FAL 0.999
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir, 2.4m low crest, 10.3m overall. Set in a deep valley; no
bypassing. Natural regime. N Millstone Grit in north and Coal Measures to south. Coniferous forest,
arable farming and sheep grazing.
024008 Wear at Witton Park CA: 455.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 9.3 Sffull: 7.11mts2'
FAR: SRP Level: 77m UE: <01 FAL 0.958
Comment: Velocity-area station with informal Flat V low flow control of rectangular section.
cabieway.Catchment contains three reservoirs (including Bumhope), net export of water. Transfers
from Kielder (Tyne catchment) in drought years - entering the Wear at Frosterley.# Geology: mainly
Carboniferous L'st and Millstone Gnt. Pennine headwaters with extensive moorland, mixed land use
in the lower valley.
024005  Browneyat Burn Hall C.A: 178.5 km2
MA: EA LocalNo: Sens.: 13.7 Sffull: 60.0m5s-5
FAR: GI Level: 44m UE: .03 FA): 1.000
Comment: Compound broad-crested  weir  (176m broad, low crest 5.5m) within a deep valley and
having a steep fall d/s. Divide piers inserted and wing walls raised in 1968. Theoretical rating with
check gaugings. Artificialnfluences (imports, minewater discharges) evident at tow flows, although
impact on annual runoff is limited. Engineering works 28/10 - 21/11/88: dmfs removed from NRFA.
# Geology: Coal Measures.
024001 wear at SunderlandBri ge CA: 657.8 km2
MA: EA Locat No: Sens.: 8.4
EAR: SRGE Level: 40m UE: .01 FM: 0 962
Comment: Compound broad-crested weir within the archesof road bndge. High flows are above
vertrcal walls of bridge openings and tapping point within drawdown effect. Weed growth in summer.
Flows reprocessed - using a single rating - in 2001. Significant artificial influences: reservoirs in
catchment, minewater discharges and, in drought years, minimum flows supported by KiHder
transfer. # Geology: mainly Carboniferous (Carlo. L'st. Millstone Gnt and Coal Measures).
56_95 1039 643 44.38 1586.0 1700 2.48 07/09 1022 24.44 5.84
1967 1976
19% 829 80 481 75 33.10 425.1 121132 5.17 15,09 69.3 21.37 5.64
1997 961 92 582 91 40.16 865.5 19102 5.45 28109 86.8 22.33 7.15
1998 1216 117 876 136 60.42 817.0 24/10 9.95 26(05 123.1 40.90 15.13
1999 1107 107 747 116 51.53 846.0 05/01 7.27 04)08 111.4 30.08 9.09
2000 1299 125 974 151 65.99 970.9 06/11 7.09 21107 147.9 44.26 11.40
54_95 953 295 1.10 58.0 15/07 0.08 15/10 2.2 0.48 0.27
1961 1989
1908 832 87 137 46 0.51 4.6 15/02 0.40 19/07 0.6 0.47 0.43
1997 922 97 141 48 0.53 8.9 20/02 0.39 03/04 0.6 0.45 0.40
1998 1092 115 154 52 0.58 8.8 03/11 0.36 19/09 0.8 0.50 0.41
1999 998 105 160 54 0.60 7.4 09/12 0.40 06/08 0.8 atis 0.41
2000 1306 137 405 137 1.51 93.4 06/11 0.113 15/08 3.2 0.47 0.38
62.95 843 332 2.55 98.0 05/11 0.28 18/04 5.2 1.53 0.81
1967 1972
1996 739 88 234 70 139 303 12/02 0.79 19/08 3.1 1.33 083
1997 826 98 239 72 1.83 416 30(06 0.75 02/10 3.0 1.19 0.81
1998 1012 120 332 100 2.55 44.7 02/04 0.89 21/09 5.1 1.71 0.94
1999 872 103 265 80 204 24.1 09/12 0.90 01/08 3.8 1.41 0.94
2000 1170 140 585 176 448 136.4 06/11 0.89 15/08 9.5 1.92 1.09
92-95 662 196 006 2.8 01/04 0.00 02/08 0.1 0.02 >0.00
1992 1994
1996 566 85 157 80 0.04 2.6 12/02 >0.00 18/08 0.1 >0.00 >000
1997 620 94
1998 839 127 322 164 0.09 22 02/11 0.01 09/08 0.2 005 001
1999 684 103 200 102 0.06 1.6 03/03 >0.00 10/08 0.1 003 001
2000 931 141
89.95 595 142 025 16.1 01/04 >0.00 10/08 0.6 0.10 0.02
1992 1990
1996 579 97 150 106 026 11.8 12/02 0.03 19/08 0.5 0.14 0.03
1997 632 106 145 102 025 0.5 0.12 0.04
1998 839 141 254 179 044 9.8 02/04 0.04 15/08 1.1 0.19 0.06
1999 690 116 162 114 0.28 10.4 18/08 0.02 16/08 0.6 0.13 0.03
2000 906 152 296 208 0.51 17.0 06/11 0.04 24/08 1.1 0.19 0.05
91_95 670 426 0.84 23.1 14/05 0.19 09/11 1.2 0.69 0.45
1993 1991
1996 580 87 409 96 0.80 11.5 12/02 0.35 03/08 1.0 0.72 0.49
1997 668 100 438 103 0.86 13.7 30/06 0.45 15/05 1.2 0.70 0.52
1998 859 128 607 142 1.19 12.7 02/11 0.44 23/05 2.1 0.92 0.64
1999 681 102 460 108 0.90 10.1 04/03 0.38 01/08 1.3 0.78 0.56
2000 915 137 593 139 1.16 23.2 03/06 0.49 04/02 1.9 0.75 0.53
58..95 1295 670 3.65 297.0 31/01 0.23 06/09 8.5 1.70 0.48
1995 1959
1996 1060 82 507 76 2.76 63.1 05/11 0.37 14/09 6.1 1.45 0.41
1997 1217 94 628 94 3.42 160.4 19/02 0.49 04/10 9.3 1.42 0.54
1998 1476 114 856 128 4.67 162.6 24/10 0.81 25/09 11.3 2.48 0.85
1999 1408 109
2000 1713 132 1032 154 5.61 116.1 03/06 0.57 08/08 14.2 2.83 0.62
59_95 880 510 1.21 46.2 26/08 0.07 22/08 2.7 0.69 0.15
1986 1995
1996 814 93 399 78 0.94 52.9 19/12 0.11 19/08 2.2 0.55 0.13
1997 884 100 427 84 1.01 27.4 20/02 0.14 05110 2.6 0.50 0.16
1998 1073 122 626 123 1.49 25.4 02/04 0.19 19/08 3.4 0.92 0.24
1999 916 104 474 93 1.13 28.6 15/01 0.14 15/09 2.8 0.60 0.16
2000 1261 143 843 165 2.00 125.1 03/06 0.16 -  25/08 3.6 1.08 0.20
72..95 1039 539 7.78 283.0 31/01 0.70 07/09 17.1 4.06 1.21
1995 1976
•
1996 904 87 415 77 5.98 89.7 16/02 0.91 15/07 14.1 3.69 1.12
1997 1006 97 448 83 6.46 218.0 19/02 1.02 05/10 16.7 3.11 1.13
1998 1222 118 625 116 9.02 205.9 24/10 1.42 25/09 20.8 5.22 1.63
1999 1107 107 543 101 7.83 224.3 15/01 0.94 06/09 20.4 3.96 1.13
2030 1421 137 801 149 11.53 251.6 03/06 1.15 17/08 26.1 6.41 1.33
54..95 744 300 1.70 81.0 26/08 0.13 01/10 3.5 0.98 0.30
1986 1989
1996 637 86 229 76 1.29 37.2 12/02 0.20 02/10 2.9 0.80 0.23
1997 714 96 227 76 1.29 30.5 28/06 0.24 05/10 2.9 0.63 0.27
1998 945 127 412 137 2.33 40.6 03/04 0.27 23/09 5.3 1.34 0.36
1999 744 100 251 84 1.42 27.3 07/03 0.20 04/08 2.9 0.81 0.22
2000 1026 138 470 157 2.65 75.8 03/06 0.21 30/08 56 1.09 0.31
57-95 943 535 11.15 366.8 05/11 0.90 04/10 25.4 5.89 1.96
1967 1959
1996 817 87 430 80 8.95 128.6 12/02 1.72 26/07 21.4 5.39 1.92
1997 908 96
1998 1108 117 684 128 14.27 249.0 24/10 2.58 24/09 33.8 8.19 2.86
1999 974 103 553 103 11.53 214.9 15/01 1.72 15/09 27.4 5.90 1.98
2000 '1253 133 824 154 17.14 375.8 04/06 1.77 12/08 37.8 8.86 2.08
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024009 mar al  Chester le Street CA 1008.3 km2
MA EA Local No: Sens; 8 3
FAR RG - Level: 6m UE: .02 FM: 0.974
Comment: Rat V weir (1:2. 1:2 profie). Sfruckre seems tot cats-Mad by c/rn at tigh flows.
Reservoirs b cattle:wed include Burritos.. In drcoght years  law  goes sucported by /fiekler transfer
(flows maidained >2  rn3s1').  Overal impact of art5dal infuences is modest_ * Geolzgy:
Carborbemos Limestone  and Marge Gnt Pennine headwaters wet extensive mutant rotted
land use in lower ray.
025003 Trout Beck at Moor House CA 11.4 km2
MA EA losal No: 3509 Sent: 25.0  Sault  41.3m3s'
FAR N Level: 533m IJE: <.01 FM: 1.000
Cormnent: Compound Crump weir 12.8m troad (low crest 1.5M). Ulnae capacity structure
(siginatly >70 rrifti-'). U/a shoeing and low winter terrperatures effected precision of flows.
Discontinued in 1980 but recommissioned in 1991 as pan of a global environmental research
initiative_ Responsive natural regime. flows frorn 1991 sullect to repro:to-sing based on a reesed
rating. fi Small, relatively remote. cablvnent located in a nature reserve in upper Teesdale. Peaty
moorland developed mainly cc Carbwiferous Ust.
025012 HarwoodBeck at Harwood CA 25.1 km2
MA EA Load No: 3581 Sent: 25.0  Stroll:  17.5m2s-'
F.A.Rt. N Level: 374m UE: <.01 FM: 1.000
Cornment: Flat V wek (1:2 crest slopes, 1:10 aoss-slope) for low flow control at velooty-area
Maori. Shari, gravel bedded reach. Natuffal. responsive regime. Low fbws S. 1995 due to repair
wodc on weir resulting from toulder damage dureg high  flow  periods - lbws to be reprocessed.
# Small Pernine catctvnent developed mostly on Carboniferous L'st,
025018 Tees at Middleton In Teesdale CA: 242.1 km2
MA: EA Local No: 3505 Sens.: 61 fitful!: 360.0m3s-'
FAR: SR Level: 211m - LIE: <.01 FAI: 0.940
Comment: Veloatywrea station with informal Rat V weir (limited modular range) for low-lbw control
Constructed in 1972. Cableway. Replaced earlier station at Dent Bank. Straight reach, gravel and
rock bed. Steep gradient. Flows affected by Cow Green Res. Maintenance on weir winter 1995/6 -
flOwa 10 be 1012221200. 4 MoStly an upland cattbment drairdng from the Pennines. Geology:
largely Cartorderous Ust, tome Malstone Grit
025008 Tees aff Barnard Castle C.A 509.2 km2
MA EA Local No: 1504 Sent: 3.9 S/full: 625.0m2s-'
FAR: SRI Level: 133m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.912
Comment: Compound Crump weir 52.4m broad with central low flow crest (7m). Theoretical
calibration (check gauging. up to medium lbws). Full range and modular. Responsive regime. Six
reservoirs in catchment includng Cow Green (59 sdkng which regulates lbw for PWS abstractions
and maintains min. d/s flows. Net export of water. Augmentation by Kielder transfer in drought years.
# Predominantly an upland Pennine catchment developed mostly on Carboniferous L'st and
Millstone Grit.
025006 Greta at Rutherford Bridge CA 66.11012
M.k EA  Local No: 3523 Sens.: 19.9 B/fiill: 98.0m2s-'
FAR: N Level: 223m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.999
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir, total width 19.2m, low flow crest 3m broad. Theoretical
rating with dock gauging.. Flows repmaessed from 1982 onwards in 2002. Responshe. natural
regime. #  An  eastward draining Permine catclunent developed largely on Millstone Grit.
025001 Tees at Broken Scar CA: 818.4 km2
MA: EA Local No: 3501 Sens.: 5.2 Stfull: 420.0m3s-1
EAR: SRP Level: 37m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.543
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir with total crest length of 63.9m. Two low-flow crests total
9.1m. Rating review completed by HR Wallingford in 1998. Revised rating serves to reduce high
flows and has been used to reprocess flows back to 1982. Significant export of water from direct
supply reservoirs and u/s abstraction. Some regulation from Cow Green Res. Transfers of water
from Nelder in drought years. H A mainly impervious catchment developed on Millstone Grit and
Carboniferous Limestone. Headwaters drain the Pennines. Moorland and rough pasture give way to
more intensive agriculture in the lower reaches.
025021 Sterne at Bradbury C.A. 70.1 km2
M.A: EA • Local No: 3707 Sens.: 20.5 Sfiull: 1.4m1s-1
FAR: SPGE . Level: 72m UE: .04 FAk 0.962
Comment: Velocity•area station with informal Flat V low-flow weir constructed in 1973. High flow
control by bridge invert 10rn below weir. Cableway. Small net export of water trom headwater
reservoirs. Several anomalous low flows in 1995 have been removed from NRFA. # SW trending
catchment developed mosIty on Magnesan L'st.
025020 Sterne at Preston le Skerne C.A: 147.0 km'
MA: EA Local No: 3705 Sens.: 28.9
FAR: E • Level: 68m UE: .04 FAI: 0.981
Comment: Veto:Hy-area station with informal low-flow control conetruded In 1978. Cableway.
Straight approach. AO flows contained in channel. Small export of water from 2 headwater reservoirs
(servidng Hartlepood), rrinewater additions affect parts of Me eady record # Relatively dry
catchmentdeveleped Mainly on Magnesian Limestone, some Coal Measures. Mixed land use below
moorland headwaters.
025004 Skeme at South Parlk CA: 250.1 km2
MA: EA ." Lccal No: 3702 Sens.: 10.3 5/full: 51.0m1s-
FAR: GEI .' Level: 34m UE: .06 FAI: 0.983
Comment: Compound broad-Crested weir. Significant sewage effluent component in low flows.
Pumped minewaters can also augment flow (a declining contribution). Excess flow from the Cocker
Beclk diverted (u/s of Darlington) directly to Me Tees. Fish pass constructed winter 1995/6 - flows to
be reprocessed. Channel rehabilitation u/s to improve aquatic habitat and maintain low flows. # A
catchment of mixed land use developed mostly on Magnesian L'st. Moorland headwaters.
considerable urban development - with some industry. - d/s.
,
025009 ' Tees at I-ow Moor CA: 1264.0 In?
MA. EA :  Local No: Sent: 9.5 S/fuO: 20.0m2s-'
FAR: SRPGEI Level: 4m UE: .02 FAI: 0.959
Comment: Velocity-area station with Flat V low flow control constructed in 1974. Good cafibration,
confirmed at high flows. Lowest station on R. Tees. Substantial artificial influences on Me ilOW
regime - significant net export of water (but benefit of bolder transfers during droughts). # Geology:
mostly Carboniferous (Millstone Grit and Carb. tst), some Magnesian L'st. Mixed land use below
Pennine headwaters.
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025005 Leven at Leven Bridge CA 196.3 km2
MA EA Local Xb: 3602 Sens • 230  Stitt  70.0m1/4-1
FAR EN Level: 5rn UE: <01 FM: 9998
Comment: Compound broad-crested weir_ widb 17.4m. with a bypass Crump profile weir ebb
4.6m. Theoretical radon (further confirmatory gat/Pings needed) Flows reprocessed from 1982.
Sharp tend =I road bridge jUSt Ws Of weirs and lone dro13 below: seler5 from sfitaliOn Ulostrearn of
the weir which may affect calculated lbws. Sensibly natural regime. 4 /Axed 9edogY Of mostly
Permian/Jurassic age. Headwaters drain from the Cleveland Hit. Arable agriculture and sane
urban   4 in the lower valey.
026005 Gypsey Race al Boynton CA 240.0 km2
KA: EA Local No: 8913004 Sens.: 54.0 B/ful: 3.8m3s-'
FAR: GI Level: 17rn UE: FAI:
Comment: Flat V weir. Repfisced the gauge Ws at Bridlington (26004). Some groundwater
abstractions.Baseflow dortinated regime; Me Gypsey Race ceases to  lbw  during prdonged
droughts. Topographical and gmundwater divides not coincident # Predominantly ivsal. pervious
(Chalk) catchment drairing northern sideof the YorkshireW lds.
026003 Foston Beck at Foston Mill CA: 57.210712
KA: EA Local No:13913120 Sens.: 14.1 Sifull: 6.4rnss-r
FAR: GN Level: 6m UE: <.01 FAL 1.000
Comment: Flows measured by a sharp-edged weir skice gate. Theoretical rating. Pre-1976 the
sluice posibon was not accurately recorded and the computed flows are less accurate. Smatl
amount of groundwater abstractions (naturalised lbws available from EA from 19803 4 A
predominantly rural catchment draining southern Chalk outcrop of the Yorkshire Wads.
026006 Elrnswell Beck at Little Driffleld CA: 136.0 km2
Local No: 8913185 Sens.: 128.0
FAR: GN Level: m UE: FAL
Comment: Thin-plate weir. Subject to occasional drowning due to weedgrowth - d/s chart recorder
will enable non-modular flows to be revised if necessary. Largely natural, baseflow dominated
regime but possibly, a minor net export may cccur (resulting from gw abstraction). The Beck is dry
during prolonged drought conditions.  #  A rural catchment in the YorkshireW lds (Chalk).
026009  westBeck at Snakeholme Lock CA: 242.2 lu1i 2
M.A: EA Local No: Sens:
FAR: Level: rn UE: FAI:
Comment: Electromagnetic station - buried coil in the West Beck. Calibration incomplete;
provisionally, flows up to around 8 mls-i appear reasonable. Some spray irrigation but otherwise
the net impact of artifidal influences is trivial. Station adjacent to site measuring Driffield Canal.
Estimated naturalised flows (1905-94) available from EA. # A rural catchment draining from the
Yorkshire Wolds (Chalk). Catchment includes a SSSI.
026008 MiresBeck at North Cave C.A: 41.9 km2
KA: EA Local No: ' Sens.:
FAR: G Level: m UE: FAL
Comment: Crump weir. DIs analogue recorder maintained to monitor non-modular conditions.
Baseflow dominated; abstractons can influence Me pattem of low flows - net diminution in runoff.
# On SW edge of Yorkshire Wolds. Spring source on scarp slope. Jurassic strata 50% in  W.  Upper
Cretaceous Chalk in E. Completefy Drift free. Rural catchrnent, mostly arable, some forest.
027050 Esk at Sleights CA: 308.0 km°
KA: EA Local No: 8912903 Sens.: 7.9 S/full: 16.0m45-1
FAR: N Level: 5m UE: FAL
Comment: Velodty-area station with broad-crested masonry weir control (25m broad with fish-pass
on lb, 0.71m lower). Flow records 1970-76 based on formula only - may be inaccurate. C/m rating
developed by 1989 - reprocessing of data from 1977completed. sensiblynatural flow regime.
Superseded (1998) by new station at Brigswerth dls. # Permeable heachvatem (North York Moors -
Jurassic) thence mainly Middle Oolite and middleLies, extensive Drift cover. A rural catchment with
rnoodand headwaters.
027090 Swale at Catterld Bridge C.A: 499.4 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: N Level: m UE: FAI:
Comment: Velocity-area stationwith cableway plus Iwo-path ultrasonic to monitor lom flows. Full
range, all flows contained. Supersedes 27024 (decommissioned in 1980). Abstraction for Catterick
Camp u/s, otherwise natural regime. Flows from 1991 reprocessed in 2002 - all lows reduced.
AiTypical responsive Pennine catchment. Mostly upland pasture beth some afforestation (and
considerable gripping).
,
027075 Bedale Bock at Looming CA: 160.3 km2
KA: EA LocalNo: 8912330 Sens.: 12.6
FAR: Level: 24m UE: FAL
Comment: Flat V weir. 1:10 cross-slope. High flow record issusped - the structure drowns as a
result of backing-up from the Swale (a chart recordermonitors d/s levels but processed flows
assume modulanty). considerablespray irrigation in the lower reaches otherwise minimal artificial
impact on flow regirne.25/02-08/03199 11 12-15/03/99 no recordsa  instruments removed while work
on site in progress. # Rural, W-E trending catchment draining from Belleroy Moor.
027071 Swale at CrashIll CA: 1363.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 8912302 Sens.: 7.6
FAR: N Level: 12m ' UE: FAI:
Comment: Crump profile weir with high flow calibration based on us cableway( t Leckby Grange).
Flows prior to Jun 1980 derived exclinsively from Leckby Grange (27008, CA: 1345.6 sokm -
variable low flow control, weedgrowth especially severe in 1976 -Jul/Aug flows estimated). Sensibly
natural regime, flashy response. # Rural catchment drainingN Yorkshire Dales, lower catchment in
the flat Vale of York. Mixed geology - mainly rsts,ests (especially below Richmond) and shales;
covering of Boulder Clay.
027082 Cundall Beck at Bat Bridge CA: 23.5km2
MA: EA Local No: 8912311 Sens.: 32.0
FAR: IN Level: 14m UE: FAI:
Comment: Flat V weir. 1:10 cross-slope(superseded an original sharp-edged weir). Drowning is
rare and flow regime is largely natural. Flow augmentation tests from boreholes have affected
flows since 1989. # A low-lying, relatively flat catdiment - developed on Pemo-Triassic
sandstones - draining to the Swale. Land use: dominantly agricultural.
59-95 736 292 182 107.4 28403 0.09 04409 4.0 023 0.25
1979 1976
1996 610 83 203 70 1.26 48.7 12402 0.18 02408 3.0 0.53 0.21
1997 681 93 1% 67 1.22 32.4 01407 0.22 115110 2.7 0.50 0.24
1998 825 112 349 120 2.17 47.0 114040.37 21/09 5.0 1.29 0.40
1999 620 111 380 130 2.36 57-8 05403 0.29 03638 4.3 1-12 037
2000 998 136 542 186 3.36 124.6 02111 0.37 25408 7.2 1.18 0.44
81-95 697 24 0.18 2.4 17/01 0.00 05110 0.5 0.03
1994 1995
1996 617 89 1 4 0.01 0.1 19/12 0.00 13/06 0.0 0.00
1997 706 101 1 4 0.01 0.1 30/06 0.00 30/05 0.0 0.00
1998 836 120 27 113 0.20 0.9 21404 >0.130 11/10 0.5 0.16 0.01
1999 805 115 44 183 0.33 1.6 25/133>0.00 14/09 0.9 0.19 0.01
2000 1039 149 65 271 0.49 3.0 20/12 0.03 01/01 2.0 0.17 0.05
59-95 712 348 0.63 3.3 15/02 0.06 24/03 1.3 0.51 0.12
1979 1992
1996 592 83 181 52 0.33 1.2 12/02 0.12 16/12 0.7 0.26 0.13
1997
1998
698
802
98
113
137
444
40
128
0.25
0.81
0.9
1.7
01/07
18/01
0.17
0.36
03/01
12/11)
01..3300:27460.18
0.38
1999 780 110 445 129 0.81 2.2 25/03 0.30 20/10 1.6 0.61 0.32
2000 986 138 561 162 1.01 2.8 22/11 0.47 04/10 2.0 0.80 0.51
80_95 724 124 0.53 4.1 20/05 0.00 01/12 1.4 0.24
1981 1995
1996 633 87 53 43 0.23 1.2 04/03 0.00 27/09 0.8 0.05
1997 760 105 45 36 0.19 1.1 31/12 0.05 24/06 0.3 0.17 0.06
1998 641 116 190 153 0.82 2.2 18/01 0.05 21/10 1.8 0.70 0.06
1999 830 115 156 126 0.67 2.0 21/03 0.06 17/10 1.6 0.42 0.07
2000 1035 143 238 192 1.02 3.9 21/11 0.14 02/10 24 0.89 0.16
88..95 660 203 1.56 8.1d 21/01 0.20 11/11 3.9 0.93 0.26
1994 1990
1996 613 93 154 76 1.18 3.8d 26/02 0.25 09/11 3.0 0.80 0.28
1997 731 111
1998 816 124 377 186 2.90 7.14 18/01 0.73 12/10 5.4 2.60 0.62
1999 809 123 330 163 2.54 6.34 21/03 0.69 24/09 5.2 1.86 0.75
2000 995 151 428 211 3.28 7.6c1 28/11 0.87 06/10 6.6 3.13 0.99
86-95 638 147 0.19 4.1 13/09 0.01 29/06 0.4 0.14 0.03
1993 1992
1996 576 90 64 44 0.08 2.5 19/12 0.02 13/09 0.1 0.07 0.02
1997 645 101 100 68 0.13 0.8 19/12 0.06 07/06 0.2 0.11 0.08
1998 713 112 202 137 0.27 2.0 22)10 0.09 12/10 0.4 0.26. 0.11
1999 793 124 217 148 0.29 1.0 09103 0.10 14/09 0.5 0.25 0.11
2000 885 139 253 172 0.34 2.1 07/11 0.14 12/09 0.6 0.28 0.16
70.95 885 493 4.62 358.7 25/03 0.12 26/08 10.1 2.23 0.58
1979 1978
1996 755 85 428 87 417 113.0 19/12 0.59 20/08 10.4 1.76 0.66
1997 847 96 480 97 4.69 251.3 26/06 0.74 05/10 9.1 1.89 0.83
1998 1062 120
1999 1049 119
2000 1290 146
92.95 1152 12.85 484.5 31/01 0.81 16/08 32.9 6.09 1.30
1995 1994
1996 909 79 603 74 9.53 198.8 05/11 1.31 22/07 21.3 6.20 1.51
1997 1089 95 706 87 11.17 348.3 19/02 1.50 05/10 24.2 5.43 1.66
1998 1292 112 926 114 14.66 273.8 08/01 1.98 26/09 35.2 8.61 2.88
1999 1234 107 649 105 13.44 295.4 03/12 1.13 18/09 31.6 7.13 1.52
2000 1564 136 1186 146 18.73 416.5 03/06 1.74 12/08 45.7 10.37 2.22
83.95 692 419 2.13 121.3 26/08 0.23 30/09 3.5 0.89 0.31
1986 1989
1996 593 86 254 61 1.29 36.9 19/12 0.28 20/08 2.2 0.78 0.34
1997 639 92 386 92 1.96 108.2 19/02 0.30 05/10 2.9 065 0.34
1998 822 119 650 155 3.30 98.4 09/01 0.54 17/09 6.8 1.48 0.56
1999 720 104
2000 1026 148 1146 274 5.81 127.7 04/06 0.53 08/09 11.2 1.42 0.60
55.95 849 461 19.50 255.7 07/03 0.86 27/09 43.5 11.74 3.34
1963 1959
1996 697 82 326 72 14.05 138.9d 13/02 2.51 22/07 30.2 9.18
1997 804 95 395 88 17.06 201.1d 21/02 3.04 05/10 47.5 7.95 3.43
1998 979 115 622 138 26.90 201.7 09/01 4.31 26/09 68.9 15.50 5.64
1999 908 107 540 120 23.36 190.2 16/01 3.35 18/09 60.7 11.77 4.01
2000 1192 140 861 191 37.12 246.1 03/11 4.52 12/08 94.7 17.77 5.26
87-95 598 223 0.17 27.3 01/02 0.02 15/06 0.2 0.08 0.03
1995 1992
1996 511 85 118 53 0.09 7.0 13/02 0.02 25/06 0.1 0.05 0.02
1997 584 98 102 46 0.08 3.7 22/02 0.02 04/10 0.1 005 0.02
1998 770 129 293 131 0.22 7.2 10/01 0.04 21/09 0.3 0.10 0.04
1999 647 108 239 107 0.18 13.3 16/01 0.03 28/08 0.2 0.09 0.04
2000 908 152
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027047 Snattaholrna Beck at Low Houses CA 10.2 Se'
NA EA 1-ccal No: 8912290 Sens,: 36.1
FAR:  N  Levet 2193rn UE: Fr:  7Sm's-'
Comment: Catrete Flat V weir superseded fri 1985) a ended captsily. wooden trapezoidal &me
OnStalled biz-mask entomb, ncw 0.95m - bypassing row less memos Flashy. natural
regime. Systematic urderesbnation of raider.  may mcdribute  to =mastic Ices% Also post:SAW of
(Mar inaease in ninon due to spring wear deriveg bum outside the topograptical catdrrent (see
geol0930 * Wet. Steep Cattaren/ S the Purina; developed mainly on Carbriferous limestone:
some Millstone GM on south-east totridary. Land use S mosey nermh grazing.
027034 CA 510.2 Ian'
22MA EA Local No: a91106nat ralgraS:nsiefrid.: l .6 Batt 375.00s
FAR P Lewd 88rn UE: <.01 FM: 0.990
Comment: Velocity-area Rabat rated by cirn  Low flow contra  is exercised try the sil of agrain
Bridge 7Orn cffs. Floes <1 rn3s-I underestimated. data has been reprocessed. Some floodptain
storage. nodal Steward abstraction (operational from 1977) S just u/s. If Geology:  mainly
Cartoon-derma Ust and Mils/one ett. Rural catchment draining horn the Pavanes.
027059 Laver at Ripon CA 87.5 km'
MA EA Leal No: 8912220 Sens.: 13.4 Snug: 39.1m'sff '
FAR SP level: 30m UE: <.01 FM: 0.981
Comment: Crump mile weir, 1 Om wide. Theoretical rams. Inomsnive at low flows, but a notch in
the siding basin toe wee  could Ix  used  for  very  low  flow measurement. Small export of water.
# Geology: mostly Millstone Gdt  and  Magnesian l'st A predominantly rural catchment below
moorland (Peraine) headvmters. There are some swatter* holes in the lower part of the Is/di/went
027086 Siren at Alma Weir CA 119.5  km2
22MA EA - Local No: 89116 Sens.: 20.6
FAR G Level: 23rn UE: FAI:
Comment: Flat V weir. Considerable acaetion on u/s apron. Substantial =Outer range. Offtake to
Ripon Canal feeder is u/s. Swallow tales  Ms  of laver/Skell confluence greatly reduce summer
flows. 4A rumi cab:tenant below moodand (Pennine) headwaters. Developed mosey on MItstone
Ght and Magnesian L'sL
027007 Ure at Materiel' Lock CA: 914.6 km'
MA EA Local No: 8912202 Sens.: 10.6
FAR: SP Level: lam UE: <.01 FAI: 0.983
Comment: Broad-crested masonry weir. 59m wide, offn rated - cableway 0.26km dis (replaced
earlier rated section a short distance  dis -  Boroughbridge weir was thought to  act  as partal control).
Flows frorn 1982 reprocessed in 2002. Notable effects on  low flows  and sorne reduction on high
flows. Pre-1982 data still to be reprocessed. Some out-of-bank I t o d i n g at very high flows - peaks
may be underestimated. Reservoirs have significant effect on the Bum and Laver but moderate
overall impact: some net export of water. 'Gdp' drainage also influential. # Mixed geology of
limestone and grits. Large, predominantly rural catchment draining from the Pennines.
027053 Nidd at Biretwith CA: 217.6 ion'
MA EA Local No: 8912106 Sens.: 9.9
FAR: SRP Level: 67m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.916
Comment: Velcdry-area station approximately 17rn wide, rated by current meter to 83 rn3s-' from
the bridge at the section. Riffle control, may be subject to erosion. Heavity reservoired catchment
(Gouthwaite) with substantial effect on flows. Record has been reworked fmm 1982. Rating revised
in 1999 to account for a change in channel dimensions caused by Me 1991 flood: flows reworked.
# Geology: mostly Millstone Grit. Rural catchment.
027051 Crimple at Burn Bridge GA: 8.1 km'
MA: EA Local No: 8912120 Sens.: 54.0
FAR: N Level: 112m UE: <.01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Ftat V weir, 3.5m wide. Theorehcal rating. Subcatchment flows have been measured by
Leeds University. No artificial influences. Low flows may be affected by structural leakage (but
wooden wingwells upgraded to concrete in 1999 - construction work affected recorded levels).
# Geology: Carboniferous shales and grits. Rural catchment, mainly used for pasture.
027001 Nidd at Hunsingore Weir CA: 484.3 km'
M.A: EA Local No: 8912104 Sens.: 11.4 Bffull, 376.0m5sff '
F.A.R: SRPE Level: Ifim UE: .03 FAI: 0.954
Comment: Broad-orested weir, breadth 49.8m. Rated by formulae. subsequently by C/M gaugings.
Insensitive. Operation of by-pass sluice in the 1980s caused difficulties: flows subsequently revised.
High flows overestimated. Low flows monitored d/s at Skip Bridge since 1979 - 12 m3s-is a sensibte
split between the two records. Heavily reservoired headwaters (Angram. Scar House. Gouthwaite
influence runoff, the latter esperially significant during drought conditions).Overee net exportof water.
e Geology: Mainly Mil/stone Grit, Magnesian L'st and some marls. Predominantly rural, rugged in
headwaters.
027009 Ouseat Skelton CA: 3315.0  km'
M.A: EA Local No: 8912405 Sens.: 3.2
FAR: SRPGI Level: 5m UE: .01 FAI: 0.983
Comment: Mulb-palh (cross-conflgurabon) US from 1992. Previously: VA station, control
exercised mainly by Sebum weir - Out rating independent of sluice-gate settings was employed
1982-92. Pre-1982 records are less ratable, esp. at low flows. and will be reprocessed. PWS
abstracbon u/s increasing impact on very lonv flows: some artificial groundwater augmentation
now a counterbalancing influence. # Mixed geology. Preeminently rural catdunerit draining north
parts of Vale of York and Yorkshire Dales.
027083 Foss at Huntington CA: 118.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 8912470 Sens.:
F.A.R: EN Level: 8m UE: FAI:
Comment: Eledromagnebo gauging station. Buried coil (small relative to channel *AIM under high
flow  conations); no  cableway. Backing-up from Foss Barrier On Yak). All flows contained. Data
under review. 4 Headwaters on Yearsley Moor but Catchment is mostly located In Vale of York.
Mixed geology and donanantly rural above the lowest reaches.
027032 Hebdan Beck at Habdan CA: 22.2 km'
MA: EA Loco) No: 8911960 Sens.: 4.2 Sflull: 6.0rn3s-'
FAR: P Level: 228m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.997
Comment: Thin-plate V retch (liatt 90 degree) in parallel  with  3.35rn wide Crump profile weir. V
notch capaZty firrited by horizontal cut-off wall, at high flows it ads as a submerged orifice. Steep
stream with heavy bedload - substantial  Ms  accretion. some erosion evident on weir surfaces. Some
abstraction (27032 monitors residual flow), but predominantly natural flow regime. Numerous
swallow hales and resurgences; true drainage area' uncertain. # Up4and catchment; mostly
moorland developed on Carb. L'st, mitstone Grit and shales.
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027043  Wharfs at AcKhigham CA 427.0 Kr?
MA EA Local No: 8911933 Sens.: 10.0
FAR: SP Levet 80m UE: <01 FAI: 0.975
Comment: Crump pro& aest 12m wide (lworebcal rating), in a broactaested weir, 4801 Metal
With C/rn cableway 4km d/s (Oldey). Revised mac stal to be appfred  to ora-1982  data - it  wal
sigraficardy reduce high  lbws. Flashy lbw regime  substantaty inttenced by reserve): werabon
(Grimed.% regutaban releases from An 1984). Sig. u/s atearaction al Lobwocd  (from  1980).
# Geology: Carboniferous rat shales awl eat. PrededWiandy nsml =dared.
027002  1N/wfe at Flint Mill Weir CA 759.9 kmr
MA: EA Lccal No: 8912004 Sens.: 142 Whet 600.0rn's-'
FAR: SRPI Level: 14m UE: .01 FAI: 0.905
Comment: Bmad-aested masonry MI* 47m  wide: clffn catieway 1.5km u/s (moved to new US
striae at Tadcaster in 1990). Inserninve at  be Saws.  Level data: 1936-1955. Recordation (from
1965) competed but flows reprocessed from 1982 only. Pre-1965 data less rettable LW race
opened in early 1990S  (not  rated) so lbw rot refable. Regulation effect  a)  headwater reservoirs
evident at low flow& Small net export of water  (inc.  Bradford supply). # Mixed geology - mainly
Carbondemus Limestone, gnts and Coal Measures Predorrinantly rural catdirnent vtax moorland
headwater&
027089  Wharf* at Tadcaster CA: 818.0 km'
KA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: SRPI level: 7rn UE: FAI:
Comment: Mdti-path ultrasceic gauging station (cross configuration). Rating has teen reworked
(1997). Attenuation of US signal can be a prodern in summer due to siltation. Bed seeming during
19911130d necessitated recalbratian. Regulation effect of headwater reservoirs evident at low flows,
smal net export of water. May supersede  Flint  Mil (27032). # Mainly Cartoniferous rat, grits and
Coal Measures, some Magnesian Cst above Tadcaster. A largely rural catcNnent - moorland
(Peruffne) headwaters, sigrifoant development in the lower valley.
027055 Rye at Broadway Foot CA: 131.7 kmr
MA: EA Local No: 8912508 Sens.: 22.3 S/futt 8.13m3s-'
FAR: N Level: 38m LE: <01 FAI: 0.998
Comment: Limited range Crump profile weir, 15m wide. Theoretical rating. Low modular Omit.
higher flows are unreliable - substantial overestimation. Sensibly natural regime. # Geology:
Jurassic rst, shales and eels. Rural catchment draining Me Cleveland Hilts.
027049 Rye at Ness CA: 238.7 km2
KA: EA Local No: 8912505 Sens.: 8.0 S/fult 32.1m's-'
FAR: GN Level: 26m UE: tc.01 FAI: 0.999
Comment: Flat t/ weir.12m wide. Theoretical rating. Significant gw abstractions. # Geology:Jurassic
rst, days and s'sts. Predominantly rural catchrnent with moorland headwaters.
027058  . Ricca! at Crook House Fenn CA: 57.6 kmr
MA: EA Local No: 8912580 Sens.: 15.0 Sffull: 3.5m's-'
FAR:  N  Level: 30m UE: <.01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: United range Flat V weir, 4rn wide. Theoretical rating. Low modular emit, Ngher flows
are only approximate. # Geology shales, ffsts and ras. Rural catchment draining Me North York
027054 Hodge Beck at Cherry Farm C.A: 37.1 km2
M A: EA Local No: 8912570. Sens.: 16.7 Sflull: 3.6m3s-1
FAR: N Level: 38m LIE: <01 FA1: 1000
Comment: Limited range Flat V weir, 6m wide. Theoretical rating. Superseded the gauge u/s at
Branedale (27010). Flows unaffected by artifidal influences.  I!  Geology: mainly shales and s'sts.
Rural catchment.
027042 Dove at Kirkby Mills CA: 59.2 km2
MA: EA Local No: 8912560 Sens.: 13.6
FAR: N Level: 36m UE: <01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Flat V weir. 8m wide. Theoretical rating. Predominantly natural flows. Subsurface inflow
from R. Seven catchment (27057) may represent a significant proportion of summer baseflow.
# Jurassic limestone, days and sandstone. Rural catchment with moorland headwaters.
027057 Seven at Norrnanby C.A: 121.6 tun'
MA: EA Local No: 8912540 Sens.: 22.3 S/futl: 6.1m3s-'
FAR:  N  Levet 29m UE: FAI:
Comment: Limited range Citing profile  weir.  8m wide. Theorebcal rating. Low modular Init.
Assumpbon of modularity implies high (and. possibly, lower) flows am of linffted predsion. Loss of
water underground to the adjacent R. Dove (27042) has significant impact on summer baseflow.
# Geology: Jurassic Ls( shales and tests. Rural catchment with moorland headwaters. Contains
significant areas of forestry.
Comment: United range Crump profile weir, 7m wide. Theoretical rating. Low nodular Unit. higher
flows are only approOmate. Flow unaffected by artsfidal influences. //Geology: mostly grits and rsts.
Rural catchment draining Pens of the North York Moors.
027038 Costa Bock at Gatehouses CA: 7.8 kmr
MA: EA Local No: 8912518 Sens.: 12.8
FAR: G Level: 22m  LIE  .03 FAI: 0.983
Comment: Crump profile weir 5m wide. Theoretical rating. WeedgrowM can cause drowning.
Missing data for May-June in both 2000 and 2001: values removed from archive due to effects of
weed growth. Some bypassing of gauge via West Drain. Data indicates that groundwater catchment
greatly exceeds topographical catchment. Flows predominantly natural span from sorne pumping at
Keidhead Spring and abstractions/returns from some aess beds and a tmut  lean.  # Small era!
catchment on southern edge of North York Moors. Geology: Permeable Oolitic limestone.
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Comment: Compound thin-plate weir. Ilrn wide. Theoretical  raring.  Cakiwent contains swalow
hole% agrfidtant losses badmen 77048 and a neaMy itla mawaing Stle (7mge ValleY). MO flows
are averted down the Sea Cut (27033) resultng in sudden dmp in lbw. # Jurassic sSt. flst and
shaleS. Predominantly rural catchment with substantial forest cover.
027073 Brampton Beck at Snainton logs CA: 12.9 kin2
MA: EA Local No: 8912760 Sensz 43.2
FAR GN Level: 9rn UE: FM:
Comment:CrumpWe:LEW range and modular. Stable and senaltly nadralregime. Topographical
and 9w drvidee may d0er considerably. # A mairdy permeable (Coralfion) catdmient. Rural.
027087 Dement at Low Marishes CA: 457.5 krn2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.:
F.A.R: PGI . Level: 15m UE: FAL
Comment: Electromagnetic (overhead cod) gauging station in formatised reach. Cableway.
Station instated between old bridge abutment% railway embankments ensure all flows pass
through measuring section. Calibration incomplete (ear/y problems with tapping pipe siltation).
Flow regime is sensibly natural apart from the flood diversion to the Sea Cut (027033) and the
effect of spray irrigation. # The catchment drains the eastern part of Me North York Moors (mostly
permeable Oats and Coratian formations). Largely rural with considerable moorland and wooded
headwaters.
027041 Dement at Buttercrambe CA: 1586.0 km'
M.k  EA Local No: 8912807 Sens.: 6.1 Stlull: 74.8mss-r
FAR: RPI Level: 10m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.995
Comment: Crump weir, 20m wide; high flow rating derived from limited number of gaugings.
Structure drowned and bypassed in March 199913 Nov 2000 floods. Non-modudr flow at approx 55
Or'. Pre-Oct 1973 data (tnonthly only) of poorer quality; derives from 27015 (CA: 1634.3 km2).
Peak flows from the headwaters u/s of Forge Valley (8% catchment) am diverted down the Sea Cut
(27033). Minor net impact of artificial influences (spray irrigation is appredable). # Mixed geology of
days, shales and limestone. Rural catchment draining the North York doom.
027044 Blackfoss Beek at SandhIlls Bridge C.A: 47.0 km2
KA: EA Local No: 8912835 Sens.: 29.3
FAR: El Level: 6m UE: FAL
Comment: Flat V weir, 4m wide. Theoretical rating. Low flow gauge, subject to drowning. High flows
should be treated with caution. In summer 1984 the weir crest was lowered for land drainage
requirements and its modular limit was reduced. Significant agricultural abstractions in summer.
# Low-lying, rural catchment draining from W of Yorkshire Wolds.
027076 Bielby Beck at Thornton Lock CA: 103.1 kin2
M A: EA Local No: 89121330 Sens.: 40.9
Level: 6m • UE: FM:
Comment: Flat V weir, 1:10 cross-slope. Drowns at high flows Macking-up from tbe Denvent).
Complementary to Pocklington Canal (27861) - summatian of flows plus u/s canal abstraction
required for total catchment response. Significant spray irrigation in spring/summer. Anomolous
flows can be caused by Bntish Waterway interventions at the sluice near the weir. # Headwaters
below the scam of Me Yorkshire Wolds but catchment is low-lying. Predominantly rural.
027035 Alm at KIldwIck Bridge CA: 282.3 km2
M A: EA Local No: 8911503 Sens.: 15.8 Etlfull, 77.0m5s-'
FAR S Level: 87m UE: <01 FAL 0.980
Comment: Vebcity-area station rated by c/m cableway 150m d/s. The bridge sills provide /he low
flow control. Wash/and storage, minor reservoirs, and the Leeds-Liverpool Canal can influence the
flow pattern Out small overall impact; minor net export.  11 Geology: mainly Carboniferous Limestone
with some Millstone Grit series. Rural catchment draining part of the eastern Pennines.
027084 Eastbum Beck at CrosshIlls CA: 43.3 km2
KA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: N Level: m UE: FAL
Comment: Flat V weir, 1:10 cross-slope. All flows contained. Heavy sediment/gravel loads. Natural
regrme. Backing-up  from  the Aire causes drowning at high flows;  Ms  levels monitored but processed
flows assume modularity. # Steep Pennine catchment, developed on Millstone Grit, dmMing to the
Aire. Largely moorland with rough grazing the principal land use.
027072 Worth at Kelghley CA: 71.7 km2
KA: EA Local No: 8911403 Sens.: 13.1 ,
FAR: SR Level: 97m UE: FAI:
Comment:Limited range Flat V weir, 1:10 cross-slope. At higher flows the structure is substantially
bypassed. A largely natural regime but reservoir storage (and compensation flows of 14 Mid) arid
mill operaton can be influential. # Steep Millstone Grit catchment draining peat moorland.
027077 Bradford Beck at Shipley C.A: 58.0 km2
KA: EA Local No: 8911650 Sens.:
FAR: I Level: m UE: FM:
Comment: Flat V weir, 1:10 cross-slope in a relatively steep channel. Processed flows assume
modularity. Some import of water (storm overflows which make for an even flashier regime)
otherwise net effect of abstractions and discharges is small. # A heavily urbanised catchment.
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027028  44. et Anrdey CA 691.5 km'
MA EA Local No: 8911707 Sens ' 9 4
F.A.R. SPEI Level: 26in UE: 47 FM: 0.963
Comment: Bited-crested weir, 20m wide. rated lo al firms by calokreay at the Warn Pre-1971
data are less ramble. Srabon pm% to heavy weedgmwth. ii Geology canoeists predominantly
Carbardemin CM in the headwaters down to Skipton, and Milstone GM and Lcmer Coal  Memo%
Rural headwaros,  calsiderable omen and mammal development dm.Catchment irctudin station
27035.
027080 Mrs at Lemonroyd CA: 865.0 km'
MA: EA Local No: 8911702 Sens.:
FAR: PEI Level: m UE: FAI:
Comment:Crump weir approx.27m wide which superseded - in 1993 -Fleet Weir (30m Crump with
fish pass) a shot distance u/s - data frorn 1985 (flows incorporated ill Lemovoyd series on  NRF A).
Complex pattern of water utffeatai in lower catclvnent - signficant disturbance to runoff re%ne:
Leeds STW u/s; Aire ant Calder Navigation canal bypasses the stabon. # Largely Lew. ' -us
catchment developedmain!), on carboniferousL% (headwaters), Mrffstone Grit and Lower Coat
Measures. Rough grazing in Penrine headwaters contrasts with very consmeratieurban and
industrial development belOw SkOton
027081 ()Litton Beck at Fan*, Lane CA 25.1 km'
MA EA Loral No: Sens.:
FAR: Level: ni UE: FM:
Comment: Flat V weir - 1:10 cross-slope. Substantial nodular range. Storrnwater drainage in pad
of me camment.4A small impervious (Coal Matures) catchment with significant urban/sulourten
development. Catchment is traversed by both the MI and M62.
027068 Ryburn at Rippenden CA: 33.0 km'
MA: EA Local No: 8911240 Sens.: 25.7
FAR: SP Level: 97m UE: FM:
Comment: Flat V weir. 1:20 cross-slope. Sited dose m the confluence of two reservdred
cat%rnents . of limited hydnological value. Flom is compensation releases from the reservoir.
027029 Calderat Elland C.A: 341.9 km'
M.A: EA Local No: 8911203 Sens.: 3.9
FAR: SRI Level: 58m UE: .03 FA1: 0.930
Comment: Broad crested masonry weir 53m wide (Crump profile notch for tow flow measurement) -
Qin rated. cableway 200m d/s. Water level recorder resited nearer the river in 1980. Weir breached
in 1982 necessitating a new rating curve. Flom, reprocessed, resulting in a substantialincrease in
high flows and a deaease in low flows. Numerous mservcirs witlin the catchment# Valley bottoms
of lower catchment are heavily urbanisedand indusna5sed. Valleys rise steeply to moorland
precioninanth covered by peat. Geology comprises Upper Carboniferous Millstone Grit Series.
Comment: Limited range Flat V weir, 12m wide. Theoretical rating. Reservoirs in catchment.
4 Geology: Millstone Gnt, moorland headwaterswith urban and industrial developmentin the lower
catchment.
Comment: Flat V weir, 1 1m wide, 1:10 cross-slope. Full range. Reservoirs In headwaters -
compensation releases from Name Bridge group affects flow pattern. Net export of water from the
catchment 4 Predominantly Millstone Grit. Moorland headwaters; urban and industrial development
in the lower catchment.
Comment: Curved broad-crested weir 52rn wide wIth central Crump profile notCh 3.8m wide for
mom accurate low flow measurement. Rated by current meter at a cableway 0.2km dis. High flow
rating under review (1997). Substanlial artificial influences doe to numerous reservoirs. Low lbws in
Feb 1992 due to a land slip event causing pending Qs of station. Flinn bypassed throughnearby
canal. 4 Mixed geology with Millstone Grit in the upper catc/vnent and Coal Measures in the lower
part. Catchment comprises moorland headwaters with heavilyurbanised vaffeys.
027074 Span Beck at Northorpe CA: 46.3 km'
MA: EA LecalNo: 8911385 Sens.: 20.2
FAR: E Level: 41m UE: FAI:
Comment: Crump Weir.13/s recorder, but processed flows assume modularity; backing-up from the
Caldercauses occasional diowning. Sewage effluent component evident on hydrograph but since
beginning of 1999 arlificial influenceshave teengreatly reduced - closure of STWs and reduction of
mine water discharges upstream; substanial consequent reduction in runoff and lov flows. # A
largely urban catchment developed mostty on Coal Measures: -
027079 Calder at Methley C.A: 930.0 km'
MA: EA Local No: 1301 Sens.:
FAR:  SR Level: m UE: FAI:
Comment: Multi-path ultrasonic gauging stab% - signal attenuation problems it high flowspigh
suspended solids. Catchment ama is provisional. 4 Impermeable - mainly MitIstone Grit catdvnent
draining moorland headwaterswith extensive peat cover.
61-95 1061 685 15.01 212.4 17/10 1,50 04/07 34.0 9.16 3.29
1967 1965
1996 894 84 479 70 10 46 110-6 90019 2.64 230/36 21-4 6.66 339
1997 925 87 526 77 11-54 104 4 25412 3.11 10108 26.1 6.72 3.47
1998 1216 115 796 116 1745 140.9 0603 3.78 25/05 37.8 11.04 4.53
1999 1170 110 755 110 16.56 143.1 0602 2.99 0608 37.5 9.51 3.23
ADO 1439 136 1005 147 21.98 252.8 31/10 3.11 24p7 43.3 13.35 3.77
85_96 955 615 17.41 2093 13/09 3.79 09/10 38.8 10.70 4.78
1993 1989
19% 847 89 4135 76 13.25 152.6 19/12 4.37 04/08 25.1 8.88 5,07
1997 874 92 540 135 14.81 111.9 25/12 4.88 20108 31.7 9.55 5.44
1998 1138 119 805 127 22.08 157.4 06/03 6.15 27109 47.4 14.68 7.00
1999 1086 114 733 115 20.12 142.1 11/12 4.138 14/09 45.3 12.66 5.35
MOO 1347 141 965 152 26.39 231.6 31/10 5.27 22/07 54,9 17.24 5.89
86..95 631 171 0.14 2.9 07104 0.01 07109 0.3 0.08 0.02
1987 1991
1996 588 93 110 64 0.09 2.3 19/12 0.01 27/07 02 0.05 0.02
1997 632 100 129 75 0.10 2.0 31/08 0.03 09/06 0.2 0.07 0.03
1998 782 124 256 150 0.20 3.3 03/03 0.03 20/09 0.4 0.13 0.04
1999 685 109 185 108 0.15 1.3 06/03 0.03 10/09 0.3 0.10 0.04
1000 900 143 321 188 0.25 4.3 06/11 0.04 13/09 0.5 0.14 0.05
81-95 1388 547 0.57 17.7 31/01 0.10 02/09 1.2 0.32 0.20
199$ ism
1996 1161 84 283 52 0.30 6.7 03/12 0.10 10/03 0.5 Oil 0.13
1997 1171 84 468 86 0.49 6.9 19102 0.19 19/06 0.9 0.29 0.21
1998 1676 121 799 146 084 19.4 06/03 0.24 25/02 1.7 0.41 0.28
1999 1608 116 763 139 0,80 11.6 02/03 0.23 04/07 1.8 0.40 0.24
2033 1829 132 947 173 0,99 16.4 06/11 0.24 15/05 2.4 0,50 0,27
61..95 1280 788 8.52 411.3 27/10 1.11 26/98 18.5 4.88 2.06
1980 1984
19% 1072 84 495 63 5.35 88.0 05/11 1.80 23/06 10.8 3,05 1.97
1997 1103 86 560 71 6.07 70.3 19/02 1.89 12/08 131 3,22 2.20
1998 1483 116 943 120 10,22 153.2 06/03 2.74 19/08 21.5 5,95 2.94
1999 1462 114 873 11 1 9,47 110.9 06/12 1.75 04/09 21.9 5,36 2.04
2000 1672 131 1100 140 11.89 227.2 03/06 2.02 24/08 27.0 7.20 2.23
78.95 1347 622 1.43 38.9 21/03 0.11 25/08 3.2 0.74 0.29
1981 1984
1996 1146 85 361 58 0.83 26.1 05/11 0.17 19/08 1.6 0.41 0.21
1997 1129 84 447 72 1,03 16.7 19/02 0.37 18/08 2.1 0.58 0.40
1998 1528 113 754 121 1,73 44.2 06/03 0.37 20/09 3.5 0.84 0.45
1939 1473 109 768 123 1,76 29.0 06/12 0.34 04/09 3.8 0.91 0.41
2000 1690 125 880 141 2,01 37.3 06/11 0,39 30/08 5.0 1.06 0.42
79.95 1276 695 2.15 62.1 08/12 0.27 26/08 4.7 1.17 0.44
1993 1984
1996 1054 83 444 64 1.37 20.6 20/12 0.27 2609 2.9 0.71 0.33
1997  . 1075 84 520 75 1.61 24.9 19/02 0.48 22/08 3.3 0.99 0.52
1998 1464 115 867 125 2.68 59.9 06/03 0.52 28/09 5.4 1.40 0.62
1999 1453 114 823 118 2.54 38.0 03/12 0.46 14/09 6.3 1.48 031
2000 1644 129 1035 149 3.19 77.2 06/11 0.55 20/08 7.2 2.06 0.60
64_95 1158 584 4.38 272.1 16/19 0.03 13/02 9.7 2.30 0.58
1967 1992
1996 999 86 319 57 2.47 59,7 20/12 0.11 18/09 60 0.95 0.21
1997 1035 87 383 68 2.97 56.7 19102 0.48 19/08 7.4 1.53 061
1998 1357 117 724 128 5.62 127.1 06/03 0.59 25/09 11,5 2.41 0.82
1999 1327 115 687 122 5.34 90.4 03/12 0.59 04/09 13,6 2.52 0.68
2000 1505 130 842 149 662 149.4 06/11 0.66 19/08 15.1 3.64 0.90
82-95 789 551 0.81 20.3 09/12 0.23 26/08 1.5 0.54 0.32
1983 1984
1996 752 95 459 83 0.67 13.8 19/12 029 03/08 1.1 0.47 033
1997 719 91 445 81 065 9.3 31/08 027 04/10 1.3 0.47 031
1998 926 117 602 109 0.88 16.2 03/03 0.31 16/08 1.7 0.56 0.33
1999 892 113 340 62 0.50 94 03/12 0.08 04/09 1.2 0.30 0.09
2000 1025 130 392 71 0.57 16.9 06/11 0.07 08/09 1.3 0.29 0.10
63-95 1004 659 19.42 200.8d 28/01 4.47 23/09 41.4 11.57 5.73
1995 1995
1996 899 90 489 74 14.39 134.64 19/12 4.44 26/07 257 9,56 535
1997 908 90 537 81 15.84 91,9d 20(02 5.14 01/11 32.3 10.84 5.97
1998 1214 121 877 133 25.85 I69.2d 06103 7.24 19/08 52.2 17.18 8.39
1999 1175 117 808 123 23.84 1367d 03/12 5.58 05/09 52.7 15.21 6.21
2000 1358 135 1015 154 29.86 251.0d 06/11 5.70 20/08 59.4 20.78 7.10
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027003 Abe at Beal Web; CA 19321 krr?
MA EA Kcal No: 8911806 Sens.: 6.0 Mt 280.0res''
FAR SPEI Level: 6rn LIE: FM:
Comment Broaekaeeted hmeciwY web% 33m wide. Gauged tiaribmban - original cableway 4.5Ian
Ws (led to frIFFIed toe 02# anFoc2). ireleoved PerformanCe Wing new dle (1km u/s) from 'June
1993 (combined record). Very high flaws immolate extenerve N bank washlands. By-passing via Me
Aire and Calder canal (flows now measured) Catchment S heaWy reservoired and industriaised.
Compeer water utdsabon: net impoit # Mixed geology: Garb. Uss.Millstone Grit and Coal Measures
in the upper catchment Magnesium UK and Marl and Triassic SS at Me lower end.
027040 Doe Lea at Staveley CA 67.9 km'
MA EA Loral No: 8910103 Sens.: 14.2 S/fufl: 9.8ro's-1
FAR: GE1 . Level: 48rn LIE: .06 FAI: 0.972 .
Comment: Rectangular flume, ituoat width: 3m. Theoretical rating used but then structure affected "
by mining subsidence; Ihe Mane Iilted. Subsequently. Ore rating developed and appfled from
1996;1982-95 data reprocessed (all flows reduced) but 1970431 awaits reworking. Artficial
influences indude a net impon of water including nine drainage. 8 Mixed geology comprising Goal
Measures, Permian Mails and Magnesium UM_ Predominantly rural catchment and urbanised lower
reaches.
027052 Whining at Sheepbridge CA 50.2 km"
MA: EA Lccal No: 8910220 Sens.: 25.5
FAR: SE Level: 70m UE: .09 FM: 0.995
Comment: Crump weir. 5.98m wide. Theoretical ratng. it Geology: Coal Measures: asts and
shales. Industialised catchment with moorland headwaters.
Comment: Shallow V weir replaced in Nov 1979 by veloaty-area station a short distance d/s. Rated
using cableway 50m u/s. Rows bypassing stalion via Chesterfield Genet have been measured at
Wheeldon mill lock since Oct 1963 and are stored separately. Flows from Nov 1979 reprocessed in
1996 (reduchon in low and highest flows). Runoff affected by reservoirs in Rother valley and imports/
exports of water. # Geology: mainly Coal Measures with underlying Millstone Grit outcropping in SW
corner. R. Rother folicmis a synclinal axis. Rural headwaters: R. Rother rises in eastern Peak
District. Chesterfield is immediately u/s of station.
027025 Rother at Woodhouse Mill CA: 352.2 km'
MA: EA Local No: 8910304 Sens.: 8.2 Brfull: 250.0m3st
FAR: SRPGE1 Level: 29m . UE: .10 FAL 0.933
Comment: Velodtyprea station. 15m wide, with On cableway 35rn d/s. Tile gauge is d/s of the
washland storacje scheme controlled by regulator gate on the channel to pond water al times of high
flow. Subsidence due to mining necessitates re-rating. Sequences of identical low flows in Me 1960s
(but realistic). # Mixed geology: prindpally Coal Measures, some valley alluvium. Land use:
moorland headwaters and urbanised valleys.
027067 Sheaf at Hightleld Road CA: 49.1 km'
KA: EA Local No: 8910402 Sens.: 20.5
FAR: Level:.54m lIE.. FAL
Comment: Flat V weir, 1:10 cross-slope. Structure drowns as a result of backing-up from the R.
Don (culvert blockage may also be significant). Modular limit to be determined. No reservoirs in
catchment. # Steep catchment developed on Carboniferous formations: Millstone Gnt and Coal
Measures. Very substantial urban development (Sheffield) below Pennine headwaters.
Comment: Broad-crested masonry weir, 45m wide, rated by a c/m from a cableway 100m d/s
(destroyed in 1989). Fbws from 1982 reprocessed in 2002. Substantial reduction in high flows for
this period, plus some reduction in low flows. The upper catchment is considerably reservoired and
the impact on the flow regime is substantial - significant net loss of water from the catchment.
# Mixed geology. Moodand headwaters contrast with the heavily urbanised lower catchment (now
less industrial).
027066 Blackburn Brook at Ashlowes GA: 42.8 km'
MA: EA Local No: 8910660 Sens.: 53.8
FAR: Level: 33m L/E: . FAL
Comment: Flat V Weir. All flows contained but flow record suspect - weir subject to drowning as a
result of backing-up from the Don (flows assume medularity; overestimation can be considerable).
Urban stormwater drainage in lower part of the catchment. # Catchment developed largely on
Carboniferous formations (Coal Measures). Lame urban fraction (N Sheffeld).
027023 Deems at Barnsley Welr CA: 118.9 km7
M.A. EA Local No: 8910806 Sens.: 13.5
FAR: GI Level: 43rn UE: .06 FAL 0.964
Comment: Compound broad-crested weir, 12m wide, rated by model tests. Some abstractions and
gain of drainage water pumped from coal mines. # Mixed geology of Upper Carboniferous.
Predominantly rural catchment. '
Comment: Crump profile weir 5.5m wide with broad-crested flanking weirs. Flows greater than the
capacity of the Crump profile weir rated by cableway. Post-1975 flows reprocessed in 1996: Icev
flows reduced, high flows increased. The flow regime is substantially affected by industrial water use
and sewage effluent augmentation (appreciable net import of water). # Geology: primarily Coal
Measures. Land use: urban in valleys, rnoodand pasture in headwaters. . . *
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Hydrometric Statistics
HYDROLOGICAUDATA: 1996-2000
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028040 Trent at Stoke on Trent CA: 53.2 km7
MA: EA Local No: 4040 Sens.: 18.3 Sffu II: 45.0m2s-1
FAR: SCE Level: 113m UE: .14 FAI: 0.980
Comment: Crump profile weir, 4.12m wide, modular throughout range. Liable to collect rubbish.
Affected by impounding res., discharges from three WRW, plus mine drainage. Substantial flow
modification in early record but reduced to significant through '80s. Flow affected by STW closure:
effluent from Stoke diverted to other 511N d/s of gauge. 4 Moderate relief catchment, significantly
urbanised at Biddulph and Stoke on Trent, draining the Coal Measures; approx. quarter of
catchment covered with Boulder Clay. Responsive.
028083 Trent at Darlaaton CA: 195.2 km°
KA: EA Local No: 4083 Sens :
FAR: PEI Level: 86m UE: FAL
Comment: Multipath US gauge installed beneath 434 road bridge on gentle curve Station
underrnined in 1987 flood, reconstructed 1990/1. Out-of-dank flow gauged by transducers between
bridge abutments. Subject to siltation. Flow regime dominated by Strongford WRW discharge
. (Stoke-on-Trent). Quite responsive. 4 Moderate relief catchment, substantially urbanised with
Potteries. Biddulph and Leek. Geology: Coal Measures and Marls, Millstone Grit and subordinate
Sherwood Sfflt, widely covered by Boulder Clay. Mining, industrial and mixed agricultural land use.
028079 Meece Brook at Shallowford CA: 86.3 km2
MA: EA Local No: 4079 Sens.:
F.A.R: El Level: 81m UE: FAI:
Comment: Crump profile Flat V weir, 5rn wide, 1:10 cross-slopes, with crest tapping. Cableway for
out-of-bank flows. Backs up from d/s bridge. Moderate interference from gw pumping and sewage
effluent. Baseflow maintained by glacial valley grave1.9 Low relief, agricultural catchment. draining
Sherwood Sfflt in the headwaters, Merda mudstone otherwise.
028052 Sow at Great Brldgford C.A' 163.0 krn1
KA: EA Local No: 4052 Sens.: 11.6 6/full: 10.0mus-r
FAR: GE Level: 77rn UE: <01 FA1: 0.963
Comment: Crump profile Flat V weir, 9.1m wide, in trapezoidal channel, with floodbanks to contain
out of channel flows. Cableway. Rating problems: weed growth causes variable drowning. affecting
high flow quality. Minimal interference from sewage effluent and groundwater pumping for PWS.
# Low relief agricultural catchment, primarily on Merda Mudstone, with some Sherwood Sandstone
in headwatem and glacial gravel in valleys which maintain baseflows.
028053 Penk at Penkridge C.A: 272.0 km2
KA: EA Local No: 4053 Sens.: 10.6 B/full: 110.0m2s- )
FAR: El Level: 76m . UE: .09 FAL 0.968
Comment: Originally VA station. 10m wide. cableway span 56m, u/s of A449 road bridge. Problem
site subject to weed growth and bed movement, improved after 1976 regrading. Closed 1983, level
only site until 1990, when Crump profile Flat V weir in trapezoidal channel P/-full width 8.8m)
installed. Sustantial augmentation of flows from WRW. # Low to moderate relief catchment, glacial
gravels over Merda Mudstone to W, Boulder Clay over Sherwood Slat to E. W catchment rural;
part of Wolverhampton in 5, Cannock in E. Mixed farmind, some forestry.
028014 Sow at Milford C.A. 591.0 km°
MA: EA Lode! No: 4014 Sens.: 5.6 13/fflII: 35.0m2sffl
FAR: GE Level: 69m. UE: .06 FAI: 0.975
Comment: VA station immediately d/s of Holdiford road bridge. Cableway spans 38m. Channel 25m
broad, subject to severe weed growth (retrospective correction of rating made) and siltation: variable
and imprecise low flows. Channel regraded 1964-7. Flows not processed between 1977-92. Flows
significantly augmented from WRW (Cannock, Stafford). Slow response. 0 Low relief catchment,
rural west. urbanised south and east; Penk drains NW Wolverhampton. Keuper Marl in west, Triassic
sandstones in east, appredable Boulder Clay in south. Mixed farming, light industrial, some forestry.
028012 Trent at Yoxall CA: 1229.0 km2
KA: EA Local No: 4012 Sens.4.1 6#01: 165.0m1/4-1
FAR: SRPGEI Level: 56m UE: .07 FAL 0.957
Comment: Electromagnetic gauge replaced VA station in 1995 but has underestimated flows
>20m1/4-1. Two gauging sites have been used: the 1st dosed after river regrading in 1976. the 2nd
began in 1974. Eadiest record indifferent, modest bypassing at highest flows. Weed growth severe,
needed summer rating adjustments. Substantial flow modification. # Large diverse catchment with
Coal Measures in the headwaters and merda Mudstone elsewhere. with extensive superfidal
cover. Large gravel terraces provide storage alongside the main river. mixed farming, sand and
gravel extraction, industrial development.
028081 Tame at Beacot C.A: 169.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 4081 Sens.:
FAR: El Level: 107m UE: FAI:
Comment: Trapezoidal flume, ineffective as dffl regrading work not carried out. Converted to EM
with poor results. Bed insulation removed and station converted to US in 1989. High flow rating
subject to hysteresis. Substantial imports from WRW. Above 45 m5s-1 washland overspill u/s
operates. # Entirely urbanised catchment just below confluence of upper Tame branches. Solid
geology:Coal Measures, about 50% divered by Boulder Clay and sand and gravel. Very responsive.
028039 Rea at Calthorpe Park C.A: 74 0 km2
KA: EA Local No: 4039 Sens.: 11.5 6/full: 128.0m1s-'
FAR: E Level: 104m UE: .33 FAL 0.956
Comment: Crump profile weir, 3.66m wide, with flanking broad-crested weirs set in a formalised.
roughly rectangular channel. Model rated. High flow gauged off nearby footbridge, but hazardous
owing to high velodties. Prone to u/s siltation. Significant imports modify flow regime. # Almost
totally urbanised catchment ovedying day except in the headwaters in the Lickey Hills. Very
responsive, used for flood forecasting.
028003 Tame at Water Orton C.A: 408.0 km2
KA: EA Local No: 4003 Sens.: 3.3 13/full: 100.0mssffl
FAR: El Level: 74m UE: .40 FA!: 0959
Comment: Simple Crump pmfile weir, 8.5m wide, replaced poor. non-operational VA gauge subject
to backwater influence and weed growth in 1993. Just u/s of Minwodh WRW and tmnk sewerage
system. Fast responding catchment with effluent baseflow and substantral regime disturbance from
imports. # Almost fully urbanised catchment of moderate relief in Birmingham. Solid geology. Marcia
Mudstone but subordinate to extensive cover of Boulder Clay and gladal sands and gravel.
028066  . Cole at ColashIll CA: 130.0 km°
MA: EA Local No: 4066 Sens.: 26.7
FAR: El Level: 79m UE: .31 FAL 0.991
Comment: Crump profile Flat V weir in trapezoidal channel, 10.9m at V-full, with fioodbanks to
contain out-of-channel flow. Cableway span 48m, extends across floodbanks. Highest flows inundate
narrow floodplain. Moderate modification to flows from effluent returns.. 4 Substantially urbanised
catchment IS Birmingham suburbs). Undedying geology: Marcia Mudstone with extensive coverings
of Boulder Clay and glacial sand and gravel. Responsive.
68..95 861 380 0.60 48.4 23/08 0.08 11(08 1.3 0.37 0.13
1987 1990
1996 659 77 195 51 0.33 10.8 06/08 0.10 05/08 0.6 0.19 0.12
1997 856 99 305 80 0.51 9.3 31/08 0.11 10/08 1.2 0.26 "  0.13
1998 1006 117 458 121 0.77 26.9 22/10 0.12 25/07 1.7 0.36 0.15
1999 1026 119 460 121 0.78 12.5 01/10 0.11 31/07 1.8 0.45 0.12
2000 1129 131 594 156 1.00 29.7 05/11 0.12 24/08 2.5 0.49 0.16
82..95 794 584 3.61 71.8 23(08 1.25 29/08 6.5 2.73  ' 1.48
1987 1994
1996 639 BO 411 70 2.54 22.3 06/08 1.24 21/07 4.1  - 2.61 1.34
1997 838 106 529 91 3.28 36.8 31/08 1.37 16/08 6.5 2.26 1.57
1998 948 119 665 114 4.12 62.0 22/10 1.46 09/08 7.6 2.84 1.63
1999 996 125 694 119 4.30 37.7 01/10 1.09 31R/7 8.1 3.34 1.65
2000 1079 136 809 139 4.99 77.6 06/11 1.51 24/08 10.7 347 1.65
81..95 755 206 0.56 10.8 30/12 0.07 20/08 1.1 0.37 0.12
1981 1995
1996 617 82 108 52 0.29 5.0 19/12 0.07  . 26/07 0.5 0.20 0.10
1997 797 106 196 95 0.54 11.1 28/08 0.17 04/10 0.8 0.31 0.19
1998 890 118 308 150 0.84 10.6 23/10 0.17 08/08 1.5 0.55 0.23
1999 953 126 343 167 0.94 8.9 28/01 0.20 30/07 1.7 0.71 0.26
2000 1020 135 .426 207 1.16 90 06/11 0.24 25/08 0.68 0.31
71_95 750 215 1.11 18.8 11/02 0.12 25/08 2.1 0.79 0.33
1977 1978
1996 610 81 118 55 0.61 6.0 19/12 0.22 27/07 0.9 0.50 0.29
1997 784 105 192 89 0.99 11.1 26/06 0.39 10/06 1.5 0.63 0.42
1998 874 117 282 131 1.46 10.4 23/10 0.41 13/08 2.7 0.96 0.50
1999 941 125 375 174 1.94 10.1 01/10 0.46 31/07 3.8 1.40 0.53
.2000 1008 134 442 206 2.28 19.3 06/11 0.55 25/08 4.9 1.31 0.66
76-95 706 259 2.24 38.6 30(12 0.19 25/017 4.2 1.45 0.64
1981 1976
1996 547 77 139 54 1.19. 10.9 19/12 0.42 18/09 2.1 0.99 046
1997 696 99 205 79 1.77 30.1 26/06 0.47 03/06 3.5 1 06 0.63
1998 750 106 284 110 2.45 23.9 10/04 0.61 13/08 4.5. 1.60 0.70
1999 940 133 416 161 3.59 27.0 09/08 0.67 29/07 7.2 2.57 1.01
2000 950 135 473 183 4.07 68.1 06/11 0.82 11/09 8.5 2.29 0.96
60..95 716 289 5.42 50.1 05/12 0.39 16/11 9.9 3.92 1.41
1960 1965
1996 563 79 181 63 3.38 19.0 20/12 0.76 05/08 6.0 287 1.15
1997 717 100 236 82 4.43 31.6 27/06 1.39 22/07 8.7 3.03 4E15
1998 788 110 558 193 10.46 35.0 25/10 4.33 02/03 16.1 9.75 4.93
1999 928 130 622 215 11.66 39.4 29/01 5.66 10/04 19.3 9.52 6.47
2000 962 134 633 219 11.83 77.1 06/11 4.43 31/03 20.7 9.21 5.08
59..95 766 327 12.73 128.4 24/08 1.90 27/08 22.8 9.73 4.79
1987 1976
1996 581 76
1997 744 97
1998 844 110 320 98 12.46 59.2d 07/03 3.98 13/013 23.7 9.56 4.73
1999 936 122 670 205 26.10 63.0d 04/10 14.41 09/04 39.6 23.19 16.10
2000 998 130 424 130 16.50 91.0d 07/11 5.16 25/08 31.9 12.04 5.63
82.95 718 469 2.51 45.7 23/08 6.72 18/10 4.0 2.01 1.10
1987 1995
1996 566 79 280 60 1.50 21.1 22/04 0.57 09/09 2.5 1.30 0.64
1997 737 103 301 64 1.61 33.5 05/05 0.71 09/06 2.7 1.14 0.78
1998 828 115 371 79 1.99 29.2 02/06 0.72 13/08 3.6 1.37 0.84
1999 969 135 460 98 2.46 46.8 01/10 0.79 31/07 4.4 1.79 1.02
2000 994 138 485 103 2.59 56.8 05/11 0.62? 29/08 5.0 1.72 0.87
67-95 793 345 0.81 63.0 23/08 0.17 01/09 1.5 0.50 0.26
1987 1991
1996 631 80 216 63 0.51 20.5 06/08 0.17 10(07 1.0 0.34 0.18
1997 754 95 243 70 0.57 34.8 08/10 0.16 05110 1.1 0.29 0.18
1998 904 114 359 104 0.84 67.9 26/09 0.19 13/08 1.8 0.49 0.23
1999 1011 127 399 116 0.94 65.6 02/06 0.17 31/07 1.7 0.50 0.21
2000 1063 134 463 134 1.08 43.6 07/12 0.21 24/08 2.4 0.59 024
55-95 737 445 5.76 109.0 30/12 1.54 30/07 10.1 4.35 2.63
1981 1982
1996 580 79 271 61 3.50 382 06/08 1.80 10/09 5.6 2.85 1.91
1997 728 99 317 71 4.11 84.1 ' 11/06 1.90 03/10 6.6 2.70 2.01
1998 645 115 378 85 4.89 69.2 26/09 2.05 19/08 8.4 3.33 2.21
1999 971 132 453 102 5.86 105.9 08/08 2.27 25/07 10.3 4.08
2000 1007 137 504 113 6.51 85.0 05/11 2.24 11/08 13.2 4.22 2.46
73.85 733 232 0.95 24.4 30(05 0.07 22/08 2.0 0.58 0.20
1979 1976
1996 564 77 153 66 0.63 8.7 11/02 0.14 22/07 1,3 0.45 0.15
1997 681 93 162 70 0.67 14.6 11/06 0.15 11/08 1.5 0.34 0.18
1998 875 119 259 112 1.07 16.0 25/12 0.16 13/08 2.3 0.63 0.22
1999 940 128 278 120 1.14 27.8 '08/08 0.17 29/07 2.4 0.69 0.22,
2000 968 132 316 136 1.30 19.6 29/10 0.18 13/09 3.1 0.71 0.23
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028080 Tame at Lea Marston Lakes CA 799.0 km'
MA EA Local No: 4080 Sens.:
FAR El Levet 6fim LIE: Fr: 8aGn3s-I
Comment: Unusual  twin  bay. chevron shaped Chimp profile weirs. 21.5m total vAddi, ctsdorgang
Mtn an infine Selffement lagoon- Bypassed at very high flows. poor flow estrnabon under these
consfitions. Replaces 28004. Substanbal lbw noilficabon. large imports. Æ Substanhaly urbanised.
Sold geology Menda Maidstone but subordinate to extensive cover of Boulder Clay and glacial
sand and grevel in equal proportion.
028026 Anker at Polesworth ck 368.0 krn2
MLocal No: 4026A EA - Sens.: 15.1 13/fol: 47.0mas-5
FAR GE Level: 60m 11E: .07 FAI: 0.991
Comment: Crump profile weir with flanking Rodbanks to contain out-of-channel flows. Cableway
and d/s recorder. Low nodular Rail and prone to weed growth, caudng variable drowning and
uncertainty with high flows. Substantial modificatian ovMg to PWS imports So Me catchment. Quite
responsive. fii Predominantly agricullaral catdvnent (although containing Nuneaton and Ifftrildey).
UMW' reaches drain sandstone of the Coal Measures. Shermood sandstone and Marcia Mudstone
over the remainder of the catdament am widely blanketed with Boulder Clay.
028019 Trent at Drakelow Park CA: 3072.0 MY'
MA: EA Local No: 4019 Sens: 3.5 Bffutl: 200.0mashr
FAR: PGE Lev& 43m UE: .12 FM: 0.956
Comment: Velocity-area station. Cornplex rating history owing to river regrading (1965 and 1973).
High flow precision limited by ungaged flow over lb. Flows substantially modified, particularly by
imports into Me Tame system. Much storage in valley gravels. # Very lame catchment. Small areas
of Coal Measures in the Stoke area: about 25% covered with Boulder Clay and 10% by valley
gravel, terraces and alluvium. Drift free areas mostly Mercia Maidstone and est. Large urban
indusbial areas, otherwise mixed farming.
028046 Dove at Izaak Walton CA: 83.0 km'
MA: EA Local No: 4046 S/full: 47.0rn's-'
FAR: N Level: 131m UE: <.01 FAI: TOM
Comment: Crtenp profile Flat V weir, 7.59m wide, deep vertical sidewalls, modular to bankfull. At
high flows may bypass on the lb. Excellent station, narrower than the main channel and thus self
cleaning. Natural catchment. Xl Long narrow catchment. Upper readies on Millstone Ght mudstone
and sandstone. Lh watershed is formed by a steep Caitoniferous Limestone ridge. Passage
across Int characterised by deep gorges (Wolfscole Dale, Dove Dale). Moorland.
028031 Manifold at Ilam CA: 148.5 km2
MA: EA Local No: 4031 Sens.: 18.1 Sfiull: 100.0m3sh'
FAR: N Level: 131m UE: <.01 FAL 1.000
Comment: Crump profile weir. 12.5m wide, modutar to bankfull in straight reach, rocky bed.
somewhat insensitive but good quality data throughout the range. Minimal interference from PWS.
# Heachvaters of moderate relief and drain sandstone and mudstone of the Millstone Grit: middle
reach has cut deep gorges through Carboniferous Limestone..Responsne catchment. Sheep
grazing and noodand.
028058 Henmere Brook at Ashbourne C.A: 42.0 km2
KA: EA Local No: 4058 Sens.: 13.3
FAR: SP Level: 116m L 0.977, UE: .01 FA
Comment: Crump profile Flat V weir, 6.0m wide, within vertical wing walls. Rb approach built up
into low floodbank. Modular limit high, but no arrangements to deal with non-modular discharge.
Contains Carhngton pump storage reservoir. Staton closed between 1984 and.1993.# Catchment
of Moderate relief in S Penninea draining Drift free Millstone Grit and Carboniferous Limestone.
Responsive catchment. Predominantly forest and pasture, some moorland.
028008 Dove at Rocester Weir CA: 399.0  kiii 2
MA: EA Local No: 4008 Sens.: 14.7 Slfull: 51).0mas-'
FAR: N Level: 86m UE: <01 FAL 0.997
Comment: Velocity-area station approx. 19.8m wide; old mill weir as rather insensitive control.
Gauging from a footbridge. Station bypassed when out of bank (3-4 times per year). Minimal
adjustments. # Predominantly upland catchment; headwaters drain Millstone Grit and Carhonifer-
ous Limestone. Lower reaches am Carboniferous and Sherwood Sandstones and Merda Mud-
stone. Some superfidals. Moorland, forestrY and Pasture.
028061 Chumet at Bast ord Bridge CA: 139.0 km2
KA: EA Local No: 4061 Sens.: 35.2 Bffull: 67.0m3shi
FAR: SP Level: 133m UE: .02 FAI: 0.931
Comment: Crump profile Flat V weir in trapezoidal channel. Drowns out owing to weed growth.
Substantial modification to flow regime by exports from reservoirs and imports via WRW and
industrial usage. Prescribed flow point. Replaced 28042 in 1975. # Catc.hment of moderate relief
with mixed geology; primarily est and shale of the Millstone Grit and Coal Measures, with some
blanketing of Boulder Clay and gladal sand and gravel. Contains Leek and Tittesworth Res. but
OthellMS8 low grade agriculture or pasture.
028018 Dove at Marston on Dove CA: 883.2  km2
KA: EA Local No: 4018 Sens.: 5.8 Bffull: 130.0m 3sh1
FAR: SRPG Level: 47m UE: <.01 FAL 0.984
Comment: VA station up to 1974 when Flat V Crtimp profile weir installed. Prone to weed growth:
not reliable at high flowa drowns out, very wide floodplain. Small bypass (Tutbury Mill Flearn)
included in naturalised flow series 1<10% of flow). Moderately affected by imports. Much storage in
alluvium, terrace and fluvio-glacial gravel. # Middle and upper reaches drain peat moorland over
Carboniferous Limestine and Millstone Gnt. Lower reaches broad and meandering.  Below
Rocester, Sherwood Sandstone and Menare Mudstone. Pasture, forestry and mixed farming.
028007 Trent at Shardlow CA: 4400.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 4007 Sens.: 5.9 Bffull: 150.0m1eT
FAR: SRPG Level 29m UE: .09 FM: 0.959
Comment: Originally a VA station reliable in the low to medium range but liable to backing up from
Derwent confluence 2km sip. Closed 30/11/66. Multipath, cross-path US station installed 1991.
Almost all floods contained. Substantial flow modification. Much storage in river gravels. # Large
catchment. Trent headwaters have small outcrops of Coal Measures; Dove - Millstone Grit and
Carb. List. 25% covered by Boulder Clay, 10% valley gravels, terraces and alluvium. Drift free
areas lamely Keuper Marl and est. Diverse land use from moorland to industrial.
028001 Derwent at Yorkshire Bridge CA. 126.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 4001 Sens.: 8.8
FAR: SRP Level: 159m UE: FM:
Comment: Two shallow profile trapezoidal flumes with a yfrialeback divide since 1936; compound
sharp-edged weir previously. 51310W a cascade of 3 reservoirs (built in 1912, 1916, 1946). Within
basin diversions (Ashop) and impods (Noe); PWS exports. Long naturalised series available.
Monthly naturalised flows 1905-1950 derived from a different source. # Steep macdand catchment,
much hilltop peat. Shale and sandstone form the lower pads of Me valleys, gritstone tops  the  hills
(Middle Carboniferous).
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028043
 Oerwent at Chatsworth CA: 335.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 4043 Sens.: 12.9 Wfull: 208.0m3s-'
FAR: SRP Level, 99m UE: <,01 FAI: 0.913
Comment: Velocity-area stabon approx. 36rn vAde at bankfull. Cableway span 51m. D/s shoal as a
control, Out shoaland rating are not too stable. All but extreme flaws contained Substantially
effected  by  Detwent reservoirs. 4 Upland catchment with peat covered mobriandsin the
headwaters. Some rb tributaries drain the Carboniferous Lot. Quite responsive. Important flood
forecasting station.Predominantly pasture.
028023 Wye at Ashford dA: 154.0 km2
M A: EA Local No: 4023 i Sens.: 9.3 Bfiull: 32.0m2ssi
FAR: PGE Level: 139m UE: .01 FAI: 0.984
Comment: 1:20 Flat V weir commisioned in 1994:Just cps of bridge in meandering reach; channel
Ilm widecableway span 25m. Inundates lb but bridge stops bypassing. Severe seasonal weed-
grcmrth led to closure of original VA station in 1977 (telemetry of levels maintained). Earry record of
limited value. Modest net avgmentabon toflows from WRW and PWS. I/ Moderate to high relief
catchment in S Pennines, Carboniferous List with basic sills and intrusions in upper catchment.
Isolated hill top peat and Boulder Clay. Buxton in heachvaters,othemise moorland, grazing, forested
main valley.
028011 Decedent at Matlock Bath CA 690.0 km°
MA: EA LocalNo: 4011 Sens.: 6.6 B/full: 170.0mts-'
FAR: SRPGEI Level: 83m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.951
Comment: Velocity-area station about 20m wide in a deep channel. Well rated. Highest floods will
bypass along the adjacent A6road. Substantially affected by Derwent reservoirs. # Responsive
upland catchmentwith peat covered moorlands in the headwaters. Main Derwent drains the
Millstone Grit; the largest tributary, the Wye, drains Carboniferous List. Forestry and pasture.
.
028117 Derwent at Whatstandwell CA: 755.0  10n2
KA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: SRPGEI Level: 69m UE: FAI:
Comment: Large Flat V weir, 25m wide, urs of A6 road tddge. Built to provide accurate Saw into.
u/s of Ambergate/Carsington intake point_ Cableway installed for fubrange adorationup to 1:100
year flows. Flows substantially affected by Denvent reservoirs. q Responsive upend catchment.
peat covered moorlandsin headwaters. Main Derwent drains the Millstone Grit: the largest
tributary, the Wye, drains Carboniferous Ust Land use mainly pasture and foresby. -
028048 Amber at Wingfield Park CA 139.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 4048 Sens.: 22.0 Bgull: 21.0m1/4-1
EAR: SRPG Level: 71m UE: .04 FAI: 0.947
Comment: Crump profile Flat V weir, 5.49m at V-full, in trapezoidal channel, Higher flows gauged
from bridge oft Extreme flows bypass on rb. Fairly low modular limit, Contains Ogston PWS
reservoir; substantial augmentation from mine pumping and sewage. # Upland catchment with
moorland headwaters. Upper half of catchment drains Millstone Grit, partially blanketed with
Boulder Clay. Bisects l'st and tuff inlier of Ashover Dome. Lower half - Coal Measums.
028055 Ecclesbourne at Duffield aA: 50.4 km°
M.A: EA LocalNo: 4055 Sens.: 15.8 B/full: 32.0m3s-'
FAR: PE Level: 69m UE: .01 FAI: 0.997
Comment: Crump profile Flat V (1:10) weir set in sloping (1:1) 1.25m high sidewal/s. 7.2m wide at
V-full. Likely to be modular to structumfull. High 11:na gauged from d/s bridge. Closed 1963-89.
PWS abstraction and WRW discharge cancel to yield substantially natural regime. # Moderate
relief catchment) solid geology CoalMeesures,Minor Boulder Clay cover innid catchment. Essen-
tally rural: Wrsswonh in headwaters.
028085
 . Derwent at SL Marys Bridge C.A: 1054.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 4085 Sens.: B/full: 92.0m2s-'
FAR: SRPGEI Level: 44m UE: FAI:
Comment: Tenchannel, interleaved cross path US gauge in the centre of Derby, 1.75km ds of
Longbridge Weir (28010). Record continuous with 28010. Peaks from 1976 only. Derby may flood
but bypassing small. Substantial flow rnodification oviAng to Derwent reservoirs, milling and PWS
abstractions. # Large, predominantly upland catchment draining Millstone Grit and Carbonifemus
Limestone. Lower readies drain Coal Measures on the lb and Triassic sandstones and marls on
the M. Peat moorland headwaters; forestry, pasture and some amble.
028067 Derwent at Church Wiles CA: 1177.5 km2
MA: EA Local No: 4067 Sens.: 5.4
FAR: SPEI Level: 31m UE: .03 FAI: 0.953
Comment: Crump profile Flat V weir, 27m wide, in trapezoidal Channel. No cableway. Very broad
floodplaio 201cm d/s of St Mary's Bridge; substantial abstractions and returns in between. High
flows cd variable quality as weir drowns; calculated by extrapolation from St Mary's Bridge and
gaugings at Draycott. Can back up from Trent. Prescribed flow point. 4 Large catchment vAlti
moorland headwaters on Carboniferous Grit and Limestone. Lower reaches on Sherwood
Sandstone and Marcia %Aston. Valley broadens considerably below Derby vAth extensive sand
and gravel terraces. Range of agricultural and industrial activity.
028082 Soar at LIttlethorpe CA: 183.9 km'
MA: EA Local No: 4082 Sens.: 13/full: 5.5m3s-'
FAR: E Level: 61m UE: .04 FAI: 0.987
Comment: Electromagnetic station in a straight reach. Flood relief channel joins on the right bank
just u/s. Prone to weed growth. Very low velocities: at lowest flows may yield unreliable data.
Bypassed at high flows. Substantial imports vie WRW. Replaced Narburough (28051) - records
combined, # Predominantly agricultural catchment just south of Leicester. Extensive Boulder Clay
and glacial gravel cover; Mercia mudstone sediments in some valley flanks. Significant river
terraces and alluvium in lower reaches.
028086 Senile at South VVigston CA: 113.0 km2
M.A: EA Local No: 41386 Sens.:
FAR: El Level: 67m UE: FAI:
Comment: EM gauge set in 1:1 formalised tanks and flood embankment, 2Orn d/s of the control(dismantled railway bridge). Sharp bend immediately d/s, mill stream confluence u/s. Substantially
augmented by WRW discharges. partiadarly WNsten. Moderately responsive. Replaces Blaby
(28054).4 Moderate to low reBef catchment to E and S of Leicester. Mainty Lower Lies (mudstones
and lists) but wholly blanketed by Boulder Clay and alluvium except for headwaters. Urbanised at
bottom end, othemise arable and grazing land use.
028024 Wreaks at Systen Mill CA: 413.8 km2
M.A. EA Local No: 4024 Sens.: 15.7 6/full: 4.6m2ss '
FAR: GE Level: 48m , UE: .02 FAI: 0.941
Comment: Originally, Crump profile weir 4.6m wide, low Modular limit, replaced 1982 vAth EM
gauge. Difficult to gauge: very low velocities at low flows, station bypassed at high flows. May
overestimate flows. Fast response. Significant augmentation from WRW. # Moderate relief
catchment. draining west from the Oolitic Limestone scarp. Predominantly Boulder Clay ovedying
Liessic days. Rural catchment, mixed farming. oontaining Melton Mowbray,
68..95 1171 587 6.23 175.4 12/04 0.80 19/08 13.9 3.47 1.47
1970 1984
1996 960 62 354 60 3.75 51.5 20/12 1.20 16/09 7.5 2.26 1.28
1997 1088 93 462 79 4.91 36.5 19/02 1.89 29/09 10.1 3.42 2,03
1998 1377 118 842 143 8.94 148.2 27/10 2.10 20/08 17.6 4.97 2.41
1999 1283 110 705 120 7.49 79.6 01/03 1,82 14/09 16.0 4.88 1.95
2000 1543 132 1015 173 10.75 204.3 06/11 2.19 25/08 23.6 6.38 2.35
65-95 1155 624 3.05 41.1 16/07 030 31/08 5.5 2.45 0.92
1973 1976
19% 933 81 448 72 2.18 12.1 30/11 -  0.78 27/09 4.4 1.57 0.85
1997 1106 96 544 87 2.66 11.8 27/12 1.08 05/10 4.4 2.19 1.22
1998 1424 123 908 146 4.43 44.3 27/10 1.37 29/09 8.5 3.32 1.54
1999 1319 114 759 122 3.71 15.4 01/03 0.95 17/09 7.5 3.03 1.04
%CO 1566 136 992 159 4.83 32.3 06/11 1.04 13/09 10.1 3.96 1.18
58..95 1104 573 12.54 436.1 09/12 0.86 14/10 26.4 8.37 3.33
1965 1959
.
1996 904 82 352 61 7.68 73.7 20/12 2,26 17/09 16.1 4.86 2.41
1997 1045 95 438 76 9.59 52.0 19/02 336 29/09 18.2 6.82 3.75
1998 1322 120 797 139 17.45 242.0 27/10 4.03 29/09 35.8 10.91 4.74
1999 1225 111 667 116 14.59 103.9 01/03 2.91 14/09 '32.3 10.29 3.20
2000 1474 134 975 170 21.27 346.4 06/11 3.40 13/09 46.9 13.65 3.69
1996
1997 1032 443 10_62 52.0 19/02 4.21 29109 19.0 7.93 4.66
1998 1300 762 18.23 282.3 27/10 4.75 29/09 35.7. 12.09 5.42
1999 1210 631 15.11 93.5 01/03 4.02 29108 31.8 10.85 4.38
2000 1456 887 21.18 238.3 06/11 4.02 13/09 45.1 14.43 4.62
71..95 788 312 1.38 32.6 25/01 0.19 09/08 2.8 0.78 0.35
1995 1976
1996 682 87 220 71 0.96 16.4 19/12 0.34 06/10 1.8 0.64 0.37
1997 775 98 252 B1 1.11 14.8 20/11 0.43 07/08 2.1 0.71
,
0.47
1998 891 113 371 119 1.63 23.9 24/10 0.39 13/08 3.3 0.91 0.44
1999 888 113 346 111 1.53 31.7 16/01 0.39 12/09 3.4 0.92 0.44
2000 1052 134 448 144 1.97 42.5 06/11 0.35 10/09 4.1 1.09 0.37
71..95 851 402 0.64 33.8 25/01 0.03 26/08 1.5 0.35 0.10
1995 1976
1996 723 85 242 60 0.38 8.8 03/12 0.06 22/07 0.9 0.20 0.07
1997 806 95 295 73 0.47 9.9 31/08 0.09 16% 1.1 0.27 0.12
1998 1000 118 493 123 0_79 14.4 24/10 0.10 19/08 1.8 0.42 0.12
1999 976 115 446 III 0_71 10.8 15/01 0.09 10/09 1.8 0.41 011
2000 1155 136 594 148 0.95 30.5 05/11 0.10 25/08 2.2 0.56 0.12
35..95 1001 521 17.41 334.2d 10/12 1.82 30/08 36.0 11.72 4.54
1965 1952
1996 830 83 275 53 9.17 104.1 20/12 3.54 05/07 18.5 5.89 4.00
1997 957 96 369 71 12.35 62.3 19/02 4.62 22/09 24.7 8.67 5.54
1998 1185 118 646 124 21.57 205.4 28/10 4.22 12/08 42.7 14.09 5.50
1999 1123 112 549 105 18.37 116.9 15/01 4.42' 05/09 39.9 12.61 4.69
2000 1342 134 754 145 25.14 294.0 06/11 4.25 25/08 53.0 16.83 5.05
73..95 991 502 18.73 215.7 25/02 2.76 22/09 39.4 12.68 5.06
1977 1976
1996 802 81 275 55 10.26 99.7 20/12 3.48 27/07 20.2 6.82 4.14
1997 929 94 376 75 14.04 62.1 20/02 5.48 22/09 26.6 10.32 6.37
1998 1151 116 673 134 25.12 248.6 28/10 5.96 18/08 47.3 16.19 7.10
1999 1093 110 561 112 20.94 146.5 18/01 5.00 30/08 44.0 15.14 5.56
2000 1302 131 756 151 28.16 277.6 0601 4.61 25/08 57.7 18.95 6.06
71..95. 646 245 1.43 24.5 02/02 0.11 26/08 3.1 0.75 0.30
1979 1976
1996 491 76 134 55 0.78 9.7 09/01 0.14 14/07 1.5 0.47 0.18
1997 629 97 127 52 0.74 7.5 29/11 0.17 03/06 1.5 0.45 0.21
1998 728 113 261 107 1.52 15.3 10/04 0.20 12/08  , 3.9 0.75 0.26
1999 743 115 288 118 1.68 28.2 16/01 0.23 12/09 4.2 0.90 0.28
2000 817 126 336 137 1.95 21.3 06/11 0.22 13/09 4.9 1.01 0.28
71_95 642 280 1.00 39.7 13/01 >0.00 02/09 2.3 0.44 0.14
1993 1984
1996 457 71 129 46 0.46 8.2 09/01 0.10 13/07 0.9 023 0.12
1997 848 101 149 53 0.53 6.1 29/11 0.12 10/08 1,1 0.28 0.16
1998 721 112 301 108 1.08 25.6 10/04 0.13 09/08 2.4 0.46 0.16
1999 701 115 319 114 1.14 23.4 18/01 0.15 31/07 2.8 0.54 0.18
2000 816 127 393 140 1.40 39.7 08/11 0.13 12108 3,3 0.66 0.16
67-95 637 216 2.84 99.8 09/03 0.09 27/08 6.7 1.11 031
1975 1976
1996 448 70 98 45 1.28 22.8 12/02 0.22 05/06 2.7 0.53 0.26
1997 665 104 151 70 1.99 24.0 29/11 0.29 02/06 5.3 0.92 0.34
1998 762 120 324 150 4.25 52.7 10/04 0.30 20/09 11.1 1.64 0.51
1999 718 112 279 129 3.66 37.3 08/03 0.34 11it* 10.7 1.40 0.45
2000 784 123 327 151 4.28 41.1 04/04 0.19 30/01 11.7 1.74 0.51
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028056 Rodney Brook at Realty CA:94.0 Or?
MA EA Load No: 4056 Sens.: 17.7 BAIA 23.0m's-'
FAR SE Lev& 47m UE: .05 FM: 0.979
Comment: Crump profile Flat V we: in a trapezoidal channel. PosstaTity of  bypassing  on rh. Wet
Trod, but backs up Von clis road bridge at highest  flows. SubStrital imports enter Me river born
WRW. N Predorrevedy rural,  hut  drains a portion of  NW  Leicester and awitainS ranter  of we!
towns. MosIly Boulder Clay counted, Out andent Chart:wood Forest rocks outcrop to Me N.
028093 Soar at Pains Lock CA 1108.4 km'
MA EA Loaf No: 4993 Sere.:
FAR SPEI Level: 38m UE: FAL
Comment: Multipeth US set in Soar Nergation (rxorges with Grand Union Canal) 100rn ids of
Pilings Lock. Low banks. US transducen on the broad hoodpain to calibrate out of bank flows.
Very substantial  bow  modification from WRW and reservoirs in Charnsood Forest *Moderate to
low relief Catdarent vAth Triassic Marls and S'st to the W and Les days and Cos to Me E. widely
blanketed in Boulder Clay. Amen hard rocks outcrop in Chamecod Forest Laver  DaldWent
&mitered by Leicester; headwaters rural.
028074 Soar at Kagworth CA 12920 km'
MA EA Local No: 4074 Sens.:
FAR SPEI Level: 32rn UE: FM:
Comment: Mdli-path US gauge rebuilt in 1991 (no data Jan and Feb 1991) to impove on
accuracy of existing single-path gauge (1978-84). Replaced VA site at Zouch Readi at *anon is
cana5sed pan of Soar navigation, has low vebaties and Mde floodplairt Bypassing possible above
band* (>3.15m) . Flows substantial& mockfied by inputs from WRW along Soar vatey.
# Moderate to kmmotel Geology: Mercia Mulstone and S'st in IN; Uas days and Cats in E, overlain
with Boulder Clay. Andent hard rocks outcrop in Chanwrood Forest Catchment predominately
rural  but  contains Leicester and Loughborough. Agricultural land use.
028027 Eyewash at Sandlacre CA: 182.2 km'
MA EA ' Lees! No: 4027 Sens.: 18.3 13/fut: 730.13m2s-'
FAR: GEI Level: 33m UE: .11 FAL 0.915
Comment: Two rectangular concrete flood drainage channels, each 3.9m wide, 3.09m deep.
separated by divide wall 1.2m high. Unstable ratings. Informal low flow controls installed 1981: data
improved but use with care (esp. low lbws). Closed 1984. reopened 1991 as multiple US opera-
lion. Stop boards can close one channel at low flows. All flows contained. Substantial augmentation
from mine drainage and mining towns' STW.  It  Low to moderate relief catchment draining
Carboniferous Ccel Measures with Perrnian and Triassic rocks on E and S boundaries. Significant
urban fraction, otherwise arable ancl grazing land use.
028035 Linn st Triumph Road Nottingham  CA: 111.0  km'
MA EA Local No: 4035 Secs.: 18.1
FAR GEI Level: 24m UE: FAL
Comment: Two rectangular concrete flood drainage channels, each 3.05in wide, 2.75m deep,
separated by divide wan 1m high. Unstable catnip. Informal low flow controls instated 1981; data
improved but use with care (esp. low flows). Cbsed 1984, reopened in 1991 as multple US opera.
ton. All flows contained. Minor net disturbance to baseflow dominated flow regime. # Moderate to
low relief catchment draining south Into Nottingham. Geology: Magnesian Limestone, Pernian
Mad and Sherwood Sandstone. Significant urban fraction in lower catchrnent, othemise arable and
grazing land use.
028009 Trent at ColwIck C.A: 7486.0 km'
MA: EA Local No: 4039 Sens.: 2.6 13/full: 550.0m1/4-1
• FAR: SRPGEI Level: 16m UE: .08 FAI: 0.926
Comment: Velocity-area station in navigable Trent. Main channel approx. 62m wide: cableway
span 99m. Hokin sluices 750m u/s affect water levels up to medium flows. Bypassed at high flows
on rb when gravel wodings inundated, but bank mods. and construction of Holmepierpoint
, canoeing course make this less likely. Use highest and lowest flows with care. Very substantial flow
modificatons owing . to imports, WRW, cooling water and industrial usage if Predominantly
impervious - gladal day and Merge Mudstone, but some sandstone and limestone. Extensive
terrace gravels 'and alluvium maintain basellow.
028060 DOVW Beck at Lowdham CA: 69.0 km'
MA: EA Local No: 4060 Sens.: 8.0
EAR: G Level: 28m UE: .03 FAI: 0.959
Comment: Crump profile Flat V weir (1:10)M a trapezoidal (1; I) channel. Subject to weed growth:
low modular limit Sluggish response, Mettle* dominated. Affected  by  spray inigation detraction
and miner WRW effluent. # The river drains SE  Iran  a moderate to low reief catdanent. The tulk
of the catdmient comprises outcrop Triassic s'st flanking hilts nearer the gauge are of Marcia
Mudstone. Entirely rural, mixed fanning
028022 Trent at North Muskham C.A: 8231.0 km'
MA: EA Local No: 4022 Sens.: 7.9 Bdull: 250.005-'
FAR: SRPGEI Level: 5rn - UE: 67 FAI: 0.912
Comment US gauge augmented VA station for low flows in 1996. Cableway span 105m: lowest
Trent gauge above tidal limit. Backwater from Cromwell Lock  Ols  affects high flow rating. Above
7.8m station bYpassed on rb; volumes not great. Very substantial fkrw mockfications owing to
imports, WRW; cooling water and Industrial usage.  11 largest gauged catchment on Trent. with
gamut of land use. Predominantly impervious owing to glacial day and Merda Mudstone, but some
s'st and rat (Dove, Convent and dis Nottingham).
028115 Maun at The Dykes, Mansfield CA: 31.5 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens:
FAR: level: 69m UE: FA1:
Comment: Crump profile Flat V (1:10) weir, 4.8m wide, low vertical wingwalls set in wider channel.
Lb at about 2m, rb higher. Fully contained. Weir prone to u/s siltation - affects calibration: rating
based on gauging& Superseded 28059. Low flows dominated by sewage effluent (approx. 3 trnes
natural flow) and augmented try runoff from urban area - catchment area increases by approx. 5
&Hun. # moderate refief catchment near headwaters of Maun. Rises on Magnesian Limestone and
crosses onto Shlow030 SM. Rural headwaters, but Mansfield immediately u/s.
028116 Maun at Whltewater Bridge CA: 157.0 km'
MA EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: GE Level: 32m UE: FAL
Comment: Flit V weir, 5.2m wide With 0.64m high wingwalls. Built to measure lbws d/s of
Sheiwcod Sandstone aquifer and to complement gauge at Mansfield (28115) which measures
lbws u/s of aquifer.
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Comment: Non-standard trapezoidal flume. treated as VA station and rated by c/m. Built to
measure flows entering Sherwood S'st outcrop. Mining subsidence in 1976 caused permanent
drowning of flume until dls channelr graded in 1981. Flows signif. affected by u/s quarry de-
watering, giving recessions stepped appearance. <60% of low flows comprised of effluent. Closed
between 1984 and 1990. # Ribbon-like, SW-NE catchment of moderate relief, rising on Magnesian
Vat, subordinatePermian Marl and Sherwood S'st. Mining was dominant industry; many spoil tips.
Sutton in Ashfield in headwaters, also part of Mansfield Woodhouse,
028044 Poulter at Cuckney CA: 32.2 km'
MA: EA Local No: 4044 Sens.: 19.4 Snuff 228.0m3s-'
FAR: GE Level: 47m UE: FAL
Comment: Crump profile weir 3.71m broad, modular to bankfull. Designed to measure the flow as
the Poulter entered the Bunter S'st outcrop. High baseflow component, subdued hydrographs. U/s
water gardens further damp response. U/s farm abstraction. Minimal modifications to flow regime
from WRW. # Catchment of moderate relief draining from the scarp of the Magnesian Ust eastwards.
Subordinate outcrops of Permian Marl. Some urban development and coal mining spoil heaps.
028036 Poulter at Twyford Bridge CA: 128.2 km2
MA: EA Local No: 4036 Sens.: 13.2 S/full: 17.0m3sL'
FAR: SRGE Level: 17m UE: FA/
Comment: Original 488m wide Crump profile weir submerged frem late 1972 by mining subsidence;
regrading late 1981 no solution. Single path US gauge attached to wing walls in 1992 allowed monit-
onng to resume. Patchy record. Gauge sited where Poulter leaves Shenvoid Sandstone outcrop.
Minor augmentation from sewage; lithe lakes in Clumber and Welbeck Parks ensure sluggish
response. /I Catchment rises on Magnesian Limestone with subordinant Permian Marl mainly
undedain by Sherwood Sandstone. Predominantly rural; part of Bolsover and Shirebrook in
headwaters.
028015 Idle at Mattersey CA: 529.0 km"
MA: EA Local No: 4015 Sens.: Bffull: 15.0m3s-i
FAR: SRGE Level: 4m UE: .07 FAI: 0.920
Comment: Originally VA station prone to severe seasonal weed growth and unstable Stings; EM
gauge since 1982 in mach between two bridges and trapezoidal flood banks. Fully contained. Data
telernetered to West Stockwith PS. Slow response. Lowest flows may be unreliable. # Low relief
catchment. moderate in headwaters. Tributaries rise on Magnesian limestone. Men traverse
outcrop of Shetwood sandstone.Lower reaches underlain by alluvium and Merida Modatone.
Predominantly Feral, arable farming; Mansfield in headwaters.
028049 Ryton at Worksop CA 77.0 km'
MA: EA . Local No: 4049 Sens.: Bfiull: 30.0m3s-'
FAR: GE Level: 32m  IJE:  .07 FAI: 0.939
Comment: Camp profile Flat V weir, 4.57m at V-full, in trapezoidal channel. Dis bridge provokes
early non-modularity, modified stage dischargecurve produced for non-modularity at high flows.
Significant flow augmentation via gw pumping and WRW, and abstractions for canal use.
# Catchrnent of moderate relief on dip slope of Magnesian UM outcrop; narrow band of Permian
Mad near gauge. High baseflow component and subdued hydrographs. Extractive industries in  W:
mixed farming, forestry.
028091 Rytowat Ellyth CA:-231:0 km'
MA: EA Local No: 4091 Sens.:
FAR: El Level: 8m UE: FAI:
Comment: EM station in a straight reach, d/s of a gentle bend. Data transmitted to West Stockwith
pumping station to control regime to the tidal Trent. Extreme events only would overtop flood
banks. Deep, slow, basellow dominated flow regime. Replaces 28016. Moderate net effect on
flows by WRW and abstraction.  6  Moderate and low relief catchment. Headwaters drain
Magnesian Limestone; bulk underlain by Permian Mad andSherwood Sandstone. Mainly drift free.
Apart from Worksop, wholly rural, mainly arable farming.
028047 Oldcoalas Dyke al Blyth CA: 85.2 km2
MA: EA Local No: 4047 Sens.: 130 13/full: 14.9m1sL1
FAR: E Level: Ilm UE: .07 FAI: 0.959
Comment: Crump profile Flet vweir set in 1:2 sloping sidewalls (7.3 wide at vee full). Reasonable
approach d/s of a road bridge. Wading gaugings taken u/s of bridge should site back up owing to
weed growth. Low modular limit but rarely exceeds vee futl. Base flow dominated. Substantial
augmentation of Low flows from WRW. # Moderate relief catchment. sited where the river cmsses
the Triassic ast outcrop, mostly draining Magnesian L'st but includes Coal Measures, Permian
Mad s'sts. Rural catchment, arable farming.
028050 Tome at Auckley CA: 135.5 km'
MA: EA Local No: 4050 Sens.: 12.5 Bffull: 76.0m3s-
EAR: GE Level: 2m UE: FAI:
Comment: Crump profile Flat V weir In trapezoidal channel, 13.9m wide at V-full. Original cableway
removed. Affected by subsidence in 1990s, second wen i stalleddis.  Bypassing untikely but extent
of drowning under review. High range unrefiable from banking up from artificial drainage andlor
sunvner weed growth. Sluggish response. Substanlial flow augmentation from WRW and  mine
drainage. # R. Tome rises on dip slope of Magnesian Ust and Sherwood Sst but soon enters
Trent/Humber andent floodplain. Tidally drained. Contains mine worldngs and agriatture.
054091 Severn at Hafren Flume CA: 3.6 km'
MA: CEHW Local No: 113 Sens.:
FAR: Level: m UE: <.01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Rectangular, side contracted critical depth flume designed to gauge streams which
have supercritical flow regimes. Drowning may occur following big floods owing to sediment
deposited d/s. Natural, Ili research catchment nested within 54022. Primary 15 minute dataset
available. # Upper third has rounded, peat moorland headwaters; lower two tdrds has steep.
incised valleys with mature conifer plantations. Geology: Palaeozoic shales. grits and mudstones.
Very wet (>2500mm). Rainfall, evaporation and soil moisture estimates also available from dense
monitoring network.
054090 Tangwyth et Tanllwyth Flume C.A: 0.9 km'
MA: CEHW Local No, 111 Sens.:
FAR: Level: 357m UE: <.01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Rectangular,side contracted critical depth flume designed to gauge streams which have
supercritical flow regimes. U/s sediment trap for sediment yield studies assists in maintaining
performance. Natural catchment nested 'within 54022. Primary 15 minute dataset available. # Steep
and very wet (2500mm). Mature coniferous plantations cover catchment. Geology: Siludan shales
and grits: Rainfall, evaporation and soil moisture estimates also available from dense monitodng
network.
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054097 . Flare at Upper Hors flume CA 1.6 krn2
MA CENW Local No: Sens
FAR N Level: m UE: FAI:
COmment: Rectangulatside contracted critical depth bane designed to gauge sheens which
have supercritical flow regimes. Doweling may occw Wowing big floods owing to sediment
deposited d/s. Nara' catdvnent nested *Win 5402. Researchers should note the malatity of
the Canary 15 minute dataset 4 The highest and saufflem lateral fringes of catdvnent are peat
modland. Remaining 70% has mature coriferous forest planted in 1958 and 1960. Geotgy:
Palaeozoic grits and shales. Very steep gradients, 2700 min rain_Rainfall. evapdation and sod
moisture estimates also availatee from dense rnceitoring network.
054092 Here at Hors Flume CA 3.2 kn12
MA CEHW Lccal Pao: 115 Sens.:
FAR Level: m UE: <.01 . FAI: 1.000
Comment: Rectangular. side contracted artical depth flume designed to gauge streams which have
supercritical flow regimes Drowning mayoccur following big %cods owing to sediment deposited cffs.
Natural, IH research catchment nested WV% 54022 Pdrnary 15 rnirtute dataset avadade. //Highest
and lateral hinges of catchrnent are peat moorland. The rernairting 78% had mature coniferous forest
until 1985, %ten the lower two thirds was dear felled. Replanting has taken place. Geology:
Palaeozoic grits, shales arid mudstones Very steep gradients. 2600min rain. Rainfat evaporation
and soft moisture estimates also availade from dense marketing network.
054022 . Severn at Pftrollmon flume CA: 8.7 kre
MA CEHW local No: 2103 Sens.: 19.0 Volt 43.00511-r
FAR: N Level 331m UE: <01 FAL 1.000
Comment: Since 1968, trapezoidal flume with side contractions. capadty 43 m3s'`:11/s silt hap
(installed Oct 1971) improved station performance but extreme low flows suspect. A compound
sharp-edged weir, capadly 10 m1/4-1, with flanking broad crests provided poor quatty data from
1953-58. Natural flow regime. IH (now CEH Wallingford) experimental catchment; 15 min: runoff
totals available, also rainfall, evaporation and soil data from a dense monitoring network. 4 Very wet
(2400rnm), responsive eetchment on Palaeozoic shales, grits and mudstones. 67% of catchment
afforested up to 1985 when some dear felling took place. Forest slopes very steep, peat moodand
hilltops.
054025 Dulas at Rhos-y-pentref CA: 52.7 kni2
M A: EA Local No: 2025 Sens.: 22.5 B/full: 133.0m1/4-1
FAR:  N  Level: 179m UE: <.01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Trapezoidal flume. 169m wide. with side contractions to 13.7m in critical section,
beeeeen 1.5m wing walls. Structurefull discharge of 146 m's't should contain most flows. Shoals of
shale fragments u/s need annual clearing and also dock intake pipes: 3 separate intakes increase
chances of maintaining reliable stage recording throughout the range. Natural catchment. 4 A high
relief, wet and responsive catchment on Silurian shales and slates with Boulder Clay on valley sides.
Pasture, forest and moodand.
054081 Clywedog at Bryntall CA: 49.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 2109 Sens.: S/full: 47.0m's"'
F A.R: SR Level: 212m UE: FAL
Comment: Flat V weir, 16m wide; 1:20 cross-slope, immediately below the reservoir. Installed for
the purpose of measuring the compensation and rtoulation releases from Clywedog reservoir.
Drawn down over winter months to flatten flood peaks. 4 Steep, wet catchment draining Ordovidan
and Siludan shales and slates. Substantially Drift free. Most tributaries afforested on valley sides.
054014 Severn at Abermule CA: 580.0 km'
KA: EA Local No: 2014 Sens.: 9.1 13/full: 225.0m1/4-1
FAR: SRI Level: 83m UE: <.01 FAt: 0.975
Comment: VA station in straight reach with rock/gravel bed. Control shifts during highest floods.
Some weed growth Out not severe. Some flow occurs through gravel bed, noticeable at low flows.
Flow regime dominated by Cfinvedog releases when regulafion in operation at low flows (fmm 1968).
Significant abstraction for canal feeder at Penarth weir. # High relief headwaters but broad main
channels of moderate slope with BoulderClay and fluvial gravel; solid geology: Ordovidin slates and
shales. Responsive catchrnent.
054003 Vyrmay at Vyrnwy Reservoir CA: 94.3 km2
MA: EA Local No: 2003 Sens.:
FAR: SR Level: 226m 11E: <01 FAI: 0.752
Comment: Rectangular notch, 24.4m long on the Vyrnwy River; stone cill overflow weirs on the
rivers Cownwy and Mamant (whose flows are mostly diverted into Me reservoir). Cownwy diversion
has Flat V weir. Naturalised monthly record available from 1879, daily record from 1920. Direct
supply to Liverpool. 4 Steep, very wet catchment draining Drift free, Silurian and Ordovician slates
and shales.
054038 Tanat at Llanyblodwel CA: 229.0 km'
MA: EA Local No: 2038 Sens.: 10.7
FAR: EIN Level: 77m UE: <.01 FAL 0.996
Comment: From Feb 1992 Crump profile Flat V (1:20) weir, 12.4m wide, 0.72m high wing walls,
replaced VA station with natural rock step control approx. 150m d/s of cableway. Gravel bed. Right
bank floodplain approx. 50m wide, partially crossed by cableway. Sewage effluent has insignificant
effect upon flow regime. 4 High relief headwaters and broad bottomed valleys of moderate slope
with Boulder Clay and fluvial gravel. Solid geology; Ordovidan slates and shales. Moorland.
forestry, pasture.
054028 Vyrnwy at Llanymynech CA: 778.0 km2
KA: EA Local No: 2028 Sens.: 8.6 Whiff 160.0m's''
FAR: SRPI Level: 62m UE: <.01 FAT: 0.971
Comment: Velocityerea station, 35m wide, in a substantially straight reach with natural shoal
control. Out-of-bank flows gauged from a cableway extension over the floodplain. Whole record
reprocessed 2002. Three major PWS abstractions in the catchment have a substantial effect on the
flow regime, notably the export to Liverpool from L. Vymwy. I Steep headwater streams and broad-
bottomed valleYs; storage in valley sands and gravels. Moodand, forestry and graang.
054005 Severn at Patintlord CA: 2025.0 km2
M.A: EA Local No: 2005 • . Sens.: 4.3 Bffull: 220.11m3s''
FAR: SRPE Level: 52m . UE: <.01 FAL 0.980
Comment: VA station to 1994.when cross-path US installed to bankfull. Fully contained; since
1985 all floods can be gauged leader, rb only). Very prone to weed growth; considerable variations
recorded in summer S-D relations. High flows from US and gauging need recondling. Low flows
significantly affected by reservoir and PWS. Limited series of naturalised flows available. I High
relief headwaters. Valleys am broad bottomed with moderate slope and feature Boulder Clay,
I/ uvial gravel and extensive washlands which slow response. Outcrop solid geology Ordovidan and
Silurian shales, grits and mudstones. Moorland, forestry, grazing, low grade agriculture.
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054020 Perry at yeaton CA: 180.8 lirri2
MA EA Local No: 2020 Sens,: 13.1 13/full: 15.0m2s-'
FAR: GEI Level: 61m ' UE: G.01 FAI: 0.965
Comment: Crump profile weir, 6m wide with (unused) crest tapping. Channel very prone to weed
growth: may suffer from siltation u/s. All floods contained. Substantial gw abstraction has indirect
effect. Effluent retums in catchment may have substantial effect at lowest flows. # River rises on
Millstone Grit and traverses Showood Sandstone and Marcia Mudstone, although much
complicated by glacial sand and gravel; some marshlands with artificial drainage.
054018 Rea Brook at Hookagate CA 178.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 2018 Sens.: 11.2 13/full: 24.5m''
FAR: N Level: 6.5m IJE: <.01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Model tested trapezoidal flume and flanking broad-crested weirs wiMin vertical
sidewalls 7.3m apart. Lb inundated at high 11rms tut velocities low and rating extrapolation
reasonable, all/lows contained by Vs road bridge. Substantially natural catchmerit. Minor effects
from sewage at lowest flows. # Broad, tat main channel flanked by steeply graded streams.
Complex geology; Fats and shales (Pre-Cambrian to Silurian) entirely covered by Boulder Clay
and fluvio-glacial sand and gravel; Moorland and low grade aviculture,
054044 Tem at Ternhill CA: 92,6 km2
MA: EA Local No: 2044 Sens.: 9.1 Sault: 2.0m3s-1
FAR: GEI Level: 62m UE: .01 FAI: 0.953
Comment: Rectangular notch 4rewide by 0.43m deep with side contractions. Cableway far high
flows. Not yet out of bank. Significant ground and surface water abstractions in the catchmeniwith
effluent from Market Drayton. Shares a recorder hut with the adjacent Bailey Brook gauge,
# Agricultural, low relief catchment, high baseflow from Bunter s'st and glacial sand and gravel,
Boulder Clay typgfies the right hand bank geology.
054052 Bailey Brook et TernhIll C.A: 34.4 km2
M.A: EA Local No: 2052 Sans.: 18.2
FAR: GEN Level: 62m UE: <.01 FAI: 0983
Comment: Rectangular notch, 1m wide, 0.63m deep with side contractions. which act as broad-
crested weirs above notch full. Stays in bank. Shares a recorder hut with the gauge on the aVacent
R. Tern. Confluence lOrn clis. Minimal flow augmentation from WRW. # Smart, low relief catchment
instrumented for monitoring the Shropshire Groundwater Scheme. Solid geology Triassic &Ms but
extensNely overlain by Boulder Clay and glacial sand and gravel. High baseflow, slow response.
,
054041 Tern at Eaton On Tern CA: 192,0 krn2
M.A: EA Local No: 2041 Sens.: 9.3 B/full: 13,00s-1
FAR: GEI Level: 54m UE: .01 FAI: 0.968
Comment: Two-bay Crump profile weir with identical crest heights, 6m total width, with crest
tapping, set into old mill sluices. U/s cableway. Significant gw abstractions. Pad of Shropshire
Groundwater Schema network. Agricultural and PWS abstractions balance effluent returns.
# Agricultural, low relief catchment. Outcrop Triassic and Coal Measures Fos near the gauge;
intermittent Boulder Clay and glacial sand and gravel become dominant over the upper catchment.
054087 Altford Brook at Childs Ercall CA: 4.7 Igrn2
MA: EA Local No: 2151 Sens.:
FAR: GI Level: m UE: FAI:
Comment: 90 degree Vee notch with Side COntracrione set in an access chamber to a culvened
section..Standardand.tipping_bucketninfaattges-adiacent-Close.to.a.SliMpahire GW scheme
abstraction paint. # Agricultural catchment on Sherwood sandstone and glacial sands and gravels.
054099 Coley Brook at Coley MIII CA: 37.3 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: PG Level: 69m UE: FAI:
Comment: Rectangular thin plate weir 1.9m wide with concrete side contractions, set in existing
brick lined channel. Non standard approach (sharp bend u/s). Weir drowns at high flows. Flows
affected by u/s PWS abstractions and spray irrigation. High baeeflow component,
054040 Meese at Tibberton CA: 167.8 km2
M.A: EA Local No: 2040 Sens.: 13.7
FAR: GEI Level: 56m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.935
Comment: Crump profae weir. 6m wide, for the Shropshire Groundwater Scheme. Indirectly
affected by large PWS gw abstractions; otherwise spray inigation and canal impoundment have
moderate effect, # Agricultural. very low relief catchment with high baselkaw component. Drains
outcrop Sheiwcod Sandstone; intermittent BOulder Clay and glacial sand andgravel.
054060 Polford Brook at Sandylord Bridge G.A: 25.0 km2
M.A: EA Local No: 2060 Sens.: 30.0
'FAFAI: 1.000 R: G Level: 56m UE: G.01
Comment: Prefabricated Flat V Crump profile wer, initially installed for the Shropshire
Groundwater investigation. Repositioned 1987 to avoid backing up. Low flows may be significantly
affected when the Severn augmentation is m operation. Unresponsive catchment. 0 Flat catchment
on mixed geology: Sherwood Vst, Boulder Clay and glacial sands and gravel.
054094 , StrIne at CrudgIngton CA 134.0 kni2
MA: EA Local No: 2170 Sens.:
FM:FAR: GEI Level: m UE:
Comment: Electromagnetic gauge, using a tubbier device for level measurement, in trapezoidal
dlarulel. Very low velocities experienced. Replaced poor weed-affected open channel ate in 1981.
Early record not available. SubstanbalMOdifiCalian to now regime fromWRW discharges. # Very flat
catchment draining Weald Meas. Geology: Sherwood S'al overlain by various superficial deposits.
Newport in headwaters. Includes part of Telford.
054016 Roden at RodIngton CA: 259.0 km2
s-MA: EA Local No: 2016 Sens.: 7.5 B/full: 18.0m2'
FAI: 0.984FAR: GI Level: 48m UE: .01
Comment: Model tested trapezoidal flume and flanking broad-crested weirs within vertical
sidewalls 7.3m apart. Tapping to measure tailwater levels. Channel prone to weed growth. Net
effect of general gw abstractions Snd returns insignificant; minor seasonal Influence from spray
irrigation. Shropshire GW scheme affects (augments) low flows when In operation, # Unresponsive
rural catchment of subdued relief, underlain by Sandstones marls and days of Carboniferous
through to Uassic age, blanketed extensively by Boulder Clay and morainic sand and gravel.
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054012 Tern at Waloat CA 852.0Mr?
IAA:  EA local No: 2012 Sensz 2.8 Btfut 26.0eris-1
FAR: GEl Levet 45m UE: .02 FAt 0%0
Comment:  trgialy  rated secbon 0959-761 Own cation control (1976-1978).Lodi very prone to
weed grove. leacing 1n instable S-D relation, now Flat V weir 15m aide. Automatic system  for
%shim mist taxing chanter. Bypass channet can te drained to enable work co weir. peodudng
low of zero  flows.  Regional gw pumping tor PWS and Severn mutton. Indrawidd eftent from
Weftrigtro and Newfterft abstraalons for sPray irrgaton. Net resuft ody modern. 4 Prelim:
nanny ainculturat  low  rebel catchment Mixed glacial geology overlyWg Tits* seines
054095 Severn at Bulldwas CA 3717.0 kin2
MA EA Local  No:  2134 Bflut 285 Orn3s-'
FAR: SRPGEI Levet 36rn UE: FM:
Continent: Multiple US aoss-configuration gauging stain. Fully owtained by Buildwas Bridge.
Substantial rroddratins of lowest flows hy Clywedog and Vymvey Reservoirs and Strepshire
Grounchvater Scheme; avow% aitfcial effests modest. # Divene catchment: moodand and
loresfiy in wet headwaters (Palaeozcic formations), nixed taming and some towns in drier north
and east - where Drift cover can be substantial
054046 Weds at Cosford C.A: 54.9 km2
MA: EA Local No: 2046 Sens.: 47.5 13/fult 3.5mls-'
FAR GI Level: 60m UE: FAI:
Comment: Originally a rectangular weir, 3.05m wide, velth side conUactions. Suffered from
substantial leakage, relftift in 1990: weir 4m wide. Station installed to =rigor affects of PWS
abstractions. Affected by Slimed-0e Groundwater Scheme. Substantial impact from ow abstrao
bons for PVC (Casing Stream), and irrigation. # Predominantly agricultural, low relief catchment
drairing Sherwood 616 intermittent Boulder Clay and glacial sand and gravel oover. Contains
Siena!, Albighton and east of Madely.
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054024 Worfe at Burcote CA: 258.0 km2
Mk EA Local No: 2024 Sens.: 13.5 Efifull: 16.0mis-'
FAR: PGEI Level: 33m UE: .03 FAI: 0.954
Comment: Crump profile weir, 5.5m wide, with crest tapping. Flows genera% =Pained.
Substantial impact from groundwater abstractions Mr PWS, industry and irrigation; surface
abstraction for PWS and spray initiation. # Predominantly agdatItural, Icsit relief catdiment
draining Triasdc sandstones; internittent Boulder Clay and glacial sand and gravel cover. Urban
restricted to  4  small towns and some ifilages.
054034 Dowles  Brook at Oak Cottage, %wise CA: 40.8 km2
MA EA Local No: 2034 Sens.: 33.3 . Sdult 10.0prits-'
FAR: N Level: 24m UE: G.01 FAI: 0.999
Comment: Flat V Crump profile weir 6m wide, with a CatioNvay to allow high flow gauging. Rood
banks on a 36rn wide fleodplain should contain most flows but bypaSSing does occur - high range of
dubious quality. No significant abstractions or returns but regime affected by sluice operation. # The
catchment is substantially Drift tree, situated on sandstones and marls of Upper Carboniferous
age. The river tisects the Wyre Forest; all but Oleheadwaters are afforested.
054001 Severn at Bewdley CA: 4325.0 krn2
MA: EA Local No: 2001 Sens.: 3.3 Bfiull: 420.0m3s-'
FAR: SRPGEI Level: 17m UE: .01 FAI: 0.975
Comment: 20-path US gauge. VA station with rock oontrol prior to 1989. Peak flows available from
1972. Stage monitoring site relocated in 1950 and 1968; lowest lbws reprocessed in 1976 for
1921-69 Pre-1968 records of modest precision. Significant exports for PWS and power
generation; minimum flow maintained by releases from Clywedog and Vymvry Reservoirs and
Shropshire gftv. Naturalised flow series, from 1968 only, accommodates major usages other than
g/w support. Some earlier records adjusted for Vymv9 (1966-7). # Diverse catchment; wet westem
. 50% from impermeable Palaeozoic mcks and river gravels; drier northern 50% from Drift covered
Carboniferous to Liassic sandstones and marls. Moorland, foresby, mixed fanning.
054063 Stour at Prestwood Hospital CA: 89.9 km'
MA: EA Local No: 2063 Sens.:
FAR: GO Level: 51m UE: FAI:
Comment: Original secondary velooly-area station reptaced in 1995 with a Flat V Crump profile
weir, I 1m wide, 1:20 cross slopes, wing walls at 09m in a good reach. Contained on rb, possibly
bypassed on lb behind the hut. Gw for PWS significantly augments low flows as effluent. Srnestow
Brook taibutary more rural: can give iise to responsive hydrographs.
Comment:Original V-A station in formalised trapezoidal channel; variable, weed affected low flows;
out-of-bank flows estimated. US gauge at a new site operational from Jul 1990. Gw pumping  lot
PWS and industry leads to substantial augmentation from sewage and I n d u s t r i a l effluents. # Low
relief. 20% urbanised. Higher ground on flanks of river drain marls and gist (Upper Coal Measures)
but a faulted trough of Sheivreed Sandstone is the major feature. Some Boulder Clay and valley
gravel.
054096 Hadley Brook at Wards Bridge
MA: EA Local No: 2193 - Sens.:
FACIdk 53-4 km2FAR: RPG Level: 22m UE:
Comment: Crump profile Flat V (1:10) weir set in low 0.5m verbal wingwalls. Straight approach.
Reasonably responsive; out of Structure tlOwS could be gauged from an  u1s  bridge. MoNtors
compensabon flows from a COmpensabOn bestride as substantial ow abstraction in the catchment.
# Low to moderate relief catctunent principally on Mercia Mudstone; Headwaters have Sherwood
S'st outcrops. Wholly rural with mixed farming.
054011 Salwarpe et Harlord HIll C.A: 184.0 km2
MA: EA - Lace/ No: 2011 Sens.: 12.9 Efifull: 34.0m5s -1
F.A.R: GEI Level: 19m . UE: .05 FAI: 0.992 .
Comment: Original VA stabon with bed of stone Nooks replaced in 1992 by Flat V Crimp profile
weir, 7m wide, cross slopes 1:20, wing walls at 0.7m in reasonably straight reach. Additional
catolewaY. Fully contained. VA station very prone to weed growth, summer corrections made: low
flows of variable quality. Gauged to bankfull on/y. Gw for PWS leads to significant augmentation
from sewage; spray irrigation abstraction seasonally significant. 4 Generally lcm relief catchment.
draining Gent and Lickey hills. Contains Brornsgroye and Droilwich. Virtually Din free, predom-4
inant geolcgy: Merda Mudstone in lower reaches. Mainly agriculture!.
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054008 Teme at Tenbury C.A: 11344 km'
MA: EA Local No: 2008 Sens.: 6.4 Caul 200.0m1/4-'
FAR: EN Level: 48m UE: <.01 ' FAI: 0.995
Comment: Velocity-area station with gravel control. UM shoaling may render low flow rating variable
from year to year. Rarely out of bank. Adjustments small and dispersed: natural catchment. 4 Left
bank characterised by high relief hills and broad valleys. Steep and narrow on right bank. Geology:
mainly Palaeozoic sediments with Pre-Cambrian crystalline rocksof the Longmynd. Relatively Drift
free; some valley gravel and Boulder Clay in the lower reaches.Forestry, grazing.
054029 Terns at Knightsford Bridge C.A: 1480.0 km'
MA: EA Local No: 2029 Sens.: 20.2 B/full: 190.0m1/4-1
FAR: N Level: 21m UE: <01 FAL 0.995
Comment: Velcdry-area station. Gravel control affected by weed growth at low flows. Training
banks contain higher Ilcms. Cableway for full range calibration. PWS ebstractions and sewage
returns insignificant. Naturalc tchment. Construction of a Flat V: missing data Nov and Dec 1998.
# Left bank: high relief hills and broad valleys. Right bank: steep and narrow. Geobgy mainly
Palaeozoic sediments with Pre-Cambrian crystalline rocks of the Longmynd. Relavely drift free;
some valley gravel arid Boulder Clay in lower reaches. Moodandjorestry. grazing.
054032 Severn at Saxons Lode CA: 6850.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 2032 Sens.: 10.2 Ifflfull: 340.0r0s-'
FAR: SRPGEI Level: 8m UE: .02 FAI: 0.982
Comment: Originally velodry-area station between abutments of demolished railway bridge.
Multpath US gauge from 1987. High flows mostly contained by embankments to the bridge but
significant bypassing at Me highest flows. Affected by high tides and tidal gates on R. Avon at
Tewkesbury. substantial modificasonst  flow owing to PWS exports, and effluent returns (chiefly
the R. Stour and Worcester). # Very large diverse catchment, broad flood peaks. Land use mainly
agriculture and forestry, with subordinate industrial development in the east.
054019 Avon at Stareton CA: 347.0 km'
MA: EA Local No: 2019 Sens.: 14.5 Egfull: 33.5m's-'
FAR: SEI Level: 55m UE: .03 FAI: 0.954
Comment: Crump profile weir, 7.3m wide with crest tapping. Current metering from footbridge u/s.
Highest floods overtop right bank andfollow old river channet. Eady recordto 1971 had Coventry
sewage outfall diverted through station. Augmentation by gw pumping and surface transfers.
Moderate influence from abstractions and returns.# Predominantly agricultural, low relief catchment,
contains Rugby. Wide covering of superfidal deposits on higher ground. Geology in lower reaches is
argillaceous rock of Lias and Keuper Mart
054004 Sowe at StoneleIgh CA: 262.0 kre
MA: EA Local No: 2004 Sens.: 5.3 6/full: 55.0m1/4-1
FAR: GEI Level: 55m UE: .13 FAI: 0.982
Comment: Up to 1979 two humped invert flumes, total width 7./6m, and an overflow weir at 1.45m
measured discharge. Rating dubious when overflow weir in operation. Since 1979 compound Crump
profile weir with crest tapping. Prone to weed growth. Gw pumping, bulk imports and proximity to
Coventry result in low lbws dominated by sewage effluent. # Substantially urbanised catchment. W
hatf on outcrop Coal Measures: E half Mercia Mudstone Group overlain by Boulder Clay and glacial
sand and gravel.
054050 Leam at Eathorpe C.A: 300.0 lue
MA: EA Local No: 2050 Sens.: 13/full: 6.5m1s-'
FAR: P Level: 57m UE: FAL
Comment: Side-contracted central low flow flume, flanked tryhoed crested weim in a straight
reach. Exceeds bankfull but not bypassed. Flashy response. Rated by model test and dm. Flow
regime dominated by the operation of Draycote Reservoir via the Eathorpe intake approx. 100m u/s
- abstraction and support. Important flow forecasting site." Low relief catchnsenL Merda Mudstone
in the lower catchment is overlain try river terraces, otherwise Lower Liss days and silts. The north
has abundant glacial sandsand gravels. Wholly rural apart from south Rugby. Mixed farming.
054049 Lean,at Princes Drive Wee CA: 362.0 krn2
MA: EA Local No: 2049 Sens.: 16.1
FAR: SRPGE Level: 46m UE: FM:
Comment: Up to 1979 rectangular thin-plate weir 4.7rn wide, set in a 32.9m wide ammo, broad.
crested weir_ Record poor, high flows unreliable. Since 1979 compound rectangular thin-plate weir
has led to improved data.Station very important for monitonng PINS abstractions on theLeam and to
measure releases from Draycote pumped storage reservoir; imports of water and ow pumping:
substantialmodification of flow regime.Somenaturalised data from 1989.# Agricultural catchmentof
low relief. substantially Drift free. Lower fifth of catchment drains Merda Mdstn; the remainder
underlain by Liassic argillites.
054048 Dens at Wellesbourne CA: 102.0 km'
MA EA Load No: 2048 Sent: B/fut: 27.0m's-'
F.A.12: Er Level: 41m UE: FAL
Comment: Flat V Crump profile weir. 7.97m wide; cross-slope 1:20, large d/s fall. MI flows
contained. Moderate influence from effluent discharges and seasonal .smay irrigalion. # Pre-
dominantly agricultural catchment draining Edge Hill. Some Boulder Clay to the east, but generally
argillaceous rocks of the Uassic series are at outcrop.
054007 Anow at Broom CA: 319.0 km'
MA: EA LocalNo: 2104 ' Sens.: 10.4 BMA: 29.0res-'
FAR: SGEI Level: 30m UE: .04 FM: 0.964
Comment: Up to 1976 rated section; rot rated above baddull when extensive inundation. Replaced
in .1976 with a Crump profile weir, 12m wide with a higher flow capadty. Gw pumping for PWS
sigrificaniry augmentslowflow through effluentreturnstontaire Redder!, ard Alcester. # Low retef,
predominantly agricultumIcatchment upon Merda Mudstene, with snag glacialgraveldeposits in Me
eastern headwaters. Responsive; sewage effluent maintains low bows.
054023 Badsey Brook at Offenham CA 95.8 kre
MA: EA ' Local No: 2023 . Sens.: 10.0 ,SA Jfiull: 0: 1992.20m3C'
FAR: PEI ' Level: 24m . UE: .03
F
Comment: Original trapezoidal flume replaced (structure deterioration and weedgrowth problems)
in 1995 by Flat V Crump profile (1:10) weir 5m wide, wing walls at 0.7m in straightened cut.
Cableway. Flood banks contain all but highest flows but inundation u/s. Lacer record under review.
PWS from headwater springs: river abstractions for horticulture. Sewage works short way uls.Net
result moderate, significant at low flows. ii River rises from springs on Cotsedds Scam: steep
headwaters. Drift free. mostly Uassic argiflaceous rocks. Agriculture and horticulture dominate.
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054002 Avon at Evesham C.A. 2210.0 In,'
MA EA 1..ccal No: 2002 Sens.: 15.0 BM: 125.0m's
FAR SPGEI Lev& 20M UE: .04 FM: 0.977
Comment: VA Hahn Remang she.  oxitrol  and gang site are widely separated;  rnoordog st
site where al flaws contained. Gage sde can measure outof-bank flows. Navigation ccoffol at
lock d/s. Coarse early iaa ear record palm to crude ratrig. Extensive modulcation to flaw regime
tram abstract:cm arxt retain. #  Large ohcimsent of law diet draining arglaceous ride almost
eidusivety Ccedani marry Large towns, 0.6 chief land use is  agnature.
054036 labourite at Hinton  on  the Green CA 90.7 lute
MA EA Load No: 2036 Sens.: 33.0 BAP: 11.0rn's-'
FAR PEI Levet 26m UE: .02 FM: 0.991
Comment: Camp profile at, 4.5rn wkle by 0.5rn deep, in an irtised trapezoidal channeL
Cableway tor high flows. Commonly exceeds bankfull but  not  bypassed. In:semi:We low flows.
PWS from headwater springs; spay angaban and WRW effluent have doninant effect on We
Iswest flows. # Steep headwaters, nse from springs from Me Cotswold Oates; Drift free, most of
the catdvnent drains Lias days. Agricutture and horticierse dominate. EA use as a tributary index
gauge in flood forecasting system.
054015 Bow Bmok at Bogard Bridge CA:156.0 lin9
MA EA Local No: 2015 Sens: 220 Bflull: 19.0:96-'
FAR GEI Levet 13m UE: FM:
Comment Pretabrizated Flat V Crump profile weir. 4.01m wide, 1:10 cross slopes, wing walls at
0.67m, replaced full-width (2.44m) rectangular  thin  plate weir, thus imposing Et% flaw
measurement Cableway retained. Important gauge for monitoring abstraction tenses at low
flows_ Protlems with weedgrowth and siltation. Extensive flcodpain plus backing up from dis
bridge and the R Avon. Signif. abstacticas for spray irrigation pus sewage augmentation. Highest
recorded flcal (3.3rn, 09)04/98) fikely overestimated. # Low lying, egriculturN catctiment Drift free,
desiring Merda Mudstone in headwaters and Lias clays otherwise. Fairly responsive catchment.
054089 Avon at Bredon CA: 2674.0 im2
MA: EA Local No: 2128 Sem.:
FAR SPGEI Level: 9m UE: FAI:
Comment:Ultrasonic single path instrument installed in 1979, unsuosessful experiment. Replaced
in 1988 by rtrultipath cross path US in Poad reach. US has under-measured, data being
reassessed. Data produced valid to tankful':river inundates hams on lb extensively M flood. For
very highflows use 54002. Extensive flow modification by abstradions and returns. a Large
catchment of low foie, droving argillaceous rocks almost exclusively. Contains many large towns
tut chief land use is aerie:antra
054057 Severn at Haw Bridge CA: 98910 km'
Local No: 2057 Sens.: 0.4 Bffull: 460.om's-'
FAR: SRPGEI Level: 6m UE: .03 FAL 0.977
Comment: Velocity-area station at a road bridge (34213). Difficult site, but includes Avon lbw.
Tidally affected; substantial bed movement. Both restrict accuracy. Likely to be oombined ivith the
u/s Deerhurst US record (installed 12:1995) when satisfactory method found. Substantial
modification to flow owing to PWS exports and effluent returns (chiefly to the Stour. Worcester,
Avon and Thames): # Very large, diverse catchment. lowest on Me Severn. Paleozoic slates in
Welsh headwaters, Permo-Triassic sediments in middle reaches and Jurassic and Liassic days
from the Avon catchment.
054017  • . Leadon at Wedderbum Bridge CA: 293.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 2017 Sens.: 10.6 %PI: 14.0m's-'
FAR: GEN Level: 9m - : UE: .01 FAI: 0.995
Comment: Trapezoidal flume flanked by broad-crested weirs within vertical sidewalls. Model rating
includes drowned conditions; when the Severn is high backing up occurs as flap valves operate.
Weed growth rnay cause drowning. Cableway for high flows. Minimal augmentation from gw
pumping, spray irigation may become significant at 095. Mostly natural regime.  2  Low rate&
agricultural catchment. Virtually Drift free; headwaters and middles readies 4sts of Devonian and
Triassic age, some Palaeozoic mixed sediments to the north, Merda Mudstone in the lower
reaches.
054027 Frome at Ebley Mill CA: 198.0 kin2
MA: EA Local No: 2027 Sens.: 8.3 B/fulh 18.0m's-'
EAR PEI Level: 31m UE: .02 FM: 0.951
Comment: Velodttarea station on a curved reach. Control is a compound broad-crested weir.
River inundates wklely at gauging section. Substantial headwater abstractions for PWS; further
industrial abstractions and significant sewage outlet!. 4I Steep headwaters drain  the  Cotswolds
Scam of Oolitic L'st and Liss s'st. Valley bottoms are considerably urbanised and underlain by Lies
days. The station is in Stroud.
054098 Cam at Cambridge C.A: 29.3 Im9
MA EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: I Level: 1 1m UE: FAL
Comment: Flat V weir. 6m wide with 2.295m wing walls and integral access bridge. Subject to
accretion u/s. Owned and built try British Waterways but operated by EA since 1992. No dints 17/
06 - 08/07/98 - gauge house rebuilding. Cam acts as important feeder for Gloucester end
Sharpness Canal. Unresponsive flow regime.  2  Drains Cotswold esCarPrneet.
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Hydrometric Statistics
75
029009 Ancholme at Toft Newton CA: 27.2 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 74.8 S/full: 10.0rn2s-'
FAR: GI Level: 8m UE: <.01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Flat V weir (3.03m wide) with theoretical calibration confirmed by check gaugings. There
is n o drowning or bypassing, and the station is immediately u/s of entry point of flows from Toll
Newton reservoir. No major abstractions or retums. # The catchment is on Lincolnshire L'st and
days and is flat and rural.
029004 And/alma at Biel/opt/ridge C.A: 54.7 krn2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 63.3 S/full: 20.9m1/4/1
FAR: SRGI Level: 4m UE: <.01 FAL 1.000
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir, with central crest 2.448m wide and total width of 9.131m.
,Theoretical rating confirmed to 5.5 res-', but structure drowns in high flows and is affected by weed
growth in summer. Flows are very heavily augmented in summer from Trent-Witham-Ancholme
transfer scheme. # Catchment is 53% clay, 47% Linoolnshire L'st, flat and rural.
029005 Rase at BIshopbrIdge CA: 66.6 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 39.1 Sffull: 18.0m35-1
FAR: POE) Level: 4m UE: .02 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Crump profile weir (crest length 3.658m) with theoretical calibration. Stabon drowns
above about 9  m1/4-1. and relationship between u/s and d/s levels depends on weed growth and the
disposition of sluices and gates at Hadam Weir d/s. Abstractions for public supply in upper reaches
has some effect on summer low flows. # Catchment is rural and 89% clay.
029001 Walthe Beck at Brit/slay C.A: 108.3 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 2.9 Sffull: 17.005-1
FAR: PGEI Level: 16m UE: <.01 FAL 0.971
Comment: Broad trapezoidal flume (1.83m wide at base) with theoretical rating confimsed to 0.9
m55-1. All recorded flows have been contained within the structure. Gw abstraction near Grimsby
and irrigation abstractions have significant effect on low flows. # The catchment is 81% Chalk and
largely rural.
029003 Lud at Louth CA: 55.2 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 25.9 S/full: 20.0m's-'
FAR: G Level: 15m UE: .02 FAL 0.962
Comment: Crump profile weir, 4.569m wide, at  tits  end of long culvert. Theoretical rating confirmed
by current metering, capacity limited to 20 OM' - not yet exceeded by culvert. Flows recorded
1966-1968 at sharp-crested weir at Bridge Street. No makir abstractorts or retums, but mill
regulation produces short terrn spikes. 1920 flood estimated at about 140 m5s-1. # Catchment is
73% Chalk and largely rural.
029002 Great Eau at Claythorpe Mill CA: 77.4 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 11.6 Bffull: 12.8m5s-I
FAR: GI Level: 7m UE: <01 FM: 0.952
Comment:Simple low flow Crump profile weir 3.073m wide with flanking broad-crest sections. Total
widIn9.687m. Crump portion is theoretIcally rated and upper portion rated theoretically assuming it
to be a broad-crested weir. Flows to May 1973 suspect due to error in gauged head and rounding of
crest during cleaning. Small amounts of abstraction for irrigation in summer. # The catchment is 81%
Chalk and predominanW rural.
030004 Lymn at Partney Mill CA: 61.6 kmz
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 23.7 S/full: 18.0m%/1
EAR: PI Level: 15m UE: 01 FAL 0.980
Comment: Cnmp weir with 5m crest rated by model tests and confirmed  try  check gaugings. The
weir is probably non-modular at very high flows due to backing up behind struts and a bridge, hut is
bypassed just before this point. Abstraction for irrigation in upper reaches may have effect on low
flows in summer. # Equally divided between sandstone and Boulder Clay and wholly rural.
ANGLIAN REGION
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030017 Witham at Colaterworth CA: 51.3 km'
MA: EA - Local No: ' Sens.: 29.0 S/full: 9.4es-I
FAR: R • Level: 87m UE. <01 FAL 1.000
Comment: Flat V weir 4.996m wide; theoreticallibration. Summer flows very heavily augmented
by  transfers from Rutland Water until Jun 1985, when direct Rutland/Saltersford pipeline opened.
# Rural Catchment underlain by Psi and Boulder Clay.
I •
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76
124
114
129
030015  --CringleBrook at Stoke Réchford C.A: 50.5 km'
MA: EA Local No: '. Sens.: 20.8 S/full: 6.3m7s-I
FAR N Level: 76m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.933
Comment: Sharp-crested weir 2.74m wide in tunnel under Al. Weir drowns above about 0.25
rn7s-', but flows depend on baton of weirs and sluices immediately d/s Rating includes an
allowance for drowning using assumed positions of d/s weirs end sluices Major supply abstraction
point d/s of station. Site moved e/sin 1987. # Rural catchment. underlain by Oolitic L'st and Lias
day.
030005  - . . Witham at Saltersford total C.A: 126.1 km7
MA: EA Local No: 30029 - Sens.: 17.0
FAR: RPGI . Level: 58m 7 UE: <.01 FAL 0.976
Comment: Compound weir with Pound-crested low flow weir (1.83m wide) and broad-orested high
flow porton (8.25m wide). Discherge computed from a single stage recorder to 1973, when it was
discovered that a trout screen diverted flow over high flow weir. Second recorder installed. which
was removed in Feb 1985 wheri treut screen was removed. Major abstractions for PINS immediately
u/s. with significant' effect on los:v flows.' # Catchment is underlain by IMt and clay and is
predominantly reral. ' .
030001  - 1- . Witham at Claypole Mill GA 297.9 km2
MA EA Ldcal No:2 Sens.: 10.8 S/fult 43 Om's-'
FAR: RPE . Level: 17rn UE: .02' FAI: 0.979
Comment:  Lin  old three level weir, total width of 24.99m converted to a standard broad-crested Lea
design. Rated by c/r9 no bypassing or drowning. Fairly insensitive but range and gauge quality
good Substantial modificationof low flows by transfer to Rutland Water and PWS at Saltersford
>50% of low flows may be abstracted representing between 10 and 30% ADF.  4  The catchment is
clay (50%) with limestone (40%) and gravel. Largely rural.
.
030033 Brant at Brant Broughton CA: 65.8 km2
MA: EA Local No) Sens.:
F.A R: Level: lOm' UE: FAL
Comment: Crump profile Flat V (1:10) weir, 6m wide, set in vertical wingwalls 19m high. U/s and
sidewall tappings for non-modular flow estimation (not used). Channel ice formed by training banks
'circa 1m higher than walls. Station under investgation. 6 Low relief catchment to W of Lincaln Edge.
Geology:Lower Lias days and subordinate lets with some Middle Lias on eastern watershed. Broad
hand of river sands and gravels forms much of western catchment. Wholly rural, agkultural land use
and disused airfield.
46
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49
77
147
144
151
52
82
152
147
170
156
162
Comment: Crump profile weir 3.51m widevdth theoreticallibration. Expected to drown at high
flows. Summer low flows may be heavily influencedby gw abstraction t ridgation. # Very slow
responding, permeable (98% l'st) rural catchment.
56
76
124
141
Comment: Before 1998, compoundCmmp profile weir with (non-processed) crest tapping which
becamenon-modular above about 2 m's-I. Central weir 1.225m wide, total width 5.791m. Divide
piers lowered in 198610 stop debris entrapment. Replaced by 8m wide Flat V with crest tapping. No
major abstractions or retums. # Flat,' rural catchment underlain by Kimmeddge Clay.
44
87
121
030002 BarlIngs Eau at Langworth Bridge C.A: 210.1 km7
MA: EA Local No: 30902 Sens.: 29.6 B/full: 22.5m's-'
FAR. GI Level: 4m - UE: .02 FAL 0.984
Comment: A natural section was replaced in Nov 1965 by a low flow compound Crump profile weir,
which ceased operatng in Sept 1978. The present Flat V weir has been Operating since June 1980
and the theoretical rating is confirmed by check gaugings. Structure drowns at about 19 m7s-7
Irrigation abstractions reduce summer 16w flows. # Mostly Boulder Clay with some limestone in the
headwaters. Flat and predominantly rural but with some new urban development.
34
69
144
148
226
030011 Bain at Goulcaby BrIdge CA: 625 km'
MA: EA LOCal No: Sens: 31.6 S/full: 30.0m's- '
FAR: SG! Level: 52m UE: <.01 FM: 0 962
Comment: Free.fall drop under bridge calibrated by c/m until Dec 1969 and standard full-range
Crump brofile weir (crest length 4.877m) since Aug 1971 (no records between). Abstraction for
39
53
irrigation could have dgmficant effedt on low flows in dry summers. 4 Rural catchment underlain by-- .1998 - -812-120-193 .1 11
Chalk (50%) and s'st (20%) on the scam slope of the Lincolnshire Welds. 107
155
030003 Bain at Fulshy Lock C.A: 197.1 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 24.2 B/full: 42.0m's'
FAR: SPI Level: 10m UE: .01 FAI: 0969
Comment: Broad-crested weir 4 6m wide situated in old lock; rated by model tests. Small bypass
channel u/s feeds original tiver course and a disused model flume, gauged by sharp-crested weir.
Flows over bypass not processed since 1981 and Subsequent low flows therefore underestimated.
ReveSby Reservoir has a very minor influence, and abstractions for irrigation may be significant in
dry summers. # Rural catchment, mostly day with Chalk and s'st in the headwaters.
42
62
119
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150
030006  'ilea at LeanIngham MIII CA: 48.4 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: S/full: 2.1m7s-1
FAR: PG! Level: 12m . UE: .03 FAI: 0968
Comment: Rectangular thin-plate weir 1.372m wide set in old gate site, modified in 1984.
Theoretical rating, wan section above thin-plate treated as broad-crestedweir. No drowning. Gw
abstraction has potential for reducing summer low flows. # Unresponsive catchment. predommatly
l'st and reral.
25
29
n52
n68
n80
0.24 15.5 25/06 >0.00 02/08 0.5 0.12 0.02
1994
0.10 2.6 12/02 0.02 18/09 0.3 0.04 0.02
0.18 2.9 -20/11 0.03 02/06 0.4 0.08 0.04
0.30 9.4 02/01 0.03 26/09 0.7 0.13 0.03
0.27 5.5 16/01 0.03 31/08 0.7 0.13 0.03
0.31 5.5 06/11 0.03 13/09 0.8 0.14 0.03
•
'
0.30 2.1 27/04 >0.00 30/10 0.6 0.23 0.07
1981 1990
0.14 0.5 26/02 0.04 05/11 0.3 0.10 0.05
0.21 0.4 0.18 0.09
0.36 3.8 10/04 0.09 29/09 0.8 0.28 0.09
0.36 2.0 16/01 0.08 11/10 0.8 0.25 0.09
0.36 1.9 06/11 0.10 13/090.7 0.28 011
. •
0.78 10.20 15/08 0.04 16/08 1.6 0.51 0.12
1980 1976
.
0.38 2.0 09/01 0.09 09/09 0.8 0.23 0.11
0.60 3.0 30/11 0.16 01/01 1.3 0.46 0.21
1.14 10.0 .  10/04 0.25 19/10 2.5 0.86 0.29
1.12 5.3d) 16/01 0.26 16/10 2.7 0.73 0.28
1.17 9.6  • 03/04 0.32 12/09 2.6 0.78 0.38
1.75 37.5 11/02 0.02 24/07 3.8 1.07 0.35
1977 1976
0.91 5.7 12/02
,
0.22 23/07 1.8 0.63 0.27
1.45 7.3 19/12 0.36 30/05 2.7 1.12 0.52
2.67 24.6 25/12 0.62 09/08 5.3 1.93 0.73
2.58 23.1 10/03 0.60 12/09 5.7 1.65 0.72
2.97 31.1 06/11 0.69 12/09 6.3 1.89 0.81
0.19 1.6 25/01 >0.00 01/09 0.4 0.04 >0.00
1995 1991
930 13.8. 10/04 0.01 21/08 0.7 0.09 0.01'
931 15.1 09/03 0.01 11/09 0.7 0.08 0.02
0.13 1.2 13/02 '>0.00 26/08 0.3 0.08 0.02
1977 1976
0.07 04 19/12 '  0.01 27/07 0.1 0.05 0.01
0.10 06 28/12 003 09/06 02 0.08 0.04
016 0.4 0.10 003
0.18 1 0 11/11 003 13/09 04 0.11 0.04
0.25 21.5 21/01 ..: 0.00 02109 0.6 0.10 0.01
1985 1991
0.11 4.4 19/12 >0.00 22/07 0.2 0.03 0.01
0.21 59 15/01 04/06 0.6 0.08
0.30 5.9 06/11 0.01 24/08 07 0.12 001
1.28 36.3 21/01 >0.00 26/08 3.2 0.48 0.04
1985 1976
0.43 156 19/12 002 21/08 1.0 014 003
0.89 197 19/12 0.08 02/06 19 031 all
194 31.9 18/01 003 22/08 5.2 093 007
1.90 31.8 16/01 006 11/09 6.1 065 008
990 31.9 11111 0.07 12/09 8.1 0.88 010
0.34 16.4 26/04 0.02 01/09 0.7 0.22 0.06
014 2.2
1981
20/12
' ,
0.03
1991
19/08 0.3 0.10 0,03
0.18 1.3 19/12 0.06 11/08 0.3 013 0.07
038. 96  - .18/01-0.09 -13/08 -.09 .  -.0.30. .  0.10..
037 16 09/03 0.08 02/08 0.9 0.26 0.09
053 4.4 06/11 0.12 12/09 1.1 0.36 014
1.26 57.0 26/04 >0.00 01/07 2.9 0.66 0.11
1981 1976
0.53 129 19/12 .0.03 24/07 19 025 006
0.78 10.6 19/12 0.07 21/08 1.6 0.45 0.13
1.51 14.7 03/01 20.13 19/08 3.6 0.82 017
1.36 15.7 16/01 0.05 04/08 3.6 0.84 011
199 20.3 06/11 017 13/09 4.3 1.11 025
0.52 12.6d 01/05 0.00 01/12 1.5 0.26
1990 1995
0.13 0.9 11/03 0.00 01/08 -  0.5 002
.  0.15 1.1 31/12 0.00 27/01 0.3 0.03
0.79 2.9 18/01 002 15/10 1.8 0.66 0.03
0.87 29 0.49 0.08
0.93 3.1 07/12 0.09 13/09 2.5 0.68 0.15
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030014 Pointon Lode at Pointon CA 11.9 lon7
M.A: EA Local No: Sens.: SPA: 5.1m's-'
EAR: I Levet Sat UE: <.01 FM: 1.000
Coatment: Cfump profile weir 2.445rn wide  wsb  tbeoretcal cafibrabart Expected to drown at tigh
flaws. Atetractons lot pa  have nonce effect at sumaer low flows. 4 Drainage  channel in  low
tying area drairing highland limestone, alMough latter °Maws over only 21% of catchment rest
oovered by Boulder Clay.
031022 Jordan at Market Harborough CA; 20.8 iitn7
MA EA Local No: Sens.:
F.4•13: Level: 75m IJE: FM:
Comment: Simple Crump profile weir, crest 147m broad. Rated up to 0.354m (0.673 m7s''). Low
lbws only. Post-1996 flows truncated.
031021 Welland at Ashley CA: 250.7 km7
MA EA Local No: Sens.: 324 B/fult 22.1m3s-`,
F.A.R: REI Level: 56m OE: <All FAL 0.993
Comment: Crump profile wen in realigned channel beneath btidge. Weir has crest length of 6..97m
and is theoretically calibrated to wing wall height with rated section above Flows above 22 rn7s-I -
inckoding all floods - influenced  by  bridge soffit and are therefore unrefiable. Abstractions for irrigation
and reservoir for maintenance of canal flow. it Lamely mral with Market Harborough hijheadwaters:
85% Boulder Clay. : I', :-
.- . • .
031007 Welland at Barrowden C.A: 411.6 Inn7
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 13.5
F.A.R: SEI Level: 35m UE: FAL i
Comment: Crump weir 3,04m wide measures flows to 4.2 m7s-', Higher flows *ass weir via
syphon and are measured cffs at Tixover (31005). Tisover is a rated section about 18m wide with
rating depending on position of d/s sluices: assumed open in floods. Very high Tuover flows possibly
influenced by overbank spillage u/s, Eye Brook reservoir has little influence, but low flows reduced by
abstractions. 4 Mostly Boulder Clay overlying list Rural catchment. '
031010 Chater at Fosters Bridge C.A: 68,9 km7
M.A: EA Local No: Setts.: Sffull: 19.2m3s-'
F A.R: N Level: 38m UE: <.01 FAL 0998
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir with theoretical calibration. Central weir 1.054rn wide,
total width 6 077m. Not drowned but possibly bypassed in very extreme floods. No major
abstractions or returns. 4 Rural catchment. Geology variable -includes day (75%), limestone (13%)
and sandstone (9%),
031025 Gwash South Ann at Manton C.A: 24.5 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 50.0 • S/full: 1615155-1
F.A.R: NI Level: 84m UE: <.01 - FAL 0.995
Comment: Flat V weir (crest length 5m) measuring inflows to Rutland Water, Weir is theoretically
calibrated and never drowns, alt/gough is bypassed at high flows. No abstractions, small returns,
4 Rural catchment on Boulder Clay.
031026 Egleton Brook at Egleton C.A: 2.5 km'
Local No: Sens.: S/full: 3.6m5s''
F.A R: N Level: 84m UE: <.01 FM1000
Comment: Flat V weir 2m wide measunng inflows to Rutland Water. Theoreticalty rated, but could
drown at high flows due to sham bend d/s and weed growth. No abstractions or returns - sensibly
natural regirne. 4 Rural catchment on Boulder Clay,
031016 North Brook at Empingham CA: 36.5 km7
MA: EA Local No: Sens"
F.A.R: SI Level: 50m UE: FAI:
Comment: Simple Crump profile weir, crest 2.36m broad. Rated up to 0.584m (2.503 rn's). Low
flows only. Catchment contains two artificial lakes. Xt Geology: virtually dnft free Lincolnshire
Limestone; Boulder Clay on highest ground. Entirely noel catchment with small wooded areas.
031006 Gwash at Belmesthorpe C.A: 150.0 km7
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 23.0 Sflull: 24.0rn7s-1
F.A.R: SRP Level: 24m i UE: .01 FAL 0.758
Comment: Full-range Crump profile weir (crest length 8.5m) with no drowning problems, Site is
13km d/s of Rutland Water and flows have been very significantly influenced since 1975- Flows also
affected by Gwash-Glen transfer scheme, # 51% day and 40% ffst.
031004 Welland at Tallington CA: 717.4 km7
MA: EA Local No: 31804 Sens.:
FAR: SPEI Level: m UE: 01 FAL 0.926
Comment: Flows measured over broad-crested weir (total width 28.35m) on main river and two
Crump profile weirs (both with 6.1m crest length) on West Deeping and Lolham Mill streams, Total
flow is sum of three. Weir at Latham dmwns in summer due to weeds, and true flows estimated.
Significant quantities of water abstracted u/s for transmission to Rutland Water with significant effect
on low flows. 4 Gauging site where river becomes Fenland riven Rural catchment, largely day,
containing Rutland Water (controls 11%).
031023 West Glen at Easton Wood C.A: 4.4 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens: SPA. 10,7m7s-1
F.A.R: N Level: 81m ' IJE: <01 . FAI: 1.000
Comment: Flat V weir with crest length of 8.05m theoretically rated to 101 m1/4-1, Installed as part
of study into recharge of Lincolnshire Est. No abstractions or returns 4 Rural catchment entirely on
Boulder Clay: flows disappear into mstd/s of gauging station,
ANGLIAN REGION
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031024 Holywell Brook at Holywell CA: 22.3 km2 .
MA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: G Level: 27m UE: FAI:
Comment: Crump weir, 2.498m recle. Calibrated up to around 1.8 cumes only. Baseflow dominated
flow regime. # Geology: Jurassic Irst with some drift cover. Land use: rural with some woodland.
031013 . East Glen at lenham CA: 71.5 km2
MA: EA Local No: ' - Sens.:
FAR: G Level: 42m UE: FAL
Comment: Flat V weir replaced simple Crump profile weir in Nov 1977. Cur/ehtly low flows only - to
2 cumecs. # N-S trending catdiment of subdued relief. Geology: Upper Jurassic Oxford Clay in
lower catchment overlying Combrash and Oolite Series of Mid Jurassic. Predominantly drift free.
Entirely rural.
031002 Glen at Kates Br and King St Br CA: 341 9 km'
KA: EA Local No: 31802 Sens.: 68.0
FAR: GI Level: 6m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.983
Comment: Broad-crested weir replaced Nov 1971 by 9.7m wide Flat V weir at Kates Bridge, plus
standing-wave flume at King Street. US gauge for high flows installed at Kates Bridge 1999. All
recorded flows within modular limits. The Glen is influent in upper reaches. Low flows reduced by
irrigation abstractions, influenced by pumping from gravel works and groundwater abstraction
outside the catchment. Flows also affected by Gwash-Glen transfer scheme since 1989. # Glen
becomes a Fenland river below the gauging stations. Rural catchment. clay 59% and limestone 30%
in headwaters,
032008  . Nane/Kislingbury at Dodford GA: 107.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 20.8 S/full: 10,0m3C'
FAR: E Level: 79m UE: .02 FAL 0,982
Comment: Crump profile weir with 2.667m crest replaced broad-crested weir with low flow notch in
1967. Weir theoretically calibrated, but bypassing begins at 7 Or' and the weir drowns in high
flows. Low flows influenced by retums from STW. # Mostly day (73%) and predominantly rural,
032006 Nene/Kislingbury at Upton . CA: 223.0 km'
KA: EA Local No: 32806 Sens.: 20.5
FAR: E Level: 62m UE: .01 FAI: 0.986
Comment: Man channel flow measured in 3.2m wide standing wave flume under mill. Flow in
bypass channel measured at Crump profile weir (crest 6.12m1 since 1969 and flows summed to
produce total. Before 1969 flows through bypass controlled by broad-crested weir with no recorder,
and total flews based on average relationship between levels in main channel and bypass. Very high
flows bypass both channels. No major abstractions but several sewage work returns.  14 Mostly clay
(72%) and predominantly rural.
032007 None Brampton at St Andrews C.A: 232.8 km3
MA: EA Local No: 32807 Sens.: 25.8
FAR: SPEI Level: 59m ' UE: .02 FAI: 0.919
Comment: Man channel flow measured in 2,743m wide standing-wave flume in mill race. Flow in
bypass channel measured at 9.11m wide broad-crested weir and flows summed to produce total No
recorder on bypass before 1969, and total flows estimated using average relationship between
levels in flume and bypass. Bypassing of both structures commences at about 17 mar'. Abstraction
from three water supply reservoirs reduce low flows. # Mostly clay (76%) and predominantly rural.
032019 Slade Brook at Kettering C.Ar 58.3 km'
KA: EA Local No: 32033 Sens,:
FAR: 5E1 Level: 56m UE: FAI:
Comment: Full-range Flat V weir. Replaced low flow simple Crump profile weir (crest 2.42m broad,
rated up to 0.3m: 0.848 mns-') in early 1988, following river improvements. Low flow station only
prior to 1988. No data 1988-1995.  #  Catchment is 48% day and 48% s'st. Kettering lies within Me
catchment.
032004 lee Brook at Harrowden Old Mill CA: 194.0 krn2
MA: EA LocalNo: Sens.: 58.3 S/full: 26.0m3s-'
FAR: SI Level:45m UE: .04 FAI: 0.980.
Comment: Flume with low flownotch and side weir to 1965, compound Crump profile weir to April
1976, and theoretically-rated Flat V weir with 5,15m crest since. Camp weir modular to 15.6 m3s-1
(but bypassed at 14.2). Flat V also bypassed. Two small storage reservoirs with minor influence on
low flows; receives Kettenng effluent. gUnderlain by clay (59%) and sandstone (24%). mostly rural
but includes Kettering.
032003 Harpers Brook at Old Mill Bridge GA: 74.3 km2
KA: EA Local No: Sens.: 16.3 S/full: 15,2m3s-1
FAR: N Level: 30m UE: <.01 FAL 1.000
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir replaced rated section in 1964. Central crest 1.219m, total
crest length 3.657m. Calibration confirined to 4.8 m3r', but weir drowned around 7 m3s-1 and was
bypassed in extreme flolds. Replaced 1998 by Flat V, 4.04m wide between existing wing walls,
- modular to 20 m2s-'7Catchment area increased by 8% after diversion from Willow Brook in 1963.
# Low lying impervious catchment (clay 90%), predominantly agricultural, but with some ironstone
mines working until early 1980s.
032002 Willow Brook at Fotheringhay CA: 89.6 km2
M.A:.EA Local No: Sens.: 8.2 S/full: 7.4m3s-'
FAR: SEI Level: 15m UE: .06 FAI: 0.908
Comment: FluMe (1.676m wide throat) with rating based on model tests Bypassing occurs at 6.5
m3s-1 and is not allowed for. Lost 4.66 sad). of catchment to Harpers Brook in 1963. Low flows
significantly influenced by extractions for Corby steelwodts (including imports from Eye Brook) until
1980. Three small reservoirs continue to have minor influence on low flows. # Underlain by clay
(75%) in headwaters and l'st (16,5%). Mostly rural but includes Corby.
033018
. Tove at Cappenham Bridge CA: 138.1 km2
KA: EA Local No: Sens.: 12.0 B/full: 32.0m3r1
FAR: El Level: 81m UE: <011 FAL 0.999
Comment: Compound broad-crested trapezoidal weir, 7.6m broad, central notch, 2.7m broad.
Theoretical rating since Aug 1970. Prior to that data hydraulic model derived rating. The weir is
subject to drowning at high flows. # Geology: predominantly Chalk overlain with Boulder Clay. Land
use: agricultural.
71..95 607 163 0.12 1.7 09(02 0.00 07)11 0.2 0.09 0.01
1974 1990
1996 455 75 70 43 0.05 1,0 12/02 0.01 13/11 0.1 0.05 0.01
1997 701 115 89 55 006 1.8 09/10 0.02 09/01 0.1 0.05 0.02
1998 744 123 289 177 0.20 1.8 09/04 0.01 06/10 0.3 0.16 0.07
1999 732 121 280 172 0.20 1.8 20/04 0.05 18/11 0.4 0.15 0.06
2000 770 127 277 170 0.20 1.8 25/12 0.05 27/09 0,4 0,13 0.06
69.95 612 47 0.11 13.5 15/08 0.00 03/08 0.3 0.03
1980 1995
1996 448 73 22 47 0.05 2.0 12/02 0,00 22/07 0.1 >0.00 >0.00
1997 689 113 70 149 0.16 2.0 18/12 >0.00 02/06 0.4 0.04 0.01
1998 736 120 .  85 181 0.19 2.0 15/04 0.01 05/08 0.5 0.06 0.01
1999 731 119 53 177 0.19 2.0 28/01 >0.00 27/07 0.5 0.06 0.01
2000 811 133 113 240 0.25 2.0 11/10 0.01 06/08 0.7 0.09 0,01
60..95 621 110 1.19 23.6d 27/04 0.00 01/08 2.8 0.54 0.04
1981 1978
1996 446 72 27 25 0,29 6.6 09/01 0.03 16/09 0.6 0.13. 0.07
1997 692 111 45 41 0.49 8.1 30/11 0.03 10/06 1.4 0.14 0.05
1998 737 119 146 133 •  1,59 17.8 10/04 0.13 29/09 3,6 1.02 0.16
1999 718 116 139 126 1.51 14.6d 10/03 0.16 18/09 3,7 0.88 0.20
2000 790 127 156 142 1.69 17.8 06/11 0.15 13/09 4,1 0.89 _  021
45.95 672 180 0.61 11.6 01/05 0.04 07/09 1.4 0.34 0.11
1983 1949
•
1996 463 69 104 58 0.35 61 12/02 0.11 05/08 0.7 0.22 '0.13
1997 642 96 107 59 0.36 5.1 28/11 0.12 04/08 0.7 0.22 0.14
1998 728 108 256 142 0.87 11.6 10/04 0.16 19/08 1.9 0.49 0.17
1999 743 111 252 140 0.86 10.1 24/12 0.19 28/07 1.9 0.50 0.21
2000 836 124 312 173 1.05 11.3 06/11 0,19 13/09 2.5 0.57 0.22
39..95 667 195 1.38 38.20 17)03 0.06 28/09 2.9 0.78 0.25
1947 1944
1996 464 70 98 50 0.69 4.6 12/02 0,27 19/08 1.2 0.51 0.29
1997 639 96 107 55 0.76 6.5d 29/11 0,25 08/08 1.5 0.48 0.29
1998 750 112 217 111 1.54 13.2d 03/01 0.39 24/09 2.9 1.05 0.43
1999 739 111 164 84 1.16 6.0 20/01 0 38 28/07 2.2 0.95 0.42
2000 838 126 196 101 1.38 6.0 08/12 043 12/09 2.7 1.14 0.49
39..95  660 157 1.18 30.0 15/08 0.01 12/08 2.5 0.62 0.21
' 1980 1944
1996 477 72 70 45 0.52 2.2 12/02 0.25 16/10 OM 0,47 0.29
1997 657 100 100 64 0.74 7.4d. 29/11 0.09 30/10 1,3 0.50 0.25
1998 756 115 171 109 1.26 24.5d 10/04 0.28 22/08 2,2 0.83 0.33
1999 767 116
2000 837 127 146 93 1.07 6.3 06/11 0.37 30/08 1.8 0.90 0.41'
70..95 .629 175 0.32 3.7 01/02 0.02 25/08 1.1 0.15 0.04
1995 1976
1996 497 79
1997 650 103 179 102 0.33 4.2 28(06 0.04 18(08 0.8 0.15 0.06
1998 776 123 '  445 254 0.82 28.6 10/04 0.07 13/08 1.6 0.56 0.08
1999 763 121 429 245 0.79 6.6 01/06 008 08/09 1.7 0.62 0.11
2000 861 137 350 200 0.65 9.9 05/11 0.08 09/08 1.3 0.46 0.11
43..95 641 219 135 28.4 17/03 0.05 11/08 3.0 073 0.19
1947 1944
.
1996 497 78 114 52 0.70 8.1 25/02 0.06 19/08 1,6 0.41 0.10
1997 649 101 .119 54 0.73 7.8 29/11 OA 1 10/06 1,7 0.43 0.17
1998 772 120 285 130 1.75 24.0 10/04 0.22 24/07 4.0 0.89 0.25
1999 762 119 263 120 1.62 14.0 20/01 0.23 09/09 4.0 0.87 0.29
2000 853 133 330 151 2.03 18.0 06/11 0.22 09/09 4.5 1.21 0.31
38..95 630 175 041 22.0 26/04 0.01 26/08 0.9 0.19 6.07
1981 1976
1996 482 77 88 50 0.21
,
6.0 09/01 0.06 19/08 0.4 0.12 0.07
1997 636 101 90 51 0.21 3.6 18/12 0.06 05/10 0.5 0.11 0.07
1998 785 125
-1999  -  739 -117-.253-145 0.60 -  14.5-16/01- 0.11- -  31/07- -1.3 - -  0.27 -  0 12-
2000 849 135 319 182 0.75 20.4 06/11 0.12 12/08 1.5 0.33 0.13
38..95 616 276 0.78 15.0 17/03 0.06 08/08 1.3 0.83 0.25
1947 1944
1996 458 74 189 68 asa 3,9 09/01 0.25 02/08 0.8 0.46 0.31
1997 635 103 208 75 ass 3,6 27/06 0.27 23/10 1.0 0.47 0.33
1998 751 122
1999 713 116
2000 816 132
82-95 677 241 1.06 28.4 08/03 0.07 24/08 2.3 0.56 0.19
1975 1976
, .
1996 490 72 142 69 0.62 9.7 09/01 0.12 03/08 1.3 am an
1997 635 94 109 45 0.48 5.5 25/12 0.12 20/08 1.0 027 0.14
1998 851 126 320 133 1.40 51.0 09/04 0.20 18/08 2.9 074 0.26
1999 781 115 284 118 1.25 304 20/01 0.22 02/08 2.8 0.72 0.28
2000 837 124 338 140 1.47 259 29/10 0.23 03/09 3.4 0.85 0.27
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033058  owralat Bletchley CA 215.0 lar?
MA EA Local No: Sens.: 9.3  Sault  96.0res-'
FAR GEI Levet 66m UE: .02 FAI: 0.994
Conunent: Flat V weir. lOrn broad. ConsiructS to measure flows just u/s of urban developrnerd
(Millen KeyneS). In a country park and sutiect to vandatsnt Small gar abstractions_ Flows
augmenbd  IN  effluent burn Leighton Buzzard- ri taxed geology - Ulefer Greensand and Oxford
Clay. Land use: amble.
033015 Ouzel at Witten CA 277.1 lon2
MA EA Iscal Mit Sens : 89 Sffult 4312m5s-'
UE: .04EAR GEI Level: 57m FAI: 0.979
Conmient: lOrn *kb Flat V Crump profile weir replaced compound broad-crested weir, 10m broad,
in 1977 when river realigned. Radial Ming gate immediately u/s of weir diverts very high flows to
adjacent balandng reseivoir which empties cffs of weir. Annual floods do rot bptass. 8 the Meer
flows across the Greensand and Oxford Clay. Milton Keynes and Leighton Brizzan1 are the onty
towns in an otherwise rural catclunent.
033037 Bedford Ouse at Newport Pagnell C.Ai 800.0 km2
Local No: 33137 Sens.: 64 Efffult 71.0m1s-'
FAR: PGEI Level: 54m 11E: .01 FM: 0.951
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir (29.3m broad), with crest tapping and central notch (3m
broad). Separate. complementary Cnimp weir (3.7rn broad), with crest tapping (local numter 33237)
constructed in old mill throttle, 7m  uts  of a double ard, culvert; subject to drowning at high flows.
Abstractions for PWS approx. 251cm u/s # Predominantly pervious catchment (60%). Land use:
arable and grassland.
033002 Bedford Ouse at Bedford CA: 1460.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAI: 0.954FAR: SPGEI Level: 25m IJE: .02
Comment: 3 broad-crested weirs, 30m, 20m and 12m aide + 3 vertical sluice gates (either fully
open/dosed). High flow ratng confirmed by current meter measurements. Records before 1959
based on daily gauge-board levels and gate openings (limited accuracy, few hifs 6 many replicated
di-Ms). Recommended flow record. from 1972. from Roxton d/s (33039). Significant Surface and
groundwater abstractions in catchment  for  PWS. Milton Keynes' effluent now significant. # Geobgy:
predominantly day. Land use: agricultural with substantial urban development over last 25 years.
033039 Bedford Ouse at Roxton CA: 1660.0 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 10.5 S/full: 122.0m3s-'
FAR: PGEI Level: 16m UE: .03 FAI: 0.956
Comment: Flat V Crump profile weir (26m broad) with crest tapping, situated immediately u/s of
confluence with R. tvel. Drowns at very high flows (e.g. dunng exceptional Easter Floods 1998) and
can spill on rare occasions. Adjacent Lock ads as an overspill in flood conditions. Use in preference
to Bedford (33002) if possible. Significant surface water and gw abstractions for PWS. industry and
agriculture. One of 3 stations used to calculate Offord flows to determine abstraction regime at
Grafham Water. # Geology: predominantly Clay. Land use: predominantly agricultural with
substantial urban development (Milton Keynes).
033033 muat Arlesey CA: 108.0 km'
Sens.:MA: EA Local No: S/full: 12.9m3s-1
FAIR: GEI Level: 36m UE: .06 FAI: 0.994
Comment: Crump profile weir. 7m broad. Subject to drowning at peak flows. Augmentation by
effluent affects diumal flow pattern. Significant ow abstractions for PWS. # Predominantly Chalk
catchment. Land use: agricultural with significant urban development (Hitchin).
033028 Flit at Shefford C.A: 119.6 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 10.5 Sffull: Slim's- '
FAR: GEI Level: 37m UE: .03 FAI: 0.991
Comment: Trapezoidal critical depth flume, 9.8m broad; 2.1m throat width. Structurefull 0.76m
stage. Subject to drowning. Flows affected by u/s mill operation. Surface water abstraction for spray
irrigation. Abstracton for PWS dosed 1985. Flows augmented by effluent from Luton. 4Geology:
predominantty Greensand (60%). Land use: agricultural.
033022  iveiat Blunham CA: 541.3 km2
MA: EA Local No: uSeEno.04.: 8.6 Sffull: 35.0mus-'
FAR: GEI Level: 19m FAI: 0.987
Comment: Crump profile weir 7.31m wide. Drowning occurs at 0.91m (rating includes drowning
correction). Significant bypassing when stage exceeds 1.1m: 'truncation' effect evident in annual
maxima series. Hydrograph reflects uls mill operation. Effluent from STIN has substantial effect on
low flows. Many abstractions for spray irrigation. Groundwater abstractions for PWS. One of 3
stations used to calculate Offord flows to determine abstraction regime at Grafham Water. # The !vet
rises near Hitchin and flows north across Greensand. Chalk and Gault Clays to meet the Great Ouse
south of Bedford. Predominantly !vial land use.
033012 Kym at Meagre Fenn C.A: 1315 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 66.0 13/killi 49.005-1
FAR: El Level: 17m UE: c.01 FAI: 0.992
Comment: Compound weir vdth triangular profile centre section 3m wide and broad-crested flanks
in a trapezoidal channel, 8.5m wide. Rating modified to correct for drowning by weed growth using
Milwater levels. Pre-1978 flows under review. Ultrasonic mounted on bridge just downsteam (start
date being confirmed). Predominantly natural regime, modest abstractions for 'agriculture. One of 3
stations used to calculate Offord flow to determine abstraction regime at Grafham Water. # Geology:
predominately day catchment - very flashy by Anglian standard. Land use: agricultural.
033026 Bedford Ouse at Offord CA: 2570.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 5.7
FAR: SPGEI UE: FAI:Level: 1 1m
Comment: Complex of automatic radial tilting gate, 15.2m broad; triangular profile weir, 14.8m
broad; compound broad-crested weir, 22.7m broad. Navigation lock opened at flows above 40
res-1 Easter 1998 florid >125 cumecs. Abstraction 2km u/s tor Grafham Water R8S. (approx. 2
m's-'). Substantial surface water abstractions for PWS, industry and agriculture. Significant ow
abstractions. # Geology: predominantly Chalk. Land use: mostly agricultural with substantial urban
areas (Milton Keynes).
033020 Alconbuty Brook at Brampton CA: 201.5 km2
MA: EA Local No: 33080 Sens.: 74.1 Efffull: 42.5mus-'
FAR: El Level: 9m FAI: 1.000
Comment: Flat V CP weir in trapezoidal channel, plus ultrasonic for use when head above
UE: .01
crest>1 m., replaced ffrom 3/6/95) broad-crested weir with central low flow notch (dosed in Sep
1993). Theoretical rating but hydraulic model calibration for flanks prior to Apr 1978. 1978-93 peak
flows under review. Drowns at approx. 1m 'stage; spills at 2m. Pre 1993 rating modified by c/m
measurement to correct for drowning. High flows impeded by bridges u/s add dis. 4 Predominantly
impervious catchment. Land use; mainly arable.
ANGLIAN REGION
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033040 Rhee at Ashwell C.A: 2.0 km2 69.95
MA: EA Local No: Sens.' 14.1 Sflull: 1,1m1/4-1
FAR: RG Level: 40rn UE: FAI:
Comment: Trapezoidal standing wave flume in moulded glass reinforced plastic. Situated 0.5km d/s 1996
of source of R. Rhea Flows influenced by large gw abstractions for PWS. Min, spring flow of 0.03 1997
m1/4-1 maintained by artificial gw recharge for conservation purposes. Gw contributing area exceeds 1998
topographic CA. Runoff data unrealistic. # Geology: predominantly Chalk. Land use: agricultural. 1999
2000
033027 Rhea at Wimpole C.A: 119.1 km' 69.95
MA: EA Local No: Sens,: 30.0 S/full: 6.0m's-'
FAR: GEl Level: 18m UE: <01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Trapezoidal critical depth flume, 6.6m broad; horizontal crest 3.8m. Drowns at peak 1996
levels; correction incorporated into theoretical rating. Spills occasionally - high flows impeded by 1997
bridge abutments 20m cffs, Some surface water and groundwater abstractions in catchment. 1998
4 Predominantly chalkcatchment with approx. 20% Boulder Clay cover. Land use: agricultural, 1999
2000
033064 Whaddon Brook at Whaddon C.A: 15,0 km' 80.95
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 12.5 Saulf 0.5m2s-'
FAR: GE Level: 16m UE: FAI:
Comment: Pre-cast fibreglass flume set in concrete; long-createdflume crest 0.1m broad. Flows 1996
affected by effluent from Royston STW urs of station. # The stream is largely gw fed. Geology: 1997
Chalk. Land use: rural. 1998
1999
2000
033062 Guliden Brook at Fowlmere Two CA: 3.4 km2 64.$5
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: S/full: I .5m2s-'
FAR: G Level: 19m UE: FAI:
Comment: Trapezoidal flume in trapezoidal, straight channel. Opened as part of gw scheme. 1996
Abstraction u/s for spray inigation. # Small, mainly gw led, catchment draining Me Chalk, SSE of 1997
Cambridge, Rural - grassland, orchard and deciduous woodland. 1998
1999
2000
033061 Shep at Fowlmere One C.A' 3,4 km2 95_95
MA: EA Local No: Sens : 'S/full: 0.5n#s-'
Level: 20m UE: FAI:
Comment: Crump weir 1.1m wide installed in Mar 1983. Replaced a rectangular thin-plate weir 1996
operational from 1978. Levels from 1964. Station opened as part of gw scheme. Weed growth d/s 1997
may affectflow. Bridge invert immediately d/s would cause drowning above 0.4m1/4-1. # Small, 1998
mainly ow fed, catchment draining from the Chalk, SSE of Cambridge. Rural - grassland, marsh and 1999
woodland. 2000
033021 Rhea at Burnt Milt C.A. 303.0 km2 62..95
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 19.4 S/full: 14.0rtes-1
FAR: GEI Level: 9m UE: .01 FAI: 0,997
Comment: Trapezoidal cross-section weir with triangular profile crest, 6 lm broad.Weir drowns out 1998
. at high flows; rating modified by c/m measurements to correct for drowning. Weinalso subject to 1997drowningduring summer due to weed growth d/s. Substantial gw abstractions for PWS, 1998
Augmentation from gw sources to regulate river flow.  #  Predominantly Chalk catChment - approx 1999
30% overlain with Boulder Clay. Land use arable, 2000
,
033051 Cam at Chesterford CA: 141.0 km2 64..95
MA: EA' Local No: Sens.: 13.9 13/fUll: 46.0m3s-I
FAR: GEI Level: 35m UE: .02 FAI: 0.993
Comment: Compound broad-crested weir. 22.3m broid (in trapezoidal secton)with central notch 1996
3m broad, 0.23m deep. Significant gw abstractions for  PWS. #  Geology: predominantly Chalk - 1997
approx. 70% Boulder Clay cover. Land use: arable. 1998
1999
2000
033024 Cam at Dernford CA: 198.0 km2 49..95
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 14.6 .
FAR: GEI Level: 15m UE: .02 FAI: 0.995
Comment:Rectangular thin-plate weir, 5.8m broad, Bridge pier may affect approach velocity at high 1996
flows, Weir subject to drowning, tailwater levels measured to assist rating. Five groundwater 1997
abstractions for PWS. Flow regime affected by industrial effluent derived from groundwater pumped 1998
within the catchment. # Predominantly pervious catchmentunderlain by.Chalk(60%). Land use: 1999
arable. 2000
033066 Granta at Linton CA: 59.8 km2 81.95
, MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 25.0 Sdull: 3.9m1/4-1
FAR: GEI Level: 40m UE: FAI:
Comment: Compound Crump Weir, 5,3m broad with ISm central crest. Structure drowns when u/s 1996
water level exceeds about 0.46m. Some gw abstraction. River is pump supported to maintain flow at 1997
approx. 0.03 m's-1; zero flows occur when pumps fail. # A small rural catchment developed largely 1998
- - - - on Chalk, land use ieprinapally agricultural (arable).- ' --- - - - , - -- ' - -1999 --
2000
033055  ..-. Granta at Babraham CA: 98.7 km2 63..95
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 36.0 Snuff 85m's-1
FAR: GEI Level: 23m UE: .01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Triangular profile Flat V weir, 8.3m broad; constructed on an old brick weir. Height of 1996
wing walls above crest - tham. Significant gw abstractions kw PWS. # Geology: Chalk catchment. 1997
Land use: predominantly arable. 1998
1999
2000
033053 Granta at Stapleford CA: 114.0 km2 49..95
MA: EA Local No: 33053 Sens.: 70.0 Sffull: 7.5m1/4-1
FAR: GEI Level: 15m UE: FAI:
Comment: Compound weir with Crump notch (1.5m broad) and broad-crested flanks (3m broad) 1996
superseded - in 1981 - original thin-plate weir; same flows estimated, only monthly means are 1997
considered valid. # Headwaters drain the Chalk, mainly impervious below. Land use: dominated by 1998
arable agriculture. 1999
2000
591 1020 0.06 0.4  . 30/05 0.02 30/07 0.1 0.05 0.03
1979 1973
381 64 480 47 0,03 0.1 11/02 0.01 09/10 0.0 0.03 0.02
493 83 341 33 0,02 0.0d 16/06 0.01 04/03 0.0 0.02 0,01
681 115 498 49 OM 0.1 11/06 0.02 10/02 0.0 0.03 0,02
581 98 805 79 0,05 0.1d 07/03 0.03 18/10 0.1 0.04 0,03
804 136 798 78 0,05 0.1d 24/12 0.03 22/01 0.1 0.04 0,03
577 138 0.52 9.2 13/10 0.00 22/08 1.2 0.28 0.07
1993 1976
383 66 49 36 0.19 3.3 09/01 0.04 05/10 0.4 0.10 006
472 82 18 13 0.07 0.6 28/06 0.03 17/08 0,1 0.06 0.04
688 119 96 70 0.36 4.3 27/09 0.05 02/09 0.9 0.14 0.07
595 103 110 80 0.42 4.1 07/03 0.07 31/08 1.0 0.23 0.08
805 140 220 159 0.83 7.1 30/10 0,12 26/08 2.1 0.38 0.14
583 170 0.09 0.4 14110 0.03 04/12 0.1 0.08 0.04
1993 1989
385 66
472 81 109 64 0.06 0.3 26/06 0.03 16/08 0.1 0,05 0.03
674 116 155 91 0.08 0.5 09/04 0.03 30/08 0,2 0.07 0.03
592 102 153 90 0.08 0.2d 28/01 0.04 07/09 0.1, 0.06 0.04
801 137 236 139 0.12 0.4d 07/11 0,05 28/08 0,2 0.09 0.06
567 584 0.06 0.4 05/02 0.02 21/08 0.1 0.05 0.02
1984 1989
378 67 299 51 0.03 0,1 17/04 0.02 29/10 0,0 0.03 0.02
456 80 152 26 0.02 0,0c1 18/03 >0.00 21/08 0,0 0.02
637 112 283 48 0.03 0,1 16/05 0,02 22/08 0,0 0.03 0.02
561 99 374 64 0.04 010 21/03 0,02 27/07 0,1 0.03 0.03
767 135
534 03 14/03 003 09/08
1995 1995
376 70 504 0.05 0,2 21/02 0.01 15/09 0,1 0,04 0.02
454 85 190 0.02 0,0c1 22/01 >0.00 12/06 0,0 0,02 0.01
633 119 387 0.04 Oid 23/12 0.01 22/08 0,1 0,04 0.02
559 105 .
784 143 903 0.10 0.4d 23/11 0.04 12/09 0.2 0,08 0.05
570 126 1.21 19.4 29/03 0.05 21/08 2.5 0.79 0.27
1979 1976
387 68 59 47 0.56 3.7 09/01 0.17 18/09 1.1 0.35 0.24
471 83 29 23 0.28 1.1 28/06 0.15 19/08 0.4 0.26 0.17  '
672 118 89 71 0.86 7.0 16/04 0.15 20/08 1.8 053 0.25
593 104 99 79 0.95 6.7 08/03 0.28 09/09 2.0 061 0.31
792 139 196 156 1.87 11,2 08/11 0.36 15/08 4.6 1 03 0.46
607 134 0.60 13.0 01/02 0.07 26/07 1.1 0.43 0.18
1979 1976
443 73 65 49 0.29 5.5 2/02 0.12 06/10 0.4 0.23 0,14
495 82 40 30 0.18 0.8 /02 0.11 22/08 0.2 0.17 0.13
702 116 107 80 0.48 9.1 /04 0.14 22/08 1.0 0.27 0,17
642 106 133 99 0,60 7.1d /01 0.20 02/08 1.1 0.35 0,22
832 137 216 161 0,96 9.20 /10 0.22 12/09 2.1 0.56 0.25
596 153 0.96 14.1 02/02 0.03 03/07 1.7 0.75 0.32
1979 1949
.
430 72 74 48 0.46 5.1 /02 0.16 06/10 0.8 0.36 0.18
488 82 42 27 0.26 0.8 /02 0.10 24/08 0.4 0.27 0.14
685 115 96 63 0,60 6.9 /04 0.19 31/08 1.0 0.43 0.26
626 105 129 84 0.81 8.1 /01 0.29 03/08 1.4 0.54 0.34
819 137 204 133 1,27 9.2 /10 0.31 26/08 2.7 0.85 0.39
616 101 0.19 5.5 09/10 0.00 01/09 0.4 0.09 >0.00
1987 1992
424 69 38 38 007 3.5 09/01 >0.00 26/09 0,1 0.03 001
495 .80 14 14 003 0.4 19/12 0.00 07/06 0.0 0.03 0.02
672 109 58 57 011 3,9 02/11 >0.00 11/01 '  0.3 0.03 0.01
642 104 -83- 82 0.16- 3.3d -  07/03- 0,02 -01/08 -  04 -0.05 -002  -
814 132 179 177 0.34 4.2d 06/11 0,02 12/09 0.8 0,12 0.03
601 77 0.24 8.9 29/01 0.00 06/11 0.5 0.14 0.01
1988 1976
413 69
.487 81 5 6 0.02 0.3 25/02 >0.00 09/08 0.0 >0.00 >0.00
665 111 35 45 0.11 2.8 25/12 0.01 11/01 0.3 0.04 0.01
628 104 63 82 0.20 3.0d 07/03 0.02 04/12 0.4 0.10 0.04
799 133 131 170 0.41 5.3d 06/11 0.04 12/09 1.0 0.19 0.05
586 63 0.23 9.841 21/12 0.00 01/10 0.5 0.13 0.01
1960 1976
410 70 28 44 0.10 2.8 12/02 0.00 18/08 0.2 >0.00 >0,00
481 82 2 3 0.01 0.00 28/05 0.0 0.01
660 113 32 51 0.11 3,2 16/04 0.01 22/08 0,3 0.04 '  0.01
621 106 63 100 0.23 2.8d 07/03 0.02 02/08 0.5 0,12 ,  0.04
791 135 131 208 0.47 4,6d 07/11 0,04 12/09 1.1 0.22 0.05
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033056 Ow Water at Lode CA 76.4 kin'
MA EA Local No: Sens.: 50.0 SAA: 2.4m's
FAR: GEI Levet 3m UE: FM:
Comment:Unbound  weir. 4.8m S. vai  Crump profile centre section. lrn broad, 03rn deep. Al
haws gredm than 0.32  m 3s-1  flow  caws over broad-crested flanks between vertal sib vials.
Pre-1975 deb inixedse. Peak flow data from 1979. In day seater stream leaks through bed into
the fen and can cky  up.  Three large abstractions in catchment for PWS. 4 Geology:Cheek will Upper
Greensard  :in  lower catchment Land use. mainly agricultural wiffi eastern edge of Canatidge
enaoaching into catchment
033052 Swelham Lode at Swat/ham Bulbeck CA 36.4 km'
MA EA Local No: Sens : Sift& 2.6m3s7'
FAR GE Level: 3m UE: <.01 FM: LOCO
Garment: Crurrip pcolie weir. 2.5m doad. situated ifivneclately u/s of road bridge. Prbr to 1973
thin-plate wea, 1.45m broad. Significant cm abstractions for PWS.  4  Geology: predorrinanly Chalk.
Land use: arable.
033067 New River at Burwell CA: 19.6 km'
MA EA Local No: Seas.: 15.5 5/full: 1.7m's7'
FAR: GEI Level: 3m UE: FAI:
Comment: Crump weir I.5m broad in straight.1tligh banked ditch. Structure drowns at relatively i3W
level (0.32M). Flows affected by groundwater abstractions and weed growth (farmer våll not allow EA
weed cutting machinery onto land with crops. Runoff suggests that contributing area exceeds topo-
graphic catchment # Entirely drift free Chalk catchment. Rural with arable farming the dominant land
... .
.
033050  ' Snail at Fordham CA: 60.6 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 21.4 Sfluil: 7.8m3s7'
FAR: Gi Level: 10m UE: .04 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Flat V Cnimp profile weir. 4m broad_ Prior to 1985 subsidiary Crump profile weir (0.7m
broad) measured bypass channel discharge. Flows combined into single series. Weir removed 12/
84 and main  bydr rating adjusted to compensate (flows increased by 2%). Significant gw abstractions
for PWS and surface water abstractions for spray irrigation. if Geology: predominantly Chalk; S part
at catchment Covered by Boulder Clay. Land use: 90% oral; 10% urbanised (Newmarket).
033014 Lark at Temple CA: 272.0 km'
MA EA Local No: Sens.: 6.8 Strut 280m 1s-  I
FAR: GEI Level: em UE: .02 FAI: 0.955 .
Comment: Compound broad-crested weir with rectangular cross-section, 5.8m broad, central notch
3m broad. Full range rating confirmed by c/rn measurements. Flows affected by milling u/s of
gauging station. Significant ow abstractions in catchment for PWS, industry and agriculture.
#  Gedogy: predominantly Chalk - 70% overlain with Boulder Clay. Land use - agricultural.
033023 Lea Brook at Beck Bridge C.A: 1018 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 90.1 Sffull: 4.2m's7'
FAR: Ga Level: 4m UE: <.01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Crump profile weir 4m wide, Situated approx. 20m u/s of new road bridge. All but the very
highest flows are contained. The low flow calibration has been confirmed by c/m. There is some
doubt about the high flow calibration owing to two large concrete blocks which spoil the entry
condition. Some ow abstraction for PWS. # A noel Chalk catchment with approx. 70% Boulder Clay
033046 Thet at Red Bridge CA: 145.3 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 23.8 Wall: 14.6m1/4-1
F.A.R: GI . Level: 20m LIE: .02 FAI: 0.956
Comment: Crump profile weir 4m broad. Theoretical rating confirmed by current metering to
strudurefull, thereafter rating allows for drowning and spilling. Gw abstractions for PWS and
industry; surfaca water abstractions for spray irrigation. Highest instantaneous flows available from
1973.  4  Geology: predominantly Chalk overlain with Boulder Clay. Land use: agricultural.
.
033045 WIttle at Ouldenham C.A: 28.3 km°
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 32.4  Saul:  2.2m's-'
FAR: GI Level: 24m UE: .01 FAI: 0.976 •
Comment: Compound broad-crested weir brest 3m), with central notch separated by splitter plates;
situated under road bndge. Theoretical rating modified by c/rn measurements. Flow regime altered
by pumping of two boreholes into river  urn  of Ouidenham to support Ely Ouse to Essex Transfer
Scheme (abstracbon point at Hockwold on the Little Ouse). Weir drowned in 1968 floods. HiFs
available from 1973. # Geobgy: predominantly Chalk overlain with Boulder Clay. Land use:
agricultural.
033044 Thet at Bridgham CA: 277.8 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 14.9 5/full: 10.(613s-'
FAR: GEI Level: 15m UE: .01 FAI: 0952
Comment: Crump profile weir, 6m broad. Prior to Oct 1979, broad-crested weir (crest: 7.4m),
situated under double-arch bildge. Theoretical rating for original weir confirmed  by clm  measure-
ments. Gw abstractions in catchment. if Geology: Chalk with approx. 90% Boulder Clay cover. Rural
catchment with Pne or two small towns.
033019 That at Mefferd Bridge CS: 316.0 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 14.2 Stall: 145m3s-'
FAR: GE! Level: I 1m UE: 01 FAI: 0.957
Comment: Triangular profile weir, E2m broad. Theoretical rating modified in Apr 1968. Weir sub/6.d
to drowning during summer due to weed growth ctls. /4Predominantly Chalk catchment; approx 70%
ovedain by Boulder Clay. Land use: arable.
033063 Little Ouse at Knettishall CA: 101.0 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 19.0 Wall: 7.9mls-'
FAR: GEI Level: lfim UE: .01 FAI: 0.982
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir, 4.5m broad. Stricture drowns above 3.35  m's-' .  Minor
abstractions and returns. 3 wells constructed in 1987 to augment low flows. # Geology:
predominantly Chalk. Land use: arable.
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033011  - Little Ouse at County Bridge Euston C.A: 128 7.km2 48..95
Local No: Sens.: 12.2 Shull: 30.0mtsff  '
FAR: GEI Level: 13m UE: %01 FAI: 0.985
Comment: Compound weir with triangular profile centre section, 3.4m broad: broad-crested flanks 1996
in trapezoidal channel - 9m. Gw abstractions for PWS and spray irrigation. HIFs from Nov 1960. 1997
4 Geo.logy: predominantly Chalk with some clay. Land use: agricultural. 1998
1999
2000
033013 Sapiston at Rectory Bridge C.A: 205.9 km° 49.95
KA: EA Local No: Sens.: 40.4 Shull: 14.0m3sff 1
FAR: GEl Level: 16m UE: .01 FAL 0.980
Comment: Rectangular thin-plate weir, 8.8m broad, suppressed end contractions. Minor gw 1996
abstractions for PWS and agriculture. HIFs on NRFA from May 1960. 4 Geology: predominately 1997
Chalk with Boulder Clay woven Land use: agricultural. 1998
1999
2000
033034 Little Ouse at Abbey Heath C.A: 688.5 km' 68..95
KA: EA Local No: Sens.: 10.6 5/full: 40.0m3s1'
FAR: GEI Level: 7m UE: 01 FAL 0.973
Comment: Rectangular section Crump profile weir with crest tapping. Replaced 33008 (Thetford 1996
Staunch) in 1968- Weir subject to drowning and spills on rare occasions. Since the late 1980s. low 1997
flows augmented with groundwater in drought conditions. Vandalised August 2000. estimated 1998
rebuild early 2002. 4 Geology: Chalk with approx. 85% Boulder Clay cover. Land use: predominately 1999
agricultural with large areas of forest and heathland. " ' " '2006
033006 Wissey at Northwold C.A: 274.5 km' 56.95
M.A: EA Local No: 33106 Sens.: 9.2 Sffull: 115m2s-'
FAR: PGEI Level: 5m UE: .01 FAL 0.955
Comment: Rectangular critical depth flume. 4.9m wide, main weir (33106) with side weir (from 1996
MarIch 1981 - 33206) taking approx. 10% runoff, streams rejoin just Ms of gauges. Combined flows 1997
from 1997. Drowning common - flows adjusted. Limited net impact of abstractions and discharges 1998.
but spray irrigation increasing (substantial proportion from groundwater). # Geology: Chalk overlain 1999
by Boulder Clay Mermeable in parts) Low population density. Largely arable, extensive heathland 2000
also.
033029  - Stringside et Whitebridge C.A: 98.8 km° 65..95
M.k EA Local No: Sens.: 21.1 Sifull: 3.9mls1
FAR: GI Level: 3m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.993
Comment: A trapezoidal critical depth flume, calibrated by mode/ and deegned to operate in the 1996
non-modular range. High flows should be reliable in periods when the channel has been maintained. 1997
Two gw abstractions for PWS. 4 A rural catchment developed mainly on Chalk with some clay. 1998
1999
2000
033007 War at Marham C.A: 153.3 km° 53..95
M A' EA Local No: Sens.: 12.0 S/full: 256m3s1
FAR: PGEI . Level: 5m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.932
Comment: Critical depth flume, 7.16m wide Prior to Apr 1982, flume (7.47m wffle) contained low 1996
flow notch. Weed growth can be a problem during summer if not cut regularly. Surface water 1997
abstraction for PWS immediately u/s of station. Three small underground abstractions were 1998
abandoned in 1986. # Geology: Chalk catchment overlain by clay in upper reaches. Land use - 1999
agncultural. ' 2000
033054 Babingley at Castle Rising CA: 47.7 km2 76..95
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: Sffull: 11.0m'sff 1
FAR: GEI Level: 5m UE: <.01 FAL 0954
Comment: Triangular profile Flat V Crump weir, 4.5m broad; level of wingwalls - 12m above crest. 1996
Subject to drowning. Significant gw abstraction for PWS. Access problems may force closure. 1997
# Geology: Chalk catchment. Land use: arable. 1998
1999
2000
033032 Heacham at Heacham CA: 59.0 ke 65.95
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 33.5 S/full: 5.0m3s%
FAR: GI - Level: 9m UE: .02 FAL 1.000
Comment: Two Crump profile weirs in parallel, each 3m broad. Weiri never drown. Gw abstraction 1996
for PWS and irrigation. Topographical catchment area substantially exceeds the true contributing 1997
area (by a factor of about two). # Geology: predominantly Chalk (approx. 40%); overlain by Boulder 1998
Clay. Land use: agricultural. 1999
2000
034012 Burn at Burnham Ovary C.A: 80.0 km' 66.95
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 7.6 Bffull: 2.8m2s-I
FAR: GEI Level: 3m UE: 01 FAL 1.000
Comment: A Crump weir which bypasses at 2.3 m35ff 1 Can be affected by mill operations c 50m 1996
upstream. Annual hydrographs reflect high baseflow component from the Chalk aquifer. Gw 1997
abstractions have only a minimal impact on the natural mnoff. May be a moor net import from 1998
- -outside the-catchinent dUe to effluent. 4 Predominantly Boulder Clay withundedying Chalk exprised - 1999.
in the valleys. Rural land use. 2000
034018 Stiftkey at Warham All Saints CA: 87.8 km° 72..95
KA: EA Local No: Sens.: 16.5
FAR: PGI Level: 5m UE: .01 FAL 0.997
Comment: Flat V weir with crest tapping, drowns above 0.8 m5s-1 Prior to 1978 (when dredging 1996
took place) d/s weed growth during summer months could cause complete drowning of gauging 1997
structure at lower flows. Large abstractions from gw for PWS causes a significant reduction in the 1998
natural runoff. # The catchment is predominantly Chalk and Boulder Clay. It supports rural land use. 1999
2000
034003
 .Bureat Ingworth C.A: 184.7 km' 59.85
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 8.6 B/full: 4.3mtsff r
FAR: GI Level: 12m UE: 01 FAI: 0977
Comment: Two ogee profile weirs beneath bridge archestypassed at 4.3 mffs% but maintains 1996
modularity. Occasionally drowns owing to lots of weed and reed growth - some contention with 1997
coincident SSSI regime. Limited ground and surface water abstractions with some returns from 1998
public and agncultural uses. # Rural land use. Catchment comprises sands, gravels and dams. '1999
2000
568 102 0.42 11.1d 10/03 0.00 19/08 0.8 0.29 0.09
-  1952 1976
485. 82 30 29 0.12 0.6 20/11 >0.00 03/08 0.2 0.12
544 93 30 29 0.12 3.0  20/12 0.00 03/10 0.2 0.10 0.01
720 122 108 106 0.44 5.6 11/04 0.09 22/08 0.9
320 0.2110:5745 127 157 154 0.64 4.4d 11/03 0.12 02/08. 1.1  0
713 121 159 156 0.65 5.8d 31/05 0.13 30/08 1.3 0.45 0.15
599 102 0.67 15.6 17/09 >0.00 05/10 1.4 0.44 0.09
1968 1991
468 78 51 50 0.33 1.9 21/11 0.05 18/07 0.6 0.30 0.07
523 87 49 48 0.32 3.7 21/12 0.04 10/09 0.6 0.23 0.07
669 112 114 112 0.74 6.0 11/04 0.16 21/08 1.6 0.49 0.18
702 117 136 133 0.88 4.4 03/03 0.14 24/07 1.8 0.66 0.26
744 124 182 178 1.19 10.0 08/11 0.19 01/09 2.8 0.72 0.27
608 173 3.78 25.3 13/10 0.48 28/08 7.2 2.81 1.15
1987 1976
496 82 77 45 1.68 5.8 21/11 063 20/06 2.7 1.53 085'
553 91 80 46 1.75 21/12 051 27/09 2.7 1.58 0.67
736 121 189 109 4.13 21.1 12/04 1.22 22/08 8.3 3.45 1.38
738 121 210 121 459 18.2 12/03 1.18 02/08 8.3 374 1.61
742 122 .
650 205 1.79 13.3 20/11 0.18 19/09 3.5 1.40046
1974 1991
_
.
543 84 108 53 0.94 3.4d 26/02 0.25 21/08 1.6 0.86. 030
621 96 119 58 1.04 4.3d  -  21/12 ' an 27(09 1.7 0.92 0.43
795 122 240 117 2.09 9.8d 12/04 059 26/09 4.1 186 0.63
758 117 237 116 2.06 6.9d 11/03 0.56 10/09 3.8 1.63 0.65
821 126 263 128 2.28 6.6d 09/11 0.74 31/08 4.1 2.06 0.82
629 158 0.49 4.6 29/01 0.00 27/08 1.1 0.36 0.04
1988 1995
542 86 43 27 0.14 0.6 19/12 0.02 21/07 0.3 "0.13 0.03
602 96 64  '  41 0.20 1.4 19/12 005 30/09 0.3 0.20 0.06
784 125 198 125 0.62 5.4 09/04 0.13 26/09 1.2 054 0.13
709 113 170 108 053 3.2 10/03 0.05 04/08 1.1 009 0.08
795 126 204 129 0.64 3.2 26/04 0.11 30/08 1.3 0.60 0.13
seb 238 1.16 7.8 12/02 0.14 24/08 2.1 0.97 0.42
1977 1976
586 86 118 50 0.57 1.5 21/12 017 08/08 0.9 0.58 0.23
648 95 151 63 0.73 17 21/12 040 25/09 1.0 0.74 0.43
852 125 277  -  116 1.35 65  -  11/04 0.63 22/08 2.0 1.30 0.69
757 111 251 105 1.22 16 10/03 0.48 01/08 2.0 1.05 056
857 126 267 112 1.29 42 31/10 0.52 12/09 2.2 1.20 061
670 315 0.48 2.1 28/03 0.06 08/01 0.8 0.42 0.15
1979 1995
590 88 157 50 0.24 12 27/05 0.08 09/08 0.4 0.22 013
613 91 220 70 0.33 1:1 05/05 0.23 20/08 0.4 0.33 0.24
823 123 405 129 061 1.4 11/04 0.34 13/08 0.9 0.60 037
785 117 442 140 067 1.4 26/01 0.30 02/08 10 0.58 0.33
828 124 441 140 0.66 1.3 25/11 0.36 06/10 10 0.65 0.39
. .
679 110 o.z6 1.2 01/08 0.01 10/12 0.4 0.17 0:04
1980 1991
577 85 50 45 0.09 0.5 22/04 0.05 23/10 0.1 009 0.05
629 93 56 51 0.11 0.2 22/04 0.07 14/11 0.1 0.10 0.07
844 124 119 108 0.22 0.6 01/05 0.07 19/10 0.4 021 0.08
803 118 163 148 0.31 0.8 26/01 013 09/09 0.6 022 0.14
816 120 166 151 0.31 0.7 05/12 0.14 05/10 0.5 0.30 0.15
668 121 0.31 1.4 20/02 0.05 19/09 0.5 0.26 0.09
1977 . 1989
553 83 58 48 0.15 0.6 01/03 009 20/08 02 015 0.09
627 94 63 52 0.16 1.4 30/04 0.06 05/11 0.2 016 0.12
830 124 131 108 0.33 1.5
805 -121 -  184- 152 -  0)47-
.14/06
-1.4 19/04 -1)°))211-0
071r/0081_00)58,j ;00.3348_0)20241 _ _ .
825 124 164 136 041 1.4 17/12 0.24 06/10 0.6 040 0.26
657 185 0.51 12.5 11/02 0.04 28/07 1.0 0.38 0.09
1977 1976
597 91 113 61 0.31 1.7 20/12 006 08/08 0.8 0.25 0.08
630 96 034 72 0.37 0.6 0.32 0.16
814 124 201 109 0.56 2.2d 11/04 014 21;08 1.1 0.50 0.19
821 125
815 124
.671 210 1.10 180 26/04 0.38 24108 1.7 0.96 0.57
1981 1976
579 86 162 77 0.84 4.2 12/11 0.40 19/08 1.3 070 0.46
608 91. 154 73 0.81 3.6 27/08 0.48 20/08 1.2 0.70 0.51
829 124 232 110 1.21 5.0 15/04 0.53 13/08 2.1 0.99 0.60
831 124 256 122 1.34 4.6 03/07 0.82 01/08 2.0 1.21 0.76
814 121 264 126 1.37 6.0 28/05 0.77 13/09 2.0 123 0.84
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034011 Wensum at Fakenharn CA 161.9 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sers.: 13.2 B/hrt 11.00s-1
FAR GI Level: 34m UE: 01 FM: 0.997
Garment: Caryound Crump with bw flow notch A Ming gate for retain:rig summer levels acts as a
sharp-crested weir. (3w abstractions have a dental impact on mroff. 4 A law lying neat catchment
of Basflffer Clay with large caskets of rand and grave/
034014 Wens= at Swanton Morley Total CA 397.8 kne
MA EA Lod No: Sens.: 7.0
FAR GEI Level: m UE: FAI:
Conintent: Two structures 150m apart operate in part Beneath the two-arch tridge are two
Camp weirs which sometimes display ron-rrodular lbw as a result of simmer weed growth otrs.
Thee Crane weirs are sited in arches beneath a second bridge (34214). Ow abstract:tans cause a
rroderate reduction in the nasal  navel.  if A Boulder  Clay  catchment of  lcm reef supporting  mainly
arable agrbitum.
034004 Wensum al Costessey Mal CA: 570.9 kre
MA EA Local No: Sens.: 13/full: 18.8m3s-'
FAR: GI Level: 5rn UE: .02 FAI: 0.958
Continent: 'Complex' sbucture comprising larn Crump weir in main channel: gate  and  1.5rn wide
Crump weir in the mill channel. Gate moved to maintain stable water level Ws: NW automated in
1998: constantly restating u/s levels to maintain level through the mill race. Ad artficial regulation
by sluice dim at Teversham. Moderate surface and groundwater abstractions. /1 Rural catchment
of predominantly Boulder Ctay with some sands and gravels.
034005 Tud at Costessey Park CA 732 km2
MA EA Local No: Sens.: 16.4
FAR: GI Level: flm US: .03 FM: 0.983
Comment: Four trapezoidal standing-wave glories under a road Midge have movable dam boards
pieced across the two outer arches to Increase the sensrtivity of low flow measurement The gw
catchment is smaller than the topographical catchment with consequent losses to adjacent
catchments and low annual gauged runoff. II Surface geology is predominantly Sadder Clay with
valley gravels. Rural land use.
034001 Tare at Gainey C.A: 231.8 krn2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 9.1 Bff ull: 19.0m3s-'
FAR: GI Level: 8m UE: .02 FAI: 0.965
Comment:A compound weir 11.9m wide reconstructed in Jan 1964 from single level broad-crested
weir. The present structure has a Crump section 8.9m wide seperated by a  pier from  a broad-crested
weir at a lower levet Topographical catchment exceeds contributing area (gw catchment). Mill
studies artificially regulate flow. Gw is abstracted for agricultural uses. # A predominantly rural
catchment of Boulder Clay overlying Chalk.
034002 Tasat Shotesham CA: 146.5 krriT
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 15.8
FAR: GEI Level: lOrn UE: .02 FAI: 0.994
Comment: Originally a flume set between high rough walls bypassed at 14 Or . Reconstructed in
1970 as a Rat V Crump and a bypass channel with movable gates added in 1900. Some high flows
ordy partially gaoged as water diverts around the station through the bypass charnel. Small net
augmentation of flows (sewage effluent). 0 Predominant/1y Boulder Clay with some valley deposits.
034010 Wayney at BIllIngford Bridge CA: 149.4 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 33.1 Bffull: 7.5m3s-'
FAR REI Level: 20m UE: .02 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Two gauging stations located u/s of two bridge  arches:  i) compound Crump with low flow
notch (insensitive, suffers occasional drowning due to d/s weedgrowth); ii) simple Cnimp with lifting
gate to retain higher summer levels. Bypassing occurs at 6.4 es-I, drowming can result fmm sluice
action at Hoxne Mill. Surface and gw abstracted, effluent returned. Affected by Waveney
Groundwater Scheme between 1975 and 1979. fi The surface geology is predominantly Boulder
Clay supporting arable and mixed agriculture.
034007 Dove al Oakley Park CA: 133.9 km7
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 10.1 Bffult 23.6m3s-' -
FAR: RGI Level: 21m UE: .01 PAL 0.997
Comment: Compound Cnimp weir wilh law flow notch and crest tapping; non-modular at 13 Os- 1
and bypassed at 18 mis-I. Gw abstractions and effluent returns have a minor net effect on lbws.
however. between 1975 and 1979 effects mom significant due to the Waveney Groundwater
Scheme # A rural catchment of Boulder Clay.
034006 Waveney at Needham Mill CA: 370.0 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: Etrfull: 23.0m5s-t
FAR: RI Level: 17m  UE:  .01 FM: 0.999
Comment: Compound Camp weir 8.5m wide in main channel with single crested Crump in mill
bypass. Sluice action at mill 2.4 km u/s is infrequent but evident in flow records. Suffers frorn weed
growth problems. Surface water abstractions. and use of river gravels as an aquifer, influence lbws
but overall impact is minimal. Record affected by the Waveney Groundwater Scheme between 1975
and 1979.4 Predominant/ a Boulder Clay catclunent wit largely rural land use.
035013 Blyth at Holton CA: 92.9 lonT
MA EA Lead No: Sens.: Bffull: 31.13m3s-'
FAR: GI Level: 12m UE: FM:
Comment: An asymmetric compound Crump weir with low flow notch.  Gw  abstractions have a
significant effect on the natural mrofl. The river responds very rapidly to rainfall. fi The catchment is
comprised of 44% &Wider Clay; 4214 Crag and 13% allinium. The land use is predominant!), rural.
035003 Aide at Farnham CA: 63.9 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 17.4
FAR: GI Level: 5m UE: c.01 FAI: 0.990
Comment: Broad-crested weir of ogee section with low flow notch and steel plate divide walls.
Significant  gw  abstractions; some water exported. The gw contours show only token relationship to
the surface topography. q The catchment is comprised of Boulder Clay a n d sand. Predominantly
rural land use.
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035004 Ore at Beversham Bridge CA: 54.9 km'
MA: EA Local No: ' Sens.: 11.9 Baull: 12.0m5s-'
FAR: GI Level: 2m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.989
Comment: A compound Crump weir with bw flow notch and crest tapping that occasionally drowns
as a result of d/s weedgrowth and siltation. Gw catchment exceeds topographic catchment. Gw
abstractions make a moderate reduction in the natural runoff. # Tbe catchment is 60% Boulder Clay
and 40% sand and gravel. Rural land use.
035002 Deben at Naunton Hall CA: 163.1 km'
MA: EA Local No:, Sens.: 10.6 El/full: 12.3re's-1
FAR: RGI Level: 6m UE: FAI:
,
Comment; A compound Crump (with crest tapping) and low flow notch. Bypassing occurs at 12
m3s-' and seasonal weed growth causes drowning. Some gw ts transfered to beyond the catchment
boundary and some is abstracted from within the catchment. The overall impact is to significantly
reduce the natural runoff. # The catchment is largely Boulder Clay and sand and gravel. Rural land
035008 Gipping at Stowmarket CA: 128.9 an'
KA: EA Local No: Sens.: 11.2 EMult: 32.2m's-1
FAR: GEI Level: 25m UE: .02 FAI: 0.998
Comment: Compound Crump weir rebuilt in 1966 from a compound braid-crested weir. All flows
contained. Minimal natural storage within the catchment and the Boulder Clay gives a flashy
response. Abstractions from groundwater and effluent returns broadly balance. High flows have
been significantly affected by flood relief scheme since the late 1980s. # Boulder Clay with valley
sand and gravel. Predominantly mral land use.
035010 Gipping at Bramford CA: 298.0 km'
KA: EA Local No: Sens.: 16.2 B/full: 17.0rn's-'
FAR: GI Level: 6m UE: .02 FAL 0.943
Comment: Compound Crump weir with 2m. an 8 12m sections, Flood gate (automated during
summer 2001) converts 12m section to a sharp-edge weir. Bypassing occurs at 12 m's-' and sluice
operation on the weir is evklent in the daily flow record. Gw abstractions have a significant impact on
the natural runoff. Flows significantly affected by Ipswich flood relief imam since the late 1980s,
ft The catchment is 90% Boulder Clay, the remaining 10% is of Crag deposits. Predominantly rural
land use.
036012 Stour at Kedington CA: 76.2 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 29,9 B/full: 10,0ries-'
 
FAR: RGE1 Level: 53m UE: <01 FA1: 0.990
Comment: 'Essexprofile (modified Flat V Crump) weir. insensitive. Crest tapping prone to siltation
making modular limit uncertain until 1970. when channel improved for Ely/Ouse Transfer Scheme
making station full range. Ponding u/s above 11,5 m1/4-'. Structure built on peat. some percolation
beneath. Naturalised flows 1968-1976. Post 76 adjusbnents made for Ely/Ouse Transfer Scherne,
4 Rural catchment on Upper Stour, Boulder Clay overlying Chalk, some outcroPPing.
036011 Stour Brook at Stunner CA: 348 lirn2
KA: EA Local No: Sens.: 208 Bflull: 5.7re's'
FAR: GE1 Level: 55m UE: .06 FM: 1.000
Comment: 'Essex' profile (modified Flat V Crump) weir with crest tapping, insensitive. Immediately
d/s of Haverhill - urban runoff and STW discharges cause short, sharp peaks. Modular limit approx.
5.0 es. Adjustments were made for industrial and sewage effluent and ow abstractions from
1968 to 1978. 4 Rural, agricultural catchment, with the exceMon of Havotill, at the head of the R.
Stour. Mostly Boulder Clay with some of the underlying sand and gravel end Chalk outcropping.
036010  BumpaterseBrook at Broad Green C.A: 28.3 an'
MA: EA Local No: Sens,: B/full: 6.0m3s-5
FAR: GIN Level: 56m US: <.01 FAL 1.003
Comment: 'Essex' profile Disockfied Flat V Crump) weir with aest tapping and high flow spillway.
Modular limit approx. 6.0 m's- '. Approx. limit of gauging is 12.5 m3s-i. Naturalised flows from 1968
to 1976, only minor adjustments needed to the gauged dmfs, virtually natural catchment. 4 Rural
catchment at the head of Me R. Stour. Complete cover of Boulder Clay over glacial gravel and Chalk.
036008 Stour at Westmill C.A: 224,5 km'
KA: EA . Lcial No: Sens.: 15.2 8/full: 25 Om1/4-'
FAR: RGEI Level: 33m . UE: .02 FAI: 0.986
Comment: Compound trapezoidal peacel depth flume with dls level recorder. Affected by weed
growth but rarely drowns ouL Above 1.15m some fklIN passes over a broadmrested weir 100m as
into a spillway. Since 22/3/71 flow augmented by interrnittent pumping from Me Elypuse Transfer
Scheme, archived flows adiusted for this until 1976. (Naturaksed flows 1960 to 1976.) 4 Rural.
agricultural catchreent situated on Upper Chalk overlain by sand and gravel with a mantle of semi-
pervious Boulder Clay_
036002 Glem at Glemsford C.A: 87.3 km'
KA: EA Local No: Sens.: 18.9 B/full: 20.0m3s-'
FAR: GI Level: 34m UE: .01 FA1: 0.987
Comment: Trapezoidal flume with bypassing at high flows; modest modular limit; d/s water level
recorder to allow for drowning. Occasional problems with weedgrowth. Highest floods unreliably
gauged. Naturalised flows from 1960 to Sep 1970.4 Ruml catchment of the Upper Stour, Upper
Chalk (exposed in river valley sides) is overlain by glacial sand and gravel and semi-pervious
Boulder Pay.
036004 Chad Brook at Long Melford CA: 47,40112
Local No: Sens.: 13/full: I likes'
FAR: GI Level: 35m UE: <.01 FAL 1.000
Comment: 'Essex' profile (modified Flat V Crump) wor with low flow Sid0 weir which drowns in
summer due to weed growth. High flow spillway accurate to 1.Im. Full range. Theoretically rated.
Naturalised flows from 1965 to 1976. 0 Rural catchment, tributary of the Upper Stour. Boulder Clay
over Chalk.
Comment Tmpezoidal flume Mtn throat tapping. Full range station in winter, occasionafly drowns in
summer due to weed growth. Naturalised flows from 1965 to 1976. only mXernal adjustments needed
to flows since them 0 Rural. Tributary of the Stour. Mixed geology: mostly glacial deposits overlying
the predorninant Chalk, -
65..95 607 175 0.30 11.9 26/12 0.02 26/06 0.6 0.14 0.07
1985 1976
1998 457 75 78 45 0.14 1.8 31/12 0,03 16/08 0.2 0.11 0.05
1997 534 88 71 41 0.12 3.3 19/12 0.04 01/06 0.2 0.08 0.05
1998 686 113 165 94 0.29 6.4 16/04 0.03 14/08 0.6  • 0.13 0.06
1999 718 118 176 101 031 4.1 25/12 0.06 31/07 0.6 0.16 0.08
2000 798 131 300 171 0.52 9.0 30/10 0.06 21/08 1.3 0.18 0.08
..
64-95 598 144 0.74 29.5 17/09 0.01 10/07 1.8 0.30 0.09
1968 1976
1996 446 75 45 31 0.23 0.6 0.16 0,04
1997 537 90 55 38 0.29 11.6 20/12 0,03 02/06 0.5 0.14 0.05
1998 668 112 172 119 0.89 20,9 16/04 0.06 24/07 1.9 0.25 0,09
1999 715 120 170 118 0.88 15.0 03/03 0.06 31/07 2.1 0.36 0.11
2000 771 129 246 171 1.27 17.5 30/10 0.08 25/06 3.2 0.50 0.12
64-95 579 150 0.82 34.4 01/02 0.05 23/09 1.4 0.22 0.08
1979 1989
1996 435 75 59 39 0.24 5.6 25/02 0.06 22/07 0.5 0.13 0.07
1997 500 66 62 41 0.25 9,4 19/12 0.06 16/08 0.5 0.13 0.07
1998 650 112 172 115 0.70 17.6 15/04 0.08 12/08 1.9 0.25 0,09
1999 673 116 171 114 0.70 11,0 15/09 0.08 02/08 1.8 0.36 0.10
2000 770 133 279 1136 1.14 28.5 30/10 0.10 17/08 2.8 0,46 0.12
89.95 575 123 1.16 42.4 02102 0.04 06/08 2.6 0.54 0.18
1979 1976
•
1996 431 75 51 41 046 5.5 26/02 0.10 09/08 10 0.36 0.14
1997 509 89 44 36 0.41 8,4 20/12 006 13/08 0.7 0.27 0.11
1998 657 114 133 108 1.26 14,0 16/04 0.22 14/08 3.1 0.54 0,25
1999 694 121 158 128 1,49 23.8 25/04 022 31/08 3.7 0.92 0,28
2000 765 133 212 172 2.00 28,0 30/10 0.28 17/08 80 1.06 0,34
80..95 607 321 0.78 42.0 9116/6089 0.01 018/70689 1.2 0.35 0.04
1996 445 73 633 197 1.53 6.6 09/01 0.03 23/06 3.3 1.13 0.25
1997 521 86 830 259 2.00 5.1 19/12 0.25 29/09 4.0 1.13 039
1998 701 115 461 144 1.11 8.4 25/12 0.02 24/06 3,3 0.61 0.13
1999 701 115 303 94 0.73 10.7 07/03 0.07 20/06 2.6 0.32 0.12
2000 836 138 332 103 0.80 15.6 06/11 0.03 03/09 1.7 0,35 0.05
68..95 602 210 0.23 25.3 15/09 0.02 18/07 0.5 0.10 0.05
1968 1973
1996 434 72 119 57 0.13 3.6 27/08 0.03 25/09 0.2 0.08 0.05
1997 500 83 77 37 008 2.6 13/07 0.03 D6/08 0.1 0.06 0.04
1998 667 111 203 97 022 5.5 10/12 0.04 01/08 0.6 0.09 0.06
1999 664 110 226 108 0.25 6.1 28/01 0.05 30/DB 0.5 0.13 0.07
2000 823 137 399 190 0.44 17.3 05/11 0.05 12/09 0.9 0.19 0.07
68..95 604 155 0.14 11.0 15/09 0.00 08/12 0.3 0.02 >0.00
1968 1990
1996 434 72 58 37 005 3.5 12/02 >0.00 26/09 0.1 0.01 0.01
1997 493 82 30 19 0.03 2,0 19/12 >0.00 05/08 0.1 >0.00 >0.110
1998 656 109 141 91 0.13 9.6 15/04 >0.00 13/08 0.3 0.03 0.01
1999 650 106 155 100 0.14 7.5 27/01 >0.00 28/07 0.3 0.03 0.01
2000 809 134 310 200 0.28 11.2 30/10 >0.00 11/09 0,7 0,08 0.01
60.95 599 183 1.30 60.0 16/09 0,02 10/09 2.6 0.61 0.13
1968 1966
1996 436 73 166 91 1.18 12.2 12/02 0.19 16/06 22 0.93 0.33
1997 510 85 197 108 1.40 9.2 19/12 0.28 01/11 2.6 0.84 0.38
1998 674 113 203 111 1.45 14.3 09/04 0.16 22/08 2.9 0.74 0.30
1999 678 113 190 104 1.35 15.3 08/03 0.14 14437 2.8 0.75 0.23
2000 810 135 299 163 2.13 25.6 06/11 0.127 17408 5,0 1.11 0.18
60..95 600 168 0.46 24.1d 18/09 0.00 03/08 1.0 0.18 0.07
1968 1992
1996 443 74 69 41 0.19 5.3 25102 0.02 27/09 0.3 0,14 0.03
1997 533 89 70 42 019 4.00 19/12 0.01 04/10 0.3 0,16 0.02
1998 679 '113 160 ,95 0.44 8.2- 10/04 -- 0.05?-16/08
-  0.14 0.06
1999 693 116 168 100 0.46 7.7 23/12 0.08 04/09 1.1 0.22 0.09
2030 812 135 282 168 0.78 11.6 30/10 0.08 17/06 1,8 0.36 0.09
65.95 590 170 0.26 15.0 16/09 0.00 04/08 0.6 0.11 0.03
1968 1995
1996 433 73 84 49 0.13 1.8 25/02 0.04 27/05 0.2 0.10 0.06
1997 517 88 45 26 0.07 1.5 19/12 0.01 28/09 0.1 0.03 0.02
1998 675 114 172 101 0.26 8.0 10/04 0.04 01/06 0.6 0.09 0.06
1999 663 112 167 98 0,25 3.2 23/12 0.84 02/08 0.5 0.15 0.06
2000 796 135 299 176 0,45 8.2 06/11 0.04 15/08 1.0 0.23 0.04
60-95 562 95 0.18 12.1 29/01 >0.00 27/07 0.4 0.05 .  0.02
1988 1963
1996 405 72 38 40 0,07 1.9 25/02 0.01 01/08 0.1 0.04 0.02
1997 485 86 19 20 0,04 0.5d 19/12 >0.00 01/08 0.1 0.03 0.01
1998 625 II I 68 72 0,13 2.1d 15/D4 0.01 12/08 0.3 0.06 0.02
1999 685 122 105 111 0.20 2.8d 28/01 0.02 02/08 0.5 0.08 0.03
2000 793 141 215 237 0,42 1.1 0,14. 0.04
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036015 Stour at Lamarsh CA 480.7 lun2 72_95 591
M.A EA Local No: Sens.: 3.5 Whit 35.0m2s-'
FAR RPGEI Levet 184n UE: .02 FAI: 0.970
Comment: Flat V  weir WW1 low lbw sharp-crested rectarguLar notch. Flied banks contain approx. 1996 427 72
35.0 m3s-'. No seaway Breaching u/s may cause bypassing. Naturated  Pews  1972-1976. Mice 1997 508 86
thenadjustmentsreededloralisiradions. discharges and PWS predominantly lodiaverta Ely/Ouse 1998 562 112
Transfer Scheme adjustrents already made. # Predominantly rural catctunent except for Haverhill. 1999 674 114
Upper Chalk benearn  whole  oat/anent. covered mainly by Border Clay aid London Clay in S. 2030 803 136
036006 Stow at Langham CA 578.0 kn12 62-95 585
MA EA Local No: Sens.: 7.1  Bfiull,  40.0112s-1
FAR: I2PGI Levet 6m UE: .01 FA!: 0.962
Conunent:Twin-trapezoidal flume, throat tapping. Soltway channel with Mtn-plate weir constructed in 1996 425 73
12185 takes some flow atove 1.45m. Ratto combines Me elements, Excellent dte Bypassing atso 1997 512  88
occurs over opposite bank above 1.85m. More bypasamg possible from 0.5km u/s during extreme 1998 658 112
events. NaturaMed flows to 9(76. Occasional high peaks due to mill operation and augmention by 1999 666 114
intermittent pumping from Ely/Ouse Transfer Scheme. Occasional augmentation from SAGS (Stow 2000 800 137
Augmentation Groundwater Scheme) boreNale pumOng. 4 Mardi rural catchment Chalk otitcroPa in
north. London Clay in south, all covered by serrapervious Boukder Clay.
036003 Box at Polstead C.A: 53.9 km? 60-95 583
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 18.9 Brut 11.0rn's-'
FAR: GE! Level: 16m UE: <.01 FM: 0.994
Comment: Trapezoidal flume with high flow rated spillway. Throat tapping; rarely drowns. Subject In 1996 398 68
reed/weed growth problems. Naturalised flows from 1961 to 1976. Minimal ground and surface water 1997 489 64
abstractions for agricultural purposes. 4 Rural catchment, tributary of the Stour. Predominantly 1998 647 111
London Clay; Chalk in N, all overlain by superficial deposits. 1999 627 108
2000 770 132
036009 Brett at Cockfield CA: 25.7 lon2 68..95 609
MA: EA Local No: . S.ens.: Bffult 8.0m3s-1
FAR: N Level: 59m UE: <.01 FA1: 1.000
Comment: 'Esser profile (modified Flat V Crump wetr). No spillway. Modular limit of 0.66m 1996 448 74
theoretically derived. No telemetry but planned for future. Naturalised flows from 1969 to 1976, only 1997 517 85
minimal adjustments needed since. # Small, nral catchment on heacbraters of the Brett. a tnbutaty 1998 689 113
of the R. Stour. Upper Chalk underlies the whole catchment v.ith a mance of Boulder Clay atove. 1999 672 110
2000 822 135
036005 Brett at Hadleigh C.A: 156.0 km2 62.95 582
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: Out 25.0m1/4-1 .
FAR: GEI Level: 18m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.994
Comment: 'Essex' profile (modified Flat V Crump) weir with low flow side weir and high liow rated 1996 420 72
spillway. 0/s water level recorder to allow for drowning. Naturalised flows from 19620 1976. Post 1997 495 85
'76 adjustments, for ow abstractions for PWS and industnal abstraction from surface water, are not 1998 670 115
made to the gauged daily mean flows. Minor effluent returns may affect flow. # Predominantly rural 1999 658 113
catchment underlain by Upper Chalk covered mainly Wth semi-pervbus Boulder Clay. 2000 793 136
(
037022 Holland Brook at Thorpe le Solten CA: 54.9 km2 70-95 537
MA EA Local No. Sens,: 60.2  131101 9.0m1/4-'
FAR: GI Level: lm UE: FAI:
Comment: 'Essex' profile (modified Flat V Crump) weir (very insensitive) with crest tapping. Tidal 1996 396 74
influence very important, gauging limits variable due to d/s tidal conditions, with drowning starting at 1997 503 94
very low levels. Very gentle river gradient makes siltation a major problem, accompanied by weed 1998 616 115
growth. Abstractions significant at low flows. Flows naturalised 1970-1976. # Rural catchment 1999 627 117
covered with gravel sands; gravel and loam with London Clay being exposed in valleys and NE of the 2000 752 140
037012 Colne at Poolstreet C.A: 65.1 Iv& 63..95 579
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: B/full: 7.0m3s"
FAR' GI Level: 43m , UE: <.01 FAI: 0.992
Comment: Trapezoidal flume with throat tapping. V notch plate installed in summer to measure low 1996 414 72
flows. High flow spillway (above 1.34m). Above 1.6m flows are estimated as major bypassing 1997 492 85
occurs. Rarely non-modular. Naturalised flows from 1963-1976. Great Yeldham PWS borehole may 1998 650 112
influence flows, but unquantifiable. Period of Ely/Ouse Transfer Scheme pumping in 1982.4 Rural, 1999 712 123
upland (for East Anglia) catchment of the R. Colne. Upper Chalk underlies whole  catchment,  London 2000 802 139
Clay present in southern half, all overlain with Boulder Clay.
037024 Colne at Earls Coble C.A: 154.2 km' 71_95 571
KA: EA Local No: Sens.: 20.1 Brult 15.1)rn'sL'
FAR: GEI Level: 25m UE: FAI:
Comment: 'Essex' profile (modified Flat V Crump) weir with crest tapping prone to siltation. Flows 1996 405 71
are estimated when siltation severeN affects response of station. Low modular limit - approx. 0.5m, 1997 494 87
No spillway. Naturalised flows 1971-76. Adjustments now needed for additions and abstractions. 1998 640 112
# Predominantly rural catchment, just d/s of Halstead. Upper Chalk underlies whole catchment, 1999 691 121
mostly overlain by London Clay with Boulder Clay above, 2000 802 140
037005 Colne at Leeden CA: 238.2 km2 59.95 572
MA:  EA LOCal No: Sens.: 9.7 Bflult 16.0m2s-'
FAR: RPI Level: 8m UE: .01 FAL 0.950
Comment: Big trapezoidal flume with d/s level recorder. Occasional weedgrowth problems. Spillway 1996 410 72
flow commences at 17.0  ni1s-'  (1.75m), flows above this are estimated. Bypassed on the lb at very 1997 500 87
high flows. Naturalised flows for period 1959 to 1976. Provides flood warning for Colchester. # Rural 1998 637 111
catchment. Upper Chalk with surface cover of semXpervious Boulder Clay on which pasture and 1999 678 119
arable cultivation predominate. 2000 790 138
037016 Pant at Copford Hall C.A: 62.5 km2 65_95 612
'MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 29.7 Brult 12.0m3s"
FAR: RGI Level: 58m UE: .01 FAI: 0.998
Comment: 'Essex' profile (modified Flat V Crump)  weir  (insensitive) with crest tapping. Measures up 1996 437 71
to 12,0 m2s-1, flows above this are estimated because of the spillway. Naturalised flows 1965-1976. 1997 493 81
Intermittent pumping of Ely/Ouse Transfer Scheme has major effect on station being only 5km d/s of 1998 676 110
the  Great Sampford Outfall. It Rural tributary of the R. Breakwater. Boulder Clay over gladal gravel 1999 637 104
on Upper Chalk, gravel exposed along the whole river valley. 2000 800 131
037017 Blackwater at StIsted CA: 139.2 km7 69.95 585
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 17.8 B/full: 18.0res-'
FAR: RGEI Level: 32m UE: .02 FAI: 0.986
Comment: 'Essen' profile (modified Flat V Crump) weir wth crest tapping. No spillway. Modest 1996 420 72
modular limit affected by weed growth. Urban runoff fmm Braintree. Naturalised flows 1969-1976. 1997 498 85
Minor adjustments needed far ground and surface water abstractions; sewage and industrial effluent 1998 666 114
and Ely Ouse/Essex discharges, net effect - minor export of water.  #  Predominantly rural, pus 1999 644 110
Braintree. Upper two-thirds of catchment Chalk, remainder London Clay (exposed in valleys), all 2000 795 136
overlain with Boulder Clay and glacial gravel.
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037010 Blackwater at Appleford Bridge CA: 247.3 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 9.3 B/full: 20.0m5s-'
FAR: RPGI Level: 15m UE: .02 FM: 0.989
Comment: Double throated trapezoidal flume with throat tappings and a high flow rated spillway
starting at 1.80m. Drowning starts at 1.2m (13.0 m3s-'). degree of drowning variable. Naturalised
flows from 1962-1976. Intermittently affected, since 1971, by Ely/Ouse Transfer Scheme pumping,
significantly affected in the late 1980s and 1990s. Abstractions from both Chalk and gravel aquifers
for PWS. # Rural catchment. Boulder Clay over London Clay vAth Chalk in Me headwaters.
037009 Braln at Gulthavon Valley CA 60.7 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 12.2 Bffult 17.1)mts-1
FAR: GEI Level: Iffirn UE: .06 FAI: 1.000
Comment: 'Essexprofile (modified Flat V Crump) weir with throat tapping. Drowning occurs at very
low levels but with minimal effect. Station prone to vandalism. Some abstractions for agriculture;
naturalised flows evadable from 1962 ki 1976. # Mainly rural catchment. except for Witham and
Braintree, on a tributary of the R. Mackwater. Boulder Clay over London Clay.-
037011 Chelmer at Churchend CA: 72.6 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 17.0 B/full: 9.0m's-'
FAR: I Level: 52m UE: <.01 FAL 0.993
Comment: Trapezoidal flume with throat recorder and spillway for flaws over 1.42m. Measures
up to the 1 in 10 year flood (approx. 1.69m) above which bypassing occurs. Dmwning minimal.
Naturalised flows from 1963 to 1976. Minimal adjustments needed. # Rural, upland (for East Anglia)
catchment at head of R. Chelmer. Upper quarter of catchment is Chalk, remainder is London Clay,
both overlain by Boulder Clay. Responsive.
037020 Chelmer at Felsted CA: 132.1 km'
KA: EA Local No: Sens.: 18.1 13/full: 12.0m3s-'
FAR: El Level: 40m UE: .01 FAI: 0.970
Comment: 'Essex' profile (txiodified Flat V Crump) weir with crest tapping measuring up to 1.21m -
ler#1 of reliable gauging, higher flows estimated. Flood Main storage starts at 1.1m. Drowning
commences at 0.6m, and varies in severity. Naturalised lbws 1970-1976. Minimal abstractions,
adjustments needed for 51W and industrial effluent discharges.  8  Rural, agricultural catchment.
Boulder Clay and glacial gravel covering Chalk in extreme N, London Clay elsewhere.
037008 Chelmer at Springfield CA: 190.3 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 28.1 B/full: 6.0m3s-'
FAR: POI Level: 23m UE: .02 FM: 0.976
Comment:Big trapezoidal flume with d/s level recorder. Occasional weedgrowth problems. Spillway
flow commences at 17.0 rass-1 (1.75m), flows above this are estimated. Bypassed on the lb at very
high flows. Naturalised flows for period 1959 to 1976. Provides flood waming for Colchester. # Rural
catchment, gauging station in northern suburb of Chelmsford. Boulder Clay over London Clay, all
underlain by Upper Chalk.
'037007 Wld at WrIttle C.)3: 136.3 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 19.5 13/full: 25.0m1/4-1
FAR: El Level: 27m  IJE:  .05 FAI: 0.996
Comment: 'Essex' profile (modified Flat V Crump) weir. Rated stalkway starts at 1.25m. Ful range,
modular station. Weir began to subside in 1991. Flow during summer months consists predominantly
of STW discharge, of which approximately 0.08 Os- is derived from outside the catclunent,
adjustments needed for Ns. Flows naturalised from 1964 to 1976. Respansive regime. # Low-lying,
rural catchment on London Clay with scattered areas of Boulder Clay above.
037006 Can at Beach's Mill CA 228.4 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 8.1 Bffull: 28.0m3s-'
FAR; El Level: 23m UE: .03 FAL 0.993
Comment; Triple throated oampound flume (built within mill race), Trapezoidal centre section for low
flows. Limit of station - 35 m's-'. Spillway flow starts at 2.0m - very significant part of flow, allowance
for this not made in record. Naturalised flows from 1962 to 1976. Adjustments needed for industrial
and sewage effluent, # Rural, agricultural catchment just W of Chelmsford, 350m d/s of confluence
with R. Wd. London Clay overlain with Boulder Clay in N, exposed in S.
037013 Sandon Brook at Sandon Bridge CA: 75.1 km'
KA: EA Local No: Sens.: 32.8 Bflull: 15.0m3s-'
FAR: SRE Level: 20m UE: .02 FAI: 0.852
Comment: 'Essex' mofile (modified Flat V Crump) weir with crest lapcMg. Insensitive. Modular
limit approx 0.6m. Sulaect to weed growth and accretion. CA includes 13.7 sq.km draining to
Hanningfield Reservoir 101on u/s. Naturalised Bows (1963-1976) amount for reservoir compensation
water (0.011 m's-') and storm overflows. Minor additions from Mdustrial effluent.  4  Rural
catchment. Tributary of R. Chelmer. Gladet sand and gravel tom high gmund in NE over London
Clay. Patches of Boulder Clay in S.
037002 Chatmer at Rushes Lock CA: 533.9 km'
MA: EA . Local No: Sens.: 35.3 Bfiull: 13.0m5s-'
FAR: POE! Level: llm UE: FAL
Comment: Sharp-crested, shallow V profile weir (insensitive), replaced broad-crested timber weir in
1972. Complex hydrometric history. Weir provides head for lock (navigable river), discharge through
lock not measured. Weir repaired in 1982 because of serious leakage. No accurate measure of low
or high flow, upper limit is 0.7m (19.99 m's-'). Bypassing begins at 0.57m: Flows naturalised from
1932 to 1976. N Rural catchment apart horn Chelmsford. Bmntwood and Billericay. London Clay
overlain by serni-penious Boulder Clay.
037003 Ter at Crabbs Bridge CA: 77.8 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 28.3 B/full: 8.00s-'
FAR: PI L.evel: 15m IJE: <.01 FAL 0.977
Comnksnt: Trapezoidal flume with throat tapping, replaced less accurate station - Hatfield Peverel,
90Orn  d1s,  in 1964. Theoretically rated. Modular trait 0.95m, no level yet recorded above 1.6m
(structurefull). Hatfield Peverel record held with this station - 1932 to 1964. Naturalised flows - 1964
to 1976. Minor surface water abstractions for spray irrigation, small discharges from STW but net
export through PWS. # Rural, agricultural catchment on London Clay overlain by Boulder Clay.
037031 Crouch at WIckford CA: 71.8 km2
MA: EA Local No: 37031 Sens.: 27.5 B/full: 40.0m1/4-'
FAR: E Level: rn UE: .14 FAI: 0.975
Comment: Crump weir, very small fall because approaching tidal limit. Rated channel for high flows
calibrated by c/m and float measurements. Low modular limit. Pre- 24/1/69 add 0.107m to recorded
head. Significant urban runoff from Billericay and Basildon. Low flows heavily influenced by STW
discharge, # Low lying, undulating terrain supporting agriculture. Catchment indudes Billericay and
Basildon, London Clay overlain by alltdium. Responsive catchment.
62-95 579 158 1.20 26.8 29/01 0.09 06/10 2.3 0.77 0.33
1988 1964
1996 413 71 160 101 1.25 6.9 26/02 0.22 14/06 2.1 1.04 0.51
1997 505 87 168 106 1.32 2.4 0.95 0.38
1998 650 112 170 108 1.33 10.3 17/04 0.30 09/10 2.4 0.89 0.38
1999 644 111 160 101 1.25 14.3 25/12 0.31 31/07 2.2 0.83 0.37
2000 776 134 247 156 1.93 18.2 07/11 0.327 25/08 4.7 0.95 0.40
62-95 582 195 0.38 11.5 16/10 0.09 20/07 0.6 0.26 0.16
1987 1984
1996 400 69 120 62 0.23 1.9 25/02 0.12 16/08 0.3 0.20 0.14
1997 520 89
1998 656 113 168 86 0.32 2.10 16/04 0.12 19/138 0.6 0.23 0.13
1999 614 105 179 92 0.35 4.0d 28/01 0.15 27/07 0.6 0.26 0.16
2000 779 134 310 159 0.60 12.2 30/10 0.167 04/09 1.1 0.32 0.18
63..95 591 154 0.35 19.1 09/10 0.01 14/07 0.8 0.15 0.05
1987 1976
1998 438 74 65 42 0.15 4.9 12/02 0.01 01/08 0.3 0.08 0.04
1997 511 86 08 31 0.11 0.2 0.07 0.03
1998 711 120 171 111 0.39 14.1 16/04 0.03 13/08 1.0 0.15 0.05
1999 680 112 159 103 0.37 10.7 28/01 0.05 02108 0.9 0.17 0.06
2000 848 143 293 190 0.67 23.0 30/10 0.08 17108 1.7 0.28 0.07
70..95 587 160 0.67 20.5 29/01 0.06 10/07 1.3 0.33 0.16
1988 1976
1996 430 73 81 51 0.34 7.9 25/02 0.11 22/07 0.5 0.25 0.13
1997 518 88
1998 698 119 168 105 0.70 11.3d 18/04 0.12 12/08 1.6 0.33 0.15
1999 646 110 167 104 0.70 10.9d 28/01 0.15 02/08 1.4 0.39 0.19
2000 828 141 298 186 1.25 3.2 0.55 0.21
65..95 589 173 1.05 27.2 10/12 0.13 27/08 2.0 0.59 0.28
1982 1976
1996 422 72 100 58 0.60 6.5 25/02 0.26 22/07 0.9 0.52 0.29
1997 513 67 74 43 0.45 3.8 19/12 0.20 22/08 0.7 0.38 0.23
19913 686 116 171 99 1.03 15.5 16/04 0.24 13/013 2.3 0.60 0.28
1999 628 107 167 97 1.01 15.1 29101 0.27 03/013 1.9 0.64 0.33
2000 808 137 286 165 1.72 38.2 30/10 0,317 24/08 4.1 0.84 0.34
64..95 609 198 0.85 37.1 21/11 0.05 26/08 2.0 0.37 0.12
1974 1976
1996 425 .70 136 69 0.59 14.1 29/01 0.13 17/07 0.9 0.24 0.16
1997 527 87 90 45 0.39 19/12 0.14 30/07 0.7 0.25 0.16
1998 703 115 234 118 1.01 16.7 01/11 0.16 28/07 2.7 0.45 0.18
1999 595 98 173 87 0.75 8.7 25/12 0.16 18/07 1.9 0.38 0.18
2000 787 129 322 163 1.39 24.7 30/10 0.17 15/08 3.7 0.61 0.18
62..95 592 172 1.25 35.9 12/11 0.06 26/08 2.8 0.56 0.19
1987 1976
1996 414 70 67 39 0.49 13.1 25/02 0.15 19/07 0.8 0.35 0.17
1997 514 87 66 38 0.48 12.4 19/12 0.16 30/07 0.8 0.31 0.19
1998 686 116 203 118 .1.47 22.0 15/04 0.20 26/07 4.0 0.60 0.23
1999 596 101 156 91 1.13 16.2 24/12 0.20 29/07 2.9 0.55 0.24
2000 790 133 298 173 2.15 37.0 34'10 0.23 25/08 5.5 0.94 0.27
63..95 568 124 0.30 15.7 29/01 0.01 16/09 0.6 0.10 0.03
1988 1990
1996 423 74 44 35 0.10 3.2 25/02 0.01 23(07 0.2 0.07 0.03
1997 521 92 39 31 0.09 3.1 19/12 0.02 20/10 0.2 0.05 0.03
1998 669 118 130 105 0.31 8.2 01/11 0.04 05/07 0.9 0.11 0.04
1999 576 101 106 .  85 0.25 5.4 24/12 0.00 20/10 0.7 0.10 0.05
2000 778 137 227 163 0.54 14.4 28/05 0.05 19/06 1.5 0.18 0.06
32..95 590 111 1.88 20.0 07/03 >0.00 02/07 4.8 0.83 0.12
1995 1994
1996 419 71 49 44 0.83 14.5 25/02 0.10 21/07 1.6 0.56 0.17
1997 513 87 42 38 0.70 12.1 19/12 0.10 02/10 1.3 0.48 0.18
1998 683 116 134 121 2.27 19.5 17/04 0.26 25/05 5.8 0.99 0.38
1999 604- 102 119 107-  2.01 19.0 29/01 0.37 26/07 4.5 1.14- 0.49
2000 791 134 224 202 3.77 20.0 30/10 0.46 26/08 10.4 1.73 0.56
32-95 581 106 0.26 10.1 22/11 >0.00 05/08 0.5 0.13 0.03
1974 1976
1996 394 68 43 41 0.10 1.7 25/02 0.01 01/07 0.2 0.07 0.03
1997 513 88 33 31 0.08 2.1 19/12 0.02 29/05 0.1 0.07 0.03
1998 850 112 118 111 0.29 5.3 01/08 0.03 29/08 0.6 0.15 0.05
1999 595 101 112 106 0.28 5.2 29/01 0.04 03/08 0.5 0.13 0.05
2000 752 129 240 226 0.59 9.4 30/10 0.05 23/08 1.6 0.24 0.07
76..95 600 151 0.34 24.6 09/12 0.02 02)06 0.7 0.15 0.05
1982 1987
1996 438 73 80 53 0.18 4.3 25/02 0.04 18/08 0.4 0.09 0.05
1997 507 85 89 59 0.20 6.6 19/12 0.04 02/06 0.4 0.10 0.05
1998 682 114 173 115 0.39 18.3 31/10 0.05 09/08 1.0 0.15 0.06
1999 587 95 124 82 0.28 5.4 18/04 0.05 20/10 0.7 0.13 0.06
2000 787 131 243 161 0.55 30.0 28/05 0.03 13/09 1.4 0.21 0.04
SURFACE:-WATER- REGISTER AND STATISTICS
IT I  I!:
r27
:o.
037033 Eastwood Brook at Eastwood CA: 10.4 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 50.6 Blfull: 20.0m3s-'
FAR: E . Level: 12m UE: .30 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Non-standard weir, insensitive at low tows, however, a good stepped fell, so no
drowning. Full range station. Very flashy, composed almost entirely of urban runoff. a Small, totally
urbanised catchment on an industrial estate on the outskirts of Southend. Underlying geology is
London Clay. -
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SURFACE WATER-REGISTER AND STATISTICS
Hydrometric Statistics
91
037014 Reading0 High Onger Ca: 95.1 km,
MA: EA Local No: 5420 Sera: 40.0
<R: GI IJE: 91 Er 0.9986-5°8-1FA Level 4101
Comment: 'Essex' (rrodSed Rat V) weir in an llm wile sedan Motel-based cattraten. °serial
operates (>1.7m) into a 0/98% Omrmol  68140001 Sailed lo dronming: computed flows assume
no:litany - Wm rattg wader development Evidence of weir settlement dscovered in 1991. flows
conected 198741. Naturaised flows: 1964-76; rrinmal net import_ Responsine flow regime. SpraY
irrigation can substantial,/ deplete low lbws. I/ Generally low lying. Largely krperrneet4e (London
Clay/glacial dopositS), wancoltural catchment.
037015 Cripsey Brook et Chipping Ongar CA 622 km2
LMA EA ocal  1,1o: 5427 Sets.: 33.3 Stitt 250m3s-'
FAR SEI Level 42m  LIE:  FM:
Comment: Flat V weir (5.6m broad) Staged in 1981 - emerseded a corrpound inn-plate weir of
Ended caimcity.  most early lloves trurated at mind 25 m's-1. Modular adbratico. Over-
estimation of flows during periods of drowned flow (e.g. it autumn 2003). Respdisive flow regime.
Stooge effluent is an important consonant of low flows. Impact of abstranion also evident on
hydrograph. 4 Predominately impermeable catdsnent (Londw: Clay but with extensive areas of
glacial deposits). A rural catchment agnoSture S Me (*nag lood use.
037023 Reding at Loughton CA: 269.0 km2
F
MA: EA Local No: 5470 SenSIkli:L 35-11m3s'
m
s.: 22.2
FAR: 5E1 Level: 18m UE: A
Coment: Crump weir (single crest), installed 1989. C/rn catbration. Prior to 1983: 'Essex' weir.
subject to downing. No data from 1982-88. High flows under reWew. A Predominantly impermeable
catchment (tondon Clay and glade' deposits). Main land use is agriculture with significant urban
037001 Roding at Redbridge CA 303.3 km'
MA: EA Local No: 5480 Sens.: 13.8 Bp.: 24.9m1/2-'
EAR: SE1 Level: 6m UE: .05 FM: 0.985
Comment: 'Essexprofile (rnodfied Flat V Crump) weir superseded insensitive broad-crested weir
in 1962. Calibration above 35 m3s-' is based upon model tests. Flows augmented by moderate net
import of water (but diversion of Luxboroogh STW effluent, completed in 1987. reduced Omit).
Pattern of low flows influenced by abstractions. Naturalised flows 1951-75. 4 Low lying, mainly
impervious (London Clay and superficial deposits) catchment. Land use: rural with significant urban
development dose to the gauging station.
037019 Beam et Bretons Farm CA: 49.7 krri2
MA: EA local No: 5541 Sens.: 257 Bflutl: 9.6m3s-'
FM: 0.982FAR: SEI level: 2rn UE: .27
Comment: 'Essex' (modified Flat V Crump) wek in 10Am wide section. Model-based calbration
assumes modularity; drowning is uncorranon. Separate spillway accomrnodates flow > 16 m3s-1.
Naturafised flows: 1966-75; very small net diminution in ninoll. Flood storage lagoons (on R. Rom)
influence flows patterns (fmm late 19805). 4 A predominantly impermeable catchment (London Clay
overlain in places by glade' deposits). Mainly rural headwaters, substantial - and growing - urban
development In lower readies.
037018 Ingrabourrie at Gaynes Park CA: 47.9 km2
MA: EA Local No: 5550 Sens.: 23.3 6/full: 8.4m3s-'
FAR: SEI Level: 7m 11E: .12 . FAI: 0.987
Comment: 'Essex' profile (modified Flat V Crump) weir in 9.5m wide section All but exceptional
floods contained. Model-based calibration assumes modulanty; towever, drowning occurs above
about 7 m1/2-1. Naturalised flow available for period 1970-75; minor net augmentation of runoff
(transfer from R. Beam). 4 Largdy impermeable catchment (London Clay/gladal deposits). Rura/
headwaters but substantial urten development around lower reaches.
038013 Upper Lew at Luton Hoo CA: 70.7 lon2
MA EA Local No: 4640 Sens.: 10.6 B/full: 3.8m35-1
FAR: G Level: 98rn UE: .28 FAI: 0.948
Comment: Rectangular thin-plate weir (0.92m wide) plus insensitive broad-crested overran weir for
Bows > 0.33 ni3s-'. Outran from an ornamental lake. Only very high floods exceed the capacityof the
overfall weir. Flows are substantially reduced as a result of ow abstractions (significant export).
Significant periods of zero flow (occasionally Interrupted by sma/I releases via sluice above the thin-
plate weir). Pm-1966 data very suspect. e A Chalk catchment (with Drift)now substantially urbanised.
038018 Upper Lee at Water Hall CA: 150.0 tun'
MA: EA load No: 4690 Sens: 12.9 Elflull:13.3m's-'
FAI: 0.946Level: 44mFAR: GEl LIE: .16
Comment: Crump weir, 6.0m wide in an artificial channel. Modular Ihroughout the lbw range. All
flows contained. Some early data (of limited qua5ty) for tuv nearby gauging stations. Luton STW
effluent augments flows and strongly effects Me low flow regime. Moderate net import of water.
fi Catchment is mainty pervious (Chalk) but with glacial Drift in the headwaters. Land use: prindpally
agricultural with some important (expanding) urban centres.
038017  - Mlniram at Whitwell CA: 39.1 km2
MA: EA Local No: 4730 Sens.: 55.0 B/full: 0.3m3s-'
FAR: G Level: 88m UE: FAI:
Comment: Crump weir, 1.0rn crest (rather insensitive) within  wider  section. AU flows contained and
modular. Low flows ocroonnalty augmented by pumping from Iccal tube vmlls but slight diminution
due to ow abstraction is Mae citaracterlsbc. U/s cress-beds can influence low flow panem.
Discharge sustained from Chalk springs - hydrdogical caldwnent dMde is uncertain. Dry for over
three months In late 1997.  I/  A preclorrinantly pervious (Chalk), rural catdsnent.
'
038003 Minwam et Penshanger Park CA: 133.9 km'
MA: EA Loral No: 4790 Sens.: 6.6 13/full: 2.3res-r
FAR: GI Level: 47m. UE: .04 FAI: 0.986
Comment: Critical-depth flume; 5rn nide. Performance of 'fume under review (1999). Theoretical
calibration confirmed by' gaugings. All flows contained. Appredeble net 'export of water
(considerable groundwater abstraction in headwatem). Very high basellow component, hut peak
flows increasing due to urbanisation. 8 A predominantly permeable catchment (Upper Chalk -
overlain by glacial deposits near headwaters); mainly rural but substantial urban growth in the lower
valley - the Minstar,' drains part of Welvnn Garden GM'.
038012 Stevenage Brook et Bragbury Padc CA: 36.0 kre
MA: EA Local No: 4827 Sens.: 60.0 WM: 3.0rn3s-'
FAR: SG IJE: FAI:level: m
Comment: Flat V weir - 2.75m wide; constructed in 1974 to supersede the original Moad-crested
'weir operated by Stevenage Development Corporation - flow records Fodor to 1974 are sporadic and
of poor quality. The Flat V weir remains modular up to 4.1 rn1s-t; higher floods uncorrected. Ow
abstractions (net export) and the release of, water from flood storage lagoons can influence the
flashy km regime. # A Chalk catchment now largely urbanised.
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038030
 . Beane at Northam CA: 175.1 km'
M.A: EA Lodal No: 4890 Sens.: 16.3 Sp1/4-ull: 24.4m1
EAR: PG Level: 35m UE: FAI:
Comment: Flat V weir, 8m wide. All flows contained. Modular throughout the flow range; theoretical
calibration adopted. Significant ow nbstractions (particularly in the headwaters) and runoff from
Stevenage (see 38012) influence 'river flows; mcderate net export. P Solid geolcgy: Chalk
substantially overlain by boulder day and glacial sands and gravel. Mainly rural but contain
Stevenage_ Significant ruroff generated horn days high up Me catchment.
038029
 . Quin at Griggs Bridge , C.A: 50.4 km'
KA: EA Local No: 4939 Sens.: 30.0 96A/full!: 11.5m's- ',
FAR: G Level: 67m ' UE:
Comment: Flat V weir, 4.5m widd Shallow depth of approach. Calibration assumes station Is not
subject to drowning. Net export of. water . increasing from the mid-1980s: gw abstractions can be
especially significant during droughts e.g. late-1990. Sewage effluent discharge pattem also
sometimes detectable. if A marnly impervious catchment (extensive gladet deposits overbing
Chalk): agricultural land use predominates.
038004 Rib  at Wadesnell CA: 136.5 km'
MA: EA Local No: 4980 Sens.: 12.0 Bp ull: 13.5m's-'
FAR: GI Level: 47m UE: .01 . FAI: 0.999
Comment: Trapezoidal flume plus side-spilling Crump weir on the overflow channel. Modular
calibration has applied during rare periods of drowned flow. All except highest floods contained,
Daily flow data available (1957-83) for res limited range station (38006). Flows influenced by
significant gw abstractions (net export). ll Geology: U Chalk extensively overlain by boulder day;
glacial sands and gravel in the valleys. Predominantly rural. Significant runoff generated from
Buntingford, Thundridge and days high up the catchment.
038002 Ash at Mardock C.A: 78.7 km'
SeMA: EA Lccal rep: 5080 ns.: 24.3 B/full: 7.6m5s-'
FAR: GI Level: 36m ' UE: .01 . FAI: 1.000
Comment: Flat V weir (1:10 cross-slOpe) 3.9m wide constructed in 1979, replaced a flume which
was subject to bypassing and inaccurate at low flows (hence discharges assessed at d/s station -
38005). Current station remains modular and is virtually full range. U/s take storage, sluice activity
and gw abstractions have a minor effect on baseflow dominated regime. Of Solid geology U Chalk
extensively overlain by boulder day; glacial sands and gravel and alluvium in the valleys. Rural.
Significant runoff generated from days high up the catchment.
038016 Stansted Sp at Mountfitchet CA: 20.5 km2
MA: EA Local No: 5106 Sens.: 1E6 B/full: 0.1m3s-'
FAR: G Level: 12m UE: , FA1: .
Comment: Two complementary thin-plate weirs (rectangular and 90 degree V notch) measuring
spring flow discharging to the R. Slot V notch rebuilt in 1989 and new rating table used. Very stable
discharge but station can be overwhelmed in exceptional floods. 21/10/2001 peak biggered by
>90mm rainfall. Significant local gw abstraction producing substantial net reopen of water.
Hydrological catchment cannot be readily determined hence nmoff is not representative. 0/ The
contributing area to the Chalk springs is mainly rural.
'
038028 Stinsted Brook at Gypsy Lane t C.A: 259 km'
KA: EA Local No: 5129 . Sens.: 40.1)
FSA/fulll: 5.5m3a-'FAR: SPG Level: 61m UE:
Comment: Flat V weir (1:10 cross-slope) in slightly trapezoidal channel (3.5m wide). Modular. All
flows contained. Some early data (from 1964) available for a limited range weir d/s. Very few
abstractions in the catchment but Paws influenced by motorway runoff and u/s storage lagoon
(Stansted Airport); sluice closure can result in occasional zero flows. Stable discharge at very low
lbws - due bp spring outflows - but subject to artificial disturbance. /1 Mixed gereagy: Chalk dipping
below Eocene days, overlain by superficial deposits. Largely rural.
038026 Pincey Brook at Sheering Mall CA: 54.6 km'
MA: EA Local No: 5169 Sens.: 40.0 S/full: 16.8m's-'
: FAL 0 984FAR: SPI Level: 43m UE: .01
Comment: Flat V weir (1:10.9 cross-sbde), width 4.02m. Minor impact of artificial influences. Spray
irrigation can be significant (especially in the upper part of the catchment). Balancing ponds at
Stansted Airport provide some headwider regulation. p Pervious (Chalk) headwaters. mainly
London Clay in lowest reaches. Land use: mainly agricultural but the Pinney Brook drains Stansted
Airport and Hatfield Forest.
038007 Canaries Brook at Elizabeth Way C.A: 21.4 km'
MA: EA Local No: 5189 Sens.: 320 B/full: 9.0m5s-'
FAR: N. Level: 38m ,r UE: .17. FAI: 0.990
Comment: Full range critical-depth flume in rectangularsection. Theoretical calibration extends to 1 1
m55-'. Over the period 1965-80 low flows were monitored at a Crump weir in series with the flume.
Balancing reservoirs in Harlow (and the New Town development itself) Influence Me flow pattern but
there are no significant abstractions or discharges. P The catchment is imperdous - London Clay.
Rural headwaters; heavily urbanised below.
-
-038027
 •Stort at Glen Faba C.A: 280.2 km'
MA: EA Local No: 5190 - Sens.: B/full: 18.5m)s-1
FAR; GI Level: 26m UE: FAL
Comment: Multidath ultrasonic (cross-path), superseded a single-path device. Very low velocities
(canalised river) hampered calibraton.- Some early dmfs estimated due to instrumentation
malfunction. All but exceptional Ponds contained. Limited net impact of artificial influences but
substantial Ow abstraction in headwatrell (a DrOPOreon is exPOrted). P Chalk headwaters. London
Clay dominates lower catchment (considerable Drd cover). Rural upper catchment, substantial
urban development (including Harlow6lishops Stortford) in the valley. -
„ •
038031
 ..,,Lee at Rye Bridge CA: 758.3 km'
MA: EA Local No: - B/full: 51.0mIs
-'
FAR: Level: m : - '
Sens.:
UE: . FAL
Comment: Musti-path, cross-configuration ultrasonic gauging station. 0.4km u/s of Feildes Weir -
provides a check on a major component of 38001 flows_ Sensibly continuous record. Channel
occasionally overflows but gate operation at Feildes Weir greatly restricts overbank flow. Station is
bypassed by separately rnontoned outflows from Ryernead STW. 6 A mainly pervious Chalk
catchment. Predortinanuy rural headwaters. Significant urban growth in lower valley.
038001 Lea at Felldes Weir CA: 1036.0 km'
MA: EA Local No: 5290 Sens.: 38.3 B/full: 51.7m3s-'
FAR: PGE1 . Level: 28m UE: .06 FAI: 0.954
Comment: From 1/1/97, flows normally sum of 38027 and 38031. Previously: thin-plate weir
(insensitive - 29m wide) and 3 vertical-lift sluices; completed 1978 to improve hydromethc range and
precision. Maki rated. Ail flows (bar tankages) now contained but Ryemeads STW effluent
bypasses. Pre-1978: barrage of gates/rJuices (operation evident on . hydrograpbs, pre-1930
esPeniallY); no peak flows prior to 1965, low flows probably under-estimated. Gauginginstigated
by Beardmore in 11350s. Significant g/w abstraction; net export from catchment. Naturalised flows
(New River abstraction only) from 1883. 6 A mainly pervious (Chalk) catchment. Predominantly rural
headwatem; significant urban growth in lower valley.
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038020 Cobbles Brook at Sowardstone Road
A:MEA Local No: 5329
CA 38A km2
slut 19.9m's-'
FAR: P Level: 17m UE: 04 FAI: 0997
Cornment: Trapezoidal egret:al-depth flume. overall width 10m. insensitive at low flows. Drowning
and damage to Me exit transition (repaired 1992) influence the  staton's  performance;  nnconied
flows may be overestimates_ Net impact of abstractions and discharges co the natural, responsive
flow pattern is rriniimal; 'motorway  runoff can,  however, be significant 4 Gobbets Brook drains an
impervious (London Clay) catchment which hcludes part of Epping Forest and sigrifcant urban
development in the vicinity of the gauging stabon.
038024 '  - Small River Lee at Ordnance Road CA 41.5 km2
MA  EA Loral No: 5339 Sens: 22.9 S/MI: 21.2m1/43
FAR G Leveb 15rn 0E: FAL
Comment: Flat V weir (1:10 cross-slope), 8rn wide. Subject to drowning - crest tapping dices not
operate effectively. Minor impact of artificial influences on lbws, low discharges affected by gravel
worldngs and pumped drainage front the M25 can be important. # A predorninantly impervious
(clay). responsive, catchrnent with substantial superndal cover. Suburban in the valley, rural
headwaters with considerable woodland.
038021 Turkey Brook at Albany Park / CA 42.2 lim2
M.A.: EA Local No: 5349 Sens.: 60.0 SMA: 16.8mIs3'
FAR: PG j Level: 17m UE: .04 FAI: 0.950
Comment: Ftat V weir, 6m broad (tnsensitive) in a concrete-fined channel. All but extreme floods
contained. Stnicture drowns occasionally. Very responsive flow regime. Minor net export due to
groundwater abstractions. Large ornamental lake in headwaters. # A largely impervious catdmient
(Tertiary days and glacial deposits). The headwaters drain Enfieb Chase but there is significant
urban devebpnient near the gauging station.
- ...
038014 ' .1 Salmon Brook at Edmonton C.A: 20.5 km2
MA: EA ' ' Local No: 5357 Sens.: 60.0 Bffull: 6.13m's3'
FAR: P Level: 12m UE: FAI:
Comment: Flat V weir (1:10 cross-slope), 5m wide (insensitive at low flows) in slightly trapezoidal
section - superseded a less effective (particularly at very low flows) compound broad-crested
structure in 1980. Backing-up behind the [Ws cursed can (rarely) result in drowning during flood
conditions. No significant abstractions and discharges frompo the Salmon Brook. # Impervious
(London Clay) catchment. Salmons Brook rises on Erifield Chase. in Me lower reaches Me
catchment is heavily urbanised.
038022 Pymmes Brook at Edmonton Silver Street CA: 42.6 krn2
WA: EA Local No: 5369 Sens.: 42.0 B/full: 22.6m1/4-1
FAR: N • Level: Ilm UE: .42 FAL 0.982
Comment: Crump weir (width: 6.16m)  in  concrete channel, installed in 1972; superseded a rated
section. Few confirmatory gaugngs at high flows. Rarely overtopped. Drowns regularly (c0.7m
stage) - flows corrected since 1982; previous high flows under review. Pre-1965 runoff substantially
enhanced by sewage effluent (now treated outside catchment). Currently no significant abstractions
or discharges. # Impervious (London Clay) catchment. Pymmes Brook rises on Enfield Chase but
catchment is now >80% urban.
039040 Thames at West Mill Cackled.) C.A: 185.0 kmI
M.A: EA Local No: 190 ' Sens.: 28.6 Sff ell: 20.3m35-'
UE: <01 FA1: 0.999FAR: PGEI Level: 79m
Comment: Compound Crump weir (crests: 2.5m and 4 5m wide) with crest-tapping; drowning now
more frequent at high flows. Bypassing dunng ertieme floods. Runoff somewhat diminished by gw
abstractions but more than compensated by effluent imports from Cirenceiter. # Mixed geology:
Thames rises on the Cotswolds (Oolitic List); levier catchment is chiefly Oxford Clay. Land use:
primarily agricultural. Extensive gravel workings in the main valley.
039108 Churn at 'perrott's Brook C.A: 59.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: • • Sens.:
FAR: Level: 120m - • UE: ' FAI:
Comment: Flat V weir, 6 metres wide, 1:10 crodeslope. Full range - tailwater levels measured to
facilitate flow computation in the non-modular range (but furMer gaugings required to check the
reduction factor). Previous maximum flows exceeded in Nov/Dec 2000. Baseflow dominant. Zero
flow in severe drought conditions. # PerdneabW(Oolitic.L'st) catchment on the dip-slope of the
Cotswolds. Land use: mostly agricultural, somd woodland in S of catchment.
039073 Churn in.Cirencester CA: 84.0 kmI
WA: EA Local No: 260 ...' Sens.: 21.1 Sflull: 9.4m3s-'
FAR: GE Level: 1 1 lm ' UE: FAI:
Comment: Flat B weir (1:10 cross-slope, 4.5m tinfiad). Auxiliary d/s water level recorder. Full range
station; all flows-contained but bypassing can occur at high flows (as in 2000/01). Predominantly
natural catchment some diminution of flow due to gw abstractions. # Pervious (Oolitic List) catch-
ment on the dip-slope of the Cotswolds. Primarily neat
.
039035 Churn at Carney Wick C.A: 124.3 km2
MA: EA Local No: 290 Sens.: 90.0 S/full: 15.9mIs-'
FAR: GE/ r Level: 82m UE: <01 FAL 0.864
Comment: Asymmetrical compound Crump weir (crests: 1.8m and 3.7m wide). Full range but
bypassing can occur at high flows (e.g. during 2000/01). Very limited head during periods of low flow,
hence sensitivitt problems. Gw abstractions result in significant bss to the catchment; evaporation
from gravel pits may also be a factor in recent years. # Primarily a pervious (Jurassic oolitic Ust)
catchment but with Oxford Clay in lower reaches. Rural but Cirencester and the Cotswold Water Park
close to Cemey Wick.
039087 Ray at Water Eaton
it 841 krn2CI:
MA: EA - Local No: 390 Sens.: 14.0
FAR: GE ' . Level: 76m UE: . FA
Comment: Multi-path ultrasonic superseded On 1989) a Crump weir (width: 5.195m) with crest and
d/s recorders; Thames backwater caused frequent drowning and high submergence ratios - flood
data is of limited precision. Flows heavily influenced by Swindon runoff (sewage effluent, balancing
ponds etc.); net' import of water. # The Ray rises in the Marlborough Downs and drains a relatively
flat, mainly imPervious, catchment. Largely agricultural land use but important sub-catchment
contrasts - urbanisation in the headwaters.
039099 Ampney Brook at Ampney St. Peter C.A: 45.3 km2
MA: EA Local No: 470 Sens.: 40.0
FAR: , . LeaM: 95m UE: FAI:
Comment: Flat V weir, 1:10 cross-slope. Theoretical calibration confirmed by gaugings. Drowning
unlikely (but ills stilling well installed). Full range. Primarily natural but gw abstraction lower down the
Chum catchinent is likely to have an impact. High runoff suggests that the contributing area >
topographichl catdiment. Station is located just d/s of a fish farm (now dosed). # A rural catchment
developed principally On the pervious Great Gorse of the Cotswolds; the Ampney Brook is a dip-slope
..
stream.
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039143 DIkler at Boudon on the Water CA: 90.7 km2
KA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: Level: 124m UE: FAT
Comment: Crump Weir. All flows contained, no bypassing but weir submerged during floods.
# Mixed geology: Oolites and Lies.
039076 WIndrush at Worsham CA: 296.0 km2
KA: EA Local No: 1080 Sens.13.5
FAR: PN Level: 91m US: FAL
Comment: Multi-path ultrasonic commissioned in Dec 1995. Previously: Two adjustable radial gate
(sharp-crested) weirs - drowning very rare but high flows unreliable; principally a low flow station,
flood flows commonly not calculated. Some early Pow data (from 1942) held by the measuring
authority for the onginal rhymer. weir. Negligible disturbance to the natural flow regime. # A pervious
(Oolitic L'st) catchment on the dip-slope of the Cotswolds. Predominately rural - Witney is the largest
settlement._
3:7'
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Comment: Flat V weir (1:10 cross-slope, 4.5m broad). Often drowned. Calibration under review -
gaugings indicate that the drowned flow reduction factor (based on tailwater levels) over-
compensates for non-modularity. Limited head at low flows therefore insensitive. Some bypassing
at highest flows. Small diminution of flow due to abstracfion. otherwise a naturally responding
catchment. # The Ampney Brook rises in the pervious Great Oolite series but the lower catchment is
principally Oxford Clay. A rural catchnlent.
039109 Coln at FossebrIdge CA: 82.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: Level: 117m UE: FAL
Comment: Crump-profile crest, 7.8m wide (constructed on original overfall). Modular until high
flows but submerged in floods; some bypassing also - intenniftent flaw in small bypass channel not
measured. 39020 and 39110 are d/s.  4  A rural, dip-slope, catchment developed on the Oolitic L'st of
the Cotswolds.
039020 Coln at BIbury CA: 106.7 km'
M.A: EA Local No: 660 Sens.: 20.8
FAL 0.963FAR: GE Level: 101m UE: .01
Comment: Crump weir (9.1m broad). Modular throughout the range. Some overspill onto floodplain
before design capacity reached. Submerged during floods. Limited impact of artificial influences on
river flows - net import (sewage effluent). Baseflow dominated flow regime. # Pervious (Oolitic
Limestone)  catchment  on the dip-slope of the Cotswolds: predominantly ftrel.
039110 Coln at FaIrford CA: 130.0 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: E Level: 84m UE: FAL
Comment: Electromagnetic gauging station (buried coil). C/m calibration to be completed. Station
performance generally good to bankfull - reasonable velocities are maintained at low flows - but
flows may be overestimated by around 10%. Levels affected by STW. # Permeable (Oolitic Lime-
stone) catchment on the dip-slope of the Cotswolds. Rural.
039090 Cole et Inglesham CA: 140.0 km'
Sens.:MA: EA Local NO: 790
FAR: G Level: 73m
'
UE: .06 FAL 0.970
Comment: Compound Crump Weir (high central crest). Channel divides immediately below weir;
part of the structure is subject to non-modular conditions (this can cause significant data processing
problems). # Chalk scarp headwaters but catchment is largely low-lying and impervious (clay). A
mainly rural Catchment, some urban growth below the headwaters.
039042 Leach at Priory Mill Lechlade C.A: 76.9 km2
M.A: EA Local No: 890 Sens.: 32.0 Sftull: 8.6m5s-1
FAR: PE Level: 72m UE: <.01 FAL 0.980
Comment: Crump weir, 4.5m broad with crest-tapping. D/s weed growth and backing-up from the
Thames can result in drowning. Bypasses at high flows. Previous maxima exceeded during Nov/
Dec 2000. Effluent derived from outside the catchment results in small net augmentation of runoff;
otherwise artificial influences are minimal.  4  A rural catchment on the dip-slope of the Cotswolds;
mainly pervious.
039142 WIndrush at Bourton on the Water CA: 65.5 km'
M.A: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: Level: 132m UE: FAL
Comment: Crump Weir. U/s and d/s levels monitored: structure rarely dmwns but submerged
during exceptional floods. # Station sited close to the edge of the Oolitic L'st outcrop.
039006 WIndrush at Newbrldge C.A: 362.6 krn2
M.A: EA Local No: 1090 Sens.: 16.0
EAR. PGI Level: 63m UE: .02 FAL 0.909
Comment: Compound bmad-crested weir (total crest width 8.3m) with oomplementary side-spilling
weir (14.9m wide) into bypass channel. Subject to drowning: unreliable at high flows. Early data may
be overestimated due to lack of weed cutting. From 1962 a calibration based upon gaugings was
adopted. Improvements in the method of water level measurement made in 1969. Runoff diminished
by a small net export of water (minor bypassing vie side channels also occurs). # A predominantly
pervious (Oolitic est) catchment on the dip-slope of the Cotswolds. MainN rural. Gravel pit
development in the lower valley.
039129 Thames at Farmoor CA: 1608.8 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: P Level: 60m UE: FAL
Comment: MUlti-path cross-configuration ultrasonic gauging station d/s of intake for Farmoor Res.
Drought flow accuraey uncertain (v. low velodties) and gaugingi suggest that flaws may be
overestimated by around 5%. Naturalised flows not routinely calculated. Substantial left-bank by-
passing (not via the Thames itself) under flood conditions. Levels affected by d/s gate movements,
abstractions and lockages. # Catchment is predominantly rural u/s of the station. Geology: mixed -
pervious headwaters (Oolitic lb°, Oxford Clay in the lower reaches.
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039008 Thames at Eynsharn
MA EA local No: 1203 Sers2
FAR SPE Levet 60m UE: .02 FM: 0.924
Comment: Crimples barrage of gates end weirs. teal bread:11 30m. Sons bypassing at extreme
&schemes wren structure can be submerged. Early flow data derived from coca-day gaogetoard
readings. Naturalised flows available for period of record, off-take for Fannoor reservoir is
ids (operring from 1955).  8  Geology sited - pervious headwaters (Ootic Ca),
Odord Clay O lower readies. Warty rural MO development concentrated along the valey botInce.
039034 Eventode at Cassington MA CA: 4300 Ian'
MA EA Local No: 1290 Sens.: 11.9 Sffut 59.8m's
F.A.R. El Level: 60m UE: .02 FM: 0.967 .
Comment: Complex cortgurabon - compound Crump weir (crests. 4.0n and 3.7m) plus two side-
epilog weirs (broad-aested, 7.5en broad and Crump 4.6rn tread); the latter ckscharge to a canal
section. Near-natural catctunent but smal net import of water and some Smiled storage in Blenheim
Lake. # Headwaters largely inVerWoM Pas Series), pervious Ocenc Cat in lower reaches. Rural.
039026 Cherwell at Banbury CA: 199.4 Ice
MA EA Local No: 1420 Sens.: 12.0 WI: W.Oin's-'
FAR: P Levet 89m UE: .02 FAI: 0.971
Comment: Asymmetrical  compound Catmq-type weir  (crest Widths: 3.0m. 8.9m). Modular krne
about 22 m's-1.Apre 1998 peak estimated at around 90 mIs-I (but  level  exceeckal staucture-ful by
al .570. Approx. 50 sa.krn of the catdiment drains clireolty to the 04c4d Canal: some of this runoff
returns (via an overbill weir) u/s of BanWry. River flows also diminished by a large  uls  abstractian
(Grin/show); this can appreciady distort the flow hydrograpb. Regime is relathely responshe
if Catchment consists mainly of lessic formations and is rural in character.
039144 Sor at Bodicote CA: 87.7 krn2
MA EA Local No: Sens:
F.A.R: P Level: 91m UE: FM:
Comment:Crump Weir (Ws and din Ma rnonilored); redace8 AdclerborY (39051) Mich dosed in
API 1998. Signflcard abstraction u/s - NA ONY operates when flows > 0.16 m3s-I. Peak of And
1998 flood estimated at ankund 17 Os' '. # A largely inmenneable (Middle Lies) catchment - mral
in character.
039021 Cherwell et Enslow Mill CA: 651,7 krn2
MA: EA Local No: 1460 Sens,: 10.9 S/full: 74.0rn1/4-1
FAR: PE Level: 65m UE: .02 FAI: 0.983
Comment: Asymmetrical compound Clump (crests: 3.05m and 6.10m) with side-spilling overfall
weir for for flows > 10 m's-1. Unsuitable for flood analysis; level measurement imprecise prior to
1967 end bypassing has varied in magnitude through time. Recorded peaks are underestimates
(the title peak for the Apri 1998 flood probably exceeded 100 mss-'). United impact of adifidal
influences on the flow regme. N A largely atral catchment containing Banbury In its upper reaches.
Geology: mixed, predominantly pervious Liassic fommtions.
FAI:
heavily influenced bY 9w
derived from the Digital
the scarp slope of the
039061 Lacombe Brook at Letcombi Bassett C.A: 4.0 Icrre2
MA EA Local No: 1761 Sens:
FAR: Level: 106in UE: FAI:
Comment: Flat V weir (3.0m wide) superseded original rectangular notch (1.0 m wide) in 1981.
Elaseflow dominated regime. Runoff suggests Mal Me CA underestimates Me conthbutirg area. Flovn
substantially reduced by pumping from the Childrey Warren boreholes ALF scheme implemented
in 1992. 4 Entirely rural catchment on scary slope of the lemboum Downs: Chalk - Drift free except
for peat on the highest hills in the S. Catchment area derived from the Digital Terrain Medal.
039081 Ock at Abingdon CA: 234.0 krn2
MA EA Local No: 1790 Sens.: 20.3 SAM: 22.7mts-1
FAR: GE Level: 51rn UE: .02 FAT 0,984
Comment: Crump weir 7.79m  wide  (audtlary dig tapping) superseded original compound stmdere in
1979. Weir drowns during floods .overspitl can waif into Sandfccd Brook - more corm= pre-1979;
no flow adjustment made. Substantial channel improvements but drowNng row more frequent again.
Runoff augmented by sewage effluent (derived from outside catchment). Contributing area exceeds
topographical catchment. # Flat, rural valley In Vale of The Mille Horse. Mixed geology - 50%
pervioue; Chalk downland forms southem watershed, remainder mostly Tertiary days.
039046 Themes at Sutton Courtenay CA: 3414.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 1800 Sens.:
FAR: PEI Level: 45m  UE:  FAI:
Comment: Multi-path ultrasonic gauging station replaced original (first in the UK) single path device
in 1982. Redangular chanrel in straight, navigable reach. Levels and velocity profile influenced by
CIS sluices. Eady data of kmer predsico - isolated extreme minima and some negative flows in 1976
(rot ardirved). AI but tighest flows contained. Station between &flake and discharge for Didcot
Power Station (naturalised daily flows amilatle). # Mixed geology: Oolilic Ust headwaters. Oxford
Clay below. Mainly rural with development ccocentrated in the valleys.
039002 Thames at Days Welr C.A: 3444.7 km'
MA: EA Local No: 1900 Sens.:
FAR: PEI Level: 46m UE: .03 FAI: 0.944
Comment: Adjustable thin-plate weir (5,48m wide) plus 15 radial gates, replaced a barrage of radial
and buck gates in 1969. Rating formulae based upon gaugings - tailwater calibration applies for flows
> 70 m3s-1: above 100 m's-overspill occurs. Daily naturaised Sows available for POR (equal to
gauged flows up to 1973)- allowfor Didcot Power Station losses only. Peak flows underreview.# Mixed
geology (Oolitic Limestone headwaters. Oxford Clay below). Predominately rural with development
concentrated along the valley.
C* 16162 lon2
039017 Ray at Grendon Underwood CA: 18.8 lor?
Local No: 1471 Sens.: Sffull: 6.6rn's-'
FAR: N Level: 66m UE: <.01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Flat V replaced a trapezoidal crItical-depth flume in 1999 in a channel 8.5m wide. Full
range following increase in flume capacity in 1964. Data from 1982-86 less reliable, and incomplete;
some data loss during 1999 rebuild. Operated as an experimental basin by IN untl 1987, then
Thames Water, now operated by EA. Negligible artificial dieturhanCe to the very responsive flow
regime - repflesentative catchment, important in national network terms. li Relatively flat,
impermeable (Oxford Clay) catchment given over to agnoitte.
039112 Letcombe Brook at Arabellas Lake
MA EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: Level: m UE:
Comment: Flat V weir at outletl of lake. Regime of the Letcombe Brook is
abstraction; flow augmentation scheme in operation. # Catchment area
Terrain Medal. The letcombe Brook is fed from springs issuing  from
Lamboum Downs (Chalk); contributing area is very rural..
CA: 3.1 lun2
s:e se
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039130 Thames at Reading CA 4633.7 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: Level: 30m UE: FAL
Comment: Multi-path cross-configuration ultrasonic gauging station ( incorporates adjustment for
flows outside the transducer piers). Good c/nr osnfirmation of Calibration throughout the range. Sited
beneath Reading Bridge. Levels affected by dis weir and lock. # Mixed geology with Cotswold
headwaters (Oolitic L'st) and Oxford Clay. Land use: predominantly rural but with important, and
growing, urban developrnent in the valley (i.e. Oxford and Reading).
-
039147 Wendover Springs at Wendover Wharf CA: 9.5 km'
MA: BW Local No: Sens.:
FAR: Level: m UE: FAL
Comment: Thin-plate weir (0.91m wide) monitoring outflow from the Wendover Springs - which
issue from the Chalk warp - into Me Wendover Ann of the Grand Union Canal; algal/weed growth
upstream of crest can affect levels - overestimating runoff. Station commissioned in the 1962.
processed flows from 1989 (microfilmed level charts for pre-1989 pedal). Important historical
monthly series available for 1841-1897, but methods of flow measurement used pre-1962 not yet
defined. Groundwater abstraction suspected to be cause of runoff decline from late 1880s. i
.- .
039105 Theme at Wheatley  -6.k  533.8 km'
..
M.A: EA Local No: Sens.:
EAR: GE Level: 50m UE: FAL .•.
Comment: Multi-path ultrasonic (cross- configuration). Skewed flow, weedgrowth and slimmer
temPerature gradients can limit accuracy. Full range, railway embankment ensures no bypassing,
Supersedes 39038 (u(s). Some spring flow contribution but msponsive regime. Net import of Water;
sewage effluent is a sig. component of low 11:ms. # The Thorne drains a typical day (prindpally
Oxford Clay. some Greensand also) vale  NW  of the Chiltem escarpment. Land use: l6rgely
..
agricultural (considerable grassland); Axlesbury is the major town.
039065 Ewelme Brook at Ewelme CA: 13.4 km'
M.A: EA Local No: 1995 Seris.: i
FAR N Level: 66m UE: FAL .,
CoMment: Flat V weir (width: 2m) installed in 1980 suierseded (after 4-yr break) a thimplate weir
(width:1.524m). Limited head - algal growth on crest can be a problem - but modular. Natural, stable
fiow regime (but local surface runoff can produce sub-daily events). 2000/01 dmfs'outstariding.
Sorhe pre-1950 artifidal channel re-alignment. Fhistine scarp-slope chalk stream, gravel bed, fish
farming and cress beds d/s (ceased activity in 1991). Gw catchment < topographical catchment.
/I  Land use is rural/agricultural. Ewelme Village is the only settlement. r
:
039146  ' - Mill Brook at Blewbury CA: 2.0 kr9'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.:
F.AR: Level: m i UE: FM: '
Comment: Flat V weir, Thames Water abstraction u/s.' Flow constraint 40 ...Meghlitres/day.
Groundwater catchment substintially exceeds the topograhical catchment: ninot totals am
unrealistic. # Rural catchment developed on the Chalk.
1
039114 Pang at Frlisham CA: 89.8 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: Level: 74m UE: FM:
Comment: Flat V weir on ephemeral stretch of the Fang. Floods exceed bankfull and weedgrowth
causes occasional drowning (lbws adjusted but high submergence ratios limit accuracy). Monitors
progress of Alleviation of Low Flows programme (headwater abstractions- currently muchdiminished
- having substantially reduced runoff). Effluent can form a significant component of low flows. # A
largely permeable (Chalk) ruralcatchment; mostly arableandpasture with significant woodland on the
Tertiary outcrops (in the 5).
039027 .' Pang at Pangbourne CA: 1709 km'
M.A: EA Local No: 2190 Sens.: 17.4 S/full: 16.0m3s-1
FAR: RGI Level: 40m
,
UE: <01 FAI: 0.994
Comment: Crump weir, 4.0m bmad, Backing-up from Thames causes drowning, even
submergence (crest-tapping performance has declined through time, tail-water tapping'installed
in 2001). No local bypassing but sorne overspill occurs into Sulham Brook during extreme floods.
1970s flows under review. Runoff substantialty diminished by gw abstractions (but large reduction in
Compton abstraction from early 1990s): occasional impact of WEGS but othenvise few artificial
influences on flows.  4  Catchment is prindpally pervious (Chalk) but about 15% is Impermeable
(Reading Beds. London Clay and Alluvium): Drift also. A largely rural catchment.
039116 Sulham Brook at Sulham CA: 3.0 km'
M.A: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: E Level: 43m UE: FAI:
Comment: Flat V weir. U/s and d/s levels monitored; modest d/s gradient and limited channel
capacity/siltation causes structure to drown for substantial periods. Runoff reduced by ow
abetraction. Levels/flows can be affected by STW until the mid-1990s (when effluent diverted).
# A very rural catchment developed mosW on Chalk: some woodland on the Terbary outcrops.
039037 Kennet at Marlborough CA: 142.0 kre
MA: EA Local No: 2210 Sens.: 54.2 SAO: 36.3m's-I
FAR: G Level: 127m , . UE: .01 FAI: 1.030 .
Comment:Crump weir, 6.1m broad, eith crest-tapping plus Crump crested side weir for high flows.
Full range and not subject to drowning. Runoff is low and baseSow dominated. The hydrological_
catchment is sMaller than the topographical catchment: some diminution in flcw also results from ow
abstraction. # Chalk catchment; predominant/y rural.
Comment: Flat V weir (width: 3.0m) with auxiliary d/s recorder - seasonal weed growth causes
drowning. Gw abstraction in the headwatem otherwise flow regime is natural and dominated by
baseflow. 4 The Og is a Chalk stream draining from the Marlborough Dorms. A rural catchment.
039101 Aldbourne at Ramsbury CA: 53.1 km'
MA: EA Local No: 2229 Sens.: 40.5
FAR: N Level: 106m UE: FAL
Comment: Two Flat V weirs - 1:10 cross-slopes (one is located On a bypass stream). Theoretical
calibration. All flows contained. Sensibly natural flow regime. 4 The Aldbourne drains a Chalk
downland catchment. Land use: predominantly agricultural - Aldboume is tne only significant
settlement.
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1996 504 67 157 54 23.00 127.0
1997 637 84 111 38 16.30 105.0
1998 818 108 295 102 4334 179.0
1999 792 105 283 98 41.64 187.7
2000 918 122 404 139 59.22 223.5
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89..95 750 219 0.07 0.2d 03/02 0.02 04/12 0.1 0.06 0.03
1994 1990 ."
.
1999 543 72 198 90 0.06 0.1d 26/03 0.04 01/11  al  0.06 0.04
1997 631 84 118 54 0.04 0.1d 11/05 0.03 21/10 0.0 0.03
1998 940 125 171 78 0.05 ale 26/12 0.03 16/03 0.1 0.05 0.03
1999  788  105 206 94 0.06 0.1d 16/02 0.03 25/11 0.1 0.06 0.03
2000 1044 139 285 130 0.09 0.2d 13/12 0.05 13/02 0.1 0.07 0.05
89..95 841 231 3.90 53.1 04/02 0.60 14/09 10.6 2.02 0.97
1990 1990
,
1996 460 72 153 66 2.59 27.5 26/02 0.66 20/09 56 1.45 0.79
1997 544 85 88 38 1.50 12.2 26/02 0.73 04/06 2.3 1.18 0.80
1998 782 122 295 128 5.00 35.7 27/12 0.92 20/08 12.9 2.44 1.02
1999 697 109 242 105 4.10 25.5 17(01 0.74 28/07 10.9 2.24 0.87
2000 869 136 374 162 6.31 47.8 31/10 1.04 23/07 15.8 3.36 1.11
70-95 699 106 0.05 0.3 14/08 0.00 01/01 0.1 0.04 0.01
1980 1974
1996 525 75 91 86 0.04 0.1 07/06 0.01 31/12 01 0.04 001
1997 634 91 12 11  ,  001 91 17/05 0.00 21/10 0.0 0.01
1998 805 115 82 77 003 91 01/08 0.01 01/01 0.0 0.03 0.02
1999 771 110 132 125 0.06 0.1 01/06 0.03 02/11 0.1 0.05 0.03
2000 939 134 145 137 0.06 0.1 31/12 004 01/01 0.1 0.06 004
1996 488
1997 591 323 002 91 15/12 001 24/07 0.0 0.02 001
1998 769 1688 0.11 03 27/04 0.05 11/10 0.1 0.11 0.06
1999 737 1935 0.12 0.3 19/05 0.04 12/11 0.2 0.11 0.06
2000 900 2346 0.15 0.4 30/12 0.07 16/10 0.2 0.15 0.08
91.95 760 72 0.21 1.1 26/04 0.00 01/12 0.5 0.13
1995 1992
1996 538 71 47 65 0.13 0.3 23/02 0.01 15/11 0.3 0.12 0.02
1997 646 85 2 3 >0.00 0.0 19/02 0.03 14/06 0.0 0.00
1998 836 110 40 56 0.11 0.4 02/11 0.00 01/01 0.2 0,11 0.04
1999 807 106 88 122 0.25 0.04 03/03 0.09 11/09 0.5 0.20 0.09
2000 965 127 128 179 0.36 1.0d 31/12 0,12 19/10 0.6 0.31 0,14
.
68..95 702 114 0.62 6.5 22/11 0.07 24/08 1.1 0.52 0.19
1974 1976
1996 536 76 101 89 055 1.8 24/02 021 17/10 0.9 0.43 0.22
1997 631 90 53 46 0.28 1.2 19/02 0.13 04/10 0.5 0.26 0.15
1998 819 117 110 96 0.60 2.0 13/04 0.28 2409 0.9 0.54 0.30
1999 800 114 145 127 0.79 3.5 23/01 0.32 13(09 1.3 062 0.36
2030 943 134 227 199 1.23 8.1 13/12 0.47 14/09 1.8 0.91 0.50
91_95 668 725 0.07 1.3 13/10 >0.00 14/08 0.2 0.04 0.01
1993 1995
1996 458 89 344 47 0.03 0.3 OW0/ >0.00 03/08 0.1 >0.00 >0.00
1997 517 77 160 22 0.02 0,1 19/02 >0.00 13/08 0.0 0.01
1998 766 115 922 127 0.09 1.0 01/11 >0.00 22/08 0.3 0.03 0,01
1999 742 111 810 112' 0.08 1.8 16/o1>0.00 09/09 0,2 0.03 0,01
2000 888 133 1513 209 0.14 4.3 30/10 0.01 25/08 0,2 0.06 0,01
92-95 754 290 42.54 199.0 02/02 3.18 18/08 104.1 23.85 595
1995 1995
1/01 3.93 19/09 56.6 12.45 4.42
/02 3.75 21/08 38.5 10.07 4.52
/04 5.08 21/08 106.1 29.50 5.96
/01 509 31/07 107.0 27.35 7.33
/12 5.77 25/08 133.8 37.80 8.49
72-95 804 190 0.85 7.1 /12 >0.00 01/11 2.0 0.52 0.08
992 1976
1996 639 79 113 59 0.51 1.4 5,93 0.06 31/12 1.2 0.39 007
1997 755. 94 . 25 13 0.11 0.5 /12 0.01 .01/11 0.2 _0.09 0.02
1998 1016 126 238 125 1.07 27 /131 0.23 08/10 1.8 1.12 0.28
1999 1004 125 245 129 1.10 4.8 20/01 0.25 12/10 25 0.71 0.27
2000 1184 147 389 205 1.75 8.9 /12 0,44 13/09 30 1.71 050
. ,
80..95 790 167 0.31 2.0 /03 0.00 13/12 0.8 0.19 0.01
995 1990
1996 618 78 90 54 0.17 0.5 /03 >0.00 24/12 0.4 >0.00 >0.00
1997 742 94 14 8 0.03 OA 30/12 >0.00 21/10 0.1 0,01
1998 1009 120 213 128 0.40 08 .18/01 0.07 15/10 0,7 0.42 0.09
1999 958 121 732 139 .0.43 2.1 26/01 0.06 31/10 1.1 0.26 0.07
2000 1145 145 342 205 0.64 3.1 13/12 0.06 15/10 1.0 0.60 0.08
82_95 791 127 0.21 1.2 07/03 0.01 23/12 0.5 0.09 0.03
1995 1990
1996 613 77 73 57 0.12 0.4 25/03 0.02 31/12 03 0.08 0.03
1997 713 90 14 11. 0.02 0.1 11/05 0.01 26/09 0.0 0.02 0.01
1998 978 124 115 91 0.19 0.4 31/12 0.02 01/01 04 0.19 0.05
1999 917 116
2000 1064 135
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039043 Kennet  at  Knighton CA 295_0 krn2
Ikk  EA Load No: 2230 Sens 21.1
FAR G Levet 105m LIE: FAL
Comment: Two Cruma weirs: 13.7m crest co the mab Memel Mus a turn crest on Me Ladeccea
Stream. Very I% gradient - rein wee is sub(ect to frequent deeming web very Mph subrrergerce
rabas. Some pre-1960 haws unacoected. data under review. Sortie bypme:hp %rim Ilccds. Fbws
sightly &Meshed  by giv atelracCers  amebae dorninates the flow regime. # Chit& catchment.
Meaty neat (includes pertof Savernake Forest) tut sane urban growth in the valley.
039028 Dun at Hunger/ ord C.A: 101.3 km2
MA EA Lccal No: 2239 Sens.: 26.3 Sffull: 12.0m3s-'
FAR: ON Level: 99m 1.1E: .01 FM: 0.990
Comment: Crump wee. 10.7m broad. RA range and  madder.  Abstecbord and dschargin are of
thrice signficance. Smal net loss, but essentially a natural baseflow-dioninated flow regime. 9 A
rtelinlY cereous (OW()  od mat character (deadly 866:Waral but the Dun drains part of
Savemake Awes°.
039103 Kennet at Newbury CA 548.1 km2
MA EA Local No: Sere.:
FAR: Level: 70m UE: FAL
Comment: Ultrasonic gauging stabon - six pairs of transducers in aces-path confgurabon.
Relatively high velocities. Fie range.  New  insImment kiosk installed in 1996 (to improve relablity in
hat weather). Sensitiy natural flow regime but possible smal tinned of West Berkshire
Groundwater Scheme during drought conditions.  6  Principally a Chatk catchment. Mainly rural
(arable and nixed firming) with some urban growth concentrated along Ne valley.
039033 WIntarbourna St et Begnor C.A: 49.2 krn2
Sens.: 36.7KA: EA Local No: 2264 Sffull: 0.9m's-'
FAR: RG Level: 81m  UE:  <.01 FAL 1.000
Comment:Crump weir. 3m broad - originally 65m but reduced to impmve senuthity (in 1968). Full
range. Runoff reduced by gv) abstracliorir, for Ernited periods flows also substantally influerced by
purnping and flow augmentation assodated with the West Betts Groundwater Scheme (e.g. winter
1969(70, 1976. 1989 and 1998).4 A Chalk catchment) very neat character.
039019 Lamboum at Shaw C.A: 234.1 km2
MA: EA local No: 2269 Sens.: 13.8 Sfitill: 17.0m3s-'
FAR: RG level: 76rn UE: <.01 FAI: 0.983
Comment: Crump  weir  (1067m broad) with auxifory Ws recorder. Posebeity of a smatl overspill in
Koh Rods when storage may be provided by Domington Lake. PWS abstracton in headwaters
and dM sluices (occasionally) influence  flows,  but net tetanal disturbance to Me regime is limited
(apart from periods during which the West Berks Groundwater Scheme is operating • providing Low
flow support). Flow pattem is baseflow dominated. 4 Local suburban growth near station but
primarily a rural catchment developed on the Berkshire Downs (Chalk).
039025 Enborne et Biimpton CA: 147.6 km2
KA: EA Local No: 2279 Sens.: 15.8 SAM: 32.0m1/4-1
FAR: GI Level: 59m US: <.01 FAI: 0.985
Comment: Asynnenical compound Crump weir (crest widths: 3.0m and 45m). Drowning can
oohs above attout 10 m3s-': cffs recorder used to calculate flows since 1992. Highest lbws are
under-estimated as banks are overtopped. Net impact of abstractions (mostly gw) and discharges is
very limited, but overall there is a net export of water. From 1989 impact of West Beds Groundwater
Scheme may be evident on low flows. 9 Chalk outcrops In the headwaters but catchment is main/y
impervious (Tertiary days). Land use: prindpalty agriditural.
039016 Kennet et Theele CA: 1033.4 km2
MA: EA Local No: 2290 Sens.: 8.5
•FAR: RGI Level: 43m UE: .01 FAI: 0.956
Comment: Camp weir (15.9m broad) equipped with pressure tapping & cffs recorder. Cableway
installed in 1999- All but highest flows contained. Flood fl,ows may be underestimated, little net
impact of abstractions and discharges (minor contribution to K & A canal) but augmentation
from WBGS during droughts. High baseflow component but responsive contribution from the
R. Enhourne. Dials 04-24/12198 estimated by NRFA (using 39103) due to gauging hut refurbish-
ment 4 A mairdy pervious catchment (80% Chalky Rural headwaters: urban development (and
growth) concentrated abng the valley.
039022 Loddon at Shseptmidge CA: 164.5 km'
MA: EA LoCal No: 2420 Sens.: 11.8 Sffull: 50.0m1/4-1
FAR: GE/ Level: 42m UE: .05 FAI: 0.931
ComMent: Two Crump weirs (2.1m crest. plus 6.9m crest oblique to channel flow) superseded
flume/side-spilling weir (subject to bypassing) in 1970- Both Grumps remain modular and all but
extreme  flows  are contained. Net import of water into the catchment (e.g. via Basingstoke STW).
# Headwaters are in eye Chalk of the Norlh Downs but the catdyment is largely impervious. A
predominantly rural catchment. °ordaining some important - and growing - urban centres.
039123 Blackwater at Farnborough C.A: 35.5 krn2
MA: EA Local No: Sena:
FAR: - Level: m UE: . FAL
Comment: Electromagnetic station installed as part of a R&D project into flow in two-stage
channels. Calibration to be completed: 8 Tertiary geology - mainly Bagshot Beds with London Clay
in the headwaters and alluvium In the valley. SubstanUal and expanding urban devebpment
including Famborough and Aldershot but large rural tracts remain: significant areas of heathland
and woodland.
039015 Whilewater at Lodge Farm CA: 44.8 km'
MA: EA Local No: 2442 Sens.: 16.7 Sffull: 3.0m3s-I
FAR: G Level: 72m UE: <01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Crump weir. full range (but drowns in sunvner), supemeded (1975) an insensitive
rectangular thin-plate weir operated miginally by Mid-Southern Water Cc Data prior to 1975 of
much pcorer quality (eg. resulbng from cfinging nappe and damaged crest).  Archived  data: 1910-
1926 monthly lbws. 1927-1963 daily (but 7.day sequences of identical flows), from 1964 dints. Part
of the catchment drains into the Basingstoke Canal: a proportion of this runoff returns to the
Whitewater catchment. Stable regime. baseflow dominated. but some minor u/s disturbance to flow
pattern. 1/ Catctunent is developed entirely on Chalk. Rural character.
039044 Hart at Bramshill House CA: 840 km'
MA EA Local No: 2458 Sens.: 18.1 Sff ull: 12.1mts-'
FAR: E Level: 50m UE: .04 FAL 0.942
Comment: Crump weir, 40m broad, with crest and oils tappings. Even so, poor low flow record due
to weed-induced drowning. Banks overtopped in extreme floods. Flows augmented by effluent
derived from outside the catchment.  a  A mainly impermeable (Eocene formations with some
overburden of gladel deposits) catchment. Mixed land use - largefY rural with considerable
woodland but includes growing urban development near headwatera
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039039 Wye at High Wycombe CA: 67.7 km°
MA: EA' Local No: Sens.: Sffull: 1.1m's-I
Level: m UE: FAL
Comment: Flat V (1:10 cross-slope) installed, in 1996, as pan of ALF programme. Non-modular for
significant periods - heavy weedgrowth in d/s section. Previously flows were monitored, from 1937.
at the same site - Two thin-plate weirs, 1.8 and 1.4m broad. Discontinued in 1975 due to poor
hydrometric performance - data unretiable (not held on NRFA).
I
s
ape e
Comment: Two Crump weirs (main 4.8m, side 2.7m wide) superseded original flume, plus side-
spilling weir, in 1970. Weir capadty c27 m's-'. Minor bypassing of the side weir in flood conditions;
overflows more frequent pre-1970. Sewage effluent is an important component of low flows (large
STWs at Camberley and Sandhurst), also some net import of sewage effluent. Exact delineation of
the hydrological catchment is difficult. # Chalk in be headwaters, day, sands and alluvium in the
valley. Substantial and expanding urban development in Ihe catchment but some large rural tracts
remain; sigruficant areas of heath and woodland.
039138 Loddon et Twyford CA: 751.8 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: Level: 32m UE: FAL
Comment: Multi-path ultrasonic in cross configuration. Full range. Power supply and instrumenta-
' lion problems (ele. difficulties have been encountered with the lowest of the six fight paths) - these
are being addressed. # Chalk headwaters, mainly London Clay. -
039023 Wye et Iledsor CA: 137.3 km'
MA EA Local No: 2590 Sens.: 13.8 Sfiull: 12.0m's-'
FAR: GI Level: 27m UE: .07 FAL 0.983
Comment: Crump weir. 6.1m broad. Modular throughout the Sow range. MI hut extreme floods
contained. Low flows are significantly influenced by abstractions (particularly groundwater) and
discharges (e.g. Wycombe STW), flashy response from urban fraction but mgme remains basellow
dominated. # A mainly pervious (Chalk) catchment with an overburden of gladal deposits on be
higher ground. Dip-slope valley in the Chiltems; contains several significant urban/suburban centres.
039052 Tha Cut at Blnfield CA: 50.2 km'
M.A: EA Local No: 2620 Sens.: 16.7 Sfiull: 26.tilm's'
Level: 46m UE: .12 FAL 0.942
Comment: Broad-crested weir (crest: 13.7m wide) plus adjustable low flow notch (crest: 1.22m v4de)
at Duffel from an ornamental lake. Early flow data (prior to installation ol notch) less predse.
Hydrograph shows Mixed ruragurban response - including the effect of balandng ponds. S4nificant
and increasing effluent component during periods of low flow (primarily from Asost STW - this
represents a net import of water). # An impermeable catchment (London Clay). Rural headwaters,
including considerable woodland but major New Town (Bracknell) development below -almost 30 per
cent urban overall.
039072 Thames at Royal Windsor Park CA 7046.0 km'
MA: EA Local No: 2700 Sens.: -
FAR: RPGEI Level: 14m UE: 'FA!:
Comment: Multi-path ultrasonic gauging station superseded, in 1968, original single-path con-
figuration (installed 1978). Some gaps in record. Calibration confirmed by gaugings. All but excep-
tional floods contained. Substantial baseflow (rom the Chalk and Oolitic L'st, quicker response from
the Oxford Clay and Lower London Tertiaries. Station is u/s of the major PWS off-takes for London.
4  Scarp and vale topography developed on diveme geology. Predominately rural headwaters
contrast with considerable suburban growth in the lower valley.
039125 Ver et Redbourn C.A. 62.6 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: E Level: 92m UE: FAL
Comment: Flat-V weir (4.0m wide). U/s and d/s level measurements are routinely made - drowns but
d/s reach regularly maintained by dredging to improve modularity. Gauging station initially constructed
to monitor low flows. Runoff is reduced by ow abstraction - which has been greatly reduced since May
1993 (the Ver is included in the EA's Alleviation of Low Flows Programme). if A predominantly rural
catchment on the dip-slope of the Chilterns (Chalk); land-use mainly arable and pasture.
039126 Red at Redboum CA: 18.5 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: E Level: 92m UE: FAL
Comment: Flat-V weir (4.0m wide) which frequently drowns. U/s and ds measurements am
routinely made. D/s  reach  regularly maintained by dredging which improves modularity. Gauging
station initially constructed to monitor low &ore Flow data for Feb 1995 unreliable due to weed
growth. # A predominantly rural catchment on the dip-skbe of the Chilterns (Chalk); land-use is
mail* arable/pasture. -
039014  - - . - Ver et Hansteeds . CA: 132.0 km'
MA: EA Loca/ No: 2819 Sens.: 22.2 Sault: 9.805-'
FAR: G Level: 62m UE: .07 FAI: 0.946
Comment: Compound Crump weir - 2 crests, each 2.44m broad - superseded (in 1969) original
broad-crested weir (plus bypass channel): the early flow data are of a lesser quality. Topographical
catchment area significantly exceeds the hydrological catchment. Flows diminished by large
groundwater abstractions (including PWS for Luton) - increased sharply since 1950 changing the
river'scharacter. Restoration programme (ALF) over the 1991-93 period; abstractions much reduced
by late 1990s. //Pervious (Chalk) catchment. Rural headwaters, significant urban development in the
lower valley.
039013  comeet Berrygrova C.A. 352.2 km°
MA: EA Local No: 2830 Sens.: 28.2 SIMI!: rem's'
FAR: GEI Level: 55m UE: FAL
Comment: Compound Crump Weir superseded (in 1991) compound thin-plate weir (9.0m broad -
often drowned and bypassed). Flows over the new weir include those for the BucknaWs Brook,
Effluent (Bladcbird's STW) is now a major component of low flows - can produce abrupt flow
. changes. Groundwater catchment difficult to delineate; losses occur (o the Lee) via swallow holes.
Runoff also diminished by bng temi gw abstraction (restoration prcgamme began in 1991). # A
largely pervious (Chalk) catchment. Rural headwaters; considerable urban development in the
valley. Extensive gravel workings.
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039089 Cede et  Bury  MIll CA 48.2 i3712
IAA EA Loaf  No:  2841 Sens.: 213
FAR Lest in UE: .03 FM 0.979
Cernment: Rectangular Dane et Mde oretracbons instarled  try  limpet Heagstead Devebrirn Ent
Corporation; urban ruroff has a significant effect on flood peaks. Balancing parts ups wittin btill-up
area. Leak in mining *el dsoovered S. 1990 vandaism end debris in choral can create problems.
# Gip-doge stream &airing the Chilterns; sag geology Chafk witt some tertiary and extensive
touldes clay coves. A mainly reral cabshmem draining to Hemel Hempstead.
039030 Gads at Morley Green CA 184.0 Ian'
MA EA Local No: 2849 Son.: 26.8 SA! 14.8m3s-'
FAR GI Level: 50m UE: FM:
Comment: Compound Crump-type tit (three sections. total breadth 10.1m). The neglgible inflow
from the Grand Union Canal Oa an overfall weir is no longer noretored. The net effect of
abstraction and discharges S to make the runoff rather unrepresentative; overall net export of
water. 11 Pervious readwaters (Chant) with Tertiary deposits (mostly impervian) S. the valley. Mixed
land use: nral hits,  considerable  urban development below.
039088 Chess et RIckmansworth CA 105.0 me
MA EA Local No: 2859 Sens.: 223
FAR: PGE Level: 47m UE: .03 FM: 0.960
Comment; Crum weir (6.0m bond) with watery d/s moonier_ Full range stabon. The baseflow
decimated flow regime is influenced by semage effluent. Abstractions ere of mainly low consumptive
type with some gm abstractions tor PWS; srnal net export from the catchment. # The Chess is a
Chalk stream draining the dip-slope of the Chiffons. Headwaters are anal; significant urban growth
in the lower valley.
039010 Calm at Denham CA: 743.0 km'
MA: EA Wall No: 2870 Sent: 14.4 S/full: 17.5m3s-'
FAI: 0.786FAR: GEI Level: 34m UE: .08
Comment: Twin semi-circular broad-crested weffs (one section subject to drowning). Insensitive -
overall crest length 30m. Few high flow gaugings. Afl flows contained. Complex water utilisation
within Me catchment, consklerable groundwater abstraction - net dintinutton in flows - but increasing
effluent contribution Emcludng Maple Lodge STW) to low flows. Hydrological and topographical
divides Da not ccintide. 1/ A largely Chalk catchment with clays in the valleys supplemented by
extensive gravel tracts. Rural headwaters with considerable suburban development in the middle to
lower macros.
..
039127 %Mourne at Llnle MIssenden CA: 07.2 km'
MA EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: I Level: 101m UE: FAI:
Comment: Rectargular tin-plate weir with flanking Crump crests. Theoretical rating supported by
gatgings (mote scheduled to confirm caribretion). Screen u/s of  weir requires  regular maintenance.
Heavy gw pumping in the headwaters has reduced base flows (the Mistioume Is included in the EA
Low Flow Alleviation Programme). # A mostly niral catchrnent on the dip-slope of the Chilterns
(Chalk). ,
039102 Mtsboume et Denham Lodge C.& 136.0  MIT
MA EA Local No: 2879 Sens.: 17.4
FAR: GE . Level: 35m UE: FAI:
Comment: Crump weir (crest: 3.5r1 wide) plus Flat V (width: 2.0m, 1:10 aossalope) on small
distnbutaty. High flow range under review but drowning rare. Bypassed only in exceptional floods.
Baseflow dominated Chalk stream. influent near the Chalfonts. Runoff diminished by PWS
abstractions; counteracted by ALF scheme from 1992. Ow catchment: 81 scikm. 9 Elongated dip-
slope catchment in the Chilterns. Urban growth in valley but catchment Is mostly Green Belt -
agriculture with scattered tracts of woodland.
039098 Finn at Uxbridge CA 33.3 km'
MA: EA Local No: 2889 Sens.:
FAR:  N  Level: 31m UE: FAI:
Comment: Electromagnetic (overhead coil) station in formalised trapezoidal section. Encouraging
full-range perfornnnce. more gaugings required to confirm high flow calibration. All but exceptional
floods contained. Flashy regime. Very limited impact of artificial influences on the flow pattern _
(multiple 0.01 m's-' entries are an instremental artifact). e Surturban catchmenont  W  of LrIon.
Largely impermeable. Headwaters rise in countryside but substantial development d/s - kicludng
Pinner, Ruislip and Ickenham.
039111  . ,Thames at Staines CA: 8120.0 km'
MA: EA Local No: . • ' - . Sens.:
FAR: Level: 10m . 1 'UE: FAI:
Comment: Ultrasonic gauging station - multi-path (S) in cress configuretice; tranSOULerS located In
piles set in the channel. Excellent agreement between multi-rneter check gaugings and US
call:cation. Levels affected by gate and lock movements. In hot weather temperature gradients can
deflect beams. Major PWS abstractions u/s. 11 Scarp and vale topography. DiVesSe geology.
Predominately rural headwaters contrast with substantial urban and suburban development in the
lower reaches.
039128  ' Bourne(South) et Addleetone FACI:A: 90.1 km'
NoMA: EA Local : Sens.:
FAR: E Level: Ilm UE:
Comment: Velocity-area station - low level sharp-crested weir beneath a road bridge acts as the
centrel. APproach not ideal but Cnnfirmatory gaugings up to approx. 10 m's Tt. Some bypassing into
R. Wey system (via the canal) at greater than approx. 9 m's-I. Rating change in Oct 1993 (eadier
data may need reprocessing). # Geology largely Bagshot Beds with some urban development d/s.
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039118 Wey at Alton CA: 44.6 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: Level: 101m - UE: FM:
Comment; Flat V weir (1:10) cross-slope. U/s and d/s levels monitored. Baseflow dominated
regime - the Upper Wey is ephemeral. Significant abstractions in the catchment. 11 Mosey Chalk:
Upper Greensand outcrops in the east. Mon is the only large settlement; land use is largely pasture/
arable.
039119  , Wey at Kings Pond (Alton) C.A: .45.9 km'
KA: EA Local No: Sent: '
FAR: Level: 99m UE:
Comment: Rectangular thin-plate weir at outletl from lake. Theoretical rating. Debris obstructng u/s
grill can cause minor fluctuations in level. Flow data for Apr-Jul 1995 unreliable due ta weed growth.
# Mostly Chalk and Upper Greensand. Rural (apart from Alton).
>0.00
>0.00
0.03
0.05
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039120 Caker Stream at Alton CA: 88.1 km'
KA: EA LocalNo: . Sens.:
FAR: E Level: 100m UE: FAI:
Comment: Flat V weir. Ws and d/s levels monitored Weedgrowth controlledby  regular
maintenance. Ephemeral stream but relatively responsive. # Geology mixed. A very rural
catchment. .
039078  . . Wey(north) at Farnham CA: 191.1 km'
MA: EA Local NO: 3020 Sens.: 19.9
FAR: GE - Level: 64m UE: FA!:
Comment: modifiedCrump weir (width: 9.14m) with thin-plate along the crest line. Calibration is
theoreacally based - a few confirmatory gaugings. Non-rodular at high flows - also possible
bypassing via culvert immediately u/s. ' August 1997 &Ms estimated. Basefbws considerably
diminished by gw abstractions in the headveaters.# A mainly Chalk catchmentwith Gault Clay in the
lower reahhes. Predomieately rural, some urban devek:Pment on the watershed.
039011  Wayat Tileird CA 396.3 km'
MA: EA Local No: 3040 Sens.: 10.4 S/full: 37.5m3s-1
FAR: GE Level: 48m UE: .02 . 'FAI: 0.969
Comment: Crump weir (crest 12m wide) replaced (in 1972) an Seemed broad-crested structure
(incapade of predse flow Measurement); differing hydrometecpertorrnance reflected in flow records.
High flows based on gaugirigs and estimates of overbank flows; some historical flood discharges are
underreview. Small net export of water. Topographical catchment exceeds the gw catchment. # A
predominantly pervious catchment(Chad and Upper Greensand). Mainly'rural; mixed woodland in
the headwaters. 1
039122  : CianleIgh Waters at Bramlay CA: 109.5 km'
M.A: EA Lccal No: Sens.: i
FAR: Level: m LIE: FAI:
Comment: Multi-path cross-configuration ultrasonic gauging station beneath road bridge. Full range
station. Flashy response, long periods of very low flow. Low velodties impad on the pmdsion of the
flows, hut the record is consistent. Low flows influenced by effluent returns. Station is used for flood
monitoring purposes. # Rural catchment, predominantly impervious Weald Clay with some Lower
Greensand in lower reaches. Situated S of Guildford.
-
039036  LawBrook at Albtay CA: 16.0 km'
MA: EA Local No: 3074 Sens.: 20.0 Srtult 0.9m3s-I
F.A.R: G Level: 57m UE: <01 FAI: 0.961
Comment: Rectangular Min-plate weir. 2.7m broad. Flood discharges can exceed weir capaoty
and bypassing occurs on the rb: some leakage below weir date also suspected to have occurred.
The baseflow dominated runoff is diminished by gw abstractions. # Small, relatively steep, rural
catchment draining from Me Wnterfold Forest and Hurtwood; mainly pervious (Upper Greensand)
but responsive on occasions.
039029 TillIngbourns at Shelf ord CA: 59.0 km'
MA: EA Local No: 3079 Sens.: 13.9
FAR: GIN Level: 32m - UE: <01 FAI: 0.896
Comment: Crump weir, 5.5m broad. High flows often overestimated (backing-up from Wey causes
drowning, crest-tapping often blocked); some future revision of high flows anticipated. Some
artificial flow regulation, hut sensibly natural runoff, very minor effect of abstractions and discharges.
# Geology: dominated he Po Lower Greensand - norrinally pervious but catdpnent is responsive to
heavy rainfall. The main valley is broad, but the headwaters drain the North Downs scarp and hilly
terrain to the south; land use is primarily agricultural.
039141  Wayat Guildford CA: 689.6 km'
'KA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: Level: m UE: FAI:
Comment: Multi-path ultrasonic gauging station (cross configuration). Installed below a road bridge
in the centre of Guilford where the river and navigation channeH are coincident. All but extremely
rare flows contained.
039079 Wey atWeybridge CA: 1008 0 km'
KA: EA Local No: 3090 Sens.:
FAR: Level: 9m UE: FAI:
Comment: Ultrasonic gauging station, engle-path (Hamel! design). Weed-growth and velocity
distribution can cause problems but this site does monitor the complete Wey systera; confluence
with canal is just u/s. U/s storage produces some flood attenuation. # lased geology: largely
permeable upper catchment (Chalk and Upper Greensand of the North Downs); impermeable
Tertiary (emotions dominate the lower catchment. Diverse land use - rural tracts with mixed
woodland; considerable Suburban development below the headwaters.
039054 Mole at Gatwick Airport C.A: 31.8 km'
MA: EA Local No: 3210 Sens.: 20.0 S/full: 12.3m's-'
FAR: PE Level: 57m UE: FAI:
Comment: Rectangular flume 12.74m broad) in culvert belowairport runway plus Crump weir in new
overflow charms(built in 1984, and appears to influence the homogeneity of Me flow record). Full
range station.Rin dry for the first time in surruner of 1995. Very limiteddisturbance to Ihe responsive:
natural flow regime (Gatwick Airport is not in Me catchment); small net export of water.  q  Impervious
(Weald Clay) Catchment; largely rural.
039086 Gatwick Stream at Gatwick Link C.A: 33.6  krn2
KA: EA Local No: 3229 Sens.: 20.0 .
FAR: E Level: 55m PE: .08 FAI: 0.954
Comment: Crump weir (4.6m broad) with crest-tapping; located at fhe end of a culvert. Superseded
earlier velocity-area station (u/s). Modular apart from exceptional discharges. Flow pattem affected
by sewage effluent and urban runoff; large net import to the catchment # Mixed geology but mainly
impervious (Weald Clay). Mixed land use with significant urban and forested areas.
039053  Moleat Honey C.A: 89.9 km'
MA: EA Local No: 3230 Sens.: 13.0 S/full: 26.0m3s-'
FAR: PE Level: 52m UE: .09 FAI: 0.947 -
Comment: Compound broad-crested weir. Central notch:2.44m broad plus flanking crests: 10.96m
broad, rated section at high flows. Sewage effluent contribution is increasing, also small import of
effluent).  #  Catchment is mainly impermeable (chiefly Weald Clay) with mixed land use and growing
urban component - includes CravAey. Gatwick Airport; considerable woodland also.
-
91.95 941 26 0.07 1.6 10/01 0.00 04/11 0.2 0.01
1993 1995
1996 842 89 15 58 0.04 1.5 19/11 0.00 15/07 0.1 0.01
1997 788 84 10 38 0.03 0.9 24/02 0.00 01/06 0.1 0.00
1998 1117 119 27 104 0.08 1.5 24/10 >0.00 10/08 0.2 0.02
1999 1044 111 26 100 0.07 2.1 18/01 0.00 05/09 0.2 >0.00 >0.00
2000 1354 144
78..95 870 120 0.73 22.6 03/02 0.12 28/08 1.4 -  0.52 0.18
1990 1984
1996 779 90 98 82 0.59 9.4 09/01 0.18 23/09 0.9 0.45 0.20
1997 738 85 68 57 0.41 4.7 24/02 0.11 01/09 0.7 0.33 0.14
'1998 1051 121 129 108 0,78 6.3 05/01 0.27 25/09 1.4 0.60 0.29
1999 984 113 141 118 0.86 13.4 25/12 0.26 12/09 1.7 0.56 0.29
2000 1267 146 233 194 1.41 28.1 30/10 0.34 13/09 2.8 0.93 0.39
54..95 858 258 3.25 79.0 18/09 0.57 27/07 5.4 2.45 1.30
1968 1956
1996 357 88 las 72 2.32 24.7 09/01 1.14 23/09 3.4 1.84 1.24
1997 727 85 148 57 1.86 13.7 24/02 0.99 22/08 2.8 1.62 1.10
1998 1011 118 229 89 2.88 21.1 05/01 1.16 29/08 5.1 2.19 1.25
1999 955 111 246 95 3.09 29.8 25/12 1.25 28/07 5.5 2.25 1.32
2000 1263 147 373 145 4.68 38.9 30/10 1.53 13/09 8.4 304 1.69
90.95 775 302 1.05 25.3 02/10 0.15 04/09 2.9 0.41 0.19
1993 1993
1996 654 84 219 73 0.78 23.2 09/01 0.17 07(09 1.6 0.38 0.19
1997 696 90 211 70 0.73 12.2 25/02 0.17 25/09 1.9 0.31 0.19
1998 905 117 333 110 1.16 15.2 01/11 0.13 21/08 3.1 0.48 0.18
1999 .872 113
2000 1200 155 626 207 2.17 1028 05/11 0.18 14/09 5.0 0.81 0.22
88..95 817 215 0.11 0.8 06/08 0.05 07/06 0.1 0.11 0.07
1981 1993
1996 675 83 149 69 0.08 0.3 08/01 0.04 23/06 0.1 0.07 0.04
1997 712 87
1998 896 110 167 78 0.08 0.3 09/11 0.06 25/01 0.1 0.08 0.07
1999 882 108 172 80 0.09 0.5 22/09 0.05? 17/07 0.1 0.08 0.07
2000 1203 147 218 101 0.11 0.8 05/11 0.07 09/01 0.2 0.09
68..95 801 289 0.54 6.1 15/09 0.22 05/08 0.7 0.50 0.32
1968 1992
1996 663 83 223 77 0.42 1.8 09/01 0.29 16/07 0.5 0.38 0.31
1997 711 89 191 68 0.36 1.0 25/02 0.24 02106 0.5 0.34 0.27
1998 884 110 227 79 0.42 1.4 01/11 0.26 18/08 0.6 0.40 0.28
1999 862 1013 256 89 0.48 2.0 25/12 0.29 15)07 0.7 0.43 0.32
2000 1186 148 363 126 0.68 2.9 07/11 0.39 25/08 1.1 0.52 0.40
1996 721
1997 715 161 3.52 21.6 25/12 1.67 23/07 6.2 2.80 1.79
1998 964 237 5.17 30.2 05/01 1.72 18/08 10.1 3.69 1.86
1999 918 243 5.30 40.1d 25/12 1.77 29/07 10.4 3.75 1.99
2030 1230 66.7d 07/11
i
79.95 787 211 6.76 74.8 29/12 1.30 12/08 12.9 4.36 2.24
1979 1990
.
.
1998 860 84 155 73 4.95 37.2 10/01 1.76 22/07 8.2 3.95 2.01
1997 681 87 34.3 05/01 1.26 24/07
1998 902 115 193 91 6.16 34.3 05/01 1.85 11/08 12.2 4.27 2.21
1999 871 111 206 98 6.58 47.6 27/12 1.50 31/07 12.6 4.59 2.11
2000 1152 146 83.4 07/11 2.30 13/09
61..95 816 335 0.34 22.3 15/09 0.00 01/09 0.9 0.10 0.02
1968 1995
1996 690 85 217 65 0.22 11.1 09/01 >0.00 21/07 0.4 0.08 0.01
1997 766 94 218 65 0.22 8.9 09/11 0.01 31/05 0.6 0.05 0.02
1998 895 110 352 105 0.35 8.1 31/10 0.01 20/08 1.1 0.09 0.02
1999 821 101 305 91 0.31 14.7 24/12 0.01 28/07 0.8 0.08 0.02
2030 1206 148
75.95 827 643 0.69 25.9 12/11 0.11 1159/70861.3 0.47 025
1976
1996 716 87 598 93 0.64 10.6 08/01 0.29 21/07 1.0 0.49 0.30
1997 829 100 616 96 0.66 8.7 09/11 0.25 03/10 1.3 0.43 0.27
1998 920 111 756 118 0.81 8.1 31/10 0.20 28/09 1.6 0.57 0.28
1999 848 103 674 105 0.72 12.8 24/12 0.26 30/07 1.4 0.51 0.28
2000 1220 148 1126 175 1.20 14.6 05/11 0.29 12/09 2.4 0.70 0.32
61..95 809 452 1.29 63.3 15/09 0.11 22)08 2.6 0.70 0.25
1968 1976
1996 •  697 86 444 98 1.26 32.1 09/01 0.39 18/09 2.1 0.82 0.42
1997 787 97 486 108 1.39 25.5 09/11 0.47 24/09 2.8 0.77 0.50
1998 1390 110 646 143 1.84 27.8 31/10 0.50 14/08 4.0 1.04 0.55
1999 825 102 560 124 1.80 40.7 24/12 0.31 30/07 3.2 0.89 0.40.
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039069 mowal Kinnersley Manor CA 142.0 far?
MA: EA local mo:3240 Sens. 19 3
FM: 0.956FAR: E Least 4arn UE: .07
Comment: Reaangular gone. 7m wide at Vast, plus 1.86rn rectangular side sluice. Card:ratan
based co artro mews %tangs with extend beyond bankfull. Signcant net impat of water
(sewage &Asia - horeasing Droop time) tol atomise moderate overall invest of MASS
inSluerces.ii A largely inserts cetclwrient (nosily Weald Clay). Very nixed land use - mral  tracts
and urban  seines  Craeiey and Gatwick Airport me in the istliment.
039068 Mole Et Cade  mu CA 316.0 km2
MA EA toad No: 3270 Sens.: 19.4
FAR GE Level: 39m 11E: FM:
Canine= Crump weir (15.0111 Corned) SulkerSeded anginal mg weir (velocity-area rated)  in  1978:no
&id  data 03/76-01/78. Clump v.% S modular to structurefirl. Al but very high flows ccaained.
Small net import of water (sewage effluent). tr lingenious (nostry Weald Clay) catdvnent. firmed
Land use.
039012 Hogsmill at Kingston upon Thames CA: 69.1 km2
MA: EA Lccal No: 3390 Sens.: 15.4 S/fult: 36.0m3s-'
F.A.R: E Level: Bm UE: .21 FAI: 0.993
Comment: Non-standard flume with ted invertproad-aested weir, 9.1m Woad. situated in a short
reach between u/s and dB tends. Modular to beyond MAF. Responsive regime but sewage effluent
- which has increased over firm - %crenate' the dry weather gamsignificant imports of water.
Flashy response. Sane pie-war data available: station relocated following post-war river works. # A
largely urbaNsuburban catchment in SW London developed mainly on London Clay but headwaters
are on cmChalk of the Norlh Downs).
039001 Thames at Kingston CA 9948.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 3493 Sens.: %IA: 45o.041's-1
FAR: SRPGEI Level: lin UE: .04 PAP: 0.913
Comment: tiltrascric slam convnissioned in 1974; midti-path operafion from 1986. Ful range. No
peak flows pre-1974 Mien  dints  derived from Teddingten weir complex (70m wide): sigrtrficant
structural improvements since 1883. someunderesfirnation of pre-1951 low flows. 1894 peak gdf re-
assessed (ago m's-'). Baseftaw sustained minty from Me Chalk and the Seines. Runoff cleaeased
by major PWS abstractions - naturalised flows available. # Diverse topography, gedogy and land use
which - together with the pattern of water ublisabon - has undergone important historical chehges.
039145 'reading Brook East at Western Avenue A40 C.A: 9.6 km2
KA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: Level: rn
 
UE: FAI:
Comment: Flat V emir from 1974, removed in 1981. Replaced in Oct 1985. EA hold records from
water year 1988. Rebuilt in 1993. with records from Sep 1993.
039057 Crane at Cranford Park CA: 61.7 krn2
MA: EA Local No: 3660 Sens.: 32.4
FM: 0.998FAR: Level: 23m UE: .35
Comment: Non-standard critical depth flume improvised from the invert of a footbridge. Straight
reach, banks stabilised by timber revetments. Theoretical calibration - gauging, needed to verify
rating and determine the modular limit Pre-84 ?kws less reliable. Bypassing (lb) occurs above a
stage of about 1.3m. Complex water utlisation. Small natural import of water from the Colne
catchrnent., A relatively responsive regime. # A flat, generally impervious (mostly London Clay)
catchment of suburban character - includes Northolt Airpoll,
039094 Crane at Marsh Farm CA: 81.0 km'
MA: EA Local No: 3680 sens.:174.0 Sffull: 28.0m5s1'
FAR: G Level: 7m UE: FAI:
Comment: Rectangular critical depth flume (insensitive) in a straight concrete channel. Theoretical
rating; nodular limit to be determined. Capacity approx. 30 m3s-1; yet to be exceeded. Substantial
artificial influence on flow pattern: automatic weir u/sman flow into the Duke's River. considerable
area of gravel v0rkings: some runoff gain from Me Colne catchment. # Very flat - drainage network
difficult to delineate. Mainly urban; catchment contarts Heathrow Aimart and several pomped
storage res. (aestractirmfrom Thames).
039092 Dollis Brook at Hendon Lane Bridge CA: 25.1  km2
MA: EA Local No: 3809
F.A.R: Level: 46m UE: .25 FAI: 0.990
Comment: Flat V weir has replaced a compound broad-crested weir with rectangular tin-plate
inset (lack of confirmatory gauchos, severe u/s siltation - occasionatly mcderated by flushing via
sluice below weir). # Catchment in NW suburbs of London: Barnet and Hendon but with significant
rural tracts in westem headwaters, Geology: entirely London Clay of Eocene age. Drift free.
039084 Brent at Brent Cross CA: 38.4 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: .
FAR: Level: 41m UE: FAI:
Comment: Rectangular thin-plate weir with rectangular notch. United number of check gaugings,
highest at 4.1 mas-1; May suggest that calibrationoverestimates high flows. Debris in channel can
be a problem. # Urban/suburban catchmentin NAN London.
039049 Silk Stream at Collndeep Lane CA: 29.0 icrr?
MA: EA local No: 3829 Sens.: 27.5
FAR: Level: 40m 11E: .30 FAI: 0.973
Comment: Flat 3/ weir (I:10 cross slam, width: 8.5m). Theorelical rating. Further gaugings needed
to establish modular range. Some bypassing during Ilossts: d/s bddge acts as a control in high flows
and may cause weir to drown. Poorer quality pre-1973 data available for two earlier stations on the
river; significant river improvements undertaken in the 1950s. Responsive regime. Net inoact of
abstraclions and dischargesuncertain; artificial influences evident at low flows. ii Catclwnent is
largety London Clay. Rural/suburban headwaters. heavily urbanised below.
039096 Wealdstone Brook at Wembley Ca: 21.8 km2
KA: EA Local No: 3839 Sens.: 39.6
EAR: Level: 29m UE: .42 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Flat V profile weir in a culvert (below Olympic Way Wembley). Following modifications to
the structure in 1978 it was refurbished but crest is sub-standard and a few gaugings suggest that
the theoretical rating may not be applicable especially in high flow range. Data under review (as
more confirmatory gauchos required). Responsive regime. if A largely impervious urban/suburban
catchment.
THAMES REGION
102 HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1996-2000
039093 Brent at Monks Park CA: 117.6 tin' 78-95
MA: EA Local No: 3850 Sens.: 29.2 Sffull: 34.0rns-''
FAR: Level: 25re UE: .40 FAL 0.937
Comment: Critical depth flume (rectangular) in a concrete channel, d/s of Brent Reservoir, 4 A 1996
largely urban/suburban catchment in NW London. 1997
1998
1999
2000
039131 Brent at Cottons Lane, Graenford CA 146.2 krn2 92.95
MA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAI:EAR: Level: m UE:
Comment: Flat V weir with vertical wing walls (bank, ull: 2 m) Lowest flow recording station on the 1996
Brent. Flow does not incorporate the d/s Greenford tributary. Brent reservoir has significant impact 1997
on the lbw regime. # A largely urban/suburban catchment in NW London, developed on London 1998
Clay. 1999
2000
039005 Beverley Brook at YAmbladon Common CA: 43.5 krn2 35.95
UE: .38
EAMA: Local No: 4080 Sens.: 11.5 S/full: 28.3m5s- t
FAR: GE Level: I 1m FAL 1.000
Comment: Trapezoidal critical-depth flume (overall channel width: 10m). Original station built 1935; 1996
flume commissioned in 1940 but no standing-wave formed until invert raised in 1961. Large capatity 1997.
but bypassed during 1968 flood. Artificial flow pattern: runoff augmented by sewage effluent which 1998
has increased over the record. Topographic catchment slightly exceeds effective drainage area. 1999
# Chalk headwaters but a lamely London Clay catchment of urbandoburban character. 2000
039004 Wandle at BeddIngton Park C.A: 122,0 Ivn2 38..95
SeMA: EA Local No: 4150 ns.: 120.0 Sff1/4ull: 13.1m-'
FAL 0.994FAR: G Level: 33m UE: .14
Comment: Electromagnetic station (buried coil) replaced a compound Crump weir in 1991. Prior to 1996
1964 the station was a very insensitive broad-crested weir (constructed 19391. Historical record 1997
poor; uncertain calibration. algal gmwth on weir, inamorata zero setting, etc. Hydrometric problems 1998
Continued into the 19805. Flows corrected to allow for siltabon. Complex water utilisation; substantial 1999.
aw pumping. Effective drainage area is smaller than topographical catchment. # The Wandle dies in 2000
Chalk; London Clay predominates in lower catchment. Suburban/urban land use.
039003 Wendt* at Connollys MIII C.At 176.1 krn' 62..95
s-MA: EA Local No: 4180 Sens.: 9.2 S/full: 28.0m5i
FAR: GE Level: 10m UE: .20 FAL 0.987
Comment: Rectangular critical-depth flume (5.5m wide). Theoretical calibration. Drowns (and 1996
bypassed) during notable floods. Superseded (following Channel improvements) Wandle Park 1997
immediately u/s (sptlredic data available 1939-60). Very artifitial flow pattem; runoff enhanced by 1998
sewage effluent. Large baselbw component. Topographic catchment substantially exceeds 1999
effective drainage area. # The Wardle is spanned (Chalk) but catchment is largely London Clay, 2000
Urban/suburban wiM significant areas of parldand.
039134 Ravenshourne East at Bromley South CA: 10.3 km2 93.95
MA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: LLevel: m UE: FA
Comment: Flat V weir (1:10 cross slope) with vertical wing walls. Full range station, which has been 1996
theoretically rated. Straight approach with no sigryficant modification to Sow regime. # The 1997
Ravensboume rises as Chalk springs On Holwcod Park: dry valleys extend into the North Downs). 1998
The lower catchment is mainly impervious Eocene deposits. Below the headwaters tie catchment is 1999
largely within London. 2000
039058
. Pool at WInsford Road CA: 38.3 km2 78:95
MA: EA Local No: 4369 Sens.: 24.9
FAR: G Level: 17rn UE: .43 FAL 0.985
Comment: Trapezoidal flume; breadth at the critical section: 3.05m. Full range. Theoretical 1996
calibration. Flows reprocessed from Jan 1985. Runoff is reduced by gw abstractions and artifidal 1997
influences evident at low flows. Some earlier data (1961-71) exist for an u/s site - Selworthy Road 1998
(39827). # The Pool River rises as Chalk springs (below Addington Hill) but flows mostly over 1999
imperdous Eocene deposits. Land use: prindpally of a suburban/urban character (S London). 2000
039056 Revenabourne at Gafford Hill CA: 120.4 km' 77..95
MA: EA Local No: 4370 Sens.: 19.9
FAR: G Level: 15rn FAL 0.993LIE:  .26
Comment: Trapezoidal flume; breadth at the critical section: 4.267m: insensitive. Full range. 1996
Theoretical calibration - confirmatory gaugings required at Medium and high flows. Flows 1997
reprocessed from Jan 1985. Artifidal influences evident at kw flows. Regime heavily affected by 1998
urbanisation. # The Ravensboume rises as Chalk springs (in Hod.cod Park: dry valleys extend into 1999
the North Downs). The lower catchment is mainry impervious Eocene deposits. Below de 2000
headwaters the catchment is largely within London.
039135 Quaggy River at Chlnbrook Meadows FAG: A: 14.5 km2 92..95
MA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: Level: m (1E:
Comment: Rectangular critical depth flume. Flood walls added May 1982. Station subject to 1996
considerable gravel accretion. Sensibly continuous flow record. No significant modifications to now 1997
regime. # Geology: London Clay, also Reading/Wodwich Beds. M urbanffluburban catchment in S 1998
1999
2000
78_95
Comment: A critical depth flume (width:4m, wing wall height: 2m) in a concrete channel. The flume 1996
was COnstruCted in 1961 and calibrated theoretically - the low now rating has since been revised on 1997
the basis of dm gauging results. Modular range uncertain. Ille StruCture was ovendetrred by the 1998
1969 flood but sensibly full range otherwise. 8 The Catchrnent M a mixture of urban and suburban 1999
development. 2000
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891 288 1.00 56.2 249092 0.06 29/09 2.3 0.47 0.13
1979
497 72 186 69 0.69 198 06/01 0.15 12/09 1.5 0.39 0.21
551 80 177 66 0.66 29.5 26/06 0.13 22/04 1.5 0.35 017
780 113 281 105 1.05 22.5 31/10 0.15 18/09 2.7 0.48 0.18
704 102
920 133 409 153 1.52 49.0 29/10 0.15 21/08 3.8 0.70 0.17
700 2136 1.32 42.9 112/91030.19 03/08 3.0 0.60 0.269
1995
488 70 185 65 0.86 21.6 09/01 0.22 09/05 1.7 0.49 0.27
543 78 172 60 0.80 24.9 26/06 0.15 20/09 1.7 0.44 0.18
774 111 274 96 1.27 22.2 31/10 0.15 12/08 3.4 0.62 0.20
702 100 239 84 1.11 24.7 02/06 0.14 13/09 2.9 0.54 0.18
920 131 390 136 1.80 52.3 30/10 0.17 24/08 4.5 0.91 0.20
635 398 0.55 15.9 09/10 0.02 00139/10 0.9 0.44 0.22
1987
7
475 75 367 92 0.50 8.9 03/11 0.31 09/09 0.7 0.43 0.34
 574 90 387 97 0.53 13.6 06/06 0.32 03/11 0.8 0.43 0.35
720 113 438 110 0.60 8.7 09/11 0.33 23/07 1.0 0.45 0.36
679 107 396 99 0.55 13.9 24/09 0.07? 16/10 0.9 0.43 0.29
940 148 526 132 0.72 15.6 29/10 0.31 27/06 1.3 0.50 0.37
776 45 0.18 8.70 30111 0.00 0189/04 0.3 0.14 0.01
1976
73
627 81 27 60 0.11 4.7 23/07 0.02 01/11 0.2 0.11 0.03
736 95 14 31 0.05 5.8 08/07 0.01 22/09 0.1 0.04 0.02
-  896 115 43 96 0.17 6.7 01/08 0.07 22/09 0.3 0.15 0.09
820 106 44 98 0.17 5.2 29/05 0.06 28/11 0.3 0.18 0.07
1118 144 71 158 0.27 4.4 02/11 0.08 30/01 0.6 0.20 0.10
732 304 1.70 39.30 16/09 0.22 n19/01 2.8 1.72 0.70
1968
63
592 81 274 90 1.52 11.7 03/11 1.07 22/10 1.46 1.14
693 95 244 80 1.36 12.4 09/10 1.03 24/09 1.7 1.23 1.08
854 117 348 114 1.94 16.4 15/06 1.43 18/09 2.6 1.76 1.53
788 108 '
1071 146 548 180 3.05 25.2 29/10 1.51 14/09 5.6 2.38 1.64
700 168 0.05 6.9 10/08 0.01 0129/1310.1 0.02 0.0/
1994
9
510 73 101 60 0.03 3.6 22/08 0.01 14/05 0.1 0.02 0.01
592 85 112 67 0.04 5.4 09/10 0.01 16/09 0.1 0.02 0.01
768 110 152 93 0.05 4.3 01/08 0.01 13/08 0.1 0.02 0.01
720 103
994 142 227 135 0.07 5.1 15/09 0.01 15/07 0.2 0.03 0.01
861 244 0.30 21.7 2179/07920.08 1129/0970.6 0.21 0.11
.
481 73 188 76 0.22 9.1 22/08 0.05 05/08 0.3 0.18 0.10
589 86 189 77 0.23 9.9 09/10 0.10 15/09 0.4 0.16 0.11
769 116 246 101 0.30 14.5 01/08 0.09 10/08 0.6 0.20 0.11
698 106 204 84 0.25 8.9 04/08 0.02 18/09 0.5 0.17 0.05
944 143 312 128 0.38 10.2 09/10 0.07 23/06 0.8 0.22 0.10
718 114 0.43 28.4 09/06 0.09 23/05 0.8 0.31 0.14
1992 1992  
553 77 87 76 0.33 12.3 22/08 0.06 05/08 0.6 0.24 0.10
637 89 77 69 0.29 15.2 22/06 0.10 15/09 0.5 0.18 0.12
830 116 101 .89 0.39 16.3 01/08 0.09 01/09 0.8 0.22 0.10
748 104 95 63 0.36 12.4 04/08 0.07 12/09 0.8 0.22 0.09
1041 145 145 127 0.55 17.4 15/09 0.09 07/09 1.2 0.29 0.12
708 237 0.11 2.7 02/10 0.02 0129/08 0.2 0.08 0.03
1993
93
506 71 131 55 0.06 1.5 22/08 0.01 17/08 0.1 0.05 0.02
588 83 135 57 0.06 2.0 24/02 0.01 16/09 0.1 0.04 0.02
753 106 177 75 0.08 1.4 05/01 0.02 29/08 0.2 0.05 0.02
703 99 126 53 0.06 1.5 24/09 >0.00 21/07 0.1 0.03 0.01
977 138 257- 108 0.12 -  3.0 30/10 0.02 04/09  - 0.06 0.02
647 144 0.15 7.8 09/06 0.02 08/09 0.3 0.09 0.04
1992 1984
482 74 91 63 0.10 3.7 19/11 0.03 25/09 0.2 0.06 0.03
554 86 94 65 0.10 4.9 24/02 0.02 03/10 0.2 0.05 0.02
714 110 136 94 0.14 3.5 26/09 0.03 19/08 0.3 0.08 0.03
664 103 111 77 0.12 3.7 29/05 0.01 13/09 0.3 0.07 0.02
919 142 215 149 0.23 5.6 09/10 0.03 25/08 0.5 0.12 0.04
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040012 Omni at Hawley C.A. 191.4 km°
M.A. EA Local No: 451321001 Sens.: 85.0 Sffull: 27.0rn's-1
FAR: G Level: 11m - FAI: 0.882
Comment: Crump weir (7.62m broad). Crest width may be restricted during periods of low flow to
increase sensitivity. Station is bypassed in exceptional floods. Influent u/s. Sluices and abstractions
to and returns from gravel workings u/s affect flow. - evident at low flow (e.g. Oct 1989). Baseflows
were greatly reduced by increasing gw abstractions, but the Darent Augmentation Scheme (in the
ALF programme) now operates. # A mainly pervious (Chalk and Upper Greensand) catchment with
some sand/clay; predominately rural with some expanding urban centres.
sr.
040016 Cray at Crayford - C.A: 119.7 km2
MA: EA -Local No: 451220001 Sens.: 27.8-
FAR: G - - Level: Sm - UE: .18 FAI: 0.946
Comment: Asymmetrical compound Crump profile weir (crests: 3.048m and 7.62m broad). Moduldr
limit about 9 Or'. Correction for drowing discontinued (probably around 1990). Flows are
substantially affected by artificial influences; surface and gw abstractions, storrnwater overflows and
extensive local gravel workings. Considerable net export of water.  8  A mainly pervious (Chalk)
catchment. Urban land use is significant and increasing.
040013  • Derent at Otford GA: 100.5 km2
M.A. EA - Local No: 451332001 Sens.: 20.0 Sflull: 9.0m3r'
FAR: G Level: 60m UE: FAI:
Comment: Compound Crump Weir (crests: 3.04m and 2 x 2.286m broad) with crest tapping.
Superseded original VA station in 1969. Modular rating only (gaugings indicate overestimation at high
flows). Station bypassed during floods and u/s accretion/bank encroachment is significant. Upstream
g/w abstractions, which showed a substantial historical increase, have been reduced to help increase
flows during dry periods. # A mainly pervious (Chalk) catchment with considerable areas of Gault and
Lower Greensand u/s of station. Predominantly rural with some expanding urban centres.
040018 Oarent at Luilingstone C.A: 118.4 krnI
MA: EA Local No: 451320001 Sens.: 38.0 S/full: 5.3m's-'
F.A.R: G, Level: 44m UE: .04 FAI: 0.868
Comment: Broad-crested weir (total crest width: 11m) at outfall of an ornamental laki; stop boards
fitted, in the past, to increase low flow sensitivity. Calibration based on gaugings. Baseflows were
diminished by major gw abstractions, but Augmentation Scheme now operates (borehole u/s);
• Darent is influent d/s. Some water meadows u/s (e.g. at Shoreham); sewage outflows from
Sevenoaks now piped direct to Dadford.# Catchment is predominantly pervious (Chalk). Mixed land
use: agricultural with woodland plus expanding urban centres in the headwaters (including
Sevenoaks).
040020 Erldge Stream at Handal Bridge C.A: 53.7 km2
MA: EA Local No: 453520001 Sens.: 20.2 Sffull: 2.2m's21
F.A.R: E Level: 42m UE: .03 FAI: 0.974
Comment: Flat V weir superseded veloSty-area station (data: 1973-63) . Theoretically rated, high
flow rating not defined. Many peaks truncated at around 17 m'r' (common in late-2000). Chart
recorder only. Runoff increased by effluent returns. # Catchment drains Wealden area of Sussex/
Kent, encompassing Hastings Beds, Tunbridge Wells Sand, Wadhumt Clay and Ashdown Beds.
Rural, mainly agricultural land use.
040007 Medway at Chafford Weir CA: 255.1 km2
ILK EA Local No: 453500001 Sens.: 10.2 Bffull: 60.0m1/4-1
FAR: SE . Level: 31m UE: .02 FAT 0.939
Comment: Humped trapezoidal /I ume (capadty 8.5 m'r') plus rated section 0.8km d/s at Colliers
Land Bridge; gaugings above bankfull included in the calibration. Channel subject to 'erosion.
Catchment includes Weir Wood Res. (which provides compensation flows). Small net export.
Sluices u/s can influence levels. Quite a responsive regime deSpite SignifiCant baseflow. 8  Geology:
mixed but mainly Ashdown Sands and Wadhurst Clay The Medway drains frorn Ashdown Forest
and the catchment is predominately rural in character.
040010 Eden at Penshurst C.A. 224.3 km2
MA: EA LaPal No: 453600001 Sens.: 18.3 Bffull: 60.0m5s-'
FAR: SE Level: 28m UE: .02 FAI: 0.925
Comment: Crump profile weir (crest width: 4.877m), measures flaws up to approx. 4 m5s21
complemented by VA station in straight reach below Vexour Bridge (3km u/s NGR: T0510455). Post-
1995 flows combined but combination of earlier dmfs is patchy. Ratng well defined and all but
eXceptional flows containeff Offtake for Bough Beech Reservoir is u/s - small net export of water. Also
some slight regulation afforded by Hever Lake. # A rural catchment developed on sands and days of
. the Wealden Series - impervious types predominate.
040006 201.11Tle at Hadlow C.A: 50.3 km2
MA: EA Local No: 453310001 Sens.: 9.6 Sffull: 12.7m2s-'
FAR: E Level: 24m . UE: .02 FAT 0.969
Comment: Trapezoidal critical depth flume. Some confirmatory gaugings. Drowns at high flows -
flow record often incomplete ,(F&M restrictions in spring 2001). Largely a baseflow regime but
capable of a flashy response. Some artificial regulation from a mill u/s. Significant spray irrigation.
# A largely rural catchment (with a substantial acreage devoted to orchards) developed on a very
mixed geology - Pervious formations cover a little over half the catchment. - •
69-95 685 131  ' -0.50 32.5 27/08 >0.00 14/09 0.9 B447 0.11
1977 .  1973
1996 549 80 96 73 0.36 8.8 22/08 0.12 27109 0.5 0.34 -0.15
1997 624 91 56 43 0.21 5.9  -  24/02 0.05 01110 0.4 0.15 0.06
1998 775 113 106 81 0.40 4.2 31/10 0.16 24/09 0.7 0.33 0.18
1999 720 105 142 108 0.54 ,7.9 05/07 0.22 02/09 0.8 0.49 0.28
2000 1034 151 211 161 0.80 11.6 30/10 0.34 26/01 1.3 0.60 0.38
69..95 765 178 0.57 14.9 25/11 0.05 20/09 1.0 0.38 0.14
1992 1991
1996 627 82 122 69 0.39 6.5 08/01 0.07 03/10 0.7 0.28 0.11
1997 728 95 114 64 0.36 4.3 09/11 0.10 25/09 0.8 0.26, 0.12
1998 792 104 249 140 0.79 8.0 31/10 0.14 31/08 1.4 0.58 0.23
1999 776 101 216 121 0.69 13.1 24/12 0.17 01/08 1.2 0.46 0.21
2000 1209 158 461 259 1.47 15.9 30/10 0.20 27/08 3.2 0.71 0.29
69..95 754 172 , 0.64 6.7 26/12
1985
0.01 14/07 1.3
1976
0.53 0.15
1996 621 82 114 66 0.43 2.8 09/01 0.06 04/10 0.8 0.38 0.10
1997 723 96
1998 782 104 230 134 0.86 2.9  01/11 0.26 01/09 1.5 0.76 0.31
1999 770 102 214 124 0.80 3.6 25/12 0.29 02/08 1.4 0.64 0.32
2000 1198 159 352 205 1.32 4.9 30/10 0.41 12/09 2.3 1.05 0.49
63.95 732 99 0.60 13.1 15/05 0.00 /11 1.3 0.47 0.02
1982 976
1996 582 80 62 63 0.37 2.4 09/01 0.01 /10 0.8 0.27 0.06
1997 687 94 41 41 0.25 1.4 18/12 0.01 /10 0.6 0.19 0.05
1998 754 103 120. 121 0.73 2.5 05/01 0.18 9/07 1.4 0.62 0.23
1999 738 101 112 113 0.68 3.2 26/12 0.14 9/07 1.4 0.49 0.20
2000 1127 154 199 201 1.20 •  5.3 14/12 0.25 2/09 2.4 0.85 0.33
73..95 870 423 0.72 34.1? 21/11 0.05 27/08 1.6 0.34 0.10
1974 1976
1996 706 81 275 65 0.47 16.8 24/11 0.07 06/08 1.0 0.25 0.08
1997 918 106 357 84 0.61 15.4 24/02 0.08 17/09 1.5 0.22 0.09
1998 898 103 467 110 0.80 16.9 25/12 0.09 13/08 1.6 0.43 0.10
1999 876 101 333 79 0.57 17.1 19/01 0.06 08/09 1.3 0.27 0.08
2000 1363 157 766 181 1.30 17.1 12/10 0.09 12/09 3.4 0.53 0.11
60.85 859 385 3.11 127.4 03/11 0.28 01/10 6.2 1.49 0.53
1960 1973
1996 690 80 219 57 1.76 46.2 09/01 0.297 23/10 2.8 1.04 0.37
1997 888 103 265 69 2.14 28.6 25/02 0.327 -02/05 5.6 0.94 0.49
1998 881 103 358 93 2.89 7.0 1.89 0.61
1999 835 97 .  307 80 2.48 87.2 11/05 0.497 12/09  -as 1.30 0.54
2000 1294 151-628 -163- 5.06 -88.1 05/11 -  0.47  '  -29/08  -  9.7'
61..95 780 260 1.85 64.4 11/02 0.03 14/09 4.1 0.74 0.24
1974 -  1962
1996 631 83 144 55 1.02 20.4 09/01 0.10 20/08 2.1 0.49 0.21
1997 745 98 156 60 1.11 18.2 /6112 0.07 03/03 3.0 0.51 0.22
1998 794 104 285 110 2.02 29.7 01/11 0.107 05/10 4.7 0.70 0.22
1999 756 99 227 87 1.61 56.0 25/12 0.17 14/09 3.6 0.53 0.22
2000 1145 151 514 198 3.65 81.6 30/10 0.24 25/08 8.6 1.37 0.28
59..95 725 241. 0.38 14.7 01/08 0.07 17/08 0.7 0.26 -  0.14
1991 1976
1996 570 79 153 63 0.24 5.6 09/01 0.10 24/07 0.4 018 0.12
1997 725 100 -
1998 '  755 104 281' -  117 0.45 12.6 17/10 0.13 12/08 0.9 -  0.24 0.15
1999 701 97 241 100 0.38 14.1 24/12 0.11 03/08 0.6 0.25 014
2000 1074 148
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108 HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1996-2000
Comment: Flat V weir with - since 12/2000 - multi-path ultrasonic to extend the range. Before
upgrade flows truncated at approx. 59 m1/4-1 (d/s tidal sluice limits modularity). Cableway at site
(65 Or' gauged in 11/2003). Sig. underestimation of runoff; 1992-2000 flows under review. Prior
to 1992, b-c weir (crest deformation suspected, low flows overestimated); current meter calibration
used. Flow confined (at Udiam) except in extreme floods. Offiake for Danvell ReS. uls (on Or/dwell).
Small net export of water. # Responsive catchment: mainly on clays of Wadhurst series, substantial
tracts of Ashdown Sands also. Rural with sig. woodland.
040021 Hayden Channel at HopemIll Br Sandhurst C A: 32.4 km°
M.A. EA Local No: 556710001 Sens„ 23.3 6/full: 7.3m's fln
FAR: Level: 5m UE: FAI:
Comment: Trapezoidal critical depth flume. Structure capacity 2.25 m's-f, channel capacity is
considerably greater but bypassing on lb. Some truncation of peaks at around 5-7 m's-'. # A
relatively narrow catchment trending SE from headwaters in the High Weald (source is in Bedgebury
Forest). Rural land use - about 20% woodland - developed on Wadhurst Clay (about 50%) and the
ovedying) Tunbridge Wells Sands.
041017 Combo Haven at Crowhurat C.A: 30.7 km'
MA' EA Local No: 351110006 Sens.: 59.1 S/full: 21.80s-1
Level: 2m UE: FAI: -
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir (crests: 2.44m and 2 x 2.13m broad) subject to frequent
drowning. Full range station. Poor differentiation between low flows over lengthy periods (repeated
sequences of 0.02 m's fll  being common). Earliest data less ratable due to subsidence of the weir.
# Mixedgeology - mainly impervious (Wadhurst Clay) but with sIgnificant areas of Tunbridge Wells
and Ashdown Sands. A predominantly rural catchment with some urban centres.
041001 Nunnlngham Stream at TilHy Bridge C.A: 16.9 km'
Local No: 351221005 Sens.: 60.0 S/full: 8.8m's-'
FAR: R Level: 4m UE: FM:
Commeat: Compound thin-plate weir with compound critical depth flume. Plate weir (insensitive)
used in summer to overcome drowning of flume and increase depth for 'wet fendnp u/s. Need to
check data from plate weir changeover days. Early flow records unreliable. Frequency of drowning
reduced following d/s channel improvements - under non-modular conditions flows estimated using
41002. Essentially natural regime, although STW upstream. Ow augmentation during droughts le 6.
1989/90). # Varied topography developed on Hastings Beds - some permeable strata (Ashdown
Sands). Mainly amble with considerable woodland.
041002 Ash Bourne at Hammer Wood Bridge C.A: 18.0 km°
MA: EA Local No: 351223005 Sens.: 22.5 S/full: 8.8m3s-'
PAR: RG Level: 7m UE: FAL
Comment: Compound thin-plate weirwithcompound critical depth flume(withminor tilting). Plate weir
used in summedmaintains depthforwet fencing u/s); insensitiveandflow pattem can be erratic due to
raising/lowering of plate. Frequency of drowning reduced following d/schannel improvementsin 1953.
Flighestflows exceed the structurecalibration. Limited storage in AshbumhamLake. Minor net effectof
abstractionsanddischarges but significant gwaugmentationpromAshdown Sands) in most summers.
# A mainly impervious catchment (Wadhurst Clay) of rural character, with considerable woodland.
041016
 - Cuckmera at Cowbeech C.A: 18.7 km'
Local No: 351550005 Sens.: 100.0 Sffull: 10.00 s-I
FAR: PG Level: 30m UE: .01 FAL 0.966
Comment: Asymmetrical compound Crump profile wer (crests: 2.13m and 2.97m broad) with crest
tapping / not currently used. Very limited head during droughts. Structure capacity exceeded in large
floods. Early data (1939-67) is of poorer quality and relates to low flows only Responsive to rainfall
on impervious fraction of catchment. STIN discharges u/s, but earlier surface and gw abstractions
have ceased.  6  A rural catchment developed on mixed geology (Hastings Beds predominate).
. 
-
Comment: Flat V weir (crest width: 5m, cross-slope 1:10) constructed irv1978. Theoretically rated,
most flows contained. Essentially natural flow regime with minimal abstraction. # Rural catchment
draining the High Weald. Mixed geology.
Comment:Flat V weir (width 10m, crass-slope 1:101, high flows from VA station u/s at Arlington,  but
truncated at 027 m3sfl1- common in 2000. Replaced, in 1994, Compound b-c weir (no flows 29/9/92
- 3/3/94 ) - drowned regularly (tidal influence); flows then assessed using fall-discharge method
Mdrustment discon. 1981 - peaks truncated at around 5 m1/4-1 until c1990, and 27.2 thereafter). All
flows contained. Responsive flow pattem. Limited net impact of variations but Arlington pumped
storage res. u/s: # Geology mixed (mainly Hastings Beds and Gault Clay). Narrow, mainly rural
catchment with significant areas of woodland.
__
._ 
 . . _  .
".
041024 Shell Brook at Shell Brook CA 226 Irm0
MA: EA Local No: 352835017 Sens.: 90.0 S/full: 23.3m's-t
F.A.R: SRP Level: 38m UE: FAI:
Comment: Flat V weir, 1:10 cross slope, from summer 1995, modified from the existing Crump
profile weir (crest: 4.0m broad), station level remains unchanged. Runoff pattern Changed funda.
mentally following the construction of Ardingly Res. (1978) immediately u/s.  iii  Catchment is mainly
permeable Hastings Beds with Wadhurst Clay in the valley. A rural, heavily wooded basin.
Comment: Flat V weir (crest: 10m wide, cross slope 1:10) commissioned 7/92. superseding
compound short-crested weir (width 10.7m). Cableway for higher flows. All but exceptional floods
contained (two subsidiary culverts used to accomodated overflow). 85 res-' gauged following 2000
peak. Releases from Ardingly res. ffrom 1978) augment flows in most summers.- STW end flood
retention structures u/s, but otherwise artificial influences have a limited net impact. # Mixed geology
with substantial permeable outcrops - particularly Tunbridge Wells Sands. Diverse land use - chiefly
rtiral with significant woodland but some urban centres. '
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041006  uct at Isfield CA 87.8 km2
MA EA Local No: 352910003 Sens : 31 1  Sffult  76.0rn3s-'
FAR: E Level: 1 1m ILE: .02 FM: 0.983
Comment: Flat V (1:10 crcas-slope) superseded. in 1999 a Crump profile weir (Teem Aide) writ
aest tapphg. Modular capeaty of (Wearier Gnaw was 51 mls:' Pot structure subject to doming
in the mecfium Bow range (c10-30 m1/4-1). Cableway also Xistaled in 1999. No substantat
abstractions but discharge from STW (and operation of UcIdeld la flood gates) can pnodoce athol
Itow charges. # Cabo/anent geology is very nixed; Hastings Beds paclorninate. Above Isfieldthe
catchment S mral wiffi significant areas of vecodland. Wit the Uckfield urban area S expancfing.
041021 ClayhIll Stream al Old Ship CA 7.1 kne
MA EA Local No: 352712905 Sens.: Spot 13.9m3s'
EAR:  N Level:6rn UE: <.01 FAl: 1.000
Comment: Crump profile weir (aest: 3.13rn broad) with crest tapping - strucWre has proved to be
modular Smooth ihe flow range. Some (sporadic) early  Pow  data available (at Southern Water)
fmin 1955. Extended periods veith zero flow. # The Clayta stream is ephkoki,...1and drainsan
impentus (Weald Clay) catchment Land use: almost exclusively rural with oonsiderablewoodland.
041020 Bayern Stream at Clappers Bridge C.A: 34.6 km'
MA EA Local No: 3527111319 Sens.: 87.1 Spun: 250m's-
FAR: E Level:larn  IJE:  01 FAL 0.987
Comment: Crump profie weir (crest: 6.0m tweed)with crest tapping - rot currently used. Modular
limit is about 8 m's-I. AI flows contained, although stream channel narrows chs of stnoture.
Negligitie impact of artificial influences on river flow. # PriMarily an impervious (Weald Clay)
catchmentbut N firming tributaries from South Downs provide a significant teseflow. A rural
catchment with considerable woodland
041037  i WinterbourneStream at Lewes C.A: 113 km2
MA: EA ' Local NO: Sens.:
FAR: G .: - Level: m UE: FAL
Comment: Flat V replaced (in 1997) hen-crested (both 1.22m) Crump weir of steel construction
(originally intended as temporary stnicture). Chart recorder only. Modular except for very high flows -
when drowning can result from backing-up dueto d/s culvert Basefiow dominated regime. Runoff
reduced by gw abstraction. Extended periods with zero flow. # The Winterboume drains the Chalk of
the South Downs. Some urbanisation near the catchment ouffall. Significant arable farming in the
valley.
041012 - - Adur E Branch at Salieham C.A: 93.3 km2
MA: EA ' ..,' LocalNo: 253220301 Sens.: 5.3 S/full: 30.0m1/4-1
FAR: E : Level: 3m UE: 06 FAL 0964
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir (crests: 1.219m and 2 x 2.438m, ni crest is 0.0Im higher
than Ih) with crest tapping. Weir reconstructed between 11/93 and 4/94. Flows rarely corrected for
frequent drowning high submergence ratios. No substantial abstractions, small net import of water;
Burgess Hill sewage effluent has substantial impact on low flows. # Mixed geology - permeable
headwaters but predominantly Weald Clay in lower reaches. A largely rural catchment; significant
urban growth along the eastem catchment boundary.
-
041028 Chess Stream at Chess Bridge CA: 24.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 253211017 Sens.: 11.8 SAO 13.0m3s-'
FAR: N Level: 5m UE: .01 FA1: 0984
Comment:Rectangular flume (3.35m width) with a compound thin-plate weir (which is lowered onto
the flume) for low flows - normally in place May to Nov; can result in modest discontinuities in
processed flows. Flows remain modular. No significant abstraction% very minor effluent contributon
to runoff. U/s penstock operation can influence flow pattern. # Very mixed geology; Chalk along
southern watershed provides baseflow but catchment largely imperviout Agriculture is predominant
land use. '
041010 Adur V/ Branchat Hatterell Bridge C.A: 109.1 km2
WA: EA Local No: 253320002 Sens.: 23.3 S/full: 11.3m5s-1
FAR: N Level: 4m UE: FAL
Comment: Three-bay rectangular critical-depth structure; flanking sections (each 116m wide) can
be dosed to concentrate flow in the central bay (0 864m). Stop-board rernoval can produce odd flow
patterns. Flood flows bypass the structure. Almostall flows truncated at approx. 11 m5s-1 (very
common in 2000/01; few high flow gaugings. Sensibly natural - and very responsive - flow regime.
# A rural catchment developed principally on impervious formations - Weald Clay dominates.
041035  :. North at Brookhurst C.A: 53.9 km'
MA: EA ' Local No: Sens.:
EAR: N 1 - Level: 25m UE: FAL
Comment: Flaty weir, 1:10 cross-slope, 5m wide, Large modular range. No major abstractions or
dischargesResponsive regime. Trace flows recorded in Aug 1995 and  Jul  1996.  #  A mainly
impervious catchment developed on Weald Clay (some Horsham Stone) giving very rapid response
times. Very minor Gmensand baseflow component from upper catchment. Rural with significant
woodland and b number of small lakes.
041019  . Arun at Atfoldean CA: 139.0  km2
MA: EA '2, Local No: 254250008 Sent: 239 S/full: 84.5m3s-1
FAR: E : Level: 21m UP: FAI:
Comment: Asymmetrical compound Cnimp profile weir (crests: 4.0m and 13.0m broad). Crest
tapping not currently used: over-estimation of high lows Irv-chum drowns frequently); but post-
1995 flows truncated at 915  m1/4-1. Stilling well leakage can influence water levels. Limited impact of
artificial influences on runoff - small net augmentation due to sewage effluent, which can significantly
affect low flom Patterns. # Principally an impervious (Weald Clay) catchment - mainly rural but
includes Horsham.
041025  '.- Loxwood Stream at DrungewIck C.A: 91.6  km2
MA: EA L c Local No: 254240009 Sens.: 35.0 Shill: 56.8res-'
F.AR: N '; - Level: 13m UE: <01 FM: 0.982
Comment: Asyhmetncal compound Crump profile weir (crests: 2.0m and 4.0m brvad) with crest
tapping Full range - all flows contained - but drowns (may result from construction of an aqueduct d/
s, high levels in the Arun can also be a factor). New high flow 'rating under development.
Abstractions a6d discharoes have a negligible impact on overall runoff but occasional anomalous
behaviour at loS flow. # An impervious (Weald Clay), rural catchment.
041018  : . Kird at Tanyards C.A: 66.8 km°
MA: EA - Local No: 254220010 . Sens: Stfull: 31.13m3s-'
FAR: N "i Level: 9m ' UE: <01 FAI: 0967
Comment: Crump profile weir (8.7m broad - fall of 0.012m along crest due to settlement) with crest
tapping - not currently used. Structure is insensitive and subject to drowning. Station decommis-
sinned in 2001.Nery minor impact of artificial influences on the responsive flow regime. A An
impervious (WeHd Clay) catcament given over to agriculture: some extensive woodland tracts.
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041014 Arun at Pallingham Quay CA: 379.0 km' 70_95 779 304 3.66
MA: EA Local No: 254210010 Sens.: 26.5
FAR: E Level: Om .UE: .02 FAL 0.973
Comment: Flat V weir (installed in 1994) with (from 2002) US for high flows. Superseded an 1996 650 83 240 79 2.88
insensitive broad-crested weir (15m wide), with 0.03m fall along crest due to settlement. Despite 1997 726 93 278 91 3.34
cableway installation, velocity-area measurement is restricted by effects of tidal lag at high flows. 1998 909 117 458 151 5.50
lades also cause drowning. All but exceptional floods contained but most post-1979 peak flows 1999 861 III 375 123 4.50
truncated at about 55 m's-r. Relatively natural catchment.  4  Predominantly impervious (largely 2000 1244 160 719 237 8.61
Weald Clay and Lower Greensand) catchrnent. Land use: mixed - basically rural. Up to 20%
woodland. Growing urban fraction especially around Horsham.
041027 Rother at Princes Marsh CA: 37.2 km' 72..95 891 417 0.49
M.A: EA Local No: 254360008 Sens.: 23.8 Sflull: 43.5m2s-1
FAR: GE Level: 56m UE: .01 FAL 0.973
Comment: CnImp profile weir (crest: 50m broad) with crest tapping - not currently used. Additional 1996 784 88 305 73 0.36
flow data available for prototype electromagnetic gauging station (1974-79) immediately d/s. 1997 798 90 257 62 0.30
AbstractIons and discharges have a minor impact on flows - small net loss. # Mixed geology - 50% 1998 1054 118 499 120 0.59
permeable; Chalk predominates in the headwaters. A rural catchment with large woodland tracts. 1999 995 112 486 117 0.57
2000 1346 151 839 201 0.99
041011 Rather at Iping Mill CA: 154.0 km2 66-95 928 446 2.18
M.k  EA Local No: 254340011 Sens.: 6.9 S/full: 67.0m's-1
FAR: GE Level: 27m UE: .01 FAI: 0.974
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir (crests: 3.05m and 2 x 5.03m broad). Non-modular during 1996 783 84 328 74 1.60
high flows Nonveyance affected by growth of trees d/s). Bypassing during exceptional floods. Large 1997 852 92 302 68 1.08
baseflow component in river flows. Abstractions for spray irrigation and STW discharges affect the .1998 1053 113 .519 116 2.54
flow regime; limited impact overall. The Rother is influent above !ping Mill. # Mixed g
eoog 996 107 461 103 2.25pervious - large tracts of Lower Greensand. A mainly rural catchment with some urban deviejp:Nim6e0nt. 2191);(9;09 1405 151 860 193 4.19
041022 Lod at Halfway Bridge CA: 52.0 km2 70..95 866 352 0.58
M.A: EA Local No: 254323017 Sens.: 68.6 Sflull: 41.0murm
FAR: N Lever: 14m . UE: <.01 FAI: 0.951
Comment: Crump profile weir (crest: 7.0m broad) with crest tapping (not currently, used). All but 1996 708 82 220 63 0.36
highest flows modular. Some bypassing in exceptional floods. Minor flow regulation associated with 1997 776 90 235 67 0.39
u/s mill. Flows am sensibly natural - small net export of water due to ow abstraction. # Primarily an 1998 • 967 112 423 120 0.70
impervious. catchment with Weald . Clay 'more extensive than pervious Lower Greensand. Steep 1999 933 108
topography in upper catchment. Rural with considerable woodland. 2000 1349 156
041023 Levant at GraylIngwell C.A: 87.2 km' 70-95 942 101 0.28
MA: EA Local No: 255220018 Sens.:
FAR: G Level: 21m UE: <01 FAL 1.000
Comment: Flat V weir; crest breadth 5m. Cross-skips 1:10. Extended periods with zero flow. Weir 1996 760 81 0.00
capacity is 6 m1s-', bypassing during extreme events (e.g. Jan 1994 flood peak estimated at 8.1 1997 937 99 1 1 >0.00
mIs-' by gauging). Runoff is substantially reduced by ow abstraction. # The Levant is an ephemeral 1998 1039 110 124 123 0.34
stream draining the dip-slope of the South Downs (Chalk). A permeable Catchment - sparsely 1999 997 106 120 119 0.33
populated in the headwaters. Land use: agricultural with significant woodland; some urban develop- 2000 1407 149 353 350 0.97
ment dose to Graylingwell.
041015 Ems at Weetbourne C.A: 58.3 km2 67_95 920 234 043
MA: EA Local No: 255110010 Sens.: 25.0 ' S/full: 4.5m5s-'
FAR: RG Level: 10m - UE: <01 FAI: 0.981
Comment: Asymmetrical compound Crump profile weir; crests: 0.61m (showing effects of erosion) 1996 728 79 46 20 0.09
and 4.12m broad. Modular throughout flow range. All flows contained. Differential drawdown can affect 1997 907 99 45 19 0.08
river level measurement. Significant net export of water from the catchment (gw abstractions) but low 1998 1004 109 317 135 0.59
flows augmented by compensation water (from borehole). if The Ems - which is ephemeral over much 1999 939 102 297 ' 127 0.55
of its length - is a Chalk stream draining the South Downs. Largely rural with significant woodland. 2000 1378 150 633 271 1.17
042025 Levant Stream at Leigh Park CA: 54.5 km' 81.95 918 28 0.05
MA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: Level: 12m UE: FAI:
Comment: Velocity-area station in trapezoidal section:Rating poorly defined at bw flows; gaugings 1993 760 83 11 39 0.02
also awaited to confirm rating  for  highest flows. Bypassed  by  flood flows above 3 m's-I. Responsive 1997 905 99 19 68 0.03
regime; evident urban influence. Topographical catchment exceeds groundwater catchment. # A 1998 1026 112 57 204 0.10
largely impervious catchment substantially urbanised below the headwaters. 1999 944 103 48 171 0.08
2000 1359 148
042017 Hermitage at Havant C.A: 17.0 km2 87..95 801 575 0.31
MA: EA Local No: 153601001 Sens.: 50.0 Bffull: 22.6m3s-'
F.A.R: N Level: 3m UE: .16 FAL 0.992
Comment: Velocity-area station, trapezoidal section in formalised reach. Well rated by c/m. All but 1996 673 84 274 48 0.15
exceptional flows contained. Some truncation of peaks (at c8 m3s-'). Chad stage record extends 1997 606 101 341 59 0.18
. back to 1953. # A mainly impervious catchment - prindpally Reading Beds and London Clay. 1998 900 112 474 82 0.26
Intensive suburban development since the early 1960s. 1999 852 106 382 66 0.21
2000 1228 153 1024 178 0.55
042001 Wallington at North Fareham CA: 111.0 km2 51_95 841 179 0.63
MA: EA Local No: 153309001 Sens.: 25.0 13/full: 10.0m3s-'
EAR: G Level: 4m UE:'.04 . FAL 0.9816ornment:Flat V weir (1:10 cross-slope,13m wide) - peaks truncated at c20 m'r ' - superseded, in 1996 740 88 . 96 54 0.34
1991, a compound critical-depth flume (prior to 1993 flows truncated at around 10 m5s-1 due to 1997 835 99 93 52 0.33
bypassing, missing data estimated using 42003). Flashy response, zero flow in exceptionally dry 1998 975 116 162 91 0.57
summers. Gw abstraction reduces runoff; spray irrigation can significantly reduce summer flows. Gw 1999 913 109 149 83 0.53
catchment < topographical.catchment. No data 20/7-3/12/91 .due.to.rebuilding..#.Perrneable - - 2000. - 1294 -154 -338 •189 . 1.19
headwaters (Chalk) with impervious Eocene clays dominating the valley. A largely rural catchment.
042006
 , Meon at Mislingford CA: 72.8 km2 58_95 918 419 0.97
MA: EA Local No: 152803001 Sens.: 15.0 B/full: 4.1m3s-1
FAR:•G Level: 29m .UE: <01 FAL 0.980
Comment: Flat V weir (breadth: 6.6m) superseded (in 2000) a critical depth flume (breadth: 3.66m, 1996 823 90 269 64 0.62
theoretical rating) u/s of a small five-arch bridge. Some local bypassing during flood flows. Some 1997 856 93 232 55 0.54
stage data missing during Dec 2000 flood but c11 .rn's I gauging oompleted near peak. 1998 1052 115 447 107 1.03
Groundwater abstraction has a noticeable impact on the flow regime; small net export of water 1999 1007 110 432 103 1.00
from the catchment. # Predominantly a permeable catchment (Chalk - but considerable outcrops of 2000 1371 149 719 172 1.65
the less permeable Lower and Middle Chalk); some superficial cover. Impenious Reading Beds in
the south. A rural catchment with some uncultivated down/and.
042011
. Hamble at FrogmIll C.A: 56.6 km2 72..95 868 234 0.42
MA: EA Local No: 152502001 Sens.: 29.2 B/full: 5.5m5s-'
FAR: G Level: 9m UE: .01 FAL 0.991. . .
Comment: Crump, profile weir (crest: 3m broad). Local bypassing during flood flows; peaks flows 1996 752 87  168  72 0.30
truncated at ca m's-'. Flows significantly reduced by taw abstraction. Substantial basefiow but lower -1997 799 92 -
catchment is very responsive. # A predominantly permeable (Chalk) catchment - the upper reaches 1998 949 109 248 106 0.44
of the Hamble am ephemeral - with some areas of Reading Beds. Land use: mainly rural - some 1999 944 109 244 104 0.44
urban development. 
. 2000 1242 143 364 156 0.65
93.6 12/01 0.12 13/09 8.6 1.27 0.33
1972 1973
57.5 09/01 0.13 06/08 7.3 0.83 0.21
57.5 25/02 0.23 04/10 11.9 0.64 0.26
57.5 01/11 0.21 21/08 17.2 1.28 0.24
57.5 20/01  • 0.21 29107 13.7 1.14 0.24
57.5 10/12 0.26 13/09 23.3 .2.48 0.31
27.8 12/10 0.08 29/06 0.9 0.32 0.15
1993 1976
18.8 08/01 0.11 25/07 0.6 0.26 0.12
5.3 17/02 0.11 21/08 0.6 0.20 0.12
20.2 05/01 0.17 11/08 1.0 0.39 0.18
27.0 24/12 0.14 12/09 1.0 0.33 0.15
27.1 12/12  0.19 24/08 1.8 0.46 0.20
68.6 08/12 0.37 24/08 4.4 1.36 0.62
1994 1976
54.1 09/01 0.48 24/07 2.5 1.14 0.52
3.0 1.01 0.51
36.3 05/01,- 0.58 18/08 5.3 1.58 0.64
40.7 16/01 0.52 26/07 4.9 1.36 0.58
63.2 29/10 0.70 25/08 8.5 2.16 0.76
41.5 27/12 >0.00 01/09 1.4 0.22 0.05
1979 1976
22.4 '  09/01 0.01 .10/09 0.7 0.15 0.02
8.7 18/02 0.04 01/06 1.0 0.12 0.05
11.7 24/10 0.05 20/09 1.9 0.26 0.08
41.2 30/10 0.05 03/07
,  7.1 12/01 0.00 01/12 0.9
1994 1995
0.0d 01/01 0.00 01/01
0.3d 31/12 0.00 01/01
2.2 18/01 0.00 05/07 1.0 0.27
2.5d 26/01 0.00 03/06 1.3
6.9 14/12 0.00 22/08 4.0 0.34
5.0 3002 >0.00? 07/01 1.2 0.19 0.01
1993 1970
.
1.1 08/01 0.01 15/08 0.2 0.04 0.01
0.6 18/12 0.01 22/09 0.2 0.06 0.01
2.4 18/01 0.02 07/10 1.5 0.52 0.04
2.5 19/01 001 02/09 i.e 0.14 0.02
5.1 11/12 0.10 13/09 3.5 0.78 0.15
5.3 10/01 0.00 11/12 0.1 0.02 >0.00  .
1993 1995
0.7 12/02 >0.00 07/08 0.0 >0.00 >0.00
4.9 25/02 >0.00 23/04 0.1 >0.00 >0.00
5.3 24/04 >0.00 MHO 0.2 0.03 '  0.01
1.9 24/12  '  0.01 15/07 0.2 0.06 0.03
8.2 03/02 0.01 23/07 0.8 0.20 0.03
1994 1995
6.5 11/02 0.03 28/09 0.3 0.08 0.03
1.4 27/08 0.02 14/05 0.4 0.12 0.03
7.7 31/10 0.04 09/07 0.6 .0.13 0.05
8.0 24/12 0.02 10/06 0.4 0.11 0.04
8.2 06/11 0.03 06/08 1.4 0.20 0.05
20.7 08/12 0.00 01/07 1.6 0.27 0.04
1994 1976
19.4 09/01 0.01 18/09 0.7 0.17 0.02
7.5 28/11 0.01 16/08 0.9 0.11 0.02
20.3 31/10 0.02 31/08 1.3 0.29 0.03
20.5 24/12 0.01 27/07 1.2 0.24 0.03
-20.7 12/12- 0.02 24/98- 3.2  -  0.42
.
'
5.3d 04/12 0.0,5 06/08 2.0 0.71 0.19
1960 1976
1.7 09/01 0.21 10/10 1.1 0.61 0.23
1.7 25/02 0.17 03/11 1.1 0.45 0.20
3.4 05/01 0.28 21/09 1.9 1.03 0.30
4.2 20/01  0.22 05/09 2.3 0.62 0.25
11.0 13/12 0.39 12/09 3.6 1.38 0.49
8.9 02/03 0.02 13/09 0.8 0.28 0.10
1981 1989
7.6 08/01 0.09 24/10 0.5 0.22 0.12
5.9 27/11 0.09 15/01
7.6 05/01 0.14 12/09 0.8 0.34 0.16
7.9 24/12 0.06 08/09 0.8 0.29 0.11
7.9 30/10 0.12 23/09 1.6 0.36 0.17
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Comment: Crump profile weir (crest. 3m broad). Modular. Manley gandngs amiable from 1956_
Runoff reduced by sudace gw atetracbans but augmentatto of  law flaws  is impsrtant in dry
steamers - 1976 and 1989. Hie Gnv andkopograptiobcfnedes Oder considerably. ii An unresponsive
caahmeat (Clmill loth dome Pothes of elderficial nelliodtn). Many perermial sprgs - often
supper:Mg aess beds. Predominantly neat lard use with same woodland.
042007 Mre at Drove Lane Atresford CA 57.0 km'
MA EA Local No: 152202007 Sens : 3 9
FAR RG Level: 57m IJE: <.01 FM: 0.881
Comment: Crump profde web (ant 2.5m). seccod Crump profile weir (crest 1.501) on side
channel. No hits prior to 1992. Pre-1969 monthly c/rn  resutts  evadable. From 1989. gm  augmentation
during drought coalitions. Ow catchment (about 114 sedan.) substantially exceeds topographical
catchment # Prindpaly permeable catchment (Upper Chalk overlain itl patches by day-withtrints).
Rural chamaer mane clawrdand of nixed fanning; some woodland. Extenshe cress toils_
042008 Charlton Stream at Seward, Bridge CA 75.1 krri2
MA EA Local No: 152201001 Sens.: 11.6 Elfial: 2.8rn3s-'
FAR: N Level: 56m UE: <.01 FM: 0.998
Comment: Crump profile weir (breadth: 10m). Al lbws contained. Ephemeral in upper reaches.
Low flows influenced by neighbouring R. lichen augmentation scheme (from 1989)- slight reduction
in discharge. Pre-1970 monthly series of gaugings avalable flom the measuring authority.
Contributing area differs considerably from topographical catchment. # A very permeable (Upper
Chalk) catchment - isolated patches of clay-with-fEnts occur on high ground. Rural land use with
considerable downland and wooded areas.
042016 ltchen at Easton ICA: 236.8 lire2
MA: EA Local No: 152204002 Sens.: Bffull: 10.0m3s-'
FAR: RPG Level: 42m UE: FM:
Comment: Electromagnetic gauging station with insulated bed. installed 1983 - calibration
confirmed by c/m. Limited stage and velocity range makes for effective operation. Superseded a
velacity-area station heavily affected by weed-growth. Largely natural regime but gw augmentation
during very low flows. if A predominantly Chalk catchment with patches of superficial deposits.
Largely rural with sorne woodland.
042010 Ashen at Highbridge+Allbrook CA: 360.0 kn?
MA: EA Local No: 152208001 Sens.: 4.9
FAR: RPG Level: 17m UE: .01 FAI: 0.943
Comment: Crump weir (Highbridge.7.75m)replaced, in 1971, a VA station with heaw weedgrowth -
the latter can drown present weir) + thin-plate weir (Allbrook) in farmer navigation channel. Rare
bypassing (due to wrong sluice settings in early record). Confirmatory gauging supports remediable
Dec. 2000 peak (when moderate bypassing). Nov/Dec 1993 flows estimated (fish pass constructed).
Ow augmentation during droughts.  Gw  catchment > sw catchment. Artificial influences (gw
abstractions, cress farms) have minor, but increasing, impact on baseflow dominated regime: small
net export of water. # Very permeable catchment (90% Chalk). Land use: mainly arable with
scattered settlements.
042018 Monks Brook at Stoneham Lane CA: 43.3 krn2
MA EA Local No: 152104001 Sens.: 47.8 Bflull: 4.5m1/4-1
FAR: N Level: 8m UE: FM:
Comment: Flat V weir (1:10 cross-slope) with c/m calibration for high flows. High flow gauging et
footbridge and ford about 200m u/s; trapeziodal concrete channel between ford arid gauging station.
1995/96 excepted, most peak flows buncated (c2.7 mis-'). Previously a yelodty-area station (eth
piling stabilised banks). # A mosay low-lying catchment developed on impervious Tertiary
formations. Mixed land use: rural headwaters with considerable woodland, substantial urban
development near the station (Chandler's Ford/Eastleight
042023 lichen at Riverside Park CA: 415.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: RPE Level: 1m UE: FAI:
Comment: Ultrasonic gauging station (multi-pae with reflector). Tidal effects occasionally evident
(dependant on d/s sluice operation). Flows artificiany influenced by two 45 Mfid surface water
abstractions at Gaters Mill and Otterbourne and a large STW discharge at Eastletigh. Groundwater
augmentation (in headwaters) can be important. 4 Pdndpally a rural, Chalk catchment but with
appredable urban growth near the outfall (where impervious Tertiary formations predominate).
042019 Tanners Brook at Millbrook C.A: 16.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 151901001 Sens.: 52.0
FAR: N Level: 4m UE: PAL
Comment: Velodhnarea station in a trapezoidal concrete section. Initialg a level only station Nit
stage-discharge relation now established for all but the highest flows. Pre- (and some post-) 1992
peaks buncated (c1.0 mis-I). Responsive regirrw. ii A largely urban (Southampton) Catchment
developed on impervious Tertiary formations.
042024 Test at Chilbollon (Total) C.A: 453.0 krr?
KA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: N Level: 39m UE: FAI:
Comment: Two Eledromagnetic gauging stations (buried coil): Chilbolton Main (151805001) and
Chiltolton Bask Carrier (151805002): flows are summed. Monthly c/m results substantially extend
the overall record. Sensibly natural flow regime. 8 A Chalk catchment (limited superfidal cover).
Predominantly rural (some woodland), Whitchurch is the main settlement.
042012 Anton at Fullerton CA: 185.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 151806001 Sens.: 7.2 S/full: 8.5m3s-i
FAR: N Level: 41m UE: .02 FAI: 0.949
Comment: Crump profile weir (crest: 4.75m broad) with a complementary Crbmp profile weir (crest:
lm broad) on a bypass channel. Water levels influenced by local mill sluice operation. Cress beds in
heaMvaters. The ow catchment exceeds the topographical catchment area. Significant ow
abstraction. It An unresponsive (Chalk) catchment of rolling downland - the upper reaches of the
Anton are ephemeral. Lond use: rural with some urban centres.
042020 Tadburn Lake at Romsey C A: 19.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 151815001 Sens.: 21.4
FAR: N Level: 16m UE: FAI:
Comment: Velocity-area station. Concrete channel. Calibration ongoing. Hydrological research
(mostly in the headwaters) undertaken initially by Southampton University. # Rural headwaters, with
considerable woodland, but urbanised in lower reaches (Romsey). A largely impervious catchment
developed mostly on Tertary formations (principally Barton, Bracklesham end Bagshot Beds).
SOUTHERN REGION
HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1996-2000
Comment: Velodty-area station, difficult to calibrate - severe weed growth and an uneven velocity
distribution. Hence flows from 42013 (EM) often used to estimate or infill the Broadlands record.
Primarily baseflow but some rapid runoff from the lower reaches of te Dun catchment Topographic
catchment slightly exceeds the drainage area. Considerable fish farming activity but sensibly natural
flow regime. # Highly permeable catchment(90% Chalk) but with some Tertiary depositsand
alluvium in the lower valley. Downland given over to agriculture - a few urban centres.
042014 Blackwater at Ower C.A: 104.7 km'
MA: EA Local No: 151817001 Sens.: 25.0 Efffull: 10.0m1/4-1
FAR: N Level: 8m . UE: <.01 FAI: 0.985
Crehment: Crump profile weir (crest: 6m broad); drowns at approx. 0.4m but velociN-area
calibration used for medium and high flows up to 1.85m (approx. 102 m's-1) includes allowance for
floodplain discharge but, latterly, Peaks truncated.Negligible net impact of artifidal influences an the
flow pattern (very minor amount of spray imgation). # A catchment of meadows, woodland and
heath underlain by Tertiary sands, gravels and days (mainly impervious).
'
042003
.
Lymington at Brockenhurst CA: 98.9 km'
MA: EA Local No: 150509001 Sens.: 18.3 Efffull: 7.9m1/4-'
Level: 6n1 UE: FAI: ,
Comment: Compound thin-plate weir. width 7.3m, Theoretically rated; gaugings used to extent
rating to c3Om°s'1 in 2000. Bypassing occurs above 7 m's-': Most pre-1999 flows truncated at
approx. 10 m's-'. Pre-1996: a thin-plate weir with V notch (no divide piers) - total breadth 8.48m.
Artificial influences have a negligible impact on flows, but drainage has a long history (and some -
wetland restoration began in 1997). # Prindpalty an impervious catchment (Tertiary clay; sand and
gravel). Large tracts of heathland and forest - with valley bogs in the New Forest (where some recent
village growth).
1
101005 Eastern varat BUdbrIdge CA: 22.5 km°
MA' EA Local No: 51002001 Sens.: 22.9
FAR: PG! Level: m ; UE: FAV
Comment:Flat V weir, cross-slope 1:10, 2.9Bm wide. Limited head for extended periods. Runoff
reduced by surface and groundwater abstractions. From 1989, low flows augmented as part of the
ffile of Wight Conjuncbve Use Scheme. # The Eastem Yar rises on the Chalk of St. Catherine's
Down, below the headwaters Upper Greensand and GautClay dominate. Very rural. Godshill is the
main settlement. I
101004 ' Eastern Yar at Burnt House C A: 59.6 km'
MA: EA Local No: 51001001 Sens.: 50.0
FAR: PG Level: m UE: FAI:
Comment: Flat V weir, 1:10 cross slope. Limited head for long periods. Peak flows truncated at
around 7.9 m1/4-1. Runoff reduced by surface and gw abstractions. From 1989. low flows
augmented as part of the loW Conjunctive Use Scheme, but also regular abstraction u/s of 70-801/s.
8  The Eastern Yar rises as springs on the Chalk of St. Catherine's Down, Lower Gmensend
dominates the lower catchment. Very rural.
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57..95 eil 335 11.06 36.6d 11/01 3.17 076:17 16.7 9.89 5.88
1961 1976
1996 649 80 .280 84 9.20 21.9d 09/01 5.05 06/08 13.6 8.48 5.30
1997 712 88 215 64 7.07 15.7d 18/02 0.47 01/10 9.8 6.62 4.91
1998 930 115 321 96 10.59 22.3d 05/01 6.38 31/08 10.2 10.85 6.74
1999 912 112 353 105 11.63 32.8d 20/01. 6.61 31/07 17.5 9.99 6.96
2000 1109 137 450 130 14.81 28.2d 13/12 8.00 01/09 23.1 13.97 8.29
76..95 867 263 0.87 10.2 26/01 0.10 07/08 2.2 0.46 0.16
1984 1989
1996 712 62 185 70 0.61 6.2 19/11 0.12 17/09 1.2 0.38 0.14
1997 814 90 156 59 0.52 2.8 31/12 0.12 29/07 1.4 0.26 0.13
1998 976 113 283 108. 0.90 6.0 10/12 0.15 19/08 2.4 0.09 0.16
1999 950 110 261 99 0.87 6.0 23/12 0.14 30/07 22 -  0.03 0.15
2000 1193 138
60..95 849 318 1.00 14.9 10/12 0.01 09/08 2.6 0.43 0.05
1977 1976
1996 768 90 10.7d 12/02
1997 850 100 298 94 0.94 15.2 28/10 0.04 23/07 2.9 0.29 0.06
1998 987 116 385 121 1.21 8.2 09/12 0.05 22/08 3.3 0.57 0.07
1999 975 115 363. 114 1.14 18.1d 24/12 0.05 28/07 2.5 0.50 0.06
2000 1174 138 593 186 1.86 24.3 06/11 0.07 12/08 5.4 0.64 0.09
82..95 813 296 0.21 8.7 30/12 0.05 13/07 0.4 0.14 0.07
1993 1990
1996 721 89 240 81 0.17 3.6 11/02 0.05 22/07 0.3 0.12 0.07
1997 789 97 232 78 0.17 3.8 28/11 ' 0.03 23/07 0.4 0.12 0.05
1998 929 114 325 110 0.23 4.8 09/12 0.07 23/09 0.4 0.14 0.09
1999 869 107 297 100 0.21 8.3 24/12 0.06 27/07 0.4 0.14 0.07
2000 1142 140 472 159 0.34 9.0 09/10 0.07 20/07 0.7 0.17 0.08
82..95 827 208 0.39 7.9 21/01 0.00 09/08 0.8 0.19 0.04
1995 1984
1996 733 89 168 81 0.32 7.9 12/02 0.03 25/07 0.6 0.19 0.05
1997 822 99
1998 941 114 304 146 0.57 .7.5 10/12 0.06 22/08 0.9 0.27 0.08
1999 861 104 250 120 0.47 7.5 18/12 0.04 26/07 0.8 0.23 0.05
2000 1165 141
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SURFACE WATER- REGISTER AND STATISTICS 117
043005 Avon at Anwesbarry CA 323.7 Ian'
MA: EA Local No: 43213) Son,: 9.8 13fluk 1.4m3s-1
FAR; G Levet 67m 1JE .02 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Camp prode weir (treat 9.14m toad) flanked by troadvested weirs. Small bypass
channel soma.  2in Ws o f wcir -  included in rating. Fie rave stabs. During auras Cows are
nabsaty augmented from gw drabs( trorn northern hall of R. Bourne anctrent. Some gw pulsing
also takes dace witrin the cattiment. if Pleclornhantry permeable (Chalk) =Sherd with a sma3
Slier of Upper Greersand en, Gault. Laid Ise: rural. Topographical ard gw =attests do not
043012 Wyly. at Norton Bavant CA 112.4 lun2
MA EA Local No: 432320 Sens.: 14.8 Saul: 13.0m%-`
FAR: GE Level: 97m UE: .02 FM: 0.978
Continent:Crump profile weir. crest 6.09m broad. NA range station. Ovlohbank flow mew wombs/
Ws before bankfull at gaugirg Satin Substantialgroundwater abstractions aild hatchet Vs ailed
flow.  Some augrnentalion torn effluent returns. 5 Geology:Chalk with Upper Greensand and Gault in
*her pans of catdvnent. Land use: rural.
043008 Wylye at South Newton CA: 445.4 Icrn7
MA EA Local No: 432330 Sens.: 7.4 WI: 36.90s-1
FAR:  N Level: 56rn LIE: .01 FAI: 0.977
Comment: Crump profile weir, crest 10.7m broad. Full range station. Subjed to drowning at high
discharges.  Heavy  weed growth during summer months. Sluice control u/s for river regulation.
4  Predominantly Chalk with Upper Greensand and Gault in higher pans ol catchment. Land use:
rural.
043006 Sadder et Wilton CA: 220.6 km2
MA: EA Local No: 432210 Sens.: 18.8 Bflult 43.0m's-'
FAR: N Level: 51m . UE: <.01 FAL 0.979
Comment: Crurnp weir. crest 18.3m dead. Great tappirg in operation for first few mantis and then
abandoned - modular limit (06m) seklern reached. Flows greater than 18.3 m3s-' measured u/s of
weir at BS Bridge. Sluices and hatches can regulate  flow  for short periods. Minor groundwater
pumping in catchment. # Mixed geology - predominantly Chalk MN days in upper tatctunent. Land
use: rural.
043004 Bourne at laverstock C.A: 2616 kni2
MA EA Local No: 432410 Sens.: 13.2 SOS: 8.6m% -1
FAR:  N  Level: 48m UE: .02 FAL 1.000
Comment: Crump weir, crest 3rn broad. Theoretically rated. Situated approx. 1.6m u/s of confluence
with R. Avon. Out of bank flow may occur just u/s ol station when  flow exceeds 6 nOs-'. Bypass
(barn& u/s of gauging station. but Mice is dosed and no longer operates. Heavy weedgrowth during
summer months, reeds regular maintenance. q Permeable Chalk catdvnent. Land use rural with
some smafi settlements.
043003 Avon at East Mills CA: 1477.8 krr?
MA: E/k Local  No:  432612 Sens.:
FAR: N Level: m UE: .01 FA1: 0.987
Comment: Combined station: Critical depth rectangular flume (local no. 432610. C.A.:1477.8 se.km)
and complementary compound Crump profile weir vath central notch fish pass (local no. 432820,
C.A.:1448.0 so.km). Low-medium km range station. Small irrigation carrier is fed from R. Avert 3km
u/s at Burgate and bypasses gauging station (normally >3% total  lbw).  High flows are channelled
along carrier and, generally, peak at East Mills Is unrepresentative. High flow gauged from
Fordingbridge bypass bridge. Pre-Sep 1965 lbws for flume only. # Predominantly permeade (Chalk)
catchment Land use: rural.
043021 Avon at Knapp MIII CA: 1706.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 432820 Sens.:
 Blful1 55.0nMs-'
FAR: P Level: lm UE: FAL
Comment: Ultrasonic station - dual path. The station level refers S mean bed level . 0.875m a00.
Both banks am piled and the bed is dredged to form a rectangular cross-section. Up to Aug 1988 -
very limited number of flow readings logged per day. Monthly check gaugings confirm improved US
performance. Substantial bypassing when flows in excess of 40-45 m's '. Some abstraction for
PWS in catchment. # Mixed geokvy - predominantly Chalk; lower catchment composed of sands,
gravels and days. Land use: rural,
043019 Shreen Water at Colesbrook C.A: 29.1 km2
MA: EA Local No: 433110 Sens.: 10.0
FBAtfutil: 611m3s-'FAR: G Level: 72m UE:
Comment: Crump profile weir. crest 3m broad. Theoretically rated. Structure drowns at high flows
below bankfull. Sigrificant gw pumping in catchment. Some augmentation from effluent returns.
Runoff figures suggest topographical and hydrological Catchment areas do rot coindde. Flashy
response. q Predominantly Smmeddge Clay. Some Chalk and Upper Greensand in the north of the
catchment. Land use: agricultural.
043009 Stour st Hammoon C.A: 523.1 lon2
MA: EA Local No: 433410 Sens.: 136.0 SAIL 613.0res-'
FAR: PG Level: 41m 1.1g: #.01 FAI: 0.993
Comment: Compound Crump pmfie weir with low flow crest 6.1m broad, total treadth 18.3rn.
Structure situated under road laidge. High floss Calibrated UP tO 3.101. Water wisdom system
operates - area floods during high discharges bypassirg of station °cars and gaugings are made d/
s at Haywoods Bridge (ST824120). Severe weed growth affects flow Substantial grOund and surface
water abstractions within the catchment. # Predominantly impermeable (clay) catchment Rural land
043010 Allen at Loverley Mill aA: 94.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 433530 Sens.: 12.2
FAR: PGE Level: 37m UE: <01 FA1: 0.979
Comment: Crump weir situated under old mill house. Calculation of lbws only possible under finite
hatch settings at ttrs hatches controlling flow Into old mill pond. Frequent hatch action. Stabon full.
range. q Chalk catchment. Rural.
Comment: Two Crump profile weirs: main channel weir crest 6.1m broad: secondary weir in mill
stream adjacent to main channel - 0.9m broad. Rating includes mill channel. Weed growth
occasionally causes structure to drown out. Hatch actidly u/s of station. Minor surface and gw
abstractions in catchment. Compensation discharge maintains low flows. # Upper catchment - Chalk,
lower catchment - sands, gravels and days. Land use: precleminentty rural.
SOUTH WEST REGION
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043007 Stow at Throop CA: 10730 km'
MA: EA Local No: 433710 Sens.: 4.2 Streit 128.11m's-'
FAR: PGE Level: 4111 UE: .02 FAL 0.990
Comment; Compound Crump profile weir, centre crest 5rn broad and 2 higher flanking crests 18m
broad. Site unapproachable in flood conditions and high nova are measured at Blackwater Bridge
(S2134959). Prior to 1977 high flows measured at Ensbury (310n u/s of station). Rating incorporates
flow Mrough two bypass channels ant Ws of station: mill channel and Lodden Stour. Substantial
ground and surface water abstractions. Some effluent returns. # Mixed geology. - predominantly
Chalk with some ctay. Land use: rural.
044002 Piddle at Beggs Mill C.A: 183.1 km'
KA: EA Local No: 444510 Sens.: 7.9 S/full: 16.0m55-1
FAR: 0 Level: 2m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.972
Comment: Rectangular critical depth 'humped' flume situated in left-hand bend of river. Above 8.1
m's-' station is bypassed - estimate of lbws made through arches of raiKay bridge. Complex water
meadow system 2-3km u/s can result in minor shod period fluctuations in the river lbw. Major
groundwater abstractions in catchment. # Upper catchment - Chalk; lower - sands, gravels and days.
Land use is predominantly agrioAtural.
Comment: Crump profile weir, crest 1.95m broad. Modular under all flow conditions.  #  Predominantly
Lower Chalk with small outcrops of Middle and Upper Chalk forming higher ground flanking the
catchment. Mainly pastoral with some arable agriculture on flatter ground.
.
044004 Frome at Dorchester Total aA: 206.0 km'
MA: EA Local No: 445512 Sens.: 15.1
FAR: G Level: m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.973
Comment: Combined station: Louds Mill (local no. 445510) - Iwo Crump profile weirs: crests 10.66m
(side-spilling) and 1.52m broad. Rating includes side channel and is modular to 10 m's-1.
Complimentary Crump proffle weir at Stinsford (local no. 445520), crest 3.04m vAde, is modular to 4.6
m1/4-1. Stinsford may drown dUe to Weed growth d/s. Knor gw abstractions in catchment. Flows exist
prior to 10/71 for Loudsmill only. # Geology: predominantly Chalk with Upper Greensand and Gault,
Lies and Chitties in headwaters. Land use: rural.
044008 Sth Winterbourne at W'bourne Steepleton CA: 199 km'
KA: EA Local No: 445610 Sens.: 60.0 '
FAR: G Level: 9Orn UE: <.01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Crump V profile weir installed for low thow monitorirg and year round enforcement of
minimum prescribed flow conditions on PWS abstraction licence. Compensation water input 1km  uN
of weir. # Chalk catchment Rural.
044001 Frome at East Stoke Total CA: 414.4 km'
MA: EA Local No: 445912 Sens.: 5.7
FAR: N. Level: m UE: FAI:
Comment: Combined station of: rectangular orifice! depth flume, 3.05m wide. bounded by two broad.
crested weirs (local no. 4459101 and complementary Crump profile weir on bypass channel. 3.565m
wide (local no. 445920) Low fioodbank constmoted on lb to confine all flows within designed
measuring range of flume - 21.5 m1/4-1. Stnicture limit of weir 4.36 m1/4-1. Flows prior to 1966 for
flume or*. # Geology: Main& Chalk; Upper Greensand and Gault. Lias and °pities in headwaters;
sands, gravels and clays in lower catchment.
044009 Way  at Broadway -CA: 7.0 km'
MA: EA Local No: 446020 Sens.: 20.0 Bffull: 3.3m's-1
FAR: G Level: 18m UE: <01 FAL 1.000
Comment: Flat V Crump profile weir, crest 4.5m broad. Full range station. Structure capacity 3.3
m's-1. Substantial groundwater abstraction affecting headwaters at Upwey. Some hatch activity u/s.
Runoff figures suggest topographical and hydrological catchment areas do not coincide. # Predom.
inantly a limestone catchment. Land use: mainly pastoral.
044003 Asker at Brldport CA: 46.6 kill?
MA: EA Local No: 478301 Sens.: 24.5
FAR:  N  Level: 6m UE: .01 FAL 0.994
Comment: From Mar'96. Crump profile weir, 6.3rn wide: atove 0.618m channel is flanked  by  sloping
shoulders to 7.3m wide, set in vertical walls. Third incamation at various sites in Bridport. Earlier
record inconsistent, incomplete end poor. Rapidly responding flow regime makes gauging difficult.
JI Responsive catchment due to sleep slopes on Liassic clay and marl.
045004 Axe at Whitford CA: 288.5 km'
MA EA - Local No: 5291052 Sens.: 8.2 S/full: 75.0m1/4-1
EAR: PGEI Level: 7m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.992
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir, total width 21.3m, low flow section 7.6m broad. Cableway
on site. Structure fimit 2m stage. Unique rating above modular limit Overspill at 1.95m on left bank
with some bypassing, included in Me rating. moderate groundwater and surface water abstractions
affect lower lbws. # Catchment of moderate relief draining Chalk and Greensand headwaters. Middle
and lower reaches Merda Mudstone; lies clays ind more Greensand. MeackwAand, low intensity
agriculture, woodland. Minbr industrial development.
045008 Otter at Fenny Bridges CA: 104.2 km'
MA: EA Local No: 5191052 Sens.: 13.7 EI/full: 73.0m1/4-1
FAL 0.996FAR: P Level: 55m UE: <.01
Comment: Velodly-area station with low level bed control and cableway, situated just u/s of road
bridge. Bridge invert acts as oonUol at high levels. Right bank fikely to be over topped at 1.6m stage
when bypassing fikely. Minor surface water abstractons in catchment, Sensibly natural  flow  regime.
# Rises in the Greensand and Gault Clay of the Blackdown Hills. Keeper Marl in the lower reaches.
Contains Honton. Heathland, pasture and a range of agriculture.
045005 Otter at Dotton CA: 202.5 VII'
MA: EA Local No: 5081055 Sens.: 10.1 9/full: 88.11m1/4-1
FAL 0.998FAR: PGEI Level: 15m UE: <01
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. Station rebuilt after 1968 fist Flat V Crump profile
weir installs 1971. Full range station. Gabions stabilise bed and banks. Low embankments at field
level extend oontainment. Substantial groundwater and surface water abstractions in catchment.
# Rises in Greensand and Gault Clay of the Blackdown Hills. Predominant& Keuper sandstones and
marls. Extensite alluvium and valley gravels lower down. Some heathiand, woodland and pasture,
and a wide range of agriculture.
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045009 Exit at Piston CA 159.7 by9
MA EA Loa No: 1921014 Sono 13.3 BA& 90.0tn's-,
FAR: SRP Lesiet 122rn UE: <.01 FM: 0.950
Comment: Ft/ range VA salon %Mow rock tor dis al steam Matra  low Coe  coned. 8/lance
a/ bridge sof51 *of station is medal/Wm/ aCtough ratx-0 is mistily erlrapolabsd to barMuL laror
abseacbors in cat/merit low flows signcantly affected by VIAmbleball Res. # Headwaters rise on
Emnoor. Predorrinandy Devonian sandstones. Land toe rroodast rough grazing. forestry.
045002 Ea at Stoodleph CA 421.7 lore
MA EA Loral No: 1911008 Sens.: 60 Mat 150.0)13s-5
FAlt SRPE Level: 75in US: <.01 FM; 0.980
Comment: Velciatywrea station with Cableway sited on a straight. stable length of river. Low row
contaled by a dace ledge 50m dis of Me gauge. RA range. abrated to above bankkll. Liable to
baang  up  at bridge immediately tiat in highest floods. Rood refief culvert ostler road co rb.
Bypassing included in ratirg. Significandy affected by Wenbletell Res. regulation at la lbws.
4 Headwaters drain Exmoor. Dmonian sets and Cam Measures. Relatively impermeable
catchment; moorland headwaters. grazing and biestry.
045001 Eye at Thorverton CA: 600.9  kni2
MA: EA Local No: 1901011 Sens.: 11.8 BMA: 185,Orn's-5
FAR: SRPGEI Level: 26m UE: <.01 FM: 0.985
Comment: Velocity-area station wiM caNeway. Flat V Crump proffie weir cortsInicted in 1973 due to
unstable bed condition. Minor culvert flow through MO u/s of station included in rating. Low lbws are
affected significantly by Nfirribleball Reservoir and by exports to the Taw catchment Station 0 control
point for operalianal releases from Wmbleball. 4 Headwaters drain Exmocv. Geology predominantly
Devocian sandstones and Carboniferous Gem Measures. with subordinate Permian sandstones in
the east. Woodard, foresby and a range of avid/are.
045003 Culrn at Wood MIII CA: 226.1 krre
MA EA Local No: 1301988 Sens.: 13.7 Bflull: 42.0m's-5
FAR: PGEI Level: ddm UE: <01 FP: 0996
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. Flat V weir tailt in 1972. Channel control when
struclure drowned. Full range.  Aug  19135 river regraded and dis obstructons removed.1Mdespread u/
s inundation during floods; by-pass lbws included in the rating. Data unrefiable prior to 1/10/62.
Moderate surface and groundwater abstradions ailed low flows. 4 Rises in the Blackdown HON,
Headwaters drain Greensand and Gat/ Clay. Predominantly Perrno-Thassic sandstones. breccias
and molds. Extensive valley gravels and alluvium. Subdued retie!. Agriatural catchment
045012 Creedy at Cowley CA: 261,6 lon2
MA EA , Local No: 4991052 Sens.: 10.8 Bffull: 110.0ress-r
FAR GE Level: 14n1 UE: <.01 FAL 0.995
Comment: Velocitywrea station in deep dining Rock bars (arm low Ila control Rood flows
contained by rock walls and gabizos on rb and by railway tracks on lb. C/rn by wading or from a Ngh
bridge 30m u/s.  1/ A vee-shaped catchment draining moderate to high relief valleys from the  N  and W.
Predominantly Culm Measures IWO and shales with some Pemio-Trias Camas and sists near
Crediton. Low grade agriculture. grazing and forestry.
046002 Teign at Preston CA: 381.010112
MA: EA Local No: 4871051 Sens.: 9,3 Bffull:136.0resTi
FAR: SRPE Level: 4m UE: <01 FAI: 0.984 .
Comment: Velodty-area station, channel width approx. 15m. Cableway and steel footbridge.
Bypassing on rb occurs above 2.4m; some accommodation for this In rating. Low flow control is a Ms
gravel shoal. 4 reservoirs and various WRW have minor affect on low flow regime. # Bulk of the river
system rises on Dartmoor Granite moorland; it traverses a complex of Devonian and Carboniferous
shales, s'sts and charts before its wide alluvial valley crosses Tertiary sands and days. Low grade
agriculture and woodland.
046005 East Dart at Believer CA: 21.5 kmT
MA: EA Local No: 4671051 Sens.: 10.0 Bffull: 50.0m% -'
FAR: N Level: 309m UE: <.01 FAL 1.000
Comment: Velodtywrea station, channel width approximately 115m: cableway approidmately 24m.
A natural rock step provides the control, with a containment berm on the lb. Not bypassed, well rated.
Natural catchment. # Steep, very wet upland catchment, draining peat covered Dartmoor Granite
moorland. Responsive catchment. Flood warning station.
046007 West Dart at Dunnabrldge CA: 47.9 km'
MA: EA Local No: 4671052 Sens,: Bffull: 69.0m2s-'
FAR: P Level: 284m UE: <.01 FAL LOCO
Conunent: Informal Flat V low flow control 13.5m wide between stone batter wing walls. Cableway
span 30m. In straight reach between two right hand bends. PossiNsty of out-of-bank flow on rh.
Upper 40% of catchment affected by interception from Devonpod and Prison leats (feed BurratOr
Res.); take varies with lime. Responsive catdvnent. Cbsed between 1981 and 1991. # Upland
catchment of subdued refief. Ngh on Dartmoor granite plateau. Low grade agricutture, peat moorland.
046003 Dart at Aug/nit Bridge CA: 247.6 kanT
MA EA Local No: 4761051 Sens.: 7.8 130.41: 418.0rOs T5
FAR SR Level: 22m UE: <.01 FAL 0996
Comment: Velocilywrea station, main channel approx. 30m wide. Rock step forms clis control
Channel contains the MAF. Bypassing mars on right bank above 4.2m.  Well  rated. Venford
Reservoir operation and exports via the Devonport Leat affect low  flows.  Short period of naturalised
flows available. 4 Upper two thirds of catchment drains moorland associated with Me Dartmoor
Grante; lower third is of Carboniferous shales and sandstones. The relief is steep in the headwaters
and at Me Granite boundary. Responsive. Low grade agriculture and woodland.
046008 Avon at Loddlswell CA: 102.310112
MA: EA Loa No: 4741051 Sens.: Bflull: 67.Om5s't
FAR: SR Level: 6rn UE: <.01 FAI: 1.030
Comment: Velocity-area station. Cableway span 25.5m. Natural bed control. re-rated at la flows.
Can be affected by weed growth. 4 Drains southwards from Dartmoor Granite, PredominanttyLoafer
ORS in lower reaches, Culm Measures between. Alluvium in valley 1:003111.Rural, grazing and
woodland in steeply incised valley.
046006 Erme at Erriengton CA: 43.5 km'
MA: EA Local No: 4851051 Sens.: 18.8 Bflull: %San's"
FAR: PEI Level: rim UE: .02 FAL 1.000
Comment: Velocity-area station, with low level bed control. Well rated. Significant flow modifications
by abstradsons and diversions for PWS, and sewage from lvybridge. 4 Narrow, linear N-S trending
catdment draining S flank of Dartmoor Granite. Headwaters in plateau-like moorland; main river
section in steep, deeply incised valley with short bibutaries. Off granite, Devonian slates widely
blanketed with river gravel and alluvium. Responsive.
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047007 Yealm at PuslInch CA: 54,9 km°
MA: EA Local No: 4551055 Sens.: 18.9 El/fult 26.01155-1
FAR: PI Level: 6m ' "' , UE: .01 FAI. 0.992
Cominent: Low flow rectangular flume, 4.7m throat width, side andbottom contractions, superseded
a velocity-area station (forrnalised trapezoidal channel, variablelow flow rating) in Oct 1967. Station
closed 23 Aug - 31 Dec 2001 for building wores. Bankroll approx. MAF level; d/s bddge truncates
peaks. Moderate influence from abstractions and imports. # Headwaters drain Dartraoor Granite and
metamorphosed Devonian slates. Most of catchment underlain by Devonian shales and tuffs with
subordinate rst. Land use: meadowiand,arable and lower grade agriculture
047010
 t Tanta,' at Crowford Bridge C.A: 76.7 km2
MA: EA Local No: 4291067 Sens.: 26.2 13/full' 66 0m35-1
F.A.R: SRP Level: 84m - ' ' . UE: <.01 FAI: 0.947
Comment: CompoundCrump profile weir,-total crest length Urn, Above 1.65m piers submerge (42
m1/4-1), Rating used above this extrepolated from the within pier version. Flows substantially modified
by the impoundment of the Tamar Lakes.  II  River drains coastal hills of W Cornwall; relief is quite
subdued, and rocks outcropping are shalei and s'sts of Carboniferous Culm Measures. Wholly rural;
moorlandand low grade agriculture. / ' -
047005 Celery at Warrington Park CA: 120.7 km'
M.A: EA Local No: 4381073 Sens.: 13.5 13/full: 79.0m1s-1
FAR: GE Level: 55m ' UE: <.01 FAI: 0.999
Comment: Informal Flat V low flow control 10m wide with good straight approach. Cableway span
(18m) extendsover flood banks. Insensitive at low flows given wide section. Reaches bankfull on lb in
larger floodsand then bypassed on rb: Responsive natural catchment. Closed 1981-91.4 Catchment
of moderater lief draining eastwards fromcoastal hills. Geology: rnainly.Devonlan shales and grits
and Carboniferous Culm Measures. Wholly rural, grazing and low grade agriculture, minor forestry.
047019 Tamar at Poison Bridge CA: 470.3 km'
M.A: EA Local No: 4381080 Sens,: 15.0 El/full: 95.0m3s-1
FAR: Level: 48m , • , UE: FAI:
Comment: Informal Flat V control 18m wide between high angle trapezoidal gabion wing walls with a
reasonably Straight approach. Cableway just d/s of Kensey rob. Comes out of lb when Kensey in
flood. Stage at bankroll above range of rating table. Significant modification of flow due to Tamar Lake
operations. # Moderate relief catchment with Carboniferous s'sts in headwaters and remainder Culm
Measures (shales, rsts, gms).,Essentially rural,low grade agnculture, some forestry.
047018
 - Thrushal at Hayne Bridge CA: 57.6 km'
MA: EA Local No: 4481012 Sens.: 80.0 B/full: 25.8m1/4-1
EAR: Level: 67m . UE: ' • FAI:
Comment: Informal Flat V control, between 7m wide, high angle, trapezoidal gobion wing walls, in
less than ideal section on meandering stretch.Cableway extends over low lb Likely to contain all
flows. Natural flow regime. Responswe.tårainfall. # Moderate relief catchment draining W flank of
Dartmoor. Geology: Carboniferous Culm Measures and Upper Devonian Slates. Rural catchment.
047008 Thrushel at Tinhay C.A: 112.7 km'
MA: EA Local No: 4381071 Sens.: 32,5 B/full: 139.9141as-I
FAR: SH Level: 5ron /' ' UE: col FAI: 1.000
Comment: Three-bay compound CIllin'p profile weir, crests of 166m and 10.97m dotal) length. Weir
claimed modular to structure full (2.74m), floodbanks would contain flow fora funher 0.96m; such flow
extrapolated from weir ratrog. Affected after 1988 by Roadford Reservoir (storage, pumped water
transfers and HEP). Previously natural catchment. # Catchment of moderate relief draining shales
and #sts of Carboniferous Culm Measures. Significant terrace gravels lower down in main valley.
Rural; grazing and low grade agriculture.
047006 Lyd at Litton Park C.A: 222.9 km'
M.A: EA Local No: 4381072 Sens,: 11.4 13/full: 176.0m'sT'
FAR: SGEI Level: 48m UE: <01 FAL 0.997
Comment: Shallow (0.38m) rectangular flume, side and bed contractions, throat 3.5m wide, flanked
by broad crested weirs in channel 7.9m wide. Gentle approach bend. Cableway moved approx.
5m u/s prior to 1977. Superseded veloCity-area station in 1968. Largest floods exceed bankroll and '
bypass station. Flows significantly affected after 1988 by Roadford Res. operation. Closed 1981-88,
many other data missing. # Mederare to high relief catchment draining Carboniferous Culm Measures
(shales and s'sts). Wholly rural; moorland headwaters, forestry in main valleys, rough grazing, low
grade agriculture.
047001
 .Tamar at Gunnislake C.A: 916.9 km'
M.A: EA Local No: 4471051 Sens,: 7.1. B/full: 550.0m's-'
FAR: SRPE1 Level: 8m - UE: <,01 FAI: 0.994
Comment: Velocity-area station. wide, shallow channel. Cableway span 46.9m. Low flaws measured
at another, narrower, site. High flow gauging difficult owing to standing waves. Roadford Reservoir
from 1989 may have significant affect at low flows, Informal Flat V control installed 1991. # Rural
catchment of moderate relief, draining very disturbed lower Carboniferous slates, sharos, grits and
volcanic& Significant alluvial flats in middle reaches, Devonian slates low down. Fairly responsive. A
range of agriculture, grazing and forestry as land use.
. 4
047016 Lumburn at Lumburn Bridge CA: 20.5 km'
MA: EA Local No: 4471054 Sens,: 27.0 13/full: 2.6m1/4-1
F.A.R: N Level: 67111 ' UE: FAL
Comment:Velocity-area station parody sited on a sharp bend u/s of a mad bridge. Peak flows likely to
be throttled by the bridge but contained by it C/rn by wading or from the bridge. Natural catchment
with -veW-flashY- retirne. '# moderate r liefFeral Catchment dreining Carbonifeioui CUlm Miiiurei
and Devonian Slate. Grazing, low grade agriculture,
047014
 . Walkham at Horrabridge CA: 44.6 km'
MA: EA Local No: 4561057 Sens.: 35.7 13/full: 46.0m5s-'
FAR: PI Level: 82m f 11E: .01 FA: 1.000
Comment: Three-bay compound structure with 2.47m thin-plate weir, 948m triangular profile weir
and an 8.53m broad-crested weir, theoretically rated Limited range calibMtion,  high  flows unreliable,
(HIFs only held on NRFA from Jan 19811. Moderate flow modification by PWS abstraction.
# Substantially moodand catchment draining westem Dartmoor Granite. Steep, afforested valley
flanks as the river leaves the granite and drains Devonian slates, rsts and volcanire,
047015 Tavy at Denham  I  Ludbrook CA: 197.3 km'
MA EA Local No: 4461003 Sens.: 12.0 Eftfull: 188,8m3s-1
FAR: Level: 10m ' UE: FAI:
Comment: Unconventional control comprised of triangular profile low flow weir set within shallow
(0-3m) wing walls which curve through 90 deg. to fill the whole channel (20m). Cableway span 32m.
Low flows dominated by abstractions for HEP, PWS for Plymouth and the Morwellharn canal.
Responsive. well contained. # Catchment drains from W flank of Dartrnoor Granite plateau; valleys
are steeply incised and forested below Tavistock. Moorland, rough grazing and low grade agriculture,
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63..95 1453 946 1.65 30.3 30112 0.03 23/08 3.8 1.04 0.19
1993 1976
1996 1374 95 917 97 1.59 21.9 03/11 0.17 18/09 3.9 1,09 0,21
1997 1419 98 846 89 1.47 26.2 27/11 0.19 20/08 3.8 0,73 0,28
1998 1687 116 1163 123 2.03 26.2 24/10  ' 0.25 30/08 4,3 1.28 0.39
1999 1592 110 1059 112 1.84 24.9 24/12 0.18 03/08 4,4 1.14 0.21
2000 1797 124 1344 142 2.33 26.5 31/12 026 13/09 5.4 1.31 0.31
72.95 1210 960 2.34 68.8 21/09 0.01 03/08 6.0 0.77 0.08
1980 1975
4
1996 1069 88 541 56 1.31 151 29/11 0.06 14/09 3,5 0.56 0.08
1997 1117 92 530 55 1.29 18.1 28/11 0.09 16/06 4,0 0.38 0.12
1998 1455 120 921 96 2.24 19.8 31/10 0,19 28/05 5,8 1.04 0.26
1999 1393 115 825 86 2.01 22,8 18/12 0,09 03/08 5.4 0.83 0.14
2000 1607 133 1044 108 2.53 20.3 29/10 0.15 01/08 6.6 1.33 0.20
63..95 1229 741 E84 138.3 27/12 >0.00 22/08 7,2 1.28 0.15
1979 ' " 1995
.
1996 1156 94 751 101 2.86 66.8 08/01 0,04 19/09 7.6 1.24 0.10
1997 1160 .94 682 92 2.61 71.0 17/11 0.25 21/08 0.93 0.30
1998 1486 121 1041 140 199 91.4 31/10 0.33 03/09 10.9 1.65 0.52
1999 1439 _117-1069 144 4.09 131.8 18/12 0.14 .14/09 11.2. 1.73 0.19
2000 1628 132 1313 177 5.01 118.8 29/10 0.16 12/08 13.9 2.22 0.21
89.95 1221 714 10.65 .209.1 12/08 0.20 21/08 28.0 4.11 0.49
1993 1995
1996 1089 89 601 84 8.95 139.7 08/01 0,35 17/09 24.6 3.79 0.48
1997 1095 90 546 76 8.15 137.5 18/11 0.78 01/08 24.5 2.61 0.95
1998 1422 116 878 123 109 182.3 31/10 1.20 03/09 33.3 5.95. 1.80
1999 1399 115
2000 1577 129
89.95 1182 750 1.37 43.7, 18/12
1992
0.00 05/09
1989
3.7 0.53 0.03
1996 1071 91 588 .  78 1.07 29.3 29/11 0.01 18/09 11 0.47 0.03
1997 1025 87 497 66 0.91 19.6 17/11 0.07 20/08 2.4 034 0.10
1998 1401 119 933 124 1.70 39.1 31/10 0.15 03/09 4.0 0.88 0.20
1999 1413 120 910 121 1.66 40.8 18/12 004 02/08 0.82 0.08
2000 1661 141 1243 166 2.26 41.7 29/10 0.12 12/08 58 1.13 0.16
69_95 1176 666 2.38 124.4 27/12
-  0.01 22(08 6.1 1.23 0.10
1979 1976
1996 1059 90 448 67 IMO 34,6 08/01 0,20 17/07 4,2 0.77 0.25
1997 1018 87 375 56 1.34 26.8 17/11 0,19 21/08 3,6 0.55 0.24
1998 1396 119 738 111 2.64 62.5 31/10 0.34 03/09 6.4 1.37 0.43
1999 1387 118 774 116 2.77 65.4 18/12 0,21 25/07 6.9 1.43 0.27
2000 1614 137 962 144 343 80.7 29/10 0,28 01/08 8.7 1.75 0.33
63..95 1263 718 5.07 226.5 17/11 0.14 27/08 12.1 3.03 0.53
1965 1976
1996 1145 91 577 80 406 69.8 08/01 0.53 23/09 10.3 2.31 0.61
1997 1098 87 494 69 149 56.6 31/12 0.60 19/08 9.5 1.68 0.74
1998 1470 116 862 120 6.09 118.9 31/10 0.92 01/09 13.4 4.10 1.23
1999 1458 115 834 116 5.89 133.6 19/01 0.52 26/07 13.3 3.53 0.71
2000 1701' 135 1047 146 7.38 172.1 29/10 0.88 01/08 17.9 4.38 1.00
56..95 1245 776 22.55 714.6 28/12 0.58 23/08 55.7 11.91 2.00
1979 1976
1996 1155 93 652 84 1989 263.1 08/01 1.62 18/09 49.9 9.92 2.07
1997 1133 91 r  576 74 1E76 226.8 18/11 2.61 21/08 47.5 6.97 3.31-
1998 .  1469 118 923 119 2E83 357.7 31/10 4.73 31/08 63.6 14.37 5.19
1999 1444 116 907 117 26,36 522.3 18/12 2.64 16/08 67.0 13.24 3.26
2000 1665 .134 1108 143 32,14 507.3 30/10 3.28 12/08 78.5 1766 3.93
76..95 1315 826 0.54 17.9 18E12 0.04 01/09 1.2 0.31 0.07
1992 1995
.
1996 1308 99 815 99 0.53 3.9 08/01 006 11/10 1,2 0.38 0.08
»997 .  1240. 94 682 83 0.44 3.9 27/11 0.08 15/06 12 0.24 al 1
1998 1559 119 1110 134 -0.72 11.4 26/12- 0.17 12/10 - 15 0.49 0.21
1999 1490 113 1037 126 0.67 16.5 19/01 0.04 05/09 1.5 0.43 0.09
2000 1741 132 1273 154 0.83 26.9 31/12 0.11 26/07 1.9 0.45 0.12
76..95 - 1689 1236 1.75 50.9 30/11 0.13 07/08 3.7 1.22 0.33
1992 1989
1996 1615 96 1125 91 1.59 35.6 03/11 0.34 19/09 3.6 1.07 0.39
1997 1684 100 1128 91 1.60 18.2 24/12 0.51 24/04 3.3 1.06 0.60
1998 2119 125 1560 126 2.21 31.1 31/10 0.59 03/09 4.3 1.58 0.69
1999 1902 113 1386 112 1.96 35.0 19/01 0.34 14/09 4.1 1.37 0.40
2000 2159 128 1694 137 2.39 57.2 31/12 0.48 11/08 4.8 1.54 0.55
81..95 1623 1012 6.33 188.8 18/12 0.49 07(09 15.8 3.41 0.88
1992 1984
1998 1524 94 '939 93 5.86 15.2 3.41 1.13
1997 1542 95 937 93 5.86 61.2 24/12 1.43 20/04 14.1 3.24 1.65
1998 1984 .122 1474 146 . 9.22 123.8 . 31/10 1.94 30/08 18.8 6.11 2.31
1999 1780 110 1258 124 7.87 182.9 19/01 1.14 14/09 18.4 4.54 1.30
2000 2028 125 1600 159 1004 283.9 31/12 1,56 11/08 21.9 515 188
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047013 Walley Brook at %street CA 16.2 93m2
MA: EA local No: 4271066 Sens: 110 ' Bffult &am's'
FAR P lee% 229m UP:
Comment: Three.bay compound Crump pm% wee, ovst ler0tris 0.91m and 2.54m (total) 'Affected
by subsidence pcM-1990 (urquanthed). Residual flow gauge for associated major PV/5 abstraction.
Ootasional substantial dversions iroo the catchment from Sibleyback Res_ Associated cfmnata
%bon.  6  Mecodand catdvnent of moderate reief %%Sy upon the gran* of Boer% Mcom vide-
spread peat, man valley broad and macshy. .
047004 Lynher at Piilston Mill CA 135.5 km#
MA EA Lccal No: 4361069 Sers.: 13.8 B/firt 67.005-1
FAR P Level: 9m UE: <.01 FM: 0.997
Comment: Vebooty-area stallion. channel approx. 10.6m wide, cableway span 16.9ris Ctrs shoal as
control. Limited confidence to upper range ratrig. Imparts horn Sibleyback Res xceed direct PWS
abstraction. moderate net affect at low Bows. # Headwaters nse on Bodrrin peat otwered granite
moorland: Mence Devonian states and volcanics; middle reach crosses a Carboniferous shale and trst
inBer. Dort restricted to alluvium. Generally low grade land gives rise to a variety of agriadture. grazing
and forestry.
047009 TIddy at Tldeford CA 37.2 kin2
MA EA Local No: 4351058 Sens.: 29.2 BMA: 48.9m0s-'
FAR:  N  Level: 4m UE: <.01 . FAI: 1.000
Comment: Crump profile web 5.5m wide. wing walls 2.3m high. Subsiduary floodbanlo. %ought to
be fully modular. Natural catchment  li  Elongated. Sneer catchment, headwaters rise from southern-
most outcrop of Bodmin granite. Great bulk of the catchment on Devonian shales and slates
interspersed wit tuffs and lavas. Moderate reset, low grade agriculture, grazing and forestry.
.  048010 Seaton at Trebrownbrldge CA 39.1 krn2
MA: EA Local No: 4251064 Sens.: 13.6 BMA: 65.9m3s-'
FAR: GIN Level: 27rn UE: .02 FAI: 0.989
Comment: Three-bay compound Crump profile weir, crest lengths 3m and two of 4m. Wing walls and
floodbanks at 2.05m. Thought to be fully modular.  UN  subject to sittabon. Minimal interference with
natural flow regime. # Elongated, linear catchment springing from southernmost outcrop of Bodmin
Grande. Great bulk of Me catchment on Devonian slates and shales interspersed with tuffs and lavas.
moderate relief, low grade agriculture, grazing and farestry.
048001 Fowey at Trekelveateps CA: 36.8 km2
MA: EA Local No: 4261065 Sens.: 8.0 Blfull: 49.4m3s-'
FAR: SRP Level: 188m UE: <01 FAI: 0.938
Comment: Tbree-bay compound Crump profile weirerest lengths 1.52m and 5.49m (total)superseded
a broad-crested weir with central notch (limited accuracy. flow overestimated) on 4/10168. Flood
embankments ensure the full range is gauged. Substantial flow modification from associated PWS
abstracton. Sibleyback Res. operation and exports.  31 Moderate relief, wet moorland catchment on Me
BodminMoor Granite. Extensive hill and valley peatdeposits Kaolinised granite moderates direct runoff
response.
.048009 St Neot at CralgshIll Wood C A: 22.7 km'
MA: EA Lacal No: 4161062 Sens.: 12.1 .S/full(32.0m1/4-1
FA!: 0.635FAR: SRPE Level: 71m t UE: <.01
Comment: Three-bay compound Cromp profile weir, crest lengths 1.75m and 5.5m Dotal). Wing
walls at 1.7m. Flood banks contain flows up to wingwall height, fulty modular Natural flow regime until
1983, when Colliford reservoir began bo fill. Since, rrver regulaton and PWS exports  4  70% of upper
catchment on granite intrusion of Bodmin Moor. Hill tops are rounded with some peat, valleys can be
steep. Lower 30% underlain by metamorphosed Devonian slates. Entirely rural before reservoir built;
some abandoned china day pits. Beset.% high from storage in kaolinised granite.
048004 Warleggan at Trengoffe
.
CA: 25.3 km2
MA: EA Local No: 4161060 Sens.: 10.0 Btrull: 40.805-1
F.A R: N Level: 70m UE: <.01 . FAI: 0.973
Comment: Three-bay compound Crump profile weir, crest lengths 1.52m and 8.53m (total). Wing
wills at 1.67m. Flood banks contain flows up to wing wall height. The only gauged natural catchment
on Bodmin Moor. # The upper 70% drains the kaolinised granite. The relief is moderate to steep. The
lower 30% traverses metamorphosed Devonian slates. Baseflow high for an upland catchment owing
to storage in the granite.
048011 Fowey at Restorrnel C.A: 169.1 km2
MA: EA Local No: 4061059 Sens.: 7.8 B/full: 145.8m1/4-1
FAR: SRP Level: 9m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.920
Comment: Compound Cromp profile weir, crest lengths 3.5m and 13m (total). Piers at 1.75m, wing
walls at 2.5m. Flood banks contain flows up to wing wall height. Itrs cableway, fish counter.
Substantal modifications to flow from associated PWS abstraction. Colliford and Sibleyback
reservoirs and other PWS exports. # Moderate relief catchment whose headwaters drain the
kaolinised granite of Bodmin Moor. Middle and low reaches drain Devonian slates and grits. Some
valley storage in gravels. Low grade agnculture, grazing and forestry.
048003 Fal at Tregony CA: 87.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 3941056 Sens.: 6.7 Bffull: 13.0rbas- '
FAR: El Level' 7m UE: .02 FAI: 0.988
Comment: Originally a velocity-area station in a forrnalised trapezoidal channel; augmented by a low
flow, side-contracted flume 2.8m wide in Aug 1967. Data available from June 1978, earlier data
unreliable due to silting of inlet pipes. Site not ideal for high flows(bankfull stage is above range of rating
table), HIES on NRFA from Jan 1981. Moderate modification to flows owing to industdal abstractions
and returns. # Moderate to low relief catchment draining Devonian slates, shales and grits. Upper
reaches plateau-like alluvial flats.Traverses the kaolinised St Austell Granite. Low grade agriculture and
grazing. .
048005 Renege at Truro C.A: 19.1  km'
MA: EA Local No: 3841054 Sens.: 20.0 B/roll: 23.9m2s-1
FAR: N Level: 7m UE: .03 . FAI: 0.988
Comment: Tbree-bay compound Crump profile weir, crest lengths 1.22m and 3.05m (total). Pier and
wing wall height I.98m. Contains all flows; potential for non-modularity at the highest flows. Variable
shoaling affects low flow precision. Suspect data 28 Jul - 23 Aug 2001 resulting from baddng up
from a temporary informal weir immediately Os of cromp. Substantially natural catchment but
flood retention ponds (from.January 1991) alter high flow response. High baseflow for the relief.
# Catchment of moderate relief, with wooded, tncised valleys. Geology: Devonian grits and shales.
-
048007  . Kenna! at Ponsanooth CA: 26.5 km2
MA: EA . Local No: 3731053 Sens.: 38.7 B/full: 42.105-1
FAR: SRPGI Level: 14m UE: .01 FAI: 0.867
Comment: Crump profile weir 4.88m crest length. height of wing walls and floodbanks: 2.05m.
Modular at all recorded stages. Substantial modification to flows owing to exports from Stithians Res.
Some industrial usage produces unpredictable hydrographs. # Moderate to steep catchment draining
the Cammenellis Granite, with small area of metamorphosed shales and grits Granite well
weathered, giving high baseflow. Responsive to heavy rainfall.
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.049002 Hay le at St Erth CA: 47.6 km' 57..95 1117
KA: EA Local No: 3531051 Sens.: 7.3 Bffiu II: 21.3m's-t
FAR: GI Level: 7m UE: .01 FAL 0.970
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir, crest lengths: 1.22m and 3.35m (total). Piers and vOng 1996 1009 90
walls at 1:83m: floodbanks at 3.9m. Superseded an unsatisfactory velodty-area station seriously 1997 1163 104
affected by weed growth. Mine drainage may affect the flows moderately. Slow responding 1998 1306 117
catchment; much storage. # Headwaters drain hvo moorland granite outcrops: majority of the 1999 1132 101
catchment is underlain by grits and shales of Devonian age, crossed by dyke swarms. Mining spoil in 2000 1269 114
the floodplain. Generally low grade agricultural use.
049004 Cannel at Genie CA: 41.0 km' 69.95 1065
MA: EA Local No: 3851055 Sens.: 37.0 13/full: 40.0m5s-'
FAR: GEI Level: 9m UE: .01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Crump profile weir, crest length 6m, reng walls 1.9m. modular throughout its range. Flood 1996 1091 102
banks contain flow up to 2.78m; they may be treated as weirs for higher stages. Insensitive at low 1997 1062 100
' flows. Valley inundates u/s of the road bridge. Natural catchment, but mine drainage may affect low 1998 1253 118
flows. # Moderately steep catchment draining calcareous slates and thin lets of the lower Devonian. 1999 1101 103
Low grade agriculture, pasture. Subdued response. 2000 1292 121
049003 De Lank at De Lank CA: 21.5 km' 67..95- 1682
MA: EA Local No, 4171063 Sens.: 15.7 Iffifull: 32.0m3s-'
FAR: P Level: 226m UE: <.01 FAL 0.995
Comment: Three-bay compound Crump profile weir, crest lengths 1.22m and 6.4m (total). Divide 1996 1632 97
piers at 1.01m, wing walls 1.62m. Unusually small difference between crest elevations (0.095m). Very 1997 1506 90
seldom drowned or outflanked, however, siltation problems in summer months. Flows substantially 1998 1871 111
modified by associated PWS works.  4  Moderate relief, wet catchment on the Bodmin Moor Granite. 1999 1746 104
The river occupies marshy alluvial flats in the headwaters. Responsive. 2000 2139 127
049001 Camel et Denby CA: 2086 km' 64.95 1405
MA: EA Local No: 4061058 Sens.: 10.5 13/full: 43 Omrs-'
FAR: SRPE Level: 5m UE: .01 FAI: 0.993
Comment: Velocity-area station with a law flow control. Replaced an unreliable station at Grogley, 1996 1378 98
1km d/s. Rating shifts regularly, but is generally sound. Floods contained at the site but station 1997 1280 91
bypassed. Flows significantly modified by PWS and sewage from Bodmin. # The upper catchment 1998 1600 114
drains Devonian slates (variously affected by the granite) and the Bodmin Moor Granite. Lower 1999 1494 106
catchment drains Devonian slates and gifts. Moodand and low grade agriculture and grazing. 2000 1805 128
050005 West Okement at Vellake CA: 13.3 MI' 75_95 2097
MA: EA Local No: 4591005 Sens.: 12.0 B/full: 9.5m's-1
FAR: P Level: 286m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.983
Comment: Rectangular thin plate weir flanked by compound broad-crested weirs with a bridge over. 1996 1851 88
Lack of suitable metering stes renders rating difficult - some has been attempted at a bridge d/s. Out 1997 1962 94
of bankbbove 1.1m and big floods will bypass. Low flows dominated by Prewley WTW abstraction u/ 1998 2645 126
s. Only chart recorder at this site. # Drains northwards from the highest area of Dartmoor. VVholly on 1999 2055 98
granite. Channel is wide, meandering ind rocky. Moorland. 2000 2353 112
050011 Okement at Jacobstowe CA: 82.1 km° 73-95 1509
MA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: Level: m UE FAI:
Comment: Low level bed control constructed in .1991 (station reopened on 11/9191). previously 1996 1347 89
natural bed control 2/11/73- 6/10/81 (station closed due to national cut-backs). Fkres partially 1997 1357 90
controlled by the influence of a reservoffidam u/s (constructed in the early 1970s). 1998 1864 124
1999 1624 108
2000 1863 123
050009 Lew et Worley Bridge . CA: 20.2 km' 88-95 1273
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 6/full: 181/m5s-1
F.A.R: N Level: 103m UE: FAI:
Comment: Informal Flat V low flow control, 6.7m wide between high angle, trapezoidal gabion wing 1996 1105 87
walls. Gauging is by wading at low flows, off the u/s bridge at high flows. Responsive natural 1997 1100 86
catchment but installed to monitor potential transfer from Roadfard Res. # Catchment of moderate 1998 1524 120
relief draining Carboniferous Culm Measures (shale, let, set). Molly rural, rough grazing, low grade 1999 1470 115
agriculture and a little forestry. 2000 1704 134
050008 Lew at Gribbleford Bridge CA: 71.1 krn2 88.95 1258
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: Iffifull: 50.0mis-'
FAR: N Level: 81m UE FAI:
Comment:Informal Flat V control 10.4m wide between high angle, trapezoidal gabion wing walls. On 1996 1082 86
gentle bend with reasonably straight approach. Cableway. Large floods inundate lb, larger will bypass 1997 1076 86
station. No backwater effects. Natural catchment but installed to monitor potential transfer from 1998 1479 118
Roadford Res. # Catchment of moderate relief draining Carboniferous Culrn Measures Ghales, lets, 1999 1412 112
s'sts). Wholly rural, moodand and rough grazing, minor forestry, 2000 1650 131
050010 Tonidge at RI:midway Bridge CA: 257.8 km' 1118-95 1313
KA: EA Local No: 1501060 Sens.: 11.9 '13/full: 74.5m1/4-1
FAR: N Level: 61m LIE: FAI:
Comment: Informal Flat V low flow control between high angle, trapezoidal gabion wing walls. Sited 1996 1111 85
on a bend. Gauging from an u/s iron footbridge. Large flows inundate wide flood plain u/s of the bridge 1997 1191 91
but the site contains most flows. Substantially natural catchment but installed to monitor potential 1998 1571 120
.trarrsfer from Roadford Res. # Moderate relief catchment, wholly rural: draining Carboniferous Culm. 1999. -1488 113
• Measures (shales and sets). Close to N Devon Coast. Land use is mostly grazing and low grade 2000 1709 130
agriculture and minor foresby.
050002 Torridge at Torrington CA: 663.0 km2 60.95  1183
MA: EA Local No: 1511004 Sens.: 9.6 pull: 187.0m3s-'
FAR: SRPEI Level: 14m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.998
Comment: Velocity-area station, main channel 28m wide, cableway span 32.5m. Overspilling begins 1996 1059 90
on left bank at about 3.3m. Reconstructed in 1977. Well calibrated throughout range. Records prior to 1997 1122 95
Oct 1962 unreliable. Moderate modification to flows from Meldon Reservoir. # Large rural catchment 1998 1491 126
draining coastal hills in west and DartMoor Granite in south. Geology mostly Carboniferous shales 1999 1411 119
and sandstones of the Culm. Moodand, rough grazing and generally low grade agricultural land, 2000 1620 137
050007  .Taw at Taw Bridge CA: 71.4 km' 73.95 1266
MA: EA Local No: 1601015 Sens.: 11.5 Bffull: 90.0m1/4-1
FAR: N Level: 85m UE: <01 FAI: 0.989
Comment: Weir constructed to replace velocity-area station with natural bed conrol. Dmfs missing 1996 1131 89
from NRFA between 24/08 - 30/11/98 due to construction work. Flashy regime. # Drains Dartmoor 1997 1159 92
(Granite) in the south and is underlain mainly by Culm shales and sandstoness of Carboniferous age - 1998 1575 124
centrally. Mainly rural catchment. - . 1999 1451 115
2000 1611 127
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050012 Teo at Wray CA 517 lar?
MA EA Local No: 1721024 Sees: 12.2
FAFt R Levet 11071 LIE:
Far: 25.00s  
Comment: Velocity-area =tin Natural bed oared. some lome Poneso susceptible b change.
Law flows augrrented by Ere/raw Transfer Scherne (South West  Water).  Ovempll, espeday  Ws at
bridge co dr, but at contained at Matson it Drains Devotion steles and s'sls of Earsor and underlain
by Carboniferous Cdm Measures in Me centre. Rural-
050006 Mole at Wend/sigh CA 327.5 krn2
MA EA Loral No: 1621002 Sens.: 10.0  BA.:  913.0res-1
FAR: SRPE Levet 48m LIE: <.01 FAI: 0.999
Comment. VA starion with rock ledges/gravel shoals as motels. Straight reach. weed affected
Gauging by wadug at low flows areal! rernoe Ledges at higher flows. Goes out oflh tenk. Low lbws
nsderatety affected by PWS abstraction and augmentation from Ea - Taw transfers_ Chite
responsive. 4 Moderate rebel catchment descending from Exmoor through incised. Porested valleys.
Geology s'sts and shales; headwaters Oevofian, Carbonderous lowerdown_ Predominantly nual;
graang and low grade agriculture.
050001 Taw at Umbetilgh CA: 826.2 krn2
MA: EA LocalNo: 1621001 Sens.: 9.2 Bffull: 170.0m's"'
FAR: RP Level: 14m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.997
Comment: Velocity-area station, main charm&34m vAde, cableway span 40m. Rock step d/s forms
control_ Bypassing tegins at stout 3.7m on right bank, but a good rating accommodates this.
Significant modification to flaws ovAng to PWS abstraction and try augmentation front the Exe
catchment at low lbws Some naturalised flow data available. # Large rural catchment - drains
Dartmoor (grargte) in south and Devonian shales and sandstones of Exmoor in north. Central area
underlain mainly by Cutm shales and sandstones (Carboniferous). Agrioalture concbioned by grade 3
and 4 soils.
051002 Horner Water at West Luccombe CA: 20.8 Itre
MA EA Local No: 510310 Sens.: 57.5 Sfiul: 6.4m0s"'
F.A,R: S Level: elm LIE: <.01 FAI: 0.978
Comment: Triangular profile Caine weir tor low flows, aest 4.5m broad. Plus rated seobon  NI flaws
contained. Station dosed from Sep 1979 10  Apr  1985, reopened with telemetrybabies. Nutscale
Res_ in headwaters. 4 Drains Exmoor. Steep catchment. Land use rural. Deciduous woodland on
vaSey sides. Geology: composed of Mid Devonian Grits and Lower Devonian ORS,
051003 Washford at Beggearn Hulsh CA: 36.3 km2
MA EA Local No: 510810 Sens.: 18.6
FAR:  N  Level: 67m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.992
Comment: Rat V fibreglass weir, crest 4.5m width, installed In 1982. Velcoily-area station for
Washford, Mike and WatcheL Out of bank fl o w e before bankfullat stabon. Fish farm and mill Ws
does not affect drnf. Station dosed (rorn Jul 1980 to Jun 1983.4 Drains Brendon Hills, rebel is steep
with many deeply incised valleys_ Geology Devonian Slates, Siltstones and S'sts. Landuse
predominantly rural. Coniferous woodland on valley sides.
•
051001 DonlforclStnem at SwIll Bridge CA: 75.8 lan2
MA: EA Local No: 510910 Sens.: 18.0 13/fut 68.0m1s'  
FAR: N Level: 9m LJE: <.01 FAL 0.990
Comment: Flat V weir installed in Aug 1983. Prior to this velocityarea station with rock control. High
fbws measured frorn a gauging bridge constructed Ws of Me weir. Flow data unavailable Aug-Dec
1983.4 Drains Devonian/Triassic s'sts beeseen Quantock and Brandon Hills. Land use rural.
052006 Teo at Pen MIII CA: 213.1 kr112
MA: EA Local No: 520200 Sens.: 14.1 BO ull: 40.0m5s"1
FAR: SPG Level: 24m UE: .02 FAL 0.965
Comment: Crump profile triangular cross-section weir for low flows. VA (affected by d/s weed
growth) used to measure flows >1.55 niss"'. Flows >2m inaccurate. All but highest floods
contained. 1989 station moved slightly - problems with stung well, needs re-rating. Sutton Bingham
Res, in headwaters. Meckuntrlow flews influenced by variable abstractions and compensation.
# Geology: Oxford Clay and Great Oolite in upper catchment; Yeovil Sands and Inferior Oolite in
lower catchment. Land use: predorrvnantly mral.
•
052007 Parrett at Chiselborough CA: 70.8 lon2
MA: EA Local No: 520310 Sens.: 29.5 WO: I Lem's"'
FAR: E Level: 21m UE: .01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Crurnp weir (breadth: 7.87m) with crest tapping, situated in bridge culvert. Full range
station. Throttfing of high lbws in hqh range, flow bydrogracheatibits hysteresis. Weir dromirg
more frequent poor to d/s charmel improvements in 1966. Flows calculated from crest tapping priorto
1/4/67 are erioneous due to leak in float wet Minor augmentation front effluent returns. # Geology:
predominantly Oxford Clay with small band of Upper Greensand and Gault in headwaters. Land use:
rural.
052004
.
Isla at AshfordMill CA: 90.1 km2
MA: EA Local No: 520110 Sens.: 22.5 BOult 33.0m's-1
FAR: GE Level: 15m UE: .01 FAI: 0.980
Comment: Crump prone at  for  low flows, crest 6.71m Woad. Modutar limit of 0.6m. Vet:dry-area
station for higher flows (Ws weed growth affects Me stability of the S4) relationsnp). Flood plain
storage in catctunent Bankfult 2.038m. Bypassing of station occurs at high lbws. Minor gw
abstractions in catchment. Evidence of atilt/factory discharges on charts. # Impermeable catchment -
preciornmantly Lower Les days. Very responsive. Land use: rural.
052014 Tone at Greenham CA: 57.2 km2
MA: EA Local No: 520540 Sena.: 12.1 Efifull: 19.0in1s"1
FAR: S Level: 77m t UE: <81 FAL '0.937,
Comment: Compound Flat V Crump profile weir. Prior to Aug 1979 velccity-area station with
unstable bed. At high flows estimates made from debris marks as surrounding land fl,norls. Since
1981 flows /Mora 9.86 is's"' are truncated. Low kms maintained from Clatworthy Res, Abstractions
for supply. # The upper 'part of the catchment drains the Brandon Hills. Geology: predominantly ORS.
Land use: rural.
052005 Tone at MahoneHull CA: 202.0 km2
KA: EA Local No: 520560 Sens.: 17.7  Strut  130.0m3s"1
FAR: SP Level: 17m UE: <81 Fib: 0.979
Comment: Crump profile weir (breadth 12.2m), original crest tapping now removed. Full range. Prior
to March 1968, a velocity area station - flows were unreliable below 1.42 es'. Clatworthy and
smaller Luxhay Reservoirs in headwaters. Compensation flow maintains low flows. Reservoirs not
large enough to influence fairly rapid response to rainfall. Minor surface water abstractions for PWS.
4 Geology: predominantly sandstone and matt Land use: rural.
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052025 Hillfarrance at Milverton CA: 27.8 km2
MA: EA Local No: 520550 Sens.:
FAR: ' Level: 63m UE: FAI:
Comment; Flat V designed by Flood Defenco STW Qs of site, with pig processing factory (with a
stream support borehole) 100m u/s of that. Meanders clls of the site cause backing up at high flows,
with inuifflation before structure full (1.15m) and extensive bypassing.
.
0.32 0.12
0.36 0.12
0.31 016
0.46 0.17
0.47 0.19
052003 Halsewater at Helsewater CA: 87.8 km2
MA: EA Local No: 520580 Sens.: 12.6 Baull. 7.0ridsffl
FAR: N Level: 17m UE: <61 . FAL 0.990
Comment:Flat V weir, 0.5km u/s of confluence with R. Tone. Velocity-area station prior to July 1981.
Flows in excess of 7 m's-' result in out of bank flow approx.'180m u/s of station and bypassing
occurs. Above 18.7rn sOD flows are affected by backwater from he R. Tone. 4 Catchment - mixed
geology: predominantly Jurassic limestone, sandstone and marl. Land use: prediminantly rural.
0.71 0.27
0.84 0.29
0.82 0.41
1.09 0.38
1.03 0.42
1.27 0.44
052016 Currypool Stream et Cunypool Farm CA: 15.7 km2
MA: EA Local No: 520710 Sens.: 45.0
FAR: N Level: 49m UE: <,01 7 FAL 1.000
Comment: Crump profile weir, crest 4m broad. Velocity-area station for flaws >1.654 m5s-1.
2  Headwaters drain the Quantock Hills. Geology: predominantly Old Red Obt and Mad. Land use:
, agricultural.
0.14 0.06
0.17 0.06
0.16 0.09
0.21 0.10
0.20 0.10
0.24 0.10
052011 Cary at Somerton CA: 82.4 km2
MA EA Local No: 520810 Sens.: 38.0 Bfiull: 10.0m3s-'
FAR: GE Level: 9m UE: .01 FAL 1.000
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir, approx. 330m u/s of Cary Bridge. Centre section 3.05m
broad, two' side sections 1.22m broad. Velocity-area station for flows greater than 4.4 m1/4-1 (d/s
summer weed growth affects the stahlity of stage-discharge relationship). Full range station. Banks
contain all but exceptional floods. Minor gw abstractions and some augmentation from effluent
retums. # Geology: predominantly Lower Lias and Oolitic Limestone. Land use: rural.
052026 Alham at Higher Alham CA: 5.1 km'
MA: EA Local No: 520910 Sens.:
FAR: Level: m UE:' FAL
Comment: Standard Flat V weir, 2.5rn wide, 1:10 cross-slope. Station opened in June 1982 to
investigate the effects on groundwater due to quarrying. Low flow control, structure drowns out at
0.3m. Some flows in 1984 and 1986 suspect due to sticking chart recorder, flows in 1985 missing due
to chart recorder failure; replaced at end of 1986. # Limestone. Land use: pasture.
0.26 0.04
0.27 0.05
0.21 0.06
0.47 0.10
0.57 0.08
0.73 0.11
0.10 0.03
0.09 0.04
0.06 0.03
0.15 0.05
052010 Brue at Lovington CA: 135.2 km2
KA: EA Local No: 520920 Sens.: 21.9 B/full: 80.0musffl
FAR: N Level: 20m UE: .4.01 FAl: 0.998
Comment: Crump profile weir for low flows, crest 6.71m broad. Velocity-area station for flows >2.2
m's-', (d/s summer weed growth affects the stability of the S-D relationship). Reliable extension of
rating to banklull; exceptional flood flows less reliable but section is deep and contains all but extreme
peaks. Station rebuilt in 1998:-no dmfs 27/7 - 1/11/98. 4 Headwaters fed by Mendip and Salisbury
Plain spdngs. Geology: Offlord Clay and Great Oolite in upper catchment: Yeovil Sands and Infenor
Oolite in lower catchment. Very pronounced hydrograph peaks. Land use: predominantly rural.
0.95 0.24
0.79 0.20
0.55 0.23
1.31 0.43
1.99 0.52
052009 Sheppey at Fenny Castle CA: 59.6 km2
MA: EA Local No: 521010 Sens.: 18.8 B/full: 12.0m1/47-1
FAR: GE Level: 6m UE: .03 ' FAI: 1.000
Comment: Crump profile weir for low flows, crest 5.I8m broad. Velocity-area station for flows greater
than 1.84 m's-' (d/s summer weed growth affects stability of S-D relationship - station drowns out).
Full range station. All flows contained. Minor gw abstractions in catchment. Some augmentation from
effluent returns. 4 Mixed geoldgy Upper catchment - Carboniferous L'st, Lower catchment - 4515.
Land use: rural.
052017 Congreebury Yeo at !wood C.A: 66.6 km'
KA: EA Local No: 521410 Sens.: 185 Sffull: 14.5m5s-'
FAR: S Level: 7m UE: 01 FAL 0.890
Comment: Crump weir, crest 5m broad. Bankfult 1.3m Station bypassed at high flows. Station
closed Feb 1975 to Aug 1985, reopened with telemetry fad/ities. Very patchy record pnor to 1975.
Flood waming station for Congresbury approx. 1km d/s. Blagdon reservoir (apener: 2 sq.km) situated
close to headwaters.  8  River rises from  W  slopes of the Mendips. Land use: predominantly rural with
some small settlements. Geology: Carboniferous L'st, Keuper Mad and estuarine alluvium.
0.80 0.25
0.73 0.23
0.54 0.28
1.00 0.40
1.01 0.36
1.56 0.36
0.48 0.21
0.53 0.21
0.38 0.24
0.79 0.27
0.65 0.25
1.07 0.36
0.15 0.05
Comment: Triangular profile Crump weir, crest 5m wide. All flows contained. Closed from Sep 1979
to May 1985. Reopened folbwing installatiOn of telemetry. River weedy but weir cleared regularly.
Barrow Gumey reservoirs in catchment (approx. 0.75 sq.km). # Drains Oundry Hill. Moderate relief
- in headwaters,.lowdelief in -lower reaches. Mixed . geology.of lower and middle.Coal. Measures.
Carboniferous oolitic ratand Triassic madsand s'sts. Land use predominantly rural, some urbanise-
lion.
0.17 0.06
0.13 0.07
0.25 0.07
0.37 0.09
0.54 0.11
Comment: Flat V Crump profile weir. crest 7m broad. Full range station. Flows idgmented by gw
scheme in catchment. Gate activity u/s may affect nOws:Artifidal influences produce the lowest flows
on record in Nov 1978. # Geology: predominantly Oolitic Lbt. Land use: rural.
0.62 0.15
0.36 0.17
0.68 0.18
0.91 0.23
1.06 0.19
0.34 0.06
Comment: Flat V Crump profile weir, crest 7m. Low flow station. Rating not extended above the
measuring capacity of the weir and peaks on the hydrograph are truncated. Groundwater abstrac-
tons in catchment. Some augmentation from effluent retums. 4 Geology: predominantly Oolitic
Limestone. Land use: rural.
0.28 0.09
0.17 0.10
0.42 0.11
0.49 0.15
0.57 0.14
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036 0.20 0.03
Comment Compound redangutar Odra/ate wed (ro  drebie pien).  1.52m Wide centre sedion and
de 0.76m broad wings. Low Bow stator, *W.Measuring daddy of weir is 1.4 m's-1. above dis the
rah% re on'y =tee to edam* bow. Sobstantaigre abstractions in catchment ii bimmizdA. day
catchment Land use: predominantly  =A
53 0.30
52 0.29
149 0.83
136 0.76
252 1.40
0.16 0.02
0.13 0.03
0.27 0.04
0.31 0.10
0.33 0.07
053020 Gauze Brook at Redden. CA 23.2 kre 0.27 0.13 0.02
/AA: EA Lod No: 6301413 Sens.: 31.0 Sflul: 0.6m3s-1
FAR G :Level: 6firri LIE: <01 FM: 1.000
Comment: Rectangular thin-plate weir. Measuring capacity of weir 0.566 m's-'. *schemes above
&Ns am eslimated. Prenarty a low flow Eaton: moretors the impact of groundwater abstradion/
recharge on river flaw: may cause abrupt rises in Sow in summer mods. 14 Predominantly kmestone
catdment. Land use: rural.
71 0.19
64 0.18
118 0.32
131 0.36
175 0.48
0.11 0.01
0.08 0.02
0.15 0.03
0.18 0.04
0.22 0.03
053008 Avon at Gres/ Somorford CA 303.0 km2
MA EA Local No: 530150 Sent: 16.1
FAR G ' Level: 58m. UE: <01 FAI: 0.989
Comment: Compound Crurnp profile weir • lcm flow crest between two flanking sections. Situated
90ni d/s of Great Somerford road %digit Full range station. AI except extreme flows (e.g. Jul 1968)
contained. Flows augmented by gw scheme in catddent,  /4  Gecregy: mainly Oolitic Lret with lb
tributaries drareing off days. Land use: predominantly rural.
3.30
69 2.27
64 2.13
124 4.09
140 460
168 5.52
1.813 0.33
1.64 0.33
0.91 0.38
2.29 0.49
2.86 0.75
3.19 0.66
053013 Barden at Stanley CA 99.2  krn2
MA EA Local No: 530050 Sent: 5.6 BMA: 35.5m5s-'
. Level: 47m UE: .02FAR: PE FAI: 0.980  
Comment: Trapezoidal critical depth flume. Fun range station. Prior to hA 1969 level only station.
Bridge 100 150m u/s causes throning at Ngli flows. Mirmr surface water abstractions and
discharges in catdunent. 6 Predoninady day catchment Chalk outcrop in headwaters. Land use:
rurat
053002 Semlngton Brook at Semlngton CA: 157.7 km'
MA: EA Local No: 530950 Sens.: 21.2
F.A.R: GE Level: 33m UE: .03 FAI: 0.991
Comment: Fomialised trapezoidal section with cadevray. replaced velodly-areb station d/s
(superseded due to low banks and backwater from R. Ann at high flows). Flood records  for  period
prior to Apr 1970 are therefore pox. Staleon rated up to 19.83 Os- '. Some gw pumping and surface
water abstractions: Mil operabon u/s. # Catclunent Rat and low lying. mainly day with steeper Chalk
eastern boundaries. Land use: predominantly rend.
053029 Bias M Trowbridge C.A: 77.6 km"
MA: EA Local No: 531050 Sens.: 16.1
FAR: I Level: 32m UE: FAI:
Comment: Crump profile Flat V weir (1:10), 7.13m wide. set in deep culvert with vertical walls. Good
approach, large Ws tall. Moderate influence on low flows by abstractions and discharges. a Moderate
relief catchment situated along Frorne gap. Drains Chalk scam to SE. Underlying geology: Jurassic
days. Predominantly rural; arable farming. Contains Westbury.
1.19
68 0.81
56 0.67
142 1.69
131 1.56
180 2.12
1.42
80  1.13
64 0.91
140 1.97
158 2.23
216 3.04
0.83
64 0.53
51 142
110 0.92
113 0.94
157 1.31
0.76 0.25
0.55 0.25
0.39 0.22
1.15 0.42
1.08 0.39
1.41 0.49
0.113 0.26
0.71 0.50
0.57 0.45
1.13 0.52
1.09 0.56
1.44 0.68
0.40 0.16
0.28 0.10
0.18 0.07
0.46 0.13.
0.46 0.16
0.71 0.24
053025 'Jells at Veils CA: 119.0 km'
KA: EA Local No: 531240 Sens.: 21.3 Slfull: 36.4m's-'
Level: 68m UE: .01 ' FAI: 0.951
Comment: Crump profile weir. crest 6m broad. Full range station. Minor augmentation from effluent
retums. # Geology: predominantly Carboniferous Lret with Coal Measures. Land use: rural.
053007 Frome(Somorset) et Tellleford CA: 261.6 km'
MA: EA Local No: 531160 Sent: 48 5/full: 113.13m's-'
FAR: PG Level: 35rn LIE: .02 FAI: 0.967
Comment: Trapezoidal critical depth flume. Full range station. Deeply indeed thermal at station - all
but extreme floods contained (a/rectigh some overbank uls storage). Pumping station u/s of gauging
station. Substantial groundwater abstractions in catddent # Predominantly limestone with
impermeable daysin Frame Gap and Coal Measures in Melts Valley. ReSpOnSille catdiment
however, detentson lakes 5 to 6krn u/s may boncate peaks. Land use: predominantly rural.
1.63
BO 1.30
75 1.22
142 2.33
138 2.26
174 2.84
3.74
78 2.93
71 2.66
133 4.97
131 4.91
169 6.29
0.98 0.20
1.05 0.24
0.63 0.31
1.58 0.55
1.50 0.46
2.11 0.44
2.14 0.80
2.13 0.53
1.30 0.63
2.76 1.10
2.81 0.93
3.97 1.13
1.27 0.84 0.23
Comment: Trapezoidal arenal depth ftume. Full range station. Slight bypassing on right-hand bank
Bacreng up from bridge  dts  occurred during  Jul  1963 flood  (flow  circa 30 m's-'). MAF gauged
adequately. if Mixed geology - Lias and Oolitic L'st. Land use: predorranantly rural.
.
88 1.09
85 1.08
125 1.59
138 1.76
157 1.99
0.87 0.23
0.61 0.32
1.05 0.37
1.15 0.35
1.47 0.42
2.21 1.43 0.41
Comment: Trapezoidal critical depth flume 2.4km u/s of confluence with R. Avon. Full range stabon.
04gal growth affects sensitivity at low flows. Bypassing may occur on left-hand bank above 3m stage.
# PredominantlY impermeable catchment - Lias with Coal Measures. Deep steep sided valleys in
catchment, responds rapidly to rainfall. Land use - rural.
91 2.01
89 1.96
132 2.92
147 3.25
173 3.81
1.60 0.46
1.07 0.60
1.91 0.67
2.08 0.74
2.71 0.76
053028 ByBrook at MiddlehIll CA: 102.0 km2
M A: EA Local No: 530450 Sens.: 13.0
FAR: P Level: 28m UE: FAI:
Comment: Flat V weir. Wing walls at 2m should contain most %eds. Low flow station. Minor surface
water abstractions in catchment. Gate movement u/s. # Geology: predominantly Oolitic Lret and Lres.
Land use: rural.
...
1.59
77 1.22
75 1.19
120 1.91
130 2.06
160 2.52
0.90 0.22
0.99 0.21
0.61 0.31
1.07 0.30
1.40 0.39
1.78 0.33
SOUTH WEST REGION
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054088 Little Avon at Berkeley Kennels CA: 134.0 knifl
MA: EA Local No: 542350 Sens.: 18.0
FAR: PGEI Level: rn LE: .01 • FAI: 0.987
Comment: VA station in rectangular concrete channel; gauged from road bridge. Flood gates d/s to
cope with coincidence of large tidal range of R. Severn and extreme events. Moderate influence from
PWS abstractions and spray irrigation. August 1998 dmfs under investigation. treat with extreme
caution. Levels and rating dubious at this station. # Steep headwaters drain complex sequence of
lirnestones, sandstones and clays of Lower and Middle Jurassic; flat Vale of Berkeley is floored by
Cambrian inlier, Keuper Mad and Lias days. Agricultural catchment, quite responsive.
:V- is!
ve_. ;I!
be:
_
-
053018 Avon et Bathford C.A: 1552.0 km2
M.A: EA Local No: 530180 Sens.: 9.8
FAR: RPGE Level: 18m UE: .02 FAI: 0.988
Comment: VA station with cableway, next to railway bridge Okm u/s of Bath (replacement for Bath St
James 53003). Situated immediately d/s of confluence with Bybrook. Widely inundated in flood
conditions, but all flows containedthrough bridge. Deep section and low velocities render flows below
5 rn's-' inaccurate, so synthetic values derived from all sites above Bathford (local no. 530179).
Flows augmented by gw scheme in catchment. # Mixed geology - predominantly days and lat with
eastem tributaries rising from Chalk. Land use: mainly rural, some urbanisation.
053017 Boyd at Bitton C.A: 47.9 kM2
MA: EA Local No: 530350 Sens.: 25.0 S/full: 94.0rn3s-'
FAR: N Level: 16m UE: .01 FAI: 0.999
Comment: Flat V Crump profile weir, crest 8m broad. Situated in rectangular sheet-piled section; 4m
deeo Full range station. Maintenance difficult. # Predominantly clay catchment. Land use: mainly
rural with some urbanisation.
053004 Chew at Compton Cando C.A: 129.5 km2
MA: EA Local No: 531450 Sens.: 48 S/full: 85.0m2s-'
FAR: SP Level: 17rn UE: <.01 FAI: 0.843
Comment: Trapezoidal critical depth flume. Full range station but overeatimates flows above 2m
owing U3 backing up. Flow record unreliable for a year after the July 1968 flood due to bank collapse
and accumulated debris. Lame storage reservoir On headwaters - Chew Valley Lake. Seasonal
compensation flow. Significant surface water abstractions for PWS and industry. Monthly naturalised
flow series available to 1980. # Mixed geology - predominantly clay, some Coal Measures. Land use:
rural.
Comment: Crump profile weir. crest 7.5m broad. Full range structure, but drowns out at high flows.
# Geology: mainly Coal Measures E of R. Frorne and Lias to  W .  Responsive catchment, however
detention lams4 to 6km u/s may truncate peaks. Land use: predominantly rural.
053006 Frorne(Bristol) et Frenchay CA: 148.9 km'
MA: EA ' • Local No: 530270 Sens.: 7.9 S/full: agiorn5s-'
FAR: N Level: 20m UE: .07 FAI: 0.995
Comment: Trapezoidal critical depth flume. Full range station. Flume designed onbasis of pre-
urbanisation flow estimates - site swamped instorms of 1965 and 1968. Extra retaining walls havetieen instaced. #Complex geology; eastern and central catchment dominated by sandstonesof the
Coal Measures and Merda Mudstone. West is less permeable; Merda Mdst and LiassiC clays.
Superficial deposits am meltwater gravels and terraces, mainly in west.
e an E
69..95 835 344 16.91 300.5 28/12 1.09 27108 36.7 10.37 2.90
1979 1976
1996 687 82 250 73 12.29 82.2 12/02 2.19 23109 26.9 9.06 2.41
1997 776 93 220 64 10.64 27.0 5.69 2.67
1998 994 119 537 156 26.42 192.0 01/11 304 30/08 62.6 14.60 3.63
1999 1021 122 574 167 28.25 191.0 25/12 3.64 02/08 70.1 17.17 5.04
2000 1149 138 705 205 34.60 272.7 30/10 3.88 30/08 81.8 21.15 4.76
•
73..95 800 363 0.55 27.2 30/05 0.01 28/08 1.4 0.25 0.05
1979 1976
1996 704 88 263 72 aso 5.1 19111 0.03 18/09 1.0 0.25 0.04
1997 801 100 280 77 0.43 5.9 26/12 0.05 17/08 1.1 0.17 0.07
1998 956 120 426 117 ass 13.9 06/03 0.05 20/08 1.4 0.29 0.06
1999 1036 130 497 137 0.76 18.7 19/01 0.06 28/07 1.7 0.39 0.08
2000 1122 140 573 158 0.87 25.4 29/10 0.07 13/09 2.0 0.49 0.09
58..95 1008 267 1.10 67.5 30/05 0.14 01/08 2.2 0.66 0.32
1979 1962
1996 929 92 239 90 0.98 19.0 24/11 0.34 19/08 1.7 0.82 0.35
1997 978 97 233 87 0.95 285 17/02 0.40 02/08 1.8 0.60 0.45
1998 1191 118 -416 156 1.71 52.9 31/10 0.42 23/09 3.7 0.94 1147
1999 1271 126 544 204 2.24 61.8 19/01 0.44 31/07 5.1 123 0.48
2000 1380 137 625 234 2.56 75.9 '29/10 0.45 31/07 5.3 1.56 ass
78-95 .  819 405 1.01 21,0 27/12 0.03 11/08 28 0.45 0.10
1979 1990
1996 702 86 347 86 0.86 7.6 25/03 0.17 03/08 2.0 0.58 0.19
1997 822 100 330 81 0.82 8.2 13/02 0.07 18/08 1.8 0.42 0.14
1998 952 116 479 118 1.19 12.9 07/03 0.09 03/09 3.0 0.45 0.13
1999 1071 131 697 172 1.74 23.3 20/01 0.10 14/09 3.6 0.65 0.15
2000 1114 136 638 158 1.56 22.3 30/10 0.10 31/07 3.8 0.75 '0.12
61-95 804 356 1.63 .70.8 10/07 0.08 10/08 4.1 0.74 0.19
1968 1976
1996 701 87 283 79 1.33 15.3 19/11 au 25/07 3.1 0.83 0.19
1997 823 102 297 83 1.40 15.4 12/02 0.22 23/07 3.2 0.58 0.26
1998 951 118 447 126 2.11 33.4 06/03 0.17 12/08 5.0 0.84 0.24
1999 1063 132 524 147 2.47 372 19/01 0.22 28/07  - 6.1 1.07 0.27
2000 1103 137 560 157 2.64
.
6.7 1.28 0.24
78..95 823 248 1.05 44.8 01/05 0.12 /07 2.1 0.69 0.23
1983 990
1996 688 84 196 79 083 13.2 19/11 0.15 9/08 1.7 0.57 ale
1997 805 98 180 73 0.76 98- '  12/02 0:12 /10 1.6 0.40 0.19
1998 947 115 263 106 1.12 30.9 24/10 0.11 0/08 2.6 0.53 0.13
1999 1073 130 335 135 1.42 47.9 20/01 0.16 7/07 2.9 0.86 0.24
2000 1121 136 452 182 1.91 76.4 29/10 0.18 3/09 34 1.11 0.23
á
SG
SM
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Map 10: WELSH/RHANBARTH CYMRU
Area. 21,262 krn2 Averaiie Rainfall (1961--90): 1313 min
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SURFACE WATER- REGISTER AND STATISTICS
Hydrometric Statistics
131
055034 Cyff at Cyff Herne CA 3.1 km'
MA: CEH Local  No:  107 Sens :
FAR: at Level: 356m UE: <.01 FM: 1.060
Comment:Rectangular, side contracted Clibrel depth flume designed by Hydradics Research Ltd,
suitable for streams wiM steep gradients, heavy sediment loads mid high food/drought flow  ratios.
Shoal formation cannon, requiring prompt removal to avoid %being. Gauged hy  Braystoke  c/rn
and volumetric check gaugng at low flows. Nreral. CEH research catchment nested wiffin 55008.
Primary 15 minute dataset available. If Drains Flynfmaan upland massif composed of Ordovician
gas, shales and slates and Silurian rrodstones.  mostly  covered by peaty sots. Vegetabon: mainly
natural or partly reseeded grassland, supporting sheep grazing.
055008 Wye  at Cefn Brown CA 10.6 km'
MA: CEH Local No: 55008 Sens.: 15.7 SIMI: 66.0rn's"
FAR: N Level: 341m L/E: <.01 FM: 1.000
Comment: 3-tey Crump profile weir (no divide piers), divide plates instated 1982; concrete piers
built 1969, low crest 2.43m broad, high crests total 9.13m broad. Very steep channel, u/s accretion
needs regular deanng. Treat early record  with care.  Natural regime. Operated as an 111 (row LEH
Waffingtord) experimental basin since 1968(15 minute Sow data plus extensive hydrometeomlogical
database resides at CEI-1). 11/9 - 8/10/97 dmfs est from subcatchrnent whilst repairs to structure.
//Small, high refiet, very wet (>2000mrn) catchment, grassland on peat overlying weather resistant
Silurian slates and shales. Very responsive.
055035 lago at (ago flume C.A: 1.1 km'
MA: CEH Local No: 109 Sens.>
FAR: N Level: m UE: <.01 . FAI: 1.000
Comment: Rectangular, side contracted critical depth flume designed by Hydraulics Research Ltd,
suitable for streams %nth steep gradients, heavy sediment loads and high flood/drought flcnvealiCIS.
Shoal formation conunon, requiring prompt removal to avoid drowning. Gauged by Braystoke ern
and volumetric check gauging at low flows. Natural, CE1-1 research catchment nested within 55008.
Primary 15 minute dataset available. Discontinued from 7/6)99. # Drains Plynlinion upland massif:
composed of Ordovician grits, shales and states and Silurian mudstones. Vegetation: heath on
peaty plateau; grassland on free draining slopes (supportmg sheep grazing) and mires in valley
bottoms.
055033 Wye at Gwy flume CA: 3.9 km'
MA: CEH Local No: 105 Sens.:
FAR: N Level: m UE: <.01 FAL 1.000
Comment: Rectangular, side contracted critical depth flume designed by Hydraulics Research Ltd.
suitable for streams with steep gradients, heavy sediment loads and high flood/drought lbw ratios.
Shoal formation common, requiring prompt removal to avoid drowning. Gauged by Braystoke elm
and volumetric check gauging at  bw  flows. Natural, CEH research catchment nested within 55008.
Primary 15 minute dataset available. # Drains highest area of Plynlinton upland massif: composed of
Ordovician massive grits (unconfined aquifer maintaining baseflow), slates and Silurian mudstones.
Vegetation: heath on peaty plateau: grassland on free draining slopes (supporting sheep grazing)
and mires in valley bottoms.
055026 Wye at Ddol Farm CA: 174.0 kmt
VA: EA Local No: 55026 Sens.: 10.4 Sflutl: 235.0m35-1
FAI: 0.997FAR: P Level: 193m UE: <.01
Comment: Initally, gauged nearby at Fthayader (55035,1937-69); resited as velocity-area station
with rock bar as control. Informal Flat V installed 1972. Bankfull width 30m. Cableway span 54m. At
but exceptional floods contained. Lowest gauging station on Wye unaffected by large water supply
res. (flows from Elan valley complex enter just d/s). it Wet, upland catchment draining impermeable,
metamorphosed Silunan sediments. High relief. headwaters reach over 600m, and feature steep
sided and high gradient streame Moorland and forestry.
'
055032 Elan at Elan Village C.A: 184.0 km'
"MA: EA Local No: 55032 . _ Sens.: 16.6 EIZII: 7.0m1/4-1
FAR: SRP Level: 210m  LE:
F
Comment: Flat V Crump profile wee 23m wide, 350m de of Caban darn cableway spans 40m.
Entirely regulated apart from overspill. 5 u/s reservoirs. Circa 4 m1s -1  to EA-Midlands. Releases for
compensation (1.5  m1s-'),  regulation and freshets. Monthly naturalised tows available for certain
periods from older station. # Very wet (>1800mm), high relief catchment draining predominantly
Silurian shales and slates. Forestry and moorland.
055016 lthon at Disserth CA: 358.0 km'
MA: EA Local No: 55016 Sens.: 20.3 Mull 115.0mls-'
FAR: N Level: 150m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.998
Comment: Flat V Crump profile weir, 1:20 cross-slope, 18m wide, replaced velocty-area station with
channel control in 1972. Cableway span 27.5m. Weir rebuilt Aug/Sep 1995. Missing data in 2001
due to access restrictions during End and Mouth outbreak. Suspect data arising from drift correction
removed, from 19 Jul - 5 Aug 2001. Very high floods may inundate the rb. Natural km regime.
At Upper and western catchment drains Ordovidan and Silurian shales; igneous complex in the SE.
High moorland and extensive forestry plantatons on the tegher ground, mixed farming in valleys.
Noticeably reduced rainfall compared to  the uls  Wye and Irfon catchments.
055012  . lrfon at Cllmery C.A: 244.2 km'
MA: EA Local No: 55012 Sens.: 11.6 Bffull: 185.0m3s-'
FAR: N Level: 136m ' UE: <.01 " • FAL 0.998
Comment: Velocity-area station, initially with a gravel shoal control, improved in 1979 by installing a
25m wide Crump profile Flat V weir. Weir rebuilt befneen 31/8/94 and 7/9/94, no data available.
Cableway spans 44m. Above atout 3m the rb floodplain is inundated. 1998 flood peak under review.
Natural catchment. # Headwaters drain the very wet Tywi Forest area on indurated, Ordovidan sedi-
ments. The middle and lower reaches are on relatively more permeable Silurian rocks. Responsive.
055007 Wye at Erwood C.A: 1282.1 km'
MA: EA Local No: 55007 Sens.: 18.8 Bflull: 650.0m5s-'
FAR: SPE Level: 106m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.960
Comment: Velocity-area station with a massive rock bar as a control. Bankfull width appmx. 64m,
cableway span 81m. All but the highest flows contained. Substantial flow modification fmm
regulation and abstraction from the Elan, PWS and sewage effluent. Some naturalised sequences
available. 0 Large wet upland catchment draining metanorphosed Palaeozoic sediments and an
igneous complex. Summit levels exceed 600m. Moorland, forestry and sheep grazing.
055025 Llynfl at Three Cocks CA: 132.0 km' .
MA: EA Local No: 55025 Sens.: 15.6 Gault 30.0m 1s-'
FAR: N Level: 88m LIE: <.01 FAI: 0.951
Comment: Velodlyerea station with an informal broad-crested. asymmetrical Flat V weir enhancing
the natural rock bar °onto!. Cableway section formalised within the abutments of a former railway
bridge. Natural catchment. li Headwaters drain the ORS of the Black Mountains; lower Teaches
expose ORS marls which have lower relief and support arable farming. Contains Llangorse Lake,
WELSH REGION/RHANBARTH CYMRU
132 'HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1996-2000
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055002 Wye et Belmont C.A: 1895.9 km' 35-95 .1237
MA: EA Local No: 55002 Sens.: 3.3 B/full: 522.0m5s-'
FAR: S • Level: 46m UE: <01 PAL 0.968 ' •
Comment: Channel control velocity-area station. width at bankfull approx. 49m; cableway span 1996 ' 1076
62m. Embankment built on the left extends flood Containment. Severe weed growth problems. 1997 1142-
Originally, stages taker from 1908 at Hereford, 1.2km d/s; flows were measured at current site. Prior 1998 1569
to 1932. data unreliable. Moderate flow modification. Natudised discharges take into account 1999 1577
reservoirs in the Elan Valley. # Above Erwood (55007) are wet uplands draining Palaeozoic rocks: 2000 .1700
the lower third is a narrow corridor draining ORS made and subordinate gladel gravels, which
supports arable farming. '
'
055014  . . Lugg at Byton C.A: 203.3 km' 66..95 1029
reA: EA Local No: 55014 Sens.: 91 Bffull: 46.0m's1'
FAR: P Level: 124m ' UE: <01 FAI: 0.997
Comment: Flat V Crump profile weir, 1:20 crres-slopes,' 12.5m wide. Cableway span 21m. Before 1996 917
1970 a stable riffle was the control. Above 2m left bank overtopped. Flow moderately modified by 1997 1000
abstractions for PWS. # Headwaters draiq Silurian rocks of the Radrrer Forest. Impermeable 1998 1238
bedrock is covered by extensree deposits of gravel in the valleys. This aquifer provides significant 1999 1309
baseflow and moderates flood beaks. Mostly forestry and graiing. 2000 1354
.
055021  , Legg at Butts Bridge . C.A: 371.0 km' 69..95 : 910
M./5 EA - Lcreal No: 55021 Sens.: 11.1 B/full: 85.0m'sff 1
FAR: P Level: 67m UE: <.01 . FAI: 0.994
Comment: Velocity-area station with rough stone control (at low flows). Station rebuilt in 1984; width 1996 802
at bankfull is 21m. # Headwaters drain Radnor Forest (developed on Silurian formations). Subdued 1997 874
relief in the lower valley (mostly Old Red Sandstone). Impervious catchrnent but extensive valley 1998 1077
gravels provide some baseflow. 1999 1138
2000 1209
055013  ,. Arrow at Geley Mill C.A: 126.4 km' 66..95 1010
MA: EA Local No: 55013 Sens.: 10.8 B/full: 27.5m5s11
Level: 129m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.999
Comment: Velocity-area station. Low flow control Is a stable riffle; otherwise a three-bay road bridge 1996 852
50m dre is the control. Gets out of bank but not bypassed. Intake pipes silted up dreng summer of 1997 942
1994. treat data with caution. 1995 summer flows suspect and under investigation by EA. Natural 1998 1239
catchment. # Headwaters of moderate relief, draining durable Silurian slates and shales; otherwise, 1999 1304
catchment underlain by Old Red Sandstone marls. Station is in a transition zone between upland 2000 ' 1330
plateau supporting sheep grazing and the more productive lowlands.
..,
'•, ,
055028 Frome et Bishops Frome • C.A: 77.7 km' 71.95 .721
M.A: EA Local No: 55028 Sens.: 10.8 B/full: 12.0m1/41'
-Level: 76m UE: Fire
Comment: Flat V Crump profile weir 5m wide, replaced velocity-area station in 1975. Cableway 1996 654
span 10m. Steep banks do not contain food flows; some throttling by d/s road bridge whose soffit is 1997 742
below bankfull. Natural catchment.  4  Linear. mral catchment. headwaters cutting into ORS of 1998 868
Bromyard plateau: NE and drier area of Wye catchment Superfidal deposits confined to valleys. 1999 928
Livestock farming on hills, arable otherwise. 2000 996
055018 . Frome at Yarkhill CA: 144.0 km' 68..95 717
MA: EA Local No: 55018 Sens.: 13.2 B/full: 20.0m3s-1
FAR: E Level: 55m UE: .01 FAL 0.997
Comment: Velodtwarea station using a mad bridge with a flat, insensitive invert and an adjacent box 1996 636
culvert as low and medium range controls. Broad floodplains operate above 2m when the Loden 1997 722
tributary may bypass station. Natural catchment No dmfs 15-26/9/98 due to recalibration problems at 1998 848
the station. # Cffs of 55028 (Bishops Frome) lithology changes from Old Red Sandstone to Old Red 1999 908
Sandstone marls. Subdued relief, lowish rainfall. Entirely rural, predominantN arable farming with 2000 988
livestock on higher ground.
055029 Monnow at Gresmont C.A: 354.0 km' 48.95 1003
MA: EA Local No. 55029 Sens.: 9.0 B/full: 160.0m'sff 1
FAR: N t , Level: m UE: 5.01 ' FAI: 0.997
Comment: Velocity-area station with an informal Flat V weir enhancing the natural rod( step control. 1996 894
Approx. 30m wide at bankfull. Cableway spans 42m. Replaced Kentchurch, 450m  uls  (55009, 1942- 1997 971
72) which suffered from shoalidg. Natural catchment. # Five parallel tributaries drain SE down the 1998 1158
deeply dissected Old Red Stet plateau of the Black Mountains, the northern-Most exposing the ORS 1999 1173
marls. Moorland headwaters, arable lower reaches. 2000 1262
055023 Wye et Redbrook C.A: 4010.0 km' 36.95 1028
reA: EA Local No: 55023 Sens.: 2.2 B/full: 612.0m'sff 1
FAR: SPE Level: 9m . UE: <.01 FAI: 0.979
Comment: Channel control velocity-area station replacing Cadora (55001, 1937-71; 4040 sq.km, 1996 897
flows incorporated in the Redbrook series) which was tidally refereed. All but extreme floods 1997 969
contained. Severe summer weed growth problems. Flow regime moderately modified by exports and 1998 1253
regulation. Some naturalised data available. # Very large catchment of mixed Palaeozoic geology, 1999 1283
Ordovidan to Carboniferous, wet in west, dry in east and south. Moorland, forestry and graeng on 2000 1397
higher ground; arable practice in lower reaches. Little industrial development.
056007 Senni et Pont Hen Heed CA: 19.9 km' 67..95 1937
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: Spire: 24.0rresff '
EAR: N Level: 220m UE: <.01 FAI: 1.000
Comment:Flat Vee weir replaced Crump weir (width: 7,01m) from Decemeber 1997. No dmfs 03/09 1996 1706
- 04/12/97. Crump weir was full range, modular, theoretically calibrated and confirmed by gaugings. 1997 1847
Fish pass removed in 1973.4 Geology: Old Red Sandstone. Natural catchment draining from high 1998 2687
rainfall, upland area. Livestock farming area with mainly peaty soils, seasonally wet. Forest 5%. 1999 2249
Catchment fully contained in the Brecon Beacons National Park. 2000 2669
056013 Ysclr at Pontarysclr C.A: 62.8 km' 72..95 1430
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: Sflull: 84.0rresff I
FAR: N Level: 161m UE: <.01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Crump weir (width: 9m) between old railway abutments. Calibration confirmed by 1996 1067
gaugings. Full range. Rarely non-modular. # Geology: Old Red Sandstone. Natural catchment 1997 1150
draining frorre upland areas of Cambrian Hills. Mostly hill fanning. Forest: 3%. Peaty soils in upper 1998 1675
areas, seasonaly wet. 1999 1643
2000 1797
056012 Gnvyne at Millbrook C.A: 82.2 km' 71.95 1246
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 26.5 Sffull: 77.0m1/411
FAR: S Level: 83m UE: <.01t FAI: 0.988
Comment: Crump weir of reinforced concrete and local stone with phosphor bronze crest 10.67m 1996 1168
wide, Fish counter on d/s side of crest. # Geology: predominantly ORS conglomerates, #st and 1997 1204
mad. Landuse: principally livestock farming with some afforestation. 1998 1572
1999 1484
2000 1635
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773 46.48 1108.0 04102 2.14 01/09 111.4 26.38 6.07
.
- . 1989 1984
•
87 615 Ire 3699 3106 12/02 414 18/09 88.2 23.68 447
92 653 84 3925 362,1 29/11 6.20 20/08 95.2 1829 8.24
127 1147 148 68.98 167.8 35.58 14.86
127 1124 145 6796 469.9 03/03 7.64 02/08 172.6 34.25 9.04
137 1288 167 7722 551.5 31/10 10.12 06/09 186.4 47.61 13.98
613 14/01 0.35 24/08 8.8 2.60 0.66
1968 1976
89 530 86 3.41 24.8 08/01 0.40 13/10 6.7 2.48 0.44
97 452 74 2.91 22.3 28/11 •  0.67 05/10 6.8 1.62 0.81
120 773 126 4.98 45,9 27/10 0,87 03/09 11.1 2.90 1.01
127 812 132 5.23 29.2 25/12 059 15/09 12.5 3.37 0.69
132 879 143 5.65 51.2 08/12 0.62 12/09 12.2 3.59 0.78
'470
,
5153 64.1 10/01 0.44 15/08 3.66 0.93
1986 1976
.12.1
88 .388 83 4.56 222 09/01 1.13 20/10 7.8 399 1.26
96 337 72 3.97 18.8 29/11 1.60 18/08 7.7 2.96 1.69
118 516 110 6.07 33.0 28/10 3.69 03/09 11.9 4.54 2.07
125 551 117 6.48 28.5 25/12 2.02 15/09 12.8 5.18 2.09
133 778 166 9.13 61.9 07/12 1.48 17/09 19.1 6.41 1.88
595 2.39 101.1 10/01 0.09 28/09 5.5 1.46 0.27
1986 1990
84 451 76 1.80 21.8 11/02 0.17 10/10 41 1.20 0.19
93 409 69 194 21 4 24/02 0.22 16/09 4.1 081 0.25
123 775 130 3.11 83.0 27/10 0.29 03/09 7.0 1 43 0.38
129 766 129 3.07 32.6 24/12 0.25 14/09 7.8 1.72 0.29
132 817 137 3.27 39.9 29/10 0.30 12/09 7.5 190 0.36
287 0.71 139.5 30/12 0.01 21/08 0.33 0.07
1981 1995
91 153 53 0.38 6.6 12/02 0.02 06/10 1.2 0.12
103 130 45 0.32 11.7 28/11 0.03 24/06 0.8 0.12 0.05
120 297 103 0.73 49.5 09/04 0.02 25/09 1.4 0.31 0.03
129
138 462 161 1.14 31.9 05/12 0.09 07/09 2.8 0.47 0.12
258 1.18 25.9 26(05 0.02 26/08 2.7 0.60 0.14
1969 1976
89 172 67 0.79 10.9 26/03 0.09 19/09 1.6 0.46 0.12
101 153 59 0.70 11.9 28/11 0.19 19/08 1.5 0.39 0.20
118
127 347 134 1.58 24.0 16/01 0.20 30/07 3.3 0.92 0.26
138 408 158 1.86 25.0 05/12 0.20 04/09 4.7 0.89 0.22
529 5.94 201.6 24/01 0.28 27/08 13,6 3.17 0,67
1960 1976
89 536 101 600 128.3 08/01 0.40 18/09 13.8 3.15 0.45
97 440 83 4.94 108.8 24/02 0.58 20/08 13.1 1.89 0.78
115 659 125 7.40 197,9 09/04 0.58 30/08 18.5 3.42 0.69
117 696 132 7.82 152.8 23/12 .  0.62 01/08 17.4 4.59 0.82
126 802 152 898 206.6 07/12 0.61 10/09 21.7 3.70 0.73
571 72,64 905.4 20/03 2.54 08/08 171.6 43.99 11.41
1947 1990
87 494 87 62.65 438.3 09/01 '  8.21 12/09 132.3 43.51 10.12
94 475 83 60.40 422.0 25/02 12.62 22/08 138.3 30.80 15.29
122 824 144 104.73 860.5 29/10 12.06 22/08 272.3 52.37 19.62
125 813 142 103.39 672.6 17/01 8.36 01/08 256.7 59.91 11.54
136 979 171 124.15 934.4 12/12 11.23 07/09 295.0 70.62 13.49
1583 1,00 48.8 27/12 0.03 23/08 2.3 0.53 0.10
1979 1976
88 1425 90 0.90 22.3 27/10 0.09 18/09 2.2 0.49 0.11
95 . .
139 2482 157 1.57 53.1 22/10 0.19 31/05 3.4 0.76 0.29
116,
138
1877
2263
119
143
1.18
1.42
29.9
34.4
15/01
28/10
0,06
0.14
01/08
12/08
3.0
3.3
0.51
0.75
0.09
0.18
975 1.94 85.0 06/10 0.08 23/08 4.7 1.12 0.19
1985 1976
75 750 77 1.49 15.3 08/01 0.12 18/09 3.7 0.94 0.13
80 783 80 1.56 20.5 12/02 0.17 19/08 3.8 0.71 0.24
117 1375 141 2.74 62.9 22/10 0.35 31/05 6.2 1.38 0.44
115 1305 134 2.60 34.1 01/10 0.19 02/08 6.4 1.47 0.28
126 1520 156 3.02 56.6 29/10 0.25 13/09 6.9 1.95 0.32
766 2.00 .. 74.2 27/12 0.15 23/08 4.5 1.40 0.34
1979 1976
I -
94 686 90 1.78 19.2 08/01 0.21 18/09 3.8 1.32 0.26
97 655 86 1.71 12.8 26/06 0.35 19/08 4.0 0.95 046
126 988 129 2.58 40.1 22/10 0.36 03/09 6.3 1.53 0.45
119 980 128 2.55 28.9 19/09 0.35 01/08 5.7 1.64 0.47
131 1077 141 2.80 28.3 29/10 0.33 12/09 6.5 1.89 0.41
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056001  vatsat Chain Bridge CA 911.7 kid
MA EA Local No: Sens.: 5.8 BAAL 700.0m3s-'
FAR: SRP Levet 23m UE: <.01 FM: 0.982
Cormnent:Veloaty-area girjOn; permanent cableway. Refer to complementary station dis (56010 -
Trostrey, a 27.43m wide Crump weir) Kr flows <21 m1/4-2. Pared impact on flows rearing Iron
Ogee large existrog PWS reservoirs in upper catdunent tritake to canal u/s of gauge. Some
net:erased lbws wadable. # Geology: mainly Old Red Sandstone. KA laming in upper areas, with
dairy or ivestod taming bebw, forest 3%. Peaty sob in uplands. seasonally weL
056015 Olway Brook at Otway Inn CA 105_1 5r9
M.k EA Local No: Sens.: 9.1 Sifit 15.8m's
FAR: Level: 15m UE: <01 FM: 1009
Comment: Crurrep weix 4.0rn vibe. Bypassing occurs above 1.8m into surroundng fields. # Geology:
Lower Old Red Sandstone. Onft free except for alluvium in flat valley bottom Entrely rural. patchy
woodand.
056002 Ebbw at Rhiwderyn CA 216.5 km,
Local eb: Sens.: 8.3 Bffut 242.0m2 s-'
FARi SPG Level: 31m UE: .05 FAL 0.977
Comment: Velocity-area stalion. Low flow Flat V  weir  (width: 14.5m, aoss-slope 1:20) instated in
1976_ Weir refurbished, station completely rebuilt so oo dads 19/07/96 - 05/01/97. Discharges up to
MAF contained. 2000 peak may be overestimated. Small water supply reservoirs in uplands. Some gw
abstractions in valley. Drainage water fron old coalmines can atso influence 6ows.# Geology: mainly
Coal Measures. Livestock faming on hits. Forest 7%. Sods mainly have permeable substrates.
057008 Rhymney at Llartedeyrn CA: 178.7 kni2
MA: EA l_ocal No: Sens.: 11.1 Sffull: 65.2m3s-t
FAR: SPGE Level: 12m . UE: .05 ' FAL 0.983
Comment: FLst V weir (width: 15m, cross-slope 1:20); velocity-area station for high flows. Full
range. Impounding reservoirs, for public water supply, in upper catchment Some groundwater
abstraction and effluent retums. # Geology: mainly Coal Measures. Livestock farming on uplands;
dairy and INestock farming in  kiwer  catchment. Urban and industrial development in the valleys.
Forest 7%. Most of catchment has soils with permeable substrate; peaty soils on hills, seasonally
wet.
057015 Taff at Merthyr Tydfil CA: 104.1 krn2
M.A: EA Local No: Sens.: 11.4 S/full: 10.6m2s-'
FAR: SP Level: 171m UE: <.01 FAL 0.851
Comment: Flat V weir: velocity-area station for high flows. Full range. Weir destroyed by Dec 1979
flood, treat this HIF with caution. Flows affected by large direct PWS reservoirs. # Geology: Millstone
Grit and Carboniferous L'st. Old Red S'st in upper areas. Upland area in Brecon Beacons National
Park - livestock farming predominates; some urban development. Forest: 25%. Mainly peaty soils.
seasonally wet.
057007 Taff at Flddlers Elbow C.A: 194.5 km2
M.A: EA Local No: Sens.: 94 Sflull: 76.0m3d-'
FAR: SGEI Level: 83rn UE: .03 FAL 0.908
Comment: Flat V weir (width: 23m; cross-slope 1:201 velodty-area station for high flows. Full range.
Flows affected by mine-water discharges u/s, also impounding reservoirs and industrial abstractions
in valley. # Geology: Coal Measures with Millstone Grit and Carboniferous L'st in northern area.
Alluvium deposits in valleys. Mainly upland area with livestock. Peaty soils, seasonally wet. Forest
3%. 50% in Brecon Beacons National Park.
057004 Cynon at Abencynon CA: 106.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: ' Sens.: 14.3 13/full: 200.0m2 s-'
FAR: SE Level: elm UE: .04 FAI: 0.980
Comment: Flat V weir (width: 14.24m; cross-slope 1:20) velocity-area station for high flows. Over-
topped by extreme floods. Small impounding reservoirs for PWS. Industrial areas in valley.
# Geology: Coal Measures with Millstone Grit on northem boundary. Open cast coal abstraction in
upper areas. Livestock farming in upland area'of peaty soils, seasonaIN wet. Forest: 17%.
057006 Rhondda at Trehafod CA: 100.5 km2
KA: EA Local No: Sens.: 15.5 Bffull: 330.0m2 s-2
FAR: SPGE Level: 68m UE: .06 FA: 0.985
Comment: Velocity-area station; trapezoidal channel formalised in 1980, bed width 18m. Full range.
Flows affected by mine-water discharge above station, and Trehafod Flood Alleviation Scheme.
Impounding reservoir for PWS in upper 'catchment. # Geology: Coal Measures with alluvium
deposits in valleys. Upland area  with  livestock farming on hills. Urban and industrial development in
valleys. 24% forested.
057005 Taff at Pontypridd CA: 454.8 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 5.9 Sault 58.3m2s-r
FAR: SGEI : Level: 45m UE: .04 FAL 0.951
Comment: Flat V  weir  (width: 32m; cross-slope 1:20) veloaly-area station for high flows. Full range.
No drds 06/07 - 03/08/98 due to col/apse of inlet pipes. Small impounding reservoir in upper
catchment. Some gw abstractions and effluent retums in valleys. # Geology: mainly Coal Measures.
Alluvium deposits in valleys. Mainly upland area with livestock farming on hills. Urban and industrial
development in valleys. Mainly peaty soils on hills, seasonally wet.
057009 Ely at St Fagans . C.A: 145.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 12.7
FAR: El Level: m UE: .03 FAI: 0.987
Comment: Flat V weir (width: 10.6m; cross-slope 1:20); velocity-area station for high flows. Full
range. Flows affected by sewage works discharges u/s. Some early - poorer qualffle - data available
(station 57805: 1957-60). Some industrial abstractions. # Geology: mainly Coal Measures with some
Millstone GM in northern area; mixture of Tries, Lies, Est and ORS to the S. Forest 6%. Lowland area
with dairy farming. Soils have permeable substrate.
058011 Thaw at Gigman Bridge C.A: 49.2 km2
MA: EA Local No: 58011 Sens.: 23.6
FAR: GE Level: 7m UE: .01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: BS Flat Vee weir for low and medium flows, US for high flows, commissioned April 1999.
Replaced non-standard bed control weir; velocity-area calibration based on gaugings from bridge ul
s. Station was taken off-line in September 1998 for complete rebuild.- Flows affected by effluent
discharges and  ow  abstractions.  4  Mixed geology: Lies; Tries; Carboniferous Limestone and Old
Red sandstone. Lowland area in the Vale of Glamorgan with dairy and livestock farming. SOlis have
permeable substrate.
WELSH REGION/RHANBARTH CYMRU
134 HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1996-2000
Comment; Flat V weir (1:15 cross-slope terminating in a 1:2 sloping revetrnent); velocity-area
calibration for high flows. All flows contained. Channel width 12.25m. Poorer quality data (1962-
1965) available for u/a station Ewenny Priory (58003).  4  Geology: north - Coal Measures. Soidli -
mixture of Millstone Grit; Carboniferous Limestone Tries; Lies and alluvial deposits. Lowland area
with urban and industrial development and dairy and livestock farming: Soils have permeable
substrate.
058005 Ogmore at Brynmenyn CA: 74.3 km'
MA: EA Local No: 58005 Sens.: 14.1 Brfull: 365.0m3s-'
FAR: E Level: 4301 UE: .02 FAI: 0.999
Comment: Flat V weiA velocity-area station for high bows. Ail lbws contained. Effluent discharge to
river u/s.  gi  Geology: Coal Measures. Livestock farming in upland area with urban and industrial
devebpment in the valleys. Forest 21%. Peaty soils in upper areas, seasonally wet. Soils in lower
areas have permeaMe substrate.
058007 Llynfi at Coytrahen CA: 50.2 km2
MA: EA Loca/ No: 58007 Sens.: 18.2 13/full: 180.0m3s-'
FAR: El Level: 50m UE: 94 FAI: 0.997
Comment: Flat V weir and velociN-area station. Industrial abstractions and effluent retums.
Channel width 15m: full range. # Geology: Coal Measures. Upland area with livestock fanning.
Forest: 16%. Mainly peaty soils, seasonally wet.
058001 Ogmore at Elndgend C.A: 158.0 kin2
MA: EA Local No: 58001 Sens.: 11.2 (3/full: 170.0m2s-'
FAR: PEI Level: 14m UE: .04 FAI: 0.998
Comment: Velccity-aree station with Flat V weir (1:20 cross-slope; instated in Jul 1975), Charm&
width: 20m. Flows up to 170 m3s-i contained. # Geology: mainly Coal Measures. Forest 16%. N
area - uplands with livestock farming. S area . lov4and  tith  daily and livestock farming. Urban and
industrial development in valleys. Peaty soils on hills, seasonally wet. In lower areas, soils have
permeable substrate.
058012 Alan at Marcroft Welr , C.A: 87.8 km'
MA EA Local No: 58012 Sens.: 6/full: 313.0m's-
FAR: P Level: 18m UE: FAL
Comment: Non-standard compound Crump profile weir. No divide walls between centre and side
weirs. Channel width: 17.2m. High river velocities due to steep gradients and steep valley sides.
Minewater discharges in upper Catehment have severly affected water quality. If Geology: Coal
Measures. 50-60% forested, mmainder rough grazing. Past mining activity evident, restoration
Comment: Flat V weir and velcmity-area station: channel width 15m. Steep section with heavy bed
load. PWS reservoir in catchment has partial effect on flows. /I Geology: from S to N - Millstone GM:
Carboniferous Ust and ORS. Mainly an upAand, pasture catchment.
058002 aleath et Resolven CA: 190.9 km'
KA: EA Local No: 58002 Sens.: 13.1 B/full: 370.0m5s-'
FAR: SPEI Level: 15m UE: G.01 FAI: 0.987
Comment: Flat V weir (Installed in 1978); velocity-area station for high flows; channel width: 28m.
Some u/s right-bank spillage during floods. PWS reservoir in upper catchment. Industrial
abstractions and effluent retums. Some records from 1981 available. # Geology: from S to N -
Coal Measures; millstone Gnt: Carboniferous List and ORS. A mainty upland catchment livestock
farming predominates, urban and industrial development In valley.
058008 Dotal. et Cillrew CA 43.0 km'
MA: EA Local No: 58008 Sens.: 13.7 13/1u11: 80.0m2s-'
FAR: Level: 42m UE: <.01 FAI: LOW
Comment: Compound Crump weir and Flat V weir from Aug 1991. Formerly Flat V weir (1:10 cross
slope) flanked by hotizontal side section - no dh4de piers: velodty-area calibration for high flows.I)/s
of single arch railway bridge of limited discharlfe Capadty. # Geology: Coal Measures. Upland area
with livestock laming and open cast coal mining. Forest: 18%. Mainly peaty soils, seasonally wet.
059001 Taws at Tnyatanglwa CA: 227.7 km'
KA: EA Local No: 59001 Sens.: 8.9 Bffull: 460.0511/4-1
FAR: GEI Level: 9m UE: .02 FAL 0.997
Comment: Velocity-area station. Gravel bed - unstable control. All but extreme floods contained
since construction of flcodtenks (1959). L'st outcrop at north of catchment has padial effect on
baselbw. Gw end industrial abstractions also. # Geology: principally Coal Measures. Mainly upland
area with livestock farming. Urban and industrial development at lower levels. Forest: 8%. 30% In
Brecon Beacons National Park,
059002 Loughor et Ttri.dall GA: 46.4 km'
M.A: EA Local No: 59302 Sens.: 21.2 B/futl: 121.0m1/4-1
FAR: PGEI Leve4: 31m US: .01 FAI: 0.999
Comment: VS:city-area station wilh bed control built over sewer aossing. Right bank overtopped
on rare occasions. Pubfic water supply abstraction from main spring source. Gw and industrial
abstractions and effluent returns_ 4  Geology: mainly Coal Measures, with Mitlstone Gdt, Carton-
iferous L'st and ORS in northern Rail of catchment. Mainly dairy farming. Soils generally have
permeable substrate.
060008 Tywl at TstradffIn CA: 89.8 km'
MA: EA Local No: 60008 Sens.:
FAR: SR Level: 175m UE: FAI:
Comment: Crump weir, single crest. Site owned by water company. Artificial flow regime - station
used prinCipally tO =niter compensation and regulated flows from Llyn Brianne Res. # A mosOy
forested catchment with some rough grazing developed on Ordividan and Silurian formations.
t 2
ae
71-95 1363 947 1.88 73.7
1996 1222 90 664 70 1.31 31,4
1997 1343 99 651 69 1.29 41.5
1998 1755 129 1241 131 2.46 80.2
1999 1557 114 981 104 1.94 60.5
2000 1873 137 1304 136 2.58 81.3
70..95 1948 1549 3.65 105.7
1996 1636 94 1410 91 3.31 57.5
1397 2028 104 1426 92 3.36 55.6
1998 2686 138 2458 159 5.79 135.9
1999 2313 119 1793 116 4.23 53.1
2000 2839 146 2509 162 5.90 85.5
70..95 1812 1410 2.24 96.2
1996 1677. 93 1216 86 1.93 52.3
1997 1772 98 1263 90 2.01 56.3
1998 2419 133 2235 159 3.56 88.3
1999 2055 113 1562 111 2.49 44.4
2000 2508 138 2168 154 3.44 64.2
63.95 1758 1289 6.46 175.5
1996 1653 94 1175 91 5.87 115.0
1997 1794 102 1187 92 5.95 117.3
1998 2394 136 2043 159 10.24 178.8
1999 2058 117 1471 114 7.37 102.2
2003 2513 143 2033 158 10.16 173.5
78..95 2094 1833 5.10 137.0
1996 1925 92 1533 84 4.26 92.0
1997 2037 97 1534 84 4.27 118.4
1998 2842 136 2583 141 7.19 146.5
1999 2381 114 1924 105 5.36 118.2
2000 2949 141 2535 138 7.04 148.9
71-95 2052 1482 3.09 127.8
1996 1732 84 1354 91 2.82 58.7
1997 1836 89 1427 96 2.98 58.2
1998 2694 131 2290 155 4.78 129.4
1999 2294 112 1946 131 4.06 80.8
2000 2699 132 2306 156 4.80 77.3
62..95 1999 1374 8.31 322.8
1996 1777 89 1372 100 8.28 150.0
1997 1833 92 1370 100 8.29 174.5
1998 2645 132 2202 160 13.33 350.1
1999 2265 113 1915 139 11.59 171.0
2000 2688 134 2388 174 14.42 201.5
71..95 1777 1418 1.93 85.4
1996 1686 95 1265 89 42.4
1997 1678 94 1298 92 1.77 54.4
1998 2412 136 2055 145 2.80 64.3
1999 2067 116 1685 119 2.30 35.3
2000 2490 140 2166 153 2.95 45.1
57..95 1903 1670 12.06 461.3
1996 1728 91 1375 82 9.90 272.0
1997 1695 89 1314 79 9.48 241.3
1998 2486 131 2180 131 15.74 373.4
1999 2127 112 1730 104 12.49 228.8
2030 2548 134 2063 124 14.86 245.5
67-95 1545 1363 2.01 143.6
1996 1404 91 1315 96 1.93 58.2
1997 1408 91 1238 91 1.82 53.0
1998 1934 125 21363 151 3.03 122.0
1999 1761 114 1671 123 2.46 66.9
2000 2105 136 2194 161 3.22 75.5
83_95 1821 1439 4.10 97.2
1996  • 1540 85 1034 72 2.94 30.8
1997 1627 89 1186 82 3.38 34.2
1998 2388 131 1843 128 5.25 58.7
1999 2328 128 1736 121 0.90 41.3
2000 2575 141 2040 142 5.79 56.0
30/10 0.16 23/D8 4.0 1.26 0.18
1994 1976
20/10 0.26 23/09 2.7 0.89 0.30
03/09 0.32 22/07 2.9 0.67 0.39
31/10 0.54 04/06 5.4 1.39 0.61
23/12 0.34 01/08 4.3 1.19 0.40
29/10 0.34 30/08 5.2 1.58 0.40
30/10 0.18 20/08 8.1 2.37 0.52
1994 1984
23/05 0.36 05/98 7.7 2.08 0.43
11/02 0.59 25/07 7.5 1.74 0.71
08/03 0.76 31/05 11.9 3.54 1.07
02/03 0.60 01/08 10.6 2.47 0.79
29/10 0.86 12/08 12.1 3.99 1.23
30/10 0.17 26/08 5.0 1.44 0.35
1994 19134
20110 0.24 21/09 50 1.10 0.32
03/09 0.42 31/01 4.9 0.88 0.46
24/10 0.47 31/05 7.6 2.12 0.59
15/01 0.36 01/08 6.3 1.42 0.47
27109 0.44 12/08 7.1 2.30 0.61
30/10 0.33 20/08 14.3 4.08 0.93
1994 1984
20/10 0.68 22/09 14.0 367 0.83
03/09 1.17 02/08 13.8 3.00 1.41
24/10 1.38 31/05 21.3 6.63 1.89
01/10 0.80 01/08 18.4 4.37 1.29
29/10 1.48 12/08 20.9 6.99 2.09
01/12 0.43 20/08 11.6 3.02 0.80
1992 1984
23/05 0.62 23/09 9.9 2.37 0.69
03/09 0.83 31/01 9.4 2.07 1.00
22/10 1.04 31/05 16.4 0.02 1.52
15/01 1.00 01/08 12.5 3.15 1.19
27/09 1.16 26/07 14.8 4.93 1.58
27/12 0.17 21/08 1.49 0.34
1979 1984
28/10 0.34 22/09 6.9 1.31 0.37
17/02 0.51 20/08 7.2 1.20 0.55
22/10 0.58 31/05 9.9 2.70 0.82
15/01 0.45 01/08 10.3 1.84 0.57
29/10 0.56 12/08 109 3.12 0.70
.
27/12 0.05 02/10 22.0 3.95
1979 1984
27/10 0.81 23/09 21.5 3.74 1.02
17/02 1.21 19/08 20.9 3.42 1.37
22/10 1.44 31/05 30.5 6.57 2.14
15/01 1.07 01/08 28.0 5.49 1.50
27/09 1.60 26/07 34.0 9.17 2.22
04/11 0.12 21/08 4.7 1.04 0.24
1973 1984
28/10 0.18 05/08 4.4 0.83 0.20
08/10 0.24 04/06 4.4 0.66 0.28
24/10 0.28 30/05 6.9 1.44 0.48
05/11 0.22 01$38 5.9 1.12 0.30
27/09 0.39 26/07 6.8 1.93 0.51
27/12 0.45 03/10 29.1 6.34 1.41
1979 1959
27/10 1.24 05/08 24.5 4.91 1.47
17/02 1.64 23/07 22.8 4.13 1.86
22/10 1.69 31/05 35.7 7.50 2.68
15/01 1.29 01/08 32.3 6.79 1.813
27/09 1.85 26/07 34.9 8.95 2.49
05/08 0.08 11/06 4.7 1.11 0.31
1973 1968
26/10 0.33 23/09 4.5 1.04 0.39
17/02 0.00 02/08 4.1 0.80 0.44
22/10 0.62 05/06 6.0 1.61 0.74
05/11 0.37 01/08 5.8 1.41 0.46
29/10 0.53 12/08 7.3 1.92 0.64
18/19 0.37 15/11 8.7 2.86 1.09
1987 1990
11/02 0.70 01/01 4.6 2.80 0.85
28/11 0.85 05/02 6.0 2.81 0.94
22/10 0.83 10/05 10.2 3.25 0.95
02/03 0.76 27/10 9.5 2.97 0.89
30/10 0.82 19/03 11.9 3.57 1.16
SURFACE WATER-REGISTER AND STATISTICS
060007 Tytti at Dolan Ninon CA: 231.8 lars2
MA: EA Local No: 60007 Sens:, 9.5  NM:  670.0m5s-'
FAR SREI Levet 69m UE: <Al  F 81:  0.934
Cormnent: Velocity-area station. Stable section wit' nararal contra Channel width: 38m. River
rewired Mth large reservoir (Lyn Marine) in upper catchment_ Suspect ftres  Mar  95 - Oct 96.
removed from NRFA pending investmaton. # Geologic Criminally Ordovidan- Upland areas of
Cambrian His. Mostly Id taming with some ivestock at lower levels. Forest 17%. Mainly peaty
soils, seasonally weL
060005 Bran at Llandovery C.A: 66.819d
MA EA Local No: 60035 Sens; 294 B/ful: 65.0rn's-'
FAR I Level: 65rn UE: <01 FN: 0.997
Garment: Uttrasoric installed, record from Dec 1995, Flat V weir for low floors. Replaced velocity-
area station with records tram 1968, bed control instaled 1972. Channel width: 7.5nt Agricultural
abstractions have a minimal impact ai flow records. # Geology Ordovidan with alluvium deposits
on valley floor, Forest 38%. FM laming co uplands, dairy taming in vaBeys Peaty soils. seasonally
ww t. in hill area. Scuds have permeable substrate in lower areas.
060003 Taf at Clog-y•Fran CA: 217.3 km'
MA: EA Local No: 60003 Sens.: 10.2 B/full: 50.00s-1
FAR: N Level: 7m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.999
Comment: Velocity-area station. Overspills during flood discharges. Channel width 13.9m. Natural
catchment. # Geology Ordovician with some narrow bands of igneous rock. Old Red S'st and
alluvium deposits in S. Mainly rural - predoninantly dairy farming. Soils have permeable substrate.
060004 Devil Fawr at Glasfryn Ford C.A: 36.7 km2
MA: EA Local No: 60004 Sens.: 34.9 B/full: 20.0m's-'
FAR: E Level: 10m UE: <.01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Velccity-area station. Concrete ford d/s acts as a bed control. Discontinued in 1982.
reinstated in Apr 1990. 4 Mainly rural catchment with dairy farming.
"6
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060009 Sawdde st Felln-y-conn C.A: 77.5 km2
MA: EA Loral No: 60039 Sens.: 15.4 13/fut 7611.0m1s-'
F.A.R: SP Level: 555n
 
UE: <.01 FAI 0.995
Comment: Flat V Crump profile weir. Channel width: 13.7m. Llyn V Fan FaCh in headwaters. Rows
available from 1970. No dmfs 1991-1993 as station being remted.  4  Geology: Old Red Rst at
source: Silurian in middte section; Onloindan in lower readies. Valley extensively covered with
atiMum. Agricultural land use with grazing in higher readies. Mostly within Brecon Beacons
National Park.
060012 Twrch at Ddol Las CA 20.7  krn7
SeMA: EA Local No: 60012 ns.: 32.2 Eflfull: 36.13mfis-'
FAR: N Level: 151m UE: <.01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Velodty-area station. Channel width 4.65m. # Geology: Lower Silurian shales, grits and
mudstones, with no Drift cover except for peat at highest altitude in extreme north. Entirely rural
catchment in southern Cambrian Mountains, forested in part
060002 Cothl at Felln Mynachdy CA: 297.8 km2
MA: EA Local No: 60002 - Sens.: 11.0 B/full: 160.0m3s-1
FAR:  N  Level: Ifim' UE: <01 FAI: 0.998
Comment: Velocity-area station. Straight reach and natural rock control. Channel width: 20m.
Stable section. Effectrvely a natural catchment.  #  Geology: mainty Si/urian with Ordovidan along SE
boundary. Soils have permeable substrate. Upland pastures, livestock and dairy farming below.
Significant forest cover (17%).
060010
 - Tywl at Nantgaredlg C.A: 1090.4 km'
MA: EA Local No: 60010 Sens.: 6.2
FAR: RP Level: 8m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.983
Comment: Flat V weir (1:20) set in Cnimp profile flanking section. Shoaling ills influences modular
range: calibration based on gaugings. Channel width: 43m. High flows measured u/s - 60001 from
which all pre-74 flows derive. Llyn Brianne in headwaters regulates (lowdown to majorabstraction u/s
of station (but d/s of 60001) and may be detected in hydrograph. # Geology: Ordovician and Silurian
with Old Red Sandstone on southern boundary. Peaty soils in headwaters. Alluvium in valleys. Upper
catchment mostly hill farming with some livestock and dairying at lower levels. Forest:17%.
060006 Swill at Glangwlli C.A: 129.5 km2
MA: EA Local No: 60006 Sens.: 11.8 Bfiull: 370.00s- i
FAR: PEIN Level: 8m UE: <.01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Velodty-area station: stable section. Channel width: 15.5m. Public water supply and
agricultural abstractions and effluent returns have minimal impact on flow records. # Geology:
Ordovidan and Silurian. Mainly dairy farming, rural area. Forest: 18%. Soils generally have
permeable substrate.
061002 Eastern Cleddau at CanaMon Bridge CA: 1831 km2
MA: EA Local No: 61002 Sens.: 14.7 B/full: 85.0mts-'
FAR: SRPE Level: 5m UE: <01 FAI: 0.966
Comment: Velccity-area station: artificial control installed in 1974. Channel width: 17.4m.
Impounding reservoir for PWS in upper catchment regulates the rryer down to the gauging station.
# Geology: mainly Ordovidan with bands of igneous rock in the northem half of the catchment.
Some ORS on southem boundary. Mainly dairy farming in hilly rural area. Soils mainly have
permeable substrate. ,
061001 Western Claddau at Prendergast Mill C.A: 197.6 km2
MA: EA Local No: 61001 Sens.: 5.2 B/full: 60.0m1/4-1
FAR: PEI Level: am UE: <.01 FAI: 0.997
Comment: Velodty-area station. Tidally affected but edited out. This station has been merged with
61004 (Redhill) to produce a continuous record, held as 61001. (Oct 65 - Dec 73 and Jun 90 -
present data from 61001: Jan 74 - May 90 data from 61004.) 4 Gedogy: Ordovidan  vith igneous
intrusions. Natural catchment in rural area. Mainly dairy farming, some arable in lower ares. Soils in
northern hills have impemmable substrata - seasonally wet. Soils in lower (southern) area have
permeable substrates.
WELSH REGION/RHANBARTH CYMRU
43_951707 1325 9.75 162.0 02412 0.40 15409 22.1 5.60 2.02
1992 1971
19% 1455 85
1997 1543 90 1178 89 8.66 85.0 28/11 2.53 23/03 18.7 4.53 3.11
1998 2231 131 2135 161 15.69 169.0 22110 1.92 19P8 32.6 8.64 2.52
1939 2160 127 1763 133 12.96 109.4 02/03 1.64 25/06 30.2 7.76 2.11
2050 2394 140 2174 164 15.94 146.4 30/10 2.20 2403 33.2 9.17 385
68-95 1510 1054 2.23 85.0 14402 >0.00 02/09 5.4 1.15 0.12
1971 1995
1996 1296 86 759 72 1.60 21.9 03/11 0.06 23/09 3.9 0.99 0.09
1997 1442 95 926 88 1.96 26.4 17/02 0.12 19/08 5.1 0.91 0.21
1998 2032 135 1753 166 3.71 94.1 22110 0.20 01/06 8.1 2.03 0.42
1999 1922 127 1542 146 3.27 46.9 02/03 0.09 14/09 7.6 2.12 0.16
2000 2100 139
70-95 1758 1328 3.26 170.3 01/12 0.10 14/09 7.3 1.72 0.33
1992 1988
1996 1595 91 1141 86 2.80 71.9 08/01 0.35 05/08 5.9 1.63 0.42
1997 1592 91 1056 80 2.59 70.8 17/11 0.44 19/08 5.6 1.16 0.57
1998 2311 131 1782 134 4.38 364.0 22/10 0.59 31/05 9.1 2.24 0.91
1999 2066 118 1517 114 3.73 96.6 01/01 0.46 31/07 66 2.18 0.57
2000 2369 135 1883 142 4.62 177.7 29/10 0.74 12/08 10.1 2.89 0.90
70-95 1627 1054 0.69 28.9 27/12 >0.00  2719108 1.7 0.37 0.04
1979
76
1996 1360 84 701 67 0.46 8.1 28/10 0.01 05/08 1.3 0.21 0.02
1997 1416 87 706 67 0.46 9.6 19/02 0.02 19/08 1.3 0.15 0.03
1998 1959 120 1125 107 0.74 23.6 22/10 0.03 31/05 1.9 0.33 0.06
1999 1903 117 1377 131 0.90 13.7 24/12 0.03 30/07 2.2 0.55 0.05
2000 2141 132 1670 158 1.09 19.2 29/10 0.09 15/05 2.7 0.69 0.17
61-95 1645 1191 11.25 290.6d 18/10 0.22 31/07 26.1 6.66 0.93
1987 1984
1996 1423 87 984 83 9.27 115.8 28/10 0.69 05/08 24.6 5.01 0.90
1997 1441 88 985 83 9.30 118.4 17/02 0.96 23/04 23.8 3.67 1.14
1998 1990 121 1625 136 15.35 308.3 22/10 0.98 31/05 34.9 7.72 1.81
1999 1832 111 1428 120 13.49 149.7 24/12 0.49 01/08 34.6 7.50 0.90
2000 2169 132 1773 149 16.70 219.9 30/10 1.33 27/07 38.1 9.07 1.98
58.95 1574 1109 38.33 1200.0 19/10 1.06 06/08 90.2 23.59 3.81
1987 1989
1996 1383 88 933 84 32.15 251.1 28/10 2.89 21/09 75.7 18.87 4.22
1997 1429 91 933 84 32.25 265.5 17/02 4.40 01/02 81.9 13.41 5.65
1998 2022 128 1666 150 57.62 398.7 23/10 8.76 30/05 130.5 36.31 11.37
1999 1874 119 1491 134 51.54 298.8 15/01 3.24 11/09 128.3 35.02 6.15
2000 2142 136 1686 152 58.15 376.8 30/10 4.72 12/08 135.4 38.42 7.26
68.95 1628 1180 4.85 184.5 01/12 0.15 28/08 11.2 2.89 841
1992 1976
1996 1455 89 •  968 84 4.05 55.3 20/10 0.33 04/08 10.4 2.29 0.41
1997 1561 96 1049 89 4.31 126.0 17/11 0.45 02/05 10.2 2.05 0.61
1998 2107 129 1717 146 7.05 208.1 24/10 0.63 05/06 15.9 3.73 0.85
1999 1789 110 1478 125 6.07 92.9 24/12 0.43 01/08 15.0 3.87 0.67
2000 2244 138, 1943 165 7.96 147.2 29/10 0.94 06/08 18.3 4.61 1.35
65..95 1426 1061 7.31 101.0 25/08 0.18 21/08 165 4.73 0.73
1986 1984
1996 241 87 970 91 6.67 48.7 14/01 0.58 22/09 16.3 4.40 0.80
1997 465 103 1131 107 7.80 56.6 18/11 1.48 02/05 16.5 4.77 1.86
1998 742 122 1454 137 10.02 56.8 22/10 2.17 05/06 21.1 6.34 2.58
1999 486 104 1199 113 8.26 55.7 20/12 1.23 02/08 19.1 5.56 1.57
2000 804 127 1560 147 10.72 58.1 30/10 1.71 11/08 24.5 6.61 1.87
69.95 486 1070 1.24 23.4 01/11 0.01 21/08 3.0 0.85 0.11
1977 1995
1996 1369 92 966 90 1.12 12.1  ' 24/11 0.06 21/09 2.7 0.77 0.11
1997' 1535 103 1094 102 1.27 18.7 17/11 0.16 02/05 3.0 0.67 0.22
1998 1849 124 1619 151 1.88 19.7 '24/10 0.24 03/09 4.3 1.11
1999 1641 110 1245 116 1.45 178 24/12 0.06 03/08 3.5 0.92 0.15
2000 1957 132 1489 139 1.73 3.8 1.02 0.26
60.95 1443 1037 6.02 205.7 25/08 0.59 22/07 13.2 3.83 1.00
1986 1970
1996 1271 88 885 85 5.13 54.0 28/11 0.94 23109 11.6 3.55 1.09
1997 1530 106 1081 104 6.28 111.9 22/111 1.37 02/05 12.9 3.40 1.51
1998 1795 124 1402 135 8.14 98.4 03/01 1.48 01/06 16.8 5.15
1999 1503 104 1004 97 5.83 71.1 03/01 1.12 29/07 13.6 3.78 1.30
2000 1874 130 1298 .125 7.51 87.7 11/12 0.99 23/07 17.0 4.58 1.19
•
136 HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1996-2000
061003 Gwaun at Cibtedyn Bridge OA: 31.3 km'
MA: EA Local No: 61003 Sens.: 18$ 13/full: 25.0m3s-'
FAR: N Level:70m UE: <01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Velocity-area station in straight reach(width: 7.0m). Natural steep-sided catchment -
very responsive. Treat data with caution, under review; station designated as flood warning only
from 2000. # Geology: Ordovician with intrusions of igneous rock. Mainly dairy farming in lower
areas. Livestock on hills. Forest: 7%. 100% within Pembrokeshire Coast NationalP rk. Peaty soils
on hills, seasonally wet. In lower areas, soils have permeable substrate."
062001 Telfl at Glan Te Ifi C.A: 893.6 km2
MA: EA Local No: 62001 Sens.: 9.4 , Efifull. 210.0rn3s'I
FAR: SP Level: 5m UE: <.01 f FAI: 0.995
Comment: Velocity-area station. Straight reach (width: 35m), natural control. Flood flows spill over
' right bank. PWS impounding reservoirs in upland area where there is mostlY hill farming. Tregaron bog
(10sq.km.) has partial effect on flows; sensibly natural regime. # Geology: mainly Ordovician and
Silurian deposits.Dairy farming predominates in south. Forest: 5%. Peaty soils on hills, seasonally
wet. Apart from Tregaron bog, most of the lower areas have soils with permeable substrate.
063004 Ystwyth at Cwm Ystwyth C.A: 32.1 km'
MA: EA Local No: 63004 " Sens.:
FAR: Level: 199m UE: FAI:
Comment; Flat V weir with vertical side walls, channel width 13m. # Geology: mainly Silurian shales
and grits. Upper reaches of the catchment are mainly used for sheep farMing and forestry. There are
numerous disused lead and zinc mines within the catchment.
'
063001 Yetwyth at Pont Lionvyn C.A: 169.6 km2
MA: EA Local No: 63001 Sens.: 13.8 El/full: 71.0m's-1
FAR: N Level: 12m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.990
Comment: Velocity-area station (channel width: 16m). Records friim 1963, with bed control
installed in 1973. Floods spill over right bank. Discharges from leadmines. Post-1985 flows below 3
inss-I are unreliable due to blockage of lower inlet pipe. Channel re-graded andweir refurbished 21
- 27/09/98 (dmfs estimatedby  INI, new ratng produced. # Geology: Silurian deposits. Mainly upland
area with hill farming. Some livestock at lower levels. Forest 18%. Peaty soils in eastern hills,
seasonally wet. Most of western catchment has soils with permeable substrata.
064006 Led at Dolybont CA: 47.2 km'
M.A: EA Local No: Sens.: 51.2 SAT 126.0m2s-1
FAR: S Level: 15m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.983
Comment: A 10m wide single crest Crump profile weir in a straight fioodbanked reach. Wing walls
contain flows to high levels although rating has not been checked beiond medium flaws. A small .
abstraction from Craig-y-Pistyll reservoir. # The catchment is predominantly moorland on impervious
Silurian rocks.
064001 Dyfi at Dyfl Bridge CA: 471.3 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 8.1 El/full: 500.0m's't
FAR: N Level: 6m UE: <.01 FAl: 0.995
Comment: A 40m wide river section controlled by the invert and arches of the historical Dyfi road.
bridged/s. A good stable section although recordsin early years -are marred by substantial
engineering works carried out on the bridge. # A natural, largely moorland catchment on Silurian
rocks. River alluvium deposits in the noodplain.
064002 Dysynni at Pont-y-Garth CA : 75.1 km'
M.A: EA Local No: Sens.: 14.9 B/full: 170.0m5s-'
FAR: N LeIrel: 2m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.952
Comment: Weir constructed in 1997; station re-rated from Oct 1997. Following reconstruction
(involved removing sheet-piling) station is more vulnerable to tidal influence, but allowed for in the
stage-discharge conversion. Difficult to gauge at high flows. Recent flows should be treated with
caution Before April 1997: 40m wide section (between floodbanks) controlled by sheet piling d/s in
straight channel. Insensitive at low flows; due to flashy response. # Natural flow regime arising from
volcanic rocks with much outcropping. Tal-y-Llyn (southernmost ribbon lake in Britain) lies within
catchment.
065001 Glaslyn at Beddgelert CA: 68.6 km'
. MA: EA LocalNo: "." Sens.: 12.8 13/full: 100.0m5s-1
FAR: SH Level:33m ...- UE: <.01 FAI: 0.909
Comment: A 20m wide river section rated by Nm and, in the past, by dilution gauging. Rating tends to
be insensitive at low flows due to subtle movements in the natural bed control d/s. Large amount of
"gravel removed in August 2001, rating updated. High flow gauging restricted to peaks and troughs
because of rapid water level changes. Station bypassed at high flows. Flows in 2000 under review.
Lakes (Dines and Gwynant) and MEP discharge from the higher Llyn Llydaw marginally affect records.
# Catchment drains southem flanks of Snowdonia with much bare rock exposure (impermeable
Ordovician volcanics).
065007 Dwyfawr at Garndolbenmaen C.A: 52.4 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 11.9
FAR: SRP Level: 86m UE: <01 FAI: 0.969
Comment: A compound Crump profile weir with dividing walls separatng the 6.5m wide lower crest
from two flanking crests each 5m Wide. Station built as the control point for the Cwmystradllyn
- RearyordAfon Dvwfawr iNgulationUheFne. Cohieguently n a intended for higlifiCatTdatiging and in
fact bypassed at flows >10 year retum period. 4The catchment is mainly steep and with much bare
rockof Lower Palaeozoic age.
065005 Erch at Pencaenswydd CA: 18.1 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 25.6 Sflull: 75.8m5s-I
FAR: N Level: 5fim UE: <.01 . FAI: 0.991
Comment: A 6rn wide Crump profile weir with high wing walls containing wide range of flows. Check
gauged up to medium flows. The oustanding peak flow in August 2000 is estimated (but was
contained within the structure) - and resulted from a localised but very intense thunderstorm. # A
typical impervious lowland catchment onthe Lleyn peninsula covered with Boulder Clay.
065004 Gwyrfal at Bontnewydd CA: 47.9 km'
MA: EA Local No: " Sens.: 17.1 Saul: 126.13m's-1
FAR: SP Level. 31m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.868
Comment: A 10m wide single crest Crump profile weir containing flows to high levels. Check
gauging stggests SOrTle (constant) loss dueto inadequate, cutoffs; hence low flows affected.
Significant abstraction from Llyn Cwellyn reservoir u/s. # A steep 6nd typically Snowdonian
catchment; Lower Paffieozoic geology.
. .
69_95 1532 1119 1.11 .32.5 11106 0.06 27/08 2.4 0.79 0.16
1993 1976
'
1996 1455 95 1136 102 1.12 11.0 13/61 0.28 04/08 2.3 0.86 0.31
1997 1679 110 1254 112 1.24 25.7 17/11 0.37 02/05 2.2 0.86 0.46
.1998 1955 128 1456 130 1.44 25.4 02/01 0.37 31/05 2.8 0.99 0.45
1999 1617 106 1169 104 1.16 18.5 03/01 0.17 24/07 2.5 0.88 0.25
2000 2099 137 1689 151 1.67 33.8 07/12 0.33 30/08 3.4 1.07 0.42
59.95 1355 1003 28.41 448.8 18/10 0.73 25/08 64.7 18.53 2.99
1987 1976
1996 1197 88 796 79 22.50 196.4 08/01 2.28 05/08 59.7 14.03 2.98
1997 1310 97 836 83 23.70 225.1 18/11 4.22 23/04 52.7 11.92 5.10
1998 1706 126 1301 130 36.87 256.2 -24/10 5.55 01/06 88.9 21.96 7.78
1999 1600 118 1182 118 33.51 202.2 '24/12 2.66 02/08 79.0 22.59 4.08
2000 1893 140 1521 152 42.99 309.9 30/10 5.96 13/09 99.8 25.90 7.23
84..95 2060 1881 1.91 56.4
'
21/03,
1992
0.05 21/08
1995
4.7 0.98 0.18
-' -
1996 1774 86 1544 82 1.57 39.4 31/10. 0.11 23/09 3.9 0.84 0.15
1997 1841 89 1585 84 1.61 27.9 28/11 0.16 23/04 3.8 0.81 0.21
1998 2685 130 2488 132 2.53 42.4 06/03 0.18 31/05 5.9 1.51 0.40
1999 2497 121 2271 121 2.31 47.2 01/03 0.07 01/08 5.4 1.22 0.19
2000
63.95
2749
1493
133 2755
1100
146
5.92
33.6
210.4
30/01,
12/12
.0.21
0.11
30/07
17/08
7.1
14.0
1.63
3.39
0.35
0.55
1964 ' ' 1994
- . •
1996 1235 83 814 74 437 84.1 31/10 0.46 05/08 9.9 2.73 0.62
1997 1340 90 869 79 4.67 91.8 28/11 0.65' 24/04 10.2 2.60 089
1998 1877 126 1442 131 7.76 111.5 06/03 0.83 31/05 16.9 4.62 1 43
1999 1801 121 1450 132 7.80 109.5 02/03 0.34 01/08 .19.6 4.03 0.65
2000 2053 138 1757 160 9.42 112.4 29/10 0.85 30/97 22.9 5.81 1.20
60.95 1503 792 1.18 52.4 05)08 0.02 21/06 3.0 0.69. 0.04
1973 1970
•
1996 1330 BEI 994 126 1.48 18.1 31/10 0.35 05/08 3.1 1.02 0.43
1997 1347 90 6E14 112 1.32 -  18.5 21/06 0.27 17/06 2.6 0.94 0.31
1998 1981 132 1436 181 2.15 29.7 23/10 0.26 05/06 4.2 1.48 0.42
1999 1802 120 1258 159 1.88 21.1 02/03 0.24 01/08 4.2 1.20 0.31
2000 2084 139 1588 201 2.37 25.9 29/10 0.38 30/07 5.0 1.82 0.50
62..95 1890 1518 22.68 580.5 12/12 0.31 28/08 53.6 12.76 1.98
1964 1976
1996 1476 78, 1167 77 17.39 293.7 31/10 1..28 27/07 41.5 9.50 1 69
1997 1615 85 1218 80 18.20 276.4 17/02 1.52 19/08 46.0 10.12 261
1998 2342 124 2038 134 30.46 354.2 06/03 2.33 31/05 68.4 17.43 5.20
1999 2223 118 1921 127 28.71 324.9 02/03 1.27 01/08 72.7 15.55 2.65
2000 2491 132 2368 156 35.29 338.8 29/10 4.21 30/07 76.7 24.79 5.90
66-95 2168 1860 4.43 121.3
.
21/11
,
0 .19 07/09 9.5 3.04 0.58
1980 1976
.
.  1996 1736 80 1448 78 3.44 45.0 31110 0.46 23/09 7.4 2.04 0.70
1997 1939 89
1998 2671 123 2512 135 5.98 64.4 03/03 0.65 31/05 12.4 4.25 1.02
1999 2355 109 2417 130 5.76 41.0 01/10 1.62 01/08 11.5 4.36 2.14
2000 2659 123 2499 134 5.94 71.1 29/10 1.30 15/05 12.5 3.94 1.46
61.95 3067 2604 5.66 141.0 18/12 0.04 09/07 13.2 3.27 0.55
1993 1973
1996 2354. 77 2071 80 4.49 83.2 31/10 0.46 05/02 10.4 2.49 0.69
1997 2745 90 2741 105 5.96 89.3 17/02 0.46 12/07 14.4 3.57 0.88
1998 3490 114 3093 119 '  6.73 90.8 03/03  " 0.23 31/05 14.9 4.38 0.64
1999 3067 100 2898 111 6.30 92.8 05/01 0.36 31/07 14.4 4.06 0.69
2000 3764 123 4202 161 9.11 104.6 11/01 0.70 25/07 20.0 6.13 1.38
75..95 2071 1509 2.51 81.6 01)10 0.02 20/08 5.7 1.54 0.26
1987' 1984
1996 1660 80 1146 76 1.90 33.6 24/11 0.25 18/05 4.1 1.06 0.31
1997 1930 93 1467 97 2.44 46.3 29/11 0.26 05/06 5.9 1.36 0.35
1998- 2293 I I I 1959-130 3.26 42.1 - 03/03. 0:40 01/06
_
7.0 2.27 0.53-
1999 2020 98 1660 110 2.76 33.9 05/01 0.39 01/08 61 1.95 0.54
2000 2620 127 2343 155 3.88 54.0 26/10 0.35 14/05 9.0 2.43 0.54
73-95 1409 ' 1042 0.60 25.0 18/10 0.04 27/08 1.3 0.40 0.09
1987 1976
1996 1310 '  93 893- 66 0.51 9.2 24/11 0.12 13/10 1.0 0.36 0.13
1997 1365 .  97. 860 83 0.49 13.2 28/11 0.14 04/06 1.1 0.31 0.16
1998 1565 111 1240 119 0.71 8.3 24/10 0.17 30/05 1.5 0.51 0.20
1999 1433 102 1029 99 0.59 6.6 20/01 0.11 30/07 1.2 0.41 0.13
2000 1946 138 1727 166 0.99 63.0 21)08 0.13 29/07 2.2 0.54 0.17
70..95 2222 1493 2.27 47.3 21/03 0.06 07/10 5.2 1.47 0.29
1981 1972
.
1996 1755 79 981 66 1.49 14.9 28/10 0.17 20/09 4.2 0.73 0.23
.1997 .2018 91 1314 88 2.00 18.0 03/09 0.29 19/08 5.3 1.04 0.34
1998 2392 • 108 1710 115 2.60 15.7 03/03 0.32 31/05 5.7 1.95 0.41
1999 2319 104 1619 108 2.46 22.3 05/01 0.23 31/07 5.3 1.73 0.32
2000 2752 124 2045 137 3.10 27.9 12/01 0.30 24/07 7.2 1.99 0.46
SURFACE WATER- REGISTER AND STATISTICS
FAR Leket m 1JE: FM: "
Comment: Velocity-Area staggia
ca8
2
0.90 25.8
1.22 37.5
1.41 41.2
1.38 41.6
1.78 45.5
:IA 2
065008 Nant Peds at Tan-Yratt CA 12.2 km':
MA EA local No: Sens.:
1.19 49.0 11/09
1987
25/09
17/02
20/113
04111
27/09
137
065006 Selont al Peb119 MIll dk 74.4 kni2 -
MA EA Local No: Sens.: 5.5
FAR: H level: 19m UE: <.01 FM: 0.854.
Comment: A ratedriver section ina straight reach wtichlas not yet teen bypassed. Cootrolprovided
by a rougfry Crump profile shaped structure originally bud( as part ot investigations prior to
construction of the Dinondo pumped storage scheme, which very margin* affects the regard. Treat
data withcardon, under review. # A steep catchment withmuch bare rock sudace. Contains tao large
ribbon lakes, Padam and Peris, the latter acting  as  the lower reservoir of Me Dinorvric scnerne.
-
066011 Convey at Cwm !Jenard; - CA 3445 kre
MA EA Local No: Sens.: 11.9 BM& 390.0m2s-I
FAR: P Level: 7m UP: <.01 FAI: 0.980
Comment: A 50m wide rryer section requiring frequent recalbration (current meter) due to sniffing
bed control. Record is very important in Corory valley flood forecastIng so much effort to ensure
rating is kept accurate. Some bypassing and  urs  overbank storage at very high lbws. At such tmes
water is diverted by means of teats into Ulm Conwy. # The catchment is mainly mountainous and
composed of vdcanic rucks.
066005 Clwyd at Ruthin Weir C.A: 95.3 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 82.5 S/full: 39.0m2s-'
FAR: Level: 51m UE: <.01 FAL 0.993
Comment: Non-standard 14m wide concrete weir with central low flow notch (short trapezoidal
flume) leading to fish passes. Levels recorded 14m u/s in float well against left bank. Hydraulic
continuity between gmand streamflow along pad of Afons Crywd and Hesbin. 4 Upper Clwyd rises
in area of impermeable Ordovician and Silurian rocks, with patchy Boulder Clay cover.
066004 Wheeler at Bodfarl C.A: 62.9 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 13.7 S/full: 8.1m2s-'
FAR: N . Level: 55m UE: <.01 FAL 0.995
Comment: Single level Crump weir 3.034m wide, between vertical side walls. Immediately d/s of
rectangular channel beneath disused railway bridge. Station refitted in June 1997, and new rating
derived. # Geology: L'st in north; Silurian beneath and to south of aver; all overlain by sand and
gravel deposits. ,
066001 Clwyd et Pont-y-Cembwll GA: 404.0 km'
M.A: EA Local No: Sens.: Bflull: 50.0m2s-'
FAR RG Level: 15m UE: <.01 FAL 0.996
Comment: VA station. Affected by weedgrowth (cleared as required and current meter gauging
undertaken) and sand and gravel movement. Low Bows augmented using gw (approx. 12% of 095
flow). Flood discharges affected by floodplain storage in Vale of Clwyd u/s. Control stabilised in mid-
1990s. Station refitted June-Aug 1997: no dmfs. Rerated from Aug 1997. # Headwaters rise in
Silurian shales and grits of Denbigh Moors and Chrydian Hills, then flow across generally confined
Triassic Sandstone aquifer (with artesian heads over large areas). Rural catchment With mixed land
use: grouse moors to lowland dairy farming.
066006 Mwy at Pont-y-Gwyddel C.A) 194.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 18.3
FAR: SRP Level: 88m US: <.01 FAL 0.981
Comment: Twin arch bridge provides control at medium flow. Irn wide Crump weir blacks set in
castellated manner within 10m wide archway to achieve low flow sensitivity. New rating from 01/08/
97. data revised. Some bypassing at levels >2m. Low lbws affected >10% by maintained residual
flow of 0.2 m1/4-I in Afon Aled from reservoirs which drain 6% of catchment. 11Impermeable Silurian
strata with shallow soil cover. Mainly sheep pastures. <10% forestry in valleys.
067018 Dee at New Inn GA: 53.9 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 18.9 Brful 38.0m's-'
FAR: N Level: 164m UE: <01 - FAI: 1.000
Comment: Origional control based on a rough stone paved ford with stepping stones Ms to provide
sensitoity at low flows. Formalised (between 04/98 and 04/99 - data infilled using 67/10)into a shallow
V concrete ford with square blocks cast on the u/s base to mimic Me adjusted configuration. The
controls have beencalibrated by current Meteralthough station is by-passed at extreme flood flows (in
excess of the annual flood). Data is used operationally  tor  flood alleviation, flood waming and a daily
naturalization indicator for upper Dee flows. # Mainly Ordovician rocks. Patchy superficial deposits
otherwise no water-bearing strata. Rapidly responding catchment comprising mostly rough upland
pasture. .
067010 Gelyn at Cynefall CA: 13.1 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 20.4 Sdull: 35.5m1/4-1
FAR: N Level: 306m UE: <01 FM: 0.969
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir. Station dosed 1981 to 1987 inclusive. Fully operational
since 1988. # Geology: impermeable Lower Ordovidan volcanics with occasional heavily indurated
shales. Drift oover minimal. Rapid runoff. Upland pasture, rural.
067001 Dee at Bala CA: 261.6 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 10.0 13/full: 186.0m2s-'
FAR: SR Level: 159m UE: FAL
Comment: Original broad-crested weir modified in 1968 to triangular profile 1:1 u/s and 1:3.5 d/s.
Gauged by wading and cableway with some hydraulic model tests also. May drown at about bankfull
flows. Low flows controlled by Bala sluices about 750m u/s. These control flow from Llyn Tegid. Llyn
Celyn also in catdiment. # Thin soil cover over mostly Lower Ordovidan rocks. The rapid response
Id ra i n f a I I is modified by the natural storage of Lryn Tegid. Mainly open moorland and sheep pastures
)With <10% forest.
4.64 75.7 18/10
1987
3.63 34.4 28/10
4.58 40.6 17/02
5.63 37.8 20/10
5.66 40.7 05/11
7.03 48.5 12/01
18.21 509.7 12/12
1964
13.98 364.1 05/11
17.59 410.8 17/02
24.30 378.2 03/03
24.31 381.9 05/01
28.50 355.2 27/02
1.35 19.0 29/01
1990
15.6 25/11
1.01 9.7 19/02
1.69 18.6 03/03
1.92 16.8 29/09
2.40 20.4 06/11
0.74 5.3 11/02
1977
0.51 4.0 25/11
0.55 3.6 26/06
0.94 4.9 12/09
0.92 5.2 24/10
1.29 6.7 06/11
6.17 81.5 28/09
1976
4.49 53.8 26/11
4.76 35.64 26/06
7.63 52.3 04/03
8.21 42.1 12/12
10.53 76.4 06/11
4.14 143.0 15/10
1976
2.75 49.1 25/11
3.55 59.3 19/02
5.01 74.4 27/10
5.51 60.3 15/01
6.73 127.8 09/11
3.05 92.8 18/11
1978
2.33 72.0 05/11
2.43 76.0 17/02
3.52 40.2d 06/03
4.69 794 16/12
4.16 79.0 29/10
0.87 37.2 01/01
1981
0.50 14.1 05/11
0.58 17.0 17/02
0.79 18.5 03/03
0.84 21.1 16/12
1.00 11.1 02/03
12.78 198.2 04/12
1960
8.94 59.0 03/11
9.94 62.1 13/02
17.23 112.4 25/10
16.46 114.3 03/03
20.53 127.1 30/10
067028 Celdlog et LlandrIllo CA: 36.5 krn2
M.A: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: N Level: 155m UE: FM'
Comment: Velocity-area station utilising a series of gravel traps as a control for low and medium
flows only. Station converted to a level-only site in 2001.4 Geology: Lower and Middle Ordovidan
mudstones and shales with outcrops of contemporaneous volcanic tuffs and agglomerates which
provide rapid runoff rates and low baseflows.
•
1.31 29.7 07/12
1994
i
1.15 19.4 11/02 ,
1.15 23.8 19/02
1.91 32.9 27/10
1.90 27.0 24/12
2.16 49.9 05/11
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067006 Alwen at Druid CA. 184.7 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.) 14.7 Bpull: 100.0m's- 1
FAR: SRPI Level: 146m UE: <.01 FAI: 0,903
Comment: Natural river section about 20m wide. Stable since last major flood in 1964. Some minor
revisions of rating from time to time. Flows greater than 60 mns-' are estimated. Bypassed during
floods. Reservoirs control 15% of catchment, Llyn Brenig is wthe the catchment. # Catchment area
changed le 1976 to exclude Llyn Bran (0.6 sq.km). Peat cover (thick in places) over Boulder Clay on
Ordovician/Silurian geology.
067005 Celrlog at Brynkinalt Weir CA: 113.7 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 20.6 B/full: 350.0m3s-'
FAR: N Level: 04rn UE: <01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Compound broad-crested weir modified from original velocity-area site in 1969.
Discharges > 15 ni3s-1 are estimated. Data prior to 1969 is suspect. Station refitted beHreen June-
Sept 1997; no flows, new ratng thereafter.  4  Geology: Ordovician and Silurian strata overlain
unconformably in E by Carboniferous L'st. Cefn-y-Fedw S'st and Coal Measures:River valleys are
deeply incised. Soils are thin and peaty, supporting pasture for sheep grazing.
067015 Dee at Manley Hall CA: 1019,3 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 5.4 Slfull: 121.0m3s-'
F.A R: SRPI Level: 25m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.936
Comment: Asymmetrical compound Crump profile weir, checked  by  current metering. Drowns at
flows above 200 rn3s-'. Low flows maintained by releases from major nver regulating reservoirs:
Celyn and Brenig. Data prior to Feb 1970 is poorer quality - based on d/s Erbistock (67002. area:
1040.0 sq.km.) flow record. D/s of Bangor on Dee. flood attenuation in the lower Dee flood plain is
notable. # Geology: 75% shales, slates, mudstones and palaeozoic grits: 25% extrusive igneous
and Calboniferous rocks. 80% grazed open moorland. 12% forestry, remainder arable. Urban
negligible.
067025 Clywedog at Bowling Bank CA: 98.6 km2
MA EA. Local No: Sens/ 12.6
FAR: GE Level: 14m UE: .07 FAI: 0.990
Comment: Simple Crump profile weir firn wide which drowns at 8 m's-'. Bypassed by flood flows of
10 year (or more) return period. 50% of low flow was treated effluent from Wrexham until 7/10/92
when this discharge was piped directly to the R. Dee. Mine drainage and abstraction in upper
catchment. # Sand and gravel deposits (in central part of catchment) overlying Carboniferous strata,
Much mining in the catchment which is >10% urban or industrial.
067009 Alyn et Rhydymwyn CA: 77 8 km2
MA EA Local No: Sens.: El/full: 73.0m3s-'
FAR: Level: 121m UE: <.01 FAI: 0 988
Comment:Trapezoidal flume in concrete trapezoidal channel. Discharge frequently zero due to flow
entering swallow holes in limestone u/s of site. Data prior to 1968 suspect. # Geology: in the west
impermeable Silurian rocks covered with Boulder Clay and Deft, to the east lies Carboniferous
Limestone escarpment, Swallow holes frequent between Maeshafe and Rhydyrnwyn, substantial
losses of river flow through percOlation to mine discharge tunnels. '
067008 Alyn at Pont-y-Capel C.A: 227.1 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.: 161 Srtull: 71,0m3s-t
FAR, SEI Level: 37m UE: .02 FA/ 0.991
Comment: The divide wall of this (two part) asymmetrical compound Crump weir was lowered in
1986 as debris regularly blocked the lower part Current meter calibration took place before and
after.  4  Ill-defined catchment boundary to NE and SE. 25% Carboniferous Limestone. Major loss of
water from upper 70 sokm, in limestone and mine drainage tunnels. Extensive glacial deposits over
Coal Measures.
067033  , Dee at Chester Suspension Bridge C.A: 1816,8 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: Level: m UE: FAI:
Comment: Ultrasonic gauge, 6 path (paths 5 and 6 used for high flows) installed in 1994.
Superceded 67020 Mon-standard weir, tidally affected) approx. 300m d/s. River channel approx.
40m wide. High flow performance under review. # Geology: upper catchment impermeable Lower
Palaeozoic rocks with intermittent Drift cover. Below Llangollen R. Dee crosses Carboniferous
Limestone escarpment and outcrops of Cefn-y-Fewd Sandstone, Coal Measures and Shenwood
Sandstone. providing many artesian areas in the lower catchment.
102001 Cefni at Bodffordd C.A: 22,3 km2
MA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: Level: m UE: FAI:
Comment: Compound broad-crested weir rated at medium to high flows by current meter. Full
range station - accumulation of debris may affect the intake in the suiemer/autumn. 4 Typical low-
lying Angelsey catchment of impervious rocks overlain by Mick Boulder Clay,
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80-95 1316 844 4.94 175.6 12/12 0.33 07/07 11.4 2.94 0.65
1964 1975
1996 1067 81 614 73 3.59 43.7 25/11 0,53 05/08 8.6 2,04 0.73
1997 1190 90 656 78 3.84 59.4 17/02 0,911 04110 10.0 1,90 0.81
1998 1520 116 1129 134 6,61 82.3 03/03 0.97 31105 15.1 3.61 1.22
1999 1647 125 1261 149 7,39 103.8 29/09 0.75 14/09 19.1 4.12 0.92
2000 1831 139 1311 155 7,66 120.6 29/10 0.81 31/03 16.3 5.26 1.09
58..95 1255 831 3.00 66.1 09/12 0.14 26/08 6.8 1.99 0.42
1965 1976
1996 1086 87 736 89 2.65 32.3 11/02 0.30 19/08 5,9 1.69 0.35
1997 1160 92
1998 1483 118 1077 130 3.88 36.4 08/01 0.52 20/08 9.0 2.22 062
1999 1525 122 1073 129 3.87 32.6 20/09 0.42 31/07 9.0 2.56 0.52
2000 -1675 133 1279 154 4.60 94.4 05/11 0.62 12/09 9.4 2.86 0.81
37..95 1402 958 30.96 665.4 14/12 1.93 30/07 70.9 19.15 5.49
1964 1949
1996 1184 84 714 75 23.02 159.3 12/02 7,14 08/02 52.0 14.53  , 8.78
1997 1263 90 697 73 22.51 167.1 19/02 6.89 10/09 55.9 12,30 7.76
1998 1659 118 1150 120 37.16 289.2 24/10 8.31 09/07 78.5 23.87 9.03
1999 1709 122 1167 122 37.72 218.2 29/09 8.07 08/07 88.2 24.28 9.04
2000 1911 136 1422 148 45.83 440.6 30/10 8.44 01/04 96.5 30.98 10,31
76-95 852 436 1.36 47.8 25/09 0.20 25/08 2.8 0.87 0.40
1976 1995
1996 739 87 290 67 0.90 10.6 10/02 0.21 18/08 1,9 0.60 0.23
1997 820 96 296 68 0.92 16.7 26/06 0.27 09/08 1.7 0.58 0.32
1998 980 115 462 106 1.44 21.9 04/01 0.28 19/08 3.2 0.88 0.32
1999 1139 134 530 122 1.66 21.3 29/09 0.25 31/07 3.5 1.08 0.30
2000 1153 135 592 136 1.84 28.0 06/11 0.40 13/09 3.7 1.14 0.49
65..95 986 282 0.69 68.1 09/12 0.00 02/12 1.9 0.01
1966 1995
1996 800 81 173 61 0.43 9.0 25/11 0.00 04/02 1.2
1997 909 92 155 55 0.38 8.4 26/06 0.00 21/01 1.3
1998 1125 114 378 134 0.93 8.0 04/01 0.00 15/02 3,1 0.29
1999 1228 125 429 152 1.06 11.5 25/10 0.00 05/05 3,1 0.48
2000 1385 140 496 176 1.22 36.3 06/11 >0.00 21/03 3,1 0.42
65..95 917 326 2.35 59.1 25/09 0.24 24/08 5.5 1.31 0.47
1976 1976
1996 764 83 250 77 1.79 14.8 25/11 0.39 18/09 40 1.04 0.41
1997 862 94 235 72 1.69 21.1 25/06 0.46 05/10 3.7 0,94 0.51
1998 1072 117 437 134 3.15 25.5 03/03 0.51 19/08 7.6 2,04 0.59
1999 1186 129 474 145 3.41 24.3 01/10 0.46 31/07 7.7 2,32 0.54
2000 1295 141 559 171 4.02 58.9 06/11 0.69 13/09 8.9 2,36 0.85
94-95 1117 596 34.35 221.0 01/01 3.45 16/12 100.2 11,07 5.25
1995 1995
1996 946 85 385 65 22.10 137.0 26/11 4.23 14/09 56.4 12,72 &BO
1997 1024 92 390 65 22.47 145.0 25/02 3.83 21/07 61.5 10.23 4.63
1998 1322 118 752 126 43.30 199.0 10/01 5.39 09/07 113.2 24.49 6.64
1999 1403 126 775 130 44.66 186.0 24/12 4.92 09/07 117.2 25.85 5.97
2000 1546 138 946 159 54.37 332.0 07/11 6.98 23/07 120.9 37.18 9,04
88..95 1029 529 0.37 15.6 31/03 >000 09/08 0.9 0.17 0.01
1994 1990
1996 819 80 373 71 0.26 5.7 24/11 0.01 22/09 0.7 0,14 0.01
1997 964 94 443 84 0.31 14.5 16/12 0.03 19/08 0.8 0,11 0.03
1998 1239 120 735 139 0.52 7.5 03/03 0.04 20/08 1.3 0,29 0.06
1999 1172 114 610 115 0.43 8.5 12/01 0.02 01/06 1.0 0,24 0.03
2000 1477 144 1047 198 0.74 ,  17.8 06/11 0.02 26/07 1.8 0,31 0.03
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142 HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1996-2000
Hydrometric Statistics
068015 Gowy at Huxley CA: 49.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 684014 Sent: 17.8
FAR: PG Level: 17m UE: 4.01 FAI: 0.993
Comment: Shallow V sheetpile control installed in May 1979; some levels available from EA prior to
this but not processed to fi,ow. Some low flowfeatures caused by ponding and release u/s. However,
flows above 1.5 miss"' should be treated with caution until high flow rating established. # River
shares most of its valley with Me Shropshire Union Canal. Catchment mostly in Cheshire plain; post
glacial Drift overlying Tdassic sandstoneand mad.
068020 Gowy at Bridge Trafford CA: 156.0 km'
MA: EA Local No: 684027 Sens.: 13.4
FAR: PG Level: am
 LIE:  .01 FA1: 0.995
Comment: Flat V Crump profile weir (1:5) with /tanking broad-crested weirs and Cableway, installed
8/79, Replaced Rcton (68002), lkm d/s. Similar but less severe weed grcnvthpnobiems.Midsummer
flows estimated  by  gauging from u/s bridge. Ratng quite well defined to about 5 m's-'. Higher flows
over-estimated by rating in current use. # The catchment is wholly on the Cheshire Plain; low relief,
glacial drift over Triassic est and marl.
068005 Weaver at Audlem CA: 207.0 krn2
MA: EA Local No: 680301 Sens.: 11.6 B/fult 18.0m2s-1
FAR: PGE Level: 45m UE: .4.01 FA1: 0.992
Comment: Some level measurement at site since 1936 but continuous recordsfrom 1951 when
rectangular thin-plate weir was installed to control low flows. C/m calibration for nkedium flows. New
recorder house in 1969 and Modern rating assumed to apply from then. Flows from 1973 Onwards
reprocessed in 2002, with substantialreduction in high flows. Only minor ow abstractions and
returns.  II  The (very fiat) catchmentIs covered by post glacial deposits over marl, clay and sand.
Mainly mixed farmland with only a few villages. !
068006 Wistaston Brook at Marshfield Bridge C.A: 92.7 km'
MA: EA Local No: 680403 Sent: 13.0 WIWI: 14.0m1/4-1
FAR: PGEI Level: 30m UE: .08 FAI: 0.985
Comment: Initially a 6m wide section on a bend with chart records from 1955, but data are poor.
Unstable control obliged a moveu/s in Sept 1972; low flow control Installed 1970 and modified to an
informal Rat V piled weir in May 1980. Silt accumulates behind weir intimes of low flow. Flows above
0.7m less reliably measured Bankfull at 2.3m. 4 Headwaters are in farmland but central and soothem
parts of Crime dominate lower half of catclunent Othenoise, post glacial deposits over Keuper Marl,
068001 Weaver at Ashbrook CA: 622.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 6130504 Sens.: 11.6 Brfull: 120.0m2s-'
FAR: PGE Level: 16m UE: .02 FAI: 0.984
Comment: Initially a river section (from 1937). Early gaunings lost; rating accuracy unknown. Mobile
control. Data before 1972, particularly low flows, unreliable. Relocated 400m d/s with an informal
Rat Vcontrol and cableway in Aug 1978. Prone to weed and algal growth. Rerated from 1/12/77.
Some bank slippage in 1993; unlikely to have affected data quality but effects the rating. 4 Flat
catchment includes western half of Crewe. Post glacial deposits over (mosey) Keuper Mad.
1634 340 1934 74 1200 73 12.49 0.71 09:72 61.5 .48 28.9 1.03
2055 517 2822 00 1670 78 3.12 0.22 05/80 .26 8.0 0.26
1776 454 2210 81 1234 73 4.82 0.35 08/95 120.2 .29 11.6 0.45
2035 239 2769 00 1598 913 4.53 0.18 05/80 .30 10.7 0.35
2371 361 3492 00 1741 71 3.32 0.26 05/80 20.0 .47 7.2 0.42
1293 502 1774 70 1002 06 1.84 0.14 08/76 40.6 .41 4.0 0.31
1768 853 2752 00 1173 78 2.48 0.31 08/76 .35 6.2 0.39
1295 520 1794 00 995 78 5.16 0.66 08/76 87.3 .42 11.9 0.87
1668 769 73 3.41 0.03 07/86 68.1 .40 8.3 0.26
614 2085 1297 54 150 76 0.82 0.13 10/75 .37 1.8 0.15
1106 907 1648 00 597 73 5.11 0.44 08/95 112.4 12.4 0.63
1620 658 2279 00 946 73 12.07 0.45 05/80 114.8 .43 29.3 1.26
1487 734 1925 74 911 96 1.60 0.00 08/95 45.5 3.7 0.04
1457 596 2125 00 825 73 16.77 1.00 06/78 .51 39.8 1.86
1834 530 3218 00 1216 76 3.72 0.09 03[77 .40 8.9 0.36
1439 584 2017 00 848 73 5.32 0.48 06/88 51.1 .43 12.7 0.63
940 510 1113 77 648 73 0.83 0.11 08/76 17.6 .49 1.8 0.12
1241 557 1802 00 705 73 26.09 2.04 06[78 188.3 .49 60.3 3.28
762 368 1091 00 415 96 2.32 0.19 08/76 52.9 5.3 0.213
1168 274 1646 00 783 98 2.57 0.09 08/95 123.8 .26 6.5 0.16
738 432 1044 00 444 73 14.42 1.46 08/95 251.3 .38 33.6 1.87
530 1994 2046 54 258 96 0.56 0.10 10/84 .49 0.5 0.21
706 1179 1148 00 384 76 3.55 0.47 07/84 101.7 .40 7.8 0.67
1711 536 2357 00 861 73 7.87 0.62 09/95 .54 189 0.98
1208 643 1955 00 550 73 15.18 0.59 06/80 168.9 .52 32.3 2.23
785 504 990 67 459 73 34.04 4.41 07/89 417.1 .50 72.8 6.82
946 340 1240 63 610 96 0.05 0.00 08/95 2.0 .18 0.1 >0.00
707 370 964 87 413 73 7.50 0.82 08/76 194.3 .32 17.5 .  1.02
423 513 640 00 210 73 2.14 0.20 08/95 24.7 .47 5.4 0.27
967 469 1230 82 554 96 4.51 0.42 08/96 80.0 .49 10.3 0.71
716 498 1000 00 389 73 51.91 7.02 08/76 569.6 .49 114.7 9.72
988 473 1303 98 567 73 26.37 2.26 07/84 603.6 .38 62.9 3.31
857 300 1200 98 533 96 5.19 0.38 08/78 122.9 .28 13.4 0.48
c 3.7• di" SF-T2-  I e•-!-
15a p. 43 I cr. a! s
e g 0 2 2
70-95 711 230 0.36 19.5 06/08 0.05 26107 0.20 0.08
1981 1990
1996 586 82 151 66 0.23 2.7 19/12 0.05 19/07 0.5 0.15 0.06
1997 669 94 185 80 0.29 7.1 26/06 006 09/08 0.5 0.15 0.07
1998 827 116 316 137 0.49 8.9 03/03 0.07 09/08 1.0 0.30 0.10
1999 913 128 413 180 0.64 16.4 01/10 0.06 30/07 1.1 0.38 13.11
2000 977 137 479 208 0.74 19.3 30/10 0.11 29/08 1.9 0.37 0.15
79-95 707 217 1.07 38.1 06/08 0.10 17/07 2.3 0.53 0.20
1981 1990
1996 598 85 114 53 0.56 11.6 19/12 0.15 21/07 1.0 0.36 0.18
1997 669 95 132 61 0.65 12.1 28/12 0.13 03/06 1.1 0.37 0.19
1998 821 116 258 119 1.28 16.5 11/04 0.22 12/08 2.8 0.68 0.30
1999 897 127 357 165 1.77 3.9 1.04 0.30
2000 1001 142 456 210 2.25 20.8 06/11 0.36 30/08 5.9 1.17 0.43
•
53-95 734 239 1.57 28.3 17/04 0.04 23/08 3.7 0.83 0.23
1959 1976
1996 591 81 114 48 0.75 10.8 19/12 0.07 19/08 1.8 0.38 0.10
1997 693 94 154 84 1.01 10.6 28/12 0.17 10/08 2.2 0.54 0.19
1998 834 114 313 131 2.05 18.1 22/10 0.22 19/08 5.5 0.99 0.30
1999 908 124  355 149 2.33 5.5 1.56 0.27
2000 966 132 413 173 2.70 34.5 06/11 0.29 30/08 6.7 1.39 0.37
57..95 741 331 0.97 21.0 23/08 0.08 21/08 1.8 0.68 0.22
1987 1995
1996 592 80 134 40 0.39 9.0 19/12 0.05 22/07 0.7 0.30 0.12
1997 731 99 204 62 0.60 9.1 11/06 0.17 05/06 1.1 0.41 0.24
1998 647 114 329 99 0.97 17.6 22/10 0.18 28/09 1.0 0.63 0.25
1999 937 126 361 109 1.06 14.8 03/06 0.17 10/07 1.9 0.76 0.24
200) 981 132 433 131 1.27 23.1 06111 0.23 30/043 2.9 0.77 0.27
37..95 749 289 5.69 212.4 08/02 0.39 17/08 13.0 3.21 1.15
19413 1976
1998 607 81 164 57 3.23 47.8 19/12 0.76 05/00 6.3 2.08 0.84
1997 718 96 228 79 4.50 41:5 29/12 1.09 05/10 9.7 2.57 1.22
1998 850 113 410 142 8.08 54.3 23/10 1.31 12/00 18.7 4.46 1.74
1999 930 124 473 164 9.33 62.4 02/10 1.18 31/07 20.3 6.23 1.49
2 000 870 130 542 188 10.65 79.9 06/11 1.60 29/08 28.3 5.79 1.84
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06E1003  Dams at Radhatth CA 407.1 km3
MA: EA Local No: 681210 Sena: 108 Brat 63.0rn's-
FAR SPGEI tweet 13rn UE: .04 FAt 0.977
Comment: 0dt/in* a VA secbom charts train  May  1949.10w Diva pcor before 6/57 (bed lowered).
Gaged byrazing or from an ujit bridge. mode control gave urrebable results. Informal Rat V weir
and cableway installed 10)31. Kited  Itnes  durclam lb (3.6m). Meade transfers parficularly to
RudYard and Bosley Mayan be canal Lane. # Heachvamd S Penises ba. barost Part/her
meanders over Cheshire  Oaring !' varying depths of post glacial drift overlying Triassic trst and mat
068007 Wincham Brook at Lostock Graben CA 148.0km2
MA EA Local No: 681213 Sena: 10.1 BMA 14.5rn3s-'
FAR PGEI LeVel: 16m UE: .01 FAI: 0.958
Coemnent: Open channel section from Oa 1960 in straight mech. Informal steel pee control
installed Nov 1981. Siltation problems have led to the control teirg submerged. Gauging by wading
or catleway. Vandal-prone. Banda, 2.0m. # Low reef catchment with muddones and safiferous
teds of the  Mercia  Mudstone blanketed by Boulder Clay and glacial sands and gravel. Rural, except
for SW Knutsbrd.
069015 Etherow at Comipstall CA 1566 lur?
MA EA Local No: 692190 Sens ' 237 S/ful: 2011005-'
FAR SPGEI Level: 7471 UE: .02 FM: 0.838
Comment: Crump grog, weir 113rn vAde, Mng walls 2.8m righ. Further oantained by (bid  banks.
0.5 tun u/s of Goy/ confluence. Crest tapping  readngs  were used to establish a non-modular rating;
tapping no Longer used. Wgh  flow  gatgings not possible. Half the catchrnent drains through
Longdendale reservoirs, with sigrificant effect upon flows. # Predorrinantry Malstone GU
catchment. peat covered moorland in headwaters, steeper slopes drift free, Boulder Clay in lower
catchment Mixed urban and farmland lower down.
069017 Goyt at Marple Elddge CA: 183.0 km2
MA EA Local No: 692370 Sens.: 10.5 S&L 190.0m's-'
FAR: SPGEI Level: 74m LIE: .01 FAL 0.930
Comment:Compound Crump profile weir, crest lengthe 7m and 11m (total). Wing walls 2.9m, divide
piers 2.1m. Crest tapping unreliable, subject to siltation, data not used. The weir is fitted with bypass
skices. Reservoirs in headwaters. Moderate distiatenoa to flow regime. # Catchment mostly
Mtlistore Grit and Coal Measures. Hghest moorland peat covered,  steeper  slopes ad/ free. Boulder
Clay cover lower down. Mixed farmland, small towns and industry In main valley.
069041 Tame at Broornstalr Bridge CA: 113.0 km2
MA EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: $ Level: m LIE: .08 FAL 0.908
Comment: Ultrasonic mulli-path gauge replaced (Feb 1995) a nochstandard snort-crested miff weir.
The weir, a control for medium to high flows, was capped with timber that had bowed a/lowing water to
flem beneath it (dev. from rating up to 70%). Thus early record poor. Gaugings made from bridge
iinmediateN u/s. Bridge arch shape likely to affea high flows as it extends to river level. Reservoired
headwater affects low flows. # Millstone Grit and Coat Measures catchment, peat covered on high
moors. Steeper valley sides drift free, othenese mixed gladal drift cover. Heavily urbanised lower
catchment.
069027 Tame at Portwood CA 150.0 km'
MA EA Local No: 692423 Sens.: 13.5
FM: 0.926FAR: SPGEI Level: 43rn UE: .11
Comment: Over 100 yeas old curved rnill type weir. 21m wide, 5m nob just below 90 deg. bend and
2km above confluence with Goyt Meandering reach but bypassing on rb floodplain prevented by
stop banks.  An  old nil cut was dosed M 1967. Records from 1943; a model-based calibration was
used before 1970 but superseded by one based on current metering. Low flows dominated by
effluent upper catchment with many impoundments. # For the most part a narrow, steep sided
valley network on the Millstone Grit vAth peat moorland and sheep grazing in the headwaters: lower
half of catchment is oovered by Boulder Clay and is heavily urbanised.
069007 Mersey at Ashton Weir CA: 660.0 km°
KA: EA Local No: 692726 Sens.: 5.4 B/full: 500.0m's-1
FAR: SPGEI Level: 15m UE: .10 FAI: 0.923
Comment: Replaced 69001 but. despite theoretical superiority at low flows, sin doubts about rating
cave Compound broad-crested weir with catgway: no &vide piers so theoretical (and model)ralings
complemented by gaugings. Langan-dale reservoirs control 10% of the catchment. 4 Tributary
stream rise malt* on western slopes of Pennines (Millstone Grit). Lower catchment includes much
of Greater Manchester. ies on post-glacial deposits over Triasaic sandstone and marl.
069044 Irwell at Bury Ground CA: 139.9 an'
M.A: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: SPGEI Level: 60m . LIE: FM:
Comment: VA station with an old cuived broad-crested weir as contra. Weir vAdth 28m, river at
cableway u/s 22m. Good approach. Replaces Bury Bridge gauge 300m d/s (69035). Runoff
influenced by storage reservoirs, abstractions and effluent returns. //Catchment mostly u/s of urban
and indusbial areas dominating d/s station at Adelphi Weir (69002). Geology: post-glaPal deposits
over Carboniferous rocks.
069042 Ding Brook at Haden Reservoir C.A: 2.1 krn2
MA: EA Local No: 690268 Sens.:
EAR: UE: FALLevel: m
Comment: Compound rectangular thin-plate weir gealdng as of 2002), crest lengths 0.5, 2.48,
7.76m oh an inflow stream to the reservoir. Effective record starts 13/7/82 following fitting of new
aest plates. Gravel trap in steep approach channel. All flows contained, fully modular. Theoretical
cafibratiori. Ws dowel slope makes check gauging difficult. Nattral catchment. # High rekaf
moorland catchment on Coal Measures with hilltop peat and subordinate Boulder Clay. Rough
grass, bracken, scrub and heather; sheep grazing. Disused quarry high up the catchment
069022 Irwell at !mall Vale C.k. 101.0 km'
MA: EA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: SPGEI Level: 140m
 
UE: FAI:
Comment: VA station with non-standard Flat V installed to replace Stubbins gauge (69040). Sound
gaugings by wading at low Ilona only; bridge gaugings u/s are unrefiable due to the nature of the
bridge and inams from River 09dea. Reservoirs in headwaters have significant affect on low flows.
e  Moderate relief catchment drairing the Forest of Rossendale. Solid geology Millstone Grit and
Coal Measures; peat on highest moors, intermittent glad& drift otherwise. Urbanised main valley.
069023 Roch at Blackford Bridge C.A: 186.0 km2
MA EA Legal No: 690205 Sens.: 9.9
FA1: 0.921FAR: SPGEI Level: 63re . UE: .11
Conunent: Broad-Crested nelttype arrved weir with damaged crest and affected by debris. Siltation
affected inlet pipe pre-1984. Original theoretical rating unsafe; a  elm  rating was applied back to 1949
notwithstanding doubts about state of weir in earlier years. Cableway Installed 2001 to improve high
range. Several water supply reservoirs in headwaters. # Catchment is highly urbanised (Rochdale)
in lower half. Peat moorland tops. Mostly Coal Measures with Millstone Gdt to the east.
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Comment: Mill weir, 45rn wide in narrower, shallow river; insensitive. Tight meander immediately u/
s; flows above 70 rn3s- ' will bypass station on the inside of the loop. Some records from 1948 but
low and medium flows before 1976 particular/y are of doubtful quality, although none are good. New
cableway (2001) should improve high range rating. Several reservoirs u/s. Many effluent discharges
lower down. # Peat moorland over Millstone Grit on the tops. Heavy urbanisation (Bolton) on
Boulder Clay over Coal Measures in the lower parts.
069003 irk at Scotland Weir CA: 72.5 km2
MA: EA Local No: 6913612 Sens.: 22.0
FAL D.964FAR: SPGEI Level: 26m UE: .29 .
Comment:  An  old weir, diagonal to flow and on a bend in a heavily polluted river. Ratings by moclel
(1936) and crm gauging at Redbank 1km u/s. Siltatron, debris end i.veed (Powth are recurrent
problems and throw particular doubt on low-flow records before 1976, although none are good. Weir
damaged by Dec 1983 flood, subsequent flows under review. Staten closed May 2001. Many
industrial abstractions and effluent discharges. Replaced by Collyhurst in 1995.4 Low to moderate
relief catchment, extensively urbanised in northern Manchester. Solid geology: Coal Measures and
Permo -Triassic ests, fully overlain by post-gladal sands and gravel and subordinate boulder day.
i069002 Melt at Adolph! Weir i CA: 559.4 lon2
KA: EA ' Local No: 690511 . Sens.: 9.5 ..
.
FAR: SPGEI Level: 24m , UE: .11 1 ,FAI: 0.929
Comment: 40m wide broad-crested weir subject to siltation, weed growth and drowning at high flow.
Some records from 1935; routine data capture began in 1949. Rating established by model test and
gauging u/s at the Manchester racecourse gauge (closed 2/86). Station rerated from 1/2/75.
Presents intractable maintenance problems. Many abstractions and storage reservoirs. # Most of
the catchrnent comprises post glacial drift over heavily faulted Carboniferous grit, shale and set
includes the urbanfindustdal areas of Bolton, Bury and Rochdale.
069020 Medlock at London Road CA: 57.5 km2
MA: EA Local No: 690713 Sens.: 21.2 5/full: 32.11m3s-'
FAR: SPGEI Level: 31m FAL 0.993
Comment: A non-standard weir in a rectangular channel (brick and concrete panel walls). The weir
was designed as an entrance sill to the culvert d/s. Theoretical formula in use to Nov 1976 when
superseded by c/m based rating. Access is difficult and gauging hazardous. Greatly affected by
effluent discharges with consequent heavy pollution; also problems with debris on weir. Very poor
site. # The catchment is heavily urbanised. Any natural runoff is generated on soils derived from
post-gladal deposits lying mostly over Coal Measures.
069019 Worsley Brook at Eccles CA: 24.9 km2
KA: EA Local No: 690914 ' Sens.: Bffull: 46.0m3s-'
FAR: PGEI Level: 15m UE: .25 FAI: 0.969
Comment: Critical depth trapezoidal flume in artifidal channel; throat width 0.6m, side slopes 12.
Structure full at 2.43m, flood banks at 3.13m. Flows fully contained. Twin box culvert 110m OR with
grids may block in flood, drowning flume. Data quality poor. Station dosed April 2001. a Generally
low relief catchment to the  NW  of Manchester. Solid geology is 80% Coal Measures with Perm>
Triassic s'sts to the S, almost all covered with Boulder Clay. Urban areas cover about 40%,
otherwise poor pasture and heathland with small area of woodland. Dense motorway network
includes the M61, M62, M63, M602.
. , • ....
069013 Sinderland Brhok at Partington CA: 44.8 km2
KA: EA Local No: 693132 Sens.: 14.8 Stfull: 38.0m3s-'
FAI: 0.989FAR: PGEI Level; 13m UE: .20
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir. crest lengths 2.13m and 5.48m (total). Contained to wing
wall height (2.0ml. Weir much wider than u/s channel; big siltation problem, crest tapping usually
bbcked. Storm waters from Wythenshaw, Sale and the M56 are directed to the Mersey. Moderately .
responsive. 5 Very flat catchment. 60% uManised although the bottom end is rural. Solid geology is
/Pauper Marl, 70%, and est. 30%; SE half Boulder Clay covered. Soils fine red barns or days.
069012 Boilln at Wilmslow CA: 72.5 km2
MA: EA Local No: 693435 Sens.: 9.4 5/full: 48.0m2s-'
UE: .08FAR: SPGEI Level: 59m FAI: 0.965
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir, crest lengths 4.1m and 4.3m (total); divide piers 1.0m
(probable drowning stage), wing walls 2.0 ni. Silts up. cleaned quarterly. Crest tapping well bricked
off. Calibration now by current metering; d/s for low flows, u/s off road bridge for high. Responsive.
Substantial flow modifications. 4 Moderate relief catchment with steep, reservoirmi headwaters.
Upper catchment drains Millstone Gnt, generally Drift free. Otherwise Boulder Clay and glade!
sands and gMvel over Permo-Triassic sandstone. Contains Macclesfield.
069008 Dean at Stanneylands C.A: 51.8 lon2
SeMA: EA Local No: 693333 ns.: S/full: 50.11m's-'
FAL 0.960FAR: SPGEI Level: 57m  UE:  .03
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir, low crest 3.05 m, two flanking crests. each 3.05m at
0.46m. Crest tapping no longer used. Low to medium flow range calibrated by c/m. High flows only
possible to gauge since a footbridge 200m u/s of the structure has been built. Channel accretes at
high flow requiring regular clearance. Significant flow disturbance from reservoir, abstractions and
retums.  #  Steep moorland headwaters drain Millstone Grit from W Pennines and contain Lamaload
Res. Lower catchment is on Boulder Clay covered Triassic est and contains Eotlington.
_ : : .
069006 Bollin at Dunham Massey CA: 256.0 km2
KA: EA Local No: 693536 Sens.: ' Bflull: 76.0m3s-'
FAR: SPGEI Level: 13m . US: .05 FAI: 0.956
Comment: V/A station with cableway a few kms u/s of confluence with the Manchester Ship Canal.
Level records from 1937. Flows from 1954 but of poor quality. Rating only approx. owing to very
unstable bed and weed growth. In 8/71, the Bridgewater Canal (crosses just u(s) burst its banks and
disturbed the bed of the river - records were affected for at least 18 mOntbs. Reservoirs and many
industrial abstractions and discharges. US gauge a possibility 1997/8. # Catchment includes
Macclesfield. Post-gladal deposits over marl in lower parts; Millstone Grit higher up.
069030 Sankey Brook at Causey Bridge CA: 154.0 lire
MA: EA Local No: 694039 Sens.: 7.1
FAR: PEI Level: 7m UE: - FM:
Comment: VA gauge, records from 1953. Backwater problems from sluice operation ceased with
closure of adjacent canal in 1976. Frequent calibration changes followed continual d/s Channel
wOrks in 1976/7 (also caused by floods in 1981). New trench-piled bed control and stone pitched lb
built 07/1983; acts as a weir up to 0.35m. Bankfull 2.66m. Full rerating tor the structure 2001:
Susceptible to siltation and weed growth. Industrial abstraction and effluent. # Mixedfannland
predominates but extensive urbanisation (St Helens) in the centre. Boulder Clay over Bunter S'st in
the S, Coal Measures to the north. '
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069032 Mt at Kirkby CA 90.1 krn2
MA EA Local No: 994744 Sens.: 164
FAR GET Levet 9rn UE: FM:
Comment: Originally (born 1963) an open chafed section but patterns of di dercsiton and
removal prevented sensible caferatiors tedd 1977 den a Flat V bed control vas  bat  Weir is
Permanently drowned. Inlet pipe needs regular Otthing. Gauge% taken am u/s tabrage. Vandal
prone. Industrial abstract% and dscharges_ # Catchment highly urbarised (70%) occlairing
northern parts of Liverpool. also IGrktg. Very flat. effective boundary on SW side is %%it to dete.
Mostly blown sand deposits over Triassic Stl.
070003 Douglas at Central Park began CA 55.3 lon2
MA EA Local No: 700325
FAR: SRPEI Level: 32m UE: .05 FM: 0.862
Comment: Originally a VA stabon in a adverted section with a 0.45n1 sewer pipe as a law Row
control. Venable bed profile from silt_ dumped debris and occasional redistribution (9/1989). Data are
poar. Replaced 1995 by ultrasonic  gauge beneam a chs footbridge. Recorder lour is a room beneath
the main stand. Mow regime substanbally affected by reservoirsin the headwaters. I Moderate refief
catchment. Sokd geology. Coal Measures but wholly tanketed by Boulder Clay.
070002 Douglas at Wanes Blades Bridge CA 198.0 km'
MA EA Local No: 700306 Sens.: 13%11: 32.0rnss-'
FAR: SRPEI Level: 4m UE: .10 FAI: 0.922
Comment: V/A station, weed, sift and tidally affected, 513rn chs of R. Tawd confluence. Original river
seclion gave poor data. In 1984, a non-standard flat vee was installed - data improved. Gauging by
wading. horn tit road bridge and by portable cableway. Flow regime modified by headwater
reservoirs and WRW. Replaced by ultrasorec gauge in 1996, 4 moderate to low relief catchment Coal
Measures in upper hatf, PermoTessic eats in  lower  half, entiret covered by Boulder Clay, peat and
Mown sand. Contains Wigan and Skelmersdale but mostly noel.
070004 Yarrow at Croston Mill C.A: 74.4 km2
MA: EA Local No: 700408 Sens.: 18.7
FAR: SPGEI Level: 7rn UE: .07 FAI: 0.951
Comment: VA station; control is an old, deteriorating, diagonal mill weir. with 3rn wide ard 10m bog
crest. susceptible to mud build-up; insensitive at low flows but giving a reasonable medium and high
now calibration, gauged from u/s road bridge.Rivington Res. (feeding mainly the R. Douglas) captures
pad of the original Yarrow headwaters; compensation fmm inflow to Rivington and from the reservoir
total 7.1 MO. # Catchment includes Chorley. Solid geology, principally Coal Measures with sub-
ordinate Millstone Grit and Triassic stts.  Wholly  blanketed with Boulder Clay and gladet sands and
gravels.
070005 Lostook at Littlewood Bridge C.A: 56.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 700509 Sens,: 8.8
FAR: N Level: 4m UE: .11 FM: 0.977
Comment: Natural nver section subject to teal influence and weed growth during the summer period.
Difficult to calibrate due to continual accretion and rernoval of silt by tidal action. Data of poor quality.
V-shaped piled well built as bed control in Feb 1987. Cableway installed to irffleove gauging per-
forrnance Substantially natural. # Low relief catchment on Boulder Clay which blankets Keuper Marl
and Millstone Grit in the extreme east. Isolated hill peat. Mixed farming and light urban development.
071011 Ribble at Arnford CA: 204.0 km'
MA: EA Local No: 710103 Sens.: 13.8 %till: 210.0m3s-'
F.A.R: N Levet 117m UE: <.01 FAI: LON
Comment: A Flat V weir with Crump profile. built 197210 replace earlier stational Halton West (71802;
1966-73; 1km  clle  rated section) which had not had a satisfactory rating history. The new weir has not
fared much better with problems of structural movement due to a geological fault and weed growth in
summer. Highest station on Ribble; wholly natural flow regime. # Long narrow catchment, mostly
moorland. Carboniferous L'st mostly with some Millstone Grit. Post-glacial deposits on the valley floor.
071006 Ribble at Henthorn C.A: 456.0 km'
M.A, EA Local No, 710305 Sens.: 12.0 Sault 3.1m'sT) (
FAR: N Level: 39m UE, <.01 FA10.999 t
Comment: Original 1960s natural section augmented by bed contro/ 5/65 to improve calibratiOn.
Superseded in 8/68 by a compound broad-crested weir. low notch 3.8m wide, flanking crests 20.6m
(total). Algal build-up and leaks affect low flows. Original cableway damaged and not replaced; high
flows of questionable accuracy. Largely natural runoff pattern. Only minor effluent discharges.
# Mixed farming over:most of catchment with several small towns. Moorland tops. Mainly Carbon-
iferous Vet overlain by Boulder Clay in the valleys. Millstone Grit on the SE side:
,
071008 Hodder at Hodder Place C.A: 261.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 711610 Sens.: 10.3
FAR: SRP Level 42m UE: <91 FAI: 0.969
Comment:Compound Crump profile weir. fiat V centre section. 24.4m wide, 1:20 cross slopes, level
flanking crests 14.6m wide (total), built 9/69 to replace Higher Hodder Bridge (71803 3km u/s;
records from 1960 unstable calibration). Original cableway removed. Rated by gauging fmm bridge
200m u/s in support of modified theoretical calibration. Stocks Reservoir controls 15% of the GatCh -
ment, 4 Catchment has mixed farming at lower levels but is mostly peat moorland. Millstone Grit and
Carboniferous Limestone. Very lightly populated area.
071010 Pendle Water at Barden Lane C.A: 108.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 712113 Sens.: 10.4 S/full: 894.0m5s-1
FAR: SO Level: 92m UE: .06 FAI: 0.969
Comment: Flat V  weir  constructed 1971. Calibration by Om at the site itself and by level correlation
with earlier site at Ouakers-in-Pendle (71801; 1968-73; tube-mounted reawder; natural channel).
Weir has proved unstable (geald failure suspected) and rating adapted. Substantially damaged
1987; awaiting rebuild. Many polluting discharges. # Catchment includes Nelson and Colne urban
areas. Peat moorland tops. Geology: largely Carboniferous rocks overlain by Boulder Clay.
071004 Calder at Whalley Weir C.A: 316.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 712615 Sens.: 7.8 S/full: 9.6m2s"'
FAR: El Level: 40m UE: .07 FAI: 0.957
Comment: Natural river section from 1963; unstable ratings from mobile bed. Flat V Crump profile
weir commissioned 30m d/s in 10(70, 24.4m wide, 1:20 cross slopes, structure full at 0.94m. Rating
established from curient metering from u/s cableway. Severe weed growth problems. Vandal-prone.
Few small reservoirs in headwaters. Minor direct abstractions. Many industrial discharges. Much
pollution, # Catchment includes Accrington. Burnley and Nelson but them is a lot of moorland above
the towns (about 20% urban overall), Boulder Clay over Coal Measures and Millstone Grit Pennines).
071009 Ribble at New Jumbles Rock C.A: 1053.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 713056 Sens.: ,
FAI: 0978FAR: SRP Level: 31m UE: .03
Coinment Velocity area station with a bedrock oantrol (drowned at 1.3m). Level records from 1964.
.Station resited 50m d/s in 1979 using same control and cableway installed. Station was to monitor the
dilution of the polluted Calder tributary by the Ribble itself and the Hodder. # Station just d/s of
confluence with R. Calder. For land use and geology, refer to the catchment descriptions for: 71004;
71006 and 71008.
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071001 Ribble at Samlesbury GA: 1145.0 km2 60..95 7339
M.A: EA Local No: 713018 Sens.: 5.6
EAR: SE Level: 6in UE: .02 FAI: 0.980
Comment: Two sites, complex history. VA section with gravel shoal control affected by silt and 1996 1036 77
summer weed, just u/s of tidal limit. Good high flow rating from cableway. Compound Crump profile 1997 1233 92
Flat V weir with level flanking crests built 1970 1km u/s to capture low/medium flows. Station rerated 1998 1508 116
from 1/1(78 Flood waming site. # Geology: Carboniferous Limestone and Mil/stone Grit; Boulder Clay 1999 1466 109
over Coal Measures and Millstone Oilt (Pennines). Lower Ribble adds little industry or population. 2000 1807 135
being mostly agricultural. .
071013 . . Daman at Ewood C.A: 39.5 km2 76..95 1362
MA: EA Local No: 713120 Sens.: 13.0
FAR: PEI Level: 98m UE: .09 FAI: 0.964
Comment:Open channelVA station, vertical concrete wall forms the lb with a high natural bank on the 1996 1075 79
right. Bed rough, stony but stable, approach channel silty. Flows affected by industrial abstractions u/ 1997 1192 88
4 Compensation flows are activated automatically. # Steep headwater catchment, particulars, in  W,  1998 1539 113
that drains N to the outskirts of Blackbum. Solid geology, Millstone Grit and Coal Measures, with 1999 1076 108
intermittent Boulder Clay, hill peat and glacial gravel in main valley - heavily urbanised at Darwen. 2000 1700 125
071014 Denven at Blue Bridge C.A: 128.0 km2 76-95 1224
MA: EA Local No: 713122 Sens.: 7.8
FAR: PEI Level: FIrn UE: .10 FAI: 0.958
Comment: Ultrasonic station since 30/7/97. previously an old mill weir modified (1974) into a V 1996 962 79
profile forming the main control. Water levels are measured 800m u/s so, at low flows, bed control in 1997 1095 89
the intervening reach probably applies; high flow gauging needed to determine whether channel 1998 1377 113
control takes over. Some small reservoirs in headwaters. Effluent discharges. # Upper catchment 1999 1313 107
almost wholly urbanised (Blackburn, Darwen); agricultural in lower half. Glacial clays and gravels 2000 1555 127
blanket Carboniferous grits and shales and Pemrs-Triassic S'st near the gauge.
072008 Wyre at Gerstang CA: 114.0 km' 67..95 1399
MA: EA Local No: 720107 Sens.: 16.7 B/full: 117.0m's'I
FAR: PG Level: 11m UE: FAI:-
Comment: Initially VA station with a gravel control. From 9/69 Flat V weir, 1:2, 1:2 and 1:20 slopes 1996 1124 80
installed. Rated by gaugings. Flows affected by Garstang intake immediately u/s. Lune transfers via 1997 1342 96
Abbeystead, by Garstang flood basin overspill during high flows and possibly by bankside gravel 1998 1635 117
workings u/s. # Agricultural catchment with moodand-fed headwaters. Geology almost entrely 1999 1463 105
Millstone Grit, peat an high moors, Boulder Clay covers lower catchment. 2000 1850 132
072007 . :Brock et U/S A6 : . CA: 32.0 km2 78..95 1429
Local No: 720215 Sens.:
FAR: N Level: rn UE: FAI:
Comment: Rectangular section broad-crested weir with a central low-flow notch set between stone 1996 1067 75
sidewalls. A d/s stilling pool with a further b-c weir with twin low flow notches next to the banks does 1997 1303 91
not affect the control. High flows rated by current meter from u/s cableway. Coarse gravel shoals 1998 1609 113
above weir on right bank. Natural catchment, flood waming site. # Modem% relief catchment with 1999 1387 97
steep headwaters draining Millstonb Grit in north-east and Carboniferous Limestone in south. Peat 2000 1819 127
on high moors, lower catchment Boulder Clay covered. Entirely rural.
072002 Wyre at St Michaels GA: 275.0 km' 63_95 1258
MA: EA Local No: 720517 Sens.: 13.1 Brvill: 160.0m5r1
FAR: SPG Level: 4m UE: <.01 - FAL 0.950 .
Comment: Natural section. Despite inclusion of artificial bed control, low flow calibration found 1996 997 79
insensitive and Flat V weir built 400m d/s in 1969. High flaws still gauged at original site as weir drowns. 1997 ,1185 94
Tidal effects at spring tide. Abstractions at Garstang but main distortions of flow are the Lune transfer 1998 1455 116
(via Abbeysteac)and bankside flood detention ponds. # Catchment is lightly populated, predominantly 1999 1301 103
agricultural. Geology: mad Bunter S'st, Millstone Grit in Wyre,Carbonifemus Ust in Brock catchment. 2000 1675 133
072014 Gondar at Gaigete C.A: 28.5 km2 76-95 '1222
MA: EA Local No: Rens.:
Level: 17m UE: <-01 . FAL 1.000
Comment: Flat V Grump profile weir in confined concrete channel to 1.775m, with concrete wall 1996 972' 80
above as a flood banier. Weir operates to 0.41m and needs regular cleaning. Weed growth may 1997 1139 93
cause drowning in summer if not controlled. Higher flows are c/m gauged; portable ultrasonic gauge 1998 1387 110
installed to refine calibration.  6  Catchment to E of Lancaster draining steep moors of Littledale. Solid 1999 1219 100
geology: Millstone Grit, mostly covered with Boulder Clay with hill peat at highest altitudes. 2000 1605 131
072015 Lune et Lunes Bridge CA: 141.5 km2 79..95 1698
MA: EA Lobal No: 722242 Sens.:
FAR: N . Level: m .. UE: <.01 FAL 0.998
Comment Non-standard, compound bed control built into the invert of a road bridge. Erosion 1996 1142 67
renders low flows suspect. Gauging by wading and cableway (150m u/s - far enough to raise doubts 1997 1581 93
about high flow calibration. Natural catchment, replaces Tebay (72010). 4 High relief, wet moorland 1998 1921 113
catchment on Carboniferous L'st. About 20% of the catchment covered by Boulder Clay. 1999 1928 114
2000 2245 132
69..95 1629
Comment: Bazin type compound broad-crested weir. Skew flow caused by off-centre notch causes 1996 1172 72
varying head across the section; that and siltation influences the rating. Stilling well leakage until 2/ .1997 1584 97
88.,Fully contained. Above 1.6m (weir full) extrapolation of theoretical rating to. bankfull Kam). - .1998 1958, 120
Natural catchment. # Wet, high relief catchment. Silurian slates to the  W,  Garb. conglomerate and 1999 1940 119
L'st N and E. Peat moss on high moors to  NW,  heather moss in N. Lower valleys are Boulder Clay 2000 2284 140
covered. Moorland, grass. arable farming
072011 . . Rawthey et Brigg Flans C A: 200.0 km2 68..95 .1778
MA: EA Local No: 723423 Sens.: 5.7
FAR: N Level: 84m UE <611 FAI: 1.000 .
Comment: Natural channel. approx 30m wide, well contained within rock banks and a wall, vAth a ' 1996- 1318 74
rock bed control. Cableway removed 9(75, so no good high range gaugiogs since. Stilling well 1997 1610 91,
siltation problems. Low and high range rating not good. Early record contains many gaps. Natural 1998 2052 115'
catchment. very flashy. it High relief rnoodand catchment draining Carboniferous L'st and Millstone 1999 , 2036 115
Grit.  Peat on highest moors. Boulder Clay on lower slopes and in valleys. 2000. 2423 136
072009 Wenning at Wennington C.A: 142.0 km2 76..95 1334
MA: EA Local No: 724326 Sens.: 17.5
FAR: G Level: 39m UE: <.01 , FAL 0.997
Comment: Flat V Crump profile weir. River well contained, stable rating. No permanent cableway. 1996 1000 75
A/gal growth and u/s siltation need regular attention: Ow abstraction for agriculture from the 1997 1213 91
Millstone Grit aquifer. # Coal Measures and Millstone Grit faulted against Carboniferous L'st, small 1998 1488 112
area of impervious Silurian slate in extreme east. Boulder Clay over most of catchment with some 1999 1453 109
alluvium and hill peat. Rural; agricultural with heather moor in S. 2000 1761 132
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909 33.00 891.3 12/12 1.88 22107 80.6 16.06 4.50
1964 1984
600 66 21.72 084.3 05111 4.13 05/02 49.9 11.58 4.45
786 86 28.55 092.9 05/05 4.30 19/08 72.5 12.68 5.23
1083 119 39.34 597.2  06/03 6.35 23/05 85.1 22.67 7.47
960 106 3484 428.0d 06/12 315 05/09 82.2 17.26 4.36
1385 152 50.15 796.8 30110 5.41 26/07 121.4 28.04 6.86
9411 1.19 56.6 31/01 0.20 05/09 2.5 0.70 0.34
1995 1976
682 72 0.85 24.0 05/11 028 18/07 1.8 0.48
705 74 0.88 18.4 09/12 0.24 20/08 2.1 0.48 0.28
1165 123 1.46 30.0 24/10 0.18 07/10 3.1 0.84 0.37
7022 108 1.28 ' 2.8 0.70 0.26
1302 137 1.63 32.2 10/10 0.27 26/07 3.4 1.01 0.32
994 4.03 206.8 27/10 0.94 05/09 7.9 2.39 1.35
1980 1976
698 70 2.82 79.1 05/11 1.03 06/04 5.8 1.66 1.11
826 83 3.35 20.5d 06/12 1.00 20/07 7.5 1.95 1.22
1224 123 0.97 46.1d 06/03 1.24 31/05 10.6 1.39
1110 112 4.51 57.4d 01/10 1.06 05/09 10.0 2.50 1.24
1440 145 5.83 68.7d 30/10 1.09 23/07 12.7 3.55 1.34
906 3.27 177.6 27/10 0.03 27/08 7.8 1.53 0.34
1980 1976
622 69 2.24 77.1 05/11 0.35 22/09 54 1.16 043
-796 58 2.88 101.3 05/05 0.35 22/07 7.8 1.13 0.45
1217 134 4.40 107.5 27/10 0.50 31/05 11.2 2.26 0.74
1018 112 3.68 103.8 01/10 0.37 05/09 8.5 1.71 0.46
1479 163 533 159.1 30/10 0.46 27/07 13.7 2.95 0.56
872 0.88 74.5 21/08 0.02 22/08 2.1 0.44 0.07
1987 1995
482 55 049. 19.8 25/08 0.05 23/06 1.2 0.20 0.06
710 81 0.72 50.2 - 05/05 0.05 11/07 2.0 0.30 0.08
991 114 1.01 25.4 20/08 0.09 31/05 2.4 0.57 0.14
785 90 0.80 27.0 02/03 0.08 05/09 1.8 0.44 0.11
1203 138 1.22 51.4 30/10 0.07 27/07 2.9 0.67 0.11
730 6.36 180.4 23/10 0.08 28/08 15.5 3.03 0.58
1980 :1976
449 62 3.90 93.4 i 05/11 0.51 19/08 9.0 1.80 0.58
624 85 5.44 122.3 05/05 0.48 22/07 14.5 1.83 0.65
981 134 8.56 108.8 06/03 0.77 31/05 23.1 4.54 1.14
799 109 6.97 125.4 02/03 0.58 05/09 16.4 3.39 0.80
1221 167 10.61 141.9 30/10 0.69 27/07 29.1 5.40 1.00
767 0.69 27.4 08/12 0.02 30/08 1.7 0.34 0.06
1983 1995
463 60 0.02 12.1 05/11 0.04 05/08 1.1 0.19 0.06
610 80 17.0 05/05 0.05 18/08 1.5 0.20 0.07
870 113 0.79 23.1 27/1D 0.08 31/05 1.7 0.47 0.12
731 95 0.66 14.1 02/03 0.06 05/09 1,5 0.38 0.09
1085 141 0.98 24.8 30/10 0.07 28/06 2.4 0.55 0.10
1376 6.18 456.3 20/12 0.18 25/07 14.9 3.00 0.47
1985 1984
867 63 3.88 191.9 05/11 0.32 23/09 9.2 1.86 0.40
1215 88 545 244.1 17/02 0.44 12/08 13.6 1.79 0.60
1650 120 7.40 188.1 24/10 0.72 08/10, 16.9 4.27 0.96
1566 114 7.03 306.6 05/01 0.57 12/08 16.3 3.42 0.73
1887 137 8.44 243.4 11/01 0.53 27/07 21.1 4.01 0.84
1422 9.88 627.5 21/12 0.41 29/06 24.3 4.60 0.79
1985 1974
945 66 6.55 323.7 05/11 0.57 22/09 16.2 3.18 0.72
1371 96 9.52 031.5 17/02 0.70 20/08 24.6 2.99 1.00
1873_ 132 13.01 340.8 26/10 .1.25_08/11) 30.1
1784 125 12.39 667.1 05/01 1.03 12/08 27.4 5.52 1.29
2177 153 15.08 066.2 11/01 0.94' 27/07 39.1 6.85 1.43
1466 9.30 744.2 31/01 0.31 29/06 23.7 3.66 0.62
1995 1992
889 61 5.62 298.2 05/11 0.31 25/07 16.8 1.74 0.38
1224 83 7.77 422.9 19/02 0.19 20/08 22.0 1.35 0.31
1661 113 10.54 314.4 24/10 0.30 01/06 27.3 4.58 0.61
1642 112 10.41 512.6 05/01 0.27 12/08 23.4 3.57 0.38
2014 137 12.74 399.7 11/01 0.27 27/07 36.1 4.48 0.43
1002 4.51 265.3 01/10 0.12 23/08 11.2 1.74 0.26
1981 1995
565 56 2.54 103.8 05/11 0.21 22/09 6.1 1.07 0.26
' 779 78 3.51 133.9 19/02 0.22 17/08 9.5 1.05
1065 106 4.79 128.6 24/10 0.34 01/1116 10.6 2.33 0.52
1050 105 4.73 -181.4 06/12 0.28 05/09 11.5 1.84 0.34
1410 141 6.33 189.5 30/10 0.26 30/07 16.2 2.83 0.41
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'HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1996-2000
Comment:Open stone walledchannel al informal Flat V triangular weir control. Stable rating, full-
range of flaws contained.Permanent cableway. Minimal weed growth. Lowest flows unreliable.
Headwater abstractions for PWS. Approx. 2km cl/s of lake Coniston - hence subdued hydrograph
variation. # Predominantly irnpervious Silurian Ludlow slates with thin Carboniferous Coal 'Mea-
sixes Band of Boulder Clay over centre of catchment, Mountains in N supporting rough pasture and
moorland. remainder grassland.
074008 Duddon at wpm CA: 47.9 lun2
MA: EA Local No: 740101 Sens.: 6.9
FAR: SP Level: 76m UE: FAI:
Comment: Non-standardcompound broad-crested weir, Ihree different crest levels of varying
widths, nanowest at 0.31m, second at 0.54m and widest at 0.745m at obtuse angle to channel. No
Cableway, waded c/m 100m Ws of weir, Contains all flows, Major abstraction 10m u/s for Barrow
OWS. Compensation flow from Seathwaite Tarn 8km u/s. # Impervious Ordovician andesitic lavas,
virtually Drift free. SteePy sloping, thin soils, supportingsheep pasture.
074001- . - Duddon at Duddon Hall CA: 85.7 km2
..
MA: EA Local No: 740102 Sens.: 14.5 Bftull: 160.0er'
FAR: SP Level: 15m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.986
Comment: Compound Moad-crested weir, 22.9m overall, centre crest 7m, contains all flows.
Drowning improbable. High Sows theoretically rated. Low flows gauged by wading. Extremely flashy
nxioff. Abstractions for Barrow PWS from Ulpha pumping station u/s. Variable compensation %whom
Seathwaite Tam. # Rses at Wrynose Pass, flows through sparsely populated agricultural land.
. .
Geology entirely impervious Ordovician Borrowdale Volcanics, andesitic laves with small patches of
Boulder Clay. Thin soils. Peat moss in NW: .
074007 Eels at Cropple How CA: 70.2 km2
MA: EA LrocalNo: 742006 Sens.: 30.0
FAR: Level: em ' UE: FAI:
Comment; Velocity-area station. Stone ford forms low/medium control approx. 50m cif s, insensitive
at low flows, Waded gauging atlow/Medium flows, permanent cableway for high flows. # Impervious
Ordovician andesitic bras and tufts with massive granitic intrusion, virtually Drift free. Mountainous
catchmentsupporting rough pasture and moodand for sheep grazing, grassland in valley. Rural.
074002 , . Irt at Galesyke CA: 442 km2
MA EA' LocalNo: 743008 Sens.: 10.6 B/full: 31.0m2s-t
FAR: SPI Level: 54m . UE: <01 FAI: 0.924
Comment; Natural channel with gabion control. Gablon modified in Sep 1968; unstable section
accretes and controt submerges.Fully contained. 2km Ws of Wast Water outlet which is important
for PWS and major industrialpurposes, greatly affecting low flows. 31 Entirely impervious Lower
Palaeozoic rocks with Drift cover along river valley, heavy rainfall in mountains carried in short, steep
rivers - rapid runoff. Sheep farming on rough pasture, with heath and moorland.
074006 Calder at Calder Hall C.& 44.8 km2
MA; EA Local No: 743509 Sens.: 15.5 Situll: 21.0m3s-'
FAR: G Level: 26m UE: <.01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Flat V Crump profile weir with 1:20 cross-slope. measure; low and medium flows. At
very high flows could drown out but a cableway installed 2002 should capture such flow. All Sows
contained within bank. Flashy response. From 1/1/80 low flow augmentation by pumping from the St
Bees SM. Abstraction by BNFL ceases below 0.153m. # Upper catChrnent impervious sidddaw
Slates and Borrowdale Volcanics;" rough grazing. Lower catchment Triassic sSt; meadow and
permanent pasture. Mostly sheeP fanning. aPProe.6%afforested.
074003 Ehen at Bleach Green C./1: 44.2 km2
FAR: SPI Level: 110m UE:
65A/full!: 41.0es-1M.A: EA Local No: 740111 Sens.: 9.7  
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir, from 1/8/73, replaced narrow flume. All flows contained.
Measures flood discharge and compensation water from Ennerdale Water 800m u/s. Compensabon
level - 0.157m. Ennerdale Water used for PWS for West Cumbria and industrial supply to Sellafield.
4 100% impervious Skiddaw Slates in NW, Borrowdale Volcanic* in SE with intrusions in the centre.
Mostly rough sheep grazing, brestry on Drift cover along river valley.
074005 Ehen at Brtlyslonell CA: 125.5 km2
MA: EA Local No: 744312 Sens.: 14.6
FAR; SP Level: 10m UE: .01 FM: 0.899
Comment: Initially a VA station with unstable rating • gravel bar low flow control. Non-standard flat
yea control installed 1997. Some weed growth problems. Bypassed in extreme floods. Low flows
dominated by compensation from Ennerdale Water; major exports. Unreliable flows (due to weir
building) 20/2-17/3/97. 4 Upper catchment; in east: impervious Eenowdale Volcanic., in west:
Skiddaw States, overlain in NW by Carboniferous Umestone, Coal Measures and patches of Pemio-
Tdassic Wst. Drift covered. Some urban development in lower catchment, middle reaches arable,
remainder sheep pasture.
075007 Glenderamackln at Threlkeld CA: 64.5 km2
KA: EA Local No: 750504 Sens.: 27.0 B/full: 75.0m2s-'
FAR: Level: 136m UE: <.01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: VA station set in gently curved mach, with basket gabion low flaw control; non-standard
concrete control installed 4/1998/Channel approx. 13m wide, cableway span 27m. Closed from Jun
81 to Jan 86. Control deteriorates regularly. Data quality poor (based on predosure rating). but
revision of rating history should improve record. Natural catchment. St High relief catchment in N.
Lake District; broad main valley below 200m, flanking fells exceed 700m Geology: principally
SkiddawSlates, with Borrow0ale volcanics on southern Watershed and granite boss S of gauge.
Valley floor alluvium filled. Rural and moorland.
075001 St Johns Beck at ThIrlmere Reservoir
UE:
FAG:: 42.1 km2
FAR: SP Level: 160m
M.A: EA Local No: 750605 Sens.: 12.9
Comment: Rectangular thin-plate weir replaced by compound Crump profile weir, approx. 1km d/s
of Thirlmere Res. on 1/1/73. Measures compensation and /bod spill discharges fmm Thirlmere Res.
Modular limit approx. 0.75rn. Naturalised monthly flows from 1964 to 1966. 4 Catchment composed
entirely of impervious Ordovician Borrowdale Volcanic.. runoff from these into the reservoir is rapid.
Rock outcrop, rough pasture With heather. Sheep grazing, some foresby.
075009 Gretaat Low Briery CA: 1458 km2
MA: EA Local No: 750806 Sens.: 10.0
FAR: S Level: 100m UE: <01 FAI: 0.919
Comment: Velocity-area station with a berm acting as a control where the channel divides and the
gradient steepens. Permanent cableway. All flows contained. Thidmere Res, regulates catchment.
Station primarily level only from June 1999. # Entirely rural catchment with sheep farming
predominating on the rough pasture. Geology: impervious Ordovician Sldddaw Slates, eorrowdale
Volcanics and some igneous intrusions, Boulder Clay covered telow200m. Moorland on high ground.
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63..95 2167 1734 4.01 35.4 03/01 0.07 07/10 8.6 2.89 0.54
1982 1972
1996 1716 79 1293  .  75 2.99 16.7 05/11 0.27 23/09 6.4 2.34 0.59
1997 1936 89 1431 83 3,31 18.5 19/02 0.57 22/07 7.5 2.21 0.76
1998 2557 118 2195 127 5.08 25.4 26/10 0.91 31/05 9.3 4.51 1.40
1999 2291 106 1889 109 4.37 26.7 06/12 0.81 12/08 8.6 3,22 1.13
2000 2704 '125 2423 140 5.59 22.9 28/11 0.73 30/07 124 4,05 1.03
•
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075005 Deferent at Portirsca le CA: 215.01012
MA EA Local No: 751007 Sens.: 5.9
EAR: S Levet 73rn LIE: <01. FM: 0.852
Comment: Velooly-area =Pon witi permanent cableway. No stable bed control - shining reams,
parliotraffy at the low end. Medom and high Om ratings more stable Stalin bypassed on rb in
extreme floods. Affected by controged releases from Dement Water. irnmediately u/s. # Mairdy
Borrowdale Volcanic series witi Skiddrw Sates in Me norlh and igneous Plosions east of
Keswick. Extensively Ord covered excep4 extreme southern upland area. Grasslands along river
valley, remainder heater and moorland.
075003 Dement at Ouse Bridge CA 3630 lim2
MA EA Local No: 751110 Sens.: 12.3 BIWA 140.0res-1
EAR: SP Levet San LIE: FM:
Lament: Velocity-area statron with permanent cableway immetrately Ws of Bassentrmatre Lake,
Low flowcontrol approx.120md/s is artEcial pipe at tie ups end ofan istandisisnd becomes =deal
hiftnef fowl. SubStantal evens. Rarely overtopped. Dement Water and Thidinere Raceme
moderate the effect of /trod discharges in Me biker Dement. M Catchment entirely on tepecrious
Litre Pala60201dnftsks trubnorting noire/rough pasbre end rnoodand.Dnft confined to valley hoc
Erdrely rural.
075016 Cocker al Scalehill CA 64.0 km2
MA EA L0031 No: 751612 Sens.: 5.8
FAR: S Level: Scrom LIE: FAL
Comment: Non-standard compound weir with flume centre sedion. Stable ratng to henna!!
(1.215rnfi above this structure correetely drowned, flow over both banks. No permanent cableway.
0/s of Crununock Water - Sow regulated, mostly compensation at low flows. 29110 - 7/11/97 dmfs
suspect due to vandalism and repair of sluice gates at Crummcck. # Entirely rural. Mathland.
moorland and rough pasture over impervious Ordovean Skiddaw Slates and Earrowdale Volcanics.
Substantial outcrop of granitic inMeion. Drift covered to the elevation of Commack Water,
075004 Cocker at Southwelte Bridge CA: 116.6 km2
PA: EA Local No: 751613 Sens.: 20.1 Slut 130.0m1/4-1
FAR: SP Level: 60m UE: <01 FAL 0.832
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. Station control is a min weir 137m d/s. May be
insensitne at low lkwea Ful-range. Suffers from weed growth and minor  bed  movements. River
sometimes responsive despite Crummy* Water, Buttermere and Loweswater in catchment.
fl Lower Palaeozoic rocks. granitic intrusions; =Orland. Mainly grazing; some arable  on  broad
swathe of Drift in river valley.
075002 Derwent at Camarton CA: 663.0 km2
MA: EA Local 1,13: 753015 Sens: 7.1 Bffult: 400.0m3s-I
FAR: SP Level: 17m
 
UE: <.01 FAL 0.844
Comment:Velocity-area station with permanent cableway. Full range calibration. all flows contained.
Opened in 1960. reliable record since 1961. Regulated' flow flom Crummock Water. Controlled
releases from Thirlmere Reservoir. Naturalised rronlhly flows from 1962 to 1967. # Source in the
central Lakes massif is one of Me highest rainfall locations in the UK. Upper third is noorland draining
Lower Palaeozoic rocks. Drift covered vatley Boors support grazing and some arable fanning.
Contains Keswick and Cookermouth.
075017 Ellen at BullgIll CA: 96.0 km2
PA: EA Local No: 754016 Sens.: 16.8 WNW 2.1m2s-'
FAR: Level: 27m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.984
Comment: Flat V weir to measure low flows up to 0.359m, velooty-area station for medium and high
flows to bankfull. Full-range with stable rating. Permanent cableway. Suffers from slight accretion.
Abstractions in headwaters. Small discharges of sewage and industbal effluent.  e  Steep headwaters
drain Uldale Fells and flow westward. Lower reaches follow the E-W trend of the Coal Measures in
broad, flat valleys, Boulder Clay covered below 200m. Lower Palaeozoic hills to the S.
076014 Eden at Kirkby Stephen CA: 69.4 krn2
MA: EA Local No: 760101 Sens.: 26.1 Bffull: 120.0m3s-'
FAR: N Level: 158m UE: <.01 FAL 1.000
Comment: Nodstandard compound broad-crested weir, built to stabilise the bed and act as a low
fkm czetrol. Insensitive at low flows. Cableway measures MO-range. Natural catrement. the highest
on Me Eden. # High rebel catchment draining Carboniferous Ust which forms most of the watershed.
Middle reaches fkored by Permian ast. Hill peat and moorland, variable Boulder Clay cover.
076005 Eden et Temple Sowerby CA: 616.4 lim2
MA: EA Local No: 760502 Sens.: 8.9 6/full: 260.0m's-1
FAR: Level: 92m UE: <01 FAL 1.000
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. Severe summer weed growth requires numerous
rating changes. unstable gravel bed. Before May 95 flcods above 3.3m inundated wide floadplain
on lb. Banks then raised to contain the previous highest flood. Floods cause considerable scour and
erosion. Sewage discharge d/s of Appleby. # Rural catchment except for Appleby. Boulder Clay
covered Permo-Triassic s'st in main valley supports arable farming; headwaters drain Carboniferous
Lftt with rough grazing, moorland on highest ground.
076004 Lowther at Eamont Bridge CA: 158.5 krn2
MA: EA Local No: 761104 Sens.: 11.8  BOW!  175.0m2s-'
FAR: S Level: 113m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.906
Comrnent:VeloOly-area station with permanent cableway. All flows containedAffected by seasonal
weed grcmth. Strongly influenced  by  Haweswater and Wet Slaktale 60% of caldrnent controlled.
Monthly naturalised lbws from Oct 1962 to Sep 1965.4 50% drains Ordovician volcanics of the peat
rroodand headwaters: broad band of Carboniferous Lftt in middle reaches. Coal Measures and
Perfro-Triassic s'st Omer down. Extensive Boulder Clay in valleys and loiver third. Mostly grazing.
076015 Eamont at Pooley Bridge CA 145.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 761605 Sens.: 11.8 SOIL 46.9m3s-'
FAR: SP Level: 144m UE: FAL
Comment: Compound CrUmp profile weir 29.3m wide with low crest 9.Im wide. Crest tapping
Installed as drowning was expected, but rarely drowns, crest tapping not used. Just d/s of Ubswater -
variable compensation releases from here and Haweswater. # Lower Palaeozoic shales and grits
fanning core of the Lake District dome where sheep grazing on rough pasture predominates. Some
arable in laver reaches. moorland on high ground. Some Boulder Clay cover.
076003 Eamont at Udford CA: 396.2 km2
MA: EA Local No: 762006 Sens.: Blfull: 320.0m2s-'
FAR: S Level: 91m UE: <01 FAL 0.865
Comment: Velocity-area station. Permanent cableway 120m u/s of recorder, wading d/s for low
flows. All flows contained. Short tenn ratings derived because of weed growth. Arbfoially influenced
by Ullswater. Haweswater and Wet Sleddale. Naturalised monthN flows 1962-1965. Ai65% drains
Ordovidan volcanics of peat moorland headwaters; broad band of Carboniferous L'st in middle
reaches; Coal Measures and Perna-Triassic est nearer station. Extensive Boulder Clay in valleys
and lower reaches. Monty grazing.
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Comment: VA cableway station subject to bypassing over 3.8m on LB arid severe weed growth
months 5-12 replaced in 1996 by non-standard triangular profile compound weir sited on a natural
rock step. Very responsive. Influenced by major abstractions from Haweswater and Wet Sleddale,
# Horseshoe shaped outcrop of Carboniferous Limestone forms south and east watersheds in
Pennines; Lakes drain Silurian volcanics. Main Vale of Eden is Boulder Clay covered Permo-Tdassic
sandstone. Land use variable, moodand to arable.
076011 Coal Burn at Coalburn CA: 1.5 km2
MA: EA Local No: 763117 Sens.: B/full: 14.5m2s-'
FAR: N Level: 275m UE: <.01 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Compound broad crested weir; full-range. Replaced Crump profileweirin Aug 1991. Rated
theoretically. Zero flows common in summer months. Jointly managed by EA. CEH and the Forestry
Commission. Small experimental catchment to show the affects of afforestation from planting to
canopy closure. Natural catchment. Areal rainfall derived by CEll using a small network of within-
catchment raingauges. # Tributary of R. Idling. Steep catchment around 300m on Carboniferous L'st
with Boulder Clay and blanket peat cover. Usage was enttrely moorland befom being afforested.
076008 Irthing at Greenholme ce.334.6 km2
Local No: 763308 Sens.: 15.0 Bifull: 180.0m2s -1
F.A.R. SP Level: 18m UE: <01 FAI: 0.996
Comment: Velocity-area station. Permanent cableway. Before 1/9/75 gation control effective over
most of low range. Da gravel abstractions caused scour. rating changes frequent. Now informal
Flat V, insensitive at low flows. Moderately affected by Castle Carock Res. # Tnbutaries rising in the
Pennines are shod, steep and flashy through heather and moorland cover. Solid geology dominated
by Carboniferous CM - outcrops on steep slopes. Extensive hill peat, Boulder Clay and glacial sands
and gravels. Land use: moorland to arable.
076010 Petterll at Harraby Green CA: 160.0 km2
MA: EA Local No: 764009 Sens.: 25.1 Bflull: 38.1mas-m
FAR: N Levet 20m UE: <.01 FAI: 0194
Comment: Velodly-area station with sharp-edged rectangular weir, d/s concrete apron. Weir needy
full width of channel. Rarely overtopped. Permanent cableway. Weed growth affects rating (severely
in 1973 and 1974). Natural catdiment. # Long, thin catchment rising in moorland W of Penrith,
flowing N to Cadisie. Carboniferous Cat in headwaters; mmainder Upper Carboniferous and Perm-
Triassic slats covered with Boulder Clay and valley gravel.
076009 taidewat Holm Hill CA 147.2 km2
MA: EA Lccal No: 765011 ' Sens.: 10.2 Bflull: 190.0m's ff '
FAR: N Level: 60rn UE: <01 FAI: 0.999
Comment: Natuml channel with low flowgabion control, severely affected by gravel deposition. Rating
changes due to gabion suffering damage at high velocities. Full range of flows contained. Permanent
cableway. Natural catchment. Station closed 10/04/2000. # Rises on impervious Slifddaw Slates and
flows northward over Carboniferous L'st and Coal Measures. Hill peat; Boulder Clay extensive below
200m. Rural catchment. heath and moorland in headwaters, amble laming confined to lower reaches.
076007 Eden at Sheepmount CA 2286 5 lan2
MA: EA Local No: 765512 Sens.: 3.5 WWII: 231).0m2A1
FAR: SP Level: 7m UE: <.01 FAI: 0173
Comment: Velodty-area station. Permanent cableway. Full-range. Most floods contained in
immediate channel. Pre-1970 (when floodbanks constructed) bypassed via Caldew floodplain. Inlet
may block at high flows; gravel movement around as bridge and weed growth may affect low flows.
Highly influenced by Ullswater, Haweswater and Wet Sleddale especially at low flows. Periodic
recalibration. if Rural except for Carlisle, Penrith and Appleby. Headwaters in Carboniferous
Limestone of Pennines to east. impervious Lower Palaeozoic& of Lake Mafia massif to west;
moorland. Extensive Boulder Clay covered Permo-Triassic sandstone in Vale of Eden. Arable and
grazing.
077001 Eek at Netberby CA 841.7 lan2
MA EA Local No: 770201 Sens.: 7.3 Brat 6213.0&5-1
FAR: N Level: 10m UE, <.01 FAI: 0.997
Comment: Velocity-area stagon. Permanent cableway. Full-range. Regrading of natural control
after high nova and gravel abstractions d/s affect rating. High flow gauging difficult because flashy.
Black Esk Res. 47km u/s. Natural catchment. if EA jurisdiction extends gkrn u/s to Scottish border,
otherwise SEPA area. Rural. Silurian rocks W it h igneous intrusions in north. Carboniferous Ust in
centre and Perm-Triassic succession in S. ffifidely blanketed by Boulder Clay. Heavily forested in
north, arable in S.
077005 Lyne at Cliff Bridge CA: 191.0 krn7
MA: EA Local No: 770302 ' Sens.: 13.3 Snuff 620.0m's-'
'FAR:  N  Level: 12rn UE: <_01 FAI: 0.999
Comment: Flat V weir with a cableway 30m u/s. Subject to severe acaetion from gravel shoals
which disturb rating and cause weir to drcom early. Regular maintenance necessary. # Moderate
relief catchment draining the Bewcastle fells. Carboniferous Cst sohd geology is Covered by peat on
the moorland and Boulder Clay on the lower slopes. Entirely rural.
59_95 1293 792 34.31 1343.0 01/04 2.94 25/07 73.8 21.60 8.74
1963 1989
1996 974 75 543 69 2145 258.9 06/11 6.05 24/09 49.2 15.49 8.14
1997 1218 94 746 94 32.31 555.0 19/02 9.94 22/07 61.1 17.19 11.00
1998 1490 115
1999 1440 111
2000 1647 127
67.15 1288 987 0.05 5.9 29/08 0.00 01/09 0.1 0.02 >0.00
1975 1995
1996 968 75 611 63 0.03 1.3 30/04 0.00 18/06 0.1 0.01
1997 1172 91 743 77 0,04 2.2 17/02 0.00 01/06 0.1 >0.00 >0.00
1998 1439 112 1107 114 0.05 1.3 08/01 >0.00 19/05 0.1 >0.00 >0.00
1999 1290 100 961 99 0.05 2.2 05/01 0.00 02/08 0.1 >0.00 >0.00
2000 1502 117 1053 109 0.05 1.8 11/01 0.00 01/07 0.1 >0.00 >0.00
87..95 1067 708 7.49 247.8 03/01 0.08 31/05 17.8 3.65 1,02
1982 1975
1996 800 75 437 62 4.62 85.6 19/12 0.74 24/09 10.9 2.33 0.83
1997 990 93 571 81 6.06 146.7 17/02 1.0430/08 13.4 2.73 1.09
1998 1298 122 881 125 9.35 124.4 07/03 1.11 26/05 20.4 5.65 1.68
1999 1179 110 780 110 8.27 264.9 05/01 1.05 11/08 17.1 4.52 1.47
2000 1302 122 903 128 9.56 257.6 11/01 1.17 22/07 20.1 5.13 1.42
70..95 929 419 2.13 59.1 27/03 0.17 22/08 5.3 1.10 0.27
1987 1995
1996 675 73 243 58 1.23 23.6 10/02 0.18 19/09 2.8 0.54 0.19
1997 846 91 315 75 1.60 35.4 17/02 022 26/08 3.7 0.58 0.25
1998 1050 113 483 115 2.45 34.3 24/10 0.34 16107 5.9 1.36 0.41
1999 1061 114 518 124 2.63 36.9 03/03 0.23 05/09 6.2 1.22 0.26
2000 1205 130 641 153 3.24 33.4 12/01 030 12/06 8.2 1.87 0.35
68.05 1436 999 4.68 181.4 25)11 0.45 21/09 10.5 2.79 0.81
1979 1995
1996 974 68 555 56 2.58 61.5 05/11 0.30 19/08 5.9 1.39 0.34
1997 1311 91 671 67 3.13 85.7 19/02 014 26/08 8.3 1.18 0.43
1998 1546 108
1999 1592 III 905 91 4.22 67.6 06/12 033 05/09 10.3 2.19 0.47
20 1803 126
67..95 1211 714 51.78 1357.0 24/03 5.47 07/09 114.3 31.48 9.71
1968 1976
1996 889 73 436 61 31.54 357.9 06/11 5.49 24/09 71.2 19.90 7.19
1997 1115 92 584 82 42.35 685.7 20/02 8.82 22/07 83.5 20.51 185
1998 1377 114 801 112 58.10 666.0 25/10 12.42 26/05 117.3 4012 15.74
1999 1325 109 823 115 59.65 785.0 06/01 10,42 12/08 135.1 36.87 12.54
2800 1508 125 1003 140 72.53 701.1 12/01 11.48 24/07 179.7 4576 14.51
63-95 1453 970 25.89 1112.01 31/10 1.85 25/07 61.6 13.80 3.26
1977 ' 1934
1996 1261 87 877 90 2335 482.1 05/11 1.96 20/09 56.5 1354 2.41
1997 1364 94 1005 104 26.82 900.8 17/02 4.72 22/07 62.2 13.39 5.47
1998 1693 117 1303 134 34.77 570.9 20/10 4.36 26/05 80.6 23.37 6.21
1999 1552 107 1074 1 1 1 28.67 541.6 24/01 103 24/08 66.4 15.36 3.72
20 1706 117 1235 127 32.87 629.2 24/10 2.64 28/07 72.2 1956 4.24
76_95 1166 852 5.18 292.8 30/10 0.27 25/07 13.4 2.31 0.48
1977 1984
1996 897 77 534 63 3.23 123.3 05/11 030 21/09 7.6 1.51 0.40
1997 1033 89 834 98 5.05 142.2 11102 0.70 22/07 12.8 2.22 0.84
1998 1358 116 1200 141 7.27 140.2 16/08 0.58 26/05 18.9 3.84 0.86
1999 1184 102
2000 1324 114
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203033 'Upper Bann at Bannfiald CA: 101.7 kma
MA: RA Local No: Sens.: 18.0
FAR: R Levet 77rn . UE: <Al FAt 0.951
Cormnent:Vabcilyerea station lath  cableway and  Flat V contlol (instated in 1989. nabral control.
previously). Floes for hi POR ressocessed in 2092. Ramat storage (Sodom and Lough  Wand
Remy) in catIvrent vAlt abstranions for PWS the net effect of which is rninor. The sfflIxon S used
to mesbr a presated lbw of 18  1.1111. 4 The Upper Bann draira the Mare Mourriains. Geologr
inmenneale (grarite and quanate) overlain with substantial amounts of superficial deposits (till
The catchment is predominantly grassland witi some shrub heath; no significant urban fraction.
203024 Gusher at Gamble's Bridge CA 170.7 Iona
MA RA LOS No: Sera.: 27.0
FAR:  N  Level: 14m UE: <91 FM: 0.994
Comment: Velocity-area steam with cableway. Internal offlicrete-Obck weir.  iistaNed  in 1980
inane:fat* dIrs has stetted the measuring section. Effect of augmentations is raw. Flora br full
Period of (Word relaacened M 2092.4 GeOlcgr predorninanty quarMte wiM basalt oveilaffl by O.
Rxwal catclanera. mostly improved gresslaN1 with some horboulture. Smal urban area: Tandragee
(1:00. 2.900).
203042 Crumlln at Cldercourt Bridge CA: 55.3 Isn2
MA: RA Local No: Sens.: 21.0
FAR:  N  Level: m UE: .02 FM: TWO
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway and natural control. Flows from 1983 onwards
reprocessed in 2002.  4  Catdanent geology S impermeable (nerdy basalt) overlain by OIL Mostly
upland - predominantly irronsvod graSSIand. No major urban areas, but contains Curren (pop.
2.700),  soma  scattered 6gM indusay.
203012 BallInderry at Ballinderry Bridge CA: 430.2 km7
MA: RA Local No: Sens.: 13.0
FAR: N Level: 16rn UE: .02 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Velocity-erea station with cableway and natural control. Flows for 11j9 period of record
reprocessed in 2002. # Very miffed geology: granite, schist, shale and sorne Carboniferous
Limestone overlain with substantial amounts of till and gravel. Manly rural catchment (predominanty
improved grassland) with significant upland area. Cookstown (pop. 10.500) has cement
manufacturing works nearby.
203018 Slit-Mlle Water at Antrim CA: 277.6 km'
MA RA Local No: Sens.: 13.0
F.A.13: REI Level: tarn UE: .03 FAI: 0.993
Comment: Veloaty-area Nation with cableway and natural control Flows from 1975 onweids
reprocessed In 2002. The net effect of industrial abstractions and effluent returns is  minor. 4  The
geology is almost entirely basalt v4th considerable superfidal deposits (till). Sigmficant proportion of
upland - predominantly improved grassland. Urban and suburban development: Mtrim (pop.
20,900) has substantial light industry and Bath/dare (130P. 7800) is a small market Iowa.
203046 Rathmore Burn at Rathmore Bridge CA: 22.5 km'
MA: RA Local No: Sens.: 23.0
FAR N Level: 42m UE: <.01 FAI: 1.003
Comment: Vebdtrarea station. Flows br full period of record reprocessed in 2002.  it  Pm-
doininantly improved grassland, but rock outcrops also: Some horticulture (mainlY POtakoes). No
significant urban centres.
203039 Clogh at Tullyneway CA: 98.7 km7
MA: RA Local No: Sens.: 28.0
FAR: SP Level: 84m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.986
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableviay. Flows br full period of record reprocessed in 2002.
Headwaters contain Oungonnell reservoir, yielding some 12 Mild. A/Geology: a Lower Basalt stratum.
Agricultural area, sParSely toloulated - predominantly grassland with some shrtib heath.
203092 Maine at DunmInnIng C.A: 221.5 km'
MA: IRA Local No: Sens.: 8.0
FAR: SR Level: m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.994
Cornment: yelocity.area station  with cableway  located irmnediately cgs of a radial gated flood
control structure. Flows br full POR reprocessed in 2002. U/s reservoir effectiverv transfers 12 MI/c1
to points d/s of the station. # Catchment developed mainly on Lower Basalt strata Predominantly
improved grassland but catchment contains Glanyford bog.
203011 Maine at Dromona CA: 243 5 km'
MA RA Local No: Sens.: 7.0 Bffull: 26.7m3s-'
FAR: S Level: 71m UE: <01 FAI: 0.993
Comment: Velocityerea station without cableway, °manned by a weir of capped sheet I:iiet
Station was re-sited at ID 049 090 on 1/11/80, retaining sarne name. Water is abstracted from
Dungonnell Res. (12.5  MI/d) -  the majority is retumed din of station. ACatchment is almost entirely
basalt with 70% overlain by till. A rural catavnent - predominantly improved grassland. No significant
centres of habdation.
203027 Braid at Bailee CA: 177.2 km2
MA: RA Local No: Sans.: 5.0
FAR E Level: 35m UE: .03 FAI: 0.994
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. Flows from 1980 onwards reprocessed in 2902.
Two small impounding reservoim (capaoty 409 MI combined) for a pubic water extraction of 5 Mgd.
Town effluent returned to rasa heavy weed  growth  in river at Bailee due to effluent discharges.
# Geology entirety Upper and Lower Basalt extensively exposed with thin covering of till. Some
alluvium, sand and gravel near to the river. Predominantly improved grasstand with some coniferous
woodland, rising to 400rn; some intensive pig and poultry units. Ballymena is Me major settlement
(pop. 28,700).
203021 Kallswater et Curry's Bridge CA: 126.3 km'
Local No: Sena: 12.0
FAR: N Level: 35m UE: <.01 FAI: 0.992
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway and natural control. Gauging station is 1.5km u/s of
confluence with R. Main and there is some backing-up at high lkwes. Flows from 1974 onwards were
reprocessed in 2002. Reservoir storage in catchment and abstractions for PWS but net effect is
minor. # Catchment geology: basalt overlain by litl and rock'. Mostly upland - predominantly
grassland with some shrub heath and coniferous woodland. No urban development.
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203093 Maine at Shane's Viaduct CA: 707.4 km2
MA: RA Local No: Sens.: 11.0
FAR: RI Level: m UE: .02 1 FAL 0.995
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway and natural control. Flows for full period of record
ieprocessed in 2002. Net effect of abstractions and returns is minor. 11 Almost entirety basalt overlain
by till (covering over 50% of the catchment). Significant uplabd areas, predorninantry improved
grassland. Extensive bogland in the north. Contains Eiallymena (pop. 28,700 - substantial light
industry), and Ranaldstown (pop. 4,300). .
203020 Moyola at Moyola New Bridge CA: 304.3 kin5.
KA RA Local No: Sens.: 18.0
FAR: SPGI Level: 13rn :UE: .02 ' FA; 0.999
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. Multi-arched bridge just d/s of station, area between
piers revelled with generally rounded profile, crests horizontal at same level across river. Flows for
full period of record reprocessed in 2002. Reservoir storage in catchment. # Mixed geology: some
basalt, Carboniferous Limestone, schist and shale overlain with till, sand and gravel. Predominantly
iffassland with some shrub heath and and bog. Urban areas at Magherafelt (pop. 7.100) and
Maghera (pop. 3,600 ) but no major industry.
203019 Ciaudy at Glenone Bridge CA: 126.30112
MA: RA Local No: Sens: 13.0
FAR: N Level: 14m UE: .02 FAL 0.990
Comment: Velooty-area station with Cableway and natural control. Rock bar with boulders 8m ctls cif
gauge gives insensitive low flow control. Three arch-road bridge 50m d/s gives medium and high
flow control. Flows from 1980 onwards reprocessed in 2002.4 Geology: basalt overlain with till and
some peat. Catchment is predominantly iproved grassland with some shrub heath; no significant
urban areas or major industry.
203040 Lower Bann at Movanagher CA: 5209.8km2
MA: RA Local No: Sens.:
FAR: SR Level: 7m UE: FAI:
Comment: Velocity-area station, no cableway, control is masonry weir 800m cps (built for angling).
Flows for full POR reprocessed in 2002. Station measures lbw from 37% el NI. Flow regulated by
sluices u/s at Portna and Toorne. Lough Neagh (385 sqlun) is vqtryn catchment, containing 3636 Mnri
of water. Total net export of water from Catchment is approx. 203 MI/d. # Catchment contains all solid
and drift deposits present in N.Ireland. Numerous aquifers developed for PWS, catcalmentis
agricultural - predominantly improved grasslandbut with pop. approx. 450,000 concentrated in 8
urban centres.
203028
 . Aglvey at Whitehill CA: 100.5 km'
KA: RA LocalNo: Sens.: 10.0
FAR: N Level: 17m UE: .01 FAI, 1.000
Comment: Velocity-area station with cabIeway. Flows from 1975 onwards reprocessed in 2002.
# Geology: mainly basalt overlain by till with some peat. Significant proportion of upland, predom-
inantly grassland with significant bog and some shmb heath and coniferous woodland. No urban
areas or major Mdustry.
204001 Bush at Seneiri Bridge CA: 299.2 km'
MA: RA Local No: Sens.: 9.0
FAR: SPG Level: 25m UE: <01 FAL 0.993
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway and natural control. Floary for full period of record
reprocessedin 2002. # Predominantly basalts with a:major fault bisectingthe catchment. Some
schists in upper reaches with a little greensand. Mixed catchment: predominantly grassland with
some horticulture (mainly potatoes), bog, coniferous woodland and shrub heath. No significant
urban centres.
205008 Lagan at OrumIller CA: 84.6lon2
MA: RA Local No: Sens.: 28.0
FAR: N Level: 8Im UE: .01 FAL 0.992
Comment: Vebcity-area station with calibration by wadmg. Flat V weir installed in 1991. Flows from
start of 1978 onwards reprocessed in 2002. No water abstractions Of significant effluent returns.
4  Geology: entirely Silialan overlain with till. Catchment rises to over 500m. Predominantly improved
grassland. Catchrnent contains one large village.
205005 Ravernet at Ravernet CA: 73.5 krn2
KA: RA Local No: Sens.: 45.0
FAR: N Level: 31m UE: .c.01 FAI: 0.949
Comment: Flat V weir installed autumn 1977, width 8.64m. Height of wing walls 2.1m. Theoretical
rating applies up to bankfull; exceedence very unlikely. Previously a VA station - flow data of lesser
acoirecy, data removed in 2002. Flows from start of 1980 reprocessed in 2002, Natural flow regime:
significant storage in headwaterbughs, minimal soil cover in many areas. 4 Geology: guanine
ovedain with 'till and rock'. Prectontinanny improved grassland with some An ii.allin (rriairily
potatoes). No significant urban development.
205004 Lagan at Newlorge CA: 491.6 km'
Local No: Sens.: 7.0 Bffull: 104.1m2s-'
FAR: GEI Leveli 2m UE: .00 FAL 0.986
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. Flows from start of 1960 onwards reprocessed in
2002, Numerous PWS boreholes - pumping capacity total needy 30 MO. All effluents return to the
river, # Geology: 60% Silurian: remainder . Sherwood Sandstone with some breccia, Chalk.
Hibernian Gmensand and Lower Basalts. Heavily overlain with till: extensive sand and graveldeposits intower valley. predominintry impmved grasslantt -somehortimmum (mainly potatoes) .
Urban/suburban areas include Lisbum (pop. 42,000) and SW areas of Belfast.
205015 Cotton at Grandmere CA: 19.2 km2
KA: RA Local No: Sens.: 60.0
FAR: Level: 14m
 IJE:
 FAL
Comment: Velocity-area station. Flows reprocessed in 2002. q Mostly flat grassland with small
urban development. Soil is shallow brown earth with organic alluvium 8 surface water clays.
205020 Enter at Comber C.A: 61.8 Ign2
KA: RA Local No: Sens.: 19.0
FAR:  N
 Level: m UE: .00 FAI: 1.000
Comment: Flat Vweirin trapewidalchannelcontaining the full rangeof flows. Rating revised follovAng
high liOW gaugings in 2000/01 (up to 23.6 m1/4-'), all flows reprocessed (producing substantial
reduction in highest flows). # Geology: 70% uandovery,20% SherWeee 5%1,5% Dolerite and Basalt,
and 5%Magnesian L'st. Predominantly grassland but highest proporbon(28%)of horticulture (mainly
potatoes)for any gauged NI catchment. Some urban/suburban development in the upper reaches -
Oundonald, pop. 12,900.
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205011 Annacloy at Kilmore Bridge cA 186.6 km'
MA RA lo>31 No: Sens.: 19.0
FAR: Levet 9m UE: .02 FM: 0.984
Comment Veloctty-area station in straight mach (bridge, witit piers. 68fin upstream). Weed growth
can affect low flow levels_ Flows for full period of record mpg/messed in 2002. Responsive  regime.
ii %wain sotidgeclogytigh scattered Terliaryard Caledorian bausions. ovenain by drurrin terrain.
Predorninardy improved grassland, some urten development (induang Ballynahinch - 5,200).
206001 Clansye at Mountmill Bridge CA 120.3 km'
MA RA Local  No:  Sens.: 10.0 Bflutl: 18.9m's-I
FAR: N Level: 16m UE: <01 FAL 0.976
Comment: Velocity-area station calibrated try wading and from foolbridge. Flows for full perod of
record repmcessed in 2002. 4 Eatery CM Red Sandstone. Completely rural: predaninantly
improved grassland with some hortictitum (mainly potatoes).
206002 Jerretspass at Jerretspass CA 107.8 km"
MA RA Local No: Sens.: 12.0
FAR: N Level: llrn UE .01 ' FAL 0.977
Comment:Velocity-area station catbrated by wading and from footbridge. Flows from start of 1981
cowards reprocessed in 2802. Low catchment nmoll - effective catchment area restricted to approx.
73 km' by canal which intercepts western tributaries, except during high flows when spillage occurs
to Me Jerrettspass. 4 Geology Llandovery in age. Occasional igneous intrusions. Catchment is
entirety rural: predominantly improved grassland with some tiortiatIture (mainly potatoes).
236005 Colebrooke at Balllndarragh Bridge CA: 313.6 km°
M* RA Local No: Sens.: 12.0
FAR: N Level: 53m UE: <.01 FAL 0.994
Comment: Velodty-area station with cableway and natural control. Fbws from start of 1987
reprocessed in 2002. 4 Geology: ORS in headwaters, Carbonffemus formations (rst and stits) in
lower catchment. Land use: predominanfiy grassland, significant coniferous woodland, some bog.
no significant urban development-
236007 Sillees at Drurnrainey Bridge CA: 166.3 km'
MA: RA Local No: Sens.: 18.0
FAR: E Level: 44m UE: <.01 FAL 0.892
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. Flows from start of 1984 onwards reprocessed in
2002. Some natural storage provided by small lakes in headwaters.4 Catchment developed mainly
on Carboniferous formations (mostly rst and shales). Predominantly grassland with significant
coniferous woodland. No significant urban development.
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Concise Register of Ganging Stations
The Concise Register of Gauging Stations lists the river
and station names of all station featured in the
Hydrometric Register tabulated in order of their
National River Flow Archive number (see page 4) —
the station locations are shown on the relevant regional
maps. For a few stations (not operated by the UK
environment agencies) an alphabetic code is given to
identifr the measuring authority (see page 201). The
numbers in parentheses indicate the page(s) on which
details of the NRFA data holdings of gauged and, if
available, naturalised flows are summarised (see below).
Summary of Archived Data
This tabulation summarises — in decadal blocks — the
river flow and catchment areal rainfall data held on the
National River Flow Archive (to the end of 2000). Part I
Summary of Archived Data - Key
CONCISE REGISTER
OF GAUGING STATIONS
Up-to-date summaries of data holdings may be found on the NRFA Website
'For some recently commissioned gaUging stations, monthly catch-
ment rainfall totals have been derived back to 1961. Gauging stations
in this category appear in the section of the Summary of Archived Data
featuring flow records commencing between 1950 and 1969.
relates to daily gauged flows, monthly peaks and
monthly catchment rainfall'. Part II relates to holdings
of naturalised daily and monthly flows. The key to the
letters used to identifr the data holdings for each year on
the individual station records is given below. Embold-
ening is used to emphasise those years with complete
daily gauged or naturalised flows.
To help data users select datasets most appropriate
to their needs, the featured stations are grouped accord-
ing to the length of their flow records. Two stations — the
Lee at Feildes Weir (38001) and the Thames at Kingston
(39001)— have continuous records commencing in 1883
and earlier monthly datasets are held for  a  few monitoring
sites, e.g. Wendover Springs (39147). Sporadic addition-
al historical data may be held by the measuring author-
ities who also maintain substantial data holdings for
secondary and temporary gauging sites. The British
Hydrological Society's Chronology of British Hydro-
logical Events (see page 12) is a valuable source of
historical river flow (and groundwater level) information.
Gauged daily flows, monthly peaks and monthly rainfall
Complete Incom
rainfall missin
Naturalised daily and monthly flows
lete or
rainfall
Complete daily and complete peaks A Complete daily and complete monthly A
Concise Register of Gauging Station
Station River and
number Station name
- 001001-Wick at Tarroul,  (170) -
002001 Helmsdale at Kilphedir,:(/ 70)
002002 Brora at Bruachrobie,  (170)
003001 Shin at Lairg,  (166)
003002 Carron at Sgodachal,  (170)
003003 Oykel at Easter Tumaig,  (170)
003004 Cassley at Rosehall, (170)
003005 Shin at Inveran.  (166)
004001 Conon at Moy Bridge. (165)
004003 Alness at Airless,  (170) •
004004 Blackwater at Contm,  (166)
004005 Meig at Glenmeannie,  (170)
004006 Bran at Dosrnucheran, (170)
004007 Blackwater at Garve, (170)
004008 Newhall Burn at Newhall Bridge.  (170)
004009 Peffery at Strathpeffer STW.  (170)
005001 Beauty at Erchless pE), (166)
005002 Farrar at Struy,  (166) )
005003 Glass at Kerrow Wood,  (166)
005004 Glass at Fasnakyle,  (166)
006001 Ness at Ness Caste Farm,  (165)
006003 Mpriston at Inverrnoriston,  (165)
006006 Allt Bhlaraidh at Invermoriston, (166)
006007 Ness at Ness-side, (166 173)
006008 Enrick at Mill of Tore.  (170)
006009 Moriston at Levishie,  0701
007001 Findhorn at Shenachie,  (166)
007002 Findhorn at Forms. (166)
007003 Lossie at Sheriffrnills.  (166,  172)
007004 Nairn at Firhall,  (170)  1
007005 Divie at Dunphail,  (170)
007006 Lossie at Torwinny.  (170)
008001 Spey at Aberlour, (765t  172)
008002 Spey at Kinrara,  (166) )),
008003 Spey at Ruthven Bridge.  (166)
008004 Avon at Delnashaugh,  (166) •
008005 Spey at Boat of Garten,  (166, 173)
008006 Spey at Boat o Brig,  (166)
008007 Spey at Invertruirn,  (166)
008008 Tromie at Trome Bridge,  (166)
008009 Dulnain at Balnaan Bridge,  (166)
008010 Spey at Grantown, (166)
008011 Livet at Minmore,  (170)
008013 Feshie at Feshie Bridge.  (166)
008015 Fiddich at Auchindoun, (166)
008016 Conglass Water at Auchriachan.  (166)
008017 Bum of Canon at Dailuaine, (166)
009001 Deveron at Avochie. (766)
009002 Deveron at Muiresk.  (166)
009003 Isla at Grange.  (166)
009004 Bogie at Redcraig.  (170)
009005 Allt Deveron at Cabrach.  (165)
009006 Deskford Burn at Cullen. (166)
009007 Forgue Burn at Inverkeithrw.  (166)
010001 Ythen at Ardlethen,  )166)
010002 Ugie at Inverugie, (166)
010003 Ythan at Eton,  (170)
011001 Don at PadMill,  (166)
011002 DOn at Haughton,  (166)
011003 Don at Bridge of Alford,  (166)
011004 Urie at Pitcaple.  (170)
011005 Don at Mill of Newe,  (166)
012001 Dee at Woodend,  (165)
012002 Dee at Park,  (170, 173)
012003 Dee at Polhollick,  (170)
012004 Grnock Bum at Littlernill,  (166, 173)
012005 Muick at Invermuick, (170)
012006 Gairn at Inyergaim,  (170)
012007 Dee at Mar Lodge. (170)
012008 Feugh at Haugh Head,  (170)
012009 Watei of Dye at Chart,  (166, 173)
013001 Bervie at Inverberyie.  (170)
013002 Luther Water at L-uther Bridge,  (170)
013003 South' Esk at Stannochy Bridge,  (170)
013004 Prosen Water at Prosen Bridge,  (170)
013005 Lunan Water at Kirkton MN,  (170)
013007 North Esk at Logie Mill,  (170, 173)
013008 South Esk at Brechin, (170)
013009 West Water at Dalhouse Bridge,  (170)
013010 Brothock Water at Arbroath,  (166)
013012 South Esk at Gella Bridge,  (166)
013017 Coniston Bum at Colliston,  (166)
014001 Eden at Kemback,  (106, 173)
014002 Dighty Water at Balmossie Mill,  (166,
014005 Motray Water at St Michaels,  (170)
014006 Monikie Bum at Panbride,  (170)
014007 Craigmill Bum at Craigrnill.  (166)
014009 Eden at Strathrniglo.  (166)
014010 Motray Water at Kilmany,  (166)
015001 Isla at Forter,  (166)
015002 Newton Bum at Newton,  (166)
173)
Station River and
number Station name
- 015003 Tay at Caput!),  (165,473)-  -
015004 Inzion at Loch of Lintrathen, (165)
015005 Melgan at Loch of Lintrathen. (165)
015006 Tay at Ballathie,  (166, 172)
015007 Tay at Pitnacree.  (166,  173)
015008 Dean Water at Cookstort  (166, 173)
015010 Isla at Wester Cardean,  (170, 173)
015011 Lyon at Conine Bridge,  (166, 173)
015012 Tummel at Pitlochry,  (170, 173)
015013 Almond at Almondbank, (166, 173)
015014 Ardle at Kindrogan,  (170) •
015015 Almond at Newton Bridge,  (170)
015016 Tay at Kenmore, (070; 173)
015017 Braan at Ballinloan,  (170. 173)
015018 Lyon at Moar,  (166)
015021 Lunan Bum at Mill Bank,  (170)
015023 Braan at Hermitage,  (170)
015024 Dochart at Min,  (170, 173)
015025 Ericht at Craighall,  (170) .
015027 Gary Burn at Loakmill,  (170)
015028 Ordie BUM at Luncarty,  (170)
015029 Alyth Bum at Rtcrocknie, (166)
015030 Dean Water at Dean Bridge. (766)
015032 Ordie Burn at Jackstone, (166)
01 5034 Garry at Killiecrankie, (166)
015035 Turnrnel at Kinloch Rannoch,  (170)
015038 Gaur at Bridge of Gaur,  (166)
015039 Tilt at Marble Lodge, (166)
015041- Lyon at Camuserachan,  (166)
016001 Earn at Kinkel! Bridge,  (165, 172)
016002 Earn at Aberuchill,  (166)
016003 Rahn! Water at Cultybraggart  (166)
016004 Earn at Forteviot Bridge,  (170, 173)
016007 Ruthven Water at Aberuthven,  (166)
017001Carron at Headswood,  (168, 172)
017002 Leven at Leven,  (166, 172)
017003 Bonny Water at Bonnybridge,  (170,  173)
017004 Ore at Balfour Mains, (170,  173)
017005 Avon at Polmonthill,  (170, 173)
017008 South Quaid) at Kinross,  (170)
017012 Red Burn at Castlecary,  (170)
017015 North Oueich at Lathro,  (170)
017016 Lochty Burn at Whinnyhall,  (166)
017018 Greens Burn at Darnleys Cottage,  (170)
018001 Allan Water at Kinbuck,  (166,  173)
018002 Devon at Glenochil,  (166, 172)
018003 Teith at Bridge of Teith,  (166,  172)
018005 Allan Water at Bridge of Allan, (170, 173)
018007 Devon at Fossoway Bridge,  (170)
018008 Leny at Anie,  (170, 173)
018010 Forth at Gargunnock,  (170)
018011 Forth at Cragforth, (070)
018013 Black Devon at Fauld Mill, (166)
018014 Banned( Bum at Bannockburn,  (170)
018015 Eas Gobhain at Loch Venachar,  (166)
018016 Kelty Water at Clashmore, (170)
018017 Monachyle Burn at Balquhidder,  (166)
018018 Kidder) Burn at Balquhidder:  (170)
018019 Corner Bum at Corner,  (170)
018020 Loch Ard Burn at Duchray,  (166)
018021 Loch Nd Burn at erg,  (166)
018022 Avon Dhu at Milton,  (170)
018023 Monachyle Burn at Upper Monachyle,  (166)
019001 Almond at Craigehall,  (166, 172)
019002 Almond at Almond Weir,  (166, 172)
019003 Brach Water at Breich Weir,  (166, 172)
019004 North Esk at Dalmore Weir,  (166, )72)
019005 Almond at Almondell,  (166, 172)
019006 Water of Leith at Murrayfield,  (166, 172)
019007 Esk at MuSSelburgh,  (166, 172)
019008 South Esk at Prestonholrn,  (166,  172)
019009 Bog Burn at Cobbinshaw,  (166, 172)
019010 Braid Burn at Liberton,  (166, 172)
019011 North Esk at Dalkeith Palace,  (166, 173)
019012 Water of Leith at Colinton,  (166)
019017 Gogar Burn at Tumhouse. (170)
019020 - Almond at Whitburn. (770)
019021 South Esk at Cowbridge. (170)
- 020001 Tyne-at East Linton,  (166, 172) ;-
020002  West Peffer Burn at Luffness,  (166,  172)
020003 Tyne at Spilmersford,  (166, 172)
020004 East Palter Burn at Lochhouses, (166. 172)
020005 Birns Water at Saltoun Hall.  (166,  173)
020006 Biel Water at Belton House.  (170,  773)
020007 Gifford Water at Lennoxlove.  (166, 173)
021001 Fiuid Water at Fruid (LRWD).  (166, 172) .
021002 Whiteadder Water at Hungry Snout.  (166, 172)
021003 Tweed at Peebles,  (166, 172)
021004 Watch Water at Watch Water Reservoir,  (166, 172)
021005 Tweed at Lyne Ford,  (166, 172)
021006 Tweed at Boleside, (166, 072)
021007 Ettnck Water at Lindean,  (166, 172)
021008 Teviot at Cbmiston Mill.  (166,  172)
021009 Tweed at Norham, (166, 072)
021010 Tweed at Dryburgh.  (166, 172) .
021011 Yarrow Water at Philiphaugh,  (166, 172)
021012 Teviot at Hawick,  (166, 172)
021013 Gala Water at Galashiels,  (166. 172)
Station River and
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021014 -Tweed at Kingledores,  (166,472) -
021015 Leader Water at Earlston,  (166, 172)
021016 Eye Water at Eyernouth MN,  (166, 172)
021017 Ettrick Water at Brockhrtperig,  (166, 172)
021018 Lyne Water at Lyne Station,  (166, 172)
021019 Manor Water at Cadernuir,  (166, 172)
021020 Yarrow Water at Gordort Arms.  (166, 172)
021021 Tweed at Sprouston,  (166,  172)
021022 Whiteadder Water at Hutton Castle,  (166, 172)
021023 Leet Water at Coldstrearn,  (166, 173),
021024' Jed Water at Jedburgh,  (166, 172)
021025 Ale Water at Ancrurn,  (166, 173)
021026 Tirna Water at Deephope,  (166, 173)
021027 Blackadder Water at Mouth Bridge.  (166, 173)
021028 Menzion Burn at Manz& Farm,  (165)
021030 Megget Water at Henderland, (166, 172)
021031 Till at Eta (166)
021032 Glen at Kirknewton,  (166)
021034 Yarrow Water at Craig Douglas,  (166, 172)
022001 . Coquet at Monwick, (166)
022002 Coquet at Bygate.  (166)
022003 Usway Burn at Shillmoor. (796)
022004 Ain at Hawkhill,  (166)
022006 Blyth at Hartford Bridge,  (166)
022007 Wansbeck at Mitford,  (166)
022008 Alwin at Clennell,  (166)
022009 Coquet at Rothbury,  (170)
023001 Tyne at Bywell,  (166, 172)
023002 Derwent at Eddys Bridge,  (166, 172)
023003 NOrth Tyne at Reaverhill,  (166, 172)
023004 South Tyne at Haydon Bridge,  (166)
023005 North Tyne at Tarset.  (166)
023006 South Tyne at Featherstone,  (166)
,023007 Derwent at Rowlands Gill,  (166, 172)
-023008 Rede at Rede Bridge,  (166,  173)
023009 South Tyne at Alston. (166)
023010 Tarset Burn at Greenhaugh,  (166)
023011 Kielder Burn at Kielder, (166)
023012 East Allen at Wide Eals,  (170) •
023013 West Allen at Hindley Wrae.  (170) ,
023014 North Tyne at Kielder temporary, (166)
023015 North Tyne at Barrasford (NEW),  (165. 172)
023016 Ouse Burn at Crag  Hall, (166)
023017 Team at Team Valley,  (170)
023018 Ouse Burn at Woolsingten, (166)
023022 North Tyne at Uglydub.  (166)
023023 Tyne at Riding Mill.  (166)
024001 Wear at Sunderland Bridge,  (166.  772)
024002 Gaunless at Bishop Auckland, (166)
024003 Wear at Stanhope.  (166, 172)
024004 Bedburn Beck at Bedbum, (166)
024005 Browney at Burn Hall, (166) .
024006 Rookhope Burn at Eastgate.  (166)
024007 Browney at Lanchester,  (166)
024008 Wear at Witton Park,  (170) '
024009 Wear at Chester le Street.  (170)
024011 Wear at Burnhope Reservoir,  (166)
025001 Tees at Broken Scar,  (166, 172)
025002 Tees at Dent Bank,  (168, 173)
025003 Trout Beck at Moor House,  (166)
025004 Skeme at South Park,  (166, 172)
025005 Leven at Leven Bridge,  (166)
025006 Greta at Rutherford Bridge, (166)
025007 Clow Beck at Croft,  (166)
025008 Tees at Barnard Castle,  (168,  172)
025009 Tees at Low Moor,  (166)
025010 Baydale Beck at Mowden Bridge,  (166)
025011 Langdon Beck at Langdon,  (166)
025012 Harwood Beck at Haiwood, (166)
025013 Billingharn Beck at Thorpe Thewles,  (166)
025018 Tees at Middleton in Teesdale, (170)
025019 Leven at Easby,  (170)
025020 Skerne at Preston le Skerne,  (170)
025021 Skerne at Bradbury,  (170)
025022 Balder at Balderhead Reservoir,  (170)
025023 Tees at Cow Green Reservoir, (170)
026001 West Beck at Wansford Bridge (YW), (166)
026002 Hull at Hernpholme Lock,  (166, 172)
026003 Foston Beck at Fost6rtMill,:(166)
026004 Gypsey Race at Bridlington, (170)
026005 Gypsey Race at Boynton,  (170)
026006 Elrnswell Beck at Little Driffield,  (170)
026007 Catchwater at Withernwick,  (166)
026008 Mires Beck at North Cave,  (170)
026009 West Beck at Snakeholme Lock,  (166)
027001 Nidd at Hunsingore  Wer, (165, 172)
027002 Wharfe at Flint Mill Weir, (165,  172)
027003 Aire at Beal  Weir, (166, 172)
027004 Calder at Newlands,  (166, 172)
027005 Nidd at Gouthwaite Reservoir,  (165, 172)
027006 Don at Hadfields Weir,  (166, 172)
027007 Ure at Westwidt Lock,  (166,  772)
027008 Swale at Leckby Grange,  (186)
027009 Ouse at Skelton,  (168, 172)
027010 Hodge Beck at Bransdale Weir,  (165) .
027011 Washburn at Lindley Wood Res.,  (166, 172)
027012 Hebclen Water at High Greenwood,  (166, 172)
027013 Ewden Beck at More Hall Res.,  (166, 172)
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027014 Rye at Mare Habton. (266) 028038 Potter at Twybrd Badge,  (167) 033003 Cam at Bottsham.  1165. 1727
027015 028037 DISSORY4 at Mytham Bodge,  (170) MON Lark al baham.  (169172)Dement at Stamford Bodge.  (164 172)
rage Don at Untlerbank Reservoir.  (166. 172)027016 022038 Mangold al 1iMre  End. (167) 033005 Bedford Owe ta Tharbanaugh Mt (167. 272)
027017 Uncley at Dandask Reservoir.  (164  272) 028039 Rea at Caghorpe  904. (16)) 603006 Wasey at Noramokt. (267.  172)
027018 Ryburn at Bytom Reservoir,  (166, 172) 028040  Trent  at Stoke on Trera.  (16)) 033007 Nor a1marharn. (767. 272)
077019 Booth Dean Clough at Booth Word  1461. (164  172) 028041 Hamps at graterauses. (267) 033008
=cos
Lae Ouse at Thetford Not State/ch. (16))
027020 Bedford Ouse at Harrold Wit (16))Smut Dke Stream at  Snarl  Dke Rea,  (164 172) 0273043 Ceram at Chamarat. (16))
033011 Lade Ouse at Canty Br. Easton. (76I 272)
027021 Dan at Doncaster,  (166.  172) 028044 Pouter at Cabby.  (167) 033012 Kyrn at MeagreFartn.  1187)
027022 Doi at RoMerham Wee.  (165, 172) 02800 MadenDlaun at BoMannalfraughton. (167) 033013 Sarosion at Rectory Bridge. (165)
027023 Dearne at Barnsley Weir,  (164 172) 028046 Dove at task Waage,  (167) 033014 Lark at Temple. (267)
027024 Swale at Rbarcod, (266, 272) 028047 Oldmetes Dyke at Myra  (170) 033015 Otael at Wien.  (16))
027025 Rather at Woodhouse Ital. (266,  172) 028048  Antes  at Wingfield Park. (270) 033016 Cam  M  Jean Lock.  (167)
027026 Rothe at WIrangran,  (166, 172) 028049 Ryton at Worksop. (270) 033018 Tove at Cappenham Badge. (267)
027027 Wavle at Oldey, (166, 172) 028050 Tome at Auddey.  (170) 033019 That at Metford Bridge. (16) )  .
027028 Aire at Arnay,  (166, 172) 028052 Sow at Great andgtord,  (170) 033020
033021
Alconbury Bra* at Brampton. (267)
027029 Calder at Eland.  (166, 172) 028053 Penk at Penkndge,  (170) Rhea at Burro Mk  (167)
033022027030 Deane at Adwick.  (166. 172) 028054 Sera at Bhay,  (170) Nel at Blur/barn,  (167)
027031 Cone at Cobe Bridge.  (167. 172)
Hebden Beck at Heiden.  (167. 172) 028055 Eccbsbourne at Duffield, (27
0)
027032 0287356 13004ey Brook at Robley, (770) 033023 Lea Brook at  Beck  Bridge. (767)
Ure at IGgram Didge. (767)027034 028058 H8081016 Brook at Aar/bourne. (270) 033024 Cam at Danford, (765)
027035 Aire at ladwick Bridge.  (167)
Costa Beck at Gatehouses.  (170)
028059 Maun at Mansfield STW.  (167) 033025 Sabin* at  West NeW108 Milt  (167)
027038 028060  Dover Beck al Lowdharn. (170) 033026 Bedford Ouse at Offord.  (170. 173)
Holme at Digley Reservoir.  (167,  272)027039 028061 CAurnet at Basford Bridge. (270) 033027 Rhea at Wmpole. (167)
027040 Doe Lea at Staveley,  (170) 028066 Cole at CcIest121 (170) 033028 Flit at Shefford. (267)
027041 Derwent at Buttercrambe, (267) 028067 Derwent at Church Mine.  (170) 033029 Stringskle at Whitebriage.  (167)
027042 Dove at Krkby Miaa, (770) 028070 Burbege Brook at Burbage. (267) 011610 Capstone Brook at Capstone.  (167)
027043 Wharfs at Addingham,  (170) 028072 Greet at Southwell,  (170) 011012 Heacham at Meacham.  (167)
033033 Hiz at Arlesey. (770)
027044 Mackfoss Beck at Sandhills Bridge, (270)
Snaizetohne Beck at Low Houses.  (170)
028073 Ashop at AshoPdiversion. (170) 033034 little Ouse at Abbey Heath.  (267)
027047 028074 Soar at Regmfirth,  (167) 033035 Ely Ouse at Denver Complex,  (167, 172)Derwent at West Ayton.  (170)027048 028075 Dement at Slippery Stones, (770) 033037 Bedford Ouse at Newport Pagnell,  (167)
027049 Rye at Ness,  (170) 028076 Tutbury Mififleam at Rollestot (767) 033039 Bedford Ouse at Roxton,  (170)
027050 Esk at Sleights,  (170) 028079 Meece Brook at Shalbwtord,  (170) 033040 Rhea at Ashwell,  (167)
027051 Compre at Burn Bridge. (270) 02808.0 Tame at Lea Marston Lakes,  (167) 033044 Piet at Etridgharn, (167)
027052 Witting at Sheeptedge.  (170) 028091  Tame  at Bes0C4, 031045 Wale at Quidenharn, (767)
027053 Kidd at Bintwith. (270) (1
70)
028082 Soar at Little:tape.  (170) 033046 Piet at Red Bridge, (267)
027054 Hodge Beck at  Cheny  Farm,  (170) 0280.93 Trent at Darlaston. (270) 031048 Lading Brook at Stonebrldge.  (167)
027055 Rye at Broadway FOOL (170)  ! 028085 Dement at St. Marys &bee. (265) 031049 Stanford Water at Buckenham Tolls,  (170)
027056 Pickering Beck at Ings Bridge,  (170) 028086 Santa at South Pfigston,  (170)
027057 Seven at Normanby,  (170)
Ricca! at Crook House Farm,  (170)
028087 Tame at Perry Park.  (170) 031050 Snal at Foroharn. (767)
027058 028091 Ryton at DS (270) 013051 Cam at Chesterford, (267)
Laver at Moon,  (170)027059 028093 Soar at Pangs Lock,  (170) 011052 Svroflham Lode at Swaffham Bulbeck.  (167)
027061 Coine at Longroyd Bridge,  (170) 028102 &Mlle at WOtacre, (770) 033050 Granta at Star/fir/ford. (165)
027062 Mdd at Skip Bridge,  (170) 028103 Henniore Brook at Carsinglon Outflow,  (170) 033064 Batingley at Caste Rising  (170)
027063 DIM at Grirnwith Reservoir, (270) 028115 Maun at The Dykes.  (170) 033055 Grants at Babraham.  (167)
027064 Went at Walden Stubbs,  (170„173)
Hoene at Queens Mg,  (170)
028116 Mann at Whilewater Bridge,  (170) 033056 Guy Water at Lode,  (167)
027065 028117 Derwent at Whatstandwell,  (170) 033057 Ouzel at Leighton Buzzard,  (170)
Blackburn Brook at Ashbowes, (170)027066 033058 Ouzel at Bletchley.  (170)
29001 Waithe Beck at Brigsley.  (167) 033061 Shep at Fowtrnere One,  (170)
027067 Sheaf  at Highfield Read. (170) 29002 Great Eau at Claythorpe Mill, (167) 033062 Guilden Brook at Fowlmere Two.  (167)
027068 Rybum at Rippoiden,  (167) 29003 Lud at Louth,  (167) Dana] Little Ouse at Knettishall,  (170)
027069 Wiske at Krby %Make.(170) 29004  Andkalme  at Bishoptxidge, (267) 033064 Madden Brook at Madden.  (167)
027070 Ear Beck at Skipton.  (170) 29005 Rase at Bishopbridge,  (170) (DIMS Hiz at Machin.  (170)
027071 Swale at Crakehill. (267) 29009 Nichol:re at left Newton.  (170) 033066 Gronta at Linton.  (170)
027072 Worth at Keighley.  (170) 033067 New Rhrer at Burwell,  (170)
027073 Brampton Beck at Snainton Ines, (170) 30001 Witham at Claypole Mill, (767) 033068 Cheney Water at Galley End,  (170)
027074 Seen Beck at Northorpe,  (170) 30002 Barlings Eau at Langworth Bridge,  (167)
027075
027076
027077
027079
027080
027081
027082
027083
027084
027085
027086
027087
Bedale Beck at Laming,  (170)
Bielby Beck at Thornton Lack,  (170)
Bradford Beck at Shipley,  (170)
Calder at Methley,  (170, 173)
Aire at Lernonroyd,  (170)
Oulton Beck at Fairer Lane, (270)
Cundall Beck at Bat Bridge,  (170)
Foss at Hunfington,  (170, 173)
Eastbum Beck at Crosshills, (267)
Cod Beck at Dalton Bridge,  (167, 173)
Skell at Alma Weir,  (167)
Dement at Low Madahea. (167, 173)
30003 Bain at Futsby Lock. (767, 172)
30004 Lymn at Pariney Mill, (267)
30005 Wlharn at Saltersford total,  (167)
30006 Slea at Leasingham Mill,  (170)
30011 Bain at Goulceby Bridge,  (170)
30012 Slainfield Beck at Creampoke Farm,  (170)
30013 Heighington Beck at Heighington,  (170)
30014 Pointon Lode at Pointen,  (170)
30015 Cringle Brook at Stoke Rochford, (270)
30017 Witharn at Colstemorth,  (170)
30018 Honington Beck at Flonington,  (170)
313033 Brant at Brant Broughton,  (170)
034001
034002
034003
034004
034005
034006
034007
034008
034010
034011
034012
034013
Yare at Colney.  (167)
Tas at Shatesham,  (167)
Bury at Ingworth,  (167)
Wensum at Costessey Mill,  (167)
Tud at Costessey Park,  (167)
Waveney at Needham Mill, (767)
Dove at Oakley Park, (267)
Ant at Honing Lock, (267)
Waveney at Billingford Bddge. (167)
Wensum at Fakenham.  (167)
Burn at Bumham Ovary. (767)
Waveney at Ellingham Mill.  (170)
027088
027089
027090
Calder at Caldene Bridge, (767, 173)
Marta at Tadcaster, (267, 173)
Swale at Catterick Bridge,  (167)
31001 Eye Brook at Eye Brook R8S., (265, 272)
31002 Glen at Kates Br and !Una St Br, (765)
31004 Welland at Tallington, (267)
034014
034018
034019
Wensum at Swanton Morley Total. (767)
Stiffkay at Parham All Saints, (170)
Bure at Horstead Ma.  (170)
31036 Gwash at BekneathOrpe, (167, 173)
028001 Dement at Yorkshire Bridge,  (165, 172) 31037 Welland at Barrowden,  (167. 172) 035001 Gipping at Constantine Weir,  (167)
028002 Bathe at Hamstall Ridware, (265.  172) 31608 East Glen at Manthorpe,  (167) 035602 Dean at Naunton Hall. (267)
028003 Tarne at Water Orton,  (167) 31009 West Glen at Shilfingthope,  (170, 173) 035003 Abe at Farnham. (767)
028604 Tame at Lea Marston,  (167) 031010 Chater at Fasten Bridge,  (167,  773) 035004 Ore at Beversham Blidge. (167)
028005 Tame at Elford, (257) 031013 East Glen at Imham, (767, 273) 035008 Gipping at Stowmarket. (767)
028606 Trent at Great Haywood.  (167) 031016 North Brook at Ernpingham,  (167, 173) 015010 Doping at Bramford.  (167)
028067 Trent at Shardkrw, (267) 031017 Donlon Brook at Wetham Ek.,  (170. 173) 015013 Blyth at Holton,  (167)
028008 Dove at Rocester Weir, (267) 031020 Morcott Brook at South Luffenham.  (170. 173) 015014 /441Rtver at Newtoum.  (165)
0281209 Trent at Carrick.  (167) 031021 Welland at AShley. (170. 173)
028010 Derwent at Longbridge/SIMarys Br.. (265) 031022 Jordan at Market Harborough. (767, 773) 036001 Stow at Stratford St Mary IESVI/),  (165. 172)
028011 Dement at Matlock Bath,  (167) 031023 West Glen at Easton Wood. (770) 036002 Giant at Glemsford.  (167, 172)
028012 Trent at Yoxall,  (167, 173) 031024 Holyall Brook at Holywell.  (170) 036003 Box at POIWead. (167.  772)
028014 Sew at Milford. (267) 031025 Gwash South Ann at Manton,  (170) 06004 Chad Brook at Long Mefferd,  (167,  772)
028015 Idle at Mattersey,  (167) 031026 Egleton Brook el Egleton.  (170) 036005 Brett at Hadleigh.  (167,  172)
028016 Ryton at Serlby Park,  (167) 031027 Boume Eau at Mays Sluice Bourne, (770) 036006 Stour at Langhern.  (167, 172)
028017 Devon at Cotham,  (167) 031028 Gwash at Church Bridge,  (170) 036007 Belchamp Brook at Bardfield Br..  (167. 172)
028018 Dove at Marston on Dove, (167) 036008 Stour at Westmill,  (167, 172)
028019 Trent at Drokelow Park,  (167) 036009 Brett at COCkteld, (167. 172)
028020 Chumet at Rocester,  (167) 032601 Nene at Orton.  (165,  172) 036010 Bumpstead BrPOk at Broad Green.  (167. 172)
028021 Dement at Draycott.  (167) 032002 Willow Brook at Fotheringhay, (265, 772) 036011 Stour Brook at Sturmer, (267, 772)032003 Harpers Brook at Old Mill Bridge, (765,  173) 036012 Stour at Kedington,  (187. 172)
028022
028023
028024
028025
028026
028027
028028
028029
028030
028031
Trent at North Muskharn,  (167)
Wye at Ashford, (167)
Wreake at Syston Mill,  (167)
Sence at Ratcliffe Culey, (767)
Anker at Polesworth.  (167)
Erewash at Sandiacre. (167)
Soar at Wanlip, (270)
Kingston Brook at Kingston Hall,  (167)
Black Brook at Onebarrow.  (167)
Manifold at Ilam,  (167)
032004 Ise Brook at Harrowden Old Mill,  (165,  272)
032006 Neneflgslingbury at Upton,  (165, 172)
032007 Nene Brarnpton at St Andrews,  (165, 172)
032008 Nene/Kislingbury at Dodford,  (165, 172)
032012 Wootton Brook at Lady Bridge. (267,  173)
032019 Slade Brook at Kettering,  (170. 173)
032020 Wittering Brook at Wansford.  (170, 173)
032023 Crandon Brook at Ryeholrnes Br.  (170. 173)
032029 Flora at Experimental Catchment. (170)
032031 Wootton Brook at Wootton Park, (170)
036013
036015
037001
037002
037033
037004
037005
037006
037007
037008
Brett at Hignam.  (167)
Stour at Lamersh.  (170,  773)
Boding at Redbridge, (767, 272)
Chelmer at Ruthea LOCk, (185, 172)
Ter et Crabbs Bridge, (265,  172)
Blockwater at Langford,  (165, 172)
Colne at Lexden,  (167,  772)
Can at Beath's Mill, (167, 172)
Wid at Writte, (267, 772)
Chelmer at Springfield, (267, 772)
028032 Medan at Church Warsop, (267) 037009 Brain at Guithavon valley,  (167,  272)
028033 Dove at Hollinsdough,  (167) 033601 Bedford Ouse at Brownshill Staunch, (265,  172) 037010 Blackwater at Appleford Bridge,  (167, 172)
028035 Leen at Triumph Road Nottingham.  (167) 033002 Bedford Ouse at Bedford,  (165, 172) 037011 Chelmer at Churchend,  (167, 172)
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037012 Co Ina at Poolstreet.  (167,  172)
037013 Sandon Brook at Sandon Bridge,  (167, 172)
037014 Boding at High Ongar,  (167, 172)
037015 Cripsey Brook at Chipping Ongar, (167)
037016-Pant at Copford Hall,  (167, 172)
037017 Blackwater at Stisted,  (167, 172)
037018 Ingreboume at Gaynes Park,  (170, 173)
037019 Beam at Bretons Farm,  (167. 172)
037020 Cheimer at Feisted.  (167, 173)
•
037021 Roman at Bounstead Bridge,  (167, 173)
037022 Holland Brook at Thorpe le &ken, (167,  173)
037023 Reding at Loughton,  (170,  873)
037024 Colne at Earls Co he, (170, 173)
037025 Boume Brook at Perces Bridge,  (167)
037026 Tenpenny Brook at Tenpenny Bridge.  (167)
037027 Sixpenny Brook at Ship House Bridge,  (167)
037028 Bentley Brook at Saltwater Bndge,  (167)
037029 St Osyth Brook at Main Road Bridge, (167)
037030 Holland Brook at Cradle Bridge,  (167)
037031 Crouch at Wickford,  (170)
037033 Eastwood Brook at Eastwood,  (170)
037034 Mar Dyke at Stifford, (167)
037038 Wd at Margaretting,  (167)
037039 Blackwater at Langford flow flows),  (170)
038001 Lee at Feildes Weir,  (165, 172)
038002 Ash at Mardock, (870)
038003 Mimram at Panshanger Park,  (167)  -
038004 Rib at Wadesmill,  (170)
038005 Ash at Easneye,  (165)
• 038006 Rib at Harts Training School,  (167)
038007 Canons Brook at Elizabeth Way.  (167)
038011 Mimram at Fulling Mill. ('67)
038012 Stevenage Brook at Bragbury Park, (167)
038013 Upper Lee at Luton Floo.  (165)
038014 Salmon Brook at Edmonton.  (167)
038015 intercepting Drain at Enfield, (167)
038016 Stansted Sp at Mountfitchet  (167)
038017 Mimram at Whitwell,  (170)
038018 Upper Lee at Water Hall, (770)
-
038019 Salmon Brook at Montague Road, (170)
038020 Cobbins Brook at Sewardstone Road.  (170)
038021 Turkey Brook at Albany Park, (I70) .
038022 Pymmes Brook at Edmonton Silver St., (167)
038023 Lee flood relief at Low Hall,  (170)
038024 Small River Lee at Ordnance Road, (170)
038025 Pymmes Brook at Alcazar,  (167)
038026 Pincey Brook at Sheering Hall, (170)
038027 Stort at Glen Faba,  (167)
038028 Stansted Brook at Gypsy Lane.  (170)
038029 Quin at Griggs Bridge.  (170)
038030 Beane at Hartharn.  (170)
038031 Lee at Rye Bridge,  (167)
038032 Lee at Lea Bridge,  (170)
039001 Thames at Kingston.  (165, 172)
039002 Thames at Days Weir,  (165,  772)
039003 Wandle at Connollys Mil,  (167)
039004 Wandie at Beddington Par*,  (165)
039005 Beverley Brook at Wimbledon Common. (165)
039006 Wndrush at Newbridge,  (167)
039007 Blackwater at Swallowfield,  (167)
039008 Thames at Eynsharn,  (167, 172)
039009 Thames at Bray Weir, (167)
039010 Caine at Denham,  (167)
039011 Wey at Tilford,  (167)
039012 Hogsmill at Kingston upon Thames, (167)
039013 Caine at Berrygrove,  (165)
039014 Ver at Hansteads,  (167)
039015 lAbitewater at Lodge Farm,  (165,  173)
039016 Kennet at Theale,  (167)
039017 Ray at Grendon Underwood, (167)
039019 Lamboum at Shaw,  (167)
039020 Coln at Bibury, (167)
039021 Cherwell at Enslow Mill,  (167)
039022 Loddon at Sheepbridge.  (167)
039023 Wye at Hedson  (167)
039024 Gatwick Stream at Gatwick,  (167)
039025 Enbome at Brimpton, (167)
039026 Cherwell at Banbury.  (167)
039027 Pang at Pangbaume.  (168)
039028 Dun at Hungerford  (168)
039029 Tillingbourne at Shafford,  (168)
039030 Gade at Croxley Green, (170)
039031 _Lamboum at.Wbfford,  (168) ,
039032 Lamboum at East Shefford.  (168)•
039033 Winterboume St at Bognor, (1613)
039034 Eveniode at Cassington Mill,  (170)
039035 Chum at Cemey Wick, (768)
039036 Law Brook at Albury.  (168)
039037 Kennet at Marlborough, (170)
039038 Thame at Shabbington,  (168)
039039 Wye at High Wycombe, (170)
039040 Thames at West Mill Cricklade, (170)
039042 Leach at Priory Mill Lechlade.  (170)
039043 Kennet at Knighton.  (168)
039044 Hart at Bramshill House,  (170)
039046 Thames at Sutton Coudenay, (I70,  173)
039049 Silk Stream at Colindeep Lane,  (170)
039051 Sor Brook at Adderbury,  (168)
039052 The Cut at Binfield,  (168)
039053 Mole at Horley,  (168)
039054 Mole at Gahtick Airport, (168)
039055 Yeading Bk West at Yeading West,  (170)
039056 Ravensboume at Gafford Hill, (170)
Station River and
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039057 Crane at Cranford Park, (170)
039058 Pool at Winsford Road, (170)
039061 Letcombe Brook at Letcombe Bassett,  (170)
039065 Eweime Brook at Ewelme, (170)
- 039068 Mole at Castb Mill, (170)
039069 Mole at Kinnersley Manor, (170)
039072 Thamedat Royal Windsor Park, (170)
039073 Chum at Cirencester,  (170)
039074 Ampney Brook at Sheepen Bridge,  (170)
039076 Windrush at Worsham, (165)
039077 Og at Marlborough Poulton Fm,  (170)
039078 WeyMorth) at Famham,  (170)
039079 Wey at Weybridge,  (170)
039081 Ock at Abingdon,  (168)
039084 Brent at Brent Cross,  (168)
039085 Wandie at Wandie Park. (165)
039086 Gatwick Stream at Gatwick Link,  (170)
039087 Ray at Water Eaton,  (170)
039088 Chess at Rrckmansworth, (170)
039089 Gade at Bury Mill,  (170)
039090 Cole at inglesham,  (170)
039091 Misboume at Quaffendon Mill.  (170)
039092 Donis Brook at Hendon Lane Bridge, (070)
039093 Brent at Monks Park,  (170)
039094 Crane at Marsh Farm, (170)
039095 Quaggy at Manor House Gardens,  (170)
039096 Wealdstone Brook at Wembley, (170)
039097 Thames at Buscot,  (170)
039098 Pinn at Uxbridge.  (170)
039099 Ampney Brook at Ampney St. Peter,  (170)
039100 Swill Brook at Oaksey,  (168)
039101 Aldbourne at Ramsbury, (170)
039102 Misboume at Denham Lodge.  (170)
039103 Kennet at Newbury,  (170)
039104 Mole at Esher,  (170)
039105 Thame at Wheatley,  (170)
039106 Mole at Leatherhead,  (170)
039107 Hogsmill at Ewell. (168)
039108 Churn at Perrotfis Brook,  (168)
039109 Coln at Fossebridge.  (168)
039110 Coln at Fairford,  (168)
039111 Thames at Staines,  (168)-
039112 Letcombe Brook at /habeas Lake,  (170)
039113 Manor Farm Brk at Letcombe Regis, (170)
039114 Pang at Frilsham,  (168)
039115 Pang at Bucklebury, (168)
039116 Suiham Brook at Sulham, (168)
039117 Caine Brook at Hythe End.  (170)
039118 Way at Alton,  (168)
039119 Wey at Kings Pond (Alton),  (168)
039120 Caker Stream at Alton,  (168)
039121 Thames at Walton,  (170)
039122 Cranleigh Waters at Bromley, (168)
039123 Blackwater at Farnborough.  (170)
039124 Wraysbuiy River at Staines,  (168)
039125 Ver at Redbourn,  (168)
039126 Red at Redbourn,  (168)
039127 Misboume at Little Missenden,  (168)
039128 Boume (South) at Addlestone,  (168)
039129 Thames at Farmoor,  (170)
039130 Thames at Reading,  (168)
039131 Brent at Costons Lane,  (168)
039134 Ravensbourne East at Bromley South, (168)
039135 Quaggy River at Chinbrook Meadows,  (168)
039138 Loddon at Tvryford,  (170)
039139 Cherwell at Oxford,  (170)
039140 Ray at Islip,  (170)
039141 Wey at Guildford.  (170)
039142 Wndmsh at Bourton on the Water,  (170)
039143 Dikier at Bourton on the Water,  (170)
039144 Sor at Bodicote,  (170)
039145 Yeading Brook East at Western Av. A40,  (170)
039146 - Mill Brook at Biewbuhr,  (170)
039147 Wendover Springs at Wendover (BW),  (168)
040001 Medway at Weir Wood Res. (SW),  (168, 173)
040002 Danvell at Donvell Res. (SW),.(168,  173)
040003 Medway at Teston.  (168,  173)
040004 Rather at Udiam.  (168, 173)
040005 Beult at Stile Bridge,  (168.  173)
040006 Boume at Hadlow,  (168,  173)
040007 Medway at Chafford Weir, (868, 173)
040008 Great Stour at Wye.  (168. 173),
040009 Teise at Stone Bridge.  (168.  173)
040010 Eden at Penshurst,  (168, 173)
040011 Great Stour at Horton,  (168, 173)
040012 Darent at Hawley, (168)
040013 Darent at Otford, (168)
040014 Wngham at Durlock. (170)
040015 White Drain at Fairbrook Farm,  (168)
040016 Cray at Crayford,  (168) •
040017 Dudwell at Burwash,  (170)
040018 Darent at Lullingstone, (168)
040020 Eridge Stream at Handal Bridge,  (170)
040021 Headen Channel at Hopemill Br,  (170)
040023 East Stour at South Willesborough,  (170)
040024 Bartley Mill St at Bartley Mill,  (170)
040027 Sarre Penn at Calcott  (168)
040029 Len at Lenside,  (168)
. 040033 Dour at Grabble Mill, (168)
041001 Nunningham Stream at Tilley Br.,  (168)
041002 Ash Boume at Hammer Wood Br.. (768)
HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1996-2000
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041003 Cuckmere at Sherman Bridge,  (168)
041004 Ouse at Barcombe Mills.  (168)
041005 Ouse at Gold Bridge,  (168)
041006 Uck at Meld.  (168)
'041009 -Bother at Hardham,  (168)
041010 Adur W Branch at Hatterell Bridge,  (168)
041011 Bother at Ong Mill,  (168)
041012 Adur E Branch at Sakeham.  (168)
041013 Huggletts Stream at Henley Bridge. (168)
041014 Arun at Pallingham Quay,  (170)
041015 Ems at Westboume,  (168)
041016 Cuckmere at Cowbeech.  (165)
041017 Combs Haven at Crowhurst, (168)
041018 Kird at Tanyards.  (168)
041019 Arun at Alfoldean,  (170)
041020 Bayern Stream at Clappers Bridge,  (168)
041021 Clayhill Stream at Old Ship,  (168)
041022 Lod at Halfway Bridge,  (170)
041023 Lavant at Graylingwell,  (170)
041024 Shell Brook at Shell Brook.  (170)
041025 tomcod Stream at Drungewick.  (170)
041026 Cockhaise Brook at Holywell, (I70)
041027 Bother at Princes Marsh,  (170)
041028 Chess Stream at Chess Bridge,  (168)
041029 Bull at Lealands, (170)
041031 Fulking Stream at Fulking.  (168)
041033 Costers Brook at Cocking,  (168)
041034 Ems at Waiderton, (168) '
041035 North at Brookhurst, (170)
041037 Winterboume Stream at Lewes,  (168)
042001 Wallington at North Fareham, (168)
042003 Lymington at Brockenhurst,  (168)
042004 Test at Broadlands,  (168)
042005 Wallop Brook at Broughton,  (168)
042006 Meon at Mislingford,  (168)
042007 Aire at Drove Lane Airesford. (170)
042008 Cheriton Stream at Sewards Br.,  (170)
042009 Candover Stream at Borough Br.,  (170)
042010 Rotten at Highbridge+Allbrook.  (168)
042011 Harnble at Frogmill.  (170)
042012 Anton at Fullerton,  (170)
042013 Test at Longbridge,  (171)
042014 Blackwater at Ower,  (168)
042015 Dever at Weston Colley, (171)
042016 Itchen at Easton,  (171)
042017 Hermitage at Havant, (168)
042018 monks Brook at Stoneham Lane.  (171)
042019 Tanners Brook at Milibrook,  (171)
042020 Tadbum Lake at Romsey, (171)
042023 Itchen at Riverside Park,  (171)
042024 Test at Chlbolton (Total), (168)
042025 Lavant Stream at Leigh Park,  (171)
043001
043003
043004
043005
043006
043007
043008
043009
043010
043011
043012
043013
043014
043015
043017
043018
043019
043021
043022
043024
044001
044002
044003
044004
044006
044008
044009
045001
045002
045003-
045004
045005
045006
045008
045009
045010
045011
045012
045013
046002
046003
046005
046006
046007
046008
047001
047002
047003
Avon at Ringwood,  (168)
Avon at East Mills,  (168)
Boume at Laverstock. (168)
Avon at Amesbury,  (168, 172)
Gadder at Wilton,  (168)
Stour at Thrcop,  (168)
Wylye at South Newton.  (168)
Stour at Hammoon,  (168)
Allen at Loverley Mill.  (168)
Ebble at Bodenham,  (171)
Wylye at Norton Bavant,  (168)
Mude at Somerford,  (168)
East Avon at Upavon, (168)
Wylye at Longbridge Deverib (168)
West Avon at Upavon, (168)
Allen at Walford Mill, (171) .
Shmen Water at Colesbrook,  (171)
Avon at Knapp Mill,  (171)
Moors River at Hum Court.  (171)
Wylye at Stockton Park,  (171)
Frome at East Stoke Total,  (168)
Piddle at Baggs Mill,  (168)
Asker at Bridport.  (168)
Frome at Dorchester Total,  (171)
Sydling Wtr at Sydling St Nicholas. (168)
Sth Wnterboume at W. Steepleton,  (171)
Wey at Broadway. (17/)
Exe at Thorverton,  (168)
Exe at Stoodleigh, (868)
Culm at Wood Mill,  (168, 173)
Axe at Whrtford,  (168, 173)
Otter at Dolton,  (168, 173)
Quarme at Enterwell,  (168)
Otter at Fenny Bridges,  (171)
Ese at Piston,  (168)
Haddeo at Hartford,  (171)
Bale at Bmshford.  (168)
Greedy at Cowley.  (168)
Tale at Fairmile,  (171)
Teign at Preston.  (168, 173)
Dart at Austins Bridge,  (168,  173)
East Dart at Believer,  (168)
Emie at Ermington,  (171, 173)
West Dart at Dunnabridge,  (171)
Avon at Loddiswell,  (171)
Tamar at Gunnislake,  (1611)
Tamar at Warrington,  (168)
Tavy at Lopwell. (168)
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047034 Lyrae a/ Pitman  lea. (168, 173) 054020 Perry at yeatork 056014 Usk as Usk  Rimer/car. (I71)
047005 Otter, at Warring= Park,  (168. 773) 054431M Sesern al Plynfunon Crane pi), (268) 056015 Olway Brook at Otway  inn. (173)
047006 Lyd at Ulan Park. (168) 056018 Sirtamy at St= Shefirey,  (171)
047007 Ye= at Ranch,  (168) 054023 Balmy Brosk at Oilenham, (768)
047008 Thushel  at TirMay, (168) 054024 Wale at Burcote,  (166) 057001 Taf Fechan at Taf Fechan Res., (165, 773)
Taf Fawr at LIwyron Reservoir, (755,  172)047009 Tatty at Trdeford,  (168) 054025 Dubs at Rhos-y=4=f,  (168) 057002
047010 054026 Chen at Slate /a  (768) 057003 Taff at Tavern-dais, (269, 173)Tamar at Crawford Bridge,  (171)
Flyrn  at  Cam Wcod,  (171)047011 054027 Rome at Et4ey  la, (168) 057004 Cyr= at Abercyron,  (169, 173)
047013 Wa/ey Brook at Basbeet.  (171) 054028 Vyrrrwy at Llanyntynech.  (168) 057005 Taff at Pontypridd,  (171)
047014 Walkharn at Horratoidge.  (171) 054029 Tema at l‘ertuskad Bridge.  (171) 057005 Rhondda at Trehafod,  (171)
047015 Taw at Denham  I  Ltalbrook.  (171. 173) 054032 Severn at Saxons Lode.  (171)
054034 Dowles Brook Oak Cottage,
057(07 Taff at Fiddlers Elbow, (171)
047016 Lamborn at Lunt= Bridge.  (171) 057008 Rhymney at LlaneOeym,  (171)at  (171)
054036 Istourne at =ton on the Green.  (171)047017 Wolf at Carte Park Farm.  (17B 057009 Ety at St Fagans, (l77)
047018 Tbrushei at Hayne Bridge.  (168) 054038 Tanat at Uanyblock•el, (371) 057010 Ely, at Lanelay,  (171)
047019 Tamar at Poison Bridge.  (168) 057011 Blaen Taf Fawr at Beacons Res,  (171)054040 Meese at Tbbertcc, (173)
054041 Tern at Eaton On Tern.  (171) 057012 Garemant at Own= Res., (777)
048001 Fowey at TrakeivestepS, (168 173) 054042 Clywedog at Clywedcg Dm Lower, (171) 057015 Taff at Merthyr Tydfil. (777)
048002 Fowey at Restonnel  one, (168, 173) 054043 Severn at Upton On Severn,  (168)
0481:03 Fat at Tregony,  (171) 054044 Tem at Temhill,  (171) 058031 Ogrnore at Bridgend,  (169. 173)
048004 Warleggan at Tim  euffe, (168) 054045 Perry at Perry Farm.  (171) 058032 Meath at Resolverk (769)
048005 Kenwyn at Truro,  (168) 054046 Wolfe at Cosford,  (168) 055033 Ewenny at Ewenny PliOly, (169, 173)
048036 Cober at HeiSton, (168, 173) 054047 Perry at Ruyton Bridge,  (171) 058005 Ogrnore at BrYnnYenYn. (171)
-  048037 Kemal at Ponsanooth,  (168, 173) 054048 Dane at Weflestourne,  (171) 058006 Malta at Pontneddiechan, (772)
0481309 St Neat at Gragshel Wood, (171) 058007 Ltynfi at Coynahen, (171)
048010 Seaton at Trebrownbridge, (76E) 054049 Learn at Princes Drive %Yak, (171) 058008 Dulais at Cafrew,  (171)
Eweroy  Keepers  Lodge,048011 Fowey at  Restormet  (168) 054050 Learn at Eathorge,  (171) 058009 at  (171)
Hepste at Esgair Camau,  (171)054052 Bailey Brook at Terntel,  (171) 058010
049001 Camel at Denby.  (168) 054053 Cone at Ludbw,  (171) 058011 Thaw at Gigman Bridge,  (171)
049002 Hayle at St  Erb, (168) 054054 Onny at Orin:any. (In) 058012 Afan at Marc= Weir,  (171)
049003 De Lank at De tank.  (768. 173) 054055 Rea at Nean &ears,  (171)
049004 Gannet at Gaels, 0620 054056 Clun at Clungunford, (771) 059001 Tawe at Ynystangtves, (169, 173)
054057 Sevem at Haw Bridge,  (171) 059002 tougher at Tv-y-dail,  (169)
050001 Taw at Umberleigh, (168,  173) 054058 Stoke Park Brook at Stoke Park,  (171) -
050002 Tonidge at Torrington,  (168, 173) 054059 Milord Brook at  Allford, (171) 06:002 CoMi at Fella Mynachdy,  (169)
050005 West Okernent at Veltake,  (171) 054060 Potiord Brook at Sandyford Br.,  (171) 060003 Taf at Clog-y-Fran, (169)
050006 Mole at Woodleigh,  (168, 173) 054061 Hcdnet Brook at Hornet,  (171) 068004 DevA Fewr at Glasfnm Ford.  (169)
050007 Taw at Taw Bridge,  (171) 054062 Stoke Brook at Stoke,  (171) 060005 Bran at Llandovery, (169)
050008 Lew at Gribbleford Bridge, (168) 054063 Stour at Prestwood Hospital,  (171) 060006 Gwili at Glangwili,  (169)
050009 Lew at Norley Bridge, (166) 054065 Roden at Stanton,  (171) 060007 TwA at Dolau Hilion,  (169)
050010 Tonidge at Rockhay Bridge,  (168) 054066 Raft Brook at Plan,  (171) 060008 TwA at Ystradffin,  (171)
050011 Okement at Jacobstowe, (772) 054067 Smestow Brook at Swindon,  (171) 060009 Sawdde at Felin-y-cwm,  (171)
050012 Yeo at Vemby, 068) 054069 Springs Brook at Lower Hordley,  (171) 060010 T”vi at Nantgaredig,  (169)
054070 War Brook at Watford,  (171) 060012 Twrch at Ddol Las,  (171)
051001 054080  Severn  at Dolwen,  (171) 060013 CotN at Pont Ynys Brachia,  (171)Doniford Stream at Swill Bridge,  (168)
Homer Water at W. Luccombe.  (171,  773)051002
051003 Washford at Beggeam Huish.  (168) 054081 Clywedog at Bryntail,  (171) 061001 Western Cleddau at  Prendergast  Mill,  (169)
054083 Crow Brook at Horton,  (171) 061002 Eastern Cleddau at Canaston  Br., (169, 173)
052001 Axe at Wookey,  (166) 054084 Cannon Brook at Parkend,  (171) 061003 Gwaun at Cilrhedyn Bridge, (169)
052002 Yeo at Sutton Bingham Res.,  (168. 173) 054085 Cannop Brook at Cannon Cross,  (171)
052003 Halsewater  at Halsewater,  (168) 054087 Afford Brook at Childs Ercall,  (171) 062001 Teifi at Glan Teifi, (769, 173)
052004 Isle at Ashford Mill, 06E0 054088 Little Avon at  Berkeley  Kennels,  (171) 062002 Teifi at Llanfair,  (171)
052005 Tone at Bishops Hull,  (168, 173) 054089 Avon at Bredon,  (171)
052006 Yeo at Pen Mill,  (168, 173) 054090 Tanlhvyth at TanlOryth Fiume OH),  (171) 063001 Yshvyth at Pont Llotwyn,  (169)
052007 Parrett at Chiselberough,  (168) 054091  Severn  at  Hafren Flume OH),  (171) 063002 Rheidol at Llanbadam Fawr, (769)
052008 Tone at Clatworthy  Reservoir,  (168, 173) 054092 Hore at Hore Flume OH). (177) 063003 Wyre at Uanrhystyd,  (171)
052009 Sheppey  re  Fenny Caste.  (168) 054094 Strine at Crudgington.  (171) 063004 Ystvryth at Cwrn Ystwyth,  (171)
052010 Brue at Lovington.  (166) 054095  Severn  at Buildwas.  (171)
052011 Cary at Somerten. (166) 054096 Hadley Brook at Wards Bridge, (771) 064001 Dyli at Dyfi Bridge. (269.  173)
052014 Tone at Greenham,  (168, 173) 054097 Hore at Upper Here flume (lH),  (168) 064002 Dysynri at Pont-y-Garth, (169)
052015 Land Yeo at Wraxall Bridge,  (171) 054098 Cam at Cambridge.  (171) 064003 Mawddach at GanlIwyd,  (169)
052016 Currypool Stream at Currypool Fm.,  (171) 054099 Coley Brook at Coley Mill,  (171) 064004 Tvwmyn at  Cemmaes  Road.  (171)
052017 Congresbury Yea at tweed,  (171) 064006 Leri at Dolybont  (169)
052020 Gallica Stream at Gallica Bridge,  (168) 064010 Afon Mawddach at Tyddya Gwladys,  (171)
052025 Hillfarrance at Milvetton,  (171) 055002 Wye at Belmont,  (165, 172)
052026 Athena at Higher Alham,  (171) 055003 Lugg at Lugwardine, (165)055004 Won at Abemant,  (165) 065001 Glaslyn at  Beddgelert,  (169)
053001 Avon at melksham,  (168) 055005 Wye at Rhayader.  (165) 065002 Dwyryd at Maenhvrog,  (169)
053002 Semington Brook at Semirtgton,  (168) 055006 Elan at Caban Coch Res.,  (165, 172) 065004 Gwyrfai at Bontnewydd,  (171)
053003 Avon at Bath St James,  (165) 055007 Wye at Envood. (765,  172) 065005 Erch at  Pencaenewydd,  (171)
053004 Chew at Compton Dando,  (168, 173) 055008 Wye at Cefn Boyn (IH),  (169) 065006 Seiont at Peblig Mill.  (171)
053005 Midford Brook at midford, (768) 055009 Monnow at Kentchurch.  (165) 065007 Dwyfawr at Gamdolbenmaen,  (171)
053006 Frome(Bristol) at Frenchay,  (168) 055010 Wye at Pant Mawr,  (169) 065008 Nant Paris at Tan-Yr-Alt,  (171)
053007 Fmme(Somerset)  at Tellisford,  (168) 055011 Ithon at Lendewi.  (169) 065014 CoNom at Hafod Wydr,  (171)
053008 Avon at Great Somerford,  (168) 055012 Mon at Cilmery,  (169) 065015 Llyfni at Pont Y Cim,  (171)
053009 Wallow Brook at Wallow,  (168) 055013 Arrow at Titley Mill, (169)
053013 Marden at Stanley,  (171) 055014 Lugg at Byton,  (169) 066001 Clwyd at Pont-y-Cambsyll,(169)
053015 Spring Flow at liawell,  (171) 055015 Honddu at Tafolog.  (169) 066002 Elvry at Pant yr Onen, (169,  173)
053016 Spring Flow at Dunkerton,  (171) 055016 lthon at Dissent).  (169) 066003 Aled at Bryn Aled,  (169. 173)
053017 Boyd at Baton, (171) 055017  Chwefru  at  Carreg-y-wen,  (169) 066004 Wheeler  at Bodfari,  (171)
053018 Avon at Bathford,  (168) 055018 Frome at Yarkhill,  (169) 066005 Clvryd at Ruthin Weir,  (171)
053019 Woodbridge Brook at Crabb Mill,  (168) 055020 Pinsley 13d, at Cholstrey Mill,  (171) 066006 Elwy at Pont-y-Gwyddel,  (171)
053020 Gauze Brook at Rodboume,  (168) 055021 Lugg at Butts Bridge,  (169) 066011 Conwy at Cam Llanerch,  (169, 173)
053022 Avon at Bath ultrasonic,  (171) 055022 Trothy at Mitchel Troy,  (169) 066012 Lledr at  Gethins  Bridge,  (171)
053023 Sheraton Avon at Fosseway,  (171) 066025 Clwyd at Pont Dafydd,  (171)
053024 Tetbury Avon at Brokenborough, (171) 055023 Wye at Redbrook,  (165, 173)
053025 Melts at Vallis,  (171) 055025 Llynfi at  Three  Cocks,  (169) 067001 Dee at Bala,  (169,  173)
055026 Wye at Ddot Farm,  (165) 067002 Dee  at Erbistrfick Rectory,  (165, 173)
053026 Frome (Bristol) at Frampton General!,  (171) 055027 Rudhall Brook at Sandford Br.,  (171) 067003 Brenig at Llyn Brenig outflow,  (165, 173)
053028 By Brook at Middlehill, (171) 055028 Frome at Bishops Rome, 070 067005 Ceiriog at Brynkinalt Weir,  (169)
053029 BHs at Trowbridge,  (171) 055029  '  Monnow at Grosmont,  (165) 067006 Mwen  at Druid,  (169, 173)
055030 Claenven at Dol-y-mynach,  (165) 067007 Dee  at Glyndyfrdwy,  (169, 173)
054001 Severn  at  Bewdley,  (765,  173) 055031 YaZor Brook at  Three  Elms,  (171) 067008 Min at Pont-y-Gapel,  (169)
054002 Avon at Evesham, (185) 055032 Elan at Elan Village,  (165) 067009 Alyn at Rhydymwm.  (169)
054003 Vyrnwy at Vyrnsvy Reservoir.  (165, 172) 055033 Wye at Gory flume (IH), (171) 067010 Gelyn at Cynefail, (169)
054004 Sowe at Stoneleigh.  (168) 055034 Cyff at Cyff flume (IH),  (171) 067011 Rant Aberderfel at Rant Aberderfel,  (169)
054005 Severn at Montford,  (168, 173) 055035 lago at lago flume (IH),  (171) 067013 Himant at Pas Rhiwedog,  (169)
054006 Stour at Gallows Lane,  (168) 055036 Garren at Marstow Mill,  (171) 067015 Dee at Manley Hall. (165,  173)
054007 Arrow at Broom,  (168) 067017 Tryweiyn at Llyn Celyn outflow, (169, 173)
054008 Tema at Tenbury,  (168) 056001 Usk at Chain Bridge,  (169,  /73) 067018 Dee at New Inn, (169)
054010 Stour at Alsoot Park,  (168, 173) 056002  Ebbw  at Rhiwderyn,  (169, 173) 067020 Dee at Chester Weir, (769)
054011 Salwarpe at Harford Hill,  (168) 056003 Honddu at The Forge Brecon,  (169, 173) 067025 Clywedog at Bowling Bank,  (171)
054012 Tern at Walool,  (168) 056004 Usk at Llandetly,  (169, 173) 067026 Dee at Eggleston Fern,  (171, 173)
054013
054014
.
Chwedog at Cribynau,  (168, 173)
Sevem at Abermule,  (168, 173)
056005 Lwyd at Ponthir,  (169)
056006 Usk at Trallong,  (169, 173)
067027
067028
Dee at lronbridge,  (171)
Ceidiog at Liandr ilio,  (177)
054015 Bow Brook at Besford Bridge,  (168) 056007 Senni at Pont Hen Hafod,  (169) 067029067033
Trystion at Pen-y-felin Fawr,  (171)
Dee at Chester Suspension Br.,  (171)054016 Roden at Rodington. (168) 056008 Monks Ditch at Llanwem,  (171)
054017 Leaden at Wedderbum Bridge,  (168, 173) 056011 •Sirhowy at Wansville,  (171,  773)
054018 Rea Brook at Hookagate,  (168) 056012 Groyne at Millbrook, (777,  173) 068001 Weaver at Ashbrock,  (165, 173)
054019 Avon at Stareton,  (168) 056023 Yscir at Pontaryscir.  (171) 068002 Gowy at Prcton,  (165)
164
Station River and
number Station name
068003 Dane at Rudheath,  (165. 172)
068004 Wistaston Brook at Marshfield Br.,  (169,  073)
068005 Weaver at Audlem,  (169, 173)
088006 Dane at Hulme.Walfield,  (169, 173)_  _
068007 Wncharn Brook at Lostock Gralarn. (169)
068011 Adey Brook at Gore Farm,  (171)
068015 Gov°, at Huxley, (171)
068019 Weaver at Pidierings Cut, (169)
068020 Gowy at Bridge Trafford, (171)
069001 Mersey at Ham Weir,  (165)
069002 !met at Adelphi Weir,  (165)
069003 Irk at Scotland Weir. (165)
069004 Etherow at Bottoms Res. (NWW  (165. 172)
069005 Glaze Brook at Little Mfoolden Hall,  (169)
069006 Boffin at Dunham Massey,  (169)
069007 Mersey at Ashton Weir, (170
069008 Dean at Stanneyiands,  (171)
069012 Bollin at Wilmslow,  (171)
069013 Sindedand Brook at Partington,  (171)
069015 Effierow at Compstall,  (171)
069017 Gayt at Maple Bridge, (169) .
069019 Worsley Brook at Eccles, (169)
069020 Medlack at London Road,  (171)
069022 Irwell at Irwell Vale, (169)
069023 Roch at Blackford Bridge.  (171)
069024 Croal at Famworth Weir,  (171)
069027 Tame at Porlwaad,  (169)
069030 Sankey Brook at Causey Bridge.  (171)
069031 Dillon Brook at Greens Bridge,  (171)
069032
069033
069035
069037
069039
069040
069041
069042
069044
Alt at Kirkby,  (171)
Alt at Sefton,  (169)
!well at Bury Bridge,  (171)
Mersey at Westy,  (171)
Medlock at New Viaduct Street, (165)
!mall at Stubbins,  (169)
Tame at Broarnstair Bridge. (169)
Ding Brook at Nader Reservoir. 070
Irwell at Bury Ground, (070)
070001 Douglas at Rivington Reservoirs.  (169, 173)
070002 Douglas at Wanes Blades Br..  (171,  173)
070003 Douglas at Central Park Wigan,  (171)
070004 Yarrow at Croston Mill,  (171)
070005 Lostock at Littlewood Bridge.  (171)
071001 Ribble at Samlesbury,  (169, 173)
071002 Hodder at Stocks Reservoir.  (165. 173)
071003 Croasdale at Croasdale (NWW), (169)
071004 Calder at Whalley Weir, (169)
071005 Bottoms Beck at Bottoms Beck (NWW).  (169)
071006 Ribble at Henthorn,  (169)
071008 Hodder at Hodder Place,  (171)
071009 Ribble at New Jumbles Rock,  (171)
071010 Brendle Water at Barden Lane,  (171)
071011 Ribble at Amford,  (169)
071013 Darwen at Ewood,  (171)
071014 Darwen at Blue Bridge,  (171, 173).
071015 Dunsop at Footholme Flume,  (171)
072001 Lune at Halton, (169, 173)
072002 Wyre at St Michaels,  (169)
072004 Lune at Caton,  (169, 173)
072005 Lune at Killington New Bndge,  (169)
072007 Brock at WS A6,  (171)
072008 Wyre at Garstang,  (169)
072009 Wenning at Wennington,  (171)
072011 Rawthey at Brigg Flatts,  (169)
072014 Gander at Galgate,  (171)
072015 Lune at Lunes Bridge,  (171)
072016 Wyre at Scorton Weir,  (169)
073001
073002
073003
073005
073006
073008
073009
073010
073011
073013
073014
073015
Leven at Newby Bridge,  (171)
Crake at Low Nibthwaite, (169)
Kent at Bumeside,  (171)
Kent at Sedgwick, (169)
Cunsey Beck at Eel House Bndge.  (171)
Bela at Beetham,  (169)
Sprint at Sprint Mill,  (171)
Leven  at Newby Bridge FMS,  (165,  173)
Mint at Mint Bridge.  (171)
Rattly at Miller Bridge House,  (171)
Bratay at Jetty Knotts, (171)
Keer at High Keer Weir,  (171)
074001 Duddon at Duddon Hall, (069)
074002_01 at Galesyke,  (169)
•  074003 Ehen at Bleach Green, (170)
074005 Chen at Braystones,  (171)
074006 Calder at Calder Hall,  (169)
074007 Esk at Crappie How. (071)
074008 Durldon at Ulpha,  (169)
075001 St Johns Beck at Thirlmere Res..  (165, 173)
075002 Derwent at Camertan,  (169, 173)
075003 Derwent at Ouse Bridge, (169)
075004 Cocker at Southwaite Bridge,  (169)
075005' Derwent at Portinscale,  (171)
075006 Newlands Beck at Braithwaite,  (169)
075007 Glenderamackin at Threlkeld, (169)
075009 Greta at Low Briery, (070
075010 Marron at Ullock,  (171)
Station River and
number Station name
075016 Cocker at Scalehill,  (171)
075017 Ellen at Bullgill,  (171)
076001 , Haweswater, Beck at Bumbanks,  (169, 173),_
076002 Eden at Warwick Bridge,  (169)
078003 Eamont at Uctford,  (169, 173)
076004 Lowther at Eamont Bridge,  (169, 173)
076005 Eden at Temple Sowerby,  (169)
076007 Eden at Sheepmount.  (169. 173)
076008 Irthing at Greenholme. (069)
076009 Caldew at Holm Hill,  (169)
076010 Pattern at Harraby Green.  (169)
076011 Coal Bum at Coalbum.  (169)
076014 Eden at Kirkby Stephen,  (171)
076015 Eamont at Pooley Bridge,  (171)
077001 Esk at Netherby,  (169)
077002 Esk at Carionbie.  (169, 173)
077003 Liddel Water at Rowanbumfoot, (171)
077004 10rtle Water at Mossknowe, (170)
077005 Lyne at Cliff Bridge.  (171)
078001 Annan at St Mungos Manse,  (169)
078003 Annan at Ellydekirk, (169)
078004 Kinnel Water at Redhall,  (169, 173)
078005 Idnnel Water at Bridgemuir,  (171)
078006 Annan at Woodfoot. (171)
079001 Afton Water at Afton Reservoir,  (169)
079002 Nith at Friars Carte.  (169,  073)
079003 Nith at Hal/ Bridge,  (169 173)
079004 Scar Water at Capenoch,  (169)
079005 Cluden Water at Fiddlers Ford, (169)
079006 Nith at Dmmlanrig,  (169,  173)
079007 Lochar Water at Kirkblain Bridge,  (169)
080001  Urr  at Dalbeattie,  (169)
080002 Dee at Glenlochar,  (171)
080003 White Laggan Bum at Loch Dee,  (171)
080004 Green Bum at Loch Dee.  (171)
080005 Dargall Lane at Loch Dee,  (171)
080006 Blackwaler at Loch Dee. WM
081001 Penwhm Bum at Penwhirn Res., (169)
081002 Cree at Newton Stewart.  (169)
081003 Luce at Airyhemming,  (169,  173)
081004 Bladnoch at Low Malhe.  (171)
081005 Piltanton Bum at Barsolus,  (171)
081006 Water of Minnoch at Minnoch Bridge,  (171)
081007 Water of Fleet at Ruskin, (171)
082001 Orvan at Robstone.  (169.  173)
082002 Doon at Auchendrane. (171)
082003 Stinchar at Balnovelart. (171)
083002 Gamock at Dairy,  (169)
083003 Ayr at Catrine,  (169)
083004 Lugar Water at Langholm,  (171)
083005 Irvine at Shewalton,  (171)
083006 Ayr at Mainholm,  (171)
083007 Lugton Water at Eglinton Castle, (071)
083008 Amick Water at Dreghom,  (171)
083009 Gamock at Kilwinning.  (171)
083010 Irvine at Newmilns.  (171)
083013 Irvine at Glenfield, (069)
084001
084002
084003
084004
084005
084006
084007
084008
084009
084012
084013
084014
084015
084016
084017
084018
084019
084020
084021
084022
. _
Kelvin at Killermont, (165, 173)
Calder at Muirshiel ISRCW),  (169, 173)
Clyde at Hazelbank,  (169, 173)
Clyde at  Sills of Clyde, (069, 173)
Clyde at Blairston,  (169, 173)
Kelvin  at Bridgend,  (169, 173)
South Calder Wtr at Forgewood,  (169, 173)
Rotten Calder Wtr at Redlees.  (169,  173)
Nathan at Kirkmuirhill, (169, 173)
White Cart Water at Hawkhead.  (169, 173)
Clyde at Daldowie,  (169, 173)
Avon Water at Fairholm.  (169,  373)
Kelvin at Dryfield,  (169, 173)
Luggie Water at Condorrat,  (169. 173)
Black Cart Wtr at Milliken Park.  (169. 173)
Clyde at Tulliford Mill.  (169. 173)
North Calder Wtr at Calderpark.  (169.  073)
Glazert Wtr at Milton of Campsie,  (169,  173)
White Cart Water at Netherlee. (0K 173)
Duneaton at Maidencots.  (169. 173)
- - - - - - - -
084023 Bothlin Bum at Auctiengeich,  (171, 173)
084024 North Calder %Mr at Hillend, (171, 173)
084025 Luggie Water at ()nand,  (171)
084026 Allander Water at Milngavie.  (171) .
084027 North Calder Wtr at Calderbank.  (165  073).
084029 Cander Water at Candermill, 0711
084030 White Cart Water at Overlee.  (171)
084031 Wattone Bum at Watstone,  (169)
084032 Bagabout Bum at Gffnock. (169)
084033 White Cart Wtr at MacOuisten Br., (069)
0E14034 Auldhouse Bum at Spiers Bridge,  (169)
084035 Kttoch Water at Waterside,  (169)
084036 Eam Water at Letham,  (169)
084037 Douglas Water at Happendon,  (169)
HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1996-2000
Station River and
number Station name
085001 Leven at Linnbrane, (069, 173)
085002 Endrick Water at Gaidrew, (169, 173)
085003 Falloch at Glen Facial,  (169, 173)
_ .085004_ Luss Water at Luss.  (171)._
086001 Little Eacbaig at Dalinlongart,  (169,  173)
086002 Eachaig at Eckford, (169, 173)
089002 Linne nam Beathach at Victoria Br.,  (169)
089003 Orchy at Glen Drolly, (371)
089004 Strae at Glen Strae, (171)
089005 Lochy at Inverlochy,  (171)
089006 River Avicb at Bamaline Lodge.  (169)
089007 Abhainn a' Bhealaich at Braevallich,  (171)
089008 Eas Dairnh at Eas Daimh  (171)
089009 Eas a' Ghaill at Succoth.  (171)
090002 Creran at Taraphocain, (071)
090003 Nevis at Claggan,  (171)
091002 Lochy at Camisky,  (169)
092001 Shiel at Shielfoot.  (171)
093001 Carron at New Kelso,  (171)
094001 Ewe at Poolewe,  (169)
095001 Inver at Little Assynt.  (171)
095002 Broom at Invertwom,  (169)
096001 Halladale al Halladale.  (171)
096002 Haver at Apigill,  (171)
096003 Strathy at Strathy Bridge.  (171)
096004 Strathmore at Annaba&  (171)
097002 Thurso at Halkiiit. (169, 073)
101001 Eastem Yar at Alverstone Mill,  (169)
101002 Medina at Upper Shide,  (169)
101003 Lukely Brook at Newport,  (171)
101004 Eastern 'tar at Burnt House,  (171)
101005 Eastem Yar at Budbridge,  (171)
101006 Wroxall Stream at Waightshale.  (171)
101007 Sootchells Brook at Burnt House, (071)
102001 Cefni at Bodffordd, (169)
106001 Creed ai Creed Bridge,  (171)
201002 Fairywater at Dudgeon Bridge,  (171)
201005 Camowen at Camowen Terrace;  (171)
201006 Drumragh at Campsie Bridge,  (171)
201007 Bum Dennet at Burndennet,  (171)
201008 Derg at Castlederg.  (171)
201009 Owenkillew at Crash,  (171)
201010 Mourne at Drumnabuoy House,  (169)
202001 Roe at Ardnargle,  (171)
202002 Faughan at Drumahoe,  (171)
203010 Blackwater at Maydown Bridge,  (169)
203011 Maine at Dromona,  (171)
Ballinderry at Ballinderry Bridge,  (171)
203017 Upper Bann at Dynes Bridge,  (171)
203018 Six-Mile Water at Antrim,  (171)
203019 Claudy at Glenone Bridge,  (171)
203020 Moyola at Moyola New Bridge,  (171)
203021 Kellswater at Curry's Bridge,  (171)
203024 Gusher at Gamble's Bridge,  (171)
203025 Callan at Martin's Bridge,  (171)
203026 Glenavy at Glenavy,  (171)
203027 Braid at Bailee.  (171)
203028 Agivey at Whitehill.  (171)
203029 Six Mile Water at Ballydare,  (171)
203033 Upper Bann at Bannfield,  (171)
203038 Rocky at Rocky Mountain,  (171)
203039 Clagh at Tullynewey,  (171)
203040 Lawer Bann at Movanagher,  (169)
203042 Crumlin at Cidercourl Bridge,  (171)
203043 Oonawater at Shammy,  (171)
203046 Rathmore Bum at Rathmore Br.,  (171)
203092 Maine at Dunminning,  (171)
203093 Maine at Shane's Viaduct.  (171)
204001Bush at Seneirl Bridge,-(171)-
205004
205005
205008
205010
205011
205015
205020
Lagan at Newtorge,  (169)
Ravemet at Ravemet, (170)
Lagan at Drumiller,  (169)
Lagan at Banana.  (171)
Annadoy at Kilmore Bridge, (170
Canon at Grandmere,  (171)
Enler at Comber,  (171)
206001 Clanrye at Mountmill Bridge,'(171)
206002 Jerretspass at Jerretspass,  (171)
236005 Colebrooke at ballindarragh Br.,  (171)
236007 Sillees at Drumrainey Bridge,  (171)
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Summary of  Archived Data — Gauged Flows
Flow records commencing prior to 1950
Station  1900 1910 1920
004031
0E6001
005003
002001
009005
012001
015003
015004
015005
016001
021028
023015
027001
027002
027005
027010
028001
028002
028010
028085
Station  1900
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032001
032002
032003
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032006
032007
032038
033001
033002
033003
033004
033011
033013
033024
033053
035014
036001
037002
Station
037003
037004
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038005
038013
039001
039002
039004
039005
039013
039015
039076
039085
041016
053003
054001
054002
054003
055002
055003
Station
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055006
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055009
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055029
055030
055032
057001
057002
067002
067003
067015
068001
068002
068003
069001
069002
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075001
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Flow records commencing between 1950 and 1969
Station
003001
1950
"exnae
1960 1970 1980, 1990 2k Station
021007
1950 1960 1970
EAMAZAA  AILMAAAAAA
1980
AA/AAA...AA
1990 2k
AAAAAAPAAA A
003005 - - FAAMMA_APAAMMA _PE 021008 eMAAAAAM  AMAAMAAA MAAARAMA la.....AAA  .  A
004004 • MAMMA A/A...M A
005001 MA'AM ME 021010 fF EAAMA AAJAMEMA A
005002 FAA. AAAKAAAAAA  C 021011 DAMAAA AAAAArautia AAAAMMA 7aAAAAAALA A
005003 EA AAAAAAAAAA  A 021012 DAAAAAA  MAMMA AMMAAAAA AAAALLMAA A
005004 EAAAAAAAAA  A 021013 DAAAAA MAMMA APAMAAAAA AAAAMAAAA  A
006006 eAAAAAB BAe 021014 EAAMPAAA  AAAAAAAAAA AMaAAAAAA AAAAMaPAA  A
006007 021015 EAAA  AMAAAAAAA AAAMAAMa MAAULMAA  A
007001 emamama AAAMAMAA ALAAAAAAAA ALAAAAAAM  A 021016 FAA  AMAAAAAAA AMAPA...A MaAAMAAA  A
007002 eA AAAMMAA AAMAAAAAA AAAAAAAAAA AAMMAAA A 021017 BMA AAA/WAWA mamma.. AMMAAAA A
007003 eamatt AAPBAMPAA MamADDAA AAALMAAAA  A 021018 DA  AAAMPAPAA AAAAAMAAA /MAMMA A
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008017 DAAE 021034 FB  AAAAAAAMA AAAAAALMA AAAMMAA A
009001 e AAAAIMMA AAMMALLA AAAAAMAAA AMMAAAA A 022001 FFFBAAA  AAAAMAAAA AAAAAMala AAAAKAAAAA  A
009002 oamamak AMARAMAA MAMA AA AAA/Oda/AA A 022002 FAA EAEAAAMA AMAILAAAAA E
009003 E AAMMAMA AMA  "AAMA AMMAA/a A 022003 FAA BAEAMAAAA AMMAAAA E
009006 E &DAMMED 022004 eAAA AMMAME E
009007 EADDAE 022006 eDAA DALAMAAA BAABAAAAAA AMAILTAAA A
010001 FAAAA ABAAAAAAAA ACC 022007 EA ALUMAAARA AAMAAAAAD MAMMA A
010002 EAAAMAAA AlaILAAAMA AARAMMAA  A 022008 E IA/AAA/AAA AAAE
011001 8 AAAAAAALLA AMAAAAAA AARAMILAAA  A
Matlia 1. A
023001 eABA
f CCCCB
AAMMAMA AMAAAA/AA AAAAAAAAM ABEBAIMA A
011002 F CHAAAAAAM MAACALVA 023002 AAAMAAAAA  AMBAAMAA AAA/A/JAM DAADAMAA A
MAMMA A e011003 EAAAAla AMACAPAAA 023003 AMAIALADA AAAABAAMA EADALLAM AMAAMAA A
011005 0 AMAR 023094 CAAAAAAA AMMABAA AAAMPAAB ABBMAMAA A
012004 F AMAAABPAA BBEFCAAALA EEA LAMA A 023005 eMaDAD  AAAAMAAM AMMAR
012009 edd dADEDDADEF CEFFECF BAAKAAAAla  A 023006 eMa AAMMEEA &mamma,. AAAAAAMAD A
013010 A AAAAAAAMA  A 023007 eMatala MUMMA BraLAMEAD AAAAAAMAA A
013012 MAAAAAAA  A 023008 EA AAAMSABAA AEMAAAME DADAAAMAA  A
Station 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2k Station 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2k
013017 AAAAAA 023009 e MADDAAAE ME EEEMEDDD D
014001 EAA %MAMMA MAMMA AAMAIMA A 023010 FAAAAAAMA E
.014002 E AA/MAMA ACCFCAMA MAMMA A 023011 EDA/a/aBla EAMMEEF DAMMAM A
014007 AILA MAMMA A 023014 f CCCCCCCCC CRIME
014009 AAAAAAAAA A 023016 E DDDAAAADAA  A
014010 MAMMA  A 023018 AAAAADAA  D
015001 ee eAAAAAAAF 023022 EMAAADA AAAAMAUA  A
015002 e AAAAAAME 023023 MAIMAAA A
015006 eAMAAM AAAAAAAAM &MAMMA. AAAAAALAM AAAAAAALM. A 024001 f CC CCCOCCBLAA AMMELAA EAMALMA EDADAAADAA A
015007 eAA MAAMAAAA AAMULAAMA AACCCAMAA MAAAAMAA A 024002 eA AMAAAAAM MAMMA MAE
015008 EA AAAAAMAAA AAADAAALAA BACCCAULAA mama A 024003 eA •  AMMAEAA  AMMAAM AAAAPDAMa DDAPAAAAAD  A
015011 cc cCCCCCCOCC CCEMAAMAA ACCCCAAMA JAM/MA A 024004 e AAAMARAAA AMAMMEA AA/ALMMAA AMPAABLAA A
015013 ccccc cCCCCCCCCC CCOBAALMA MCGILL.. amramma A 024005 eeRRAA AAMAAMAA  MAMMA AAAMBA MA AMAAMAK A
015018 eaaaae 024006 f cc bait MAIM MAMMAL
015029 AMA 024007 EA MAMMA MAE
015030 CAAAAAAAMt 024011 AMAAAAA A
015032 CAAAAAA 025001 e•MA AAMAAALLA AMARAAAA MAAAAADA. MUMMA A
015034 APAAMAA 025002 f f e MAAAAAAAB  EMAAe
015038 AAAAAAA 025003 eAA AAAEAMARA  MALAAABA E EAMAAAM A
015039 mama 025004 eAAA AAMAAMAA  AAAAAAMAD AAEADDDADA Maala BC A
SMU0n 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 Station 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2k
015041 AAAAAAA 025005- e MAMMA MAABAMAA MAAPAAAAA AMAAAAMA A
016002 alaA AMaKMAAA araam 025006 eAAMAARA. AMBAABAAA .WA/a/MAA AAAAAAA/aA A
016003 EALABAAAAA AMAAMAAA AMMAMA 025007 eAAAAAAAA MAAAAAAAA E
016007 CAAAAAAMA 025008 EAM AMBAMMA AEA.8 F AAMAALAAA A
017001 ALAAMAAAH AMALAAMA AAAAAAADAC 025009 ABACEAAAAA AMAAAAlah AADAMPAA A
017002 MAMMAL% AAAAAALAM AABAMADAC 025010 EAA ARAM
017016 AAAA MMACAMAC 025011 MAMMA MAE
018001 EILA AAAALRAMA AAAALAAALA AMAAAAAA AMULIMC 025012 BAMMATA
BEARE
AMMAAM AIMPAAla A
018002 ABAMALM AAAMAA AMAAAMAA AACIAMACC 025013
ACME018003 Ccc cCCBAAAAAA AMAAAMAA MAMMA AAABAAAM 026001 enema BBBBBABAB
018013 ACCA ALCArMACC 026002 eAAAEEBB FAMAPABE B CCCCCCCC CCCCCFC
018015 AMA ABFACCAA C 026003 e APAAPAAAAR AIMEE/AA AMAAAAAAA AAAMA/aLA A
018017 EDAAAMA BCCAAAA
ACCACCADCC
026007 FFCC FCCCFFCCCC
018020 F 028009 FC CCCCCCC CC C
ACCACCIACC018021 F 027003 eR EELAAAAAAA AAMMADD MAMMA AMAZEAA  A
018023 CCC FCCCABD 027004 eAMAAAKE Pelee
019001 ma MAMMAM mammwa MAMMA MAMMAC C 027006 eAAAA AAAALIAMA AMAAAAMA mammara A
019002 mamma mwamam MAMMAL. ABCBCBAACC C 027007 eA MAMMA
Lamina
EBDAMME AMAPA/AAA MAMMA A
019003 eawama mammam 027008 „gag AAAAAMEA8 AEDEE
019004 mammam Atacama AAAAPAAMA BACACMACC  C 027009 E ALABOBALAD ADAMAABAA AEAACCCCCC B
Station 1950 1960 1980
-
1990 - 2k Station 1950 1960 1970 -  1980 1990 2k1970
019005 eAAAPAAA MAAAAAAAA MAMATAM DACCAMUCC C 027011 f BBABBB BBABBRAMLA MABCCE
019006 MAAAAA MAARAMAA AMAMALAA AMACAAACC C 027012 eiaAAA AAAAAAAAAA
019007 BAMAAAA AAAMAAMA AMMAAAA tar •AMC F 027013 eBBBBB BBBBBRALAA AAABBBCBEE B
019008 KAMM AAAMMAAA AAAAMAMA 027014 eA MAMMA EE
019009 MAMA& AMAAAMAA AMARA BFA ADCEFFDEFC C 027015 MAMMA MAIM
019010 A AAAAAAAAAA AMBEEBEA Air iiirr C 027016 eBBB BBBBBBAAAA AEBBEFUEEE B
AEBBBECEBE019011 CCCCCCC CCCCCCALAA MAMMA AACACMAFC C 027017 eBBE BaBBBAMA E
019012 RAM AAFBCADBCC C 027018 eAAB BBABBBAAAB Babe
020001 MAMMA Apahama MAMMA AAAAA LAF r c 027019 eAAA AAEMAAEE EAAAe
020002 EAM MAMMA. AAA/MAMA AMACAAACC C 027020 eBBB BBABBRAELAB BABBEACEEE B
020003 MAA AMMAAMA AUMMEsim Mara/WC B 027021 e MEAAMJAA AAAAAAE DA AAAAAAAAAA AALMAILMA A
020004 MA AMAAAAMa AAAAMAAM AAFE 027022 emaamam RE
020005 CCCCC CCCCOCAPA. AMALLEA" AMCCAAACC C 027023 eAMAAAAM MAMMA ALAMEDA. ALLMAAAAA A
020007 OCCAM AAAAAAAAAA AACACTMC C 027024 eAAAMMA MAMMA E
021001 e AAAAEFAAE 027025 eAMAAAA MAE AMA  mamma Ala
AMAMAAAA021002 e MCBAME 027026 eAAMAA AMAKAAAAE AAAAAAMAA A
021003 e MAMMA AMAAMAA AMAPAAAAA nflAA A 027027 MAMMA MIME
021004 RAM 027028 AMAAAMA MAAAAAEA MiiADia• MAMMA A
021005 EABAMLMA MAMMA MAMMA AAKAAMAAA  A 027029 MAMMA FiiiiMAA AABAAAAAAA MAAMMA A
021006 DAAAMAAA AAAMAAMA AAALAAAAAA AMALLAMA A 027030 MAMA AAAAEEBADA MWALIAAAA AAAAAMAAA A
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Summary of  Archived Data Naturalised Flows
Flow records commencing before 1950
Flow records commencing between 1950 and 1969
HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1996-2000
Station 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 21k Station 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2'
007003 FEEEE EEEEEE EEH F EE E SE 027007 FE EEEEEEEEEE EF
015006 FEE F EEE EEH EEEEEE .027009 F EF RAM
016001 FEEEEEE EEEEEE EEE EEEEEE 027011 FEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEF
017001 F EF 027012 FEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE EF
017002 F EF 027013 FEEEEE EEEEEEEEFE EF
018002 FEEEE F 027015 CAAC
018003 FEEEEE EF 027016 FEEE EEEEEEEEFE EF
019001 EEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEE 027017 FEEE EEEEEEEEFE EFEF
019002 EEEEEEEE EEE EE 027018 FEES EEEEEEEEEE =IF
019003 FEEEEEEEE EEEEEE 027019 FEEE EEFEEEEEFF FEF
019004 EEEEEEEEEE EEE 027020 FFEF FFEEEEEEFE FEEF
019005 FEEEEEEE EFEEEE 027021 FFFEEEFEEE EF
019006 EEEEEEE EEEEEE 027022 FEEEEE FF
019007 FEEEEEEE EEEEEE 027023 FEEEEE EF
019008 FEEEEE EEEEEE 027024 FEEEF
019009 EEEEEEE EEFFEE 027025 FEEEEEEEE EF
019010 E EEEEEE .027026 FEEEEEF
020001 EEEEEEEEE EEEEEE 027027 FEEFFEEFE EEEF
020002 EE EEEEEE 027028 EEEEEEEEE EF
020003 EEEEE EEEEEE 027029 FEEEEFEEF
Station 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 Station 1950 1960
FEEEEE
1970 1980 1990
020004
021001 F
EEE
EEEEFFEEF
EEEEEEE 027030
027031
EF
EFEEEEFE
021002 F EEEEEEEEF 027032 FFEF
021003 F EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE 027039 FEE EF
021004 FEEF 030003 FF
021005 FEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE 031007 FF FF FF
021008 EEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE 033001 FEEEEEF
021007 EEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEFEEEE 033002 FEEBAARA AAAAAAA
021008 EEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE 033003 IT FEEEF
021009 EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEHEEEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE 033005 FEEEEEEE EEEEEEBBAR AC
021010 FEEEEEE EF FF EE E 033036 FEEE EEEEF
021011 EEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE 033007 FEEEEEE EEEFEECCCF EF
021012 EEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE 033011 FEEF
A.P...4A021013
021014
EEEEEE
FEEEEEEEE
EEEEEEEEEE
EEEEEEEEHE
EEEEEEEEEE
EEEEEEEEEE
EEEEEEEEEE
EEEEEEEEEE
033035
036002
CA AARAAC
MAAAC
021015 EEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE 036003 CAMMAAA MAMA{
021016 EE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE 036004 CARAA AMAAAC
021017 SEES EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE 036005 CAMPAAA ARARARC
021018 EEEEEEEE EEEEEEHEEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE 036006 CAAAAAAA MAAAAC
021019 FE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE 036007 CAAAA ALARAAC
Station 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 It Station 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990
021020 KE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEHE 036008 CAPAAAAAAA APAAAAE
021021 F EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEHE 036009 CC ARAAAAC
021022 F EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE 036010 CA AAAAAAC
021024 EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEHE 036011 CA AAAARAC
021030 E EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE 036012 CA maw
021034 E EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE 037001 CAAAAAAAAA AMAAAAAC CAAC
023001 FEEE EEEEFBACAA CC DDADA ADDO 037005 C AAAAAAAAAA AAAARAC
023002 CAAAA AC CAMARA/. AARAAAC
023003 F EEEEEBAARA AAAC ATDRADA ADAD 037007 CAMAR AAAAAAC
023007 CAAAA BCAC 037008 CASA. ARAMAC
024001 CA AC 037009 CAAAMAR ARARRAC
024003 FE EEEEEBACAA AC CC 037010 CAMLAAAA AUCCAC
025001 FEEE EEEEEMAAA AC CAAAC AMA RADA 037011 CAAAKAA AARRACC
025004 FEE EEEEEMACC C 0370 12 CALAAAA AAAAAAC
025008 CALE BEEF 037013 CAAPAAA AAAAAAC
028002 FFEEE EKEEEEEEEE PARAAJURULA AAAAABA 037014 CARAAAA APJAAC
027002 FEEEE EEEEEEEEEE E 0370 16 CAAAA AALACAC
027003 FEEEEEEE EF 037017 C APJACAC
027004 FEEEEEEEF 037019 CAAAC AMC
027006 FEEEE EF 039008 CAAAAAAM MAPJAPAAA MAMMAS AAAAAAAPAA AAAAAAAMA  A
SUMMARY OF ARCHIVED DATA 173
Flow records commencing between 1950 and 1969 (contd )
StatIon 1950 1960 1970 1960 1990 2k Staten 1950 1960 1970 1960 1990
039015 F8C 058001 PEP C c040001 FEEEEF WEEP 058003 FEE?
040002  FFEF  FFEFFFEEF 059601 FE EPEE:ER/CC
040003 CAAA  PAPAAAAJAA JUUUAAAA 061002 FEEEEBCC0400(0 FFEEEP 062001 F  EEIPZEEF
04X05 FEE 064001 FT
040306 FEF 066002 FEEEFE= FFE040007 FEEFEEFP 066003 FIEF FE
040008 FEE 066011 CA AC
040009 FEE 067001 FEE EEEfl  AAPAAARAAA APAAAAA
040010 FEE
040011 PEEP Station 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990043005 FREE? EF 067032 FEEEEZE KEEEEEFFEF
045003 FEEEW 067003 FE FEES
045004 CA C 067006 FEEEEEEEEF045005 FEEEFCA C 067007 FEEEE
04E002 FEEEEEEEF 067015 A  AMU...A...AAA  AAPAAAA F048003 CA C 067017 5 EE
047904 FECEFF 068001 FEEEZEFEF E047005 C 068004 FEEEEEEEF FE
068005 FEEEEEFEF FERation 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 868038 FEEFFEFF? 13047015 AAA PAPAAAAPAA JUAAAAAAAA AAAAAA
 070001 FEEEEF FEEEPAACC CC
048001 FEACCC 071001 CC
048002 FF C
 071002 FBAAAA  PAPAL
048006 CC 072001 FEEEEEEE FETE
048007 CC 075001 FEE
049003 CCC 075002 FEEEEF
050001 DA  AAAAPAPATA AAAPAPJAAA AAAAAAAAD 076001 FEEEF FEEEEEEEEE F
050002 FEE88EBA C 076003 FEEEEF
050006 MARA  AAAA AAAAAAPAD 076004 FEEF
052002 FEES HEEEEBEEF 077002 FEE EF
052005 FEEEBEEEE EEEEEEEF
052006 FEEEEEE EEEEEEEF StaUon 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990
052008 FEEEEBEEF 079002 F EEEFFEEEEE EF
052014 FEE FEEEFFFF 079003 F EEEEEEEEEE  LEE
053004 FE EEEEEEEEFF FEEEEEELAA A 079006 PEE EF
054001 CAAA  AAAAAPAPAA  AALRA 081003 FE FP
054035 FEEE EEEEEEBAAC AA 082001 FEEEEEE EF
054010 cc 084002 FE EEFFF
054013 CACA C  AA 084003 FEEEE EEEEF
054014 CAA C AA 084004 FEE EEEEEEEEEE FFEEF
084005 FE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEF
Station 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 084007 FEE FEEEF
054017 CC 084008 FEE FEEEF
055023 F AMA...Nu AAA 084009 FFF EEEEF
056001 FEE EEEEEEEEEE FEEEEEFF 084012 FEEEEEE EEEEF
056002 FEE EEEEEEEEEF  EEEEEF 084013 FEE EEEEF
056003 FEF 084014 FEEEEE EEEEF
056004 FEEEE EEEEEEF 084017 FEE  EEEEF
056006 FEEEEEE FFEEEEF 084018 F  EEEEF
057001 FEEEEEEE  EEEEEEEBC 084019 FE EEFFF
057003 CAAAC 085001 FEEEEEE  EEEEF
057004 FEE  EFFEEBAAAC 085002 FEE EEEEF
Flow records commencing after 1969
Station 1970 .1980 1990 2k Station 1970 1980 1990 Station 1970 1980 1990
006007 EEEEEEF 027088 A 084016 FEEEF
008005 F E 027089 CAAAAA 084020 FEEEF
012002 FF F E EE 028012 AA 084021 FEF
012004 EEE E 031006 FEEEEF 084022 FF
012009 DAAAAAAAAA AAA SEE 031009 MP 084023 FF
013007 EEEE EEEEEE 031010 FEEEF 084024 FF
014001 F E 031013 FFF 084027 FF
014002 E E 031016 FEEEF 085003 FEEEF
015003 EEEEEEE EEEEEE 031017 FFF 086001  FEEEF
015007 EEEEEEE EEEEEE 031020 FFEFF 086002  FEEEF
015008 EEEEEEE EEEEEE 031021 =FP 097002 EEEEEF
015010 EEEEEEE EEEEEE 031022 FFF
015011 EEEEEEE EEEEEE 032003 FEEEEF
015012 EEEEEEE EEEEEE 032012 FFEFFF
015013 EEEEEEE EEEEEE 032019 FFF
015016 EEEEEE  EEEEEE
 032020 FEEEFF
015017 F 032023 F FFF
015024 EEEE 033026 CAAAAC
016004 EEEEE E 036015 cAAAC
017003 E 037018 CAAAC
Shfflon 1970 1980 1990 Mallon 1970 1980 1990
017004 037020 CAAAAAC
017005 037021 CAAAAAC
018001 037022 CAAARAC
018005 037023 CAAC
018008 037024 CAAAAC
019011 039046 DA0000A 0 DEDDOD DADEADAABA C
020005 046006 AAAAAA AAAAPAA
520006 051002 FEEEF
020007 056011 FEEEEEFF
021023 EEEEE EEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE E 056012 EEEEEF
021025 FLEE EEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE E 067026 AAPAAA AAAAAAA
021026 EE EEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE E 070002 CBCAAAA  AAAAAAAAAB AAAAAMBAC
021027 EE SEE EEEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE E 071014 MAC  CAAAAARAPA AAAAAAAAAr.
023008 cC 072004 F
025002 Feee 073010 F
027064 AAAAA AAAAD 076007 F
027079 CA  AAAAAAA 078004 F
027083 CA AAAAAAA 084001 FEEEF
027085 A  MUM». 084006 FEEEF
027087 E 084015 FEEEF
á
Background
Groundwater is present in the sub-surface almost
anywhere in the British Isles. Where rocks are
sufficiently permeable for water to flow readily into a
well or borehole, the rock is defined as an aquifer.
Sedimentary rocks such as sandstones and limestones
often form the most productive aquifers, but water is
also found in igneous and metamorphic rocks, in smaller
quantities.
The most important British aquifers are listed in
Table 1. The Chalk, the Upper Greensand, the
Lincolnshire Limestone and the Permo-Triassic sand-
stones have the highest average yields and are the most
important from the viewpoint of public supply, with
borehole yields that can reach 3000 to 4500 cubic
metres per day. Next in importance are the Lower
Greensand and the Magnesian Limestone aquifers where
yields to individual wells of 1500 to 3000 cubic metres
per day can generally be expected. In the other aquifers
listed, while occasional sources sufficient for large
supplies may be developed, they tend to be important
only locally. The outcrop areas of the major aquifers are
shown on Figure 1. This map shows how the major
aquifers are concentrated in England; aquifers in Wales,
Scotland and Northern Ireland are less extensively
developed and tend to beonly of relatively local
importance. In rocks that are not generally recognised
as aquifers, water may still be available, but well yields
tend to be small (of the order of only a few cubic metres
per day), uncertain as a continuous source (tending to
fail in prolonged droughts), often with an indifferent
water quality, and the sources are vulnerable to pollution
in some areas.
The groundwater resources of an aquifer are
naturally replenished from rainfall. The normal
recharge of an aquifer takes place during the winter
months when the cool and damp weather means that
potential evapotranspiration is low and soil moisture
deficits are negligible; a substantial proportion of the
winter rainfall is therefore available to replenish
groundwater resources. Groundwater levels rise in
response to the infiltration of rainwater through the
soils and any rock above the aquifer. During the
summer months, when the potential evapotranspiration
is high and soil moisture deficits are appreciable, little
infiltration takes place. Water levels in the aquifer fall
as storage is depleted by flow to rivers (baseflow), flow
to springs and by pumped abstractions. During
recharge the rate of infiltration is affected by the nature
of any deposits through which water must pass to reach
the aquifer. Where these deposits have low permeabil-
ities there will be a consequential reduction in recharge
rates, and a delay between rainfall events and the
time when water levels begin to rise. Where the water
level in an aquifer is at a considerable depth below
GROUNDWATER - REGISTER
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ground level, the aquifer will also take longer to
respond to recharge than where the unsaturated zone is
thinner.
The extent of fluctuation of water levels in a given
aquifer is a reasonable surrogate for the volume of
water that is available within the aquifer to support
natural river flows and artificial abstractions. The actual
magnitude of the fluctuations will be affected not only
by the amount of infiltration but also by the value of
the specific yield (which is that proportion of the
volume of voids in the rock, which may store useable
groundwater, expressed as a fraction of the total volume
of rock). Where the specific yield is small, the addition
of a given volume of water will result in a greater ise in
water levels than would be the case where the specific
yield is larger, and the capacity for storage greater. To
fully understand the relationship between levels and
available water resources in a given aquifer requires a
detailed knowledge of local geological conditions. In
aquifers where the natural drainage of groundwater
(appearing as springs, seepage lines or 'risings') is rapid,
water levels rise more slowly during recharge periods
because large quantities are simultaneously being
discharged. Other aquifers may respond more rapidly
if fewer natural outlets are available.
The (annual) cyclical pattern of recharge is nOt,
however, constant. Changes in weather patterns —
rainfall in particular — can significantly influence soil
moisture conditions and infiltration rates, producing
conditions that vary both spatially and temporally. It is
not uncommon for the amount of recharge, and
consequently the water level fluctuations, to vary by a
factor of four or more between dry years and wet years.
This variability is particularly evident in eastern England
where, on average, the margin between annual rainfall
totals and annual evaporation losses is small.
Groundwater plays an important role in the overall
water resources of the British Isles, constituting about
one third of public water supplies. Groundwater
supplies are often reliable when surface water supplies
are stressed. Only the largest artificial reservoirs in the
United Kingdom have sufficient capacity to support
demands through the driest summers, assuming that
they are full at the start of the summer, without some
continuous contributions from river intakes. Prolonged
dry spells lead in many rivers, to reduced flow,
particularly where the natural groundwater contribution
(baseflow) is limited. By way of contrast, a groundwater
drought is caused by a lack of winter rainfall. Potentially,
the most serious droughts occur when, as in 1975/76 or
1995/96, a dry summer succeeds a notably dry winter,
or as in 1988/92 in eastern England, recharge is
significantly below average over a series of successive
winters. When recharge is significantly above average
high groundwater levels may exacerbate surface water
flooding, as in the winter of 2000/01.
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TABLE 1 GENERALIED LIST OF AQUIFERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
Era System Subsystem Age (106yrs)
HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1996-2000
Aquifer
Superficial deposits
Upper & Middle Pleistocene
Crag
Coralline Crag
Bagshot Beds
Lower London Tertiaries
Blackheath & Oldhaven Beds
Woolwich & Reading Beds
Thanet Beds
Chalk
Upper Greensand
Lower Greensand
Hastings Beds
Portland & Purbeck Beds
(with Spilsby Sandstone)
Corallian
Gt and Inferior Oolitic limestones
(with Lincolnshire Limestone) (***
Bridport & Yeovil Sands
Marlstone Rock
1Permo-Triassic sandstones
Magnesian Limestone
Coal Measures
Millstone Grit
Carboniferous Limestone
Devonian sandstone
Importance
**
* *
**
*4 4*
Key to aquifer importance: aquifer of minor importance only
aquifer producing small, but usefuL local supplies
aquifer of local importance, often pnividing local supplies
**** aquifer of major importance
Note: There is no formal system for naming aquifers in the UK and some aquifer names reflect common professional usage, and do not represent the
latest lithostratigraphic nomenclature. For more information on geological nomenclature, refer to The British Geological Survey Lexicon of Named
Rock Units, which can be arrested via the Survey's website at: http://www.bgs.ac.uld.
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The Observation Borehole Network
Groundwater level observation wells (in this context, a
well includes both shafts — constructed by hand
digging — and boreholes — constructed by machinery)
are generally used for one of two purposes: either to
monitor levels regionally within an aquifer and thus
to estimate groundwater resource fluctuations, or to
monitor the effects locally of groundwater abstractions.
Monitoring networks are generally operated by the
Environment Agency in England and Wales, by the
Scottish Environment Protection Agency in Scotland
and by the Department of the Environment, Northern
Ireland. In total there are approximately 5000 sites
where groundwater levels are monitored, with the
overwhelming majority of wells concentrated in
England and Wales. The wells used within the
National Groundwater Level Archive, for periodical
assessments of the national groundwater situation,
consist of a small subset of approximately 170 of
these sites, selected by the British Geological Survey
(then the Institute of Geological Sciences) in 19811.
The selection was based upon the hydrogeological units
identified in an investigation of the groundwater
resources of the United Kingdom2; one site was chosen
for each aquifer present within each unit. For Scotland
and Northern Ireland, this was not possible due to the
very limited number of potential observation wells
available.
Since the 1980s a number of changes have been
made to the list of selected wells. At some locations
observations could no longer be continued and new sites
have been added from time to time. Details of the wells
currently in this national nerwork are given in the Well
Register and Statistics (pages 184 to 196) and are
available on the NRFA website (see page 203).
Measurement and Recording
of Groundwater Levels
Many of the observation wells in the national network
are equipped with continuous water level recorders.
These recorders measure level either by a float or with
a pressure transducer. Data are recorded, usually
digitally but occasionally on paper charts. Telemetry
of groundwater levels is still relatively uncommon;
aside from a few moniforing sites used as part of local
flood warning schemes, rates of groundwater fluctua-
tion are generally low enough to ensure that instant
management response is rarely required. Apart from
key wells, the majority of the 5000 observation wells
nationally are still measured manually, either weekly
or monthly. The usual instrument is an electric probe
suspended upon a graduated cable or tape, contact
being made by the water to complete a circuit that
gives either an audible or visual signal at the surface.
Measurements are normally made to the nearest 10
millimetres, although instruments may be capable of
greater accuracy.
HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1 9 9 6-2 0 0 0
Factors Affecting Level Observations
In addition to responding to recharge from rainfall,
some aquifers exhibit short period fluctuations, and
water levels can be affected by changes in atmospheric
pressure, or by the tidal cycle if close co the coast.
The national observation well nerwork was selected,
wherever possible, to reflect natural fluctuations in water
levels in response to climatic events. While aquifers
respond to recharge from rainfall they are also influenced
by pumping abstractions. There are few aquifers in
Britain that have not had their natural regime altered to
some extent by pumping. The water level in the area
surrounding a pumping borehole is lowered, and some
observation wells are so seriously affected by pumping
that no useful estimates of the annual natural fluctua-
tions can be made. In some aquifers the effect of long-
term groundwater abstraction patterns has been to
totally alter natural levels, to the point that groundwater
levels are dominated by changes in abstraction. This has
led to long-term declines in levels in some aquifers, or, if
pumping has diminished or ceased, steady increases in
levels from historical lows.
Where the aquifer is confined by impermeable
rocks, and the site is located at some distance from the
outcrop, the seasonal fluctuation may be so small as to
be undetectable. These aquifers also tend to be very
sensitive to pumping influences, making their monitor-
ing problematic.
Groundwater Levels 1996- 2000
The range of groundwater levels in observation wells
and boreholes over the 1996- 2000 period was
remarkable, across southern Britain especially. A
representative set of groundwater level hydrographs
is featured on pages 179 and 180. For each index
well the 1996-2000 groundwater levels are shown as
a continuous trace, together with the average (lighter
trace) and extreme monthly levels (the shaded
envelopes) for the pre-1996 record. In many areas,
the magnitude of the recovery following the severely
depressed groundwater levels recorded in 1996 and
1997 has no close parallel in the instrumented era.
Above average recharge in the winters of 1997/98
and 1998/99 set the scene for exceptional hydro-
geological conditions in many UK aquifers over the
2000/2001 recharge season. The September 2000 —
April 2001 period was the wettest 8-month sequence
on record for England and Wales (in a series from
1766). This resulted in record high groundwater levels
in many aquifers. By late 2000 groundwater levels
exceeded previous maxima throughout most of the
Chalk aquifer, and generally were still rising. In the
slower-responding Permo-Triassic sandstones, levels
continued to rise well into 2001 and, commonly,
levels in the early spring were substantially higher
than any previously recorded. The groundwater statis-
tics presented in this volume relate to the preceding
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recharge season but the start of the exceptional
conditions can be seen in the hydrographs at the end
of 2000. For further details of the impact of the
2000/01 recharge on groundwater levels see:
hup://www.qwl.ac.uldih/nrfalwater_watch/index.htm
Scope of the Register and the Statistical
Tabulations
The groundwater data are presented in two parts.
The first (the Well Register and Statistics table)
provides a register of reference details relating to the
individual wells alongside a statistical summary of
fluctuations over the featured period. In the second
part (Table 2) these data are used to assess recharge
and groundwater resource changes for the major
aquifers iq the United , Kingdom over the period
1996-2000.
The sites listed in the borehole Register were
selected so  as  to give a reasonably representative cover
for aquifers throughout, England and Wales; three
sites are featured for Northern Ireland and one for
Scotland. The wells are grouped according to the
aquifer to which the water level variations in the
wells are attributed. A generalised list of aquifers
(Table 1) provides the conventional names of the
major UK aquifers; the aquifers are tabulated in
stratigraphical order but the local names for indivi-
dual strata are mostly omitted, and the intervening
aquicludes are not shown. The location of the wells
featured in the Register, and the outcrop areas of the
main aquifers, are shown in Figure 1.
WELL REGISTER AND STATISTICS
The following explanatory notes will assist in
the interpretation of particular items in the tabular
material.
Well Number
The well numbering system is based upon the National
Grid. Each 100 kilometre square is designated by prefix
characters, e.g. SE, and is divided into 100 squares of
10 kilometre sides designated by numbers 00 (in the
south-west corner) to 99 (in the north-east corner).
Thus, the site SE9415 is the fifth well or borehole
recorded in the National Well Record Archive within
the 10 kilometre square SE94. A suffix such as A, B,
etc., defines the particular well when there are several at
the same site. This numbering scheme is used by the
BGS for all identified water wells and boreholes. For
Northern Ireland, which is on the Irish Grid, the first
of the prefix characters is always 'I'.
A complete set of prefix letters for the UK is shown
in Frontispiece I.
Name
The name by which the well is normally referenced. All
the monitoring sites featured in the Register are shown
on Figure 1.
Hydrometric Area — H.A.
The Hydrometric Area is either an integral river
catchment having one or more outlets to the  sea  or
tidal estuary, or, for convenience, it may include several
contiguous river catchments having topographical
similarity with separate tidal outlets — see page 4.
Grid Reference — NGR
The eight-figure references given in the Register relate to
the 100 kilometre National (or Irish) Grid square
designated by the two-letter code appearing as the prefix
characters in the Well Number.
Measuring Autbori — MA.
The measuring authority refers to the body that is
responsible for taking groundwater level readings at the
particular site. In England Wales this is normally the
appropriate regional office of the Environment Agency.
A full list of codes, together with the corresponding
names and addresses appears in the Directory of
Measuring Authorities (page 201).
EEC Unit
Sub divisions of the principal aquifers  as  defined in a
major study of the ground water resources of the UK'.
These units are used in the areal assessment of recharge
(see below).
Level
The altitude of the point from which measurements
are taken at a particular site, given in metres above
Ordnance Datum.
Comment
A short commentary relating to important character-
istics Of the well and its associated record of ground-
water levels; particular reference may be made to the
effect of local or regional pumping on the water levels
at, the observation site. Levels at a representative
selection of sites are updated at relatively frequent
intervals, usually monthly. Such sites are used when an
immediate assessment of the national groundwater
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situation is required; wells and boreholes used for this
purpose are designated as index wells.
Period
The first and last years of data on the National
Groundwater Level Archive used in the analysis for
this current volume. For various reasons, the full period
of record may not be used in all analyses
Mean Annual Range
The increase in the level measured in a well over a
given period will be approximately proportional to the
recharge over that period. By monitoring levels over a
recharge season, defined as the end of the summer
recession of groundwater levels and the beginning of
the summer reCession of the following year, an estimate
of annual recharge (proportional to previous years) can
be arrived at. This method was first introduced in the
Hydrometric Register and Statistics 1981-85 volume.
It is . most suited to circumstances when a single peUk
is readily identifiable in each recharge season. -
Calculations are made for a standard recharge
season, defined as the firsi day of August to the last day
of the following July. The water level at each site is
estimated, by extrapolation where necessary, for the last
day of each month. The use of end-of-month levels
was dictated to a large extent by the existence of end-
of-month data only for the longest pre-1990 records.
However, where some sites are measured at close time
intervals (weekly or daily), the summed cumulative
rises give a significantly larger total than the rise
determined by end-of-month levels alone. To compare
sites with differing intervals between measurements, it
is thus necessary to use a Common base.
The next stage of the calculation sums the monthly
rises over the recharge season. Moriths during which
water levels fall are ignored. This cumulative rise may be
the same as the difference between the troughand peak
levels, but only if infiltration has a sensibly unin-
terrupted impact on groundwater levels throughout the
recharge season.
The summed rise for each year is called the annual
fluctuation, and the mean of the annual fluctuations
ovei the period of record is termed the mean annual
range.This is assumed to be proportional to the mean
annual recharge at:the _site over, the same _period.. In
turn, this also assumes that the natural discharge (via,
for example, springs and seepages) is constant. The
cumulative rise has less utility as an index of ground-
water replenishment when recharge is particularly
episodic.
For most wells, the errors caused by this assump-
tion will be' small, but at some observation sites, levels
have been seriously affected by pumping for part of the
period of record. At other sites, data for some years
may be suspect or missing. Consequently, the determi-
nation of the mean annual range may not always be
HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1996-2000
made for the full period of record but only for :those
years where reliable data are available. The method is
only applicable to wells with a distinct response to
recharge-events:-
Maximum Annual Range
The largest arinual fluctuation determindd for the period
of record.
Minimum Annual Range
The smallest annual fluctuation determined for the
period of record.
- Trough Level
The groundwater level, in metres above (or below)
Ordnance Datum, at Me end of the summer recession.
In slow-responding 'wells the troUgh • may be reached
towards the end, or beyond the end, of the calendar year.
During periods of drought some wells may be dry for
extended periods.
Peak Level
The groundwater level, in metres above (or below)
Ordnance Datum, at the beginning of the summer
recession. If no recharge occurs during the recharge
season, the peak level is taken as the highest level
recorded between the beginning of August and the end
of the following July.
Fluctuation as a % of Mean Range
The cumulative end-of-month rises for that particular
recharge year expressed as a percentage of the mean
annual range.
Areal Assessment of Recharge
The values of annual range for individual monitoring
wells are considered to be proportional to recharge for
the _aquifer_ in _which the site_ is located.. Calculations
haVe been made of the actual mean annual replenish-
ment of aquifers, and so by combilling the annual
range, expressed as a percentage of the long term mean,
with these estimates, it is possible to arrive at figures
for total aquifer recharge in a particular year. The
estimates are given in Table 2, tabulated by EA region
and by aquifer unit. The mean annual replenishment
figures were calculated in 1982 as part of a compre-
hensive assessment of the groundwater resources of
the United Kingdom2. There are insufficient water level
monitoring data for the calculation to be extended
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TABLE 2 ANNUAL REPLENISHMENT TO THE MORE IMPORTANT AQUIFERS IN ENGLAND AND WALES OVER THE
PERIOD 1995/1996 TO 1999/2000
References
outside England. Given the nature Of the data upon
which the estimates are based, and the limitations in the
1. Monkhouse, R.A., and Murti, P.K. 1981. The
Rationalisation of Groundwater Observation Well
Networks in England and Wales. Institute of
Geological Sciences, Unpublished Report No.
WD/81/1, 18p.
MAR = Mran Annual Replenishment
Percentages of the annual mean are shown in parentheses. Values have been rounded to reflect he uncertainty in source data and recharge calculation.
procedure for assessing recharge, the results should be
used as a general guide only.
2 Monkhouse, R.A., and Richards, Rd 1982.
Groundwater Resources of the United Kingdom.
Commission of the European Communities,
published Th. Schaeffer Druckerei GmbH, Hann-
over, 252p.
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Well Register and Statistics
Aquifer: Superficial Deposits
HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1996-2000
•
•
Aquifer: Chalk
ID30001 (N1) H.A: 205
NGR: ID 36630310  "
 KA: DOE Northern Ireland Period: 1985-2000 1995-96 112.6 119.9 11
EEC Unit: 6 , Level: 139.23m AOD Mean ann. range: 6.56m 1996-97 112.7 119.4 10
Comment: Index well Good representative site with no known artificial influences. Maxinlum ann. range: 9.24m 1997-98 113.4 118.9 80
Minimum ann. range: 4.09m 1998-99 113.3 117.9 66
1999-2000 113.0 119.9 11
6E94005 Dalton Holme H.A: 26
NGR: SE 96514530 - MA: EA North East Period; 1889-2000
,
1995-96 11.02 22.1 47
EEC Unit: 32, Level: 34.5m AOD Mean am. range: 6.26m 1996-97 10.09 15.14 66
Comment: Index well. Logger installed. Licensed abstraction well. Pumping was stopped to allow Maximum ann. range: 11.40m 1997-98 10.73 21.27 12
16hourrecovery before levels measured. Maximum water /evel possibly controlled bytelevel of spring Minimum ann. range: 0.34m 1998-99 14.11 21.38 11
outlets ...- 199972000 13.91 21.38 92
6E95006  - Wetwang H A' 31
NGR. SE 95785939  , ,
 MA EA North East Period: 1971-2000 1995-96 17.8 31.42 10
EEC Unit: 26  -  Level: 42 28rn AOD Mean ann. range: 9.41m 1996-97  - 17.41 25.56 52
Comment: Index well Logger installed., Maximum atm. range:
Minimum ann. range:
16.80m
1.43m
1997-98  .
1998-99
19.22
19.24
31.1
31.1
17
12
1999-2000 19.26 30.5 10
6E97031 *Green Lane HA: 26
NOR. SE 93457079 MA" EA North East Period: 1971-2000 1995-96 55.6 70.81 73
EEC Unit: 30 Ilevel: 92.73m AOD Mean ann. range: 11.20m 1996-97 54.77 64.05 41
Comment: Maximum ann. range: 21.00m 1997-98 55,6 71.43 12
Minimum ann. range: 1.24m 1998-99 59 31 80.72. 14
1999-2000 57.49 80.72 11
SP90026 Champneys HA: 39
NGR: SP 94700875 M A: EA Thames Period: 1962-1996 1995-96' 122.7 138.3
EEC Unit: 17 Level: 183.14m AOD Mean ann. range: 8.05m 1996-97 120.9 126.5
Comment: Closed 1999 Maximum ann. range: 1940m 1997-98
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1998-99
1999-2000
SP91059 Pitstone Green Fann HA: 33
NGR: SP 93801570 KA: EA Anglia Period: 1970-1999 1995-96 108.8 109.5 15
EEC Unit: 9 Level: 110.14m ADD Mean ann. range:  • 0.64m 1996-97 109.8 109.5 18
Comment: Influenced by abstractions from Pitstone Cement Works: levels may be lower than in Maximum arm range: 2.07m 1997-98 108.9 109.4 13
natural mnditions. Minimum ann. range: 0.01m 1998-99 108.9 1099 58
1999-2000 108.9 109.5
SU01005B West Woodyate• Manor HA: 43
NOR: SU 01601949 MA: EA South West Period: 1942-2000 1995-96 6954 103.4 89
EEC Unit: 4 Level: 110.88m AOD Mean ann. range: 26.80m 1996-97 69.48 9193 92
Comment: Index well. Maximum ann. range: 36.20m 1997-98 70.91 98.71 12
Minimum ann. range: 4.72m 1998-99 72.01 104.0 10
1999-2000 71.47 104.0 15
SU17057 Rockley HA: 39
NGR: SU 16557174 MA: EA Thames Period: 1933-2000 1995-96 129.1 143.9 76
EEC Unit: 12 Level: 146.57m AOD Moan ann. range: 993m 1996-97 128.7 137.0 35
Comment: Index well. Telemetry site. Maximum ann. range: 1490m 1997-98 128.5 141.4 13
Minimum ann. range: 0.38m 1998-99 131.1 143.6 12
1999-2000 130.6 143.6 12
SU32003 Baileys Down Farm HA 42
NGR: SU 38172743 AAA EA Southern Period: 1964-2000 1995-96 35.44 6026 11
EEC Unit: 33 Level: 88.22m AOD Mean ann. range: 14,50m 1995-97 34.21 51.15 33
Comment: Maximum ann. range: 30.00m 1997-98  . 33.68 39.82 98
Minimum ann. range: 0.48m 1998-99 35.12 47.33 96
1999-2000 35.77 49.74 14
8U34008D Glanville Lodge Gate HA: 42
NGR: SU 32224902 KA: EA Southern Period: 1963-2000 1995-96 78.86 91.57
EEC Unit: 34 Level: 101.55m AOD Mean aim. range: 6.23m 1996-97 77.16 85.04
Comment: Replaced SU3418A in 1986. Maximum ann. range: 11.90m 1997-98 73.65 79.96 16
Minimum arm. range: 0.00m 1998-99 79.27 83137 12
1499-2000 80.71 87.24 11
SU35014 Woodside HA: 42
NGR: SU 33155645 MA: EA Southern Period: 1960-2000 1995-96 98.3 127.4
EEC Unit: 34 Level: 135.15rn AOD Mean ann. range: 14.70m 1496-97 96.15 109.8 20
Comment: Maximum ann. range; 28.70m 1997-98 96.16 99.8 10
Minimum arm. range: 0.30m 1998-99 99.19 110.2 14
1999-2000 99.85 121.7 12
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s&
8U51001 Upper Hill Farm HA 42
•
11
NGR SU 59151685 MA EA Scuthem Period: 1973-21300 1995-96 44.3 413.54 73
EEC Unit: 30 Level: 92.81m AOD Mean  wra  range: 1.60m 1996-97 44.21 44.83 39
Comment: Borehole Stows inaeased magma:deof seasonal [Wait= ear 1993. knifing relabel,' Maximum an range: 4.30rn 1997-98 44.18 44.82
of Mean Annual ReeharDa dote. Magnum ann. range: 0.16m 1998-99 4447 45.46 10
1999-2000 44.34 45.44 48
SU53094 Abbotstone HA 42
NCR SU 55863498 MA EA Soutem Period: 1976-2033 1995-96 65.54 66.63 55
EEC Unit: 31 Levet 94.82m ACO Mean ann. range: 0.68m 1996-97 65.43 66.01 50
Cement: Maxine= arm range: 1.33rn 1997-98 65.35 65.96 el
Minitmen ann. range: 0.19m 1998-99 65.52 66.25 93
1999-2000 65.63 66.27 87
SU57159 Calversleys Farm H A: 39
NGR: SU 56287530 MA EA Thames Period: 1974-2000 1995-96 68.8 78.7 81
EEC Unit: 13 Level: 123.74rn 800 Mean ann. range: 5.52rn 1996-97 67.24 73.86
Conunent: Maximum ann. range: 10.40m 1997-98 66.68 71.8 88
Minmum ann. range: D.COrn 1998-99 68.63 76.9 13
1999-2000 69.86 78.56 15
SU61032 Chidden Farm H.A: 42
NCR: SU 65781775 MA EA Southern Period: 1958-2000 1995-96 64.79 88 41 .  78
EEC Unit: 29 Level: 104.79m A00 Mean ann. range: 15.40rn 1996-97 64.94 77.83 93
Comment: Maximum arm. range: 23.70rn 1997-98 66.51 80.51 12
Minimum  ann.  range: 3.91:Irn 1998-99 68.09 87.74 10
1999-2000 67.32 86.64 11
SU61046 Hinton Mannar Farm H.A: 42
NCR: SU 68901532 MA: EA Southern Period: 1953-1999 1995-96 39.94 6491 41
EEC Unit: 28 Level: 141.41m AOD Mean ann. range: 13.90m 1996-97 34.06 4086
Comment: No data since mid 1999. Maximum ann. range: 27.20m 1997-98 34.59 40.61 11
Minimum ann. range: 0.20m 1998-99 37.36 51.17
1999-2000 42.1 5426
SU64028 Lower Meld Farm HA: 42
NOR: SU 63604049 M.A: EA Southern Period: 1961-2000 1995-98 95.04 9936 57
EEC Unit: 32 Level: 158.95m AOD Mean ann. range: 2.40m 1996-97 93.74 9945 55
Comment: Maximum ann. range: 7.29m 1997-98 92.1 '95.14 12
Minimum ann. range: 0.20m 1998-99 94.12 95.56 14
1999-2000 95.22 98.02 12
SU68049 Well Place Farm HA: 39
NCR: SU 64426525 MA: EA Thames Period: 1976-1999 1995-96 66.57 73.26 66
EEC unit: 14 Level: 9947m ADD Mean ann. range: .. 5.53m 1996-97 57.48 70.91 0
Comment: Dipped monthly since 1999. Maximum ann. range: 17.50m 1997-98 54.92 68.62 25
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1998-99 57.97 71.28 11
1999-2000 65.35 71.28 10
S U71023 Compton House HA: 41
NGR: SU 77561491 MA: EA Southern Period: 1894-2000 1995-96 28.74 66.1 48
EEC Unit: 27 Level: 81.37m AOD Mean ann. range: 21.10m 1996-97 29.14 41.45 55
Comment: Index well. Pmvlously numbered SU14/1. Maximum ann. range: 38.10m 1997-98 30.03 58.14 13
Minimum ann. range: 0.39m 1998-99 31.49 61.95 13
1999-2000 30.97 61.95 88
SU73008 Faringdon Station HA: 39
NOR: SU 70483491 MA: EA Southern Period: 1966-2000 1995-96 93.18 116.5 72
EEC Unit: 21 Level: 120.7m ADD Mean ann. range: 11.40m 1996-97 92.78 104.0 73
Comment: Maximum ann. range: 21.80m 1997-98 92.4 102.5 95
Minimum arm range: 2.06m 1998-99 9661 107.3 14
1999-2000 9679 115.2 10
S U76046 Riseley MIll H A. 39 •
NGR: SU 73676251 M A' EA Thames Period: 1975-2000 1995-96 32.26 34.22
EEC Unit: 113 Level: 52.35m AGO Mean ann. range: 1 88m 1998-97 32.57 34.25
Comment: Borehole shows minimal seasonal response. Maximum ann. range: 7 80m 1997-98 32.77 34.25
Minimum ann. range: 00301 1998-99 33.16 35.32
1999-2000 34.05 35.68
SU78045A Stoner Park HA: 39
NGR: SU 74198924 MA: EA Thames Period: 1961-2000 1995-96 71.41 85.17 64
EEC Unit: 15 Level: 121.29m AOD Mean ann. range: 7.90m 1996-97 63.02 76.54 04
Comment: Index well. Telemetry site. Maximum ann. range: 18.70m 1997-98 62.02 73.91 15
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1998-99 64.97 81.79 17
1999-2000 71.2 81.79 12
SU81001 Chllgrove House H.A: 41
NGR: SU 83521438 MA: EA Southern Period: 1836-2000 1995-96 34.12 76.18 55
EEC Unit: 27  -  Level: 77.18m AOD Mean ann. range: 25.20m 1996-97 34.47 53 45 65
Comment: Index well. longest continuous record held on archive. Possibly longest record in world. Maximum ann. range: 48.00m 1997-98 36.03 70.28 13
Levels have been knonvn to be affected by local abstractions. Occasionally overflows. Minimum ann. range: 0.93m 1998-99 38.74 74.72 12
1999-2000 38.06 74.72 98
SU87001 Folly Cottage HA: 39
NGR: SU 83367885 M.A: EA Thames Period: 1950-2003 1995-96 29.88 4057 88
EEC Unit: 19 level: 50.99m ADD Mean arm. range: 5.91m 1996-97 29.02 35.52 27
Comment: No data  for  Apr 1998 to Mar 1999. Maximum arm. range: 11.10m 1997-98 28.89 33.42
Minimum ann. range: 0.313m 1998-99 31.42 3445
1999-2000 31.35 35.97 86
SU89007 PIddIngton HA: 39
NCR: SU 81039417 MA: EA Thames Period: 1966-2000 1995-96 96.26 103.9 71
EEC Unit: 16 Level: 110.11m AOD Mean ann. range: 4.26m 1996-97 93.6 99.52 4
Comment: 8 months data missing 2000. Maximum ann. range: 11.40m 1997-98 92.54 99.91 16
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1998-99 95.79 103.9 14
1999-2000 97.13 103.9
SY68034 Ashton Farm H.A: 44
NCR: SY 66168805 MA: EA South West Period: 1974-2000 1995-96 63.98 71.35 11
EEC Unit: 5 Level: 72.18m AGO Mean ann. range:  . 5.93m 1996-97 64.16 71.01 11
Comment: Index well. Could be affected by local abstractions. The chalk in the area is well faulted Maximum ann. range: 7.95m 1997-98 6422 71.2 11
which oauld have a significant effect on the hydrogeology. Local layering of the agrifer win affect Minimum ann. range: 1.18m 1998-99 6482 71.36 10
groundwater 1999-2000 64.98 71.36 12
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TA06016 Nafferton Pumping Station HA: 26
Et
NGR TA MA: EA North East .  Period: 1964-2000 1995-96 17.12 24.06 72
EEC Unit: 31 Level. 80.02m AOD Mean ann. range: 5.29m 1996-97 16.71 20.94 ..: 55
Comment: Logger installed Maximum ann. range: 12.4001 1997-98 17.98 23.83 14
Minimum ann. range: 1.26m 1998-99 18.25 24.85 10
1999-2000 18.18 24.85 98
TA07028 Hunmanby Hall HA: 27
NOR: TA MA: EA North East Period: 1976-2000 1995-96 28.33 36.21 65
EEC Unit: 27 Level: 79.73m AOD Mean ann. range: 5.68m 1996-97 26.73 32.12 16
Comment: Logger installed.' Maximum ann. range: 13.60m 1997-98 26.88 36.15 15
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1995-99 30.79 37.98 10
1999-2000 30.69 37.98 82
TA10006 Pimlico HA: 29
NGR: TA MA: EA Anglia Period: 1929-2000 1995-96 9.83 25.03
EEC Unit: Level: 66.28m AOD Mean ann. range: 10.60m 1996-97 9.82 11.48
Comment: No data Sep '51 to Aug '59 and 1976. Manually dipped. Reliable data. but Maximum ann. range: 24.90m 1997-98 9.82 20.56
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1998-99 12.22 24.44 11
1999-2000 12.03 24.44 10
TA10063 Aylesby KA:
NGR' TA  •  M.A: EA Anglia Period: 1978-2000 1995-96 7.65 19.9
EEC Unit: Level: 31.25m AOD Mean ann. range: 5 48m 1996- 97 5.98 9.36 38
Comment: Index well replaced Keelby Grange. Telemetry installed 1997, manually dipped monthly. Maximum ann. range: 1.30m 1997-98 6.28 16.75 17
Minimum ann. range: 0.15m 1998-99 8.64 206 13
1999-2000 206 12
TA11158 Keelby Grange HA: 29
NCR: TA M.A: EA Anglia .Perlod: 1980-2000 1995-96 4.92 16.48 16
EEC Unit: 1 Level: 29.32m AGO Mean ann. range: 4.70m 1996-97 4.07 6.97 43
Comment: Telemetry removed due to access problems 2000, replaced as index well by Aylesby. Maximum ann. range:
Minimum ann. range:
1.10m
0.66m
1997-98
1998-99
4.92
6.56
13.12
16.92
17,
14
1999-2000 10.72 16.92
TA21041A Church Farm (Sunk island} HA: 26
NGR TA M.A: EA North East Period: 1971-2000 1995-96 0.79 1.79
EEC Unit: 33 Level: 3.2m A00 Mean ann. range: 0.59m 1996-97
Comment: Previously numbered TA21114. No data 1996, 1997. Maximum ann. range: 1.09m 1997- 98 1.57 1.78
Minimum ann. range: 0.21m 1998- 99 1.49 1.93 57
1999-2000 1.55 2.01 82
TF29049 Grainsby HA: 29
NGR: TF 26049823 M.A: EA Anglia Period: 1977-2000 1995-96 6.43 17.9 16
EEC Unit: 1 Level:' 45.91m Aft  . Mean ann. range: 5.77m 1996-97 5.27 7.97 28
Comment: Telemetry removed 1999. Reliable data. Maximum ann. range: 11.40m 1997-98 5.36 15.01 14
Minimum ann. range: 0.09m 1998-99 7.89 19.38 13
1999 -2000 10.96 19.38 11
TF72011 Off Farm HA 33
NGR: TF 77102330 MA: EA Anglia Period: 1971-1997 1995-96 26.17 34.94 13
EEC Unit: .18 Level: 81.12m AOD Mean ann. range: 5.90m 1996-97 25.55 30.29 75
Comment: Represents naturally occuring conditions. Reliable data. No data after 1998. Maximum ann. range: 16.80m 1997-98 27.62 34_71
Minimum ann. range: 0.58m 1998-99 29.16 34.71
1999-2000
TF73009 Coe Ltd. Bircham HA: 33
NGR: TF 77903270 KA: EA Anglia Period: 1971-1999 1995-96 42.53 48.55 0
EEC Unit: 20 Level: 55.97m AOD Mean ann. range: 2.50m 1996-97 40.48 43.87 80
Comment: Represents naturally occuring conditions. Reliable data. Limited seasonal fluctuations Maximum ann. range: 6.83m 1997-98 40.62 46.49 22
reduce confidence in Mean Annual Recharge figures. Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1998-99 43.81 48.32 17
1999-2000 46.37 48.32 21
TF80033 Houghton Common HA: 33
NGR: TF 87300526 MA: EA Anglia Period: 1971L2000 1995-96 32.7 37.4 35
EEC Unit: 15 Level: 73.25rn AOD Mean ann. range: 2.25m 1996-97 31.45 34.45 14
Comment: Represents naturally occuring conditions. Reliable data. Maximum ann. range: 484m 1997-98 33.5 36.02 10
'Minimum ann. range: 0.64m 1998-99 34 38.8
1999-2000 3323 393 70
TF81002A Washpit Farm HA: 33
NGR: TF 51381960 MA: EA Anglia  • Period: 1950-2000 1995-96 41.55 46.83
EEC Unit: Level: 80.2m ADD  . Mean ann. range: 2.94m 1996-97 40.77 43.08 80.17
Comment: Index well. Previously nUmbered TF81/2. Represents naturally occuring conditions. Maximum ann. range: 7m 1997-98 41.36 46.43 17
Reliable data. The chalk in the area is unconfined. Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1998-99 43.03 47.74 13
1999-2000 43.57 47.74 80
TF83001 South Creaks HA: 34
NGR: TF 85783606 KA: EA Anglia Period: 1952-2000 1995-96 19.69 22.85
EEC Unit: 20 Level:  • 23.41m ADD Mean ann. range: 1 86m 1996-97 19.46 20.36
Comment: Maximum ann. range 4.82m 1997-98 18.84 22.02 16
Minimum ann. range: 0 00m 1998-99  • 20.13 22.88 12
.1999-2000 20.76, 22.88
TF92005 Tower Hills Pumping Station KA: 30
NGR: TE 98692183 MA: EA Anglia Period: 1974-2000 1995-96 24.18 26.45 16
EEC Unit: 28 Level: 45.52m AOD Mean ann. range: 1.23m 1996-97 24.13 25.2 96
Comment: Maximum ann. range 2.95m 1997-98 24.19 25.86 14
Minimum ann. range: 0.19m 1998-99 24.7 26.09 10
1999-2000 24.95 26.09 60
TG00092 Nigh Elm Farm HA: 33
NGR: TG 04400020 KA: EA Anglia Period: 1972-1999 1995-96 45.82 53.19 10
EEC Unit: 30 Level: 59.92m ADD Mean ann. range: 4.58m .  1996-97 45.82 47.75 48
Comment: Represents naturally occuring conditions. Reliable data, but limited seasonal fluctuations Maximum ann. range 11.30m 1997-98 45.82 51.79 16
means that Mean Annual Recharge values are unreliable. Minimum ann. range: 0.48m 1998-99 46.83 53.85 14
1999-2000 47.25 53.85 46
TG0302513 Brinton Farm HA: 34
NGR: TG 03823583 MA: EA Anglia Period: 1952-2000 1995-96 39.3 43.06
EEC Unit: 22  .  Level: 43.2m AOD  - Mean ann. range: 1.36m 1996-97 39.57 42.62
Comment: Borehole occasionally artesian. Maximum ann. range 3.86m 1997-98 41.12 42.8
Minimum ann. range: 0.16m 1998-99 41.12 43.38 13
1999-2000 41.81 43.38 55
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TG11005 The Spinney/ Costassey HA 34
NOR: 7G 16911101 MA EA Angle Period: 1952-2000 1995-96 8.29 10.55
EEC Unit: 29 Levd: 17.92m 400 Mean ann. range: 1.12m 1996-97 8.29 9.59 12
Comment: Maximum ann. range: 2.37m 1997-98 8.56 10.12 13
Minimum ann. range: 0.17m 1998-99 8.95 10.24 11
1999-2000 9.03 10.24 70
TG12007 Heydon Pumping Station HA 34
NOR: TG 11262722 MA EA Arm.,
EEC Unit: 24 Level: 44.98m AOD
Period: 1974-2000
Mean arm. range: 0.81m
1995-96
1996-97
40.55
40.55
42.51
41.52
61
10
Cornment: Maximum arm. range: 1.7801 1997-98 40.89 41.8 10
Miremisn ann. range: 0.00m 19438-99 41.21 42.19 11
1999-2030 41.59 42,19 60
TG21009 Frettenham Depot HA 34
NOR: TG 24001657 MA EA Andre Period: 1952-1998 1995-96 4.56 6.47 27
EEC Unit: 25 Level: 6.7301 ADD Mean ann. range: 1.07m 1996-97 4.55 5.26 64  .
Comment: Maximum arm. range: 2.11m 1997-98 4.42 5.91 14
Minimum ann. range: 0.23m 1998-99 4.61 5.91
1999-2000
1621010 Grange Farm H.A: 34
NOR: TG 26911139 M.A: EA Angfre Period: 1984-2080 1995-96 18.03 1854
EEC Unit: 32 Level: 35.52m AOD Mean an range: 0.68m 1996-97 18.11 18.54
Comment: No data 1997, 1998. Maximum ann. range: 2.25m 1997-98
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1998-99 17.89 18.12
1999-2000 17.89 18.3
TG23021 Melbourne House H.A: 34
NGR: TG 29323101 MA: EA Anglia Period: 1994-20130 1995-96 12.72 13.83 23
EEC Unit: 26 Level: 17.18m AOD Mean ann. range: 0.42m 1996-97 12.72 13.29 11
Comment: Maximum ann. range: 0.70m 1997-98 12.77 13.28 18
Minimum ann. range: 6.81m 1998-99 12.77 13.75 24
1999-2000 13.25 13.75 10
TG31020 Woodbastwlck Hall HA: 34
MGR. 7G 33651606 M.A: EA Anglia Period: 1974-2000 1995-96 0 47 0.95 82
EEC Unit: 27 Level: 3.04m AOD Mean ann. range: 0.28m 1996-97 0.47 0.76 91
Comment: Maximum ann. range: 0.49m 1997-98 0.48 0.86 60
Minimum ann. range: 0.11m 1998-99 0.48 0.93 12
1999-2000 0.61  , 0.93 46
TG32016 Brumstead Hall, Statham HA: 34
NOR. TG 37002682 M.A: EA Anglia Period: 1978-2000 1995-96 0.88 2.17 12
EEC Unit: Level: 7.56m ADD Mean ann. range: 0.50m 1996-97 0.86 1.35 88
Comment: Maximum ann. range: 1.22m 1997-98 0.91 1.57 12
Minimum ann. range: 0.06m 1998-99 1.22 1.92 12
1999-2000 1.46 1.94 88
1L11046 Mackerye End Farm HA: 38
NOR: TL 15501555 M.A: EA Thames Period: 1963-1998 1995-96 82.92 84.67 17
EEC Unit: 1 Level: 12238m ADD Mean ann. range: 0 80m 1996-97 82.92 83.92 62
Comment: Previous& numbered TL11/4 Removed 1999. borehole consistently dried during mild Maximum ann. range: 2 70m 1997-98 82.92 83.43
drought. Minimum ann. range: 0 10m 1998-99 82.92 82.92
1999-2000
TL1109 The Holt H.A: 38
NGR: TL 16921965 MA: EA Thames Period: 1964-2000 1995-96 86.19 91.04 23
EEC Unit: 2 Level: 138.17m AOD Mean ann. range: 2.20m 1996-97 64.45 87.35 1
Comment: Pumping Aug 2000- To be replaced by TL12/122 Li Iley Bottom Maximum ann. range: 5.59m 1997-98 83.87 85.88 89
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1998-99 83.89 89.07 15
1999-2000 85.43 89.07 52
1L12122 Li lley Bottom
NGR: TL 15702274 M.A: EA Thames Period: 1995-96
EEC Unit: Level: m. AOD Mean ann. range: m 1996-97
Comment: Replaced The Holt, records since 1979, recorder installed. Maximum ann. m 1997-98
Minimum ann. range: m 1998-99
1999-2000
ILI 3024 West Hitchin HA: 33
NOR: TL 12003026 MA: EA Anglia Period: 1970-1999 1995-96 73.06 75.29 10
EEC Unit: 10 Level: 81.58m AOD Mean ann. range: 1.63m 1996-97 72.5 74.6 12
Comment: Represents naturally repairing conditions. Reliable data. Maximum ann. range: 3.90m 1997-98 73.17 74.69 11
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1998-99 73.68 75.48 10
1999-2000 73.71 75.48
TL33004 Therlield Rectory HA: 38
NOR: TL 33303720 MA: EA Thames Period: 1883-2000 1995-96 76.44 88.2 31
EEC Unit: 4 Level: 15481m AOD Mean ann. range: 5.70m 1996-97 71.5 78.29 0
Comment: Index well. To be replaced by TL33/67 Hay Farm. Ear& measurements (c 1883 to 1949) Maximum ann. range: 16.20m 1997e-98 715 73.03 25
have been corrected for measuring line shrinkage or stretching assuming a uniform change. Lengthy Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1998-99 71.61 79.28 12
lag between infiltration and recharge. 1999-2000 73.26 79.28 85
1142006 Hixham Hall H.A: 38
NGR: TL 45362676 MA': EA Thames Period: 1964-2000 1995-96 71.14 76.22 24
EEC Unit: 5 Level: 111.34m AOD Mean ann. range: 2.59m 1996-97 68.56 72.63 14
Comment: Maximum ann. range: 7.29m 1997-98 67.93 70.1 81
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1998-99 68.73 73.26 16
1999-2000 70.43 73.26 95
TL42008 Bowden Hall H.A: 38
NGR: TL 46692955 MA: EA Thames Period: 1964-2000 1995-96 68.39 73.6 47
EEC Unit: 6 Level: 107.89m AOD Mean ann. range: 2.37m 1996-97 66.38 70.77 76
Comment: Maximum ann. range: 5.26m 1997-98 66.19 68.65 10
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1998-99 66.83 71.29 19
1999-2000 68.07 71.7 14
TL44012 Redlands Hall HA: 33
NOR: TL 45224182 M.A: EA Angta Period: 1963-2000 1995-96 36.09 51 70
EEC Unit: 12 Level: 76.19m ADD Mean ann. range: 8.29m 1996-97 32.95 42.56
Comment: Index well. Represents naturally occuring conditions. Reliable data.- There is some Maximum ann. range: 17.10m 1997-98 32.3 37.12 55
layering of the aquifer in lie area which will affect groundwater movement. Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1998-99 32.34 44.64 11
1999-2000 36.35 44.64 89
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7L55109 Lower Farm HA' .
NGR: TL 59255605 MA: EA Anglia Period: 1983-2000 1995-96 1479 25.08 44
EEC Unit: Level: 57.65m AOD Mean ann. range: 4.58m 1996-97 12,36 17.9  :  22
Comment: Represents naturally occuring conditions. Reliable data. Maximum ann. range: 9.87m 1997-98 11.81 16.85 99
Minimum ann. range: 1.06m 1998-99 11.81 21.5 13
1999-2000 17.75 21.5 65
7L72054 Rectory Road H A 37
NGR: TL 79822516 M A: EA Anglia Period: 1968-2000 1995-96 13.74 15.49 84
EEC Unit: 46 Level. 67.63m A00 Mean ann. range: 1.42m 1996-97 13.74 15.33 60
Comment: Maximum ann. range: 6.69m 1997-98 13.78 15.82 11
Minimum ann. range: 0,00m 1998-99 15.29 19.47
1999-2000 15 19.47 33
TL84006 smeethamHall Cottages
NOR: TL 34654106 MA: EA Anglia Period: 1963-2000 1995-96 25.43 28.32 25
EEC Unit: 44 Level. 55.03m AOD Mean ann. range: 1.25m 1996-97 25.36 26.29 22
Comment: Maximum ann. range: 2.36m 1997-98 25.21 26.85 12
Minimum ann. range: 0 00m 1998-99 25.54 27.31 15
1999-2000 26.27 27 31 11
7L86110 Cattlshall Farm HA: 33
NOR: TL 88506470 j M.A. EA Anglia Period:. 1969-2000 1995-96 31.61 37.19 11
EEC Unit: 13 Level: 61.65m AOD Mean ann. range: 2.72m 1996-97 30.91 32.64 38
ComMent: Represents naturally occuring conditions. Reliable data. Maximum ann. range 7.35m 1997-98 30.57 13
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1998-99 32.24 34.85 92
1999-2000 33 48 35 05 55
TL89037 Grimes Graves HA: 33
NGR. TL 81319001 M.A. EA Anglia Period: 1971-2000 1995-96 624 12.16
EEC Unit: 15 Level: 17.22m AOD Mean ann. range: 2 87m 1996-97 576 7.91 68
Comment: No data June '95 to Feb '96 Represents naturally occuring conditions. Reliable data. Maximum ann. range 5 21m 1997-98 69 10 71 11
Minimum ann. range: 0.09m 1998-99 7 41 11,36 13
1999-2000 8.58 11,36 67
TL92001 Leaden Pumping Station HA: 37
NGR TL 96572562 MA: EA Anglia Period: 1961-2000 1995-96 0.13 6.24 40
EEC Unit: 45 Level: 15.6m AOD Mean ann. range: 3 05m 1996-97 3.86 14
Comment: Maximum ann. range 6 98m 1997-98 068 4.84 13
Minimum ann. range: 0 48m 1998-99 1.88 5.22 45
1999-2000 456 5.6
7M15112 Dial Farm HA: 35
NOR' TM M.A. EA Anglia Period: 1968-2000 1995-96 25.07 25.89 11
EEC Unit: 43 Level: 64.6m AOD Mean ann. range: 0.45m 1996-97' 24.69 25.31 18
Comment: Index well. Maximum ann. range 1.07m 1997-98 24.61 25.26 13
Minimum ann. range: 0.05m 1998-99 24.62 25.61 12
1999-2000 25.22 25.99 13
7M26095 Strawberry Hill H.A: 35
NGR: TM M.A. EA Anglia Period: 1974-2000 1995-96 26.61 27.23
EEC Unit: 39 Level: 48.57rn AOD Mean ann. range: 0.37m 1996-97 26.56 26.97 87
Comment: Missing data, late 1995, late 1998. Maximum ann: range 0.80m 1997-98 26.51 26.91 11
Minimum ann. range: 0.03m 1998-99 26.63 27.13
1999-2000 26.9 27.17 75
7001133 Chanfry Post SullIngton HA. 41
NGR: TO KA. EA Southern Period: 1977-2000 1995-96 93.41 117.3 69
EEC Unit: 24 Level. 166.33m AOD Mean ann. range: 12.20m 1996-97 9398 103.0 76
Comment: Maximum ann. range 23.40m 1997-98 94.31 105.9 99
Minimum ann. range: 7.71m 1998-99 95.96 106.2 71
1999-2000 94.33 106.2 84
TQ21011A Old Rectory Pyecombe HA. 41
NGR: TO M.A. EA Southern Period: 1958-2000 1995-96 70.98 71462
EEC Unit: 23 Level: 106.38m AOD Mean ann. range. 3.64m 1996-97 70.9 72.64
Comment: Previously numbered 1021/11. No significant seasonal fluctuations. Maximum ann. range 11.00m 1997-98 71.4 7637
Minimum ann. range. 0.40m 1998-99 70.62 7689
1999-2000 70.62 7689
TQ28119 Trafalgar Square H.A: 39
NGR: TO M.A: EA Thames Period: 1875-2000 1995-96 -43.69 -39.5
EEC Unit: 20 Level: 12.6m AOD Mean ann. range: 2.63m 1996-97 -41.55 -38.3
Comment: Previously numtiered 102811190. Logger installed. Confined aquifer. Major long term Maximum ann, range 12.00m 1997-98
influence from abstractions. Recovery in levels since 1950's symptomatic of rising groundwater in Minimum ann. range: 0.69m 1998-99 -38.25
London.  ' 1999-2000 -36,11 -34,8
7Q31050 North Bottom HA: 41
NGR: TO MA: EA Southern Period: 1979-2000 1995-96 64.52 90.37 43
EEC Unit: 22 Level: 120.15m AOD  ' Mean ann. range: 16.70m 1996-97 64.99 76.5 92
Comment: Maximum ann. range 30.00m 1997-98 68.48 91.05 15
Minimum ann. range: 4.66m 1998-99 68.44 91.05
_ - _ .  -1999-2000 67.15.
TQ35005 Rose and Crown HA: 39
NOR' TO KA. EA Thames Period: 1876-2000 1995-96 66.07 86.61 65
EEC Unit: 22 Level: 87.81m AOD Mean ann. range: 11.10m 1996-97 60.96 74.03 63
Comment: No data 1947 to 1962. Maximum ann. range 23,30m 1997-98 60.84 80.93 17
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1998-99 73.4 85.49 99
1999-2000 68.49 85,49 11
TQ380098 Hackney Public Baths H.A: 38
NOR: TO M.A. EA Thames Period: 1953-2000 1995-96 -23.83 -23.5
EEC Unit: 7 Level: 16.8m AOD Mean ann. range: 0.61m 1996-97 -23.55 -23.0
Comment: Previously numbered 1038/9 No data 1968-1973, 1996. Consistent rise in levels since Maximum ann. range 1 41m 1997-98 -23.55
records began in 1953, symptomatic of rising groundwater levels in London basin. Minimum ann. range: 0 16m 1998-99 -23,26
1999-2000 -22.93
TQ40045B Blackcap Farm No. 2 HA: 41
NOR' TO MA: EA Southern Period: 1970-2000 1995-96 0.1 4.79 72
EEC Unit: 21 Lever 39.85m AOD  • Mean ann. range: 1,28m 1996-97 0.62 1,05 66
Comment: Maximum ann. range 3,82m 1997-98 0.71 4.79
Minimum ann. range: 0,21m 1998-99 0,78 4.79 12
1999-2000 0.76 2.44 49
GROUNDWATER-REGISTER AND STATISTICS
Aquifer: Upper Greensand
ST30007 LimeKiln Way
NGR: ST 37630667
EEC Unit: 1 ' Level: 129.913m AOD
Comment: Index well. Datum chanMd from 129.98 01/12/96.
Aquifer: Lower Greensand
H A' 45
M A: EA South West Period: 1969-2030 1995-96 125.2 126.4 11
Mean ann. range: 678m 1996-97 125.3 126.2 20
Maximum ann. range: 2.08n: 1997-98 124.8 125.9 12
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1998-99 . 125.2 125.9 68
1999-2000 1253 125.9 81
SU82063 Madams Farm HA:
NOR:  SU 88862505 MA: EA Southern Period: 1984-2000 1995-96 107.6 108.1 22
EEC Unit: ' Level: 143am ADD Mean ann. range: 945m 1996-97 107.5 108.1 12
Comment: NO data for 1994. Maximum ann. range: 123m 1997-98 107.4 108.1 55
Minimum ann. range: 0.10m 1998-99 107.4 108.0 10
1999-2000 107.3 108.0 63
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1050007 The OM  Rectory  Faking:on HA 41
NOR: TO MA EA Southern Period: 1965-2CGO 1995-96 29.87 43.29 94
EEC Unit: 20 Levet 65.71m A013 Mean  ant  range: 6.58in 1936-97 31.56 36.2 99
Comment: No data 1973-1977 Maernurn  ann.  range: 13.20in 1997-98 32.07 41.07 15
arena ant rarme- 2 25rn 1998-99 30.5 41195 97
1999-2000 30.5 3965 10
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Aquifer: Hastings Beds
Aquifer: Upper Jurassic
HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1996-2000
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702201 The Bungalow. Lower Beading HA: 41
NGR: TO KA: EA Southern Period: 1964-20:0 1995-96 86.55 89.35 12
EEC Unit: 25 Level: 90.31m AOD Mean ann. range:  - 1.99m 1996-97 86.97 89.13 11
Comment: Maximum ann. range: 2.79m 1997-98 87.25 89.46 14
Minimum ann. range: 0.79m 1998-99 86.96 89.3 10
1999-2000 86.96 89.25 12
7042080A Kingstandlng H.A: 40
NGR: TO M.A: EA Southern Period: 1979-2000 1695-96  . 171.8 182.6 88
EEC Unit: Level: 203.28m AOD Mean ann. range: 6.51m 1996-97 1696 179.9 15
Comment: Logger installed. Maximum ann. range: 10.90m 1997-98 172.8 183.4 13
Minimum ann. range: 2.46m 1998-99 174.2 183.4 97
1999-2000 173.6 181.5 13
7061044 Millington Herrings Farm HA: 41
NGR: TO MA: EA Southem Period: 1964-2000 1995-96 114.1 118.7 14
EEC Unit: 18 Level: 120 37m AOD Mean ann. range: 3.23m 1996-97 113.3 118.7 22
Comment: No data 1973 to 1978.  • Maximum ann. range: 6.67m 1997-98 115.2 118.9 23
Minimum ann. range: 0.99m 1998-99 115.0 118.8 14
1999-2000- 114.6 118.5 13
7062099 Whites:mks, Heathfield HA: 40
NGR: TO MA EA SouMern Period: 1978-2000 1995-96 136.6 139.3
EEC Unit: Level: 155.28m AOD Mean ann. range: 3.40m 1996-97 136.5 139.9
Comment: Logger instated. Renamed Ticehurst Grange by EA. Borehole influenced by abstraction  - Maximum ann. range: 9.21m 1997-98 136.7 141.2
calculation of Mean annual Recharge unreliable. Minimum ann. range: 1.03m 1998-99 136.7 145.1
1999-2000 136.7 145.1
7071123 Red House RA: 40
NGR: TO KA: EA Southern Period: 1974-2000 1995-96 25.12 27.47
EEC Unit: 16 Level: 40.02m A00 Mean ann. range: 3.80m 1996-97 24.81 28.14 15
Comment: No data June 94 to Feb '96. Logger installed. Maximum ann. range: 5.55m 1997-98 24.75 29.77 15
Minimum ann. range: 1.22m 1998-99 25.48 2908 11
1999-2000 25.48 28.52 11
SE68022E Kirbymoorside HA: 27
NGR: SE 68908590 MA: EA North East Period: 1975-1998 1995-98 37.75 40.02 63
EEC Unit: 25 level: 46.04m AOD Mean ann. range: 2.24m 1996-97 37.73 39.57 40
Comment: Previously numbered 6E68/16 No data after December 1998, Maximum ann. range:
Minimum ann. range:
3.77m
0.92m
1997-98
1998-99
37.89
37.98
40.84
40.84
14
1999-2003
SE77076  . Broughton HA: 27
NCR: SE 76907300 MA: EA North East Period: 1975-2030 1995-96 15.61 20.09 10
EEC Unit: 25 Level: 33.51m AOD Mean ann. range: 3.32m 1996-97 15.46 18.78 50
Comment: Maximum ann. range: 5.63m 1997-98 15.73 20.1 12
Minimum ann. range: 1.24m 1998-99 16.13 20.49 10
1999-2000 16.21 20.49 90
5E98023 Seavegate Gill H.A: 27
NCR: SE 98938567 MA: EA North East Period: 1980-2000 1995-96 32.05 34.39
EEC Unit: 27 level: 38.09m AOD Mean ann. range: 2.02m 1996-97
Comment: Replaced 6E98/19 in 1994. Logger installed. No data 1998-1997. Maximum arm. range: 3.15m 1997-98 32.74 35.86
Minimum ann. range: 0.80m 1998-99 32.38 35.86 10
1999-2030 32.31 35.54 14
SU4907513 Marcham HA: 39
NCR: SU 46519736 KA: EA Thames Period: 1988-2000 1995-96  ' 58.52 59.4 90
• EEC Unit: 11 Level: 59.65m AOD Mean ann. range: 0.59m 1996-97 58.36 59.09 65
Comment: No data July-December 1993. Maximum ann. range: 1.02m 1997-98 58.35 58.91 11
Minimum ann, range: 0.28m 1998-99 58.47 59.2 13
1999-2000 58.5 59.22 16
GROUNDWATER-REGISTER AND STATISTICS
Aquifer: Lincolnshire Limestone
Aquifer: Permo-Triassic Sandstones
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IJ26001 Dunmuny HA: 205
NGR: U 29136950 MA: DOE Northern Ireland Period: 1985-2000 1995-96 27.27 28.03
EEC Unit: 6 Level: 31.31m ADD Mean ann. range: 1.27m 1996-97
Comment: Replaced 1,12672 Good representative site with no known Minna! influences. Maximum ann. range: 2.11m 1997-98 28.17 28.76
Minimum ann. range: 0.33m 1998-99 27.37 28.78 24
1999-2000 27.33 28.11 78
NX97001 Rectbank HA: 79
NOR: NX MA: Scottish EPA Period: 1981-2800 1995-96 7.14 8.6 71
EEC Unit: 14 Level: 13 52m AOD Mean ann. range: 1.14m 1996-97 7.15 8.25 ea
Comment: index well. Maximum ann. range: 1.63m 1997-98 7.13 8.25 82
Minimum ann. range: 0 80m 1998-99 7.19 8.22 67
1999-20 7.19 8.45 10
NY00328 Elrownbank Layby RA: 74
NGR: NY MA: EA North West Period: 1976-1999 1995-96 23.76 24.87 35
EEC Unit: 17 Level: 30.49m AOD Mean ann. range: 0.59m 1996-97 23.22 24.36 57
Comment: No data for 1997 and 1998. Maximum ann. range: 1.43m 1997-98 23.02 23.94
Minimum ann. range: 1.88m 1998-99 23.57 24.69
1999-2000 24.07 24.69
NY14004 New Cowper H.A: 75
NOR: NY MA: EA North West Period: 1989-2003 1995-96 11.66 12.77 62
EEC Unit: 20 Level: 14.05m AOD Mean ann. range: 0.53m 1996-97 11.61 12.32 ea
Comment: Limited seasonal fluctuabons, Mean Annual Recharge figures unreliable. Maximum ann. range: 1.24m 1997-98 11.21 12.4
Minimum ann. range: 0.16m 1998-99 11.95 12.87 13
1999-20013 11.56 12.98 24
NY45016 Corby 11111 HA: 76
NOR: NY MA EA North West Peribd: 1977-1996 1995-96 49.87 50.84
EEC Unit: 20 Level: 51.46m ADD Mean ann. range: 0.52m 1996 -97 49.73 50.17
Comment: Removed from network in 1996. Maximum ann. range: 0.96m 1997-98
Minimum ann. range: 0.07m 1998-89
1999-2000
192 HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1996-2000
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NY63002 Sitirwith HA: 76
NCR: NY . MA: EA North West Period: 1978-2000 1995-96 129.6 131.7 25
EEC Unit: 20 Level: 133.25m ADD Mean ann. range: 0.81m 1996-97 129.3 130.1 80
Comment: Index well. Barometric pressure effects have been observed which can cause varia5ons Maximum ann. range: 1.44m 1997-98 129.3 130.2 11
in the water level of up to 0.3m. No data March 2001-February 2002. Minimum ann. range: 0.20ni 1998-99 129.9 131.0 13
1999-2000 130 131.0 12
NZ41034 Northern Dairies HA: 25
NOR: NZ 48611835 KA: EA North East Period: 1974-2000 1995-96 0.2 0.63
EEC Unit: 10 Level: 96m ADD Mean ann. range: 0.70m 1996-97 0.28 0.66 45
Comment: Maximum ann. range: 2.63m 1997-98 0.42 0.75 56
Minimum ann. range: 0.05m 1998-99 -0.07 1.15 84
1999-2000 -0.07 1.31 82
SD2700613 Furness Abbey HA: 74
NOR: SD 21727171 KA: EA North West Period: 1972-2000 1995-96 9.84 10.65
EEC Unit: 16 Level: 19.31m AOD Mean ann, range: 3.28m 1996-97 9.4 12.52 77
Comment: Previously numbered 5027/8 Maximum ann. range: 5.14m 1997-98 10.2 13.57 10
Minimum ann. range: 1.54m 1998-99 11.46 14.26 45
1999-2000 11.29 14.26 75
$0400137 Moor Nall HA: 69 t
NCR: SD 41280521 MA: EA North West Period: 1983-2000 1995-96 22.17 23.13 15
EEC Unit: 10 Level: 48.14m AOD Mean ann. range: 0.68m 1996-97 22.53 23.07 49
Comment: Borehole has shown consistent rising trend since monitoring began in 1983. No data Maximum ann. range: 1.20m 1997-98 22.31 22.8 38
January-June 1998. Minimum ann. range: 0.30m 1998-99 22.28 23.08
1999-2000 22.37 23.2 83
6041032 Yew Tree Fann HA: 70
NGR: SD 44001164 MA: EA North West Period: 1972-2000 1995-96 12.67 14.01
EEC Unit: 10 Level: 23.69m AOD Mean ann. range: 0.64m 1996-97 12.93 13.6
Comment: Index well. Well shows very subdued seasonal fluctuation. Early data in 1972 possibly Maximum ann. range: 4.08m 1997-98 13.39 13.88
affected by local pumping. Minimum ann. range: 0.23m 1998-99 13.54 13.95
1999-2000 13.54 14.11
SD44015 Moss Edge Farm HA: 72
NGR: SD 43964928 KA: EA North West Period: 1961-2000 1995-96 2.1 3.88 •  '- 56  .
EEC Unit: 13 Level: 4.99m AOD Mean ann. range: 1.20m 1996-97 2.17 3.05 62
Comment: Maximum ann. range: 4.19m 1997-98 2.3 3.33 85
Minimum ann. range: 0.26m 1998-99 2.83 4.07 12
1999-2000 3.2 4.53 57
5053025 Red Scar Wood KA: 72
NOR: SD 58603133 KA: EA North West Period: 1989-2090 1995-96 9.29 12.14 10
EEC Unit: 13 Level: 15.77m AOD Mean ann. range: 1.70m 1996-97 9.35 10.84 60
Comment: Borehole behaviour changes after 1999, possibly due to local influences.* Maximum ann. range: 2.38m 1997-98 10.19 11.48
Minimum ann. range: 0.42m 1998-99 10.19 11.48
1999-2000 8.55 15.52
5E36047 Kelly's Cafe HA: 27
NGR: SE 39456575 MA: EA North East Period: 1981-2000 1995-96 18.93 19.62 29
EEC Unit: 21 Level: 24.75m A00 Mean ann. range: 0.31m 1996-97 18.53 19.23 4
Comment: Added 1985. Maximum ann. range: 0.70m 1997-98 18.41 19.18 22
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1998-99 10.7 19.37 10
1999-2000 19.13 19.46 76
SE39020B Scruton Village HA: 27
NGR: SE 30049244 MA: EA North East Period: 1969-2000 1995-96 26.64 27.7 67
EEC Unit: 23 Level: 34.69m AOD Mean ann. range: 0.37m 1996-97 26.4 27 35
Comment: Maximum ann. range: 1.01m 1997-98 26.4 27.07 17
Minimum ann. range: 0.02m 1998-99 26.78 27.3 98
1999-2000 26.88 27.3 85
5E45003 Cattal Mailings HA: 27
NGR. SE 44705580 MA: EA North East Period: 1969-2000 1995-96 25.38 26.46 35
EEC Unit: 21 Level: 30.86m AOD Mean ann. range: 0.52m 1996-97 25.27 25.77 23
Comment: Maximum arm. range: 1.59m 1997-98 25.24 26.11 15
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1998-99 25.65 26.18 64
1999-2000 25.79 26.18 60
6E52004 Southfield Lana HA: 27
NCR: SE 54732363 KA: EA North East Period: 1955-2000 1995-96 9 10.25
EEC Unit: 18 Level: 18.1m ADD Mean ann. range: 0.68m 1996-97'
Comment: No data tor 1996,1997. Logger installed 2002. Maximum ann. range: 3.37m 1997-98 9.27 9.95
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1998-99. 9.27 10.1
1999-2000 9.7 10.15
SE54032A Bilhorough HA: 27
NGR: SE 53324646 MA: EA North East Period: 1984-2000 1995-96 9.74 11.10
EEC Unit: 20 Level: 45.52m AOD Mean arm. range: 0.27m 1996-97
Comment: No data tor 1996,1997 Logger instated. Borehole v.lth minimal seronal fluctuations. Not Maximum ann. range: 0.52m 1997-98 9.62 10.72
possible to calculate Mean annual Recharge. Minimum ann. range: 0.08m 1998-99 9.62 10.87
. - 1999-2000 10.6 11.01
_
8E60076 Woodhouse Grange HA: 28
NCR: SE 67840709  ,  MA: EA Midlands Period: 1980-2001 1995-96
EEC Unit: 3 Level: 4.35m  . AOD Mean ann. range: 0.41m 1996-97 -1.05 -0.65 48
Comment: Replaced 5E60/24 in 1981. Shows natural seasonal variation in water levels. Maximum ann. range: 0.76m 1997-98 -0.99 12
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1998-99 -0.99 0.07 15
1999-2000 -0.45 0.13 86
5E61011 Sykshouse
NCR: SE 62701710 KA: EA North East Period: 1971-2000 1995-96 -0.41 39
EEC Unit: Level: 4.77m AOD Mean ann. range: 0.52m 1996-97 -1.07 10
Comment: Logger installed. Maximum ann. range: 1.03in 1997-98 13
Minimum ann. range: 0.05m 1998-99 -1.35 -0.73 10
1999-2000 -1.05 95
5E83009 Holme-omSpalding Moor H A: 26
NGR: SE 80403640 M A: EA North East Period: 1974-2000 1995-96 -0.03 0.14 97
EEC Unit: 34 Level: 5m AOD Mean anti. range: 0.45m 1996-97 -1.05 -0.36 11
Comment: No data 1982, 1983. 1984. Maximum ann. range: 1.13m 1997-98 -0.75 0 13
Minimum ann. range: 0.10m 1998-99 -0.32 0.29 11
.1999-2000 -0.07 0.3 78
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NCR: SJ 13745556 MA: EA Waros Period: 1972-2001 1995-96 78.81 80.42 11
EEC Unit: 13 Level: 83.09m AOD Mean  ann.  rarge: 0.75m 1996-97 78.67 79.56 16
Comment: Index Previously nurntered SJ15/15. Good reiable data. Urology to te elected by Maximum ann. range: 1.31m 1997-98 78.7 79.69 14see
Minimum ann. rarge: 0.08m 1998-99 79.18 80.07 12
1999-2000 7991 /30.39 13
SJ33039 Eastwick Fann HA 67
NGR: SJ 38143831 MA EA Wales Period: 1974-2000 1995-95 67.22 67.53 13
EEC Unit: 14 Level: 74.57m POD Mean ann. range: 0.23m 1996-97 67.15 67.5 70
Cormnent: Influenced by pumping hem abstraction borehole. Maximum aah range: 0.47m 1997-98 67.15 67.3 93
Minimum arm. range: 0.02rn 1998-99 67.07 67.31 17
1999-2000 67.07 67.44 22
SJ56045E Ashton No  4  H 68
NCR: SJ 50426953 M.A: EA North West Period: 1970- 20 1995-96 21.47 21.67
EEC Unit: 4 Level: 37.26rn AOD Mean ann. range: 1.57m 1996-97 21.83 22.07
Comment: No data for Apr 1995 to Nov 1996. Borehole showing some influence from primping. Not Maximum ann. range: 4.70m 1997-98 21.93 22.42 23
possible to cakitAate Mean Annual Recharge. Mignbm ann. range: 0 25m 1998-99 22.18 23.11 45
1999-2000 22.67 23.67 31
SJ590147 Sandy Lane HA: 69
NCR: SJ 59509782 MA: EA  Nora,  West Period: 1971-1999 1995-96 32.09 3593
EEC Unit: 11 Level: 40.06m A(30 Mean ann. range: 1.03m 1996-97 31.81 33.44 24
Comment: No data for May 85 to Apr 91. June 99 to July 2000. Borehole appears to be  affected by Maximum ann. range: 1.92m 1997-98 31.74 32.98 11
regional abstractions. Minenum arm. range: 9.03m 1998-99 31.95 34.72 17
1999-2000 33.74 35.13
SJ620112 Heathlanes H.A.: 54
NGR: SJ 61952105 MA: EA Midlands Period: 1996-2000 1995-96 61.45 62.78 0
EEC Unit: 9 Level: 68.61m AOD Mean arm. range: 0 49m 1996-97 60.53 61.91 0
Comment: Index well. Hydrograph shwa groundwater system responsive to seasonal recharge and Maximum arm. range: 1.42m 1997-98 6022 61.25 20
natural seasonal varialion and is not affected by the Shropshire Groundwater Scheme. Minimum arm. range: 0.90m 1998-99 60.31 61.78 15
1999-2003 61.31 62.56 16
SJ690138 Kenyon Lane HA: 69
NGR: SJ 63119620 MA: EA North West Period: 1968- 2000 1995-96
EEC Unit: 9 Level: 40.23m AOD Mean arm. range: 0 31m 1996-97
Comment: Borehole shows influence of regbnal pumping th dsbnct lowering of levels during Maernum arm. range: 0.82m 1997-98
1970s. Minimum arm. range: 0.0Dm 1998-99
1999-20 -4.42
SJ83001A Stone HA: 28
NGR: SJ 89693474 M.A: EA midlands Period: 1974-2900 1995-96 89.6 91.47 21
EEC Unit: 9 Level: 102.62m ADD Mean ann. range: 0,9645 1996-97 8994 89.95 66
Comment: Hydrograph shows en open groundwater system very responsive to seasonal recharge Maximum arm. range: 1.80m 1997-98 8994 90.69 98
and natural variations. Minimum ann. range: 0.20m 1998-99 89.79 90 99 11
1999-2000 9024 91.2 80
SJ87032 Dale Brow H.A: 68
NCR' SJ 89697598 MA: EA North West Period: 1973-2000 1995-96 94 37 9694
EEC Unit: 8 Level: 138.66m AOD Mean ana range: 108m 1996-97 94 34 95.78 13
Comment: No data tor Feb 1995 to June 1996. Maximum arm, range: 1.88m 1997-98 95.13 96.61 13
Minimum ann. range: 5.76m 1998-99 95.75 96.9 11
• 1999-2000 9999 96.93 79
SJ88093 Bruntwood Hall HA: 69
NGR. SJ 86118645 MA: EA North West Period: 1976-2000 1995-96 48.28 4863 34
EEC Unit: 8 Level: 62.56m A00 Mean ann. range: 0.77m 1996-97 48.94 48.71
Comment: Maximum ann. range: 2.83m 1997-96 48.04 48.35 56
Minimum ann. range: 0.24m 1998-99 48.18 48.77
1999-2000 48.3 48.91 63
5K00041 Nuthall Farm HA: 28
NGR: SK 06700120 MA: EA Midlands Period: 1974-2000 1995-96 1291 1306
EEC Unit: 10 Level: 141.79m AOD Mean ann. range: 13.56m 1996-97 1291 1299
Comment: Index well. Groundwater system responsive to seasonal recharge, but limited inter- Maximum ann. range: 1.65m 1997-98 128.1 128.9
annual fluctuation. Minimum ann. range: 0.03m 1998-99 128.1 130.3
1999-2000 1297 131.0
SK10009 Weeford Flats HA: 28
NGR: SK 14400464 MA: EA Midlands Period: 1966-2000 1995-96 88.73 90.71
EEC Unit: Level: 96.21m AOD Mean ann. range: 0.51m 1996-97 88.61 89.83 0
Comment: index well. Hydrograph shoirs an open groundwater system responsive to to seasonal Maximum ann. range: 190m 1997-98 88.81 88.61 0
recharge. Dry during 1976, 1992 and 1998-1999. Minimum aim. range: 0.00m 1998-99 138.61 89.71 20
1999-2000 88.61 90.11 13
SK21111 Grangewood HA 28
NCR: SK 27311419 MA: EA Midlands Period: 1967-2000 1995-96 138.24 92.08 0
EEC Unit: 8 Level: 96.03m ADD Mean am range: 1.31m 1996-97 87.13 89.18 0
Comment: Hydrograph shows an open groundwater system resPonsive to seasonal recharge. Maximum ann. range: 2.86m 1997-98 87 89 15
Minimum arm. range: 0.00m 1998-99 88.13 91.25 21
• 1999-2000 89.4 91.25 91
SK24022 Burtonshuts Fenn HA: 28
NCR: SK 25394431 M.A: EA Midlands Period: 1972-00 1995-96 1358 138.0 0
EEC Unit: 2 Level: 154.84m AOD Mean ann. range: 0.65m 1996-97 1351 1369 18
Comment: Hydrcgraph shows an open groundwater system responsive to seasonal variation. Maximum ann. range: 2.09m 1997-98 135.1 1369 20
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1998-99 1359 137.5 16
1999-2000 1396 137.5 19
SK56053 Peafield Lane HA: 28
NCR: SK 56326440 M.A: EA midlands Petiod: 1969-20 1995-96 77.59 76.57
350EEC Unit: 5 Level: 112.97m AOD Mean arm. range: 0.34m 1996-97 76.34 76.35
Comment: Hydrograph shows Minimal seasonal response to recharge but there are long term cycles Maximum arm. range: 1.68m 1997-98 76,06 76.94 22
Minimuin ann. range: 0.00m 1998-99 76E6 76.83 18of recession and recovery suPerimProod on a gradual dodge and influenced by abstraction.
1999-00 7696 77.02 60
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Aquifer: Magnesian Limestone
HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1996-2000
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N221029 Swan House FLA: 25
NCR: NZ 25211995 MA: EA North East Period: 1969-1999 1995-96 81.19 87.88 86
EEC Unit: Level: 94.9m AOD Mean ann. range: 4.85m 1996-97 BO 57 85.46 57
Comment: Index well, replaced N222/22 July 2001, Maximum ann. range
Minimum ann. range:
9.74m
0.80m
1997-98
1998-99
80.28
82.75
65.9
85.9
12
78
1999-2000 81.87 86.9 72
NZ22022 Rushyford NE H.A: 25
NGR: NZ 28752896 KA: EA North East Period: 1968-2000 1995-96 75.61 76.70
EEC Unit: 10 Level: 92.65m AOD Mean ann. range: 1.01m 1996-97 75.61 76.4
Comment: Replaced as index by NZ21/29  -  mine water pumping. Well shows no significant Maximum ann. range 5.86m 1997-98 75.49 76.92
seasonal variation. Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1998-99 76.31 77.1
1999-2000 76.39 77.1
NZ32019 Haley House (NBA K) HA: 25
NGR: NZ 35752650 MA: EA North East Period: 1965-2030 1995-96 37.43 43.18
EEC Unit: 10 Levee 81.49m AOD Mean ann. range: 0.29m 1996-97 36.21 43.65 15
Comment: Borehole shows agniticant short term influences, making Mean Annival Recharge Maximum ann. range 12.70m 1997-98 36.21 43.43 18
figures suspect. Minimum ann. range: 0.28m 1998-99 36.37 43.14 20
1999-2000 38.07 44.6 92
NZ33020 Gannondsway HA 24
NGR: NZ 33493501 MA EA North East Period: 1974-1999 1995-96 75.97 83 95
EEC Unit: 7 Level: 102.49m AOD Mean ann. range: 6.71m 1996-97 75.73 82.17 75
Comment: No data 1988 Maximum arm. range 13.80m 1997-98 75.85 84.12 14
Minimum ann. range: 0.73m 1998-99 791 85.96 11
1999-2000 78.65 85.96 11
6E35004 Castle Farm H A: 27
NGR: SE 38305830 KA: EA North East Period: 1970-2000 1995-96 36.03 36.87
EEC Unit: 21 Level. 44.15m AGO Mean ann. range: 0.63m 1996-97
Comment: No data for 1996. 1997. Maximum ann. range 1.46r1 1997-98 36.06 36.53
Minimum ann. range: 0.04m 36.06 36.56 43
1999-2000 362
. . .
36.66 61,
5E43009 Peggy Ellerton HA: 27
NCR: SE 45353964 MA: EA North East Period( 1968 -2000 1995-96 32.92 34.78 28
EEC Unit: 20 Level: 51.4m AOD Mean ann. range: 1.26m 1996-97 31.74 34.02 11
Comment: Index well. Maximum ann. range: 3.59m 1997-98 31.68 35.06
Minimum ann. range: OtOrn 1998-99 33.9 36.56 16
1999-2000 35.87 36.97 49
6E43014 Coldhill Farm No. 35 H A' 27
NGR: SE 46603550 MA EA North East Period: 1971-2000 1995-96 33.67 34.56 87
EEC Unit: 24 Level: 37.89m 0.00 Mean arm. range: 0.59m 1996-97 33 62 34.38 14
Comment: Logger installed. Maximum ann. range: 0.94m 1997-98 34.01 34.42 55
Minimum ann. range: 0.24m 1998-99 33.88 34.33 62
1999-2000 33.83 34.33 11
5E51002 Westfield Fenn HA: 27
NGR: SE 52101530  •  KA: EA North East -Period: 1971-2000 1995-96 11.45 13.43 32
EEC Unit: 9 Level. 30m AOD Mean ann. range: 1.00m 1996-97 10.51 12.28  ' 19
Comment: Possible datum change between 1970s and 1980s data. Maximum ann. range: 3.21m 1997-98 10.51 1227 15
Minimum arm, range: 0.03m 1998-99 11.18 12.55 12
1999-2003 10.95 12.61 11
GROUNDWATER-REGISTER AND STATISTICS
Aquifer: Coal Measures
Aquifer: Fell Sandstone
NT940038 Royalty Observation HA: 21
NOR: NT MA: EA North East Period:: 1990-2000 1995-96 42.23 43.19 11
EEC Unit: Level: 56.68m AOD Mean ann. range: 0.85m 1996-97 42.39 43.19 49
Comment: Maximum ann. range 1.77m 1997-98 42.24 44.08 22
Minimum ann. range: 0.23m 1998-99 43 44.61 95
1999-2000 42.98 44.61 43
196 HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1996-2000
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NT95021 Middl• Ord HA: 21 . . ...
NCR: NT . . MA: EA North East Period: 1974-1999 1995-96 28.74 29.98
EEC Unit: 1 Level: 64.96m AOD Mean ann. range: 0.48m 1996-97 28.04 29.22
Comment: No significant seasonal fluctuabons. Borehole shows coneistent drop in levels since early Maximum ann. range: 1.16m 1997-98 27.44 28.05
1990s, possibly in respOnse to regional abstracsion. . Minimum ann. range: 0.05m 1998-99 27.06 27.92
1999-2000 27.06 27.92
THE NATIONAL RIVER FLOW
AND GROUNDWATER LEVEL ARCHIVE
DATA RETRIEVAL SERVICES
In order that the contents of the National River Flow
(NRFA) and National Groundwater Level (NGLA)
Archives may be readily accessible a suite of standard
programs hasbeen developed to provide a comprehen-
sive selection bf retrieval options. In response to user
requirements these data retrieval facilities are being
continually updated and extended. A wide range of
specialist analyses and presentations is now available. An
outline of the data retrieval facilities is given below;
further details are available by application to the
National Water Archive (email: nwamail@ceh.ac.uk)
or via the relevant websites which serveasa gateway to a
range of data/information retrieval services (see below
and page 202).
Cost of Service
To cover the computing and handling costs, a moderate
charge may be made depending on the output options
selected. Estimates of these charges may be obtained on
request; the right to amend or waive charges is reserved.
River Flow Data Retrieval
The National River Flow Archive comprises around
44,000 station years of daily river flows and incorporates
data from over 1400 gauging stations througbout the
United Kingdom. In addition to gauged flow data,
naturalised datasers have been derived for a small num-
ber of gauging stations. Catchment areal rainfall and
the highest instantaneous flow, when available, are also
archived on a monthly basis. Note, however, that the
principal sources of nationally archived flood data are
the Peaks-Over-Threshold (POT) and Flood Event
archives held at CEH Wallingford. A range of validation
procedures is applied to most of the contemporary river
flow and rainfall data but the quality control of much of
the historical data will have been more rudimentary. As
a consequence, significant variation in the precision of
archived datasets is to be expected.
All retrieval programs have been designed to allow-
ed flexibility in the presentation of options, particularly
those producing graphical output. Most data is now
disseminated electronically and a choice of output
formats is available to suit user needs. Normally,
appropriate reference and descriptive information is
provided to help interpret analyses based on the data.
Before finalising a data request it is recommended
that the Tables of Hydrometric Statistics be consulted as
a guideline to the suitability of the river flow data for
particular applications. Details of the availability of data
on a monthly basis are provided in the 'Summary of
Archived Data' (pages 165 to 173).
A list of standard data retrieval optiohs is given on
page 199. For details of the latest enhancements to the
retrieval suite please visit the NRFA website:
http://www.nwhac.u1C/ih/nrfa/index.htm,
Groundwater Level Data Retrieval
The National Groundwater Level ArChive holds bore-
hole level data and site details for affiund170 repre-
sentative wells and boreholes thnffighout she United
Kingdom. Some characteristics of individual wells, and
well records, are given in the GroundWater-Register and
Statistics section but it is recommended that data users
contact the Hydrogeology Group (see below) before
finalising any data request.
., Six standard options are available for retrieving
data. A description of each option is given overleaf.
Options 1 to 4 give details of the well site, the period of
record available, and maximum and minimum recorded
levels in addition to the output specific to each option.
Data may be retrieved for a specific well or for groups of
wells by well reference numbers, by area (using National
Grid References), by aquifer, by hydrometric area, by
measuring authority, or by any combination of these
parameters.
At the present time not all the data contained
within the Archive have been validated.
For details of ihe latest enhancements to the NGLA
retrieval suite please visit the BGS Hydrogeological
Group's Website:
http://www.nwl.ae: uk/bgs/
Requests for Retrieval Options
Requests for data should include: the name and address
to which the output should be directed, the sites, or
areas, for which data are required together with the
period of record of interest (where appropriate) and the
title of the required option. Where possible, a daytime
telephone number should be given.
Requests for retrieval options should be addressed to:
Surface Water Data:
National Water Archive Office
Institute of Hydrology
Maclean Building
Crowmarsh Gifford
WALLINGFORD
OXFORDSHIRE OXIO 8BB
Tel: +44(0) 01491 838800
Email: nwamail@ceh.ac.uk
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Groundwater Level Data:
The British Geological Survey
Hydrogeology-Group
Maclean Building
Crowmarsh Gifford
WALLINGFORD
OXFORDSHIRE OX10,8B8
Tel: +44(0) 01491 838800
Email: hydroeng@bgs.ac.uk
The National Water Archive
The National Water Archive (NWA) is one of the
Nat Mal Environment Research Council's seven Desig-
nated Data Centres. These Centres, located at NERC
Institute sites, exist to hold data for distinct functional
areas and provide information and advisory services to a
wide range of users.
The National River Flow and 'National Ground-
water Level Archives form the kernel Of the National
Water Archive holdings at WallingfOrd but a very broad
range of hydrological — a-nd related — data sets are being
assimilaied int.() the co-ordinated management that the
NWA provides. Data holdings range from the catch-
ment scale (e.g. detailed climatological and hydrological
data for a network of experimental catchments) to
national (flood 'event data) and international. coverage
(world floods archive). The utility of the archived time
series data is enhanced by the availability of comple-
mentary spatial information (for example the digitised
river network and UK soils hydrology map) and by the
manipulative potential provided by modern data
handling systems and analytical packages.
Staff at the NWA maintain close contacts with
measuring authorities and keep under review develop-
ments in the field of network design, instrumentation
and information technology. A continuing dialogue
" with both data suppliers and an active community of'
users ensures that the databases and retrieval facilities are
reviewed continuously to provide an effective and
responsive service across a broad range of applications.
Datasets of particular hydrological interest include
an archive of 89,000 flood peaks from over 1000
catchments, a flood event archive comprising causative
rainfall and river flows at short time intervals for over
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4000 individual events, and expemental catchment
data for Plynlimon (mid-Wales) and Balquhidder
(Scotland). Equivalent European data also exists as
part- of- the-FRIEND project of the International-Hydro-
logical Programme. Data from NERC Thematic
Programmes (e.g. the LOIS Rivers Database), water
quality infoimation from the Acid Waters Monitoring
Network and pesticide studies, and major overseas
projects from Brazil and the Sahel are also held.
Data may be retrieved , from these sources in a
variety of formats but, for some, access restrictions may
apply.
The National Well Record Archive
The British Geological Survey maintains the National
Well Record Archive (NWRA) for England and Wales.
Currently this archive" includes hydrogeological details
and reference information for over 150,000 shafts;
boreholes and some springs — predominantly con-
structed or used for water supply or the monitoring,of
grOundwater levels or quality. The archive is organised
into paper files based upon the 10 kilometre squares of
the National Grid. Each file includes a register which
details the accession number, the depth, the national
grid reference and certain other 'details. This material is
an essential component in the hydrogeological enquiry
service operated by BGS and the register details are in
the process of being transferred to a digital format.
The archive is located , at the Wallingford Office
of BGS (address above) and all the non-confidential
records are open to inspection by the general public.
Those wishing to avail themselves of this facility should
contact the BGS Records Section in advance to discuss
aCcess procedures and costs.
National Geosciences Information Centre
The NWRA is associated with the National Geosciences
Information Service (NGIS), one of a number of
computer-based data centres established at NERC
Institutes. The NGIS is located at the BGS Headquarters,
Keyworth, near Nottingham (Telephone: 0602 363100)
and provides access to a broad range of geological infor-
mation (for example, geophysical and hydrogeological
logs, core samples and chemical analyses).
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STANDARD DATA RETRIEVAL OPTIONS
National River Flow Archive
OPTION TITLE
No.
1 Table of daily mean gauged discharges
2 Table of daily mean naturalised discharges
3 Yearbook data tabulation (daily)
4 Table of monthly mean gauged discharges
5 Table of monthly mean naturalised discharges
6 Yearbook data tabulation (monthly)
7 Table of monthly extreme flows
8 Table of catchment monthly rainfall
9 Table of catchment monthly areal rainfall and runoff
10 Hydrographs of daily mean flows
11 Hydrographs of monthly mean flows
12 Flow duration statistics
13 Table of gauging station reference information
14 Table of hydrometric statistics
15 Gauging station descriptions
16 River flow pattern plots
17 Gauging station summary sheet
National Groundwater Level Archive
OPTION TITLE
No.
1 Table of groundwater levels
2 Table of annual maximum and minimum groundwater levels
3 Table of monthly maxirhum, minimum and mean groundwater levels
4 Hydrographs of groundwater levds
5 Site details
6 Site details and statistics as presented in the 'Borehole Register and Statistics' section.
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Anglian Region
North East Region
North West Region
Midlands Region
Southern Region
South West Region
Thames Region
Environment Agency Wales
Scottish Environment Protection Agency2
Corporate Office
National Contact for Hydrological
Information
Scottish Environment Protection Agency - Area Offices
North Region
(Highlands, Islands and Grampien)
East Region
(South East)
West Region
(South West)
DIRECTORY OF MEASURING
AUTHORITIES
Address -
Environment Agency Rid House, Waterside Drive, Aztec West,
Alniondsbury, BRISTOL, BS12 4UD
•
Environment Agency Regional Headquariers'
Kingfisher House, Goldhay Way,
Orton GolclhaY.,-PETERBOROUGH,
PE2-0ZR
RiverS House, 21 Park Square Smith,
LEEDS; LS1 2QG
Richard Fairclough House,
Knutsford Road, WARRINGTON,
WA4 1HG
Sapphire East, 550 Streetsbrook Road,
SOLIHULL, B91 1QT
Guildbourne House, Chatsworth Road,
WORTHING, BNI I 1LD
Manley House, Kestrel Way,
Sowton Industrial Estate,
EXETER, EX2 7LQ
Kings Meadow House, Kings Meadow Road,
READING, kGl 8DQ
Rivers House/Plas-yr-Afon,
St Mellons Business Park,
CARDIFF, CF3 OLT
Erskine Court, The Castle Business Park,
STIRLING, FK9 4TR
SEPA National Hydrology Manager,
7 Whitfriars Crescent, PERTH, PH2 OFA,
Graesser House, Fodderty Way,
DINGWALL IV15 9XB
Clearwater House, Heriot Watt Research Park,
Avenue North, Riccarton, EDINBURGH,
EH14 4AP
Code
EA
SEPA-N
SEPA-E
5 Redwood Crescent, Peel Port, SEPA-W
EAST KILBRIDE, G75 5PD
Although the administrative boundaries of some of the EA regions (see Frontispieces) differ appreciably from the hydrological regions featured in
this publication, hydrometric data collection is generally organised on a basin or catchment basis. For further details relning to the monitoring sites
featured on the Maps 4-11 initial contact should norffially be made with' the EA headquarters in the hydrological province in which the particular
site is found.
2 As of April 2001 SEPNs regional structure was replaced by a national structure with regions being replaced by areas (with the same geographic
boundaries) - the area designations are shown below the pre-2001 regional designations. For most hydrometric data requests, the appropfine area
office Will normally be the initial contact point.
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Northern Ireland - Rivers Agency Headquarters
Hydebank, 4 Hospital Road,
BELFAST, BT8 8JP
Other measuring authorities
East of Scotland Water Authorityt
British Waterways
Essex & 'Suffolk Water Plc
Geological Survey of Northern Ireland
North of Scotland Water Authorityt
CEH Wallingford
Northumbrian Water Group Plc
North West Water Plc*
Southern Water Plc
West of Scotland Water Authorityt
Yorkshire Water Services Ltd
Websites of the principal data suppliers
Environment Agency
Scottish Environment Protection Agency
Rivers Agency (Dept. Agriculture and
Rural Development)
West Grove, Waver ley Road,
MELROSE, TD6 9SJ
Willow Grange, Church Road, WATFORID,
WD1 3QA
Hall Street, CHELMSFORD, CM2 OHH
20 College Gardens, BELFAST, BT9 6B5
Denburn House, 25 Union Terrace,
ABERDEEN, ABIO INN
Maclean Building, WALLINGFORD,
OXIO 8BB
Northumbria House, Regent Centre
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE, NE3 3PX
Dawson House, Liverpool Road,
WARRINGTON, WA5 3LW
Southern House, Yeoman Road,
WORTHING, BN13 3NX
419 Balmore Road, GLASGOW, G22 6NU
Western House, Halifax RdrBRADFORD,
BD6 2LZ
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/
http://sepa.org.uk/
http://www.dardni.gov.uk/
RA
ESWA
BW
ESW
GSNI
NSWA
CEH
NEW
NWW
SW
WSWA
t Superceded by the creation of Scottish Water in April 2002.
* Now United Utilities. -
Note: The measuring authorities listed in this directory provide (or-have provided) daily flow data to the nMional archive for primary flow
measurement stations.
Introduction
PUBLICATIONS in the Hydrological
data UK Series
Using the resources of the National River Flow and
National Groundwater Level Archives, the Hydrological
data UK series of Yearbooks has provided documenta-
tion and interpretation of hydrological conditions and
water resource variations throughout the UK since the
inception of the series in 1981.
Following a readership consultation exercise in
1995, a review of the Hydrological data UK series was
undertaken. A major objective was to exploit the op-
portunities afforded by new information dissemination
options to ensure that nationally archived hydrometric
datasets are more widely accessible. Accordingly, it was
decided to publish future Yearbooks on the World Wide
Web; the first electronic Yearbook (for 1996)  was  posted
on the NRFA website (see below) in December 1997.
Subsequently the website was restructured to provide
access to a broader range of information, and greater
flexibility in its presentation. The pace of technological
change and, in particular, the user demand for new
forms of data presentation will continue to help shape
the future structure of the Hydrological data UK series.
The National River Flow Archive Website
The NRFA website was established in 1996 to provide a
gateway to a range of UK hydrological information and
validated datasets. It can be accessed via:
http://www.nwl.ac.ukiih/nrfa/index.htm
Currently the website comprises six main components:
River Flow Data —  Daily flow data for 200 index
gauging stations throughout the UK together with
details of the NRFA data retrieval facilities.
Water Watch —  Annual and monthly summaries of
hydrological-and water resources variability throughout
the UK together with other material related to the
National Hydrological Monitoring Programme (see
below).
UK Gauging Station Network —  Location maps,
reference information, hydrographs, flow duration
curves and descriptive material relating to all primary
gauging stations in the UK.
Publications —  Details of publicatiems in the Hydro-
logical data UK series and othei associated publications,
reports and teaching resources.
Hydrological Trends —  Regional and site-specific trends
for a range of river flow and groundwater level variables,
including UK climate change indicators.
National Groundwater Level Archive—  Provides access to
groundwater data retrieval options and links to the
comprehensive hydrogeological information holdings of
the British Geological Survey.
The National Hydrological
Monitoring Programme
Since the winter of 1988/89 monthly reports on
hydrological and water resources variability throughout
the UK have been prepared jointly by CEH Wallingford
and the British Geological Survey on behalf of the
Department of the Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs, and the Environment Agency (and their pre-
cursors). Financial support towards their publication
costs is also provided by the Scottish Environment
Protection Agency, The Rivers Agency (Department of
Agriculture and Rural Development) in Northern
Ireland and OFWAT.
The programme utilises networks of index mon-
itoring sites to document variations in rainfall (the
majority of the rainfall data is supplied by the Met
Office), .river flows, groundwater resources and ovetall
reservoir stock.s. The programme relies on the active
cooperation of measuring authorities throughout the
UK to provide contemporary hydrometric and water
resources information.
Reports are published within 10 working days of
month-end. Subscription to the UK Hydrological
Summaries — currently £48'per year — may be arranged
through the National Water Archive Office — see
page 197. The bulk of the material is subsequently posted
on the 'Water Watch' website — where an archive of
monthly reports back to March 1997 is maintained. The
same site also provides access to the Hydrological Reviews
of the Year (published in the Yearbooks prior to 1996).
Hydrological data UK Publications
Hydrometric Register and Statistics
Volnmes
Earlier editions of this current publication are available
covering 1981-85, 1986-90 and 1991-95. A propor-
tion of the featured material is now posted on the NRFA
website 'but the Hydrometric Register and Statistics
volumes will continue to be published in hard-copy
format at 5-yearly intervals.
Yearbooks
Copies of most Yearbooks in the Hydrological data UK
series (1981-95) may be obtained through the National
River Flow Archive Office. Each Yearbook brings
together the principal datasets relating to river flows,
groundwater: levels and areal rainfall througho'ut the
United Kingdom. A comprehensive hydrological review
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of the year is featured in each Yearbook. Also included
in the editions for 1986-95 are water quality data for
a representative selection of river basins throughout
—Britain..
Details of availability and concessionary prices
may be obtained on application to the NRFA Office
(Tel: +44(0) 01491 692468; email: nWamail@ceh.
ac.uk). „.
The 1988-92 Drought
This report provides ciamprehensive documentation
of the 1988-92 drought within a hydrological frame-
work and establishes a berichmark against Which future
periods of severe rainfall deficiency may be compared.
The spatial and temporal variations in the drought's
intensity de examined and its severity assessed within
the perspective provided by long-term rainfall and
hydrometric records. The synoptic backcloth to the
drought's development is also reviewed and the
European perspective is examined using selected rainfall
and river flow records to index drought severity.
The 1984 Drought
The first occasional report in the Hydrological data UK
sdries concerns the 1984 drought. The strunture of the
report fcillows . the hydrological cycle wiM chapters
devoted to rainfall, evaporation, runoff 1 dnd water
storage in surface reservoirs and aquifers. The report
ifocuments the drought . in a water resodrces frame-
work and its development, duration and severity are
examined with particulai reference to regional variations
in intensity.
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Other Publications
Long Term Hydrographs
— In-1990 Me Brins-n—Geoldgidal SUrv- eY laundbed ais-e-ries-of
wallcharts depicting long term variations in groundwater
levels. Long term hydrographs are currently available for
the Chilgrove House (1836-) and Dalton. Holme (1883-)
bornholes and Therfield Rectory (1883-) well in the
Chalk of the South downs, Yorkshire and Hertfordshire
respectively. Copies of the groundwater level hydro-
graphs may be obtained from the British Geological
Survey (for further details visit the BGS Website).
Long terna hydrographs of dailY or monthly flows
are also available.for selected gauging stations (e.g. the
River Thames at Kingston with records from 1883) and
for England and Wales as a whole, for det.ails contact the
National River Flow Archive Office:
The Flood Estimation Handbook •
Published- in 1999, the Flood estimation Handbook
represents the outcome of a 5-year research programMe
at the Institute of Hydrology (now CEH Wallingford)
to develop and implenfent new generalised procedures
for rainfall and flood frequency estimation in the UK.
The Handbook — which largely supersedes the Flood
Studies Report — seeks to improve decision making
about flood risks in the UK. Volume 3 contains
summary details of annual Maximum flows and Peaks
over a Threshold; the corrnsponding time series are
contained on an accompanyibg CD Rom.
Further details relating to the Handbook and
associated software may be found on the FEH Websitd:
www.nwl.ac.uk/feh.
This glOssary of terms is intended primarily to help explain some of the technical vocabulary used in the section of the
gauging:station register. Where possible, the definitions given below are based upon those developed by the
International Standards Organisation'.
Surfate Water
Afflin
Backwater (curve)
Broad-crested
Cableway
Calibration
Compensation
Compound weir
Control
Crest-tapping
Critical flow
Depth of
approach
Drawdown
curve
Drowned (or
submerged)
Flume
Freshets
Gaugeboard
Hydraulic jump
Hysteresis
GLOSSARY
The rise in water level immediately upstream of, and due to, an obstruction.
The profile of the water surface upstream when its surface slope is generally less.than the bed
slope. The backwater curve generally occurs upstream of an obstruction or confluence.
A weir of sufficient breadth (in the direction of the flow) such that critical flow occurs on the crest
of the weir. The term long-crested is sometimes also applied to such structures.
An assembly of winches and ropes and a carrier for placing the current meter at any desired point
in the crdss section.
The establishment of a discharge relationship (or rating) with the measured stage values.
Sometimes used as a synonym for the stage-discharge r lation.
A minimum flow which a water authority is under an obligation to discharge into a watercourse as a
condition of carrying out their undertaking. Commonly the obligation relates to the maintenance
of a discharge rate below a reservoir. The term 'residual flow' is preferred by some authorities.
A weir containing rwo or more seCtions, which may be of different types each section normally
having a different height.
The physical properties of a channel, natural or artificial, which determine the relationship
between stage and discharge at a locaiion in the channel.
A means of measuring the pressure head near to the crest of a weir — the ratio of this head to the
upstream measured head can be used to determine the reduction factor necessary when flows are
non-modular.
The flow in which the total energy head* is a minimum for a given discharge"; critical flow
conditions are created by the installation of most standard weirs and flumes (as well as by natural
;obstructions and constrictions).
The depth of the upstreani bed at the tapping point below the lowest point of a weir crest.
The profile of the water surface where its surface slope exceeds the bed slope, for instance,
immediaiely upstream of a weir or flume.
A weir in which the upstream level is affected by the downstream water level (and the 'modular'
stage-discharge r lation no longer applies).
An artificial channel with clearly specified shape and dimensions which may be used for the
measurement of flow. A standing-wave flume, for instance, contains a constriction which causes
the flow to change from sub-critical* to super-critical* and in which the measurement of
upstream water level (alone) allows the discharge to be computed.
The periodical release of discharge rates over and above the basic compensation flow. These
artificial floods are intended to benefit the aquatic environment, particularly fisheries.
A device with a graduated scale installed at a gauging station for measuring the level of water
relative to a datum. Gaugeboards can be either vertical or inclined.
The sudden change of flow from super-critical f ow to sub-critical flow. The transition is marked
by a standing-wave.
The effect on the stage-discharge relation at a gauging station subject o variable water surface slope
where, for the same gauge height, the discharge on a rising stage differs from that on a falling stage.
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Influent stream
Irisiert
Modular limit
Nappe
Rhymer weir
Stage
Stage-discharge
Stilling well
Submergence
Suppressed weir
Thin-plate weir
Triangular-profile
weir
Unstable channel
Velocity of
approach
Velocity head
For definitions of these terms see reference I.
Groundwater
Aquifer
Artesian well
Borehole
Confined aquifer
Confining layer
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One which flows above the water-table and contributes to it by natural leakage through the bed
of the channel (sometimes termed a 'losing' stream; conversely a `gaining' stream has its flow
naturally augmented by inflow through the bed or banks).
The lerwesf pnrt of the croiS-sectibri of a naffiraTot artificiarchannel.
The submergence ratio when the flow just begins to be affected by the downstream level.
The jet formed by the flow over a weir. A clinging nappe is one held in contact with the
downstream face of a weir.
A simple form of variable geometry weir consisting of fixed horizontal beams which support
vertical timber posts to form a series of rectangular openings - these may be closed by means of
timber gates.
The elevation of the free surface of a stream relative to a datum; sometimes also referred to as the
gauge height.
An equation, table or formula which expresses the relation between the stage and the discharge in
an open channel at a given cross-section.
A well connected with the main stream in such a way as to permit the measurement of stage in
relatively still liquid.
The ratio of the downstream total head (measured head plus velocity head) to the upstream total
head over a weir.
A weir whose sides are in the same plane as the open channel thus eliminating (suppressing) side
contractions of the stream.
A weir constructed of a vertical thin plate with a thin crest shaped in such a manner that the
nappe springs clear of the crest.
A weir having a triangular profile in a vertical direction in the direction of flow. The `Crump' and
'Flat V' weirs are examples of such structures.
Channel in which there are frequent and significant changes in control.
The mean velocity in an open channel at a specified distance upstream of a measuring device.
The head obtained by dividing the square of the mean velocity (in the measuring section) by
twice the acceleration due to gravity.
A rock formation containing groundwater that can be abstracted economically in useful
quantities.
A shaft, or more commonly a borehole, within which, when the aquifer is penetrated, water rises
within the well to a level above the top of the aquifer, i.e. above the base of a-confining layef. The
term is usually reserved for wells that naturally overflow at the ground surface; where the water
level rises, but does not reach the ground surface, the term sub-artesian is sometimes used
A well constructed by machinery, usually less than one metre in diameter. Usually constructed
vertiCally, but inclined boreholes are occasionally constructed.
An aquifer in which groundwater is held under pressure by a confining layer (see also artesian
well).
An impermeable rock formation that immediately overlies an aquifer, and which may contain
water in she latter under pressure.
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Groundwater
Observation well
Permeability
Piezometric
Potentiometric
Rising
Saturated zone
Shaft
Unsaturated zone
Water level
Water-table
Well
ABBREVIATIONS
Adf
ALF
AOD
B-c
Bk
Blk
Br
Brk or B
Brn
BNFL
BS
Ch
Chn
Corn
Dk
Dmfs
Dr or D
D/s
EM
F&M
Frm
Sub-surface watcr contained within the saturated zone.
A shaft or borehole used for observing groundwater head or quality.
The ability of a material to allow the passage of a fluid.
The surface that represents the static head of the groundwater surface in a confined aquifer; in
practice, the static head is taken to be the water level measured in a well penetrating a confined
aquifer.
The surface that represents the static head of the groundwater surface in both confined aquifers
and water-table aquifers (i.e. where the water or pressure surface is at atmospheric pressure). This
term includes piezometric surface and water-table.
A term used particularly in South West England for a continuous outflow of subterranean water
of such dimensions as to be regarded as the emergence of a stream rather than a spring;
characteristic of Karstic aquifers such as the Carboniferous Limestone in the Mendip Hills.
That part of an aquifer, normally beneath the deepest water-table, in which ideally all voids are
filled with water under pressure greater than atmospheric.
A well constructed by hand and generally greater than one metre in diameter.
That part of an aquifer between the ground surface and the water-table.
In this context, the altitude (or depth) of the water surface as measured in a well.
The surface of a groundwater body at which the water pressure is atmospheric. Unless the water-
table is coincident with the ground surface, an unsaturated zone will be present.
A term used to include both shafts and boreholes although occasionally used for shafts only.
Note: The following abbreviations do not purport to
represent any standardised usage; they have been
developed for use in the Hydrological data UK series of
publications only. Where space constraints have required
alternative forms of these conventional abbreviations to
be used, the meaning should be evident from the context.
Average daily flow
Alleviation of Low Flows
Above Ordnance Datum
Broad-crested
Beck
Black
Bridge
Brook
Burn
British Nuclear Fuels Ltd
British Standards
Channel
Current meter(ing)
Common
Dike
Daily mean flows
Drain
Downstream
East
Electromagnetic gauging station
Foot and Month disease
Farm
G/s
Gw
HEP
Hifs
Ho
Hosp
IH
Lb
Ln
Ust
Ltl
MAF
Mkt
Ml/d
Mnr
NERPB
NSHEB
Ntch
NW
OD
0/f
ORS
Pk
Pop
POR
PS
Gauging station
Groundwa:ter
Hydro-electric power
Highest instantaneous flows
House
Hospital
Institute of Hydrology
Loch or lake
Left hand river bank
(looking downstream)
Lane
Limestone
Little
Mean annual flood
Market
Megalitres per day
Manor
North
North East River Purification Board
North of Scotland Hydro-Electric Board
Notch
North West
Ordnance Datum
Outfall or outflow
Old Red Sandstone
Park
Population
Period of record
Pumping station
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Reference
For a full explanation of the letter codes used to
categorise flow measurement stations, see page 5.
I Internatffinal Standards Organisation, 1978. Liquid
flow measurement in open channels. Vocabulary
and symbols, ISO 772,1978.
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Pt Point SE South East
PT Permo-Triassic (sandstones) SOE Scottish Office Environment DePartment
PWS Public water supply SI Sluice
QMED —Median annual flood- - -.Sp Spring
RAFT Rising Air Float Technique St Stream
Rb Right hand river bank STW Sewage Treatment Works
(looking downstream) SW South West
Ric Racecourse TS Transfer scheme
RCS Regional communications system US Ultrasonic gauging station
Rd Road U/s Upstream
Res Reservoir VA Velocity-area gauging station/method
Rh Right hand West
RPB River Purification Board Wcourse Watercourse
South WBGS West Berkshire Groundwater Scheme
Slst S'andstone Wd Wood
Sch School Wr Weir
S-D ,Stage-discharge relation WRW Water reclamation works
SDD Scottish Development Department Wtr Watei
(now SOE) wrw Water treatment works
á
á
á
RIVERS
Agency
S E P MI/
Centre for
Ecology & Hydrology
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT RESEARCH COUNCIL
ENVMONMENT
AGENCY
British
Geological Survey
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT RESEARCH COUNCIL
